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CHAPTER VII
INTELLIGENCE

GENERAL

(C) The politico-military balance sheet in SVN as 1965 began was significantly in the
enemy's favor and presented a formidable challenge for USMACV. Many major changes and
improvements in the overall military posture occurred following that time. This discussion
will be concerned primarily with the improvements and activities of military intelligence in
SVN.
(U) Between February 1962 and July 1965, MACV, with a small J2 organization plus an
advisory role in intelligence, did not have the intelligence units, specialists, communtcations,
equipment, or facilities to acquire and process timely information in order to have an adequate
date base for valid intelligence. This became critical during July 1965 and remained so through
September 1966 which was the period of the US buildup in SVN. MACV Intelligence personnel,
particularly those in the field, relied on their counterparts for this type information but only
had a limited capability of accurately assessing it.
To develop an adequate data base, it required manpower, organization, and timely access to information in order to produce the intelligence needed by the tactical commander. Working together, rather than merely providing advice and gtidanceL was considered the best method of imprpsving the GVN intelligence organiza.
tion. The reasons for this were nanerous: our Vietnamese counterparts had sovereign control
over all sources of Information--they controlled the basic files and archives; they had long experience based on fighting the common enemy: their language capability to interrogate detainees
and to read documents was an obvious asset; their insight into and an understanding of the enemy
and their own people was important; and they remained on the job for years, thereby adding to
the continuity of US efforts and data base.
(C) On Z7 September 1965, a much needed agreement was concluded between COMUSMACV
and the CIGS, RV'•AF which authorized the conduct, throughout USMACV and RVNAF, of a
combined effort in questioning of captives and in the exploitation of enemy documents. The
agreement recognized that US participation in combat operations required a greater US participation in the field of intelligence. Under the terms of the agreement. all military interrogation
and document exploitation activities were to be conducted on a combined basis. As a result of
this compact, the Combi.ed Intelligence Center, Vietnam (CICV) was established. 1
OT A survey of the intelligence collection resources, principally the 52Sth Military IntelliThe concept of operations was to
combine the existing assets of the 135th and 149th MIGPs and reconfigure these elements into
separate battalions under one single unit, the SZ5th MIGP. Therewere 5 battalions. on*for each
CTZ andone for the CMD. These were integrated battalions comprising a counterintelligence element, a small collection element specifically keyed to support the US divisions and separate
brigades In each CTZ, an advisory tlement for the 101 ARVN Unit (formerly ARVN 924th Support Group), and one officer to coordinate the collection effort in each of the 44 provinces. The
latter was necessary to exploit an area heretofore inadequately covered. The battalion commander coordinated the activities in his area, to ensure that all coneut*7*e,p'mtfitsd from tite

gonce Group (MXGP), was completed on 17 December 1967.
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total collection structure. Tactical support personnel of these battalions were solely responsive
to requirernents emanating from division GOs and brigade Sta. A separate special operations
battalion was formed for strategic high level operations targeted against C0SVN and other high
priority MACY targets. The elimination of two headquarters from the 519th MI Bn was achieved
by a previous action to combine elements supporting the Combined Intelligence Centers in Saigon. Numerous other intervening headquarters between the intelligence collector and user were
removed and a greater field capability was provided through integrated field oriented commands.
Deficiencies were corrected by deleting eight headquarters, by consolidatip efforts of the 519th
M1 En, and by consolidating the counterintelligence and collection efforts.
(C) Within the CTZs, there was the Vietnamese Corps 02 and his MI detachment, the US 02
and his Ml detachment, and a combined interrogation center. The division tactical level was
similarly organized. However, the Vietnameee division 02e also had reconnaissance companies
supporting them. Additional intelligence collecting support was provided by the ROK Division
and the Australian Task Force.
(C) A very significant action of the combined intelligence effort in Vietnam was the deploy.
ment of Vietnamese MI detachments In support of US and other TWMAF and combat units. These
detachments complimented US/FWIMAF efforts by providing school-trained language and local
dialects. They were also knowledgeable of the terrain, customs, and habits of the people. This
program was established by an agreement concluded between the US and the RVNAT in ZJanuary
1966. Subsequently, the RVNAF signe4 separate agreements with the ROK and Australian forces.
In accorJance with these agreements, RVNAT provided MI'detachments to support US and other
FWMAF divisions and separate brigades. Priority of assignment was determined by COMUSMACY.
(C) Adequate numbers of trained personnel were not available when this program was initi.
ated, therefore, reduced strength organisatione were deployed. The immediate need for support in the specialties of interrogation and document analysis were given primary consideration.
In these fields, particularly, a strong emphasis on continuity and native ability was paramount
and this was provided by trained Vietnamese intelligence personnel. As personnel were made
available and trained in intelligence specialties, they formed reduced strength detachmnents.
The detachments were then employed in support of US or other TWMAF elements. When employed with the Allied intelligence detachments, they reacted to the direction of the Allied Comrmande r.
(U) Some of the major benefits of the combined intelligence program were: reaction-school-trained Vietnamese intelligence personnel were immediately available to exploit captured
documents and to interrogate captured enemy personnel in the tactical area; timeliness--intelligence personnel were able to recognize and separate the unimportant documents and prisoners,
thus providing for concentrated exploitation of personnel and materiel of importance to the tacti.
cal situation; liaison--Ges stated that their supporting ARVN detachment commanders established and maintained a rapport with the local RT/PT, National Police, military security service,
and provincial government authorities that could not otherwise have been achieved; training-simply stated, we learned from the Vietnamese and the Vietnamese learned from us; and continuity--this element offered the WWMAT commander. and now replacements arriving, a continuity of effort and direction which otherwise would not have been available.

V.

(C) In line with the "combined intelligence approach, " MACV established four Combined
Intelligence Centers in the Saigon area. TLr largest of these was CICV which became the
major intelligence production facility for both MACV and ARVN. The Combined Document Explottation Center (CDEC) was also established and occupied its new facility, adjacent to CXCV,
during October 1966. To round out the data gathering force, the Combined Military InterrogL.
tion Center (CMIC) and the Combined Materiel Exploitation Center (CMEC) were made operational. CMIC. as its name imalied. provided intelligence through interrogation, while CMEC
was responsible for data concerning the enemy order of battle. Additi-nally, civilian level
support was provided by the Central Intelligence Organization (CIO) and the National Interrogation Center (NIC). 3

Combined Intelligence Center, Vietnam

(U) As the tempo of the war in Vietnam increased and as full-strengthed US military units
were committed to deter the aggression, the intelligence bass was expanded and improved to
meet stapped-up support requirements. Thousands of facts and figures concerning every
aspect of the enemy's position, past, p'esent, future, had to be constantly analysed to meet
strategic and immediate tactical requirements. To assist in the accomplishment of this comprehensive intelligence production effort, CICV was established in November 1965 as a joint
US/ARVN function and was largely responsible for maintaining a tremendous data base and
keeping it up to date. It was manned by Intelligence p , sonnel specialists from the US Army,
Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps and Vietnamese Army personnel. CICV was an aroundthe-clock intelligence operation.. During the latter portion of 1967, the internal production cap.
ability of MACJZ was greatly enhanced through an action which merged the US element of the
CICV and the Production Division of J2. This merger of the major US production activities of
32 provided for a more efficient utilization of manpower b y combining the effort under a single
managerial system.
(U) The mission of CXCV was to prepare and maintain an all-source intelligence data base
for use by MACV and/or 3JS, as appropriate, and to produce and disseminate that intelligence
required by COMUSMACV or 3JS which was within the scope of the functions charged to the
division. These functions included:
1. Production of strategic intelligence through research and analysis of military/political. military/economic, military/sociological, and military/psychological subjects in
SEASIA. These functions were eliminated as of 26 December 1968 when CICV's Strategic
Research and Analysis branch (SRA) became an independent organization.
2.

Analysis of selected areas in SEASXA (see note above).

3. Provision of intelligence derived from and concerned with land forms, geology,
soils, vegetation, drainage, climate, lines of communication, routes and avenues of approach,
and man-made features.
4. Propagation of the eneny order of battle on VC and NVA forces in the RVN and
other designated forces in SFASIA, to include identification, strength, structure, subordination,
logistics, personnel, disposition, weapons capabilities, combat effectiveness, infiltration, tactics, and training of units.
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5. Preparation of interpretations of multi-sensor imagery :or the purpose of producing itneilgence in the form of bomb damage ,sessment. enemy defense overlays, lines of
comnmnuutcation studios. detailed interpretation reports and other special studies.
I. Development of targets for masArr
fftenasive action.

itilization of aerial bombardment

7. Formulation of technical intelligence concerning enemy capabilities,
ties, and technical order oi battle.

and other

v•lnerabili-

(U) As a means of accomplishing the mriciaon and meeting the functional requirements,
nine branches (Figure VII-l) were created and headed by the Director's Office:
1. The Support Branch was responsible for the adrrinietratton, maintenance supply,
center security, and distribution for the center. The branch also staffed and operated the
automatic data proceesing coater which included data on airfields. drop zones (DZ). bridges.
enemy Installations, and VC infrastructure and order of. battle information.
2. CICV's Operations Branch served as the production ontrol and coordir ation unit.
tt was responsible for reports, statistics, and editorial functions. Generally, it was charged
with handling and processing all Informtation coming in or leaving the center.
3. The Strategic Research and Analysis Branch handled political, economic, sociologtial. and psychological aspects of the conflict. Particular attention was devoted to the US
military and pacification goals. As of 26 December 1968, SRA became an independent organization.
4. CICV's Operstions Research Center was established to provide a statistical ansly.
sis and research capability. Its function was to coordinate major statistical projects. As of
26 December 1968, vils function was assumed by the Operations Breach and the Operations
Research Center was abolished.
5. The Area Analysis branch prod ,ced intelligence relating to geography, weather.
and manomade features. A major product of ft, branch was the compilation of T4ctical Scale
Studies which were keyed to the AM.S 1:50. OLU sceale charts. The entire country of SVN was
covered and these charts were used by field units for operations.
6.
out RVN.

The Targets Acquisition Branch maintained intelligence of enemy activity throughSuch Information was used for selection of ground operations and B-5Z air strikes.

7. The Order of Battle Branch, an extremely large branch, was responsible for
identifi cation, location, strength, and disposition of all enemy units down to the local force
companies and platoons. The branch included four sections: Ground OB. OB Studies, OB
Logietics, and O G ut-Country.
8. CICV's Imagery Interpretation Branch reviewed photographic, Infrared, and radar
Imagery. eirtracting intelligence information for publication in special reports, photo studies,
and as supplemental tactical scale and special forces camp studies.
9.

The establishment of the CMEC is discussed separately in this chapter. 4
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FIGURE,

.

Combined Documents Exploitation Center

(C) Prior to October 1965. the captured document exploitation program was primarily a
function of RVNAF. US participation in this effort was primarily advisory in nature, performed
by approximately night US military and 30 LN translators. However, as the conflict intensified,
the value of captured enemy documents as one of the primary intelligence sources, became
readily apparent, It also became apparent that there was a need for implementation of a top
level, combined US/RVNAF documents exploitation p:ogram. On I October 1965, CDEC was
established and necessary actions to enlarge and improve the program were undertaken. A
year later the center was relocated in a newly constructed facility and the personnel strength
was increased to 44 US military, 77 LN civilians, and Z8 RVNAF personnel. By July 1968, the
Center's authorized personnel strength was more than 350. The activities were guided by a
US Ltd RLVNAF co-directorate operating v'Jr
the staff supervision of the MACJZ and JZ/J3S
respectively. 5
(C) CDEC had the mission of supporting all units of the US. RVN, and FWMAF by providing them, on a timr ely basis, with raw information of It telligence value derived from captured
enemy documents. Throughout 1968, initial stages of document exploitation commenced when
documents arrived at CDEC (Figure VI.2). Documents arrived at CDEC from many sources
and in every conceivable type of container ranging from sandbags and cans to trailer loads.
They were usually delivered via established message centers, mail channel, or courier system
(Figure VII-3). During the period I January to 31 December 1968, CDEC received 3,988,672
pages of captured documents from field units (Figure VII-4). Documents arriving at the center
were carefully screened by highly qualified Vietnamese civilian intelligence specialists. During this phase, the documents were segregated.into live categories, "A" through "E", to
establish priorities for exploitation and disposition. The categories were defined as followst
1. Type "A' documents contained highly significant information such as the location
of ninefields, planned ambushes, and impending attacks. Documents in this category received
i.madiato processing. The intelligence obtained was returned to the capturing unit and disseminated to appropriate commands and staff sections by electrical messages of "Immediate"
or 'Flash" precedence.
2. Type "B" documents comprised intelligence information of value to field commanders and staff sections, but the information was not of sufficient urgency to be classified as
Type "A". The majority of the documents processed by CDEC were classified Type "B". During the two month period immediately following the 1968 VC/NVA Tot Offensive, CDEC processed more than half a million pages of captured enemy documents, of which approximrrately
50, 000 pages (10%) were considered to be of intelligence value and almost all of which were
Type "B" documents.
3.

Type "C" documents contained information of marginal intelligence value.

4. Type "D" documents, primarily propaganda materials, were exploited by the
center only if they contained new or significant information. Normally, material of this nature
was forwarded to the appropriate information or psychological warfare agency for exploitation.
S. Type "E" documents, those containing information on the enemy communication
system, were passed on to the apprnpriate communications Intelligence agencies for detailed
processing.
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(C) Upon completion of the screening process, documents selected for exploitation (Types
"A" and "B") were passed to document evaluators who drafted summaries in English and Vietnamese. The summaries were then edited and published daily as CDEC bulletins. Abstracts
of significant documents wore published in a daily message format while information from
Type "A" documents was expeditiously disseminated by spot reports.
(C) To assist with the rapid intelligence collection effort, CDEC developed the concept of
the 00 TEAM. These teams were available to provide special support to major tactical commands. During Operations CEDAR FALLS (Jan 1967) and JUNCTION CITY (Feb-May 1967),
three CDEC GO TEAMS were provided. Field commanders were furnished on-the-spoc oral
summaries and immediate readouts of highly significant documents. Selected documents were
expeditiously evacuated to CDEC where cour'ters were able to wait for readouts on significant
documents and return to their units with the findings. 6
(C) In addition to processing captured enemy correspondence and publications. CDEC also
processed captured enemy films and voice tapes. Information gleaned from these items was
published in message and CDEC bulletin format and received wide dissemination to users inand out-of-country. Captured films and tapes'were physically made available to tactical unite
and intelligence staff sections on a temporary loan basis.
(C) Recognizing the need to rapidly and efficientl' harvile large amounts of raw intelligence
in support of the expanding intelligence requirements in Vietnam, the US element of CDEC was
equipped with an Automatic Document Storage and Retrieval System (AI)SRS). This system was
incorporated into the DOD Worldwide Intelligence Data Handling System (IDHS). The mission
of the ADSPS at CDEC was to store, on annotated microfilm, all intelligence documents pertaining to the SEASIA theater and to automatically produce, upon request, any of more than
a million documents as required by field commanders and staff agencies. Documents containing informatiun to satisfy queries were retrieved in one of several ways: images on a viewing
screen, on hard copies. coded 3emm microfilm, and on uncoded 16imi microfilm. The final
form of document storage at CDEC was the archives, which were maintained by the ARVN
element of CDEC. Since enemy documents captured in the RVN legally belonged to the Vietnamese government, the archives at CDEC served as the central repository for captured enemy
documents.
(C) CDEC's library also contained interrogation reports of CbiC, the NIC. field commands, intelligence information reports, agent reports, intelligence summaries, and periodic
intelligence reports. Therefore, to facilitate the daily operations at CDEC, it became necessary to develop a series of reference publications. Though not a mission function, in-house
training requirements, coupled with command and field intelligence needs, made it mandatory
to develop such a series. Publications resulting were the VC Terminology Glossary, VC Terminoloey for Irreaular Forces, Identification of V' and NVA Documents and VC/NVA Cover
Designations and Letter lox Numbers. 7

Conmbined Military Interrogation Center

(U) US interrogation personnel assigned to RVN prior to 1966 did not have specific guidelines to assist them in interrogation of Vietnamese in a counter-insurgency environment. During the period 1966-67, C•IC personnel greatly assisted in the establishment of an organized
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military interrogation effort in Vietnam. During this time, CMIC established guidelinee for the
achievement of a high level of interrogation proficiency.
(U) Th,# concept of a Combined Interrogation Center was originated by MO J. A.
McChristian, MACJZ in 1966. From• the time of inception to February 1967, CMIC operated
under field conditions. Initially, the center was plagued by a shortage of qualified personnel
and adequate interrogation facilities. By May 1966 the facilities problem was well on its way
to being solved with construction of a new CMIC compound located at #2 T Hien Thanh Street,
Saigon. The new CMIC compound afforded larger and impro'med facilities in addition to increased security for both CMIC sources and activities. Upon completion, the CMIC compound
included, for the first time, office space for both US and ARVN elements, separate interrogation facilities for PWs and Hot Chanhe and solitary confinement cells and living space for
approti.mately 20 returnees. With this construction, and the arrival of additional interrogator
personnel in 1967, CMIC was able to assume a key position in the intelligence structure of
MACJZ.
(U) The principle mission of CMIC was to exploit selected VC/NVA prisoners and returnees on requirements levied by MACJ2, JOS, and other higher headquarters, CMIC also
had the mission of publishing and distributing reports based on interrogations. CMXC performed a secondary mission of providing teams to render interrogation, training, Assistance
to field units, and to coordinate interrogation activities throughout RYN.
(U) Since the CMIC was manned only by three US personnel in an advisory status during
most of 1966, reports of interrogations were largely~the responsibility of the RVNAF element
at the Center. After the US element was organized and administrative procedures established,
the US element went into full operation and began to publish its own interrogation reports. No
records were kept for the remasiing months of 1966; however, during 1967, the Center's first
full year of productivity as a "combined" center, the US element produced 288 knowledgeability
briefs, conducted 3,159 interrogations, and published 1, 999 interrogation reports. The following year, 1968, the Center's activity increased significantly. A total of 950 knowledgeability
briefs were published, 3,720 interrogations conducted, and 3,946 interrogations were distributed. Among significant personalities interrogated at the CMIC by US personnel were a
colonel, two lieutenant colonels, six majors, and 21 senior captains. In addition, during the
period I January 1966 to Z1 December 1967, over 150 interrogation teams were dispatched to
assist field units.
(U) This field support was noticeable in many of the 1966 operations. Some examples
were the VAN BUREN, PAUL REVERE, and ATTLEBORO Operations. Two of the most significant operations conducted durit.g 1967, CEDAR FALLS and JUNCTION CITY, were initiated
primarily L5 a result of informatioi.
tained during the interrogation effort of CMXC. In
February 1968, the US element, CMIC interrogations revealed the location of COSVN Headquarters. As a result, very effective B- 52 strikes were initiated by the Air Force against the
site.
(U) CMIC also performed interrogations involving highly technical subjects such as medicine, communications, and chemical warfare; maintained dossiers on all knowledgeable sources
captared or returned in RVN since January 1965; orgaineed and was responsible for the interrol.ation of returnees at Chieu Hot centers, published an Exploitation Cuide containing detailed
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questions to be levied on sources acquired during the conduct of the counter-insurgency effort;
united the US/ARVN intelligence collection effort; and was instrumental in the development of
interrogation techniques that blended themselves to the cultural background of Vietnam. 8

Combined Materiel Exploitation Center

(5) An agreement between the US and RVN ca~ling for a combined captured enemy materiel
exploitation program was completed on 15 June 1966. This program included aU activities pertaining to the collection, evaluation, exploitation, and reporting of captured materiel. It also
provided for the creation of the Combined Materiel Exploitation Center (CMEC). On 14 December 1966, CMEC was formally established at the Tan Son Nhut military complex. Unification
of six separate technical detachments were: the 521st Medical Detachment, 590thChuarteomaster Detachment, 18th Signal Detachment, 18th Chemical Detachment. 57lst Engineer Detachment, and the 5Z8th Ordnance Detachment. .2,
SOSprovided a 30-man Vietnamese element
to work as the ARVN counterpart of CMEC and CMUC was placed under the operational control
of MACJZ. And, on 15 September. the Technical.Intelligence Branch was incorporated into

CMEC.
(i) CMEC' amission was to provide technical intelligence concerning enemy capabilities
and vulnerabilities and to maintain order of battle. The organization provided intelligence on
the enemy's signal, medical, transportation, ordnance, q¶iartermaster, and chemical capabilities. The technical inte•iligence detachments of CMEC maintained several files in the automatic
data processing (ADP) data base. These were used to provide DLA, CINCPAC. MACV, and
USARV with a comprehensive analysis of activitieg associated with enemy materiel.
(U)

The functions of CMEC "included:
1.

Examining, oidentifying,

classifying, and evaluating captured enemy materiel.

2.
Preparing and disseminating technical intelligence reports, summaries, and
&naW•ses concerning captured enemy materiel.
3. Operating the CMEC for a coordinated, combined tNchnical intelligence and
materiel exploitation program with the RVN.
4.

Evacuating captured enemy materiel to CONUS agencies as required.

(S) Preliminary examination and reporting of selected captured materiel was accomplished
in the tactical area by one of five field teams that was permanently based in its respective C'TZ.
Reporting at this level was slanted toward information which was of immediate tactical value.
Operations of these teams extended to the capturing unit level. In addition to the examination
&Adreporting functions, field teams coordinated evacuation of materiel and conducted materiel
screering operations to insure that only items of intelligence significance were evacuated. 9
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THE 1968 COLLECTION PROGRAM

General

(S) The MACV area of intelligence interest comprised SVN, NVN, Cambodia, Laos, and
Southern China (Kwngtung, Kwangsi, and YunnanProvinces). However, MACV's area of in.
terest and area of actual collection differed. The area of collection only covered SVN, NVN,
Cambodia (east of a line down the Mekong River from the Laotian border to Phnom Penh, to
the Gulf of Thailand at Sre Amble), and Laos (east of a line Muong Phine o and the So Kong
•.iver). 10

I

Intelligence Deterrents

(S) From the beginning, the intelligence collection effort in Vietnam was faced with certain
deterrents. In accordance with national policy, certain out-of-country reconnaissance flights
required concdrrence, coordination, and approval of CINCPAC, CINCSAC, or JCS.
(S) Various ethnic groupings in Vietnam consisted of the Vietnamese majority and the relatively large unassimilated ethnographic rrinority groupe coneisting of the Montagnards,
Chinese. and Khmer Kampuchea Krom. The Montagnard mountain tribesmen represented the
most dissident element of these groups. The tribesmen, whose many languages had no ethnological relationship to Vietnamese, had no bhaic loyalty to any government. The Chinese gaoup
represented a middle class that desired to remain aloof from RVN politics. The Khmer Kampuchea Krom of the lower Delta area and the Cambodian border also had no basic loyalty to any
government.
(S) Of all the religious beliefs in RViN, Buddhism was in the majority, with Catholicism
second in dominance. Two additional small but organized groups were the Cao Dai and the Hoe
Has. All four groups were important as political forces. Militant Buddhist leaders gained
some of their political and social objectives through a series of upheavals and posed a threat
to OVN efforts against the VC.
(S) RVT4 was divided topographically into three distinct areas: the mountains and plateaus
of central Vietnam, the narrow coastal plain, and the southern delta region. The mountains
reached heights of 2, 000 meters and were covered by dense jungle or extensive forests. Most
of the mountain area was poor to impassable for vehicular traffic. The coastal plain was fair
for traveling north and south, while vehicular movement in the delta area was extremely
limited except for the Saigon/Cholon area.
(S) A monsoon-type of climate existed in Vietnam and was an important consideration in
the military operations of the area. The rainy season in the southern portion extended from
May through Novemnber, while along the northern coastal plain, the rainy season lasted from
October to April. During the height of the rainy season, many of the rural regions became
impassable to normal traffic except along major roadways and waterways.
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Development of Sources

(S) Faced with this variety of deterrents, MACJZ established a program for the developmant of sources. US personnel were ordered to Vietnam to man tactical interrogation centers
because direct US participation gave more rapid, direct response to US requirements. In 1966
a new center was built to house the joint US/RV'.AFLinterrogations activities. It provided
better and more hurAns treantment for captives and returnees. In addition, volume was incrossed, accuracy improved, efficiency was enha"ced, and the system became more responsive. US advisors were instructed to build a closer liaison with their RVWAF counterparts
and, at the same time. emphasixe the Importance of intelligence collecting and reporting,
Concurrently, all US military and civilian personnel were reminded that they were sources
of information and responsible for reporting such information.
(S) Intelligence contacts were made In many ways. Some were made under the cover of
commeritcial contacts or from businessmen on a social and professional basis. Government
officials and political figures established contacts through normal liaison and attendance at
social affairs. Numerous low level sources were developed with agent nets operated by the
Vietnamese political division chief down to the district level. Religious leaders also proved
to be a source of information. However, extreme care had to be taken since many of the important religious personalities were involved in political intrigue, 11

Special Collection Program

(C) The exploitation phase of the 1967 Collection Program (developed in 3uly 19661 was
based on three basic components: first, a successful combined interrogation program was developed; second, a lucrative combined exploitation system had been placed into operation; and
last, combined materiel exploitation was achieved. MACV developed and implemented three
special intelligence collection programs destined to focus attention on specific areas and activities of intelligence interest. The first of these special programs emphasised and coordinated
collection activities in RVN and the Cambodian border area. Another program directed Increased surveillance of the Vietnamese coast in support of MARKET TIME anti-infiltration
operations. The third special program was targeted against the VC infrastructure throughout
Vietnam. 12
(3) During 1968. MACJ2 continued to improve its enemy intelligence collection effort. The
1968 Intelligence Collection Plan was designed to integrate the intelligsnce requirements of
MACV, assiSn them priorities, and provide for changes in requirer, ents and priorities, as
well as establishing Other Intelligence Requirements (OIR) (Figure VII-5). The inclusion of
Essential Elements of Information (EEl), Indicators (IND), and Specific Orders and Requirements (SOR) (Figure VII-6) was designed for the purpose of elaborating on MACV's standing
collection requirements. Collectors were selected for different EEl, OIR, and SOR with the objective of making the most effective use of the command's assets (Fisure VII-7). No one agency
was assigned the mission of answering all questions of the ZEX. OIR, and SOR but the assignment of collection tasks did not lessen or negate the responsibility of collectors to report information pertinent to other requirements which were obtained in the course of their collection
activities. 13
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1968 PRIORJITIES k
OTHER INTELLIGENCE REQUIREMENTS

PRIORITIES
PRIORITY 1:

What are the capabilities and vulnerabilities of the enemy force structure in
South Vietnam, the Laos Corridor, Cambodia, the DMZ, and north to the Northern boundary of MR4, and in South V'leema territorial w.ters to a distance of 10
miles off shore?

PRIORITY Z:

Will other Communist powers intervene militarily in the war? U so, when,
where, in what strength, with what mission, and by what routes?

PRIORITY 3:

What is the extent and nature of outside support to the enemy in South Vietnam?

OTHER INTELLIGENCE REQUIREMENTS
OIRU/:

When, where, and in what strength will the enemy attack?

OIR/Z:

Where are tI;e enemy's basea.reas located?

OIR/3:

Will the enemy receive additional weapons systems? If so, what types, in what
quantity, when and where?

OIR1/4:

What andwhere are the enemy's main lines of communication in SVN?

OIR/S:

What is the c6mmand and control structure of the VC/NVA forces in SVN?

OIR/6t

What is the enemy capability to provide replacements/fillers to existing units in SVN?

OIR/7:

What VC political activities and campaigns are being conducted in SVN?

OIR/8:

What are the enemy's plans to counter the Revolutionary Development Program?

OIR/9:

Where are US, AR.VN, and FWMA;' prisoners of war located?

OIR/10:

What are the enemies' capabilities and intentions to sabotage US facilities?

OIR/li:

What is the nature of the subversion and espionage threat directed against US per.
sonnel in SVN?
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INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION AGENCIES

SA4CZ

Army Advisory Group
IV Corps Tactical Zone

MATTLO

Military Attache
Liaison Office

5SFGP

5th Special Forces
Group (Airborne)

CMIC

Combined Military
Interrogation Center

S52MI

525th Military Intelligence
Group

CMEC

Combined Materiel
Exploitation Center

USARV

United States Army, Vietnam CDEC

NAVFORV

Naval Forces, Vietnam

7AF

7th Air Force (to include
131st SAS)

III MAF

III Marine Amphibious Force

I FFORCEV

I Field Force Vietnam

II FFORCEV

II Field Force VietnaMi

TRU

Technical Research Unit

DIA

Defense Intelligence Agency

SACMD

Army Advisory
Detachment Capitol
Military District
Special Zone

SA/AB

Army Advisory
Detachment Airborne
Division

SARS

Army Advisory
Detachment Railway
Security

OSA

Office Special Anst
American Embassy,
Saigon

PACOM

Pacific Command
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Combined Document
Exploitation Center

Special Collection Programs - 1968
(S)
I WESjT
IY (U): The intelligence coUection proqram "Surface-to-Surface Missiles,"
nicknamed KEY WEST. dotmd 17 January 1968, was the first special collection program of the
year. It was developed to detect the movement or emplacement of surface-to-surfac- missiles
and tactical rockets in NVN, Laos. and Cambodia.
(C) CORRAL (U); A revised and updated collection program. "VC Politicsl Order of Battle, " ihort title COR.RAL, was published on 27 January 196C. CORRAL intensified and coordinated intelligence collection activities directed at the VC political infrastructure. It provided
for reporting through military channels which insured the largest possible infrastructure data
base and it supported operations directed against the VC political ilfrastructure. 14
(C) RITZ ():
A revised and updated collection program, "VC Irregular Forces," dubbed
RITZ, was published on 2 February 1968. RITZ intensified and coordinated intelligence collection activities directed at the VC Irregular Forces and their ability to increase their regular
force strength.
(C) OPERAIfON CROSS LINK (U): In late February 1968, at the direction of the Deputy .2,
a liaison element (two Officers) was established between MACJ2 and the Office of the Special Assfstant to the Ambasmador, US Embassy, Saigon. The purpose was to facilitate and expedite the
exchange of intelligence and information between these offices.
The project was named OPERA.
TION CROSS LI.'l One of the J2 representatives served at the Operations Center of the Embassy on a 24-hour basis. The representative was in continuous contact with the Saigon Warning Center Analyst at Counter-intellience Information Base (CIMB) &ecurearea. The primary
purpose of the two-man liaison team was to enhance the CUB capability of continuous updating
of the tactical situation in and around Saigon.
(TS) DORSAL FIN (U): On 24 February 1968, a DF was s•u)itted to the Jf by the Director
of Combat Intelligence presenting a plan for utilization of the OV- 1 SLAR in-flight readout to
pinpoint the location of vehicles or sampans inside Cambodia thrt were being utilised at night
to support VC/NVA activity in RVI. The location of these vehicles or sampans. as determined
by the SLAP Moving Target Indicator (Ni.1) in-flight readout, were passed to the Air Yor,;e
photo aircraft which made night runs on the area. Thic was designed to provide positive photographic evidence of the use of Cambodia as a sanctuary and base of supply for the VC/NVA.
Coordination was made with 7AF and concurrence was obtained. COMUSMACV sent a message
to CINCPAC requesting approval for the plan on 28 February and requesting 10 additional
DORSAL FIN sorties per mouth for night operations. The initial area of operations was the
Parrot's Beak. 15
(S) VESUVIUS ONE (U): MACJ2l5 letter, 9 February 1968, changed the Intelligence Collection Program "Cambodia," coded NANTUCKET to VESUVIUS ONE, a joint Department of State/
MACV collection plan, which was designed to expose the enemy's use of Cambodia.
Examples
of this were VESUVIUS Package #8, July 1968, which dealt with the enemy activity in the Nam
Lyr Mountains--Base Area 740, and report 09, September 1968. which documented enemy use
of the Seven Mountains area of Cambodia. Approved VESUVIUS intelligence reports evidencing
VC/NVA use of Cambodia were forwarded to Prince Sihanouk of Cambodia for his consideration)
and possible action. 16
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(C) VOLUNTEER INFORMANT PROGRAM IU). Staff preparation and coordination of the revised Volunteer Informant Program, short title VIP, were completed in March 1968. The actions resulted in publication of MACV Dir 381-2 of 19 March 1968. This revised and updated the
original VIP Directive, and included CO, USARV and CDR, ?AF among the implementing comnmanders. VIP results for CY68 were good. The 1968 Combined Campaign Plan had set a goal
of tripling the number of monthly informants. Based on the December 1967 figure of 497 infer.
manta, this involved an increase to 1.500 informants per month. The goal was exceeded in
every month since August 1968. The average for the Third Quarter recorded over 1. 600 monthly informants, and this number passed 2,000 in the Fourth Quarter of CY68. Over 15, 000 informants were recorded under the VIP during 1968. Information derived from these informants
led to 3,437 enemy killed and 1,197 captured. It also resulted in capture or recovery of over
50, 000 rounds of ordnance and more than 2. 000 weapons. The cost of the program for the entire year was only $135, 724. Almost all US tactical units in-country implement this program
and particularly in the Fourth Quarter of the CY the VIP began to receive strong emphasis from
advisory elements in the attack on VCI. The program has become one of the most flexible and
widespread Intelligence resources available country-wide to all US tactical and advisory elem~ents.
(S) MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COORDINATION OF CLANDESTIDIE INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONAL. PROPOSALS (UW: Staff preparation and coordination of Military Intelligence Coordination of Clandestine Intelligence Operational Proposals, COCIOP. were completed in March 1968.
The actions resulted in the publication of MACV Dir No. 38 1-10 of 23 March 1968. The directive
prescribed .olicy, responsibility, and procedures for coordinating all US military clandestine
operations. 17
(C) RED FOX (U): On 31 March 1968, the program "Logistical Troop Buildup-Tri-Border
Area and Plei Trap Valley," was activated. Entitled RED FOX, the program tasked MACV collection assets, on a priority basis, to furnish intelligence concerning the probability of an enemy
logistical buildup in the western highlands of Kontum and Pleiku Provinces. It also placed special emphasis on a "new" enemy road network that was being extended south from the tri-border
area through the Plot Trap Valley in western Konturn Province. RED FOX was cancelled on
8
24 July 1968 because of a determination that the requirements of the program had been fulfilled.
(C) LkPID SHAVE (U): "Intensified Collection in III CTZ," short title RAPID SHAVE, was
Winated in late April 1968, prior to the Second General Offensive. It provided information concerning the enemy's timing, routes of approach, use of staging areas, and movements in III
CTZ. In view of a buildup of indicators that pointed toward a third major offensive in III CTZ.
the program was supplemented in early August.
(C) RED SPONGE (U): Promulgated on 29 May 1968, RED SPONGE intensified collection
against the Zd NVA Division and its subordinate units. The program required MACV to furnish
intelligence concerning the location, composition, mission, and intentions of the Zd NVA Division. RED SPONGE was cancelled on 5 August 1968 because the 2d NVA Division reverted to a
more conventional pattern of activity. It was determined that the special collection emphasis
provided by this program was no longer necessary. 19
(C) RED PEPPER (U): A special intelligence collection program. RED PEPPER. which intensified collection against NVA units in the Khe Sanh/DMZ geographic area was dissenminated
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by message on 9 JAne 1968. It directed efforts to identify and measure the capabilities and intentione of the 308th NVA Division and any other units operating in or enroute to the Khe Sanh/
DMZ area. CoUection responsibilities centered on the units in the vicinity of the Kho Sanh Combat Baoe. On 10 J~ue, the program was supplemented by a detailed Special Intelligence CollectKon Requirement (SICR) which expounded on the requirements used in the exploitation of PWs,
detainees, and • Ch~sh having knowledge of the 308th and 312th NVA Divisions or other u.nite
operating in the KICB. RED PEPPER was cancelled on 16 September 1968 when it was discovered that collection emphasis messages provided a more effective means of meeting the requirements in this area. Z0
(C) BANISH BAY (U): A new intelligence program entitled BANISH BAY was published on
9 uly 1968. This Program replaced the RITZ program. In addition to collection against the
VC guerrilla forces, BANISH BAY also provided for coverage of VC local force companies and
platoons, adminl.trative service units, and recruitment activities. As did the RITZ program,
BANISH BAY included a requirement for consolidated quarterly reporting. 21
(S)_BLACKBEARDIM: COMUSMACV directed an expanded intelligence collection program
on Cambodia with the guidance that enisting collection restrictions were not to be considered.
During September 1968, the Intelligence Production Directorate prepared a general concept of
the new program and the specific EEI for the entire area of interest. The Combat Intelligence
Directorate prepared the overall implementing directive for the program, subsequently titled
BLACK BEARD. This program superseded NANTUCKET and VESUVIUS ONE. The Plan called
for an expended geographic intelligence collection coverage of Cambodia by all assets available
to MACV. It directed coordinated collection against specific requirements and information gaps
related to VC/NVA activities in Cambodia with specific emphasis directea toward evidence of
arms and ammunition being transshipped from major ports of Cambodia to border areas of
South Vietnam; infiltration of NVN personnel and equipment through Cambodia: VC /NVA base
comps and sanctuaries in Cambodia; and Cambodian government complicity in support rendered
VC/NVA forces. 2D
Vto
(3) DOUBLE CROSS (U): The Intelligence collection program, DOUBLE CROSS, implemented a priority collection effort to establish positive indications of the presence of NVA forces
In the DMZ subsequent to I November 1968. With the advent of this program, clandestine agent
agents, operLdan both unilaterally and bilaterally. were dispatched to the area of interest to
respond to collection requir'ements. During November. a total of 17 separate reports were received, indicating enemy locations, strengths, armament, and activities. 23
(C) BIG MACK (U): On 28 November, COMUSMACV approved a new program, BIG MACK.
This program was directed towards an increased effort for data collection and collation of J2
and CORDS requirements for intelligence information relative to the VCI, guerrilla forces,
local forces, administrative service units, and in-country recruitment. This program replaced
24
CORRAL and BANISH BAY.
(5) LARGE CRATER (U): The collection program, Transmittal of Special Collection Program, Northern I CTZ, DMZ and Northern Vietnam Panhandle, short title: LARGE CRATER,
was published on 16 December. This program was similar to DOUBLE CROSS but did not cancel it. LARGE CRATER was designed to gather information concerning VC/NVA activities in the
vicinity of northern I CTZ and the norther.4 panhandle. At the time theoprorarnm was 1mulemented enemy activity 2was
minimal and the program was to record the enemy's "ground-work
5
for a return-in-force."
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2.

Ltr (S), MAC32, I Jul 66. SubS: USMACV Intelligence Collection Plan, FY67 (U), Gp-1;
Briefing (C). n.d. 0 Subj: "The Role of Military Intelligence in Vietnam." (U), Gp-l.
Meg (S), MACJZ5I to DIA/RUEKDA, 170200Z
Mar 68, SubS: Assessment of Intelligence
Resources (U), Gp-I.

3.

Bridiing (C), N. D.. Subj: "The Role of Military Intelligence in Vietnam" (U), Gp-1.

4.

Briefing (U), CICV, n. d., SubS: Brief of CICV Mission, Functions, and Organization; DF
(C), MACJ231. 15 Mar 69, SubS: Draft MACV 1968 Command History - Part 13 (U), Op-1.

S.

Revision Ltr (S), MAC3213, 29 Jan 67. Subj: Revision of USMACV Intelligence Collection
Plan, FY67 (U), Gp-3.

6.

Study (5). MACJ2. 26 Jul 68, Subj: Study of the Exploitation of Captured Enemy Documents in South Vietnam (U). Op-4.

7.

O.

cit.

#9 & $6.

8. Msg (C), CMIC, n. d., SubS: CMIC Meritorious Unit Citation Recommendation (U), Op.
None.
9.

Rpt (S). MACV. 29 Jan 67, SubS: Revision to USMACV Intelligence Collection Plan. FY67
(U), Dated: 29 January 1967, Op-3; Briefing (U), CXCV, n. d., SubS: Brief of CICV
Mission, Functions, and Organization.

10.

Bklt (S), MACJZIZ-2, 1 Oct 68, S'bJ: USMAC Intelligence Collection Plan for Combined
Campaign Plan, CY68, AB 143 (U). Op-3.

11.

Bklt (S), MACJ2Z1-2,

12.

On. cit. A11

13.

BkIts (S), MACJi12.2, 23 Dec 67, 29 May 68, 1 Oct 68. SubS: Intelligence Collection Plan
for Combined Campaign Plan, CY68 (U), Op-3.

14.

Rpt (S), MACJ2SI, 24 Feb 68, SubS: Historical Summary, Jan (U).
Z13 to USARV, et al., 17 Jan 68, SubS: KEY WEST (U), Op-3.

IS.

Rpt (TS), MACJ251, 20 Mar 68, SubS: Historical Summary, Feb (U),

16,

Rpts (TS) & (S), MACJISl, 20 Mar 68.
(Feb) (Jul) (Sop) (U), Gp-3.

17.

Rpt (S), MACJ2ll,

1 Jul 66, SubS: USMAC Intelligence Collection Plan, FY67 (U), Op-3.

#3.

Gp-3: Ltr (S), MACJ-

Op-3.

16 Aug 68, 23 Oct 68, SubS: Historical Summary

22 Apr 68, SubS: Historical Summary, Mar (U), Gp-3.
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18.

Rpts (5), MAC251,

19.

Rpt (S), MACJ2Bt, IS Jun 68. SubJ: Historical Summary, May (U). Op-3, Msg (C),
COMUSMACV to CMDA, S...
21 1036Z Apr 68, SubJ: RAPID SHAVE (U), Op.3; Rpt (S),
MACJZSI, ZO Sep 68, Subj: Historical Sunumry, Aug (U), Op.3.

20.

Rpts (S). MACJT251,

21.

Rpt (5).

22.

Rpt (S), MACJ25l, 20 Sep 68, Subj: Historical Summary, Oct (U), Gp-3: Ltr (S), MACJZ1-Z2 to USARY. etal., 17 Oct 68, Subj: BLACK BEARD (U), Gp.3; Rpt (S), MACJ2SI,
23 Oct 68. Subj: Historical Surmmary. Sep (U). Op-3.

23.

Ltr (S). COMUSNIACV to CO III MAF, StIl., Subj: DOUBLE CROSS (U). Gp-3; Rpt (W),
MACJ2SI, 22 Dec 68, Subj: Historical Summary, Nov (U), Op-1.

24.

Ltr (C), MACJ21Z-2 to DLA. et &L. Z
28 Nov 68, Subj: Transmitt. tf Intelltgence Collection Program BIG MACK (U). Op-3; Skit (S), MACJ25I, I Jan 69, Subj: MACV Intel Bul
#1-69 (U). Op-3.

ZS.

Ltr (S), MACJZI2-2 to USARV,

MACJ5l,

19 May 68. 16 Aug 68, Subj: Historical Summary (Apr) (3ul)(U). Op-3.

18 Jul 68.

V) Oct 68, Subj: Historical Summary (,un) (Sep) (U),

16 Aug 68, Subj: Historical Summary, Jul (U),

t &L.. 16 Dec 68, Subj: LARGE CRATER (U),
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CHAP•ER VfI1
PSYCHOLOGICAl. OPERATIONS

ORGANIZATION

Introduction

(U) During 1968. MACV Psychological Operations (PSYOP) in Vietnam were extensive.
They bad come to be recognised as an effective weapon in the military arsenal. To meet the
spectrum of expanding PSYOP activities, military/civilian units were activated and Army units
expanded. Unique interactions of civilian and military organisations and personnel became precedeat in Vietnam as a result of PSYOP needs.
(U) Campaigns of extraordinary magnitude were conducted. Leaflet production surpassed
even the highest estimates of capability. The war of worde and thoughts took innumerable
forms, required vast resources, reached into countless communities, and commanded the
attention of the scientist, the technician, and the soldier.
(U) The organisations involved in PSYOP in Vietnam during 1968 were as follows:

Joint United States Public Affairs Office

(U) By a decision of the National Security Council in May 1965, the responsibility for all
US PSYOP in Vietnam was delegated to the Director of United States Information Agency
(USIA). The Director carried out his responsibilities through the Joint United States Public
Affairs Office (JUSPAO) which was an altered and expanded form of the United States Information Service in Vietnam. Although JUSPAO was primarily a civilian organisation, many of its
personnel were military assigned through MACV. Selected foreign service officers were also
assigned. 1

MACV Psychological Operations Directorate

(U) The major P6YOP responsibility in HO MACV was performed by the MACV PSYOP
Directorate (MACPD) which employed Army, Navy, and Air Force personnel and operated
under the staff supervision of the ACofS, J3. It was a relatively unique military organisation
because it served in both an advisory role to RYNAF and a supervisory role to US forces. in
November, MACPD became MAC33-U, the PSYOP Division of ACof3, 33.
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(U)

The missions of this office were:

1. Advised COMUSMACV and MACV staff on psychological operations and the psychological implications of military operations.
Z. Exzrcised staff supervision for COMUSMACV over Headquarters,
PSIYOP Group.

4th US Army

3. Served as senior advisor to the General Political Warfare Department (GPWD) of
the RVNAF and provided staff guidance for subordinate US military advisory teams in RVNAF
units in matters relating to political warfare.
4. Served as the MACV staf faocal point for PSYOP support and assistance to the
major subordinate commands of MACV through appropriate military channels.
S. Served as point of contact between JUSPAO and COMUSMACV for PSYOP matters
pertaining to military operatione.

CORDS Psychological Operations Division

(U) Throughout most of the year. a Psychological Operations Division (POD) had operated
under the staff supervision of ACofS CORDS. The POD:
1.

Coordinated ani supervised all PSYOP in support of civil operations and revolution-

ary development.
2.

Arranged for PSYOP support of other MACCORDS divisions.

3. Served as point of contact icr PSYOP matters pertaining to civil operations and
revolutionary development between JUSPAO and COMUSMACV.
4. Provided media and administrative support to the CORDS psychological advisors
at region and province level with budgetary, personnel, and media services from JTUSPAO.
.5. Served as the MACV staff focal point for PSYOP support and assistance to civil
operations and revolutionary development. Z
(U) Since much of POD's responsibilities were also duplicated at ZUSPAO and MACPD
level, POD was eliminated from the CORDS structure in mid-October 1968 and, for coordination purposes, a Senior PSYOP Advisor was named to assist ACofS, CORDS.

US Army Units

4th PSYOP Orout
(U) The 4th PSYOP Group had been activated on I December 1967, with headquarters Ln
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Saigon. Its assigned mission was to conduct PSYOP in support of Joint and combined insurgency operations and such other operations for which it had responsibility. The subordinate
units of the Group were the 7th PSYOP Battalion which was employed in I CTZ with head.
quarters in Da Nang: the 8th in 11 CTZ with headquarters at NbhaTrang; the 6th in IMl CTZ
with headquarters in Bien Hoa; and the 10th Battalion in IV CTZ with headquarterskn Can Tho.
(U) Each battalion of the 4th PSYOP Group was equipped with a Propaganda Development
Center (PDC), an organizational innovation designed to facilitate and improve the systematic
development of propaganda. The mission of the PDC was to identify psychological vulnerabilities existing within target audiences assess conditions within the audiences which might have
a bearing on their susceptibility to propaganda, and develop appropriate materials based on the
above assessments. Finally, after dissemination of the materials, the PDC was charged with
analysing the effect of the propaganda, determining strengths and weakness, and then developing techniques for improving future propaganda appeals. 3
7th PSYOP Group
(U) The 7th PSYOP Group, located on Okinawa, supervised a widely scattered organization. Its 15th PSYOP Detachment and 14th PSYOP Battalion were two on-island (Okinawa)
forces available to the commander; the 15th PSYOP Detachment was the strategic PSYOP base
and the 14th PSYOP Battalion was the tactical deployable element. The Japan Detachment,
located at Camp Drake, Japan, had as its major mission the responsibility of maintaining
.iaison with the US Army AG Printing and Publications Center (PPC). The Korea Detachment,
the largest off.island detachment of the group, had the Voice of the UN Command (VUNC) as
its major missino.
The Vietnam Detachment, located in Saigon, maintained liaison between
the 7th PSYOP Group and the various PSYOP agencies located in the RVN but the primary
. effort of this detachment was to capniite the printing of propaganda material developed by US/
Allied forces.
(U) The mission of the 7th PSYOP Group was to provide PSYOP support throughout the
Pacific Command. One of the major operations of the 7th PSYOP Group was the VUNC which
was a strategic radio operation broadcasting over 20 hours daily to audiences in North Korea
and Communist China.
(U) In addition to the PSYOP Group structure and organization, PSYOP officers were
placed with the operating units at brigade, division, and field force levels.
PSYOP at these
levels were conducted under the supevision of the Psychological Warfare (PSYWAP.) staff
element.

US Air Force

(U) The PSYOP role of the Air Force was carried out in several ways but the chief among
these were its civic action roles, Air Commando Wing, and POLWAR advisors on the Air Force
Advisory Teams. Additionally, Air Force personnel played prominent roles on the MACPD
staff.
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Air Force Advisory Grouop
(U) The Senior Advisor to VNAJ on POLWAR was responsible to the Chief, Air Force
Advisory Group (AFAG). for the preparation and dissemination of Advisory Group information
media. He coordinated AFAG POLWAR activities and provided staff guidance to the Air Force
Advisory Teams (AFAT) in matters pertaining to their POLWAR programs. He advised,
assisted, and supported the VNtAF VCS for POLWAR In the development of PSYOP and civic
action plans and programs, to include POLWAR planning and control: propaganda development,
production and dissemination: development of POLWAR instructional programs- morale, welfare and social activities; and the Chieu Hai program. He also advised and assisted in base
and community security activities.
Air Conmmando Wins
(U) The Commander of the 14th Air Commando Wing (ACW) at Nha Trang Air Base conducted PSYOP for the Cmdr 7AF. The Sth and 9th Air Commando Squadrons (ACS), had aircraft and crews stationed at Binh Thuy, Nha Trang, Da Nang, Plelku, and Bien Hea.
Aircraft used for leaflet drops and loudspeaker operations were the OZB Super Skynaster, U-10
Courier, and C-47 Skytrain.

US Marines

(U) There was an acute awareness of PSYOP among personnel of the USMC. In Vietnam
tho program was particularly active, both in civic action and in propaganda roles. Additionally,
IU MAY had established a short course for Incoming personnel which briefed them on customs
and expected behavior. This emphases at the action level was considered to have the most
positive effect.
(U) Marine PSYOP personnd were assigned down through regiment and battalion level
where they performed both the civic action and the PSYOP functions. The use of Armed Propaganda Teams and Kit Carsons (Hot Chanh) was well programmed and effective.

US Naval Forces

(U) The US Navy was responsible for conducting PSYOP throughout the coaseta. and
riverine areas of SVN. The target audiences were the Vietnamese living in these areas and
traversing the waterways. Naval patrol boat personnel met, face*to-face, approx4imately
300,000 water travelers each month while performing population and resources control. Ths
Navy had three major and one minor task forces performing population and resources control,
offensive operations, and PSYOP in Vietnam:
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1. The Coastal Surveillance Force engaged in anti-infiltratioA operations along the
coast from the DMZ to the Cambodian border.
2. The River Patrol Force was responsible for patrolling the rivers in III and IV CTZ,
including inspection of Vietnamese water traffic.
3. The Mobile Riverine Force conducted offensive operations throughout the Delta in
conjunction with the US Army.
4. Task Force CLEARWATER was responsible for patrols on the Perfume and Cue
Viet Rivers in the vicinity of -ue in I CTZ. The prime PSYOP capabilities of the Navy were
hand distribution of PSYOP materials and conduct of woterborne loudspeaker broadcasts.
There were one hundred and twenty 350-watt loudspeakers mounted on various types of craft.
(U) PSYOP officers in the field were supported by JUSPAO, Vietnam Information Service
(VIE), USA PSYOP battalions, and CORDS representatives. They worked closely with US
PSYOP advisors, ARVN, VNN, Naval Intelligence Liaison Officers, sector and Free World
forces.
Naval Advisory Group
(U) The VNN conducted PSYOP in the coastal and riverine areas of the country. Cooperation between US and VN PSYOP personnel was a prerequisite for positive accomplishment of
the respective missions. There were 14 USN PSYOP advisors working with the VNN. Junks
and river assault craft were used as loudspeaker platforms while the primary patrol missions
were performed.

Republic of Vietnam Armed Force:

(U) The PSYOP structure of the GVN differed from the US organization in that the General
Political Warfare Department (OPWD) which encompassed the media in support of the RVNAF,
included the functions of PSYWAR, Political ;ndoctrination, Social Services, Chaplain Services,
Military Security Service, Information Service and the Political Warfare College. In this concept, borrowed from the successful model of Free China, the principal targets of the POLWAP.
effort were, in order:
1.

Friendly troops and their dependents.

2.

The civilian population under OVN control.

3.

VC/NVA forces and the civilian population of enemy controlled or contested areas.

(U) As a result oa this different focus, the conventional PSYOP capabilities of RVNAF were
but a part of their POLWAR effort and the one with relatively low priority. For this reason,
US PSYOP personnel were cautioned not to consider RVNAF POLWAR battalions as equivalent
in function to US PSYOP battalions.
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Political Warfare Battalions
(U)

The POLWAR Battalion:
1. Conducted PSYWAR operations in support of the RVNAF Corps and CMD.
Z.

Conducted civic action and morale programs for the RVNAF and civilian population.

3.
operations.

Supported the consolidation and internal security phases of rural construction

4.

Provided civil affairs capabilities to control, administer, and provide aid for

civil population affected by operations.
5.

Were responsible for tactical leaflet support in the four Corps.

(U) The 10th. 20th, 30th. and 40th POLWAR Battalion, located in 1, It, 111, &nd IV Corps
respectively, were under the operational control of the respective Corps Commanders. The
90th POLWAR Battalion in Saigon was under the operational control of the Chief, OPWD. It
was responsible for conducting political warfare operations In the CMD and acted as a general
reserve.
(U) An effective feature of the POLWAR Lattallon was itL
audio-visual teams which
were used in support of tactical and consolidation operatiuns. The teams hand-delivered leaflots to hamlet and village' residents, made loudspeaker broadcasts and held outdoor film showings for people in rural areas. The teams were often of great assstelance to US units because
of their language capability.
The Political Warfare College
(U) The POLWAR College:
1. Provided a college level educational program so as to graduate active duty, regular RVNAlT POLWAR officers.
C
2.

Provided POLWAR Branch training for RVNAF officers.

3.

Organized and directed POLWAR. specialist training as required.

Its curriculum was based on a university level program in political science. The college was
located in Dalat with a planned enrollment In 1968 of 379 cadets in the two-year (war shortened)
course and 475 students in the three month course for POLWA,. Branch training. 4
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PSYOP

MEDIA

Face-to-Face Propaganda

(U) Effective PSYOP depends on getting a predetermined message across to a target audionce in the most effective way. The degree to which a target may be influenced to directly
proportional to the proximity of the communitator and the target, both geographically and
socially. Face-to-face cormmunications are most effective anti were exploited to the highest
degree during 1968. Other forms of communications pick up the slack when large audiences
need immediate information or where the audience is not readily accessible. As a medium of
PSYOP, face-to-face communications include ral]es, speeches, civic action, agitation; in
short, the range of activities in which people communicate verbally ir, direct person-to-person
situations. PSfOP activities which employed this technique during 1968 were:
Armed Praysanda Teams (APTI
(U) APT. were made up of ralliers under the Chieu Hot program. They were not available
or active in every location and their operations were controlled by the OGV provincial authorities with the support of US advisors. The teams provided their own protection and proved most
effective in obtaining ralliers, frequently by interacting with the families of known VC. 5
Culture Drama Teams
(U) Organic to the GPWD was a Central Culture Group. This group was composed of all
types of entertainers and provided culture drama shows for tVNAF, primarily in the CMD.
Organic to each POLWAR battalion in the four Corps was a Culture Platoon which provided
entertainment throughout the Corps area in the form of songs, dramas, dances, and similar
activities. In the remote areas, thee plateons often provided the only source of entertainment
for the people. 6
Mobile Training Teams
(U) Mobile Training Teams provided on-site indoctrination training for the Popular Forces
in each of the four CTZs. The training was accomplished by District Cadres augmented by
Province and National Cadres. Each training cycle was monitored and reports on training,
welfare, and morale furnished to interested agencies. The purpose of the teams was to pro.
mote solidarity and morals in the Popular Forces. 7
Medical Civic Action Prosram
(U) The Medical Civic Action Program (MEDCAP) was part of the soctio-economic development plan for Vietuam sponsored by the government and executed with active voluntary participation of the local population. The basic intent of MEDCAP was to establish and maintain a
continuing spirit of mutual respect and cooperation between the military and civilian population
by providing basic medical care to the people living in the rural and often VC-iniested villages
and hamlets.
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1. MXEcAP
MACV medical advisory personnel and US Special Forces medical
personnel assisted RVNAF personnel in providing medical treatment to Vietnamese civilians
located in remote areas. These areas may or may not have been under government control.
2. MEDCAP U. This effort was conducted by US or FWMAF personnel. Medical
treent
was rendered by medical units or medical elements of battalion or larger size units
with a capability to perform civic action in addition to its primary mission.
Military Provincial Health Assistance Program
(U) The Military Provincial Health Assistance Program teams, composed of US military
personnel, provided assistance to GVN Ministry of Health facilities and public health programs.
The teams provided direct medical care and health services to Vietnamese civilians and worked with Vietnamese medical personnel to augment, develop, and expand their capabilities in
clinical care, preventive medicine, and public health programs. 8
Village Assistance Teams (VATS)
(U) Naval Support Activity, Do Nang, established 15 VATS who lived and worked with the
Vietnamese people in the city of Da Nang. The teams worked on community projects as requested by local officials and as approved by the Civic Action Office.
(U) The entire program was base on the self-help principle. Technical advice and materials were provided by the VATS but the initiative and labor had to come from the people.
(U) The objectives of the program were to promote the GVN image, to create a better
unersunding between Americans and Vietnamese. to raise the standard of living, to build coma
munity spirit and unity, and in geperal to help the people help themselves. 9
Seabee Teams
(U) There were fifteen 13-man Seabee Construction Teams working in support of Revolutionary Development at the province level. The program was carried out on the basis of a
projenct agreement between USAID and the Navy. The primary purpose of the Seahee program
was to supplement the OVN provincial construction capability in support of Revolutionary
Development, thus helping to provide manpower to alleviate construction problems which in the
past had hindered implementation of many Revolutionary Development projects. Projects were
jointly planned by the Provincial Government and CORDS and approved by the Seabees. The
secondary function of the teams was to augment the pool of skilled manpower available by
giving locally hired personnel on-the-job training In construction techniques, equipment, and
maintenance and repair. Every effort was made to utilize the maximum number of refugees
and Hoi Chanhs in these training programs. 10
Country Fairs
(U) Thee. activities were supplemental to cordon-and-search operations.

While the

search of the village was conducted, the people were assembled in a designated area nearby.
There they were provided basic medical care, received food or other basic necessities through
on-the-spot distribution, and were informed/entertained with propaganda messages in the form
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of Cultuzal Drama Teams. The need for the operation and the part the villagers had to play in
uncovering VC were carefully explained. Besides providing positive assistance to the villagers,
these supplemental activities tended to soften the harsher military aspects of the cordon-and.
search operation.
Revolutionary Development Cadre
(U) The aim of the Revolutionary Development Cadre program was to bring social, political, and economic reform to the countryside and it was the major mechanism utilized to decrease the support of the insurgency and win the peopleIs confidence and loyalty for OVN. There
were over" 13, 000. 000 rural people living in 44 provinces, 234 districts. Z, 600 villages, and
13, 000 hamlets that were the target of the Revolutionary Development Cadre operation. As of
27 January 1968, there were 553 Revolutionary Development Cadre groups with a total
strength of 29. 161. 11

Loudspeaker Operations in Vietnam

(U) The use of loudspeakers in the execution of PSYOP in support of military operations
offered the opportunity to capitalize on enemy vulnerabilities in many unique ways. Mounted
on trucks or aircraft, these loudspeakers presented news, music, and appeals by Hot Chanh.
to many people.
1. Chieu Hot Tapes - Chiau H appeals by Hoi Chanha required a special effort to
fully realize their potential. The rallier would identify himself, his home village, his former
comrades, his unit, and the area where his unit operated. This approach would establish the
credibility of the speaker. The rallier would then state his reason or reasons for rallying
since this rationale would probably apply to his comrades. In addition, *he described how he
had rallied unless this disclosure would comprimise the means used. Finally, he stated how
he had been received and treated and closed with a direct appeal for his former comrades to
join him.
2. News - Boradcasting news of national events and occurrences proved to be PSYOP.
People in localities remote from urban areas seldom saw a newspaper and radios were scarce.
Thus, news via loudspeakers was both novel and important.
3. Music - The technique of adding music to NVA Chieu Hoi loudspeaker appeals was
found to be an effective device for maintaining attention. Popular North Vietnamese folk songs
were intermixed with the narration to improve the overall effectiveness of the appeal.

Radio and Television

(U) Radio communication was developed as a powerful device in the cause of propaganda.
The war of words via the air waves has been an almost continuous process among nations. The
addition of pictures to broadcasts with the invention of television generated an even more powerful medium for propaganda. Television, however, was quite limited in range.
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(U) The effectiveness of radio propaganda was reflected In the countermeasures devised
to control Its reception by the target audience. One ouch method was "jamming. " which distorts or interferes with the received signal. The act of Jamming, however, tended to add
credibility to those portione of the message received. The use of radio@ locked to a specific
frequency, such as the mini-radio distributed by the GVN in the Pletku area, was another coniLtl method. A more subtle form was the use of radios which permitted a selection of frequencies but provided the best reception at the desired frequency. The idea was that the signal
with best reception normally had the psychological advantage.

Vietnam Radio
(U) The importance of radios in Vietnam was revealed in several surveys of attitudes
completed by YUSPAO. For example, post-election studies indicated that the overwhelming
majority of voters received the bulk of information before and after the election via radio.
With thousands of inexpensive transistor receivers in Vietnam, the propagandizing potential
of radio was obvious. The well-equipped national radio network in Vietnam made it possible
to beam an excellent signal to all the major cities and practically all the rural areas as well.

Mini-Radio Proaram
(S) Samll transistor radios were manufactured which were "locked" to a single frequency
'Ahese well-made but relatively inexpensive radios were distributed in the II CTZ area, primarily in the region around Pieiku. Although packaged for free-fall aerial delivery, the
radios were largely distributed by being placed along trails travelled by theVbC, handed to
members of known VC families, and distributed in hamlets and villaged inhabited by or close
to target audiences.
(C) The Pleiku Military PSYOP Radio Project began operation oan 20 January 1968 when a
KW transmitter went on the air for about six hours of broadcast per day under the YELLOW
BIRD plan. Under this plan and subsequent combined agreements, the RVNAF (YOS/OPWD)
wae responsible for programming and transmitter security. The USMACV (I FFORCEV/
Advisory Team Z1) was responsible for technical operation of the transmitter and delivery of
mini-radio receivers to target audiences.
50

(C) The Pleiku military
received extensive damage.
year. efforts •ere underway
Bragg, N.C. As an interim
the Pletku site. Its effective

PSYOP radio station was attacked by the enemy on 24 March and
It was dismantled and returned to CONUS for repair. By mid.
to have DA ship a replacement AN/TRT-2Z by air from Fort
measure, a small 400-watt radio transmitter was operated from
range, however, was limited to Pieiku Zity.

Vietnamese Television
(U) In RVN, television was used in a concerted PSYOP effort in a wartime situation for
the first time in history.
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(U) Vietnamese television was first aired during the ;It season of 1'66. An hour of prorecorded programming was broadcasted from a specially configured Navy C-121 aircraft circliUg the Saigon area. This nav•l operation was labelled "Project JENNY." The schedule soon
grew to a full evening of programmuing every night of the week, and the facilities were expanded
to include a fullU4ele, two-studio television station in Saigon. With the comnissioning of the
ground station in Saigon, "Project JZNNY"1 TV aircraft operated in the Mekong Delta over Can
Tho and in the central highlands over Qui Nhon. SfLca the opening of the ground station in Can
The. "Project JENNY" has concmtrated its operation tn the central highlands region, providing
approitumately four hours of tdovision programming nightly to the inhabitants of that region.
%U) The station. THVN, Channel 9, was under the control of the Ministry of Information
but other government agencies were allocated blocks of time on the program schedule. Programming cqnsisted of news, information features, variety shows, children's shows, women's
shows, interviews, special public events, and sports. Much of the programmiing had PSYOP
significance.
(U) One of the GV14 agencies given TV time for PSYOP purposes was RVI,. F. The program usually consisted of military operational news, newsreels, indoctrination films, training
films, interviews, informational features, and entertainment by various cultural groups. A
significant portion of the entertainment was songs, dances, and dramatic presentations with
anti-Communist themes and/or themes related to Vietnamese military life and activities.
(U) At the outbreak of 1965 TU emergency, the PSYWAR Department provided THVN with
an up-to-date newsreel each night. The film was from footage obtained throughout SYN by comphotography from the OPWD. These newsreels ranged in length from eight to thirty minute
minutes. 12

"bat

Newspapers

(U) Newspapers were an especially effective psychological propaganda medium. The
JUSPAO Free South paper, ME•N NAM TU-DO. although addressed primarily to the VC
audience, wes popular in both enemy and friendly areas. 13
(U) TIEN TUYEN (Frontline) was a daily newspaper published by the PSYWAR Depart.
ment and distributed in Saigon. Normal circulation was 20, 000 copies daily. Since aU newspapers in the Saigon area ceased publication at the beginning of the Tat Offensive with the exception of TIEN T=N,
the paper increased its circulation to 35, 000 daily. Of the 35, 000
copies, 1, 000 - 1, 500 were distributed to each of the four CTZ@. Cholon, normally served by
ll Chinese language dailies, was virtually without information. To fill this void, the PSYWAR
Depar
ant published an additional 6. 000 copies daily of an abridged edition of TIEN TJUYEN
in Chinese. These were distributed free throughout the Chinese sections of Cholon. By the
use of combat reporters and photoiraphs. TI•N T=TTN provided the people of the Saigon/
Ch•lon area with the most up-to-date news and commentary available. 14
(U) Allied to the newspaper itself, was the news sheet leaflet.
format which copied that of a newspaper.
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(U) Posters were sn important Component in &multi-medis campaign. Development and
preparation of posters usually required a concerted, professional effort. The Field Development Division of •SPAO was itnetrumental in the completion of many posters not only excel.
lent as propalanda but in art form as well.
(U) The news pictorial, when well-balanced photographically, were catching and held
attention well. Artistic presentations. such as those developed for ot, had a lasting value in
the honeehold. A series of posters presnting heroes from Vietnamese history wae so popular
that at least a portion of the printing run we "diverted" to stalls in town where they sold quits
well.
Movies
(U) Since it is common for the audience to identify peychologically with the actor% in a
movie, the cinema was an excellent propaganda medium. Some movies were used which were
specially prepared to effect a propaganda message. Others fell into the category of saimated
cartoons, westerns, dramatic shows. etc. The animated cartoons and. weeterns seemed to have
an advantage of universality of meaning. Audiences in Vietnam who had no understanding of
the dialogue were captivated by the antics of Mickey Mouse and Hopalong Cassidy.

"Devices"
(U) The PSYOP effort in Vietnam managed to avoid the extensive uee of "gimmickry"
despite an endless stream of suggestions.
Some of the novel
Aice@ used, however, are
noted below;

1. Cartoon books, The simplicity of the texts and/or picturee rade this medium
especially effective by conveying the messge to a relatively illiterate audience. Cartoon
books were published and distributed in siees ranging from 4xS inch. sin-page pamphlets to
8x10. £ inch. multiple-page booklets. Relative @is@versus effectiveness was not evaluated
although it was believed that smaller sies with from six to ten pages were most effective.
Z.

Photo Display.

Theoe ewhibits appeared to be effective only in the larger urban

areas where a continuing transitory population would insure A large enough audience to justify
the effort and expense. The use of extensively illustrated posters with brief text$, such ae in
the OPWD daily issue or the JUSPAO I Corps wall display, were more suitable for rural villages snd hamlets.
3.
Bibosrd.
The billboard was extensively used to convey Chieu Hoi messages
well as other themes. Danners sad streamers were similarly used.

as

4. Gift Pockets. Gifts were air dropped or distributed ta an adjunct to patrols or
waterborne operations. Even though the gifts were often confiecated, the act of giving was
contrasted with the act of taking by the enemy. Toys, soap, writing paper, clothes, and food
were useful for reinforcing the message. These gifts could be containwd in a plastic bag upon
which a message was imprinted.
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S. Easins. A particularly effective device was employed by the US/VN Navies. DurIng the routine patrols and surface vessel inspections, new Vietnamese ensigns were distributed
to replace those that were tattered or missing. This gift had valuable symbolic meaning of
identification with the GVN.
Leaflets

(U) Perhaps the best known PSYOP medium is the leaflet. These were employed in astronomical numbers throughout SVN and the extended battle area. For example, a total of
1, 892, 989,909 leaflets were dropped over SYN and S. 139 hours of aerial loudspeaker time was
logged during 11, 639 sorties by US/FWN/VN Air Force aircraft during the first calendar
quarter of 1968. Besides aerial drops, leaflets were disseminated by hand, carried aloft by
ballons and distributed by the wind-drift method or delivered by artillery projectile. All
methods were employed, although dissemination was usually by aircraft or by hand since the
vagaries of the wind were not dependable and the artillery shell could sometimes be more lethal than persuasive. Actually, the aerial dissemination of leaflets was refined to a science.
It was determined by a John Hopkins University study, for example, that an average of 18 leaflets per 1,000 square meters of target should be used for village, town, and city type targets.
This figure could range from 6 (for low population density, low building density, etc. ) to as
many as 30 (for high population density, etc.) per 1,000 square meters. The most efficient
leaflet mise and paper weight was determined to be the same 6x3 inches, 20.pound paper which
was used for the Safe Conduct pass in RVN. 19

PSYOP PROGR.AMS

(U) At any given time throughout 1968, a multitude of PSYOP programs, both tactical and
strategic, were being conducted In Vietnam. Major programs of the year included the following
Chieu Hot Inducement Programs
(U) The Chiou Ho Inducement Prcgram consisted of all activities designed to cause members of the VC and their supporters to return to the side of the legitimate government of RVN.
Also referred to as the "Open Arms" Program, its name can be traced to the 14th century when
King Le Loi led the VieOtnmese in their struggle against the Ming dynasty of China. Amnesty
was offered to certain civil prisoners if they would fight for King Le Lot against the Ming. The
amnesty offer included a phrase similar to "Chieu Hot." The phrase ti a combination of two
verbs "to welcome" and "to return." The Vietnamese customarily celebrate Le Lois. victory
on the Z2d day of the 8th lunar month (late September is the appronimate Gregorian calendar
equivalent) btft history behind the Chieu Hot phrase to not widely known. 16
(U) ExLperience with the Chi4u Hot Program between April 1963, when President Diem
instituted it, and the beginning of CY 1968 had indicated that an intense PSYOP effort during the
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Vietnamese Tet holidays usually produced an increased number of Hai Chae
the name for
VC personnel who rallied to the OVN through the Chiu HotLProgram. Accordingly, the 1968
pro-2e.
phase of the 1968 plan was put through ae scheduled. The opening of the Tte Offensive.
however, temporarily scuttled the program. Temporarily, local PSYOP resources had to be
diverted to support operations against the enemy attacks.
(U) Because of the Tat Offensive. which the enemy consistently claimed as a military and
psychological victory, the Chian Rai Program slipped below the predicted figures during the
first few months. It rallied again later on. particularly towards the end of the year, when
the Accelerated Pacification Campaign (APC) got underway. The monthly figures for the year
were as follows:
Jan

1,179

Jul

1, 844

Feb

763

Aug

1,451

Mar

599

Sep

1,374

Apr

1,060

Oct

2,381

May

1,039

Nov

2, ?69

Jun

1,064

Dec

3,148

So3urce: Operations section. P5YOPs Division. 11

MACV)

fat Doan Ket Program

(U) The Da Doan Xst Program, named after a Vietnamese general who defeated an army
of Chinese in 1284, extended the Chien oi Program into the ranks of middle and higher level
cadre of the VC and civilian infrastructure of the NLF. The SgIJj
Program had not been
successful in this area as it did not offer to the returns. positions in the society of SVI' comparable with those that they held in the VC/NLF. Most officers and high-ranking Party officials of the VC/NLL rose from the peasantry to their ranks and they were not inclined to
revert to peasant statue. In the Dai Doan Met Program, GVN agreed to accept high-ranking
returnees and cooperate in placing them in responsible positions. The OVN also accorded the
returnaes all the political rights guaranteed by the Constitution. The psychological objective
of the program was to gain national support for all aspects of the Oat Doan Rot Program and to
help destroy the infrastructure of the VC INLr. It was also meant to help in developing confidence in the OV74. 17

5-12 Followup Program

(U) The 5-sz Followup Program was an extensive leaflet operation conducted in SYN to
to take advanatge of the tremendous psychological vulnerability potential created by the bombing strikes of the B-52. It took advantage of the great shock the enemy suffered when he was
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caught in a B. 52 raid. Within four hours following the attack, leaflets were dropped into the
area Informing the enemy that he had just experienced the effects of a 3-S2 mission. The
leaflet showed him a picture of the bomber which he seldom saw or heard because of the
his unit
altitude at which it1 strck &A4 reminded hi4m tht the B-52 would return to strike
again. The leaflets urged him to use the safu conduct pass, which was dropped with the other
leaflots, and rally to the GVN.

NVA Personnel in SVN

(U) During 1968. an active program targeted against the NVA troops in SVN was conducted.
It was designed to create doubts and fears in the minds of the NVA troops about their chances
of survival, the dangers of injury and disease, burial in unmarked graves, the hopelessness of
their situation, the fats of their relatives &adfriends in NVN, and about the competence and
good faith in their commanders--the Hanoi authorities and the Lao Done Party. The objective
of the program was to lower morale, decrease combat effectiveness, increase disaffection
with the military leadership, the party, and Hanoi authorities and foster defections and surrender. It was a logical extension of the psychological efforts directed at the NVA forces during their infiltration to the South.

Youth Exploitation Program

(U) The growing toll of casualties, coupled with the loss of high density population areas
in I1N, markedly affected the recruiting policy of VC/NVA forces. Ever more frequently
they reached down among those under the age of 18. Children at the age of 12 were occasion.
ally Impressed as amos beares or supply handlers and ten year old* were sometimes trained
for VC hamlet defense. The youth recruited for combat duty were quite often poorly trained,
away from home for the first time. and frequently under forced servitude. After the Initial
exhilaration of being accorded the "rites of manhood" and provided with a real wqapon, the
young soldier was easily disillusioned by the realities of military activities. At this time he
became the target for propaganda of the Youth Exploitation Program. The objectives of the
program were to exploit the few of the unknown; fear of death, homesickness, and family
needs; sickness and inadequate medical facilities; and improper social and vocational develop.
ment. A related part of the program was targeted on the parents and elders, informing them
of the Chieu Noi Program and encouraging them to influence their children to rally to the GVN.

Weapons Reward Programs

(U) In addition to the widely advertised reward program for weapons returned by the
there were several
Chien Hot ralliers and for Hot Chanhe bringing In other Hot Cbanh•,
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similar programs directed at other target audiences in SVN. In these efforts, money and/or
gifts were offered for the retrieval of weapons and ordnance. The TII MAF had a successful
Weapons Reward Program of long standing. Other programs were sponsored in each of the
CTZs, by the Sth SFG, and by OVN organizations as well. Closely allied with the Weapons
Reward Programs were programs offering rewards for materials and/or information of intelligence value. 18

Support of OVN Programs

(U) During 1968, JUSPAO and MACV strongly supported several PSYOP oriented programs
Initiated by the OVN. Of this group, the National Identity Registration Program, the N
Trai Campaign the Phung Hoans (PHOENIX) Program, Operation Momentum, and the Special
Chieu Hot Campaign, were of major significance.
(U) The Special Chieu HMi Campaign was inagurated on 15 August under a title meaning
"New Source of Life." Basically, the plan involved the utilization of high-ranking Chieu Hot
de'Yectors to travel throughout the republic, lecturing and holding seminars. The advantages
of this face-to-face contact by people who knew both sides of the story were obvious. J3JSPAO
and MACV support of this important program included preparation of leaflets and tapes advertising the appearances, assistance in scheduling, and, of course, exploiting the effect of these
lectures and seminars, 19
(C) The Phuns Hoans (PHOENIX) Program, which received considerable emphasis
throughout the year," was directed against the VCL. Designed to harass, disrupt, and induce
surrender or defection of the VCI, it relied heavily on the South Vietnamese citizen in identifying and locating members of the VCI.
(C) 3USPAO and MACV support of this program was very extensive, not only in providing
means, such as leaflets, loudspeakers and the like, but also in setting up ground rules which
would make optimum use of the various methods of inducements. Among other things, these
included suggestions for emphasis on patriotism, the concept of the VC leader as a "fugitive
interest" of the people to provide their government with information of the "criminals. "20
(C). The Nguyen Trai Campaign, which began on 1 October, was an intensive, countrywide
POLWAR/PSYOP campaign keyed to exploiting VC/NVA defeats, RVNAF victories, and GVN
progress in pacification. The program, noteworthy more for its scope and intensity rather
than its techniques, stressed the growing viability of the OVN as compared to the unfavorable
kill ration and vulnerability of VC/NVA and the hopelessness of the latter's cause. Since
leaflets and loudspeaker tapes played an important art in this campaign, JUSPAO and MACV
provided materiel as well as technical assistance.
(U) On 15 September 1968, the GVN began a now National Identity Registration Program.
This program, scheduled to last three years, was designed to reregister RVN citizens under
more rigid controls than were used in the past. This, it was felt, was necessary to ferret
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out those with forged or illegally obtained 10 cards. At the same time, it would give the goveinment a broader basis for effective control, the maintenance of records, and the future development of the nation. PSYOPS was involved because it was deemed essential to "persuade"
the people that the program would benefit them individually and collectively. To this end, lea.f
lets were designed and distributed, tapes and motion pictures concerning the program were
made, and frequent and favorable comments about the program were made over local television
and radio stations.
(S) One of the most timely and ambitious of the RVN programs, and hence the one requiring most PSYOP support, was the Accelerated Pacification Campaign (APC). The program had
as its stated objectives the upgrading of 1,0 00 D&E category hamlets to the C category by
31 January 1969, neutralization of 3. 000 VCI each month, the rallying of at least 5,000 Hot
Chash by 31 January, and the expansion of the Peoples Salf-Defense Organization to one intlo
lion, of which at least 200, 000 would be armed. To this end, the program would expand the
information and propaganda campaign to exploit enemy failures and demonstrate GVN initiative
in attempting to end the war in victory. 22
(S) Like the other OVN programs, the APC (code name Operation Momentum in US circles)
r ceived massive JUSPAO/MACV support. In this instance, US support was particularly tim
portant since the program was Initiated just after the bomb halt when both sides automratically
upgraded those programs designed to win over large segments of the population.
(S) While some of APC's objectives seemed bevnnd the immediate means to achieve them,
the program seemd to hold considerable promise, particularly if momentum could be built up.
As one MACV message put it:
rIn
PSYOP supIt is essential that momentum
port to OVN programs . . . be maintained, and
increased with respect to particualr objectives of
the Accelerated Pacification Program. Success
of the APC will depend in part on the 'snowball
effect' in which accomplishment--the fact of new
populations coming under effective GVN administration--will be in Itself the best PSYOP material
for further success. 23
On•eratorin STOPS OUT (Ul
(TS) On 2 November 1968, COMUSMACV called for a "fresh dynamic psychological operations program, targeted to the current situation." This program, which would involve "new
ideas, new themes, and maximum emphasid' was to be more than just an acceleration of previous campaigns, including support of the GVN programs mentioned in the previous section.
Quite literally, it was a "special pacification offensive," reflecting the fact that the VC/NVA
had been hurt badly in 1968, that the US/GVN position vis-a-vis the enemy was growing more
and more favorable. The "current sttuatiod' in other words, gave the US/GVN a psychological
advantage worth exploiting. 24
(TS) In keeping with the parameters set by COMUSMIACV, MAACJ3 set about devising a program which would also harmonize with JUSPAO/MACV directives on supporting the OVN programs and on selling the VN population on the idea that the bomb halt was a wise move. The
result was an operation tentatively titled STOPS OUT wich was presented to COMUS on
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4 December.
(TS) The proposed program obviously had impressive scope and depth. Specific target
audiences included VC and 14VA personnel in SVN, Laos, and Cambodia (Including VC families
in the South), the civilian population in both friendly and enemy controlled portions of SVN,
the aivil population of the major urban areas, and even members of RVNAF. Within that vast
audience, which included almost everyone connected with the war In one way or another, the
following ambitious objectives were set:
1.

Convince target audience that OGV/FWMAr is winning the war.

2.

Inform target audience that they should not die a needless death.

3.

Convince the target audience of strength of OV?.

4. Convince target audience to support OVI and oppose Communist
Organizations.
S. Inform target audience that bombing halt is a step toward peace and
was made from a position of strength.
6. Convince target audience that United States is not withdrawing from
Vietnam, and that US support for OV1 is as great as ever.
7. To indiace low morale and cause VC/NVA desertion and defecttons by
exploitation of the Comu-nunist imposed three denials (sex, marriage,
children.)
(TI) To achieve these objectives, the proposed program called for exploiting subtle yet
powerful arguments. The possible resumption of bombing for example, could be a powerful
point to make as would be the fact that the aircraft delivering leaflets to that effect could also
be delivering bombs if the US were so inclined. Evbn more subtle were suggestions for exploiting VC/NVA losses by pointing out the kill ratio and asking where the vanished comrades
in arms have gone if they were not killed or made Wisoners. Also, the suggestion that strong
effective forces, such as the VC/NVA claimed to be. would not need to hide in sanctuaries,
implied that the fine talk about strength and ultimate victory was fiction. At the same time, of
course, the propaganda would emphavise the growing strength, prosperity and stability of the
CyN, sagin with the strong implication that the tide had turned, that the enemy situation was
hopelessand it would be foolish not to recognise it.
(TS) Another subtle but potentially powerful aspect of the program involved emphasis on
the Conmmnist denial of sex, marriage, and children to VCINVA soldiers. By implication,
the Communists were running counter to man's physical and mental needs and contrary to the
traditional Far Eastern emphasis on family. These denials were unjust and Intolerable, particularly when the cause for which the sacrifices were being made was a failing one.
(TS) Psrhaps the most subtle of all the recommended efforts, however, was one which
was sometimes called the "black and grey effort,." This portion of the program called for
attacks on "selected audiences with themes that cannot be used by attributable sources or can
be more effectively used by non-attributable sources." The OS/OVN forces, in other words,
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everywhere. new buildings, schools, and new industries springing up all over the country. At
no time, however, even by inference. was the population urged to overthrow the Hanoi regime.

CAEL PATH (U)
(TS) CAMUL PATH was a leaflet operation against NVA/VC forces using Cambodian
territory as a sanctuary and route of infiltration into SVN. Its objectives were to lower the
morale of the enemy forces, create friction between cadre and soldiers, and encourage mnlingering, desertion, or defection of enemy personnel. It was also used to create a spoiling
effect on impending enemy operations and to counter Hanot's claims of NVA/VC "victories" and
"liberation" of large portions of SVN. Stringent rules governed its operations because of the
highly sensitive nature of this campaign.

TR.AIL. CAMPAIGN (U)
(5) TA.IL CAMPAIGN provided a means of exposing lNVA forces to PSYWAR operations
while they were in the process of Infiltrating into SVN. The program was conducted in the
southern regions of NVN and the eastern hal of the Laotian Panhandle. Targets selected for
loealet coverage consisted of infiltration routes and trails, staging areas, way stations, btvouac and storage areas, truck Parks, and infiltration check points. Leaflet delivery in Laos
was accomplished mainly by C-47 aircraft. As the threat to aircraft increase, however.
greater use of leaflet dissemination by high performance aircraft and the2 C-130 was indicated,
as in the cane of dissemination of leafets in the southern area of NVN.
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CHAPTER IX
LOGISTICS

GENERAL

Logistics. in a time of war, can be described
as the management science of how best to apply
limited resources to unlimited and often unpredictable requirements. Our logistical power
derives from our capability to get there first with
the most. This power we strive to establish, to
enhance, and to perserve.
The objective of this command is to provide
responsive, efficient, and timely logistic support
for combat operations. Our management aim is
to optimise the utilization of men, money, and
materials in achieving this objective. As we
pursue this aim we will do nothing to degrade
our capability to support combat operations, nor
will we look for economies which can be achieved
only at the expense of the soldier in battle. "

Transition to 1968

(U) The year 1967 closed with the overall logistic posture for all classes of supply throughout RVN being fully responsive to the requirements of the operating forces. Demands were
con istently met despite the increased tempo of operations and ti, continued military buildup.
(C) The .supply system continued to meet demands as 1968 began. COMUSMACV in a
message to CINCPAC stated that a continuous review and analysis of objectives, stockage levels
and purificat.on of stocks in Class i, 11, and IV were being made and improved management
procedures were being placed into effect.
He suggested that, while statistics tended to indicate
shortages from time to time, these shortages were transitory in nature and were not restricting
combat operations. Class UI monthly consumption, for example, had increased slightly above
storage tankagoe capability, requiring a combination of close management and tanker seheduling
to provide t0*ePOL where and when it was needid. On the other hand, Class V stockase of both
ground ar,, aiz munitions remained favorable.
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V

1968 Over-view
(C) The overall logistics situation in RVN remained satisfactory throughout 1968. US logistics met the requirements of the US elements. RVNAF logistics were able to meet the majority of their requirements.
(C) Although same equipment and supply shortages existed during the first quarter of 1968,
emergency resupply actions were taken as required to provide sufficient support for combat
operations. The interdiction of LOC during this period dictated maximum use of air transport.
Becaese air transport available to RVNAF was limited, major reliance was placed on US aircreft resources. Shertages of barrier material, petroleum products, and certain types of
ammunition existed countrywide; however, resupply from RVHAF bass and field depots and Incountry US sources helped to alleviate these shortages. Expedited supply action on certain
critical items was requested from CONUS to reestablish a satisfactory overall supply posture
within RVNAF.
(C) Increased combat activity in May created some equipment and supply shortages.
Again, emergency resupply action provided sufficient support for combat operations. Emphasis
during July, August, and September was placed on upgrading and improving the quality of
RVNAF logistic support. While increased quantities of modern weapons and equipment were
made available during this period, shyrtages remained in weapons, modern radios, and motor
vehicles, particularly in thi RF/PF.
(U) In retrospect, the logistic posture in RVN during 1968 showed continued improvement
over the preceding years. Significant advances were made in all areas of supply, construction,
hospitalization and evacuation, maintenance, and transportation. Programs to provide more
effective and responsive support to US forces were Initiated. Added emphasis was placed on
RVNAF Improvement and Modernisation Program.

The Logistic Concept

(U) Logistic support in RvN was based on the major logistical facilities that were estabiUshed in RYN, as well as on the availability of air, land, and sea transportation. Logistics
stppont of US forces in Vietnam was organized essentially on an area basis. COMNAVFORV
was responsible for common-item logistics support in the I CTZ and the CC, USARV had responsibility for 1, M, and IV CTZs.

I Coros Tactical Zote
(U) US forces in I CTZ were provided common-item support by COMNAVFORV. NAVSUPPACT, Da Nang had been established as the wholesale supplier of common-item supplies
for I CTZ. The Force Logistics Command of III MAr operated the support groups at Da Nang
and smallcr support units at Chu Lae, Dong Ha, and Hue/Phu Bat. lst Log Cmd provided the
Army in I CTZ with peculiar support through the Oa Nang Support Command, with direct support activities at Chu Lai and other locations as required. Da Nang Support Command also
supplemented Naval Support Activity Do Hang (NSAD), as required, to provide common support.
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In addition, it operated pipelines and conducted Logistics-Over- The-Shore (LOTS) operations
at Wunder Beach (Vicinity of Than My Thuy). Support for items limited to units of a particular
branch of service was provided by that service.

II.

m.

and IV Carom Tactical Zones

(U) US forces located in fl. MI. and IV CTZ were provided common-Item support by the
CO, USARV. The CC, USARV was charged with the Army's logistic responsibilities and
exercised command over three major support commands located at Saigon, Cam Ranh Bay, and
Qut Nhon. Each one of these support commands operated a major depot complex to provide
wholesale or general support level supplies, maintenance, and services in its area of assignment. Local support groups were established at key locations to provide retail or dirert support level supplies, maintenance, and services in areas of major troop populations. Support
for items peculiar to a particular service was provided by that service.

US Support of Free World Forces
(U) The US provided combat service support to FWMAF in accordance with bilateral
arrangements.
The responsibility for providing such support rested with the US component
commanders in whose area these forces were operating.

RVN Sumoort of Free World Forces
(U) FWMAF MAPopeculiar items were provided by RVNAF in accordance with arrangements agreed upon by the national, authorities involved.

Logistics Responsibilities

(U) There was no change in logistics responsibilities in 1968. JCS Pub 3 provided that
each service was responsible for logistical support of its own forces in a unified command
except, of course, when agreement or assignment as common-servicing or cross-servicing
provided otherwise.
1.
as follows:

MACV Directives 10-11, 405-1, 405-2, and 405-3 assigned logistical tasks in RVN

a. COMWAVFORV - For US military logistic support operations at ports and
beaches in I CTZ; and for common-item support, base development (exclusive of air bases
assigned to USAF), and real estate services to US and FWMAF in I CTZ; and for Navy-peculiar
support to USN and Coast Guard units throughout RVN.
b. CO. USARV
For common supply and common service support to all US and
FWMAF in IU. M, and IV CTZ; for base development (exclusive of air bases assigned to USAF)
and real estate services in these CTZs; and for Army-peculiar supply support throughout RVN.
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c. CoMmander. 7AF and CO. MUMA? * For service peculiar support throughout
RVN4. Cdc 7AF was responsible for base development and real estate services at air bases
where USAF has primary responsibility.
Z. MACV Directive 701-9 established reeponsibilities for logistical support of US/FW
forces when redeployed between NAYTORY support area (I CTZ) and USARV support area (11,
MU, and IV CTZ). This directive defined and outlined:
a. Common Items - Class I. 11 and selected II and IV items as agreed upon by
the component commanders concerned.
b. Service - noecul.ar - All items required by a service not included in paragraph Z&above.
c. Radooloyment - Movement of a unit from its original deployment area. This
included units diverted prior to arrival in-country as well as the units moved within country.
d. Procedures - Procedures were established for support of US/IFW forces which
were deployed between NAVFORv and USARV support areas on a permanent basis, or when
redeployment was for contingency operations, and the unit would be returned to home bass after
operations were terminated. 4

Logistics Buildup in Northern I CTZ

Force Dealovnento
(C) Beginning in January 1968 the buildup of Armry forces in Northern I CTZ placed the
requirement on USARV to deploy initial force packages to support a two-division force. This
initial deployment was on an emergency basis. Later requirements to support Army forces
resulted in USARY deploying a total of 65 support units to no. hhme I CTZ. In order to meet
this requirement, it was necessary to deploy USARY unite from II, M., and IV CTZs, thereby
reducing the support capability available to those areas. Of this total support furnished, five
units provided direct support of the Navy/Marines, and nine additional units provided some
support in an area considered to be a Navy/Marine responsibl•ty.
These areas were identified
as POL, Lighterage, Terminal Service, and Logistics-Over-The-Shore.
(8) The deployment of the 27th Mar RLT and the 3d Bdo, 82d Abn Div, as well as redeployments to northern I CTZ from within RVN, generated an urgent requirement for-Army and
Navy support forces. Increased airlift requirements associated with redeployment and resupply
of the forces cresated an urgent need for AF personnel. COMUSMACV requested immediate
deployment of combat service support units totaling 1,197 Army, 1, 685 Navy, and 434 Air Force
spaces.
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Logistics-Over-The-Shore (LOTS) Operation, I CTZ (Than My Thuy Port)

(C) With the rapid buildup of troops in the northern I CTZ area, the shipment of supplies
into the area became critical. Shipment by land over Route 1, by sea through Hue/Tan My,
Dong Ha end Cua Viet, and by air through Kbe Sanh. Doan Ha, and Hue/Phu Sat, had
reached a saturation point. To gain flexibility and reserve capacity, a LOTS operation was to
be developed at Than My Thuy, redesignated WUNDER BEACH. The development of this area
was to be integrated with the movement of the 14th Engr Bn to I CTZ. The 3d NCB was tasked
to begin construction of the beach road from Hat Lang and Route I east to the South China Sea.
Further hydrographic study revealed the necessity of constructing a causeway at the site. This
causeway was completed on 18 March, allowing the 14th Eng Bn to bring their heavy equipment
ashore, and start development of the port area. 6
(5) At the and of February 1968, LOCs into northern I CT?. were limited to the Cua Viet/
Dong Ha complex, the LCU ramps at Hue, and the C-130 airfields at Dong Ha, Quang Tri, and
Phu Sat. Lighters transiting the inland waterways to Dong Ha or Hue were subject to small
arms attack. Highway I was cl.osed at the Hai Van Pass, Ph Loc, and Hue. The channel to
Tan My was closed to LSTs due to silting. During March, the following actions were taken to
improve the logistic posture in northern I CTZ:
1.

Maximum offensive operations were undertaken in the lowlands to clear and protect

LOCs.
Z. Highway 1 was opened north to Donm Ha on Z9 February and north to Hue on 2
March.
3. A LOTS site (WUNDER BEACH) was established at Than My Thuy and commenced
operations on 5 March.
4.

Additional LCU ramps were installed at Dong Ha.

S.

The channel to Tan My was dredged,

permitting LSTs to autin enter the port.

(S) By these actions, the daily resupply cepibility into northern I CTZ rose from slightly
over 3,000 STON at the beginning of the month to over 5, 000 STON at the end of the month.
Interim SHEDS Proposal

(S) In February 1968, the logistic situation in northern I CTZ was so critical that (he offloading of cargo ships by helicopter was considered as a means of resupply. CXNCPAC recommended that a Ship Helicopter Extended Delivery System (SHEDS) type operation be investigated
for possible use and queried SCS as to availability of additional heavy -lift helicopters for this
purpose.
(S) By the end of March, the logistic posture in northern I CTZ had improved to an extent
where it was considered impractical to utilize critical heavy-lift helicopter aesets for the
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discharging of cargo ships. For this reason, it was recommended to CINCPAC that an interim
SHEDS type operation not be instituted.
(5) CIWCPAC concurred, but requested that a contingency plan for an interim SHEDS type
operation be developed. As a result, COM?4AVFORV OpLan 106-68, dated 28 April 1968, was
prepared for such a contingency. 8
(C) In May 1968, USARV requested that the units and water craft described below, be
released from I CTZ for redeployment to U1, M, and IV CTZ:
1. Sth Terminal Command Det

Sa Huynh

Z.

POL Platoon, 148th S8S Co

3.

329th Trans Co (Hvy Boat) (Reinf) -

Da Hang

4.

565th Trans Co (Terminal Service) -

Da Nang

S.

5 LCM-8s

Da Nang

-

N. I CTZ

(C) The purpose of this move was to provide the capability to operate and maintain POL
facilities under con.struction in U1and Mr CTZ. At the same time, it would provide the boat
assets necessary to satisfy t~ansportation requirements in support of current and programmed
troop increases in IV CTZ.

Logistical Support - IV CTZ

(C) In early May, a study was initiated to review the overall logistic plans for support of
US troops in the Delta. The areas of engineer, medical, signal, aviation, postal service,
post exchange, and the lot Log Cmd support in the Delta were reviewed. Some of the major
problem areas were a lack of transportation assets, distribution of supplies, transmission of
requisitions, and lack of storage facilities at Vung Tau and Can The.
0
(C)

The following major recommendations were made to increase the logistical support:

1. Vung Tau be designated a "sub-depot storage site" of the 506th Field Depot.
would authorise construction of additional cold, covered, and open stroage facilities.
2.

This

A Logistical supply point be established at Binh Thuy.

3. Expand operations ot 'he Traffic Management Agency (TMA) at Can The, to include
commitment authority of all service logistical transportation assets.
1
4. Provide two additional C-123 aircraft for weekly scheduled flights out of Can The
Airfield to increase the airlift capability for transportation movements to the Delta.
S.
Evaluate the availability of in-country boat assets with a view toward returning
heavy and medium USARV boat assets from I CTZ.
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6. Provide additional terminal service capabilities to Vinh Long, Can The and Dong
Tam upon return of the 565th Trans Co (Terminal Service) from I CTZ.
7. Establish a 20 percent maintenance float criteria at the Dinh Thuy (Can Tho) Supply
Point. to include stockig. of generators, pumps, and outboard motors. Establish a 5 percent
maintensnce float of major components of signal equipment at this supply point.
(C) With the implementation of the approved recommendations of this study, the logistical

support in the Delta would be adequate in the future.
(C) During the month of July, action was taken to implement the approved recommendations
of the above study. The 565th Trans Co (Terminal Service) deployed to the Saigon Support Corr,
mand from I CTZ. The company was then reorganized into a terminal transfer company and
charged with providing one terminal transfer platoon at each of the three ports of Dong Tam,
Vinh Long, and Dinh Thuy. At the same time, MACV expanded operations of the TMA at Can
Tho to include commitment authority of aU service logistical transportation assets.
(C) The 5 percenr maintenance float for major components of signal equipment was requlsitioned and the 20 percent maintenance float for generator pumps and outboard motors was
scheduled for installation.
(C) In order to increase the intra-belta transportation assets, the 231st Trans Co
(Medium Boat) planned deployment area was changed to IV CTZ from I CTZ.
(C) Air shipments of post exchange merchandise to the Delta were in
50, 000 to 80, 000 pounds per week, while the remaining PX cargo tontinuer
by water LOC.

ed from
be transported

(C) Several additional actions were taken to improve the logistical support in the Delta.
One was the establishment of "country stores' at each of the 16 sectors in the Delta. These
stores, operated by the l1t Log Cmd, stocked all classes of supply. They also assisted in
requisition processing, thereby providing controlof intransit supplies, and providing organizational maintenance.
(C) Operation RAPID ARROW was initiated in May 1968 to provide a one-time fill of
authorized equipment shortages to the 93 MACV advisory teams in IV CTZ. 10

Transfer of Logistics Advisory Effort

(U) Effecti 1 15 March 1968, the operational control of the logistics advisory effort with
ARV?4 was transferred from USARV to Hq MACV. All personnel assigned to USARV-MA were
also reassigned to Hq MACY.
(U) The logistic responsibilities for MACY staff elements were delegated as follows:
1. MACMA - the preparation of the Army Military Assistance Service Funding Plan
and Program.
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2.

MACT - was given the technical school advisory effort.

3.

MACJ6 - assigned the responsibility for the signal personnel, technical training,

organization, and pictorial advisory effort.
4.

MACJ4 - was given the responsibility for the logistics management advisory effort.

5. All Technical Service Advisory Divisions and Area Logistics Command Advisory
Teams were assigned to MACJ4 and remained in place. U

ARVN Support Through US Logistics System

(U) COMUSMACV notified CINCPAC in October that a study had been completed to determine the most feasible and expeditious method of mating ARVN requirements to the US incountry logistics system. This study indicated that immediate requirements could be met by
having ARVN submit requisitions for items stocked by USARV directly to US Army Inventory
Control Center Vietnam (USAXCCV) for processing.
(U) Under this concept, card decks of ARVN Requisition Objectives (RO) would be submitted for matching with in-country assets. A determination of requisitions could then be made,
submitted, and filled. Requisitions that could not be filled would be forwarded to the Zd Log
Comd for processing through the US system. At the same time, the minimum stock levels at
which issues to ARVN could still be made would be determined to insure uninterrupted support
of US forces. Also, ARVN RO would continue to be maintained at their base depots, and it was
planned that requirements placed'on USARV would be coded as non- recurring, thus assuring no
increase in USARV RO.
(U) There were several advantages to be realised from this system:
I. Upon implementation of the Simplified Supply System (SSS) it was envisioned that no
additional personnel would be required.
2.

Required no additional equipment or facilities.

3.

Provided immediate access to available materiel.

4.

Reduced order/ship time for available items.

S.

Magi•mized use of available US resources.

6.

Would not impair development of a self-sufficient RVNAF.

(U) COMUSMACV requested comments from CINCPAC on the proposed concept and, at
year's end, was awaiting approval in principle. 12

UNCLASSIFIED
6.2

Emergency Resupply of RVNAF

(U) On 11 February 1968, COMIJSMACV announced a policy for emergency resupply of
RVNAF. This policy granted RVNAF units equal priority with US units for Class 1. 1, and IV
repairs, parts, and fortification materials and Class mII
and V material when emergency conditions prevailed, and when resupply could not be obtained from RfNAF sources. The purpose
of the policy was to facilitate resupply of RVNYAF under emergency conditions such as were
experienced during the drst few days of the Tat Offensive.
(U) This policy was revised in March in accordance with the following guidelines:
1. Implementation of the policy must be exercised with prudence, since the US's
basic objective was to establish a responsive RVNAF logistics system.
Z. Each advisor concerned must be assured that a tactical emergency does exist and
that the RVNAF logistics system cannot respond in time to meet the requirement. 13

Airdrop Capability

(S) At the beginning of 1968. MACV possessed an airdrop capability of approximately 600
STON per day for 14 days. The assets, including both riggers and airdrop equipment, were
located at Cam Ranh Bay, Sien Hoa, and Da Nang. Backup air items had been requested, with
an expected delivery date in February..
(S) The need for this capability was clearly evident in February when a total of 4,400 STON
of supplies were airdropped in RVN. (Approximately 2,200 STON were dropped into the
besieged combat base at khe Sanh). The daily average airdrop for the month was 150 STO1
per day. Backup airdrop items in Okinawa were thus called forward to maintain the In- country
capability of 600 STON a day for 14 days.
(S) The amount of supplies airdropped continued to rise in March. A total of 5. 418 STOW
were airdropped, approximately half of which went to Khu Sash. As a result, a new supply
requirement was established, calling for an airdrop equipment capability of 7, 000 STON per
month with an operating resupply level of 30 days.
:S) Although the total tonnage of airdropped supplies decreased in April, the figure was
still significant. In addition to Xhe Sanh, Operation DELAWARE was supported.
(5) The daily average airdrop decreased to 47 STON per day in May. Organic resources
of the let Log Cmd were able to handle this decreased airdrop without additional support.
Therefore, a platoon TDY from Japan since January to augment USAAV's rigging capability
was returned to its parent organization.

-*W
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(I) Throughout tb
methods.- Monthly s

ar. supples were dropped usin the COS, ARC LAPES, or free- fall
tistics for the year are as follow*: 1

Jan

0

rob

4400

Mar

5418

Apr

3084

May

1463

Jun

1475

JUL

0

Aug

5Z4.9

Sep

436

Oct

515

Nov

16.75
0

De

TotaL

17,332.65

CLASSES OF SUPPLY

Class I

(U) The stockage objective of NAVSUPPACT at Do Nang was to obtain and maintain on hand
45 days 'IR", 90 day. "S", and 120-days "MCI" Class I supplies for I CTZ. Toward this goal,
stocks of "R" rations increased from 10-days on hand in January to 16 days at the end of February. However, heavy demands throughout the quarter and a slippage of ship schedules
resulted in a decrease to 13-days of stock on hand at the end of March. This represented 29
percent of the stockage objective.
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1. 5 - Rations - There was also a heavy demand for S rations throughout the first
quarter that decreased the stock on hand from 7i days to 17 days.
Z. MCI - Rations - Stocks on hand declined from the 8S-days at the end of 1967 to Z
days by the. end of March 1968. The impact of the population buildup in I CTZ was primarily
responsible for the decline. During March, for example, 7, 964,200 meals were issued, an
89 percent increase over February issues. The 54, 063 increase in I CTZ strength during the
period contributed heavily to the draw-down on stocks.
(U) The percent of stockage objective on hand was expected to remain low until the receipt
of outstanding orders.
(U) The stockage objective (S/O) in 1I, Mt, and IV CTZ depots was to obtain and maintain
on hand 28-days "R", 56-days "S", and 10-days 'MCI" Class I supplies.
1. "R1 Rations - "R" rations stocks declined !rom a high of 31 days on hand in January to Zl days on hand by the end of March.
2. "S" Rations - A January - February decrease was the result of reduced requisitioning to approach the approval level. Stocks on hand increased in March, however, to 46days or 8 percent of the objective.
3. "MCI" Rations - "MCI" rations increased tol3O percent of the objective by the end
of March. This gain was due to increased requisitioning by USARV in anticipation of approval
of their recommended increase in authorized stockage objectivd from 10 to 15 days on a test
basis.
(U) The Class I stock position in II, IMl. and IV CTZ remained satisfactory. is
(C) The arrival of the Refrigerator Storage Ship SS Contest on 25 March 1968 augmented
the Da Nang refrigerator space by 344, 000 cubic feet. The 506th Field Depot, Saigon added
41,884 gross cubic feet of capacity and 45, 600 cubic feet of refrigerator space were placed in
operations at Chu Lai. Total refrigeration storage available on 31 August was 2.853, 904 cubic
feet. This compared with a required refrigeration storage capacity of 2, 889, 112 cubic feet.
(C) Class I stockage position continued to improve in I CTZ. The lowest percentages of
stockage objective remained MCI rations, with 54 percent at the end of August. S and MCI
rations remained in excellent overall stockage position in 1I, In, and V Corps, with the onhand slightly exceeding the stocksge objective in R and MCI rations. 16
(C) As of the end of December, the general Class I supply situation in USARV was in a
good and fairly stable status. Refrigerated subsistence onhand remained three days over the
stockage objective. Non-refrigerated subsistence was two days over the 5/0. MCI rations,
although decreasing during the month, remained 10 days over the S/O. This ten day overage
was a result of receiving shipments that were scheduled to arrive in February and March 1969.
STOP/SRE Action was initiated. If consumption continued as anticipated, the on- hand stocks
would be in line with the authorized S/0 by the end of March 1969. The overall stock position
of NAVFORV was satisfactory, although oni-hand refrigerated subsistence was below S/O.
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1. USARV: The December figures, in days of supply, were based on the total
strength to be supported (an estimated 419. 000 US/FWWMA):

s/o

0/H

Refrigerated (R)

a8

31

Non-Refrigerated (S)

58
56

Meal, Combat Individual (MCI)

15

2s

2. NAVFORV: The following December figures, in days of supply, were based on
conunmption data: (Strength supported by NAVFORV 185, 610).

Do Nana

Chu Lai

s/0

o/L

45

19

18

90

126

90

75

1ZO

118

90

103

Refrigerated (R)
Non- Refrigerated (S)
Meal, Combat Individual (MCI)

U2o
8

(C) Required refrigerated storage had increased at the end of the year to 2,945,600 cu.
ft. The storage available had decreased, however, to Z,405, 843 cu. ft. primarily because of
the release of floating refrigerated reefer storage. 17

Conversion of Nonanoropriated Fund Messes to Field Ration Messes
(U) The conversion of NAT messes to Field Ration Messes had been directed by MACV on
16 December 1966. Significant progress was made during 1968, with the last NAF in the convession program, a 7AF NAF Mess, scheduled for reduction to a snack bar type operation in
early 1969. Further discussion of this problem can be found in Chapter XU, Special Problems
and Selected Topics. 18

Class 11 and IV

(U) There were four primary depots in RVN; Saigon, Qui Nhon and Cam Ranh Bay were
administered by let Log Cmd for 1, 111, and IV CTZ, and NSA Da Nang for I CTZ.
(U) The Saigon depot continued to increase effectiveness throughout the first three months
of 1968. Demand satisfaction rose from 48 percent in January to SO. 2 percent in March. Total
demands received at the Saigon depot reflected a downward trend, with a low of 74, 494 demands
being received in March.
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(U) Authorized stockiage list (ASL) items stocked at Oui Nhon decreased from 91, 992 at
the end of December 1967 to 70,477 at the end of March 1968. Demand satisfaction dropped to
47.7 percent in Tanuary but rose to 52.3 percent in March. Total demands fluctuated throughout the quarter, reaching a high of 89, 021. This was primarily due to the tactical situation at
the time.
(U) Cam Ranh Bay showed considerable improvement throughout the first three months of
1968. Demand satisfaction rose to 67. 4 percent in March. Indeed. Cam Ranh Bay had the
lowest zero balance rate of the three USARV depots.
(U) NSA Da Nang demands and issues showed a strong upward trend with demands reaching
90,517 requests during March. Although net effectiveness had dropped slightly in February
due to the impact of increased support requirements, the percentage rose in March to 90.8
percent. 19
(C) Class 11 and IV posture remained satisfactory overall throughout the second and third
quarter of 19o8. The net effecviveness of NSA Da Nang declined to an average of 89. 3 percent.
USARV depots combined in 11. I1, and IV CTZ showed a demand satisfaction rate of 48. 3 percent for Class II, IV, VII and IX supplies. This was down 7. 1 percent from the second
quarter average. Z0
(U) As the year ended, no significant problems were noted in these classes of supply.
Project Counter (Army) and Rapid Area Supply Teams (Air Force) provided management
The Army installed the USARPAC Standard Supply Systems and
The
Financial Inventory Accounting in the In,ýentory Control Center, Vletnam, (ICCV).
initiation of Project STOP/SEE prevented unneeded bulk items from entering RVN. Close
management of excess materials by i11 services and improvementi in their distribution
resulted in substantial quantities of these materials being tran'sferred on an inter-service
basis. 21

assistance where needed.

Critical Items
(C) 7AF had no items in a critical supply status during 1968. USARV, NAVFORV, and
ID MAF however, all experienced items in short supply at various times of the year.
(C) The following items in USARV appeared most frequently on the critical list:
1. 400 gallon water trailers - This item remained in a critical supply status because
of vast water requirements in RVN. Receipts during the year helped to balance battle losses
but were not sufficient to overcome initial shortages. The receipt of 210 water trailers in
late October finally alleviated the problem.
2. AN/PRC-25 Radios - In February USARV reported a shortage of approximately
2,000 of these radios. During the first five months of the year 507 AN/PRC- 2's were received from CONUS, however, this main was almost entirely offset by 474 combat losses.
In the June meeting of DADAC, USARV was allocated 1075 of these radios with programmed
arrivals in September and October. By the end of the year, this item was being replaced by
the AN/PRC-77.
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3. Tactical Generators - This item remained on the critical list for the first nine
months while authorizations and on-hand quantities were brought into better balance through
coordination. There remained no provisions in the Closed Loop Program for support of MACV
elements until the latter part of the year. Closed Loop assets continued to be 14coleted in favor
of Government furnished contractor-operated equipment.
(C) Protectiv, masks became a critical item in M MAF in June. A major supply was
received in September but it was not enough to completely eliminate this shortage. Also. tire
shortages in size 11.00 x IS appeared on the June critical list and the shortage continued to
increas., over the next few months. Both tires and protective masks were still on the critical
list in December.
(C) In NAVFORV a shortags of portable 6KW ONAN generators and associated repair parts
was noted in August, and continued for several months to he a serious problem affecting PCF
operations. 22

M- 591 SherIdan
(C) COMUSMACV approved a MACV staff study on the Sheridan Weapons Syst, m in Vietnam
on 22 August. On 24 August, he directed CO, USARV to implement the recommendations of the
study and to take action to obtain the Maintenance Support Plan and prepare the Miossion Support
Plan required for detailed logistical planning. COMUSMACV desired that a responsive priority
supply system similar to the "stove pipe" system used in support of the Hawk air defense equipment be considered. This supply system would be operational until seuh time as in-country
operational t xperience and repair parts stockage letels clearly indicated that a high rate of
equipment operability for the M-551 could be assured. The maximum Not Operational Ready
Supply (NORS) rate would be 1S percent. 23
(U) In response to CG USARV's proposal for support of %,A-551Sheridan. COMUSMACV
commented on 12 October: 24
While it is along different lines than the 'stovepipe'
system I have seen used successfully on other weapons'
system, I am more interested in the results than the
system. My concern is that we will be able to adequately
support this new item in its initial months in SVN.
(S) CO, USARV was informed by DA that 60 M-551 Sheridans would arrive in RVN in 3anuary 1969. Consequen~ly, USARV recommended thpt the initial distribution of Sheridans be as
follows:
27 to 1/4 Cay

lot Inv Div

27 to 3/4 Cay

25th inf Div

o to

Maintenance Float
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This recemendation was in line with guidance that Phase I distribution of this system would
be to U-46 tank equipped armored cavalry troops in IV CTZ, followed by similar units in III,
I. and U1CTZ in that order. COMWSMACV concurred on Z December. 15
(W) CINCUSARPAC and COMUSMACV were advised by DA on 6 December that a new plan
of doe,. ymVan of the M-5S1 Sheridan to SEA would be effective in January. The deployment to
VSARV would be accomplished in two phases. Phase I would consist of 95 vehicles (54 TOE and
1 Float) with delivery date of 31 January 1969. Phase U would be contingent an the results of the
theater evaluation, but would involve 342 vehicles (306 TOE and 36 float) delivered in increments. Final delivery was to be accomplished by 31 December 1969; replacement for combat
losses would be deployed along with quantities noted above.
(C) The plans called for each M4-.51 Sheridan to be modified ,.Ith belly armor, commanders' Sun shields, 1 KW searchlight, and a closed breech scavenger system. Plans also
called for a 45 day stockage objetve. Repair parts would be available in-theater, concurrent
with the arrival of the vehicles.

(S) The issue of M16AI rifles to RVINAF continued to be of prime importance among US
logistical objectives. Late in January 1968, for example, COMUSMACV stated in a message
to CU4CPAC that the M-16 requirement for all in-country Philippine, Thai, and Vietnamese forces
amounted.to091.9 95. This figure included a 3 percent maintenance float over a 3 percent
attritito rate but did not include the 141,535 M-16 rifles already authorised and programmed.
These figures reflected the requirements for a follow-on to the existing program to etandardise
weapons ustems for combat units proposed for FY69, FY70. and eventually all elemento of
RVNAF.
(S) JCS assured CINCPAC in March that increased production of the M-16 rifle had been
approved. Colt Firearms was scheduled to produce 50, 000 rifles per month by June 1969. A
second source would be -eveloped in A ýgust 1969 and reach a monthly production of 25, 000 by
June 1970. The third source of rifles would become available in January 1969, and reach a
monthly production of Z5, 000 by igotober 1969. These three sources would then represent the
maximum production available.
(5) In April. COMUSMACV recommended that the current 50/50 split of monthly incoming
M-16 asets between USAR, and RVAF be changed to a Z5/75 ratio it. favor of RVNAF. This
revised allocation, COMUSACV suggested, would complete the allocation of M-16s to ARVN
combat units by the end of FY68. The reason for this request was to capitalise on RVNAF
morale and aggreosa.veness, which was above pro-ZTe level, and to lend impetus to RVNAF
operations by expediting the issue of these advanced weapons. CIN'CPAC was also informed
that it wee considered essential to begin an early issue of the M-16s to RF/PF combat units. 29
(9) DA responded to COMUSMACV's proposal on 16 April stating that the 2S/75 issue of
)-16 rifles had been studied and the proposed distribution forwarded to JCS for approval. DA
added, however, that the existing 5. 56mm ammunition production and assets, projected through
lead-time, would not support the increased weapons density for RVNAF and RF/PF at the
approved Resupply Rate (RSR) of 8 bell and I tracer. DA thsrefore recommended that consideration be given to a reduced RVNAF stockags object ve from 90 days to 45 days and a lesser RSR
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(I to 4) for Mi-16s in the hands of RF/Pr. DA noted that this plan would cause a delay in the
3
lisse of U-16 rifles to US support forces and could raise questions with Congreos.
(U) COMhiusMACY conourred with DAs proposed order of priority of issue. He did not
believe, however, that the 41 day stockage level would be adequate since the broad in-country
dispersion of assets end unique distribution problems required a 90-day stochage objective.
The RS3 of 8 to I was only for ARVN4 and included training. The initial RSR for XF/PF of 2.4
rds/wpn/day for ball wn .6 rds/wpt/day for tracers was belived sufficient, providing Arrangemanta were made for training and initial basic load. COMUSMACY responded to the possible
political questions by stating that the delay in equipping US support elements was part of the
price that must be paid Y Setting RVNAF to assume a continually greater proportion of the
military effort in SVN.
(3) On 9 May, JCS approved the Z5/75 spUt of assets through November 1968, at which
time distribution would revert to a 50/50 basis. COMUSMACY was also given authority to
tailor distribution of weapons arriving in-country.
(5) Sy the end of 1!Y68, sufficient M-16 rifles were delivered to arm all Marine, Airborne
Infantry, and Ranger battalions in RVNAF. These weapons were also issued to all mechanized
rifle troops, recon companies, highland scout units and Special F'orces teams. Total M- 16
rifles delivered to RVNAF by 30 June was 113,477.2
(5) COMUSMACV informed AMEMB that, as of 30 June, the 'Issue of M-16 rifles to ARtN
maneuoer battalions had been completed. The next priority would be the RF/PF, PILl and
advisors of Saigon/Gia Dinh. A total of 1, 530 of the weapons had already been issued and an
additional 27, 487 Mi-16 required in Satgon/Ci Dia h would be completed by early August. 33
(C) Priorities for issue of M-16 rifles to be received during FY69 and FY70 were estabUshed in July and followed &geographicalbasis. COMUSMACV approved priorities for issue
to CMD, IV CTZ, I CTZ, M CTZ. and II CTZ In that order. 34
jran. in October with the dec(C) A significant acceleration occurred in the M-166Rifle
ision by the Secretary of the Army to augment the RVNAF aliwcations by 53, 600 weapons. The
receipt of these additional M-16s, which were originally intended for training in CONUS, would
permit completion of the original FY69 program by 30 April 1969, two months earlier than
forecast.
(C) A malJor deviation from the established priority-issue order of CICD, IV CTZ, balance of III CTZ, and II CTZ was approved. This provided for an advance issue of approximately
18,000 weapons to certain II CTZ RF/PF and CIDOGelements. The change was necessitated by
"tactical requirements." 35 In October, US advisors throughout SVN were issued some 4, 856
M-16 rifles. This was the result of a new policy of equipping all in-couming US advisors with
this weapon.
(C) The status of M-16 Issues from RVNAF allocations on 31 December 1968 was as
follows: 36
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Is sued
FY67
FY68
FY69
rY70

To be Issued

9,731
108,710
161,937

123,234
321.964
446,798

-3-

Totals:
280. 378
(Plus 5,120 issued to CIDO from
earlier non-RVNAF allocations)

Authorized
9,731
108, 710
287.171
321•564
727, 176

---

Total Requirement

S, 120
732,296

Class II

(8) Overall, the tankage objective for 1968 totaled 4. 55 million barrels of combined military
and commercial stores. This was the computed amount required to provide a 30-day storare
objective for Program 5 Forces and to establish Cam Ranh Say as a major distribution center
(Feiusr ix- 1).
(8) The capability to distribute bulk petroleum to and within RVN continued to increase
from the beginning of the year due to improved methods and added facilities, including additional
pipelines and storage tanks. tNevertheloss, the consumption rate in the first quarter of 1968
slightly exceeded the 3, 324,700 barrel/month available tankage. 37
(S) No significant losses of POL or damage to major POL facilities were experienced during the Jat.Offensive. IncrOesed enemy activities failed to hinder operations at military terminals or interrupt the unloading of vessels. Minor difficulties were encountered, however,
with inland distribution. This occurred mainly in the Saigon area and the IV CTZ area which
were serviced primarily by commercial oil companies. Curfew restrictions on indigenous personnel limited commercial truck and vessel deliveries, and service was considerably hampered
by enemy interdiction of highways and waterways. As the tempo of the IM Offensive decreased,
the military helped the commercial firms to restore and improve their services. River resupply routes in northern I CTZ were opened early in March, and some commercial truck deliveries northward on Route I from Esso's Da Nang terminal began in the same period.
(S) The limited POL stock situation in IV CTZ began to show signs of improvement in
March. The Army provided YOGs and tank trucks to speed up deliveries and bulk POL was
brought to some Delta locations by commercial truck drivers for the first time since te. A
plan was initiated to carry bulk POL to the Can Tho terminals via the Bassea River. This
procedure would cut tanker turnaround time by two days. Enemy reaction, however, continued.
On 30 March the Esso tanker CurtLacts came under rocket and small arms fire near Can Tho.
Though one death and several injuries resulted, damage to the tanker was light. During that
same month, the Cua Viet POL bag farm in I CTZ whs heavily damaged by enemy artillery.
Numerous POL bags were destroyed but the farm was back in operation in four days and the
stock status in northern I CTZ was always able to meet demands.
(S) Enemy action in May forced the abandonment of the Wunder Beach-Quang Tri pipeline.
The line was left in place as a backup bulk POL distribution system in the event the waterway
between Cue Viet and Dong Ha was interdicted.
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(S) Meanwhile, the buildup of forces in I CTZ during the first three months of the year
necessitated the development of a bulk POL distribution sy;stem for the northern portion of the
tone. This system consisted of two 6-inch pipelines (one from Tan My to Phu BDa '.l Hue and
.the other from Tan My to Quang TA via Hue) and a line between Quang Tri and Dong Ha. Construotio aon this ambitious project started in March.
(C) In June, MACV tasked the Army with supply responsibility for TP- 5 support of Navy
helicspters operating from repair barges in the Deot. This marked the first time JP- S would
be stored and issued at an inland location in RVN.
(5) Responsibilities for the operation and maintenance of the new northern I CTZ pipelines
and facilities were assigned by COMUSMACV in July. CO, USARV was directed to assume
initial responsibility for operating the lines once they were activated. Later, the Navy was to
operate the bulk terminal at Tan My together with all waterway bulk fuel distribution. The Navy
would also provide repair parts support for Navy- peculiar equipment installed in the pipeline
system. The Army was thus scheduled to operate and maintain the Tan My-Hue-Quang Tri,
and the three new pipelines as well as pump stations and bulk terminals at Camp Evans and
Queng Tn. All fuel tank trucks belonged to the Army but could be supplemented by the USMC
as required. The bulk terminals and associated fioilities at Cua Viet, Dong Ha, and Phu aii
would be operated and maintained by the USMC. 3
(U) The T-I tanker California Standard in use in I CTZ was released from RVN service in
October. The Petsluma, stationed in U CTZ, relieved the California Standard. These moves
reduced RVN T-1 tanker assignments from 4 to 3, at a projected annual savings of 1. 2 million
dollars.
(C) POL storage and handling facilities continued to increase throughout the year. In
October, bulk tankag.e torage exceeded the consumption rate for the first time, with the consumption amounting to 3, S00, S0o bbls for the month and tankage capability to 3,739, 300 bbls.
In December constrmption dropped slightly to 3,459, 500 bbls while the bulk tankage grew to
3, 798,300 hbls.

Class V ant VA

(5) The supply of Class V and Class VA ammunition in RVN at the beginning of 1968 was
more than adequate to support all operational commitments. Indeed, in 7AF the air munition
posture had reached the point where resupply could replace munitions used and, at the same
time, allow for the maintenance of adequate stock levels. At the end of January 1968 USARV
had eleven Items under ASR management, up three from the previous month. Ammunition
receipts exceeded expenditures, thereby increasing stockage levels. In 113 MAT and NAVFORV,
ammunition assets were sufficient to meet requirements.
(5) The UT Offensive in February aused heavy drawdowns on many items of ammunition.
Also, a number of enemy initiated incidents resulted in an increased loss of ammunition. The
7AF Amnunition Control Point at Tan Son Nhut was hit by a 122mm rocket on 19 February,
causing extensive damage. USARV lost 7,204 STON, valued at 59, 100, 032 due to enemy
incursions. Howevereven though the tonnage and dollar value figures were significant, the
overall effect on the theater Class V stockage vosition was minimal.
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(U) During the year, certain Class V items were placed on available supply rates (A•R) in
order to conserve ase~ts and achieve dollar savings within USARV, M MAF and RVNAF. The
number of ASR controlled items averaged about 16 per rnonth out of a total of approximately 200
authorised items. Because of insufficient production, five line items of this total remained on
ASR in order to achieve dollar savinges and increase stockage levels,
(C) ARVN had a 90-day stockage objective. The ARVN expansion and modernisation prowith its increased weapon densities,resulted in additional basic leads. Also, ARVN's
increased participation in combat operations necessitated an increase in their MSRs. The result
was a relatively low stocklage position but one that was expected to improve by January 1969.

gram,

(U) Storage areas in RYN varted from good to poor, with 99 percent of all storage space
open and uncovered. In sandy teach storage areas, the instability of the base and barricades
were basically unsatisfactory, while in forward areas, storges was improved by using modular
concept developed by the Air Force and approved for Army use in RVN by USARPAC. At the
same time, efforts were made to reduce the deterioration of slow moving items. One such
effort included reducing these stocks to the lowest level consistent with operational requirements. 41

Five-by- Five Plan
(C) MACV rive-by-Five Plan was designed to reduce expenditure rates of several high
dollar, high usage ordance items, I.e., 81mm HE, 4.2" HE, 10Snrz HE, 5i5mm HE, and 8"
HE ammunition. Toward this goal, COMUSMACV established management control Available
Supply Rates (ASR) at 90 percent of the ekisting expenditure rates. Of the 10 perqent saving,
five percent went to major commanders to use, it required, for tactical emergencies. The
other five percent would be retained within the supply system to build stocsage levels. In all
cases the managdment Allis were below the approved RSRe. The Five-by-Five Plan was
implemented with the 24 July - 24 August 1968 allocation period for USARV and the I - 31 August
1968 period for M MAT. During the period August - November 1968, the following savings were
attributed to the Plan:
1.

M MAT .....

$ 4,799,493.00

2.

USARV..

32.058.938.0O
$36, 898, tl.00

(C) During November 1968, a DA Team conducted a rate review of USARV high dollar/high
usage items. New rates were established which were lower than the Five-by-Five ASR*.
M
MAT rates, controlled by the Commandant of the Marine Corps, were also changed and in many
cases were also lower than the Fiveoby-Fve
Plan
rates.
Consequently,
the
Five-byFive
Plan
4
was terminated as of 31 December 1968.
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Prodoction of Critical Munitions
(S) In March, CINCUSARPAC expressed concern to DA about several critical munitions.
An analysis of current and projected assets, he said, indicated that scheduled production would

not meet the requirements of the theater.

He then identified these munitions as:

CTG 40mm HE.
CTO 105mm'HE.
Fuse PD (81mm, 103mm, 4. Zin)
CTG 175mm HE.
CTO 7,62 (4 M - minigun)
Grenade Hand Frag
CTG 105mm Ilium
CTO 81mm Mlum
CTG 4.2' Mum
CTG 81mm HE
Sig Illurn White Star Cluster
Gronade Hand Smk Yellow
Grenade Hand Smk Violet
CTG 40mm (Multishot)

(5) A number of these items, CINCUSARPAC went on to say, were under ASR control in
USARV with the possibility that additional items would be added in the near future. Immediate
action, therefore, was necessary to increase production d the above critical items.
(S) DA was informed by CINCPAC on 12 April that USARV's on-hand stockage and off-shore
reserve of the fourteen items listed as critical were below authorized levels and were still
decreasing. The off-shore reserve status. for example, on UZApril was:
1"M

Authorized Level

On Hand

40mm HE

1,007,490

6,318

105mm HE

1,111,320

195,629

Fuse PD

1,398,510

16
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Authorised Level

175mm HC
7.62 MLS 4& 1 (Mfiigun)

77. 700
32,

On Hand
52
0

Z8,0000
267,300

5.025

lOSmM IUum

67,350

36

8a mm Illu

88,500

713

Grenade Hand Frag

4.Z

lium,

30,330

163

81mm HE

421,500

23,447

25,740

Z.349

Grenade Hand

106, 920

9

40mm Multi-Shot

397,740

0

Sift lum

(3) CZNCPAC emphasized the necessity of maintaining the off-shore reserve at authorized
levels and requested all possible action be taken to rapidly buildup the off-shore reserve.
(S) On the same date CINCPAC informed CINCUSARPAC that ground munitions were under
continuous review by DA and that OSD had boon asked to provide additional funding for tncreased
production in the FY68 program. 0SD had also been asked for funds to expand production facilities of these items.
(8) A conference was held at USARPAC on 18-19 April for the purpose of reviewing SEA
requirements for munitions and comparing these requirements against CONUS productions and
allocations. Most of the items under ASR management were production limited in CONUS. DA
indicated it would increase allocations and/or production where possible as a result of this conference throughout FY68 and early FY69. However, budget limitations and other high priority
requirements dictated maintaining items on ASR and prudent use of ammunition in RVN.
(8) For example, in order to alleviate the shortage of ProJ. 175mm HE in RVN, DA made
the decision to transfer 65,000 rounds of this ammunition from Europe. The receipt of these
assets in August allowed the ASR to be maintained at 26.0 R/W/D. By the end of the year,
179mm HE amununition was removed from ASR management. Ammunition production of critical
items showed considerable improvement at year's end although 12 items still remained under
ASR management. 43
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Beehive Ammuntion
(C) In July 1968, Cn4CPAC requested information from COMUSMACV about the employment
and effectiveness of Beehive ammunition in Vietnam. Zn response,' COMUSMACV replied on 5
August that the CTO 90mm XM 590 W/I XM 711 (RA). CTO 10Mmm XM 546 W/F XM 53662
(101 How), CTO 106mm 581 W/I XM 592 Zi (RA), and CTO 90mm XM 580 W/F XM571 (TX) had
Indeed been highly effective, particularly against massed personnel targets in open terrain. In.
support of this conclusion, COMUSMACV offered the following facts:
1.

It wKS often decisive In gaining fre superiority.

2.

Excellent preparatory fire was possible prior to assault.

3. Due to its dispersion characteristios. Beehive ammunition destroyed enemy
soldiers who would have been comparatively safe from near misses of HE ammunition.
4. It provided excellent coverage of suspected ambush sites when used in a reconnaissance by fire role.
5. Streets, alleys and similar access routes could be effectively cleared with it,
proven in the Hue City operation.

as

6. It was effective against enemy sampans and other river craft, frequently killing
all personnel aboard without seriously damaging vessels and cargo.
7. Devastating results' were obtained when used against enemy positions and snipers
in tree lines..
8. When moving through uncovered areas with tanks and ONTOS, it has been found
advantageous to have a round in the chamber set for muzzle action.
9. Beehive was impractical for dismounted operations in heavy Jungle or swampy
terrain, due to the weight of the weapons system. This sometimes restricted Beehive ammunition to a defensive role because, In such situations, the weight and bukliness of the delivery
system was not a disadvantage.
10. Beehive could be of optimum advantage at night since the dispersion of the round
eliminated the necessity for pinpoint accurary.
(C) COMUSMACV also stated that Beehive ammunition was highly susceptible to moisture,
requiring that it be carried in the packing container to keep it dry. This requirement had a
tendency to slow crew reaction time and increase weight. COMUSMACV felt that gun crews
designated to fire this type of round should be given an assigned sector of fire and the signal
to fire must be understood by all. 44
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(C) COMUSMACV informed CINCPAC in March that intensified combat operations had led
to an increased employment of CS munitions in RVN, albeit under the specific guidance and
control of COMUSMACV. Specifically the ElSS CS cluster. 40mm C3 grenade, and 4. 2' mortar
CS projectile had been used purposely in limited quantities, for evaluation. Based on this
"initial" evaluation by M MAr, I and N FFORCEV, COMUSMACV recommended that production
of these CS munitions be increased to as to meet the following recommended RSRs.
E-158 Cluster

40mm Cs Cren

4.2" CS Proj

40 rds/bde/mo

.045 RWD

4.0 RWD

M MAF

10 rds/bn/mo

.2

RWD

4.0 RWD

RVNAF

40 rds/div/mo

.045 RWD

1.0 RWD

USARV and FWMAF

(C) In support of this recommendation, COMUSMACV supplied the following rationale:
1. These CS munitions provide friendly units gresater flexibility and operational capabilities. Indeed, the units now have a means of increasing the enemy's vulnerability by driving
him from fortified positions to areas where he is more vulnerable to attack by air, artillery,
and ground forces. This procedure also results in decreased friendly vulnerability and
caeualties.
2. In the offensive role, these munitions have been used against fortified positions,
bunker and tunnel complexes, suppressing sniper fire, covering friendly movement, breaking
contact, and blocking escape routes. They have been used on targets in populated areas, on
mortar and rocket positions, for the preparation of LZs, and to neutralize the enemy when he
attempted to use innocent civilians as shields.
3. In the defensive role, these CS munitions have been used at night to break up an
assaulting forcv.
4. The 4.2" mortar and 40mm grenade CS munitions provide a means for attacking
point targets and the E-I58 cluster provides an accurate means of saturating an area target.
(C) Specific examples of how the effectiveness of CS munitions contributed to the success
of tactical ope rations:
1. The Sth Bn, 60th Inf (Mach) engaged two VC companies in heavily fortified bunkers.
After air and artillery preparation, an assault was made by the 5th Sn, 60 Inf (Moch) which
failed to penetrate the enemy position. Four (4) E-158 clusters were used, followed by
artillery. Enemy firing ceased and when the area was swept, 86 bodies were found.
2. A number of 4.2" mortar CS projectiles were used to break up a night assault on
the defensive perimeter of the 2d Bn, 39th Inf. Members Of the unit were of the opinion the
CS munitions had broken the assault and prevented the VC from overrunning their position.
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(C) COMUSMACV stated that all indications were that the use of CS munitions had provided
excellent results and clearly indicated the value of and urgent need for CS munitions in SVN.
(C) The status of these CS munitions at the end of the year was as follows:
1. EIS8 (XMlS) Cluster - This heliborne munition was being produced at a rate meeting
Vietnam requirements. It was removed from ASR control in July 1968. The ASR was 1. 4
rounds per brigade per day.
2. 40mm CS Grenade - The monthly requirement of 55, 000 rounds was scheduled to be
met in early 1969 with deliveries during December 1968. Delivery did not materialise, however,
as production slippage was encountered. All grenades that were in-country had been recalled
from the field commanders and were held at Long Binh under MACV contingency control.
3. 4. Z inch CS Projectile - Operation evaluation of this munition was complete with
an RSR of 2.5 RWD approved. Operational quantities were scheduled to arrive in Vietnam in
45
1969.
January

S•RVICES

Laundry Services

(U) Monthly laundry requirements in the first quarter of 1968 were estimated at approximately 31, 500, 000 lbs of which roughly 65 percent was handled by the military and 35 percent
by indigenous services. In general, laundry services were providedby:
1.

Mobile field laundries.

2.

Unit contract laundries.

3.

Individual contract services.

4.

Use of unit washing machines.

(U) Field laundries, as the name implies, provided service to unite in the field; however,
they were also used to supplement other facilities and equipment in garrison. Contract
laundries, both unit and individual, provided service on en area basis to Saigon. Bien Hoe, Da
Nang. Chu Lai, Phu eaS, Nh Trangs Soc Trang. Vinh Long. Can The. Plelku, Vung Tau, An
Khe. Cu Chi, Tuy Hoa, and "ui Nhon. Unit washing machines were common but also proved
largely unsatisfactory. 46
(U) LAundry continued as a major service requirement throughout the year, although there
were surge periods. During the month of February, for example, the Saigon Support
Command experienced a 50 percent increase in field laundry production due to the closing of
commercial contractor facilities as a result of the Vet Offensive. Also, the buildup of forces
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in the I CTZ resulted in a Moilitary Interdepartmental Purchase Request being approved to provide additional funds to the existing Navy contract in Da Nang to support Army troops in that
area. Finally, in 7AF, four portakamp laundry trailers were destroyed during a mortar attack
at Binh Thuy on 14 April. The replacement of these units was effected by 7AF/13AF Laundry
Tech Reps from in-theater excess assets. 47

Ice Plants

(U) By the end of March 1968, the ice production capability in MACV totaled 570 tons per
day. This was supplemented by local purchases to satisfy a total estimated force requirement
of about 1, 880 tons per day. The program to supply ice to the forces in Vietnam included five
ice plants with a daily capacity of 3, 6. 5, 10, and IS tons respectively. In addition, ice cube
machines with capacities varying from ZOOto 2,300 lbs per day were in operation at mess
facilities throughout RVN. 48

Property Disposal

(U) USARV (let Log Cmd), utilizing the seven property disposal yards in Saigon, Long Binh,
Vuon Tau, Cam Ranh Bay, Nha Trang, Qui Nhon, and Da Nang, had basic responsibility for incountry disposal of surplus US property. At the same time, the Foreign Excess Sales Office
(FESO) had responsibility for foreign sales.
(C) The US State Departinent had given approval to reinstitute in-country sales after I November 1967. Responsibility for disposal operations was assumed by lst Log Cmd due to the
AMEMB having insufficient manpower to handle the Job. lot Log Cmd disposal operations continued with relative ease throughout the year, although there was some question over end-use
checks of material. Nevertheless, during the year, lot Log Cmd ran more than 24 sales with
proceeds amounting to over two and one half million dollars. At year's end, disposal yard
inventory was down to 74, 706.8 STONS.
(C) Foreign sales of surplus property presented something of a problem. Although numerous meetings had been held between lot Log Cmd and USG representatives, and representatives
of the OVN., the Country-to-Country Agreement on disposal of excess, salvaqe, and scrap property remained in OVN hands, unsigned. This situation hampered the many sales since purchasers could expect export difficulties. In fact, delays in obtaining necessary permissive documents caused the US3 to default up to ZI purchasers for failure to remove the property in the
required time. This block; however, was partially removed on 9 November when, after two
years of negotiations, the US and RVN concluded a country-to-country agreement. A particularly important facet of this agreement was the willingness of the government of RVN to set iside
its claims to export taxes on US goods purchased by other countries for use outside RVN. 4
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Mortuary Services

(U) During 1968 USARV operated two mortuaries in RVN; one was located at Tan Son Nhut
and the second at Da Nang. The mortuaries provided services to all US and FWMAF in Vietnam
on a non-reimbursable basis and in an emergency could process S0 to 60 remains per day for an
extended period of time. Services rendered at US Army mortuaries at Tan Son Nhut and Da
Nang for 1968 totaled 17,101. (See Figures IX-2 and IX-3). 30

MAINTENANCE

(C) During 1968, in-country maintenance continued to be adequate to support all operational
requirements. Despite an overall improvement in the maintenance or unit equipment, some
maintenance problems existed. The aging of material handling equipment (MHE), lack of spare
parts, and shortages of skilled personnel experienced by all services, restricted mission
effectiveness of l4ME. To improve the posture, a command vehicle improvement program was
initiated which included off- shore maintenance support, use of local nationals to release skilled
personnel from semi-skilled duties, continued use of Interservice Support Agreements (ISSA)
and aggressive training programs.
(U) The rapid growth and the modernization of advisory teams naturally resulted in many
maintenance headaches and culminated In a maintenance support program being established for
advisory teams. Essentially, this program consisted of using cdntact teams from the let Logistical Command maintenance units to provide needed support.
(C) USARV's Red Ball Express System continued to be effective in reducing Not Operationally Ready Supply (NORS) on USARV equipment.

A plan to expand Red Ball Aerial Ports of

Embarkation (APOE) to include Cam Ranh Bay, Qut Nhon. and Da Nang was instituted on a trial
basis and proved effective.

Captured Enemy Weapons Program

(C) COMUSMACV expressed concern in February that weapons captured by US forces were
not under positive control. During 1967, for example, accountability and control had been lost
for 40 percent of the weapons captured by US forces. As a result of COMUS' concern, a monthly review and reporting system, following component command/rn1 MAF command channels, was
implemented. The new program for control and disposal resulted In proper accounting for 94
percent of the weapons captured in 1968. $1

Seventh Air Force

(S) The requirement to keep over I. 000 aircraft operational demanded a tremendous maintenance effort on the part of all 7AF maintenance personnel, particularly since the Operational
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UNCLASSIFIED
US ARMY MORTUARY TSN

Month

USA

USAF

USN

USMC

Civ

Othe

Jan

558

6

4

4

12

27

Feb

1,022

35

13

7

33

83

713

22

11

4

6

28

Apr

56?

7

14

0

14

52

May

923

22

14

6

11

66

.un

516

13

11

3

11

36

Jul

359

12

3

5

38

Aug

525

9

14

0

7

27

Sep

535

9

8

1

4

63

Oct

357

213

31

24

10

31

Nov

497

8

32

2

9

52

Dec

468

9

11

2

8

50

7,035

362

175

56

130

553

TOTAL

UNCLASSIFIED
642

UNCLASSIFIED
US ARMY MORTUARY DA NANG

Month

USA

USAF

USN

USMC

Civ

Other

Jan

188

2

28

303

1

22

Feb

454

4

48
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10

57

Mar

395

2

50

470

1

54

Apr

395

2

38

441

2

70

May

494

3

50

670

2

27

Jun

234

4

32

571

0

38

Jul

217

2

16

329

0.

24

Aug

260

4

I8

340

0

24

Sep

215

2

19

374

1

14

Oct

171

z

12

175

0

21

Nov

96

2

17

227

3

23

Dec

93

5

15

224

1

24

3,212

34

360

4,762

21

398

TOTAL

UNCLAS$1FIE
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FIGURE

Readiness (OR) objective for all 7AW aircraft was 71 percent with a Not Operationally Ready
Maintenance (NORM) rate of 24 percent or less. During 1968. the OR and NORMs fluctuated
for all aircraft but generally attained AT goals with the exception of the F-4 C/O. This
cmpleix aircraft. except for the months eo me, Anaust and December. failed to moet lAF
standards. The high NORM was attributed to engine systems, time compliance technical
orders. deiclaes
tioe and reclassification of radar sets, Inspection of transfer aircraft, and

United States Army. Viemam

(8) USARY operated approximately 3.800 aircraft of some 19 different types, the great
majority of them being helicopters. The operational readiness rates of these aircraft fluctuated
throughout the year.
(C) WSARY's primary mission aircraft, the W-WDI and CH-4?. had OR objectives of
78 percent and 65 percent respectively. The OR rate on the combined U-ID/N fleet gradually
decreased during the early part of the year and, at the end of the first quarter, was 7 percent
below the standard. This decrease in the OR rate was generally attributed to an increase in
both NORS and NORM, with the NORM being the primary problem. Installation of avioncs
retrofit Modification Work Orders (MWO). engine changes, and battle damage were contributing
factors to the high NORM. Improvement in the OR rate was noted in July, being only 2. 9 percent below the 78 percent.goal.
(C) The OR rate on C1-47 aircraft decreased from the fourth quarter of 1967, due primarily te a high NORM rate caused by the In-processing of 34 additional air frames and battle
damage repair. Though the average OR rate was S. 6 percent below the standard for the first
three mouths of 1968, definite improvement was noted by the end of July. $3
(3) In August. CO. 4th W Div Informed COMUSMACY of acute helicopter maintenance
problems experieneed by the 41h Jin Div. The Division had 42 helicopters deadlined at that time
and had been unable to keep more than approedmately 65 percent of them in flyable statues. The
major cause for the high deadline rate was inability to obtain parts. This problem pro-redsto be
only temporary. A concerted effort was made by USARY and the 4th Inf Div to solve the spare
parts problem. USARY provided guidance which materially improved the status of the helicopter fleet. By the end of the month the OR rate had risen to 70 percent from the earlier figure of 64 percent. The 4th InW Div had no significant helicopter problems the remainder of the
year and their helicopter status was comparable to the UWARY averages. 54

Track and Wheeled Vehicles
(5) The 4th lf Div experierced considerable problems with fuel cells on M113 APCs.
Investigation of the problem revealed that eight of the Z8 M113s in the Division were deadined in
August because of cracked fuel cells. Twenty-two fuel ce!l repair kits were In Red Ball requisition for the 149th Maint CO, Flelum, and an additional 20 kits per month were scheduled.
Apparently no other unite were experiencing problems of this type. The M113 picture had
improved by the end of August with the arrival of 15 vehicles in Qui Nhon destined for the 4th
mf Div. 5
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(U) A critical shortage of T53-L-l3 ongtneeeicistedinpVNin April resulting fom a usa rate
which exceeded the programmed closed loop rebuild rate. Contributing factors were damage
incurred during the IM Offensive and the achievement of only 2/3 of the programmed time
between overhaul (TZO) rate. Command emiphasis was placed on this problem end #taep were
taken to reduce losses duo to foreign object damage and to improve maintenance /utilization
planning.
(C) The decision was made in May that DA would control this program and resulted in this
item's removal from the closed loop and intensive menagement system. 56
Recover"y Vhils

iSad147

(C) Zacessive deadline rates on recovery vehicles impos..I additional workcloads on field
maintenance operations end restricted recovery operations of combat vehicles and &elf-propelled artillery. The major causes of the high deadline rate were the relatively law density in
RVid, constant usage, ove r age, and worldwide shortage of parts. The OR rate for the hiSS
improved by 1U.5 percent during November with an average of 15 of the 95 vehicles on hand
deadlined. The M.575 declined in OR rate by 3.9 percent with an average of 15 of the 68 M5762
an hand deadlined. 57

in Marine Amphibious

Force

(C) The maintenance program in Ml MAF remained adequate to support the assigned
mission. In December 1967. CC, FMFPAC had directed that. all equipment deadlined in M! MAF
Force Logistics Command shops beyond 30 daymbe evacuated to Third Force Service Regiment.
A total of 517 items qualified for evacuation at the inception of the program. By the end of
asnuary 1968. the overall deadline rate of combat essential equipment had decreased to3. 1
percent compared to the preceding month's 4.4 percent deadline rate. The deadline rate for
1968 then fluctuated from a high of 3.8 percent in February to a low of 2.1 percent in September.
-(S) Marine aircraft NORM and OR rates fluctuated throughout the year. Specific causes
of i&on- of the principal aircraft and helicopter problems WAA, EA6iA. Ch-46 AID, UVdIE)
were systiris malfunctions, trouble-sho'tting and systems wiring, battle damage, and engine
changes.
US Naval Forces. Vietnam
(S) Navy maintenance supported operations in PVW both in- and out-cf-country. SEVENTWYLT ships were provided general maintenance support repair workc and dry docking st the
US Naval Ships Repair Facilities in Yokosukta, Subic Bay, Guam, and at Ship Repair Department of Fleet Activities. Sasebo. 3apan. Commerical facilities in Singapore also provided
some overhaul maintenance. The hundreds of in- country patrol, logistic, and service craft
were supported by the US Naval Support Activities at Saigon and Da Nang. Repair craft and
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mobile supportbasee were utilised extensively. The Navy provided all US and FWMAF military
bases in I CTZ with repair and utilities maintenance. Considerable vehicle maintenance was
also included. The maintenance effort adequately supported the mission throughout the year. 59
(U) Vehicle maintenance was the major problem for NAVFORV during 1968. OR rates
ranged Cram a low of 50 percent for 15 ton trailers in July to a high of 88 percent for 15 ton
tractors in February. Most of the deadlined equipment was awaiting parts. Although NORM
fluctuated during 1968, approximately 50 percent of the cargo vehiqles carried under NORM
were in the shop for preventive maintenance much of this period. 60

TRANSPORTAMON AND LINES OF COMMUNICATIONS

General

(C) Highway movements increased in 1968. Contributing ias
. t. ',_1.
ease were the
improvement in security condition GREEN highways and the additional 1' . " pa,' lity realized
by the conversion of five light truck companies to medium truck compar,,.:
"ist 1968.
Rail movements showed an increase over 1967 despite repeated interdiction
. facilities.
Common Service Air Lift System (CSAS) movements increased from a mn
.rag*e of
$86,025 STON during 1967 to 107,173 STONin 10686, Port ýerformance waý . -..
Retrograde
carlo movements by air and sea averaged 42,869 STON monthly during lV9
(U) The Transportation Management Agency (TMA) insticated impcoved managerial techniques and programs which measured responsiveness to shippers; insured that only valid requirements were moved, especially by premium
transportation; and gained maximum utilization of transportation assets, resulting in increased efficiency and economy. Additional Traffic
Region Headquarters, established at Cam Ranh Bay and Can The, and expanded liaison with
the Logistcal Support Commands, shipping activities, and other carriers, provided better
shipper responsiveness. 61
(U) An example of the smooth working effectiveness of transportation efforts was aptly
demonstrated in Operation LIBERTY CANYON. This operation consisted of the movement of
the 1st Cay (AM) Div from I CTZ to III CTZ. The movement commenued on 28 October 1968 and
terminated on 13 November 1968.
(S) In support of LIBERTY CANYON, the 834th Air Div moved a total of 1I, 662 passengers
and 3,102 STONS of cargo, utilzsing 436 C-130 sorties. In addition, 140 logistical sorties were
flown to replenish supplies consumed prior to the conclusion of the operation. MISTSO-Vietnam
moved ZIZI passengers and 35,0$9 M/TONS of cargo. The Seventh Fleet support of LIBERTY
CANrYON accomplished the movement of 2,063 passensers and 2-4,762 M/TONS of cargo. TMA
coordinated the move.COMUSMACV commended all personnel involved in the successful completion of LIBERTY CANYON and stated that it was "tangible proof of our capability to perform
Joint movement operations. " 62
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(U) In 1968.a fully coordinated highway restoration program was planned and prog rammed
through completion. C tr $05 kin of highway restoration was completed against a combined
1967 and 1966 target of 10 knmi another 820 km were under construction. Significant progrees
was made on restoration of the Viteamtesq Railroad System (VNRS), nearly SO percent of the
main line was restored and operating.
(U) The outlook for 1969 was "•rigbt. Tonnage -moved by highway and rail was expected to
Increase. CSAS movements shaulti remain constant. With the buildup completed, the monthly
port performance sltould remain co.stant or decrease slightly. Completed construction of an
additional 1, 200 km oalhighways and tte restoration of more of the VNRS was expected to
materialize in 1969. 3

Establishment of the Lines of Communication (LOC) Division
(U) It became apparent late In the final quarter of 1%7 that emphasis was shifting from
base development to LOCs. Thtus, while the organization of the MACV Construction Directorate was well suited to the management of the base development mission, it was not as responsive to LOC construction management. As a consequence, establishment of a LOC Division
within the Construction Directorate and elimination of the Construction Management Division
had been approved by the Director of Construction in December 1967.
(U) On 1 January 1968 the LOC Division was formed, less the Advisory Branch. On the
same date the Construction Management Division was dissolved. The functions were redistributed to give the LOC Division full responsibility for supervision of constructiog planning,
4
progrhmming. and supervision of roads, railroads, waterways, and dredging.

Emphasis on Lines of Communication
(U) The enemy TJL Offensive had resulted in serious disruption of the LOts in RVN. This
was especially true in the case of the railroads and the highway system. Significant psychological, economic, and military gains could be realised by the quick restoration of key roads and
waterways. The rapid restoration of key economic life lines would revitalise the RVN
economy by restoring the flow of food, commerce, and the population. COMUSMACV expressed
his concern to his commanders on 4 February by directing full effort and resources towards
opening, securing, rehabilitating, and maintaining land and water LOCs to facilitate the free
uninhibited flow of commerce and population to assist military operations. Towards 6Pis end,
engineer tasks were reevaluated to divert those of lower priority to LOC missions.

Highways

(S) A great deal of overall improvement in the highway system in RVN was noted by the
end of 1967. A total of 3,765 km of national and provincial highway system was in operation in
the Republic. However, only Z, 293 1•m (60.9 percent of the system) was considered in the
GREEN or safe category as 1968 began. There was still much to be done in the way of security
and restoration to tchieve the goals established by the 1968 Combined Car paign Plan. The
security goals were 2, 747 km GREEN and 1,018 km AMBER for essential national inter- provin-
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cial, provincial, and supplementary military highways. (GREEN - Open - controlled by RVN/
uS/FWmA' during daylight hours with minimum security measures. AMBER - Open - Used
by RVN/US/FWMAF during daylight hours with thorough security measures. RED - Closed Requires major military operations or engineering efforts to open.) The restoration oriorities
wereoto be established by the Combined Central Highway and Waterway Commuittee. 6
Ha M•CV Assusnution of the Hlfshwav Civil Advisory Function
(U) On I Februory 1968 Hq MACV assumed responsibility for the Highway Civil Advisory
Function from USAID. A major p1irpose of the transfer of function was to provide responsive
centralised control of the various elements of the road and highway program in Vietnam.
(U) The Director of Construction (MACDC) was given the following responsibilities:
1. Provide advisory support to the Director General of Highways (DCOH), the five
District Engineers and their respective staffs, and the Public Works Chief of each province on
all matters pertaining to the national and inter- provincial highway system.
Z. Develop the annual AID/DOD highway program in coordination with USAID.
3. Provide advisory support of the Highway Training Center at Suoi- Lo-O and such
other training activities as were centrally funded and controlled.
4. P!ovide advisory support of the highway construction equipment maintenance and
repair program charged to the Direotor General of Highways.
S. Consideration of equipment requirements for provincial and lesser roads in
executing his advisory function.
6. Integrtion of civil and military major highway programs, giving due consideration
to orglninational capabilities, funding limits, requirements for long-range development of the
DGOH, and guidance from the Combined Central Highway and Waterway Committee.
(U) UACCORDS retained responsibility for:
1. Development and implementation of an annual provincial and lesser roads program;
for the improvement of provincial, village, and unclassified local roads. (With MORD, MPW,
and USAID).
a.
equipment.

Coordination with MACDC on the program to provide and maintain MPW highway

3. Provision of advisory support on provincial and lesser roads through CORDS Regional Engineers.
(U) All personnel responsible for advisory support of the DOOH. the District Engineers,
and members of their staffs on matters dealing primarily with the national and inter- provincial
highway system, the central training mission and the equipment maintenance and repair program were to be assigned to the Advisory Branch, LOC Division, MACDC. 67
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USAMDand AID/DOD FunWIda

Sunoort of the Highway Protramr

(U) USAID assumed an advisory and assistance mission to the GUN Directorate General of
Highways beginning in 196Z. Highway maintenance projects and support of the equipment and
Although this mission was then assumed
facilities for this maintenance were funded by USAI.
by MACV, USAM documentation continued in use.
(U) In Janary, 1968, the two annual USAID preliminary documents necessary for project
approval were completed. The first of the documents, known as the Sectoral Plan, established
goals and objectives. It was essentially a policy paper and furnished official guidance for preparing the second document known as the Country Assistance Program (CAP). This budgeted
funds for program expenditures as detailed in the working papers: the Project Agreement, and
the ancilliary Project Implementation Orders for each activity. Publication of these documents
was completed in June 1968.
(U) The USAID program supported four continuing type projects which were funded as
follows:
An Cliag Quarry
Equipment Repair Contract
Technical Services Contract
DOOR Commodities and Advisory personnel

$ 2,660,000
Z 200, 000
370,000
1,530.000
$ 6,760,000

(U) In addition, under separate documentation, USAID provided $3, 000, 000 for a project
to rehabilitate the city streets in Nha Trang. Further, to complement the construction effort,
USAID separately funded an additional $141, 000 for building rehabilitation, commodities sup.
port, and personnel staffing of a National Equipment Training Center at Suot Lo 0, on the
north edge of Saigon.
(U) After the close of the year it was determined that the first contractual-year of operations in An Ciang Quarry Lnd for the Equipment Repair Contract would cost less than the
estimates. The totals could therefore be revised to:
An Clang Quarry
Equipment Repair Contract
Technical Services
DGOH Commodities and Advisory personnel
Nha Trang Streets
National Training School

$ 1,110,000
1, 500,000
370,000
1,530,000
3,000,000
141.000
$ 7,651,000
(M) Concurrent with the USAID program another program had been instituted in 1967: The
AM/DOD RealignmentProgram. The principal objective of this program was to fund highway
construction by contractor forces, supplementing the troeo construction being carried on in the
lees secure areas using DOD funds. This program also assisted in the GVN advisory mission
and commodities support.
(U) The AID/DOD program was budgeted through USAID/Vietnam. USAID documentation
was used and a separate Project Agreement titled "Highways Improvements" accounted for the
funds for the program. This document was also the instrument for reimbursement of USAID
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budgeted funds by DOD.

The original FY68 budget was as follows:

Advisory Effort

$

400,000

Engineering AkE Services
Saigon Convoy Routes

900,000
2,400.000

Route 4 Repair
Tan Thuas Bridge

3,500.000
100,000

Commodities

3,000,000
$10,700,000

(M) In Juno 1968 additional funds were made available from the AID/DOD Reimbursable
Program. The increased funding was applied to some of the existing activities and added the
prestress facility at Chou Thoi, north of Saigon. The new totals were:
Advisory Effort
Engineering A&E Services
Saigon Convoy Routes
Route 4 Repair$
Tan Thuan Bridge
Prestress Facilities
Commodities

$

400,000
2,400,000
3. 940,000
8,640,000
900,000
2, 000,000
3,460,000
$Z1. 340,000

(U) American Aid Chapter Support: The MACDC-nanaged advisory mission assisted the
Directorate of Highways, RVN, in their progratm of road and bridge maintenance. The annual
budget alloted to DOOM by the Directorate oeneral for Budget and Foreign Aid of OVN amounted
to 750, 000, 000 piasters (conversion rate: 118 piasters to the dollar).
(U) bULC
IN. FY68 the MILCON package for the LOC program consisted of $10.8
million (68 regular) for the Navy and $1.0 million of 68 Regular end $16.7 million of 68 Contingency assigned to the Army, but controlled by M&CV. The Contingency funds were used to
support both Army a&d Navy projects. In FF69 $30.8 million of Army NULCON funding was
added to the program and $3.0 million Navy. Of this total of $62.3 million. $35. 7 million was
usad for troop unit construction and $26. 6 million for contract construction of roads and
bridges.
(U) 2M,
Army OMA funds in the amount of $76. 0 million wore applied to the LOC program in TT. MTand TV CTZ in FY68 to support combat operations requirements for Improved
roads. An additional $19. 8 million of FY69 OMA funds were programmed. Of the total amount
$69.8 million was for contract work and the remainder supported troop work.
(U)
MP Navy OPN funds wore utilized in I CTZ to procure materials for troop unit
construction of roads and bridges. In FY68 $10.0 million was utilized in the LOC program and
in rY69 snother $14.8 million was programmed.

(U) The objectives of the combined highway program funding were:
1. Improve capabilities of the Directorate of Highways through procurement of commodities, equipment repair services, and technical guidance.
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Z. Through contract and military forces, improve to acceptable standards priority
sections of National and Inter-provincial Routes and rehabilitate Saigon are& convoy routes.
3.

Through contract services, improve deteriorated priority streets in Saigon, Nha

Trang.
4. Through contract services, develop the An Ciang Quarry to relieve the critical
shortage of crushed rock in the Delta area to promote improvement of its highways and bridge@.
5. Assist provincial roads sector through equipment repair mobile teams and procurement of commodities.
6. Through commodity and advisory services, assist the Directorate of Highways to
train equipment operators and mechanics through the National Training Center.
7. Fund restoration a total of 2288 kilometers of National and Inter- provincial Highways through FY69 as follows: 68
1 CTZ
31CTZ'
M CTZ
rV CTZ

511 km
1114
"44
1
2388 km

(U) The significsantln LOCs in I CTZ included: OL-9, leading west from Dong Ha to Xhe
Saab; OLl1. along the coast from the DMZ to the 1/32 CTZ border; and Route 551. between Hue
and the Tan My Port. The Third Naval Construction Brigade was scheduled to commence a
restoration program on sections of these highways in the latter part of March, with the primary
effort in the first two months devoted to assembling equipment e&d getting the rock quarries in
fasll operation. However. Okalack of security during the I& Offensive naturally delayed the
program somewhat. Not until the month of April was restoration started along approximately
75 miles of primary LOCs tn I CTZ. Also, the perennial shortage of crushed rock in northera I CTZ soon proved a major problem. Earlier in the year. arrangements had been made to
barge rock north from Da Hang but even this was not enough.
(1.) Despite sabotage and interdictions, significant progress was made in upgrading.
paving, bridge repair. end construction on the primary road system in I CTZ. Two important
bridges on OL-l were sabotaged in early April, a 740 foot timber bridge and tl 394 foot Truoi
Bridge, both between Phu Sai and Phu Loc. The smaller bridge was repaired an48 hours;
however, thq larger bridge required major repair. Meanwhile, minor incidents occurred at the
rate of one or two per week, mainly in the vicinity of the Hal Van Pass.
(U) During the months of uly. August, and September. military and RMIC/BRJ construction engineers continued restoration wandupgrading efforts. By the snd of September. 105 kmn of
roadway out of the 120 km started in the spring of 1968 had been restored or upgraded to MACV
standards, although not without difficulty. Despite the installation of 400 TPI( crushers at Da
Haag, Black Rock Quarry. sand Freedom Hill. the shortage of crushed rock in I CTZ remained
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a problem.
to the DMZ.

Also, rains in September from typhoon "Bess" flooded I Corps from Do Nang north
Flood damage wans extensive, particularly in the Hai Van Pass where several cul-

vsate were washed out or undermined.
(U) During the faill, engineer units end RMK/IBRJ continued restoration and upgrading
effort along all priority highways. By the end of December, 167 km of roadway had been
restored or upgraded to MACY stmandards.
(C) Dy the end of the year, of the 151kl of esesntial reads in I CTZ. 75. 5 percent were
considered In the safe or GREEN category. RED category highways amounted to 5. 8 percent.

(U) There were five principal roads in 11 CTZ: QL-I extending from 1/I CTZ border along
the coast through CQi Nhon, Tuy Maas Cam Ranh Slay, and Phan Rang to the Ml Corps border;
QL-1l between Phan Rang and Dalat: QL-14, extending north from Dac Thong to DOakTo: QL-19
leading east from Pleiku to an intersection withQ L- I about ton miles north of Qui Nhon; and
OL-D0 extending southwest from Valat to the M Corps border. Considerable work was accomp.
lished on sections of QL-l end CL-19 during the first quarter of 1968. Although CL-Il and
L-O20 were also considered important economic and logistic routes, they were not considered
as critical. No major restoration was planned on these routes in m968 but normal maintenance
was performed.
,,U) During the second quarter, the rate of interdiction$ was low. incident@ occurring only
once every ten days on the average. CL-20 was closed on one occasion for a four-day period
due to sabotage to the road and bridges.
(U) Highway restoration and improvement lagged in 11 CTZ in the letter part of the year due
meanly to a number of stooma causing road inundation and flood damage.
(C) At the end of 1%8, there were 1722 hen of military essential highways operational in
Of the
U CTZ, 53.7 percent in the OGEEN category with the remainder in the AbIER staues.
7112 kens of essential highway. 340 ken have been upgraded to MACY standards.

(U) Principal roads in MI CTZ were: QLt-Io extending from the border of U CTZ through
lien Wla and Saigon; QL-4. extending from Saigon to the IV CTZ; and QL-I., extending from
Long linh to Yung Tau. The LOC program in MI CTZ was accomplished by both contractor and
troop effort.
(U) Considerable work was accomplished by the end of June on the City of Saigon etrests.
Approximately 20 percent of the total paving planned for FY68 was completed. This tncl,.'ted
Cash Mang, Hal Bia Tungl. and the MACV access road. Seventeen miles of city streets
remained to be paved.
(U) The Newport Bridge sustained serious damage in May and was closed until repairs by
OICC contractor forces had been completed on S Jnne.
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(M) Excellent prourose was made in the reetoration of QL-4 from Saigon to My The. How.
ever, the Den Lao bridge wae interdicted on three separate occasions, 3 March, 30 June and
I October, which delayed the overall completion of paving. (See Chapter X=I for Details).
MU) Considerable progress was made in M CTZ in the fourth quarter of 1968. The restoreMon of QL-l from lion Hona to Xuan Loa was completed to the intersectiob with QL-ZO. OL-4
from Saigon to My The had been paved and 38 percent of the work on the S$Aion city streets
slated for restoration had been completed.
(U) On 6 November. the Phy Cocng bridge on MOR 25 was interdicted.
expected to be completed by 25 January 1969.

Repairs were

(C) At year's end, there were 100 kin of essential roads in MI CTZ with 65.1 percent considerad in the GREEN category. Also, 272 Ions of these essential roads were restored to
MACV standards.

(U) The roed network in IV Corps consists mainly of inter-provincial roads and one nationhl highway. The national hi•sway, QL-4 was the main supply route into the Delta. This
road was narrow, low and in need of repair. Besidee the rain and traffic contributing to the
deterioration of toute 4, interdicon by the enemy had played a major role in its degradation.
especially between My Tho and My Thun.
(U) In January 1968, plan were made 0e restore QL-4 from the My The :unction to the
My Thane Ferry using the civilian constroAtion from RDMX/ZRJ. Work was to begin immedlately after the Tja holiday. However, activities by the VC during the Tea Offensive and t1e
continued threat after ZJX changed these plans. Since the contractor felt the area was not
secure enough to move equipment and unarmed work parties onto the road, the mission of
mtnteining the road feal to a FFORCEV. rather than the contractor, on 5 March 1968. For the
aent three months work continued without interruption. The engineer companies bivouacked
aleog the road while elements of the 9th mi Div provided security for the work sites. Dy I July.
the project was 90 percent complete.
(U) Daring the last three months of 1968, increased emphasis was placed on highway restsratine in the Delt. Engineer troop units and contractor efforts were diverted from ! and MI
CTZ to IV CTZ. This emphasis resulted in the funding of appronimately 176 km of highways
in the IV CTZ daring the fourth quarter of 1966.
(C) At the end of December, 54.3 percent of the highway system in IV CTZ was in the
ORE1k category; 45.7 percent was considered AMBER. (See Figure ZX-41
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Security Status
(C) The security status of the RVN highway system in 1968. by months, was as follows:69

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun

Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

PERCENT

PERCENT

PERCENT

42.5
37.6
46.1
48.2
46.3
52.9
54.9
51.7
54.1
56.3
57.4
59.0

53.1
53.9
46.1
45.4
49.5
44.2
43.6
46.8
44.0
41.8
40.7
39.1

4.4
8.5
7.8
6.4
4.2
2.9
1.5
1. 5
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9

Highway Pe rforWsznce
(C) Cargo movement by hdghway increased slightly during the first three months of 1968 as
compared to that of the preVious quarter. A total of 3. $79". 606 STONS were moved, with the
preponderance of it being dry cargo. There was a large increase of cargo moved by motor
transport during the second quarter of 1968 with some 4,006,011 STONS transported. The
monthsof June set a new high for the first six months of the year. and it was significant that
the percentage of cargo by local haul increased to 32.8 percent.
(C) Except for • slight drop in September, the amount of cargo transported by motor
transport continued to increase. A high for the year was established in December with
1,532,302 STONS of cargo transported. This represented a significant increase over the previous month, primarily due to the Il MAX increase in line haul highway movements. Line
haul accounted for 28.0 percent of the total tonnage moved, local haul 26.7 percent. and port
and beach clearance the remaining 45.3 percent.
(C)

The highway performance by month was as follows: 70
Carto In STONS
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug

1,314,925
1,018. 519
1, 246. 163
1. 326, 286
1, 326, Z75
1,353,449
1,318,103
1, 376, 964
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Carto in STONS
1,147,640
1,408, OZ5
1,475.140
1. 53Z, 302

Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

Significant Events
(C) In January 1968, a plan was conceived t, run a convoy from Saiqon to Dong Ha to prove
to the civilian population of SVN that Route 1 was open and secure. An ARVN convoy of 60
vehicles departed Saigon on 17 January. The convoy arrived at Quang Tri City on 24 January
where a ceremony was held by CO. A.RVN I Corps. The convoy then proceeded to its final
destination of Dong Ha and arrived the same date. Ten trucks from the original convoy made
the entire trip, while others joined or left at various stopovers along the route. The only
incident of note took place at Hai Van Pass where the convoy received enemy mortar fire.
(U) A US convoy, consisting of 23 vehicles from the 267th and the 707th Signal Companies,
traveled from Long Dinh to Can The in November. The convoy followed an ARVN convoy which
provided local security. This was one of the very few US convoys which has been recorded as
making this trip. 71

Railroads

General
(C) The Vietnamese National Railway System (VNRS) consisted of 1, 239. 6 km of main and
branch line from Saigon to Dong Ha. However, at the end of 1967 only 39 percent zf this was
operational. No overall utilization objective for the VNRS had been established because of the
limited operational segments available in the system. Only after the clearly defined and phased
goals for restoration/rehabilitation of the VNIS, contained in the 1968 Combined Campaign
Plan (AB 143), were met could utilization objectives be established.
(C) The average STON of general cargo hauled in 1967 had been 20, 587 per month.
Although the tonnage for December 1967 was slightly below this average, the general forecast
for the first quarter of 1968 had been for a continuing increase in general tonnage. It was
anticipated that rail use wcould increase by clearing cargo from the Port of Saigon to nearby
supply depots (Long Binh and Di An), increased rail movement of cargo for Phu Cat from Qui
Nhon, and the shipment of vegetables from Dalat to Ba Nhoi and Nha Trang. Neverti %less,
utilisation would remain limited until the restoration/rehabilitation of the main branch lines
was completed and through-train service was available. 72
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1968 Ralroad Goals
(S) The 1968 Combined Campaign Plan established the following desired rail security and
restoration goals for the VNRS: 3
1.

Security goal GREEN for the following main and branch line segments:

CTZ

Main Line Segment

Distance

I

Da Nang - Lien Chieu

15 krn

II

Tang Vinh - Phu Cat

In

Thap Chan - Chi Thanh

133

Saigon - Long Khanh (Xuan Lac)

81 km

CTZ

Branch Line Segment

Distance

IU

Phan Thiet - Muong Van

12 km

II

Dalat - Ilhap Chain

84 krm.

U1

Nha Be - Ba Ngoi

5 km

Dieu Tri - Qui Nhon

ii
2.

40 km
237 km

10 km

Security goal AMBER for the following designated main line segments:

SMain
U

Distance

Line Segment
Phu Cat - I/U CTZ Boundary

73 km

4

U3

Chi Thanh- Tang Vinh

60 km

U1

UI/U CTZ Boundary Thap Cham

160 km

U!

Xuan Loc Boundary

MU/I CTZ

82 km

Restoration and Progress in 1968
(C) Although the first quarter of 1968 opened on an optimistic note, railroad restoration
made little progress, primarily due to the Tet Offensive. Enemy activities directed against
the "railroad during this period more th-.n doubled over the last quarter of 1967 and were mure
than five times as great as the same pervoo in 1967. An analysis of the incidents revealed that
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there was an increase in the number of incidents just prior to Teot however, the real impact
against the VNRS was not felt until the Tet Offensive had begun to run out of steam.
1. 1 CTZ
There were 14 incidents in the I CTZ. The enemy succeeded in destroying
five bridges, none of which affected the operational line. Also, one railroad bridge was destroyed by friendly air when it was discovered that the enemy was using It for resupply. Eight
attacks resulted in extensive damage to railroad facilities at Hue and Truoi.
Z. 11 CTZ.
A total of 51 enemy initiated incidents occurred in the U1CTZ. One of the
main targets was the pipeline that runs on the railroad right of way from Route 19 to Phu Cat
Air Base. The pipeline was set on fire eleven times, causing extensive damage to the railroad
and bridges. The branch line between Thap Cham and Dalat received a great preponderance of
enemy attention. The VC sabotaged 17 bridges, mined the track, and attacked five trains.
3. 111 CTZ.
and mining the track.

Enemy incidents in the IM CTZ were mainly concerned with destroying
In one case ZOO metets of track were completely dismantled.

(U) No trains were operated durtng the period 29 :anuary - 17 February. As the intensity
of the Tet Offensive lessened, the railroad repair trains commenced reopening the lines that
had been operational prior to the offensive. 74
(S) In early 1968, the necessity for opening and maintaining all LOCs in northern I Corps
became more apparent with the increase in support requirements generated by the movement
of forces into the area. Consequently, COMUSMACV informed CC, III MAF, on 5 March 1968
of his belief that greater dependence should be placed upon overland LOCs into northern I CTZ.
Of particular concern was the vulnerability of Cua Viet to enemy artillery and the. severe sifting
conditions that prevailed at both Cua Viet and Tan My. On the other hand, the opening of the
railroad from Do Nang to Hue would increase the daily military resupply capability in the area
by 800 to 1, 000 STON. COMUSMACV also felt that the opening of the railroad would be a
tangible symbol to the Vietnamese people of the OVN's control of the area.
(S) An engineering feasibility study .
,vating the railroad was conducted by MACV.
It was estimated that the restoration of th, - Nang to Hue portion could be completed within
70 days, using in-country assets. The first important link from Da Nang to Lang Co could be
opened in less than 15 days. In order to exploit the highway to the maximum and overcome the
tonnage limitation imposed by the Hat Van Pass, a Terminal
ansfer Unit could be established
at Lang Co to transfer cargo from rail to highway. This study, however, was based on the
assumptions of no further damage to the railroad and the establishment of adequate security.
(S) In March, COMUSMACV sent a letter to JOS, RVNI ", formally requesting assistance
of the Vietnamese in the Do Nang to Hue railway project. He further recommended that the I
Corps Commander be approached on the matter, and that a combined plan be developed for
opening and providing security of the railroad. 75
(C) A meeting was held at JOS Headquarters on Zl Marc k968 to discuss restoration problems. At this meeting, I Corps was directed to coordinate
th US Armed Forces in the
region in the preparation of security plans for opening the railroad. 76
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(U) On 22 April, during the FY69 budget hearing before the House Subcommittee for Defense Appropriations, the subject of alleged theft of railway equipment in Vietnam was discuis
sad. A news item, appearing in the 10 April 68 issue of The Washington Post, had charged
that South Vietnamese soldiers, aided by police and some government officials in the northern
provinces, had stolen more than IZ. 6 miles of railroad track and equipment valued at 11.6
million dollars. The theft was reported to have taken place in February after the Tet Offensive
and came just as the railroad was needed and every effort was being made to reopen it. A
preliminary response provided to the Subcommittee, in essence, affirmed that several miles
of rail and metal cross ties had been removed from the railroad in the vicinity of Quane Tni.
It stated that the railroad was inoperable and asserted that certain ARVN units had removed
the material without authorization. The ARVN units used the material to provide emergency
reinforcements in their bunkers during the NVA/VC Winter/Spring Offensive in the Khe SanhQuang Tri-Hue area. Where possible, the rails were in the process ofbeing recovered and
returned to the railroad. in any event, the material did not no to the VC or to NVN. 77
(C) On 26 April 1968, COMUSMACV dispatched a letter to the CJGS, RVNAF expressint
concern over the reported dismantling and removal or portions of railroad track and other
facilities, COMUSMACV stated he was asking CC, III MAF to investigate the allegations
and suggested that CGGS have CG, I Corps conduct a similar investigation. COMUSMAC"
further stated that deliberate damage of the type reported could have a most regrettable effect
on future US funding of the railroad program.

"VENRS

(S) On 7 May COMUSMACV directed CC, III MAF, in coordination with CC, I Corps and
VNRS, to restore the railroad from Dfa Nang to Hue to operational condition. He announced
that the VNRS had material available and was ready to commence restoration on a week's
notice. Security of repair trains and repair sites would be provided by the Vietnamese Military
Railway Service (MRS), let Rail Security Battalion, from Do Nang.
(S) COMUSMACV reemphasized that the closure of either the Hue/Tan My or Doug Ha/Cua
Viet port complexes could seriously hamper combat forces in northern I CTZ; therefore, secure land LOCs, both highway and rail, must be maintained into the area. In addition to the
military advantage of providing an alternate and economic means of resupply, the reopening
of the railroad would be a political advantage and provide an impctus to the civilian economy. 79
(S) The CC, Ill MAF replied to the above directive
on concurrent progress on railroad bed and bridges and
materials. He also wanted the plan of restoration to be
would be designated as the day security forces would be
could commence. 80

on 20 May with a proposed plan based
continuous availability of construction
developed relative to D-Day which
in position and actual construction

(C) .- Day was later established as 15 July 1968 and the combined plan for the restoration
of the Do Nang to Hue segment of the VNRS was implemented. 81
(S) On the same date, JGS notified I CTZ that effective 1 August 1968 six RF companies
would be assigned to I CTZ to provide security for the construction of this section of the railroad. 82
(C) The importance of restoration and utilization of the VNRS was further emphasized in
June with a letter from CofS, MACV to CofS 30S, RVNAF in which he urged maximum use of
existing operational facilities from Saigon to Di An and Saigon to Ho Nai. The low tonnage
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transported by rail since the Tet Offensive, in comparison to its capability in these two segments, was due to the lack of security. Utilization of the railroads to the fullest would serve the
military with a low cost, dependable means of transportation which could not be duplicated by
air or highway. It would also help to reduce truck convoys and highway congestion in the Saigon
area. 83
(U) In 13 CTZ, restoration work between Phu Cat and Thap Cham was completed in the
third quarter of 1968 with the exception of five kilometers in the vicinity of La Hoi and the bypass
at Tuy Hoas Air Base. This portion was scheduled to be completed in November. Restoration
south of Thap Chain was completed to Ca Na with the remaining portion to the II/liz CTZ boundary expected to be finished early in 1969. The rail line between Saigon and Xuan Loc was restored, and work between Xuan Lac and the Ir/III CTZ boundary was scheduled to start in early
1969. 84
(U) Although important progress was made throughout the latter part of the year, security
continued to be a problem. Interdiction increased significantly in November resulting in
damaged locomotives, rolling stock units, and bridges. Extremely heavy rains caused track
washout and landslides which temporarily closed sections of the track. Nevertheless, several
USA funded projects were initiated in November which included restoration of the M&.M spur
in Saigon and the spur to the Long Binh military installation. 85
(C) Despite interdictions for 1968 averaging 15 per month as compared to 8 per month during 1967, operational trackaqe increased to 540 kilometers. This represented approximately
45 percent of the railway system. 86
(U) Prirftarily because of security problems, the year ended with restoration goals and
security status below what had bee n hoped for. However, with MACV and the GVN placing
increased emphasis on the restoration and use of the VNRS, 1969 was expected to produce
significant itmprovements.
(C)

The security status on 31 December was as follows: 87
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IX.5

Rail Performance
(C)

of Tet and MiACV/GVN
Statistically, the rail trafficfor the year reflected the aftermath
0

aspirations to get the stock rolling again.

Thus,

while the January t 68 .figure was above the

average traffic of the previous six months, there was a drastic d-n'
rapid buildup as the country got back on its feet.

year,

during ret, followed by a

(U) Tonnage transported by rail remained fairly consistent during the remainder of the
reaching a high point in August with 49, 508 STON.
(C)

Rail performance for the year was as follows: 88
Cargo hanled in 1968
Month

STON

San

18,140

Feb

44ý

Mar

7,516

Apr

20, 054

May

25,865

Jun

12,745

Jul

42, 465

Aug

49, 508

Sep

40, SZ1. 1

Oct

48,076. 1

Nov

3 ,903.S

Dec

31,826

(U) On 15 December the VNRS initiated scheduled rail service on the 322 km rail line
between Qui Nhon and Phan Rang, the first time scheduled rail service had been offered over
any route since 1964. The rail service was available for military and civilian uses and was
scheduled to handle both cargo and passenger traffic. 89
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Port Performance

General
(C) During 1967, an average of 1,025,000 STON of cargo per month was handled by RVN
ports. The total cargo handled in the first three months of 1968 was higher than forcasted requirements and averaged out to 1, 174, 333 STON per month.
(C) The daily average number of ships in RVN water* during January. February, and
March was 59, 75, and 64 respectively. The average number of days In- country for these ships
was 14.1. 15.4, and 16. 5 days for each month of the first quarter. Although the average number
of days in-country increased, it was due to increased ship multiple port calls. more shipments
of retrograde cargo and influxes oa Class V shipments. The average number of ships in-country
fluctuated throughout the year, but was down to 42 in December. By the end of the year, the
average number of days in-country had dropped to 10.5. Sealand containership service, operating on a 15 day frequency schedule, was available at the four major military port facilities at
Newport, Cam Ranh Bay, Qut Nhon and Da Nang. Gantry cranes were Introduced at Cam Ranh
Bay for loading and unloading containers. 90

(C) Actual cargo handled during the first quarter at Da Wang exceeded the projected capability. The increase in cargo available for discharge and the marked increase in out-load
cargo resulted in an all-time high of 309, 800 STON handled in March. The continued increase
in personnel and buildup of facilities in I CTZ generated requirements for greater quantities of
cargo. As a consequence, the March tonnage was exceeded in every month for the remainder
of the year.
(C) Total cargo tonnage (STON) handled at the port of Da Nang in 1968 was as followst

Month

Military

.UISAW

Jan

306,744

2,075

Feb

258, 823

564

Mar

308.233

1,581

Apr

366,608

5,433

May.

376,000

3,900

Jun

324,051

4,458

Jul

338,745

10,241

Aug

340,170

2,837
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Saigon

~

Month

Militar

Sep

315,316

Z.787

Oct

369,601

2,397

Nov

340, SZ7

3,567

Dec;

35,300

1,987

USAUJ

Operations
iliLtary

(C) The most pronounced feature of the port of Saigon performance in early 1968 was the
reduction in USAIM tonnages handled by the military. This resulted from the return of respon.
sibili•y for handling of all bulk products to the OVN, beginning in August 1967. This action
neither increased nor decreased military capability, since cargo was handled by civilian stevedore contract at piers located in the commercial port. Performance dropped considerably in
February compared to the previous month because of the tactical situation following the Ig
Offensive. The curfew initially placed the burden upon military personnel for all operations
and restricted discharge. port clearance, and depot reception capability. Although total military cargo htndled remained fairly constant throughout the year, USAID careo increased in
the last quarter of the year to reach a peak in December of 14.764 STCI..
(C) Total cartgo tonnage (STON) handled at the Saigon complex in 1968 was as follows:
Month

Military

S.A

Jan

0 9.046

?,Z69

Feb

Z20,475

3,175

Mar

314,332

9,890

Apr

319,780

10,9Z8

?-Ia&

Z73,386

9,100

Jun

267.400

7,900

Jul

281,300

3,500

Aug

272,800

9,400

Sep

262,192

7,S00

Oct
Nov

262,509
V74,964

11.434
13,181

0ec

283.135

14.764

664

Out Nhon
(C) Total cargo tonnage (STON) handled at the Qui Nhon complex in 1968 was as follows:

.Menb

Military

Jan

168,029

Feb

140,373

Mar

176, 142

Apr

160.878

May

168,400

Jun

168,056

Jul

146,900

Aug

134. 100

Sep

139,300

Oct

137,210

Nov

117,953

Dec

110,149

IJSAID

703

Cam Ranh Say
(C)

Total cargo tonnage (STON) handled at the port of Cain Ranh
Month

Military

Jan

199,378

Feb

165,676

Mar

Z0, 357

Apr

181,418

May

182, 600

Jun

181.960

Jul

204,731
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lay in 1968 was as follows
SI

Month

Miitr

Aug

ZZ3,065

Sep

189,111

Oct

228,010

Nov

225, 392

Dec

216,11Z

USAID

Intra- coastal Shipping

(C) Intra-coastal shipping assets, LCM, LCU, and service controlled barges, had first
been introduced in RVN in 1965 to conduct lighterage operations at ports where deep draft pier
facilities were under construction. LCM.s were used almost exclusively for conventional
lighterage operations. The LCUs, however, were used principally ti anintra-coastal role.
Service owned/contracted barges were used more for intra-coastal movement of cargo to outports and less in the intra-port lighterage role, while barges were--and still are--used extensively for lighterage of ammunition within the port complexes. LST asgets were utilised where
shallow draft vv~sels were required to provide seaUft of personnel, supplies, and equipment to
port areas or on the RVN coast by over the beach operations. The Alaska large and Transport,
Inc. (AB&T). commertical
contractor, operated barges and tugs to supplement the LET Intra9 1
coastal capability.
(C)

The monthly total of cargo (STON) moved by intra-coastal sealift in 1968 was as fol-

lows:
Jan

266,344

Feb

ZZ6. 588

Mar

346,379

Apr

427,405

May

38Z.256

Jun

359,279

Jul

351,003

Aug

366,263

Sep

364,845

Oct

348,469

666

Nov

358,647

Dec

421,230

(C) The large increase in total cargo handled in March was due to increased requirements
generated by the shifting of tactical forces to I CTZ. The development of the highway improvement program in the Deltas which required the movement of large quantities of rack and grave%
required sizeable tonnage movements throughout the remainder cf the year. 92

SealOt

(U) Sealand containership servica had been introduced in RVN when the SS Bienville
arrived at Da Nang on 1 August 1967. This ship, with 228 containers aboard, was. on@ of seven
ships chartered to carry an estimated 720, 000 MTON of cargo from West Coast CONUS ports
to RVN each year under a $70 million two-year contract.
(U) A shuttle service. consisting of a 726-container, C.2 type ship running between Cam
Ranh Day, Saigon. and Qut Nhon was also established. Service to Cam Ranh Bay commenced
in November 1967 with the arrival of the C-4 SS Oaklad with 607 containers.
(U) Utilisation of Sealand service was an efficient, effective, and secure method of moving cargo to RVN. Empty containers were filled with retrograde cargo 'prior to return to
CONUS. Approximately four to five percent of all cargo received from CONUS was carried
by Sealand containership.
(U) The following summary lists the total incoming cargo delivered by Sealand containerships to Da Nang and Cam Ranh Bay from West Coast ports in 1968: 93

Tan

27. 164

Feb

29. 084

Mar

23.883

Apr

26,482

May

24,837

Jun

20,747

Sul

26,608

Aug

27,553

Sep

26,917
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Month

STON

Oct

29,418

Nov

3Z,697

Dec

55,899

Ietrar- ountry Airlift
(U) The MACV Comnmion Service Airlift System (CSAS) coatinued to Improve ite eff.ciency
eM effecttvenese as 1968 began. During the Te Offensive, the system experiencs.• lisruption
in normel resupply operations which lasted throughout Febrvary and part of Marc_. Surge
requirements resuated In increased emergency requiremrnts, overcrowded aircraft parking
areas, mattenan't delays, and compounded aerial port handling problems. Cargo movement,
however, was only temporarily disrupted an4 recovery was swf It and effective.
(C)
ment of
support
March,
reduced

The T
Offensive and increased tacdcal operations caused JCS to direct the deploytwo CV,.•STRM1E C-130 squadrons, in a TDY status, to augment the 315th Air Div in
of RVN. In-country C-130 aircraft requirements reached % peak of 96 during February,
and April 1968, 24 aircraft higher than the pr-.iL.t baseline of 7M. Subsequent actions
the in-country requirement to a level of 78 C-130 aircraft by July. 94

(C) CSAS movements increased in 1968 in comparison to 1967; froa a monthly average
of 86, 025 STON to 107,173 STON. This average was expected to remain about constant in
1969. 9$
(Cl Airlift pe.formance by month for 1968 was as follows: 96
DECICATED
C- 7A

CSAS

Mnt

Carqo STON

Passengers

Cargo STON

Jan

98,895

Z28. 827

7, 285

Feb

67, 537

196,314

7,480

Mar

83,923

-66,408

8.360

Apr'.

79,607

.60,
Z07

9,341

May

76,076

466,367

Jun

7S, 001

Z67.665

8,966

Sul

72,86S

Z83,716

10,072

Aug

77, 8Z7

282,914

8,%33
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9,

98

*

Month

CSAS
CartE STON

Passeneers

DEDICATED
C- 7A
Carge STON

Sep

74,19Z

290.792

7,510

Oct

74,794

304, 588

6,929

Nov

76,263

291,230

6.919

Dec

74,195

314,164

8,696

Military Airlift Command

(U) Throughout 1968, the Military Airlift Command (MAC) provided CONTUS awid off- shore
strategic airlift support to RVN and interfaced with the MACV CSAS. Indeed, MAC channels
were a vital link in the airli.t eupport provided MACV elements.
(U) In order to provide the optimum strategic airlift to RVN, three objectives were sought
and achieved.
1. Utilization of an aerial port as near at possible to the user to provide expedient
delivery of pssengers and cargo.
2.

Reduction of requirement for critical in-country airlift needet for tactical airlift

3.

Reduction of congestion at Tan Son Nut.

suppo rt.

(U) MAC passenger channel oI 'atlone used four aerial ports: Da Nang for I CTZ, Cam
Ranh Bay for II CTZ, and Tan Son Nhut (Saigon) and Blien Hoa for MIIand IV CTZ. In addition,
service to both East and West Cozo,
,#1the United States and selected off-shore stations was
available.
(U) Five aerial ports were used for MAC cargo channel operations: Da Nang in I CTZ;
Pleiku, Phu Cat, and Cam Ranh Bay for nI CTZ; and Tan Son Nhut for III and IV CTZ. Besides
East and West Coast service to CONUS, service w
alto available to central United States and
selected off-shore stations.
(U) MAC channel traffic represented approximatel y ZO percent of the total airlift workload in RVN. 97
(U) In November, two MAC round trip flights from Saigon to Seoul were added to support
the requirements of ROK forces. The additional flights were to be used for the movement of
PCS/TDY passengers and an increase in the Korean special leave program. A new MAC
channel became effective on 1 December, which operated every other day from Kadena AFBClark AFB-Cam Ranh Bay-Bangkok-Clark AFB-Kadena AFB. The aircraft utilized were
B-727s with a mixed configuration of 61 passengers and two pallets of cargo. Additionally,
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seven one-way and four round trip missions between Saigon and Bangkok were added. Thee.
services were expected to satisfy RVN-Thailand requirements originating in RVN, with the
exception of ammunition which could not be landed in Bangkok. Though these new missions
replaced the C-130 (cancelled I Doe 68), it was expected that C-130 airlift would continue to be
requested on a trip-by-trip basis. The im~plementation of the approved lien lHoa-Travie APE
channel was expected in February 1969. No additional MAC airlift channels in connection with
RVN support were visualized at year's end. 96

CONSTRUCTION

Gene ral

(U) Most programmed Military construction programs had been completed in 1967. In the
pring of that year, Newport, Saigon was completed, essentially finishing the deep draft port
construction effort. In the same period, the shipping backlog was reduced to sero. The reducedmilltaryconstruction fund level in 1967, 8400, 000, 000 as compared to $850, 000,000 in
1966, reflected that the greatest part of the construction effort had been finished.
(U) Between 1 January 1965 and I Janua ry 1968, funds totaling 1.48 billion dollars had been
provided for Military Construction (MILCON) in RVN for all US services. By the end of 1968,
the total MILCON funds had grown to 1.71 billion dollars and, as a gesult of the construction
effort for the year, 72 perqent of this program was completed. The FY69 MILCON Program
was approved for 159 million dollars; however, only 6Z. S million of this amount was allocated
by 31 December 1968. The plan for 1969 anticipated obligating all remaining prior year
MILCON funds and the entire approved FY69 MILCON Program, if fully allocated by 30 June

1969.
(U) A concerted effort was made during 1968 to improve the posture of the Military Assist.
ance Service Funded (MASF) construction for RVNAF. Units were given higher priorities in
order to complete necessary facilities. Seventy percent of the total 131 million dollars of
MASF and MAP funded construction in jupport of RVNAF had been completed. 99
(C) At year's end a change in the construct.on policy in RVN was dictated by partial
apportionment of £Y69 Military Construction funds, indications that the balance of FY69 funds
would be withheld until I July 1969, and the relatively small construction program for FY70
as proposed by :CS. COMUSMACV directed that all new construction would be reviewed by
MACV on the basis of urgency and essentiality to: 100
1.

Provide operational support.

3.

Enhance the military capability of RYNAF.

3.

Support pacification.

6lei

4.

Provide priority LOCs.

S.

Support plans for T-Dlay.

(S) The construction effort was severely degraded during the lot Offensive. The tactical
situation at most job sites plus curfews and stringent security precautions combined to deny
access of the contractor's local personnel to their jobs. Consequently, a nearly 30- day delay
in work completion was experienced. Some enLineer work was delayed as well, with the
diversion of effort to field fortification and combat support missions. 101
(5)

Significant major construction programs completed in 1968 were as follows: 102
1. A 193,000 bbl POL storage tank farm at Qut Nhon.
2.

A 50, 000 bbl POL.storage tank farm at Pleiku.

3. Marine POL terminal at Cain Ranh lay (includes 1400' POL jetty, three 12" and
two 8" pipelines-- each five miles in length, a z00, 000 bbl tank farm, and mooring facilities).
4.

Port facilities at Dong Tam (LST ramp, an LCU ramp, and two barge points).

5.

12L pipeline, Tan My to Quang T r.

6.

ASP #2, Da Mang.

7. Three military hospitals (CWC) located at Ila Nang (400 beds), Chu Lai (300 beds),
and Can Tho (400 beds).
8.

Highway bridge at Cam Ranh Bay.

9.

LST ammo ramps at Can Ranh Bay.

10.

LOX facility at Tan Son Nhut.

11.

10,000 foot parallel runway,

12.

31, 000 square yard hot cargo area,

13.

Finance building (26,880 sq. ft.), Long Binh.

lien Hoa.
Bien Hca.

Aircraft Shelters

(5) In February 1968, CINCPAC expressed concern over the many US aircraft that had
been destroyed or damaged as a result of enemy ground attacks against US airfields in SVN.
In order to reduce the losses sustained in such attacks, he requested that COMUSMACV review
programs developed by PACOM component commanders and submit comments and recommendatiaos to CINCPAC. CINCPAC desired that the program be divided into two priority groups.
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Priority one would include protective shelters for tactical aircraft in trees of greatest threat.
Programs were to be developed within current funds to enable the earliest possible accomplish.
Priority two would include protective aircraft shelterr 'n areas of lesser danger using
follow-on funding.

ment.

(S) Component commanders' comments and plans were as follows:
1. A USARV study revealed that major damage to Army aircraft had occurred where
aircraft were not parked in revetments. At the earns time. the best Information indicated that
only a small part of the damage would hayv been avoided It the aircraft had had overhead
shelters. USARV's aircraft fleet was large and frequently df vloyed. It often operated from
expedieot airfields. USARV considered the expense and effort involved to erect covered shelters was of such magnitude that it was not justified at this time.
Z. The PACAF proposal was to erect an overhead double corrugated, steel arch,
rigid frame structure covered by 18 inches of concrete. Thai needs were estimated to be 575
shelters for priority I aircraft (tactical fighters) and 155 for priority IU (other than tactical).
The total program would cost $101. 584, 000.
3. The Navy's program included a covered revetment for each single and multi-ongine
fixed wing aircraft and for every two- rotary wing aircraft. their requirements listed 354 shel4
ters under priority I and 47 under pr /nrity UI at a total cost of $61, 390,000. It was the intention
of the Navy to enter into procurernett :long with the Air Force based on the metal arch type
shelter, though other hardened shel.tar rconcepts were under investigation.
(S) After careful consideration and further investigation into the type of covered revetments
needed to provide necessary protection against delay fuses, COMUSMACV commented to CINCPAC that:
1.

USARVes approach to protection of aircraft was concurred in.

2. COMUSMACV concurred with the Air Force's requirement for aircraft protection
but recommended a re-evaluation of the adequacy of protection provided by the proposed structures.

3. The Navy's proposed program had his concur
should be limited to tactical fighters.

except that priority I aircraft

(S) COMUSMACV recommended that an evaluation be made of alternate methods of aircraft
protection to include increased space for dispersal, adequate numbers of bin type revetments,
increased height of revetment walls, and movable barriers to enclose the open ends of bin type
revetments.
(S) CINCPAC concurred with the MACV recommendations in June. Citing the questionable
degree of protection afforded and the large construction effort involved, however, CINCPAC
recommended further study of alternate protective systems in the accomplishment of an overhead shelter construction program.
(C) COMUSMACV learned in July that $65 aircraft shelters would be procured using FY68
SECD•F funds provie
to the Air Force. The latter, acting as executive agent, would procure
the aircraft shelters [ir RVN.
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(S) Shelters were reallocated in accordance with the following chart: 103
VNAF

TOTAL

68

18

164

143

0

143

0

0

44

85

0

18

103

111

a

0

111

211

36

565

Base

USAF

Da Nang

78

Chu Lai

0
44

Bien Hoe
Var Locs

Total: 318

Tan Son Nhut

USMC

(S) A further allocation of the 565 shelters wad made which provided 400 shelters to tlh
Air Force and 165 to the Navy. Included in the Air Force allocation was 36 shelters for VNAF
aircraft at Bien Hot and Da Nang.
(S) Later in the year Air Force troop units began erecting MARWAIS type steel arch
shelters at the high threat bases, Da Nang. Bien Hoe, and Tan Son Nhut. by the end of December a total of 115 such shelters were in place. The concrete overshell, however, was left
to be installed by the OCC contractor.

*

(S) Meanwhile, NAVFORV performed a cost-effectiveness study of Navy shelter require-

ments in
estimate
Pacific.
awaiting

I CTZ, concluding that a total of' 66 shelters were sufficient instead of the earlier
of ZOO. This conflicted wittsa previous study of the problem by Fleet Marine Force,
By year's end, the final decision on the revised Navy shelter program was delayed
review and comments by CO, IMIMAF. 104

Defensive Uses of Chain Link Fence

(C) In Sanuary 1968 an in-country study was conducted which analysed the results of the
test firings of RPO-Z and RPO-7 anti-tank launchers against typical sandbag bunkers in use in
SVN. The purpose of the study was to find a method for protecting friendly bunkers against
increased enemy use of the launchers. A report of the tests stated:
Both weapons were tested against several
types of supported and unsupported sandbag
bunkers with and without the use of standoff
material. Chain link fence, pierced steel planking.
and nylon netting was used as the standoff materials.
The chain link fence was found to be the most
suitable material due to the ease of erection,
visibility afforded to the occupants, and efficiency
in reducing effects of the shaped charges....
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On I June 1968, USARV stated that action was being taken to procure and stock chain link fence
to be issued to selected units for standoff protection against ItFO rocket rounds. Because the
estimated time for arrival of the material would be three to five months, USARV requested
authorization to release up to Z0 miles from coastruction stocks. Concurrently, MACV published a Technical Bulletin incorporating the change in the standard security fence and making
allowances for the defensive use of chain link fence. The control for stocking and issuing of the
fencing for defensive applications was handled by the component services within the purview of
their individual programs. However, MACV monitored the use of the fencing. 105

Observation Towers

(U) The service components had been requested in August 1967 to submit their requirements for modular steol observation towers up to 60 feet in height. The tower parts were to be
fabricated by contract and the towers were to be assembled and erected by the requesting component. 7AF. however, had no requirement for the towers. COMNAVFORV requested 73 for
use by III Mo.AF, and UJSARV requested ZZ6. Due to lack of funds, however, the USAflV requirement was later reduced to 102. In addition, production on the towers was slowed because of
deterioration in security at Thu Duo during the
t Offensive.
Also, higher priority jobs, such
as the hardening of facilities at MACV, took part of the labor force. The order for the 73
towers for MI MAT was completed on 16 May 1968 and for the 10Z towers for USARV in the third
quarter of 1968. A follow-on project was issued for four additional 60 foot towers and sixtynine 10 foot extensions, with fabrications beginning in September 1968 and construction finished
on 31 November 1968. This completed the observation tower program. 106

Delta Transportation Plan

(C) This plan, approved by COMUSMACV in late 1967, and scheduled for implementation
on I January i968, called for construction of 1Z barge offloading points, seven to be constructed
by USARV and five by ARVN. As each offloading point was completed rock would be brought
in to form a stockpile. Rock would then be issued from these stockpiles to authorized customers. Control was necessary because rock, while not a critical resource countrywide, was
critical in the Delta region. Accordingly, the IV Corps was tasked to exercise both allocation
and physical control of the required rock and, since the greatest part of the rock resources was
earmarked for road development, the highway coordinating committee assumed control responsibility. This responsibility was later transferred to MACDC.
(C) The barge offloading points were originally scheduled for completion in July 1968 but
due to various delays such as the Tel Offensive, material shortages and lack of construction
capability, only eight sites were operational at the end of the year. It was expected that the
last site would be completed in May 1969.
(U) Providing equipment at the offloading sites and at the quarries proved the most difficult aspect of the plan to implement. The available equipment was old, obsolete, and in need
of extensive repairs. USARV was tasked to put the equipment in operating conditien before it
was moved to the offloading sites.
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Delta. It was
(U) In the first quarter of 1968. 32, 000 tons of rock were moved to the
sites
could be transported to IV CTZ when alL 12
expected that 85, 000 tons of rock per month
delivered during the year was the 58, 700 tons
were operational; however, the largest quantity
delivered in December.
1968.107
was as follows at the end of
(U) The status of the 12 sites
Offloading Capability
STON/Mo

SITE

EST. COMP DATE

Dung Tan

Complete

Z5, 000

Cai Be

Complete

Z, 000

Vinh Long

Complete

6,000

My The

Complete

3,000

Tan An

Complete

7,000

sac LiAu

30 Mar 69

1,000

Long Xuyen

1 Mar 69

Z,000

Rach Gia

Feb 69

Soc Trang

Complete

Sa Dec

Cancelled

CoS LAnh

Not Scheduled

Can The

Complete

2,000

80,000

RVNAF Dependent Housing Program
housing program for 1968 was oriented toward
(U) The highly successful RVNAF 4ependent
original program planned for the compleThe
T.it.
during
destroyed
housing
replacior p'j.lic
family units were
an austere RVNAF/OCE design, 3,480 108
using
by
but
units,
"mily
7r
2,
of
tion
was developed.
an expanded program for 1969
built by the wo. of the year and
Operation DONG TAM (Hearts United)
the Director of Construction
('U) On 13 May 1968, COMUSMACV directed
in Saigon. COMUSMACV also
task force to assist with refugee resettlement
A task force staff was assembled on
PSYOP effort to support the operation.
to develop a concept of operations.
COR.DS
from
meeting of representatives
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to establish a
suggested a strong
14 May with a
This concept called

for work under the general control of the GVN Central Recovery Commtittee (CRC). The proposal was for assistance with rubble clearance, road building and repair, site development,
sel-help housing reconstruction assistance, and erection of up to 1, 500 family units of temperary housing including water, electricity, and latrine facilities. COMUSMACV approved this
concept on 17 May. He reiterated his desire for medical civic action reports end restated the
need for full PSYOP coverage. DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS then presented the approved
concept to the CRC on 17 May. The committee agreed to US participation, and would assume
overall control of the resettlement effort. President Thieu, who attended the briefing, concurred.
(U) The Director of Construction approved the task force organization and personnel were
requested from USARV to fill the slots. The ARVN Chief of Engineers assigned two full-time
liaison representatives to the headquarters when it opened on 20 May.
(U) The Army's 46th Engr Bn established a bivouac at the Phu The Race Track on 19 May
1968. Elements of the battalion, numbering 217 oficers and men, set up a prefabrication yard
for the production of componerts for wooden refugee housing. An additional civilian labor
force for this yard was hired and numbered 345 personnel by mid-Sune, later leveling off at
300. By 30 June components for 115 buildings bad been completed.
(U) In Saigon's Sixth District, the 301st ARVN Engr Sn began clearing sites on 20 May.
The next day they were joined by a team from the 823d Civil Engineering Squadron (this type
of USAF unit is known as a "Red Horse" squadron). Although adverse security conditions in
the area hampered operations from 26 May to Z June, 30 family units had been completed by
the end of June and work was in progress on ZO more. In the Eighth District, the 46th Engr Bn
completed 205 family units by the end of June, despite enemy attacks in the area during the
May offensive. In Gia Dinh, even though the area required huge amounts of fill for construction
and access roads@, Navy Construction Battalion 58 completed 105 family units by June.
(U) Supplies and materials came from many sources: cement was supplle*0 by USAID,
laterite and rock from PA&E, lumber by the US Array, concrete pipe from USAID, roofing
sheet metal from GVN, and electrical trensformers from the Saigon Power Comrpany.
(U) USAID initially obtained one million dollarseo tund the project, of whic& various
amounts were set aside (in piasters) to be drawn on as an impress fund and for local purchasing
and contracting. 109

Civilian War Casualty Hospitals

(C) The construction of the Civilian War Casualty Hospitals (CWCH) (See 1967 MACV Command History) at Da Nang, Chu Lat, and Can The was delayed during February because of the
J~t Offensive. Delays were incurred by the inability of the contractor personnel to get to the
construction sites due to the curfew restrictions imposed by the QVN, particularly at Can The.
Also, MACV was informed by higher headquarters that staffing of the hospitals by US military
personnel solely for the treatment of civilian casualties would not be approved. Therefore, it
was decided that the hospitals under construction would be US military hospitals treating civilians on a joint occupancy basis. This enabled the hospitals to offset partially the requirement
for additional military hospitals in these areas, while still providing treatment to civilians.
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At the same time. this required that the hospitals be raised to meet US standards and an
additional $1. 7 million was requested. The improvements were included whenever possible in
the construction effort; however, the bulk of the upgrade work had to be accomplished as
additional work to the initial construction.
(C) On 4 May 1968, the hospital cantonment at Da Nang was completed and 10 days later
all other facilities of the hospital, as originally designed, were completed. The Da Nang hospital was then designated the 95th Evacuation Hospital. During the month of June, the Chu Lai
and Can The hospitals were completed, as originally designed, and opened for operation, the
former on 11 June and the latter on 15 June. The Chu Lai hospital was designated as the .27th
Surgical Hospital and the Can Tho hospital was designated as the 29th Evacuation Hospital. 110

Vietnamese National Military Academy Expansion

(U) On 11 February 1968 the MACV Officer in Charge of Construction (O1CC) was tasked
to design and construct five buildings at the Vietnamese National Military Academy (VNMA).
Joint support funds amounting to SVN4 800 million were to be provided from the 1968 RVNAF
new construction budget. Action was initiated in February to transfer required funds from the
GVNddefense budget to the OICC' however, on 6 March 1968 the MACV Comptroller learned
that the Upper House of the RVN Legislature and Minister of Defense (MOD) desired to postpone
the project. In their opinion, only ernergency projects should be scheduled at that time. On
Z1 March, COMUSMACV approved the reprogramming of MASF funds to initiatq the required
design. This action insured that the design work would be accomplished in the event that the
GVN decided to construct the facilities during.1968. As of the end of June, the OVid had still
not released the funds due to placing the priority of funding of construction on battle
.damaged facilities.
(U) A talking paper was prepared for COMUSMACV on the problems being encountered in
obtainl•ig the release of the programmed funds from the GOVi. The talking paper was delivered
on 10 August for presentation at the Mission Council Meeting. As a result of the meeting, the
OV74 released SVN 300 million on 27 Auguct 1968. This amount was used to cover construction
costs for the Academic luilding, Cadet Headquarters, and qome of the faculty quartys. As
of 31 December 1968, the remaining 5VN 500 million had not been released by GVN.

Civilian Defendent Restraint Facilities

(C) On 6 January 1968 funds in the arnount of 52 million were requested from CINCPAC
for the procurement of prefab buildings and other long- lead items for the construction of civilian defendent restraining facilities. The total requirement for the two prison additions and
seven detention camps was estimated at $6 million. It was anticipated that the difference of
$4 million would be provided from other sources. As design proceeded, the total estimate for
prison and detention facilities was reduced to $3.83 million. The reduction was made possible
by having some Items goverment- furnished or provided by USAID. Of the SVN 40 million
funded in December 1967, approximately SVN 20 million was available for construction and the
remainder was used for design. The following month, however, it was announced that SYN
100 million in Assistance-in-Kind (AIK) funds were available for detention and prison facilities.
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(C) In January 1968, General Loan, Chief of the National Police, stated that the program.
med 500-man detention centers could not be manned adequately and recommended several
30-200-man centers be built near the Prisoner Interrogation Center (PIC). This raised questions of cost again, and of US role in the reiAsed scheme. Thus, as of the end of March 1968,
planning on the 500-man centers was held in abeyance.
(C) Design of a 4, 000-man project to be built on Con Son Island was completed and the
contract was awarded on 14 June 1968. In addition to tht contract project. CORDS designed a
4,000-man tent camp on Con Son Island for detainees. Sy 30 June, the tent facilities were 90
percent complete with a portion of the camp occupied. Contractor effort was slow in starting
on the 4,000-man project, (masonry construction) and at the end of the third quarter of 1968
the contract was only five percent complete with forecasted occupancy date of March 1969. 112

Expansion of Contractor Force Including Satellite Areas

(U) Approximately 15 March 1968, MACV investigated the feasibility of transferring projects assigned to troops in major enclaves to the RMX-BR3 Construction Company in order to
free the troops for accomplishment of projects in more rerr,,te areas where the contractors
had no forces. As of that time, the contractor force wsp at the 18, 000-man level and had the
capability of placing work at the rats of $18 million per month. This level was based on funds
in hand and the amount of usable efficiency. This was considered to be the optimum balance of
xrge-wy and efficiency. To rais* this 18, 000-man level would require additional funds, scope,
and criteria.
, investigated by
(U) Two higher levels of the work force, Z2, 000 and Z5. 000, were al&
MACV with the following results:
1. The ZZ, 000-man level would require an additional $84 million. However, this
figure would permit the contractor to build and maintain the 22, 000-man level for a two year
pe riod.
2. The 25,000-man level would require $166 million additional funding which, in
turn, would permit MACV to operate at the 25, 000-man level for about 27 months. It was also
determined that a work force buildup to a 20,000- man level was both feasible and desirable.
In general, it was determined to limit the troop-to-contractor transfers to areas where tht
contractor had a mobilised capability such as Da Nang, Cam Ranh Bay, and Saigon, as well as
satellite areas such as Chu Lai, Can Tho, Dong Tam, and Vung Tau.
(U) Action to expand the contractor force to a 20,000-22, 000 man level was subjected to
The difficulty of providing adequate
several restraints during the second quarter of 1968.
definition and criteria in order to increase the funded workable backlog to a sufficient level to
justify the force increase was aggravated by the late receipt of funds. This problem was finally overcome, and a labor force of 21,000 men was targeted for 1 September 1968. During
the same quarter, a capability analysis prepared to support submission of the FY70 MILCCN
Program indicated that a further expansion of the contractor work for"e to a 24, 000-26. 000man level might be required. The GVW general mobilization and problems with Third Country
Nationals (TCN) entry permits were expected tn hinder the contractors' ability to reach this
force level in an expeditious manner.
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(U) On instructions passed down from SECDEF in June 1968, a construction capability
review was prepared, based on several levels of possible FY70 prograrrnming.
The study
concluded that the ZZ,000-man force level, determined during the March 1968 study was still
vald. The contractor would be required to commence his phasedown for FY70 funding levels
as indicated below:
FY70 Funding Level

Phase-down Commencement Date

$50 Million

I Jan 71

$100 Million

I Mar 71

$150 Million

1 Jul 71

Further study of the funds available and the effect of the efforts to obligate construction funds
prior to the end of the fiscal year led to the conclusion that the contractors' work force level
2
should be raised to the 25, 000-wnan range. The long-range plan to average a 2, 000-man level
remained unchanged. This action was expected to result in bringing the maximum projected
backlog from almost U months to approximately eight months. The contractor force was
expected to reach the Z5, 000-man level by January 1969. 11a
(U) The RMK-ERJ contractor work force ttus
personnel 12, Z56 US, 1, 766 TCN, 19, 782 VN).

as of 7 December 1968 totalled 23,804

Engineer Troops Strength and Distribution

(C)

Engineer troops in RVN at the end of 1968 were as follows:
Army Construction Bns

i5

Army Combat Bns

13

Naval Construction Bns (NMCB)

10

Fleet Marine Force Bns

3

Air Force Civil Engineering Squadrons
(U)

The percentage of troop effort at the end of 1968 was distributed as follows: 115

%

Opn Spt
LOC (MIL)

Army
Combat

5
Army
Construction

NMCB

54

22

32

0

11

1

6

0

0

0
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U

FM?

Army
C

Army
Construction

NMCB

LOC (NonM.L)

18

21

20

Base Dev (MIL)

10

29

24

1s

0

Base Dev (Non MIL)

17

22

24

85

45

100-

100

TO

ZMF

U
0

70

44

=56

FY68 Military Construction Contingency Funds
(C) As of the end of the f!rst quarter of FY68, MACV had requested FY68 MILCON funds
in the -.mount of S81.313 million. Of this total, S24 million had been approved and funded by
SECDEF: S7. 3 million for three CWCHs and 56. 7 million for LOCs. In late March, SECDEF
approved another S14. 977 million of contingency requests. At the end of the quarter, S4Z. 336
million of contingency requests remained unfunded. At the end of the second quarter of FY68,
MACV had requested funds in the amount of $96. 143 million and had received S59. 100 million.
By the end of September 1968, funds in the amount of S63. 450 million had been approved. 116

FY69 Military Construction Program

(C) The FY69 MILCON appropriation bill was passed by Congress on 18 September 1968
and forwarded to the President for signature. The amounts requested for RVN were as
follows:
Army

$130, 593,000

Navy

50,923,000

Air Force
Total:

13.484.000
$195,004,000

However, the bill required a reduction in overall MILCON spending worldwide. Accordingly,
the Army Intended to allocate only 594.900,000 of its authorization for the RVN. The Navy and
Air Force contemplated no reductions in their allocations. 117

PORT DEV.ELOPMENT AND OPERATIONS IN RVN

(U) In 1965 there was only one deep water port in Vietnam--Saigon-rand a single pier
facility at Cam Ranh Day. Ninety-eieht percent of all supplies for our forces were seaborne
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and had to pass through that single and woefully isadtequate port. Given the enemy's capability to
interdict landlines of communication (LOC) and the expense and limited capability of airlift,
rapid port development was of paramount importance.
M1) Starting in 1965, MACV decided to develop four major ports: Da Nang to serve I CTZ.
Cam Ranh Day and Oui Nhon to serve 11 CTZ, and Saigon for IU and IV CTZs. Additionally.
satellite shallow draft ports along the coast were selected for development. Use of these portS.
coupled with the use of Intracoastal shipping for lateral distribution of supplies. took advantage
of Vietnam's configuration and long coastline. This lateral water LOC permitted high tonnage
capacity and relative security compared with the paralleling land LOC. From the deep draft
ports, supplies were transshipped to the lesser facilities, using L.STs, landing craft, and
barges. From both types of ports, supplies proceeded inland to combat support bases.
(U) Constructing these ports and sub-ports was an enormous task, particularly when it is
realised that concomitant with the building of these facilities, supplies to support over one
mr.illion troops had to be shipped through them. Construction was accomplished in a hostile
environment, under the deleterious effects of an unfavorable climate and topography, with material being shipped from as far as IZ, 000 miles away. The successful completion of this construction effort was a tribute to the military engineers end the civilian engineering consortium
who did the job.
(U) While MACV and its subordinate commands and civilian contractors were in the process
of building modern ports, there were large shipping backlogs existing at Saigon, Cam Ranh Day,
Qui Nhan, and Do Nang during 1965, 1966 and the first part of 1967. At one time during 1966
there were more than 100 ships in a hold status. At that time there were neither the'facilities
nor the secu.-ity ashore to accommodate the required depot stock; yet US, FWMAF, and Vietnamese forces were engaged In major combat operations rvquiring reliable and responsive logistic support. Therefore, durinq this period of buildup, these ships were in effedt floating depots.and as supplies were needed they were called forward from these floating depots.
(U) In 1965 the Port of Saigon had become a source of much concern, both in RVIN and the
United States. As the economic center of the Republic,' Saigon was the bellwether of SVN's
economy and an important factor in the US effort to stablse that economy, and, in turn, the
CVN. Congestion in the port manifested itself as soon as large numbers of US and Free World
forcus arrived. The major logistical problem was clearance of commercial cargo because
Saigon was not geared to support a civilian economy and a vast modern war machine.
. (U) As first priority, in early 1965, MACV had started the construction of an entirely new
port farther up the Saigon Ptver for military cargoes. This construction was designed to solve
the ship backlog problem as well as to end the temporary disruption in the civilian economy
which large military shipments had caused. MACV, at the same time, took steps to improve
the efficiency and organisation of the civilian port, including modernization of facilities.
(U) To achieve the operational and managerial progress necessary to bring Saigon Port
into the twentieth century and to support the US commitment, MACV had to exercise greater
influence over the port. Port operations had to be modernized and functions organised. After
lengthy discussions in Washington and within the US Mission, advisory responsibility to the
Vietnamese was shifted from USAMD to MACV. In September 1966, the let LoS Cmd was
assigned responsibility for port operations, and assumed do facto control, even though the
Saigon Port Authority retained de lure control.
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(U) During 1966 and 1967, Saigon port operations steadily improved. In these two years,
the Saigon Port Authority achieved a gradual sel*f-sufficiency and MACV was able, correspondingly. to reduce the magnitude of the advisory effort. As of the end of 1967, it was planned that
in the near future the advisory function to the commercial port would be returned to USAW. A
joint MACV-USAM Saigon Port Advisory Plan was published on I December 1967. It provided
for the orderly transfer of the advisory functions to the Saigon Port Authority from MACV to
USAID. When directed. USAID advisory personnel would replace military advisors to the
Saigon Port Authority. An effective date of implementati6n was purposely not specified in the
plan as this was to be determined by events and jointly by COMUSMACV, Director USAID, GVN,
and higher authority.
(U) WhIe the congestion problem at Saigon was being solved, construction continued on the
new military port facility designated "Newport" which was located upstream from the city on the
Saigon River. Piers were put into use as they were completed, relieving congestion at the
civilian port. Both efforts resulted in a steadily improved situation, and cargoes began to clear
more rapidly. By May 1967, the ship backlog at Saigon and elsewhere had been virtually eliminated. Ship turnaround time had been reduced from many weeks to seven days.
(U) Althovh Saigon Port received the greatest attention because of its economic as well as
military importance, the other deep draft ports in RVN were equally vital to the US military
effort, and construction at these locations was also rapidly programmed and accomplished.
The story at these ports was much the same: construction went hand-in-hand with a continuous
increase in throughput. Da Nang, formerly just a lighterage port, was expanded to include six
deep water berths and many shallow draft slips and ramps which, by 1968, provided a discharge
capacity of 10, 660 tons per day. Qui Nhon, by 1968, had four deep draft berths and could handle
over 6,000 tons a day. Cam Ranh'Bay was developed to the extent that it rivaled many of the
world's finest ports, with eight deep draft berths and a daily discharge capacity of close to
7, 000 tons as well as 30, 000 barrels of POL. The more than a dozen ports and sub-ports
built allowed the throughput capability in Vietnam to rise from 370, 000 tons per month in late
1965 to 1,200,000 tons per month by the end of 1967, almost a fourfold Lacrease. By January
1968, there were 3Z deep draft pier berths for exclusive military use whereas just three years
before there had been none for such exclusive use. 118
P VN Port Development Status
(C) As of the beginning of 1968. the US effort to establish deep and shallow draft ports to
ispport military operations throughout RVN was largely completed. Construction projects ongoing at the time or in the projected stage could be largely characterized as "finishing
touches. " Below is listed, port by port from north to south, the status of facilities at the
beginning of 1968. The data presented reflects the practical port facility capacity, not actual
port throughput capability. I9
1. Hue-Phu Bai/Tan My/Dgng Ha/Cua Viet Comolex. Hue-Phu Bai/Tan My/Dong Ha/
Cua Viet Complex was a lighterage port. Port facilities used for military cargo consisted of
10 LCU rimps and three L.ST ramps.
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PER DAY

STON/1IE.

Paot Facilities and Caac!i."

Temporary LCU ramps (Hue)

6ZS

a.

Fliv

b.

Five LCU ramps .(Dong Ha)

75(

a.

Two LST ramps (Cua Viet)

400

d.

One barge site (Dong Ha)

ISO

e.

One temporary LIT causeway (Tan My)

zoo

POL Facit~tiq :
a.

One 4" assault line (bottom laid) (Cus Vie)

7,000

b.

One 4' assault line (bottom laid) (Tan My)

7.000

Total Facility Caoaqit
a.

Cargo

b.

POL

Z, aZS
14,000

"Z.R_ ... na. Da Nang was a deep-draft, shallow-draft and lighterage port. Port
LST
facilities used for military cargo coneisted of two permanent piers, a DeLong pier, nine
ramps, eight LCU ramps, and a quay wall, and Ulghtarage sites.
Port Facilities

Observition

STOW/AIBL PER DAW

and Caoacitv

PoinEt

a.

Two permanent piers (600' x 90')

b.

DeLonS pier (600' x 80)
Limited to 500')

(south side

4,000
iZOO

Shallow Draft:
A.

Museua

Site,

DaNang Main
400

Two i.T ramps
. rides C,.rao Facility
(1) Two LST ramps with finger pimr
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S00

(2)

Four LCU ramps

7Z0

(3) Quay Wall (1, 6001)

1,500

(4) Two barge sites

c.

d.

360

Tien She Facility. Da Nang East
(1)

Three LST ramps

600

(2)

Three LCU ramps

S40

(3)

Lighterage site

160

Ferry Landins,

Da Nang East

(1)

Two LeT ramps with finger pier

S00

(2)

One LCU ramp

IS0

POL Facilities:
a.

Two 4" assault lines (fted Beach 1)

14,000

b.

One 6" assault line (Red Beach I)

15,000

c.

Two 10" lines (China Beach)

120,000

d.

Two 12" lines (Red Beach 11)

160,000

Total Facilily Caocity:
a.

Cargo

b.

POL

10,660
309,000

3. ChuJI.
Chu Lai was a shaLllw-draft and lighterage port. Port facilities used
for military cargo consisted of four LST ramps, three LCU ramp., end a marginal wharf.
Port Facilities and Caeacitv:

$TON/BBL PER DAY

Shallow Draft:
a.

Four 1ST ramps

800

b.

Three LCU ramps

540

c.

Marginai wharf (700')

700

685

E:2L Facilitieu
a.

One 4" assault line (outer harbor)

b.

Two 4' assault lines (inner harbor)
(used to fill tank trucks and tank

7,000
14,000

trailers)
c.

Moorings with submarine pipeline
(1) One 8" .lne

50,000

(Z) One lZ" line

80, 000

Total Facility Capacity:
a.

Cargo

Z, 040

b.

POL-

151,000

Oul Xhac, Port was a deep-draft, shallow-draft, and lighterage port.
4. O
Port facilities u.csed for military cargo tonsiested of a DeLong pier, four terporary LST ramps,
a sheet-pile wharf, a boat landing ramp, and the beach. Temporary LST ramps were to be
replaced by permanent LST ramps.
§TONIDL PER DA

Port Facilities and Caltcit:

Do** Draft:
DeLong pier (IZZ10 x 60')

3,000

Shallow Draft:
800

a.

Four temporary LST ramps

b.

Sheet-pile wharf (IZ00')

c.

Boat lending ramp (LCU/LCM)

600

d.

Pontoon LCM pier

87S

1,000

POL Facilities:
a.

One 6" line on pier (commercial)

15,000

b.

Two 4" submarine lines (outer harbor)

14,000

c.

Two 8" lines on jetty

60,000
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Total Facility Cavacit:
6,27S

Cargo

a.

89,000

POL

b.

S. Vung gR. vung Ro was a deep-draft, shallow-draft, and lighterage port. Port
ramps.
facilities used for military cargo consisted of a DeLong pier and two temporary LET
STO14/BEL PER DAY

Port Facilities and Caoacity
Doe*

Draft:
1, ZOO

DeLong pier (6001 x 80')
Shallow Draft:

400

Two LASTramps
P2-.. Facl:

45, 000

Two 8" submarine lines
Total Facility Capacity:
a.
b.

1. 600

Cargo

45,000

POL.

NbA Trang was a shallow-draft and lighterage port. Port facilities
6. Nha T-ran.
used for military cargo consisted of six LST ramps, two barge Pointsand the beach.

STOI/BZIL PER DAY

Port -Facilities and Capacity:
Shallow

Draft:

a.

Four temporary LET ramps
(one US, three VI'VNAF)

800

b.

Two LST ramps

400

c.

Two barge points

300

POL Facilities:
30.000

Two 6" lines (commercial)
Total Facility Capacity
a.

Cargo

b.

POL

1, 500
30,000
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7. Cam Ranh Day. Cam Rinh Bay (CRB) was a deep-draft, shallow-draft, and lighterago port. Port facilities used for military cargo consisted of one MAP pier, four DeLong piers,
fout LST ramps, a sheet-pile wharf, a marginal wharf, and beaching areas.
STON/BBL PER DAY

Port Facilities and Capacity:

a.

Two DeLong piers (600' x 80')

2,400

b.

One Dolong pier (300' x 90')

720

c.

One permanent pier (523' 3 39')

600

d.

One DeoLong pier (ammo pier) (450' x 120')

1,000

Shallow Draft:
a.

Four LASTramps

800

b.

One sheet-pile wharf (600')

600

c.

One marginal barge wharf (220' x 80')

300

POL Facilities:
30,000

Two 6" lines on Jetty (T-Z)

Total Facility Cavacity:
a.

Cargo

b.

POL

6,420
30,000

8. Phan Rant. Phan Rang was a shallow-draft port and was capable of over-the-beach
operations. Port facilities used for military cargo consisted of a barge facility and three
temporary LST ramps.
STON/BBL PER DAY

Port FacilLties and Capacity:
Slhallow Draft,
a.

Three temporary LST romps

600

b.

Sunken barge facility

300

POL Facilities:
Two 8" submarine Uines

40,000

688

aI

|1•

MRle

Total Facilitv Capacity:
a.

Cargo

b.

POT.

900
40,000

9. Vuaa Ta.u Vung Tau was a deep-draft, shallow-draft, and lighterage port. Port
facilities used for military cargo consisted of a DeLong pier, an LST ramp, seven barge points,
and the beach. The temporary L.ST ramp was to be replaced by two permanent LST ramps.

STONIEBL PER DAY

Port Facilities and Capacity:

Does Draft:
DeLong pier (600' x 120)
limited to 450')

(one aid*

1,200

Shallow Draft:
a.

One temporary LST ramp

b.

Two barge points (AB&T)

300

c.

Five barge points

750

a.

Barge discharge facility

b.

Two 4" ascault lines (ARVN concrete
pier)

7,000

Total Facility Caoacit:
C
a. Cargo
b.

200

14,000

2,450
21, 000

POL

10. Saigon. Saigon Port Complex was a deep-draft river port including facilities at
Saigon, Nha Be, Cat Lii. and Newport. Port facilities, used for military, USAID/CPO, and
CIP cargo, consisted of eight deep-draft berths, two LST slips, two LST crane wharves, two
LCU/LCM ramps, 10 barge sites, and several deep-draft buoys.
Port Facilities and Capacity:

STON/IBBL PER DAY

Deep Draft:
a.

Three berths (M&M 1,2, & 3 - Saigon)

b.

Quay 1 (Fishmarket (K12) Saigon)

689

3,000
750

c.

Quays 1, 2, 3, & 4 (Newport)

4,000

Shallow Draft:

450

Tour barge sites

b.

eor
(1)

Two LST slips

400

(2)

Two LST crane wharves

zoo

(3)

LCU/LCM ramp

360
1,z0O

(4) Four barge sites
c.

Song 2ong Hal
150

One barge site
A.nunjitto"

a. One barge site (Buu Long) (US/RVNAF)
b.

Two barge sites w/4: cranes (Cogido)

C. One LCM ramp (Cat LAi (RVNAF)

300
1,200
IS0

d.

Orm barge site (Bien Thi.u) (US!
RVNAF) (a crane pads)

S00

a.

One barge site (Cau Bien Lot) (RVNAF)

600

1. Four barse sttes (Tan Tuy Ha) (RVNAF)

600

S.

Three mooring buoys (Cat Lai)

POL Facilities:

1,500

(military only)

a.

Two barge offloading facilities
(Long Sinh)

45,000

b.

Two barge offloading facilities
(Bien Lot)

75,000
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Total Facility Capacity:
a.

Cargo

b.

Ammunition

c.

POL

10,560
4. 830
120,000

II. Done Tam. Dong Tam was a shallow-draft port. Port facilities used for military
cargo consisted of an LC.U ramp which accomodated two LCUs, an LST ramp, and an interim
barge facility.
Port Facilities Ond Capacity:

STO$/BBL PER DAT

Shallow Draft:
a.

One permanent LCU ramp (two points)

360

b.

One permanent LST ramp

ZOO

c.

On@ temporary barge point

1S0

d.

One barge pier (four points)

600

Total Facilty1 Canaist=:
Cargo

1,310

Port Development - 1968

(C) Port development in 1968 was minor in nature compared to construction completed in
past years. This was no more than a direct reflection of the fact that the vast majority of the
US construction effort in RVN was past. Below are listed significant accomplishments: 120
1. Hue-Phu Bat/Tan My/Dona Ha/Cua Viet Comolex. The five LCU ramps at Hue
which were temporary at the beginning of 1968 were permanent facilities by june. The temporary 1ST causeway at Tan My was removed upon completion of four LST ramps. Cargo capacity
increased by 800 STON/day. Also at Tan My, two 8" pipelines were installed, adding ZZ, 000
bbl/day to that facility's POL capacity. Five LCU ramps were added to Dong Ha, doubling its
LCU handling rate and cargo capacity. At the Cua Viea, a 6" POL sea line was completed,
capable of 9,000 bbl/day. Planned development included a T-Z POL terminal and two 8"
pipelines at Tan My with a 60, 000 bbl/day capacity, and one 6" POL line with 9,000 bbl/day
capacity for the inner harbor.
2. Da Nang. Two 6" assault POL lines at the Lien Chieu Esso Terminal were
installed, adding 14. 000 bbl/day to that facility. Two new POL lines were planned: one 6" line
at Red Beach (9, 000 bbl'/day) and one 6" pipeline from the Northwest Tank Farm to the Lien
Chico Esso Terminal.
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3. Qui Nhan A 6" POL line (commercial) and two 4" submarines lines were added,
increasing POL capacity to 88. 000 bbl/day. An ammunition barge wharf with a capacity of
1, 800 STON/day was planned.
The two 6" POL lines were upgraded to 8" and the daily capacity
4. N
increased from 30. 000 to 80, 000 bbl.
5. CJm Ranh Bay. The two LST ramps under construction at the beginning of the year
were completed and added 500 STON/day to the port's capacity.
6. Saioon. The four shallow-draft barge sites which had a daily capacity of 450 STON
were converted to maintenance use and therefore were no longer available for barge discharge.
The three mooring buoys at Cat Lai were reclassified as transfer points and no longer represented an ammunition offload facility. The part's ammunition handling capacity fell to an
unacceptably low level, and the following action was taken to restore the preNtous ammunition
handling capacity:
a. Sion Has. An ammunition barge oflonading facility was completed in November.
The facility consisted of two 100-foot barge offloading piers and storage hardstand. The Buu
Long facility was closed when the new facility at Bien Hoa became operational because it had
detertoraced to the extent that It was no longer •afe to use.
b. CatiL. A new ammunition otfloading facility was completed in October. This
facility consisted of a 100-foot offloading pier, LCTJ ramp, and storage hardstand with a daily
capacity of 1, 500 STON
c.
a
Meetings were held in August to determine means of increasing
ammunition handling capacity at Cat Lai. It was determined that some of the delays were
attributable to inadequate ammunition barge offloadiog facilities and an Inadequate deep-draft
ship buoy berth anchorage system. To remedy this situation It was decided to provide a stable
mooring system for ships to transfer ammunition by barge. This project consisted of replacement of all existing buoys and anchor chains and the installation of heavier anchors. It was also
determined that a fourth deep-draft ship buoy berth would be required to minimize interruption
of ammunition transfer operations by maintaining the current three-ship discharge operation
during completion of this project. At the end of 1968 all material was on order. It was expected
that installation of the mooring components would begin in mid-April and be completed by I
August 1969.

Effect of the

iLet.Offensive on Port Operations

Offensive seriously affected port operations for a short time during the months
(C) The Ii
of February and March. This was not because of any successful attacks on port facilities but
the result o* necessary curfews imposed on the civilian population by the GVN. This shortened
work hours markedly, particularly in Saigon where long-distance commuting of stevedores and
other dockside personnel was common. In all ports, nighttime curfews slowed offloading
operations and transshipment of cargoes from dockside to depot areas. Ships once again began
backing up in the harbors, awaiting offloading berths or were held up at dockside waiting to
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unload. However, port problems, although of some concern. never reached the sise of those
of 1965-1967. In all, the backlog was a short term problem.
(C) As of 7 February, after the OVN had partially lifted the 24-hour curfew in the Saigon
area, the work schedule in Saigon for contract stevedores was set at 0900-1330 hours and
military stevedores worked the remaining part of the day. On 8 February, COMUSMACV was
able to state that Saigon Port was mesting its rated daily'capability of 3,750 STON by use of
both civilian and military stevedores.
(C) There was, however, continued concern on the part of COMUSMACV as the duration of
the curfew continued with no apparent end in sight because of continued fighting in the city. The
situation was summed up in a memorandum to the AMAMf on 14 February:
There are presently nine military ships on berth in
Sagon port which are being only sporadically discharged:
seven more are waiting at Cape St. Jacques for a berth
at Saigon. Thirteen Saigon-manifested ships have been
placed in hold outside RVN waters, In addition, there
are eleven commercial ships on berth in Saigon which
are being slowly workea, five of which are awaiting a
berth. Five more commercial ships are scheduled to
arrive at Cape St. Jacques today.
The serious shipping backlog is directly attributable
to the curfew restrictions imposed on local national
employees which, eassentially, curtails cargo clearance
by truck and the capability of the depots to receive the
cargo.
Unless immediate relaxation of the curfew restrictions is granted the Saigon port congestions will approach
the same proportions and will present the same problems
we experienced a year ago. I solicit your assistance in
securing a relaxation of curfew restrictions, as they
affect Saigon port operations. 121
(C) By the middle of February there was little relaxation in curfew hours, despite an
almost complete end to the fighting in Saigon and other port areas. The port situation improved
only marginally, and at the end of the second week in February the Embassy summed up the
situation in its weekly statement:
The Saigon Port is gradually returning to normal.
All ships at the quais are working at least one longshoreman gang. Ships in the stream are not being worked, as
barges cannot get to either Cholon or to Thu Duo. The
major restriction at this time is the curfew. The
port of Da Nang is still under a 24-hour curfew, and no
commercial ships are working. Foodstuffs are afloat
and available when the curfew is eased. Qua Nhon ts
under the same restrictions as Da Nang. Nha Trang
is reportedly discharging about 500 tom of rice per
day. 122
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(M) On 17 February the 1400 curfew in Saigon was extended to 1700 hours. Until that date,
all cargo cleared was accomplished by military drivers. After 11 February civilian truck
drivers could be used for a one-shift operation peg' day. Depot receiving capability, although
mutch improved, continued to be the limiting factor and precluded full utilization of combined
ntlitary/civi•Uan stevedores. Twenty-four hour offloading operations by civilian stevedores
were resumed on 22 February when the GVN lifted the curfew in the Saigon ara&. 123
(C) between January and February the decrease in port capability and performance and the
rise in discharge workload directly reflected the effects the Tot Offensive had on port operations.
Capability was reduced over 16 percent; total cargo handled was reduced by ZO percent; end
discharge workload increased by over 24 percent. In simmary, the reasons for these reduced
capabilities were that commercial stevedores and truck drivers did not report to work during
the initial phases of the offensive, curfew at 1400 hours daily further hampered operations even
after work resumed, 24-hour operation by civilian stevedores did not resume until ZZ February,
only military terminal units and military drivers were capable of operating on a 24-hour basis
during this period, and no commercial river pilots were available during the Lot period (30
January to 5 February) and, therefore, no ships were berthed/unberthed during this period.
(C) The following actions were taken by M%,ACVto relieve the lmbalanced situation:
1.

West Coast bookings were reduced by 40 percent.

3. Vessels were diverted for alternate port discharges where possible.
3.

Non-priority vessels were diverted to hold areas.

4. Outloading was restricted to cargo already staqed, to closed loop items, and to
cargo that could be moved by containership service.
(C)

The countrywide ship status for February. as compared to the preceding two months

was:

Daily Avers.os

Ships Working

• 35

33

Ships Waiting

7

9

Ships Holding

4

2

•I1

446

44

63

Total:

38
14

(C) In February, all three shipping status categories increased over January-. ships
working by 15 percent, ships awaiting by 55. 5 percent, and ships holding by 450 percent. 124
(U) By the beginning of April, COMUSMACV was able to summarize tbe Saigon port
situation thusly:
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Saigon port performance continued to reflect &aupward trend during this reporting period. The most
limiting factors affecting overaU performance have been
depot reception capability and a general non-availability
of commercial barges. Despite these restrictions.
throughput has exceeded the rated port capability. The
backlog which developed as a result of last month's enemy
activity in Saigon has been reduced to s near normal level.
On 29 February there were seven ships working, two
weiting and seven in hold. As df 23 March there were
eight ships working, one waiting, and one in hold. lZ1
(U) The following complimentary remarks of 20 April, in a message from the Secretary
of State to the Ambassador, were directed at MACV:
All here (Washington) highly gratified by outstanding
performance at all VII ports in recovering from congestion resulting from VC Tet Offensive. The quick restoration to pre- Tet discharge. clearance and ship turn.
around standards is solid evidence that past USAM, OVN
and MACV efforts have establishedpractices and pro6
cedures that are a credit to all....

Turnover of Saigon Port Advisory Function to USAID

(T;) SECDEF, on 29 August 1967. requested MACV/USAID to prepare a plan for USAID to
assume the advisory mission to the Saigon Port Authority (SPA), which was then assigned to the
US Army 125th Terminal Transptrtation Command (TTC). The joint MACV/USAID "Saigon
Port Advisory Plan" of I December 1967 was published in response to this request. It provided
a detailed time-phased plan for transfer of the advisory mission to USAID. Progress made by
the SPA subsequent to the publication of the plan led to a reduction in Military advisory
persomnel and direct-hire local nationals. In order to conform to these developments, manning
of the proposed USAM advisory organisation as outlined in the bastc plan, was reduced from
156 to 56 when Change One was issued on 20 May 1968. This joint action greatly increased the
eventual budgetary feasibility of transferring the advisory function from MACV to USAIW. At
that time. COMUSMACV noted to CINhCPAC and SECDEF that responsibility for discharge of
virtually all USAD- sponsored cargo had been returned to CVN and that, for practical purposes,
this advisory area should be under the cogni•ance of USAID, with the 125th TTC phased out of
this function. In view of this development and because of the continuing favorable posture of the
Saigun port, COMUSMACV recommended that DOD and USAID Washington be requested by
CINCPAC to establish an implementing date for the Saigon Port Advisory Plan. 27
(U) CINCPAC, in considering the above proposal, queried various commands and agencies.
USA.D proposed that the turnover of advisory responsibility take place at a later (unspecified)
date than that of "early in FY-69" as proposed by COMUSMACV. CIIICPAC's position as stated
to the JCS was:
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The advisory services which MACV provides to

Saigon Port Authority with 134 personnel can be performed by 56 USAID personnel.... These advisory
functions are not connected with military activity
nor with the limited amount of military support
provided to the discharge of selected USAID cargo.
The advisory functions involved are more properly
the respor ibiUty of USAID than MACV. The continuing favorable posture of Saigon port supports the
timelineLs of transferring the functions at this time.
(The) recommendation (of USAID) to delay implementation appears to be prsdicatjd primarily upon
budgetary and personnel ceiling limitations.
Recommend that OSD and AID Washington be requested to establish an implementation date for (the
Saigon Port Advisory Plan).... to be effective early
in FY69. 128
(C) The controversy concerning transfer of advisory functions to USAID continued until
mid-October. At that time, it was agreed between OSD and USAID that the Saigon Port
Authority Plan would be executed on 1 November. CC, USARV was tasked to provide the
necessary assistance over a six month period to assure successful assumption of advisory
responsibilities by USAII, Additionally, USARV was directed to "initiate a contirgency plan to
assist, advise, or operate the Saigon port as may be necessary in the event of serious port
congestion due to enemy action or civil distrubance. " 129

Measursment of Logistic Progress - RVN 1,llitary Port Performance
(C) In January. total military cargo performance in RV14 for the third consecutive month
ezceeded one million STON and was greater than any one month in 1967. This performance
continued to be repeated in every month during 1968, Individual port perfoaimances did vary
slightly depending on tactical demand, weather and, in the early part of the year, the effects of
the Tet Offensive. Other than in the first weeks of the Tet Offensive, and then only in Da Nano
and Saigon, was there any cause for concern with respect to shipping banklogs. Port performance statistics for 1968 are tabulated below: 130

Month

Cargo Handled
(STON)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

1.237.168
1.007.031
1,286.292
1.384,458
1,348.1ZS
1,Z43.713
1,310,656
1,335,419
1,210.568

Average Nr.
Ships In-Country
59
75
64
58
44
48
47
52
93
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Average Nr. Days
Shine In-Countrv
14.1
15.4
16.5
11.0
10. 1
10.8
9.8
12.4
12.2

Month

Cargo Handled
(STON)

October
November
December

1,312.003
1.281,974
lZ60,916

Average Nr.
Shies In-Country

Average Nr. Days
Ships In*
ry

69
58
42

13.9
11.8
10.5

Deep Draft Port for Northern I CTZ at Tan My

(S) In considering the increased enemy activity in the northern I CTZ and the tenuous state
of land, air, and water logistic LOCa in that area, CINCPAC, on 28 February, queried
COMUSMACV as to the feasibility of constructing a deep draft port and of expanding VERTREP
in Northern I CTZ. On 12 March, CINCPAC queried COMUSMACV specifically as to a deep
draft port at Tan My (a point on the coastal lagoon where the Song Hue nears the South China
Sea, and where L.ST ramps were in existence). Tm'- substance of this correspondence was:
(M.ACV Msg 060145Z Mar 68) indicate*l that a deep
draft port is not necessary in the short range to meet
the northern I CTZ throughput requirements because of
transshipment capability by L.ST, small craft, air and
road.
(But) aerial port throughput is subject to the continued availability of approximately 100 C-130 srortes
or equivalent thereof daily for dependable, sustained
shpport.
Rail restoration is costly in terms of money,
materials and troops (construction and security) in
relation to the limited return. A large inventory of
rolling-stock would be required due to the restricted
railcar load, maintenance and repair would be time
consuming and expensive with little place for field
expedient by-passes for damaged areas.
Experience has shown that roads in the northern
I CTZ cannot be depended upon for sustained heavy
traffic during the NE monsoon 2eason.
The shallow draft or over-the-beach capability
at Cua Viet and Thon My Thuy may be very limited
or non-existent during the NE monsoon season.
To overcome these limitations and to establish an
improved and more reliable throughput capability in
northern I CTZ consideration should be given to
construction of a deep draft port at Tan My....
CINCPAC also suggested the continued dredging and deepening of the 17-foot Tan My channel to
35 feet, as "this would give a start towards a deep draft port which could then be expeditiously
completed with a DoeLong Pier if required for the next monsoon season. " i
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(S) Both CINCUSARPAC and CINCPACFLT commented and recommended that a deep draft
port be built north o the Hal Van Pass as such was required by the "introduction of a sizeable
(friendly) combat force north of the Hi Van Pass" and that the proposal was a "most promising
engineering scheme that will provide a more reliable and dependable port throughput in N I CTZ.
by the next NE monsoon, if possible."
(S) PACNAVTACENOCOM was more cautious in his comment on the proposed scheme. He
felt that it was "feasible to continue dredging ih the LST turning basin at Tan My.... However,
as evidenced by the difficulty of keeping open a 17-ft deep channel at the mouth oa"the Perfume
River during the monsoon season, extensive protective works would be required to maintain a
35-ft depth in the same location." Preliminary estimates, given secure conditions, were pegged
at $25. 000. 000 and approximately 12 months. 132
(S) On 27 March, COMUSMACV reviewed the whole logistics situation in northern I CTZ.
and recommended against the construction of a deep draft port:
OICC. RVN has made a preliminary study on the
'development of a deep water port in the vicinity of Tan
My. As reported. ... the most promising scheme would
appear to be the opening of a now entrance channel south.
east of the present LST ramps; however, some form of
protective works would be required. In addition, the
facilities it Tan My and the access road (Route 551)
are not capable of supporting a deep draft port. If
such a pbrt is to be developed, an additional accost
road by-pr- 'ng Hue, possibly a railroad spur, and
increased . Aging area at Tan My will be required.
Preliminary estimates indicate the cost would be in
excess of S50 million and would take 18 to 24 months
to complete. Utilisation of present channel would be
lees feasible and work would interfere with operation
of LST ramps thus resulting in reduced input during
construction phase.
An additional factor is that opening a deep water
channel at Tan My would likely cause salt water intrusion
in the Hue estuary. This intrusion would have a disruptive effect on the local rice and fishing industries,
with the resultant political and economic considerations.
Time for negotiation with CV'N has not been included in
time estimates....
In view of the current and projected capabilities
(in Northarn I CTZ) it is considered more practical to
continue upgrading current facilities, rather than develop
a deep draft port at Tan My. Such development would be
very costly, with a long lead time, and of little economic
value. On the other hand maintaining the highway and
reopening the railroad would be a visible siln of
increasing security and would provide an impetus to the
civilian economy.... 133
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(S) Following up on this recommendation, on 9 April COMUSMACV reiterated to COMNAVFORV that the recommendation not to build a deep draft port in northern I CTZ "was based on
the promise that existing logistic facilit' ts in northern I CTZ were sufficient to meet foreseen
requirements. Facilities (considered) included the shallow draft ports of Hue/Tan My and Dong
Ha/Cua Viet. " Therefore, it was noted, that it was essential that the "daily forecasted capabilities of 1800 STON for each of these ports must be maintained throughout the next NE monsoon. "
COMNAVFORV was requested to insure that facilities there would be adequate for a 2, 000 STONW
day throughput normally, thus allowing for a ten percent degradation during the northeast
monsoon. Particularly important was action to make advanced and detailed planning for
maintaining the channel at the Cua Viet and at Tan My open for LST traffic during this season. 134
(S) CINCPACFLT, who had been augmenting northern I CTZ logistical intra- coastal
shipping resources with ships and boats of the Amphibious Ready Groups (TO 76. 4 and 76. 5) and
the Seventh Fleet Ampibious Force (TF 76) cautiously noted the "tenuousness of the Cua Viet
River/Dong Ha throughput capability and the relative ease with which resupply operations over
rail and land LOCs can be temporarily disrupted" and that the Seventh Fleet assets temporarily
under the OPCON of COMNAVSUPPACT, Da Nang might not always be available. Neve'rtheless,
realizing that the latest engineer ,,stinsate indicated that it was not feasible to construct a deep
water port in northern I CTZ within an acceptable time frame, CINCPACFLT also r,-commended
that current facilities be upgraded rather than a new deep water port be developed. 135
(S) CINCPAC reviewed the MACV position, comments of others, and those steps taken to
insure that the throughput capability of dry cargo in northern I CTZ., as projected, was in excess
of foreseeable requirements. Based on this, CINCPAC came to the conclusion that to continue
upgrading the shallow draft facilities was the best current solution for introduction of cargo into
northern I CT,:. This closed the matter. 136

MEDICAL

Medical Operations - US/FW

(U) During 1968, the increase in US troop strengths and relocation of tactical units dictated
adjustments in the deployment and capabilities of supporting medical facilities. Significant
changes were:
1. The 18th Surg Hospital was relocated from Lai Khe v Quang Tri in March and was
further moved to Camp Evans in December.
2. In March, the 571st Med Det (Bloe Amb) moved from Nha Trang to Phu Bat to
augment the 54th Det (Halo Amb) at Chu Lai. Three helicopter detachments arrived in
November 1968 and were positioned at Camp Evans, Da Nang, and Tuy Hoa. An additional
medical helicopter ambulance (Tm RA) detachment arrived in December to be based at Dong
Tam.
3.

The 2Zd Surg Hoep was relocated from Long Binh to Phu Bat in March.
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4. The 67th Med Op Headquarters was moved from Bien Hoa to Da Nang to provide
command and control for the increasing Army medical units in I CTZ.
5. The bed. capacity of the Naval Support Activity Hospital at Da Nang was expanded
from 400 to 600 beds in March.
6. In July, construction was completed and the 29th Evacuation Hospital became
operational at Can Tho.
7. In September. the USS MERCER (APS39) and the USS NUECES (APB40) arrived in
IV CTZ to support US and ARVN operations. Each ship was equipped with 37 operating beds and
two fully-equipped operating rooms.
8. In September, the 312th Evacuation Hospital arrived to replace the Zd Surgical
Hospital at Chu Lai. The Zd Surgical hospital was relocated to Lai Khe.
9. During the fourth quarter of 1968, the 311th and 74th Field Hospitals arrived incountry to provide medical support for PWs.
10. During December, construction was completed on the 100-bed Australian
Evacuation Hospital at Vung Tau.
11.

The following medical units arrived in RVN during 1968: 137
ARRIVAL DATE

SLOCATION
930th Med Det MB

Long Binh

13 Jan

764th Med Dot IE

Cam Ranh

1 Feb

218th Med Det MC

Cholon

27th Surg Hoop

Chu Lai

95th Evac Hasp

Da Hang

Z5 Mar

Z38th Med Deo KA

Chu Lai

25 Mar

566th Med Co Amb

Da Nang

25 Mar

Z45th Med Dot JV

Long Binh

27 Mar

522d Med Det AF

Long Binh

27 Mar

312th Evac Hasp

Chu La

311th Field Hoop

Qui Nhon

74th Field Hoasp

Long Blnh

4 Mar
25 Mar
0
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Sop
I Oct
10 Oct

UNIT

LO

N

ARRIVAL DATE

68th Mod Dot RA

Tuy Hoa

28 Nov

236th Med Dot RA

Da Nang

28 Nov

237th Med Dot RA

Camp Evans

28 Nov

247th Med Dot RA

Dong Tam

21 Dec

Hospital Reguirements in the Reoublic of Vietnam
(S) DEPSECDEF sent a memo to CJCS on 25 May 1968 stating the following:
Recently the Secretary of the Navy and CINCPAC
have proposed facilities for 800 additional hospital beds
in the Republic of Vietnam. Before acting on this
request, I believe a careful examination of the need for
these added facilities should be undertaken. While
recognizin8 that top priority for medical personnel and
facilities should be provided our forces in Southeast
Asia, Program 6 authorizes three additional Army
hospitals (1200 beds).
I would appreciate having a comprehensive
study of the total hospital bids required in RVN.
This review should assume joint hospital usage by
the services and should consider the admission
rat6s, surge requirements, geographical locatio,
of hospitals and casualties, patient stabilization,
accumulation factors, and evacuation policy. You
should also review the use of hospital ships and
consider the decommissioning of one ship and
replacing it with an in-country facility. May I
have your study not Later than June 15, 1968. I
am withholding action on request for additional
construction and major medical unit deployments
pending receipt of your study.
(S) SCS requested information from CINCPAC to assist in preparing a reply. The report
was to include sufficiency of existing facilities from an operating command viewpoint: medical
concept of operations, and theater medical policies with reasoning; pertinent medical woriload
data not available at Military Department level such as support for US civilians, FWMAF, PW,
and RVN civilians therefore; prescribed maximnum bed occupancy level; and other information
deemed appropriate. JCS also requested comment concerning the use of hospital ships and the
possibility of considering trade-off against an on-shore facility of equal capacity. 138
(S) COMUSMACV replied on 7 June that the existing fixed and semi-fixed hospital beds in
RVN were not sufficient to provide the benefits of a 30-day evacuation policy. These beds were
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programmed on an austere construction factor of 13.3 beds per 1. 000 personnel and, on this
basis, the supported strength in RVN as of 1 June 1968 required 9, 747 beds. Yet as of I June,
only 6,300 fixed and semi-fixed beds were available, including the two hospital ships. COMUSMACV further stated that the replacement of a hospital ship with a share-based medical facility
of equal capability was not recommended because: 139
I. Secure real estate was at a premium in the I CTZ and the IV CTZ. In addition, the
dredging of sufficient land in the IV CTZ was time-consuming and prohibitive in cost.
2. The hospital ships were self-sufficient, mobile, and presented improved availability
under CINCPACFLT's revised scheduling. Moreover, the land mass of RVN was ideally suited
for the use of a completely equipped medical treatment facility able to lay off the coast of any
particular CTZ as the situation demanded.
(S) On 8 3une, CINCPAC infortied $CS that decommissioning one hospital ship at that time
would de.ry important life-saving surgical support capability to northern I CTZ. CINCPAC
recommended both hospital ships, the USS REPOSE and USS SANCUTARY, be retained and that
the 900-bed Navy hospital be appro*ed and deployed. 140
(S) JCS replied W.iAugust that an OSD decision of Z5 July approved retention of the two
hospital ships and an additional Army 400-bed hospital, but disapproved the construction of a
400-bed Navy hospital in Da Nang. OSD further stated that hospital ship capacity should be
counted as in-country assets to offset the requirement for a Navy hospital. 141
(S) CINCP,•C submitted a reclama to the OSD decision on disapprovalof the 400-bed Navy
hospitalby stating that counting beds in hospital ships as satisfying the 400-bed Navy hospital
requirements ashore does not fulfill the specific requirement for hospital beds ashore foe the
handling of Navy/Marine Corps casualties in I CTZ. The hospital ships were being used to give
maximum support. Unless the 400-bed requirement ashore was pro, ided, premature evacuation
of casualties to PACOM and CONUS hospitals would have to continue. Furthermore, of
necessity, the evacuation of casualties that should be returned to duty in- country within the
30-day evacuation policy would continue, resulting in a marked loss in man-weeks of trained and
experienced combat personnel. The Navy hospital at Da Nang, for example, was unable to hold
patients more than an average of five to nine days and often less. 14Z (Additional information on
the hospital ship support for I CTZ can be found in Chapter V, Operations In The Republic Of
Vietnam.)

Medical Operations - RVNAF

Medical Service Force Structure
(C) A reprogramming of RVNAF spaces in FY68 was necessary to support two urgent
problems:
I. Phu Quoc Island Hospital: The establishment of a 100-bed hospital at this site was
considered necessary to provide medical care to PWs, RVNAF, and civilian residents. Sixtyone spaces were authorized for this purpose. Completion of the physlcal plant was scheduled
for I May and supplies, equipment, and personnel were expected on board the same date.
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2. Rehabilitation Center - This center was authorized 80 spaces and was established
at Cong Hoae General Hospital to provide prosthetic devices, physical therapy, and occupational
therapy to amputees in the RVNAF.
(C) Under the force structure envisioned for FY69-70, an additional 2. 486 spaces were
requested to revise the Unit Authorization List to support the RVNAF Medical Service reorganisation. Medical spaces would then total 9,812.

Reorganization of the RVWAF Medical Service
(C) Prior to the 1968 reorganization, control within the RVNAF Medical Service was
fragmented; the Surgeon was under the command of the Central Logist' cs Command and
controlled only 38 percent of fixed beds and 10 percent of medical personnel. The ALCs, which
did not have a staff surgeon, controlled the balance of the fixed beds and 32 percent of the
medical personnel. The remaining resources, except 3 percent belonging to Air Force and
Navy, were controlled by the tactical elements.
(C) In August 1967, the Surgeon General, RVI4AF, had proposed a reorganization of the
RVNAF Medical Service. This recommendation was approved in part on Z3 March 1968 to be
implemented in 3 phases: 143
1. 1 Jun - 31 Dec 68.- tetablishment of 28 station hospitals and a medical battalion/
airborne division.
2.

1 Jan - 30 Jun 69--10 medical battalions, one per infantry division.

3.

1 Jul - 31 Dec 69--4 medical groups, one in each CTZ.

(C) The proposed reorganization would place the groups and station hospitals under the
control of the Surgeon General and authorize technical supervision of tactical medical elements.
The action would also substantially reduce the diffused control prevalent in the system at that
time. However, at year's end, the reorganization was hardly underway. The Surgeon General
remained under the command and control of the CLC, with direct access to the CofS, JGS,
although continuing efforts were being made to place the Surgeon General under the staff supervision of the J1, JGS, with direct access to the CofS on technical medical questions.
Preventive Medicine Activities

(U) Preventive medicine activities continued to play an importand role in RVN in
maint•ining the health of US and FWMAF. The Preventive Medicine Branch of the MACV
Surgeon's Office was concerned with a myriad of tropical diseases in RVN and their prevention,
as well as with mess sanitation, water supply, and sewage disposal.
(U) On 23 March, a MACV Directive (40-13) establiehing immunization rsquirgments was
published. The directive contained specific guidance on required immunizations for
international travel and incorporated minor changes in reimmunization requirements for US
military personnel in RVN.
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(U) During the month of April. MACV Directive (40-10) concerned with aerial dispersal of
insecticides was revised. Limitations were placed an equipment and insecticides that could be
used for aerial spray. The directive also provided for direct communications between the
Command Surgeon and preventive medicine units in USARV and NAVFORV for coordinating aerial
dispersal of insecticides.
(U) Whenever weather conditions were favorable, aerial dispersal of insecticides from
C- 123 aircraft was accomplished. In the first six months of 19%8, a total of 76,355 gallons of
insecticide was sprayed on Z3 target areas throughout RVN.
(U) The first quarter of 1968 saw a special medical problem arise in the PW camps on Phu
Quoc Island. This was the outbreak of beriberi in both new and old prisoners. Investigation
disclosed the problem was due to lack of supplementary vitamin wafers containing thiamine
which were normally added to the prisoner's rice.
(U) On May 28 and Z9, an investigation was made of the frequent outbreaks of diarrhea
among MACV advisors in Song Be. Although no specific etiology of these outbreaks was determined. a sanitary inspection of the facilities revealed numerous deficiencies which could have
led to contamination of food served in the mess. Recommendations were made for the correction
of these deficiencies. No subsequent outbreaks were reported during the remainder of the year.
(U) On 21 and 22 June 1968, an investigation was made of an infectious hepatitis outbreak
at MACV Advisory Team 33 at Ban Me Thuot. From I May to 18 June 1968 ten cases had
occurred, mostly in officer personnel or personnel associated with the officers' club in the
compound. The Investigation revealed that the probable source of the outbreak was the ice made
and handled at the club. Recommendations were made for safer ice handling, as well as for
correction of other sanitary deficiencies within the compound. No further infectious hepatitis
cases -were reported after the inspection and corrective action was taken on the recommendations.
(U) A report from the National Communicable Disease Center of the US Public Health
Service indicated that there had been over 2.600 cases of malaria diagnosed in servicemen
returning to CONUS from RVN in 1967. Approximnately 89 percent of these cases were vivax
malaria. Although it was not proven that the taking of the chioroquine - primaquino tablet
for eight weeks after departing Vietnam would cure all vivae cases, there was general
agreement that the number of these cases could be significantly reduced if the chloroquineprimaquine pills were taken as directed by all returnees. Accordingly, a message went out
from the MACV Surgeon in June to all outprocessing centers emphasising the importance of the
malaria debriefing and of stressing to all departing personnel the danger involved to themselves
and their families if the returnees failed to take the chloroquine-pritnaquine pills for 8 weeks
after returning to CONUS.
(U) Several new areas were sprayed during the period July-September to include Pleiku,
BUon Blech, Quang Tri, and Dong Ha. Quang Tri and Don& Ha were included as emergency
spray missions occasioned by an outbreak of encephalitis. In this regard, culicine mosquito
counts (the vector for Japanese B encephalitis), which had increased considerably prior to
spraying, decreased markedly after the missions.
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(U) A conference on the National Plague Control Program was held on 2-3 September and
represented the first coordinated effort on a national scale to develop a preventive medicine
approach to plague. Emphasis had previously been placed on control of the disease and
epidemics as they occurred. The joint conference was attended by RVN military and civilian
representatives as well as those from the US and other FWMA forces.
(U) Emphasis on changing the malaria chemoprophylaicis used by RVNAF was intensified
in the last three months of the year as a result of an increase in falciparum malaria in the
RVNAF and the Vietnamese civilian population. The MACV Surgeon maintained close coordination with the Chief of Preventive Medicine, Office of the Surgeon, RVNAF, in allmatters
pertaining to the advisory effort.
(U) As part of the malaria control program, the staff entomology position was filled during
the last quarter of the year. This position involved the supervision of the Command, RVNAF,
FWM.AF and USAU3 insect and rodent control programs. Also, US and FW forces dispersed a
quarterly total of 31, 260 gallons of 57 percent malathion on 15 different targets in I, 11 and IIl
Corps areas. For the year. therefore, a total of 13Z, 990 gallons of 57 percent malathion were
used in the aerial spray program. Finally, the C-123 aerial spray program was evaluated by
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research--Vietnam.
Results proved that the spray particles
could penetrate dense jungle foliage and effectively suppress both adult and larvae mosquito
populations. 144

Medical Evacuations

(U) The policy of minimising direct CONUS evacuations continued during 1968 with 10. Z
percent of the total US military evacuations going direct to CONUS. Wbile medical evacuations
from RVN in 1968 rose to over 60, 000, there was a continual change in the proportion of
evacuations for injuries result of hostile actions (!RP-1A), non-battle injury (NDI), and disease:

1967

19, 265

5,997

14,821

40,083

1968

33,358

9, 226

20,137

62,7Z0

(U) The heavy casualties resulting from the Ze Offensive led to increased IRiA evacuations
for the first quarter of 1968. To meet the demands of this heavy outflow, Military Airlift
Command and Pacific Air Force had to employ their utmost aerial resources and flexibility.
Over 650 patients were evacuated from RVN during one 24-hour period on 9-10 February 68.
The February evacuations totaled 7, 510 and were the highest ever recorded for a single month.
(U) The enemy offensive In May generated more sustained casualty flow than the Tot
Offensive. However, due to experience gained in regulating the large numbers of casualties
during ZTt, medical regulating was performed in a more expeditious manner. May had the
second highest number of medical evacuations out of country for any month of the war (7, 051)
while'the total for the period Aprtl-June was the highest (17,329) for any 3 month period of the
war.
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(U) In june, the out-of-country evacuation of US personnel via the 25th CSF at Qul Nhon
was discontinued. The establishment of a Regualting Center at the NSA Hospital, Da Nang, for
the purpose of controlling in-country shifting of Navy and Marine patients assisted in the
efficient movement of patients and paralleled the present regulating system of the Army.
(U)
required
aircraft
a result

A minimum number of specially scheduled aeromedical evacuation aircraft were
after the May offeneiye due to the effective utilisation of existing regularly scheduled
and the redistribution of patient loads to CSFs in-country. Improvements were largely
of early coordination between all levels of the medical regulating system. 145

MILITARY ASSISTANCE SERVICE FUNDING PROGRAM

General

(U) The Military Defense Assistance Program (MDAP) was the name used to refer to the
Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949. In 1951 this became the Mutual Defense Security Act.
In 1954 the program became known as the Military Assistance Program (MAP) and the term
MDAP was no longer used. On 25 March 1966, by Executive Order, the support of the Viet.
namese effort was transferred from MAP using foreign aid funds, to MASP.
(U) Through Military Assistance Service Funding (MASF), the RVNAF were supplied'surh
equipment and supplies as were required to execute the war. This support grew from $234. 8
million in FY55 to the current high of nearly one billion dollars for FY68. Under MASF the
US Military Departments programmed the required material and ser-vces for their counterpart
services from Operations and Maintenance Funds (O&M). MASF ;rscoved the dollar ceiling
imposed under MAP, improved supply flexibility, and generally enabled the US Services to be
more responsive to RVWAF requirements.
(U) Although dollar ceilings were removed and funding made a function of each US Service,
the planning, programming, and accounting for materiel and services continued to be
accomplished using the procedures and formats established by the Department of Defense
Military Assistance Manual(DODMAM). These established procedures were followed to assure
the continued maintenance of a data base designed to support a Military Assistance Advisory
Group (MAAG) should hostilities cease and a dollar ceiling under a new MAP be reestablished.
(U) Under MASF, as under MAP, a country plan covering the current US fiscal year and
five future years was prepared by the US Country Team. The coordinated plan was forwarded
to the Unified Command (CINCPAC) on or before I July of each year. The FY69- 74 Plan was
transmitted to CINCPAC on 26 june 1968.
(U) In addition to the Country Plan, a program for material and services was prepared
by the Army, Navy, and Air Force Advisory Elements and forwarded by way of the Services
theater command through CINCPAC to the individual Service Program control activity for
funding: Army - Army Materiel Command (AMC): Navy - International Logistics Center (ILC);
and Air Force - Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC). All programs prepared by ACofS
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Military Assistance Command. Military Assistance (MACM.) Office for ARVN, the Air Force
Advisory Group for VNAF, and the Naval Advisory Group for both VNN and VNMC were based
upon the most recent JCS-approved RVNAF Force Structure Plan as supported by current
authorization documents, i.e., Tables of Equipment (TOE), Tables of Authorization (TA), and
Unit Authorization Lists (UAL). 146

Coordination of the AID and MASF Programs

(S) The objective of the ,MASF Program for the IRepublic of Vietnam was to provide needed
equipment, supplies, and services to the GVN to support their efforts to defeat Communist
efforts to seize control of the Government of Vietnam. This goal included the development and
maintenance of suitably balanced forces that would become capable of defending the nation
against either internal or external agtression, so that a militarily secure posture cc.uld exist
within which control by the GVN over its territory and penple could he extended, consolidated,
and sustained. As the program was funded by each Service, the obvious division was on a
Service level rather than sub-program elements. The current estimated total for the FY70
joint MASF Program was approximately $1. Z billion. This value was expected to increase but
more definite projections were dependent on force structure decisions to be made by the OSD.
The Army sponsored portion emphasized vehicles, communications equipment, assault type
small boats, individual and crew-served weapons, follow on spares for communications,
automotive equipment, petroleum products, and other material services. The approximate
value was S980 million. The Navy emphasized waterborne craft: I DE, I LST, Z PGM, and
83 assorted small craft and boats; motor vehicles; ship spare parts: and other materiel/ '
services. The approximate value was S43 million. The Air Force proqram for FY70 called for
procurement of FSA A/C; helicopters and jet engines; supporting operations of aircraft and helo
squadrons; rommunications spare parts; POL products; aircraft spare parts: and other
materiel/services.
The approximate value was SIS0 million. The Marine Corps protram
emphasized small arms, landing boats, communications spare parts, petroleum products, and
other materiel/services. The approximate value was $47 million.
(S) On 10 September 1968, CINCPAC queried COMUSMACV concerning the relationships
between AID and MASF/MAP. Specifically, he was interested in:
I.

An examination of common interest or conflict areas between the two programs.

2. Assessment of demands on country,
the programs.
3. Conclusions/recommendations
might be Included in USAID Prugramns.

economic,

and fiscal resources in

relation to

on articles or services funded under MASF which

(S) There were no apparent areas of conflict between AID and MASF/MAP in RVN.
The
principal areas of common interest were in the field of telecommunications, the village-hamlet
radio program, and in construction, repair, and upkeep of LOCs.
In the telecommunications
field, the possibility of overlap extsted.
In nearly all cases any fixed communications facility
automatically became part of any plan for nation building.
This applied to facilities installed
under AID, MASF, or one of the US onomponent commands.
Coordination of these projects was
necessary to reduce duplication and result in standardized equipment.
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(8) There were no articles or services financed under MAST that COMUSMACV felt
appropriate for inclusion in the AID Program at the time of the query. Although some commodities such as Individual subsistence and textiles might have appeared to be AID type, any
financed through MAST were used to satisfy urgent military requirements. For this reason and
since the AID Program could not be sufficiently responsive to urgent needs, the current
arrangements were considered proper and appropriate. There were areas in which AID efforts
to develop local industry, e. S., textile mills, complemented the MASF Program and the MACV
efforts to transfer commercial consumables to the G0T budget.
(S) The RV'N economy was mobilized for war and virtually all of its own resources were
committed to some form of war related action. Approximately Z5 percent of the available work
force was directly employed in US and GVN official military and civilian programs. Approximately 40 percent of the gross national product of Vietnam was expended on government.
military, and civilian programs. Official spending requirements far exceeded governmental
revenues of all kinds. The government had committed a large share of its resources in
financing programs iv concert with or paralleling almost every one of the US civilian and
military efforts. There was very little room for new or expanded programs for either the US
or the GVN. At that point in time (October 1968) there was no way to estimate the GVN
expenditure in USAID program areas during the period I July 1969-30 June 1970. The proposed
G0T Ministry of Defense Budget for CY69 was $703 million.
(5) Given the current AM resources and commitment, the one possibility for reduction of
MAST support was in the area of commercial consumable*. The alternate source of supply of
these items was the local economy. Tramsfers to local procurement were dependent upon the
funding capability of the Vietnamese Defense Budget and upon USAID determination of
advisibility of such procurement. However, it would be difficult to determine which items and
what quantities could be effectively transferred to this program.
(S) Since the transfer of the USARV Military Assistance Organization to Headquarters
MACV in March 1968, the Army portion of the MAS1i Program was developed in the office co the
ACofS, Military Assistance (MACMA). This programming, developed in close cooperation with
the ACofS, J4 technical service advisory divisions, was divided into two major efforts: the
Major Item Program and the Dollar Line Program.
1. The Major Item Program was the programming of significant items of equipment
(vehicles, weapons, etc., ) for delivery to specific ARVN units to fill authorized allowances and
provide replacements for attrition.
2. The MAST Dollar Line Program--a dollar value line--was a program line
representing a requirement for certain services, commodities, or a grouping of items of
material for which the requirement was measured only in dollars. Items which fell into this
category were consumable items, spare parts (weapons and automotive), and medical,
ammunition, and construction supplies. The dollar line portion of the TY68 Vietnam Military
Assistance funding program attained the $700 million level. Of this, the most significant
portion was the tremendous increase in the ammunition program. At the beginning of FY68,
the ammunition program was $312 million, in April it was increased to $375 million and in June
to $510 million. The remainder of the FY MAST Dollar Line Program was $200 million. The
FY69 dollar line portion of the A.RVN MAST Program was $600 million programmed, of which
$480 million was for ammunition. 147
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(5) Dollar Line Common Service Items were those items utilized by all services (gasoline,
diesel fuel, small arms, ammunitions etc.). By a JCS decision, the US Army was directed to
fund and provide Dollar Line Common Service Items utilized by the VNN, VNMC, and VNAF
in FY69 through the Army MASF Program. This support amounted to $42 million. This was
an important decision since it provided a central agency with the responsibility for requisitioning, receipting, and disbursement of all common item material making the system more
efficient and economical. 148
(C) The factors affecting the amount and composition of the military assistance were:
1. The GVN Defense budget for 1968, as approved by the US Mission Council, was
63 billion piasters. However, the National Assembly was presented with a request for a
military budget of 53 billion piasters. The latter budget was promulgated: but in the aftermath
of Tee and the mobilization decree, a supplementary budget was prepared. The eventual
military budget for 1968 was approximately $VN 73 billion to support an eventual troop strength
of approximately 801, 125 men.
2. The US-funded portion of the defense budget amounted to 17.5 billion piasters
This joint support was intended to fund
including $YN 3.5 billion for Aseistance-in-Kind.
portions of the defense activities in which the US had critical interest. One aspect of this
interest was the program to stimulate domestic industrial production.
3. In the past year substantial improvements were made in the procurement policies
of the RVNAF. The bureaucratic difficulties of negotiating contracts with local producers were
eased and the procurement branches were much more aware of the types ackd qualities of
commodities already available on their own local markets. In order to give further emphasis
to the development of Vietnamese industry the MASF program was reviewed with the intent of
elimination of those items which were competitive with Vietnamese industry. This was not only
a boon to local industry, but it also resulted in substantial savings to the US Government.
Transfers were made from MASr supply to local procurement and the funds required were, in
most cases, initially provided from the Joint Support portion of the budget.
4. Local industries could be called upon to supply an increasing quantity of the
commercial consumable type of materials for equipping the RVNAF and the requirement in
future years would be greater. The much larger portion of military commodities had to be
supplied from foreign sources, principally through the MASF program. Approximately 175, 000
new troops were to be equipped during the latter half of 1968 and the first months of 1969.
Additionally, the current plans required modernization of the arms of almost all of the RVNAF
units; these also to be from MvfASFsources.
5. The use of MAST-furnished construction equipment by the ARVN engineers had
been an important factor in the military, econonic, and political development of Vietnam.
Projects accomplished with this equipment and with construction materials frequently had
The
beneficial economical and political contributions in addition to their military purp.7sus.
ARVN engineers accomplished an increasingly large percentage of the work required to keep
and
inter-provincial
an increasingly large percentage of the work required to keep national
roads open, particularly in those areas where Viet Cong activity prevented or hindered work
by the Ministry of Public Works. 149
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Commercial Consumables

(U) •nmercial crneumables wear those items which, in addition to military use. were
used and traded in normal civilian enterprise and which were manufactured in RVN. Examples
were paint, nails, lumber. constructiun materials, batteries, clothing, and camelback for
recapped tires, to name a few. Nosmally, the US was prohibited from providing commercial
consumables under military assistance. An exception had been made for Vietnam, however.
provided such items were transferred to GVN support as soon as possible: thus MACV had a
formal program called the Commercial Consumables Transfer Program. Its objectives were
to enhance the industrial development of the RVN and to reduce military assistance costs
through the progressive shifting of commercial consumables from MASF to GVN support.
(Ul MACV desired to Lnplement this program without jeopardizing the continuous support
of RVNAF and so informed Co(S JOS on 18 July 19b8. The MACV procedures were as follows:
I. USAD made a market survey and determined the potential of local industry to
produce the items needed.
Z. Taking into consideration coilings on the gross OVN Defense Budget and also
ceilings on available joint support credits. MACV advisors, working with their Vietnamese
counterparts, prepared a budget pioposal which included funds for the procurement of specific
quantities of commercial consumables. US technical services advisors then reviewed the
overall RVNAF requirements for such items and programmed through MAST the quantities which
exceeded either the capacity of local industry or the funds available in the MACV-approved CVN*
de fens budget.
(U) Once an iteen was included in the Commercial Consumables Transfer Program, it was
very important thac prompt procurement action be taken by the RVNAF technical service
involved for the following reasons:
I.

There would be a relatively even demand placed on the local manufacturers.

Z. This would reduce the peaks in dapot activities such as receipt, inspection, and
storage.
3.

Local deliveries would be coordinated with shipments arriving from the US.

4. But most importantly, such actions would show that commercial consumables were
being properly managed by both US officials and their Vietnamese counterparts.
(U) It appeared to COMUSMACV that there must be some method whereby this program
could ba effectively managed to the satisfaction of all conceriied. Without such a method, US
Military Assistance officials would have little choice bk.. to curtail the procurement of such
items in the US. thus risking a possible shortage of consumables at some point in the future
which conceivably could affect the war effort. On the US side, MACV had established a
Commnittee for the Commercial Consumables Transfer Program. This committee identified
objectives and developed criteria in the management of this program. In addition, through
budget guidelines provided the Minister of National Defense annually, a list of items
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recommended by this committee for local procurement was included. It was important that
procurement activities of the RVNAF technical services followed these guidelines in the joint
effort during the budget preparation and execution phases.
(U) Again in October it was necessary for COMUSMACV to bring the commercial
consumables problem to the attention of the Ministry of National Devense. The 1968 OYN
Defense Budget actions taken by the Council of Ministers did not provide adequate funding for
procurement of required items from in-country sources, and should have provided more
financial support for procurement of commerclal consumables available from SVN resources.
This was an immediate way to achieve both military and economic objectives. It could have
assisted the SVN civilian sector where a capability existed and could be readily put to use
without seriously interfering with commercial consumption. The Council of Ministers had
reduced the budget for certain consumable items for which such an in-country capability existed.
This action resulted in Vietnamese industries operating at a substantially reduced capacity and
had affected the employment opportunity of skilled workers due to lack of orders. In each case.
the US provided Joint Support at no cost to the GVN which, if not used by December 1908 for this
purpose, would be withdrawn. Allied with this problem, the GVN had imposed taxes and other
accessorial charges on items that the RVNAF procured both in-country and out-of-country and
this had resulted in the cost of same items increasing by as much as 300 percent. The
proposed CVo CY69 Defense Budget funding level had been established at 83.0 billion piasters.
The OVN Defense Budget as developed by MACV placed emphasis on minimum requirements
necessary to support the 1969 campaign plan. the projected force structure, and local pro.
curement of commercial consumrablos where in-country capabilities existed in order to reduce
the )/.ASF procured items being furnished RVNAF. The US Mission Council approved the GVN
Defense Budget on 18 November 1968 at a funding level of 95.1 billion piasters including Joint
Support funds of 14. 8 billion piasters. the Joint Support Funds were placed in the areas that
emphasised the purchase of commercial consumables. The Minister of Finance limited the GVN
Defense Budget submission to 85 billion piasters: however, he had ricognifed that amount was
not sufficient and had requested that a supplemental budget be submitted in February 1969 that
will raise the funding level of the OVN Defense Budget to that approved by the US mission
Council. 10

Management Information System

(U) In early June 1968 work was commenced on a Management Information System that was
designed to answer the following questions:
1.

What equipment is ARVW authorissd?

2.

What authorisod it?

3.

n'hht did it cost?

4. How much equipment does ARVN have now?
Past force structure modifications sad equipment changes had been accomplished by manually
reviewing unit and equipment authorisation documents and developing equipment requirements
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and tost data. This was a slow and often inaccurate process. Theme difficulties were further
emphasized by the impact of the FY69 force structure increase and ARVN modernization plan.
The increase in strenght and modernization of equipment affected every unit in ARVN.
(U) A complete revision of all authorization documents was required to determine cost
data and equipment requirements. Additionally, a requirement was levied for developing this
data by category of units so that priorities could be established for combat, combat support and
combat service support. The data base for authorization information was derived from Unit
Authorization Lists (UALs), Tables of Organisation and Equipment (TOE), Tables of Authorization (TA), special authorizations, and calculated authorizations which included maintenance,
float, and attrition. The asset data was derived by combining the equipment on hand, receiving
reports, progframmed-undelivered equipment, and losses. This new system was designed to be
responsive to the requirements of CINCPAC and the JCS. It was designed to provide more
information, faster, with better accuracy, while at the same time being more versatile and
responsive to change. The current punch card system produced two reports whereas the new
system was designed to produce three. The new ARVN unit equipment list was to be essentially
a listing of the equipment authorized by each TOE, TA, or special authorization. The new
system, usable by I Nfovember 1968 and fully operational by the end of that month, provided
MACV with the capability to respond quickly and accurately to requests for data, provide a
couwon accurate data base for future modifications to the AtVN force structure and equipment
authorization, and serve as the basis for data submrission to DA. The system was initially to
encompass only ARVN, but ft was to be expended at a later date to include the VNN, VNAF and
VNMC. This would then give a comprshensive data base for all of RVNAF. 151

Project "OBN"

(S) Project "eaN" was the designation of a supply plan designed to move material to
Okinawa and provide a stockpile of assets for the outfitting of a ROl Light Infantry Division.
However, on 11 :uly 1968, DA released control of the "OBN" assets to CINCUSARPAC with
the priority of issue to the RV.4AF Modernization and Improvement Program. MACV screened
the "OBN" assets, selecting approximately 60 percent of the total line items. The selections
were forwarded on 21 August. Subsequent screening action was taken by USARV, with selections
submitted on I September and 27 September 1968. Later in October, because of the urgency of
meeting RVNAr unit activation requirements, MACV acted to select additional "OBN" assets
which would serve as acceptable substitutes for RVNAF material requirements. Because these
later selections included some selections previously made by USARV, CINCUSARPAC on 16
October requested a final firm selection Uist from ,IACV.
(C) On 8 November 1968, a firm listing of "OBN" selections was frowarded by MACV. This
list was the outcome of intense screening actions by the Technical Services. The action
considered all assets necessary to satisfy Phase I Force structure increase equipment require.
ments, as well as prior year Modernization and Improvement Program needs. The final
submission did not appreciably change the selection percentage as additions and deletions
counterbalanced each other. 15Z
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Introduction

(U) A modern and effective communications system for command and control was vital to
the success of military operations and pacification and in the support efforts of the troops in the
field. Throughout RVN and the Pacific area, the complexity of the area war, the fluid nature of
operations, and the speed required by airmobil. operations and air, aritllery and naval gunfire
support demanded a highly flexible and responsive communications network. To achieve the
required high degree of command and control, the US built a comprehensive system of
communications lines in RVN. Submarine cable links along the VN coastline (Project 439L) and
to our other bases in SEASIA were laid in 1966 and became operational in 1967, providing US
4
forces with many high-qua' ty voice channels. Within SVN and across the Pacific, and to bases
in Thailand and the Philippines, armed forces communications branches and civilian engineers,
prior to 1968, had teamed together and created a vast network of multi-channel tropospheric
scatter systems, both line-of-sight and diffraction microwave. In addition, communications
via satelite relay were employed. These systems interconnected all major installations. Tens
of thousands of telephone links were established, and by the end of 1967, were in the process of
becoming fully automated. 15

SEASIA Wideband System (SEAWDS)

(U) During the first quarter of 1968, the government accepted from Page'Communication
Engineers one Phase I link and six Phase 11 links of the Integrated Wideband Communications
System (rWCS).
This action completed Phases I and 11 of IWCS. Phase I was completed with
the acceptance of the Vung Tau/Vung Chus link on 25 Tanuary and Phase U was completed with
the acceptance of the Vung Tau/Long binh Uink on 29 February. Completion of Phases I and U3
of IWCS marked a communication milestone in that it extended high quality, multi-channel
communications thtoughout SVN as far north as Hue and mouth to major cities in the Mekond
Delta and across the border into Thailand. See Figure If-7 for IWCS netting.
(U) On Z8 March government-observed testing of rWCS Phase I system expansion began
with the Long Sinh/Bien Hoe link. In the same period, numerous IWCS Phase II link activations
permitted deactivations, new activations and reconfigurations of critical transportable/tactical
assets of the IWCS. Fortunately, this allowed support of the heavy troop buildup and unit
relocations within I CTZ caused by the Tea %fiensive and the massive enemy buildup in the area
of the DMZ and the Ihe Sanh Combat Base.
(U) During the second quarter of the year. one Phase M link was accepted, that from
MACV to Long minh, and three others were upgraded. Construction and instaliation of all new
Phbae IMl sites, as well as existing sites which were being upgraded, were underway during the
quarter, e*cept for four locations that were approved for transportable communications
systems. These four locations were Dong Ha, Di An, Se Dec, and Dong Be Thin.
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(U) As the quarter ended, MACJ6 was making final preparations for the IWCS Phase IV
plan. This phase would, when written, approved and implemented, fulfill the uneati, Hied circuit
requirements of both MACV and MACT•A.
155
(C) During the third quarter of 1968. seven completely new Phase 1 links of SEAWBS were
accepted, two previously activated links were upgraded, and one line which had been damaged
(Vung Tau/Pban Thiet) was repaired. The two upgrades were the Vung Chu&/Monkey Mountain
and Da Nang/Da Nang CBL Head links. The new links were:
Can The/Soc Trang

Phu Lam/Dong Tam

Can Tho/Long Xuyen

Nha Trang/Ninh Noa

Vung Chue/Cul N'hon ROE

Cu Chl/Phu Lioi

Dong Tam/Vinh Long
(C) Construction and installation were underway at the remaining Phase -r sites and at
those existing Phase I and 11 sites which were authorized for upgrading. Planning was also
underway to prepare site locations for four "WCS microwave transportable terminal$
(AN/TSC-B2).
This program started its implementation phase on I September and was expected
to be completed over a six month period. Activation of the first TIC-8a was scheduled for
February 1969 at Dong Ba.
(C) Durinp the quarter, CINCPAC approved the MACV/MACTHAI Joint Cross Border
Circuit Requirements, the intracountry (RVN) revised Ion$ lines circuit requirements, and the
urgent communications requirements submitted by MACV. These three actions were forwarded
to JCS for validation and tasking for implementation. ICS directed DCA to prepare separate
documentation for the implementation of the urgent coms unication requirements. This implementation plan was reviewed by CINCPAC and the msilitary departments involved and forwarded
to OSD for approval and funding action. :CS also directed DCA to prepare the subsystem project
plan for IWCS Phase IV, which would be the plan to accommodate the unsatisfied circuit
requirements of MACV and MACTHAL. This plan was in final preparation at the end of the third
quarter. The Phase IV subsystem project plan, which wae prepared by DCA in accordance with
MACV/MACTHAI validated requirements, was delayed at the OSD level for funding, mainly due
to the large amount of money required for the fixed communications suggested. DCA did propose
an alternate plan that would provide the same amount of communication capacity based on the
validated requirement. This alternate plan was comprised of completely recoverable transportable terminals utilizing the satellite communications approach, A working group meeting was
held in Washington in late 1968 to finalize this plan.
(U) During this same period, numerous transportable/tactical communication systems were
reconfigured or deactivated and new ones activated to provide the best possible commUnIcations
support. Msnt critical was the upg rade of the Can Tho/Phu Quoc Ia:nnd communications link
which resulted in the replacement of the Can Tho/Rach Cia link. Other activations during this
time were a link in I CTZ from Quang Tri Air Base to Dong Ha and a 24- channel troposcatter
link from Ban Me Thuot to Lang Bian Mountain. 156
(U) During the last quarter, the government accepted 10 now Phase MIlinks: Can Tho/Vinh
Long, Tuy Hoa/Vung Chau, Long Binh/Phu Loi, Phu Bai/Quang Tri, Long Xuyen/Rach GIa,
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Vena Chu&/Phu Bao, Can Tho/Dinh Thuy, Long Bitnh/Tay Ninh, Soc Trang/Bac Lieu, and Bac
Lieu/Ca Mau. At the end of the year there remained only one ZWCS Phase M link to be
accepted--Vung ChAu/Nha Trang.
(C) In November, DOD, by memorandum to DCA. reidentified the SEASIA telecommunications systems as the "Integrated Communications System, Southeast Asia (ICS-SEA).
This
replaced the term SEAWSS and includes the 439L cable system as well as the XWCS, and all
other systems that are part of the DCS in SEASIA.
(C) A consoUdated effort was started through :oint and Army channels to rearrange the
rWCS channel ends. MACV and USAXV Initiated the rearrangement by tasking the let Sig Sde
to relocate multiplex equipment into Quang Tri and Phu Nei to increase the channel drop
capability.. To Iccomplish this, the let Sig Ede organised a military team to install the required
equipment. This rearrangement was nearing completion at the end of December. and it was
expected that this would be the first of many relocatione by this and other military teams that
would improve the flexibility of the IWCS to be more responsive to the fluid requirements.
(C) The program Initiated during the third quarter to prepare for rWCS transportable
equipment boar fruit in early December when site concurrence was received and work began at
go Dec and Dong He,. Pads had been completed during October and the first TSC-82 was due
in-country ii early 1969. 157
Dial Control Office (DCO)

(U) The OCO system being instilled throughout SV starting in 1967, was a system by which
designated telephone subscribers, once connected to the system, would be able to tall other
subscribers directly rather than via a switchboard operator. The sise of the system can be
readily gathered from Figure 11-8.
(U) Central offices at Chu W. Nha Trang, Phu Bai, and Cu Chi were completed and
placed in operation during the first three months of 1968. Work at Da Nang, Binh Thuy, and
Marble Mountain continued. although at thsee locations and many others, it was slowed due to
heavy fighting and the requirement to pull off personnel for bass defense and such necessary
but pedestrian tasku as sandbag filling. In the same period, a 1, 500 line expansion at Bien Hos
was commenced and the 1, 000 line expansion at Qui Nohon was determined to be no longer
required, resulting in cancelation of that project. A•2, 000 line expansion of the Long Blnh DCO
was also completed. 158
('U) In the second quarter of 1968, activation of a DCO with 2, 500 lines of a programmed
4.000 was accomplished at Da Nang. Blen Hoa DCO was expanded frum 1, 500 lines to 3, 000 and
the Phun Ing DCO was exapnded from 1,000 to 1, 500 lines, Due to a projected change in
population density at Beer Cat, the 1,000 line CCO there was reevaluated and cancelled as being
no longer a valid requirement. 159
(C) In the third quarter, the Da Nang East Dial Telephone Exchange (DTZ) with a capacity
of Z,000 lines was completed and put into operation. As of the end of September, the following
telephone capability was operational: 160
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FIGURE IX-9

Total Capacity

o. of
Army

TELine

21

Navy/Marines

6

Air Forae*

0L
TOTAL

2,

260

6,300

37

52, 160

(C) Construction and expansion of the DTE system progressed during the last quarter, and
exchanges were activated and existing exchanges reconfigured as required to provide the best
possible service. A number of other DTEs were in varying stages of expansion and construction.
At year's end, there were 36 DTEs in service with a capacity of 52,760 lines. 161

Southeast Asia Automatic Tesonhone Service (SEASIA ATS) (Tandem Switch*@)*
(C) During the third quarter of 1968 building construction neared completion on the SEASIA
ATS program. Insallation of switchinS equipment was completed at Bang Pla, Thailand and was
in progress at Kaort, Thailand and at Can Tho and Da Nang, RVN. Test and acceptance work
was underway at Bang Pla. The loint Cutover Integrated Working Group completed the master
cutover plan and the detailed cutover plan for Bang Pla. Resolution of the question of management of the SXASIA ATS by the Defense Communications Agency--Southeast Asia Mainland was
effected and Defense Communications Agency saciftc was expected to. forward changet to the system plans. Upon receipt of these updaied system plans, the joint MACV/MACTRAI Directive
for SEASIA ATA management would be published. 162
(C) In November. the SEASIA ATS achieved a '.gniflcant milestone in the completion and
successful cutover into operation of the first tandem switching center at Bang Pla, Thailand.
The remaining switches were in various stages of completion at the end of 1968, and It was
expected that the program would be completed by late 1969. 163

Automatic Digital Data Network (AUTODIN)
(U) The Phu Lam Automatic Digital Message Switching Center (ADMSC) of the AUTODIN
was successfully cutover to ive traffic on 25 March. This action wrote a new chapter in
comnunications history as this multi-million dollar switch was the first of its kind ever to be
installed in a combat sone. Its significance was that it allowed field commanders to have
urgently needed real-time message processing. Concurrent with this action, the Interim
AUTODIN and the Final AUTODIN for RVN were interfaced and became a single integrated
system. At the end of the quarter. the Phu Lam Automatic switch was serving seven subscribers
and three intorswitch trunks and was processing 20, 000 messages a day. By the end of June,
Phu Lam was serving 16 subscribers and five interswitch tr~nks and processing 35, 000 messages
a day. 164
*A background explanation of the Tandem Switch System may be found in previous MACV
histories.
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(U) The Nha Trans automatic switch was activated on 3 June. By the end of that month it
was serving seven subscribers and four Interswitch trunks and was processing 20, 000 messages
a day. Two subscriber terminals were activated off the Phu Lam switch during the month of
July. As of 31 July, the switch was serving 17 subscribers and five interswitch trunks. The
average volume was 36,000 messages a day. At the Nha Trang switch, two subscriber terminals
were also activated in July, providing service to eight subscribers and four interswitch trunks.
The average daily mess&$* processing load there was In the order of 18, 000.
(U) In September. the Phu Lam switch was serving an additional five subscribers, for a
total of 22; and one more interswitch trunk for a total of six. Message traffic in the two months
since activation had risen to a daily average of 39, 000. The Nha TranS switch at this time was
serving 18 subscribers and fout interswitch trunks, and was handling 23, 000 messages daily.
Also in September, an AUTODIN restoral plan, designed to insure adequate communications
during period* of major switch outages, was aplroved and promulgation was awaiting the
emplacement of the necessary crypto material. 65
(U) Progress continued during the final quarter of 1968. At the end of the year, the Phu
Lam switch was serving I8 subscribers and six interswitch trunks with an average traffic volume
of 37, 000. Nha TranS, now serving 19 subscribers, was handling in excess of 25, 000 messages
daily.
(U) During October, notice had been received from DCA that the first shipment of low-speed
Digital Subscriber Terminal Equipment (DSTE) would arrive in RYN during December. Because
of conflicting information as to which subscribers would receive the initial distribution of this
new equipment, CINCPAC, at the request of COMUSMACY, provided a listing, by priority, of sub.
scribers scheduled to become DSTE stations. This listing was provided to component commanders and action had been initiated to Insure that the DSTE sites were adecuately prelared for
transition to these new terminals. 166

TALK QUICK

(C) In April 1965, CINCPAC had stated his most urgent secure voice requirements to JCS.
DCA was then directed to prepare a plan to satisfy these requirements. Immediate needs in
SEASIA required that an interim plan be prepared, and this was dubbed TALK QUICK. TALK
QUICK was an expedited measure to provide secure voice communications to a limited number
of PACOM-wide subscribers and had a target date of 1 October 1965. It was designed to be
compatible with the planned follow-on worldwide secure voice system, AUTOSEVOCOM
(Automatic Secure Voice Communicatione). In SEASIA, TALK QUICK provided for 24 wideband
subscribers in the SaiSon/Tan Son Nhut area, seven up-country subscribers in RVN and seven
narrowband subscribers in Thailand and Laos. A switch was installed at Tan'Son Nhut capable
of switching wideband subscribers to wideband subscribers and of performing interface with
narrowband subscribers. Access to TALK QUICK for narrowband subscribers and PACOM-wide
subscribers was via the Joint Overseas Switch located at Phu Lam.
(C) The wideband switch serving local Sailon/Tan Son Nhut subscribers became operational
and was turned over for subscriber use on 15 November 1965. The overseas portion of the
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secure voice system provided service to and from PACOM commands, It became operational
nd was turned over to subscribers on I JLauary 1966. The seven up-country narrowband
subscriber subsystems becameoperational and were turned over for use in May 1966. Test
and acceptance of the TALK QUICK system was completed on 30 June 1966.
(C) Absorption of the TALK QUICK system by AUTOSEVOCOM required three actions:
1.

Modification of narrowband equipment for compatability in signalling.

2.

Providing Saigon/Tan Son Nhut subscribers with automatic switch service.

3. Modification of the TALK QUICK switch at Tan Son Nhut and its relocation to Long
Binh as an AUTOSEVOCOM asset. These taks were completed, and final cutover of au"cribers
to AUTOSEVOCOM was effected by I May 1968, at which time TALK QUICK was deactivated.167

Automatic Secure Voice Communications (AUTOSEVOCOM)

(C) AUTOSEVOCOM is the Defense Communications Agency (DCA) managed integrated
worldwide strategic secure voice communications system. It encompasses all secure voice
requirements except those communication systems organic to the tactical forces and those
communication systems organic to the tactical forces and those systems specifically authorised
by SECDEF for establishment outside of the AUTOSEVOCOM system. SEASIA., and RVN in
particular, received priority emphasis by DOD and JCS for expedited system implementation.
The RVN subscriber requirements to be fulfilled by implementation of AUTOSIZVOCOM would,
when established, provide COMUSMACV and other major in-country commanders with direct

secure voice access to their field commanders.
(C) In AUTOSEVOCOM, the KY-3 was used for widoband subscriber terminals and the
HO-13 equipments were pared for narrowband terminals. The primary switch was the
AN/FTC-31, a Philco-Ford produced, 80-subscriber, 20-trunk automatic switch which allowed
direct dialing for local wideband subscribers. An adjacent operator-attended console, Called a
SEVAC (Secure Voice Access Console), provided an interface capability between wideband local
subscribers and long-distance narrow band calls. DCA exercised control through Net Contiol
Stations. Hawaii served as the Pacific area control station, while in RVN the control station
was at Saigon.
(C) Implementation of AUTOSEVOCOM was initially scheduled in four phases.
had been revised as follows:

but this plan

1. Phase I (TY67-68) would provide secure voice service to Z16 Priority 1 and 2
subscribers in RVN.
2. Phase II, reduced from 2, 000 to 400 terminals world-wide, would be considered as
a subsequent and final part of Phase I. RVN would receive 30 of these terminals, and 30 Phase
It subscribers had been validated to CINCPAC.
3. Follow-on phases would be engineered later as required.
were no plans or probable time frame for this.
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(C) System configuration (See Figure IX-10) in RVN provided for local switching centers at
14 locations for 178 subscribers, 28 of whom would be served by individual terminals. The
Saigon local switching center was the only one to be an automatic dial switch. The up-country
%witches were designed to be manually operated. Access between switches and to out-of-country
subscribers was to be through the Phu Lam Joint Overseas Switch.
(C) The let Sig Bde, under STRATCOM. was responsible for implementation of Phase I
within RVN and Thailand. Operations and maintenance personnel for the system, except for
four sites run by 7AF, were Army personnel organized into a special AUTOSEVOCOM Company
under the operational control of a Regional Communications Oroup. 168
(C) The automatic dial switch serving S0 Saigon/Tan Son Nhut subscribers was operational
at the beginning of 1968, having been turned over for subscriber use on 17 July 1967. Prior to
this, on 1 May 1967, the last 10 subscribers to AUTOSEVOCOM from the former TALK QUICK
terminals had been absorbed by the AUTOSEVOCOM program and the TALK QUICK switch was
deactivated.
(C) Smaller, operator-attended Secure Voice Cordless Switchboards (SECORD), capable
of terminating 16 subscribers, were installed at selected sites throughout RVN to serve Local
subscribers in any combination of wideband and narrowband terminals. The first five SECORD
switches at Dong Ha, Phan Rang, Phu Bei, Da Nang, and Monkey Mountain were scheduled to be
operational by 30 June 1968, providing secure voice service to 47 subscribers. The Saigon
AN/FTC-31 was fully operational, serving 76 validated subscribers. At mid-year, SECORDs at
eight other sites were under various phases of construction and scheduled to be completed by
15 October.
(C) ay the beginning of September, SECORDs were operational at Phart Rang, Dong Ha and
Phu Bae, serving ten subscribers.
By the first part of October, It was expected that contractor
teams would finish installing switch equipment at Chu Lai, Long Binh and Bien Hoae and that the
Pa Naang SECORD, serving Z4 subscribers, would be operational by 15 September. Construction
of other sites at Pleiku, Nha Trang, Can Tho, Monkey Mountain, and Cam Ranh Bay was
proceeding with difficulty in the third quarter, due to the lack of critical materials furnished by
construction agencies. As a result, an accelerated construction and installation program was
underway to complete all contractor installation by the end of October, as further delay would
result in the removal cf contractor teams from RVN and thus throw the burden of installation on
the mllt.ary component commnands.
(C) By the end of 1968, SECORDS were also operational at Da Nang, Monkey Mountain,
Bien Hot, Long Binh, Cam Ranh Bay, Chu Lai, and Can Tho. A total of 65 subscribers were
being served throughout RVN and additional subscribers would be activated as security
inspections were completed. The sites at Pleiku, Nha Trang and Qui Nhon were 95 percent
complete And were awaiting delivery of power panels before becoming operational. Construction
at these sites had been by troop effort and had experienced difficulties because of equipment and
material shortages. 169
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(U) The MARS in RVN was authorized by the GVN Ministry of Foreign Affairs Note Nr.
5726 of 25 November 1965 in reply to AMIEMB Saigon Note 11r. 120 of 12 November. As of the
end of January 1968, there were 64 MARS stations authorised in RVN, 62 of which were in
operation. By service these stations were:
Authorized
Air Force

operational

12

L2

Army

32

31

Navy

Z0

19

64

62

TOTAL

(U) Phone patches from hospital beauides nd direct and me, i ,k service continued to be
highly popular as in past years. MARS statistics for 1968 are shown in Figure DC-U.
(U) MACV MARS was conilnually monitored and stations were relocated, activated, or
deactivated, as required, to provide MARS service to the greatest possible number of personnel.
Year-end figures showed five additional stations authorized and three additional stations in
operation.
MARS stations, by service, on 31 December were:
Authorized

Operational

Air Force

13

13

Army

36

35

Navy
TOTAL

24

19

73

67

(U) Total traffic since the inception of MARS in RVN was 845.452 at the end of 1967 and had
risen to 1.199, 974 by the end of the first helf of 1968. By 31 December, this figure was 1,566,664
an increase of alrnost 100 percent duries the year. 170

(U) The only authorized amateur radio operations in RVN were in conjunction with the MARS
program. and incidents of ilegal amateur radio operation carried international implications and
put this program in jeopardy. MACV Directives 10S-6 &nd 105-16 detailed this. In 1968. MACA6
continued to monitor unauthorized amateur radio operation incidents and to provide guidance to
component commanders to p.event such from occurring. 171
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Tat Offensive

(3) The Tot Offensive of an&uary-February caused many temporary disruptions in
communication services throughout RVN, but none of a nature so serious that operational
requirements were seriously affected. Damage and disruption were limited to land lines.
However. on 8 February. due to the greatly increased amount of both voice and written tragic
during the country-wide enemy attacks, it was necessary for MACV to impose MINIMIZE on all
telephone, data and teletypewriter traffic within RVN. The results of this imposition were
mixed. The average daily volume of traffic originated by the MACV staff was 31 percent less In
February than it had been in January, but the trend in precedence assignments was unsatisfactory.
The percentage of rLAs- tvaffic remained at an acceptable level; the percentage of IMMEDIATE
and PRIORITY messages inereased by five percent &ndconstituted 75 percent of all outgoing

traffic. 172

I Corps Tactical Zone
(S) On ZI January 32 additional frequencies were assigned to III MAT.
MAT message of 20 January. COMUSMACY explained that:
As you (CC, II MAF) know, the RVNAF
controls and aliocates the military frequency
bands and the problem of providing frequencies
to satisfy US and RVNAF requirements is acute.
You.... have all JOS allocated resources at my
disposal. Of the 920 frequencies available, the
:G8 has allocated 800 for tactical voice use.
Of the 800, you have 442, the RVNAF has 358.
The (above) 32 frequencies were taken from
MACV radio relay rosources. Negotiations
.&underway for some time with the
have alec
JOS for similar arrangements and a decision is
expected shortly.
To satisfy the remainder of your requirements, I am proposing a co-sharing arrangement
with the RVNAF....
The measures I have outlined should afford
subetantial relief. I also stress the need for
continued effective management of the very finite
frequency spectrum. ConsiJeration should be
given to maximum use of airborne UI-:F in lieu
vml FM. Primary reliance of U.F wherever
possible Is necessary to reduce mutual interference in the VHF FM band. Multiple use of
the same frequency by taking advantage of terrain
shielding and distance searration is indicated, as
is strict net discipline. 173
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In replying to a III

(3) As a further reflection of the intsresed fighting end troop strengths in I CTZ at the
beginning of the year. an additional 117 FM frequencies were assigned by CC, I CTZ to CC, Mn
MAF and units under his OPCON on 26 Sonvery. for a period ending 30 April. This was the
result of negotiations conducted on 21 Sanuary at which representatives of MACJ6 •Ir MAT,
and OPCON units presented their case to representatives of I CTZ. ARYN Signal Agency and
506 36. Procedures were also worked out at this coanerence for Il MA•• C-E officers to request
locally of the I CTZ Sisnal Officer the temporary use or the co-sharing of FM frequencies on a
sput basis. COMUSMACV, in the light of this amicable conference, stated to CO, MiMAF that:
I consider that the S3S has responded
in a positive, rapid manner to the requests
for additional FM frequencies.
The additionval frequencies represent a most substantial contribution on their part, since
they have denied the use of these frequencies
to their own forces who have needs similar
to yours.
Careful management .... of your present
complement of $59 FM frequencies as augmented by the local agreement should reduce
materially the radio interface problems being
encountered. 174

MACV Forward
(5) On 25 January, a requirement was levied on ACofS, A6 to plan communications support
for the establishment of a MACV Forward Command Post at Phu Bal. 'On 27 January, DCA-SAM
was directed to activate a total of seven dedicated teletype circuits, 13 voice circuits, and to
multipoint a weather teletype circuit to the MACV Forward Tactical Operations Center.
Communicstions-Electronics Operating Instructions were issued on the same date. Two days
later all circuits ware established from the various subscribers to the Phu Sat Technical
Control Point. Twenty-four sole-user voice, 40 common-user voice and 18 teletype circults
were established in January and February. 175

RED ROCKET

(S) On U April. the 3CS directed that procedures be estiblished to expedite transmission of
key instructions from high-level authority to the SEASMA operating forces. Thu uuclassified
flag word "RED ROCKET" was designated to be used in such messages which would contain
instructions originated by either the President. the SECDEF, DEPSEODEF, C:CS, or the
Acting Chairman 3CS. RED ROCKET messages were to be afforded top priority over all other
FLASH precedence messages at manual relay centers. The goal for reaching division, task
group, and wing/base level forces from the NMCC was set at twenty minutes total elapsed time,
including reorigination and/or relaying.
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(C) As set up. MACV would receive RED ROCKEr messages by both voice and teletype for
further reorigination and relay. veing dedicated and common-user communication networks.
The 13th of April was designated as the time by which RED ROCKET procedures were to be
established at the Phu Lam Joint Overseas Switchboard, at the Saigon Long Distance Switchboard, and at manual teletype relays at Phu Lam. Nha Trang and Da Nang. The primary meant
of communication from COMUSMACV to his major commanders (CO USARV, CO III MAF, CC I
FYIORCEV, CC fl FFORCEV, SA IV CORPS, CDR 7A", COMNAVTORV, CO 5th SF) was by*
dedicated command and control teletype and voice networks. Primary teletype circuitry from
MACV used the dedicated Command Center circuits. Secondary means was the common-"ssr
network. Upon notification of a RED ROCKET alert the MACV Command Center notified the
above commands and PROVCORPSV (WVIV CORPS). These commands in turn notified and
received acknowledgement from all subordinate USN task forces, USAF winds and bases, USA
and USMC divisions, and separate SA brigades/regiments. The goal for notification to M4ACV
that the above had been accomplished was set at 18 minutes. All commands involved were
directed to establish appropriate procedures for implementation of these instructions by 13 April.
(C) Recognizing that separate brigades/regiments might be employed beyond secure teletype
facilities, MACV. on 11 May, allowed such units to use secure voece radio facilities as a
substitute for tolAtype. In the several times a month NMCC tests were imposed on MACV. an
iverage of 50 percent of all tests were completed within CINCPAC's Z0 minute time goal.
Those tests that took longer to complete were failures due to personnel unfamiliarity with
procedures and requirements, and circuit outages. 176
(5) In some cases, delays were caused due to circuits/circuit operators not cleared for the
security classification level of the RED ROCKET message. To preclude delays, COMUSMACV,
in October. issued interim instructions to all applicable MACV units that, in such instances,
RED ROCKET messages would be processed over present RED ROCKET circuitry. At the same
time, action was directed to upgrade all RED R(. '•ET circuits to a Top Secret clearance and1 7 7
to obtain and maintain Top Secret cleared personnel for the communications centers involved.

36 Relations with the 1GS-Obeervations,

Evaluationa and Actions

(C) Observations made during the VC attacks beginning 31 January tended to confirm the
suggestion previously made by COMUSMACV to the Chief JOS. CEN Cao Van Vien, on 6
October 1967, that the JOS organization for Communications -Electronics (C-E) be changed. in
particular, the following were noted by 16 observers during the Tot period:
1. The Chief of the ARVN Signal Directorate assumed the role of Communications
Operations Staff Officer and held it by virtue of his ability to take action using troops under his
direct command. This displaced the JOS 36 from a role he could have played profitably.
2
The centr•al logistic of the ARVN Signal Directorate virtually ceased to function.
Supplies needed by field units such as batteries, which were available, were not moved. This
was attributable to lack of direction and attention on the part of the Chief of the Signal
Directorate who was serving as a communications operations staff officer during this time.

7Z8

3. Efforts by 36 advisors toobtain information on the AAVfl conm,•,nicatiogns situation
from the JOS J6 were not too successful. This was attributable largely to the problems the
035 J6 Staff encountered when thepy tried to get the needed information from the Signal
Directorate Operations Staff or from units. Thus the JOS J6 was put in a position where he was
unable to perform his role as 36 Advisory to the Chief, 30S.
(C) It appeared that the failure to consolidate ",&lstaff supervision over communications
operations in one 301 element, the 36. led not only to problems in logistics but ales made
practically no use of the knowledge and capabilities of the •30 36 and his staff. Further, it
demonstrated that the Chief of the Signal Directorate was not capable of performing in both the
operations and logistics roles simultaneously.
(C) During the offensive it was noted that Viemtames. Forces' use of record communications
systems showed only a small increase while voice communications showed a pronounced
increase in traffic. There was every indication that secure record communications were not
used to the extent they' could have been. The tendency to use voice conmunications systems
evenwhere record communications systems would have been preferable was a problem and all
advisory personnel in their day-to.day dealings with their counterparts were directed to
emphasise this point.
(U) The "Lt Offensive resulted in the RVNAr investigating the establishment of FM radio
security nets th.-oughout the major cities of the Republic. These nets would be for VIP
emergency use, base and compound sicurity, and major cantonment area security control. The
MAC36 Advisory Division assisted RVNAF in the research and planning of such a system,
primarily during March. The concept jointly evolved called for the use of FM- I and FM-i
radios with I and S watt outputs.
(C) After the Tj1 Offensive, the
DEPCOMUSMACV on an assessment
effect the T11 Offensive had had upon
result of the Communist offensive no

36 Advisory Division briefed GOMUSMACV and
of the RVNAF C-E capabilities and limitations, and the
RVNAF C-Z. The overall evaluation given was that as a
serious degradation in capability had been noted.
ARVN TOkEs

(U) On 15 March. the Personnel, Training and Organization Branch (PTO), Signal
Advisory Division, USARV (MA). loss the signal advisory to the RVNAF Signal School, was
transferred to 36. The spaces transferred were:
Chief, PT'&O branch

LTC

TO&E Advisor

MAT

Pictorial Advisor

CPT

Clerk-Typist

E-4

Typist

GS-4

WV1,11Nor
729

(VN Civilian)

(U) The branch wans eenamed the Training. Organization, and Personnel Advisory Branch
(TOP), In its first month, TOP completed processing for 14ACV Force Development Division
(3"11) approval and SYNAF publication. two signal unit TOEs* the 6016t CMR Support Company,
the 6034 Sig Conetruction Bn. In April, TOEs for the ARYN Signal Support Bns, type A and
type 3, andthe ARVN Signal Agency wore revised. Additionally, ten non-signal ARVN TOEs
were updated. These reviews included modem equipments to be used under the latest
communications policies and doctrine.

"and

(U) In May. 19 non-signal TOEs were updated. There were two areas of significant
progress in regard to these updates. First, draft TOEs now contained wire net diagrams which
quickly Illustrated the proposed unit communications system. Secondly, the ARVW Signal
Autncy assumed a grester role in coordinating C-C aspects of non-signal unit TOEs.
(V') During Xune, (our ARVN signal unit and 18 non-signal unit updated TOEs were approved
by MAC26. 178
(U) In Zuly, J6 in cooperation with ACoWS, MA, revised and modernised the signal portions
of every ARYN TOE and TA, a total of 376. This effort provided the base for determining FY69
communications requirements, which were forwarded to ZCS. The processing of ARVN signal
TOEs and the signal portions of non-signal unit ARVN TOEs continued throughout the year. In
August, the VN Naval Communications Instructions were printed and distributed,& project that
had takes five years to complete. 179

Project MYSTERY STORY

(5) In October, the CCS requested COMUSMvACV to provide secure voice'and TTY circuits
direct from Saigon to Parts for the use of the VN delegation in Paris. e
(S) The ICS considered that the request could not be justified as a military requirement and
estimated the monthly cost at $60, 000.
(5) The request was subsequently approved by SECDEF and in the interim, the OQN was
permitted to use existing secure US circuitry for voice communications to Parts on a commonuser basis. Additionally, message traffic could be filed with the AMEEIB Saigon for delivory
in Paris.
(5) The terminal equipment installation in Saigon was completed and a test call completed
from 'he Presidential Palace to SECORD AMEMi Parts on 5 November. The teletype equipment
was checked in the clear from 3OS to Clark AFE.
(S) In early November, the OVN requested US support in providing two additional secure
voice terminals in Saigon and one additional terminal in Paris. Te rminals were to be provided
for the Chief, 3CS/RVNAF, Saigon: the Minister of Foreign Affairs, RVN, Saigon; and the Chief,
Military Delegation, RVN, Paris. This request was also approved by SECDEF.
(S) Due to the high-level GV'N interest, top priority was given to the accomplishment of
this support function. DCA determined that the most expeditious installation would be by using

730

.ftn
in-theatre KY-3 resources and deferring validated US AUTOSEVOCOM subscribers.
meoit equipment, however, would be provided from AUTOSEVOCOM depot storage.

Replace-

(S) It was envisaged that the OVt, subscribers in Saigon would be configured in the FTC-31/
SEVAC to permit local and long haul coferenctng via dedicated circuit 2444 to Paris. Class
marking of OVN subscribers access lines in Saigon would be accomplished to prevent
unauthorised access to US subecribers. Local conferencing of the OVN Parts subscribers via
the SECORD board would not be possible. Although the long-haul narrowband secure circuit
(Saigon- Paris) would be dedicated when required by CVN users, the circuit would be engineered
via the NMCC console to provide the console operator with the capability of two narrowband
circuits (Pentagon-Saigon and Pentagon-Perls when circuit 2444 was not required by GVN).
US use would be strictly on a non-interference basis and in accordance with a schedule agreed
to by Y.N principals. 180
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68, Subj: Not Stated, Gp-4.

133.

Meg (S), COMUSMACern I CTZ (U). Op-4.

13A.

Meg (S), COMUSMACV to COMNAVFORV,
Northern I CTZ (U), Op-4.

135.

Meg (S), CINCPACFLT to CINZIPAC.,

abthassy Saigon'e Mission

SubJ:

USARPAC Activities.

Feb

rIMINO CINCPAC to JCS, 150045Z lun 68, Subj: Saigon Port Advisory Plan.

*70.

-o CINCPAC. 270415Z Mar 68, Subj:

0904,6Z Apr 68.

Logistic Support for North-

ubj:

Logistic Support for

100357Z Apr 68, Subj: Classified, Gp-.4.

UNCLASSIFIED
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136.

Msg (3). CrNCPAC to COMUSMACY, Z4213Z Apr 68, Subj: Logistic Support for Northern
I CTZ (U). Op-4; OF (S), MACJ4 to MACJ03i, 21 May u8, Subj: Logistical Historical
Activities (U). Op-None.

137.

Rpts (C), MACMD. n.d.. SubSi Quarterly Historical Summary,
30 Sun 65, 1 Jul - 30 Sep 68, 1 Oct - 31 Dec 68 (U), Gp-4.

138.

Mse (5). JCS to CINCPAC. 292213Z May 68, Subj: Hospital Requirements in RVN (U),
Op-4.

139.

Malg (5). COMUSMACV to CI?4CPAC, 0709SZZ Jun 68, Subj: Hospital Requirements in
RVN (U). Cp-4.

140.

Mog (5), CINCPAC to ICS, 082129Z Jun 68, SubS:
Gp-4.

141.

Moot (S). ICS to CINGPAC, -?427Z Aug 68. Subj; Hw.~ital flequiramcnts in RYN .CU).
Op- 4.

142.

Mse (5).
Gp- 4.

143.

Op. cit. 010Z.

.145.

CINCPAC to JCS, IS2139Z Aug *.,

Subj:

1 Jan - 31 Mar 68, 1 Apr -

Hospital Requirements in RVN, (U).

Hospital Requirements in R'N (U).

/

146.

Rpt (5). MAC MA. n 4.,

147.

Mag (5), CINCPAC to COMUSMACV. 100408Z Sep 68, Subj: Coordination f AID
Mand MAST
Programs (U). GCp4; Me$ (S). COMUSMACV to CUICPAC. 151119Z Sep 68, SubS:
Coordinatica of AM and MAST Programs (U), Op-4; Meg (8). COMUSMACV to CInCPAC,
1I10Z9Z Oct ý8, SubS: Coordination of AID and MAST Programs (U). Cp-4.

14 .s
On

SubS: Quarterly Historical Summary Aptr- Jun 68, Gp-None.

i,6146.

149.

Mog (C). COMUSMACV to CUNCPAC. 1611Z3Z Jul 68. SubS: Revision to Military
Assistance Plan. Vietnam rY69-74 (U), Op-4.

IS0.

Lar (U). MACJ46-AN, JOS. 11 Jul 68, Subj: Not Stated; Ltr (U),
of National Defense, RVI, 9 Oct 68. SubS: Not Stated.

151.

briefing for Mr. Steadman. Asst SECDET, by MACMA,

MACCO-V to Ministry

19 Aug 68. Subj: Management

Information System (U).
ISa.

DF (8). MACJ461. n.d..

153.

5Iklt (TS), MACJ031.

SubS: MACV Operational Project "OSN" (U). Gp-None.

16 S.p 68, Subj:

USMACV Command History, 1967 (U). Op-I.
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UNCLASSIFIED
154.

DFS (C/U). MACJb to MACJ03i, 14 Feb. 13 Mar, to Apr 68, Subj: Historical Feeder
Report (U), Gp-None: Rpt (C). MACJ-341, 9 May 68, Subj: Quarterly Evaluation Report
(U). 0p-4.

155.

Mrs (C/U). MAC, 6 to MACSO3I, 11 May. 12 Stn, and i? Jul 68. SubJ: Hietorical Feeder
Report (U). Gp-None; Apt (C). MACJI3l, 18 Aug 68. Subj: Quarterly Evaluation Report
(U). Gp-4.

Is6. oFs (C), MACJa to MAC$3I1. I I Aug. 10 Sep, and 8 Oct 68. SubJ: Historical Feeder
Report (U). Gp-None.
IS?.

DFs (C). MACJ6 to MAC03I.
(U), GP-None.

198.

7 Nov. 9 DVc 66, 1 Jan 69, Suoj: Hlstorical Feeder Report

,,•,154.

161.

O

I6

On.. ct, #156.

163.

opQ~.,S,
c

164.

00, ciL 0eIS6

161.

Drs (c). MACJ6 to MAC03i.

cL7.

*W".
.it

11 Aug. I Oct 68. SubJ: Historical Feeder Report (U),

Gp-None.
166.

OF (C), MACJr6 to MACJ03l. I Jan 69. Subj: Hietorical Feeder Report (U). Op-None.

167.

OF (C), MACJB to MACJOIl. 14 Feb 66, Subj: HIsewrical Feeder Report (U), OP-None.
At3 (C). MACS34L. 1 Aug 68. Subj: Quarterly Evaluation Report (U), Op-4.

168.

Mae (C). COMUSMACY to CINCPAC. 101105Z Mar 68. Subj: AUTOSEVOCOM Facilities
in RYN (U)p Op-4; OF. (C/U), MACJ6 to MACJ031, 18 Aug 68, Subj: Quarterly Evaluation
Report (U). Op-4.

169.

OFe (C). MACT6 to MACS01,
GOp-Noe.

170

DFe (U/C). MACJ6 to MACJ0I.
Op- None.

171.

Meg (U).

10 Sep 66, 1 Jan 69, Subj: Historical Feeder Report (U),

1. Jul 68.8

COMUSMACY to Various Cmds,

Jan 69. Subj: Hiatorical Feeder Report (U),

121230Z Aug 68. Subj: Unautborized Amateur

Operations in RVN.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
IZ.
173.

c,
Op ct

174.

1o1.
- I o.

cit, 0163.

1U.

op

i

0165.

177.

Meg (S). COMUSMACV to CINCPAC. 3OIS00OZ Oct 68. Subj:
PACOM (U), Op-4.

178.

Om. cit. iIS4.

1?9.

On.Z.
cit

1S0.

Mea (S). COMUSMACV to DCA. 120O03Z Nov 6$. kbj: Mystery Story (U., Gp- I: Map (SI,
COMUSMACV to CO USAIV. 091Z00Z Nov 68. Subj: Mystery story (U3). GOp1; Mao (S),
DA to Various Commands, 022zi1z Nov 68, Op- 1: Mee (2). DCA to Varilou Command,.
002200Z Nov 68, Stubj: Mystery Story (U), Op-3: Me$ p), CZICPAC to Various Comr
rnands. 060141Z Nov6b. Subj: Mystery Story (U). Op-4.

UNCLASSIFIED
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TM'S Pa.-L NOT USED

UNCLASSIFIED
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CNAPTZR X
AZEsARCM. AND DZVZLoPMENT

OROANIZATION AND POLiCY

]ackground
(U) Organised research, development, testing, and evaluation (P.DT&E) are essential to the
MACV mission. The nature of the Vienam conflict required that the US/ARVN/FWMA.F use
their vast technological advantages to offset the topographical and population mix advantages enjoyed by the VC/NVA. This to particularly true in the areas of finding the enemy, bringing him
to batle, and using the most effective weapons and ordpance possible.
(C) The basic organization, policies, and procedures which governed the RDTkE program
within MACV for 1968 were outlined in MAACV Dir 70.1, datid Z7 September 1967, which was
effective until 1 November 1966. In part, this directive called for RDT&E, in conjunction with
Combat Development (CD) activities, to "enhance the combat effectiveness and the courterit.
s8rgesey and counter Subversion capabilities of the US, Vietnamese, and Free World Military
Assistance Forces" by:.
1. Identifying operational, organisational, and materiel problem areas necessitating
3,DT&E or CD effort.
2. Initiating test. evaluation, or study action within the capabilities of Hq MACV or
service components.
S. Ineuring that appropriate CONUS agencies are advised of the requirement for action
oaproblems beyond Hq MACV and Service component competence to solve.
4.
authority.

Conducting or Supporting tests, evaluations, or studies established by appropriate

S. Providing J.DThE and CD support to the RVNAF principally through the RVNAT
Combat Development Tesl Center, Vietnam (CDTC.V).
6. Providing access to data and test environment for the US scientific and military
communities for development of new and improved weapons, equipment, concepts and techniques.
7. Assisting the US scientific sad military R&D community in orienting its attention
and resources towards combat requirements of forces in Vietnam.
S. Providing military evaluations of operational concepts, doctrine, and tactics applicable to two or more Services.
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(C) To implement these policies, MACV rliUed on the same organitational structure which
prevailed throughout 1967. COMUSMACV utilized the MACT3 as his principal staff advisor on
RDTUE and CD natters. Specifically, the latter was to:
1. Recommend approval, disapproval, or notification of proposed RDT&E and CD joint
projects based on an evaluation of operational impact, overall benefits which may accrue, and
the feasibility of providing required resources.
2. Assign specific responsibilities and coordinate, monitor, and recommend follow-up
action on projects of a joint nature or of special MACV interest. Principles delineated in Sec.
tions 8 and 10, Chapter IV of JCS Pub Z apply.
3. Monitor service component commander projects to ascertain impact on mission
accomplishment, avoid duplication of effort, insure that joint doctrinal aspects are properly
handled, and insure that material or concepts under test and evaluation by one Service compo.
nent commander are considered by other Service commnanders where appropriate.
4.

Maintain a record of significant projects being conducted in Vietnam.

S. Review projects being conducted in Vietwsm periodically to consider and matke
appropriate recoumenndations with respect to continuation, expansion, consolidation, redirection, or termination.
6. Insure that joint projects are designed and conducted so as to make the maximum
contribution to and cause minimum interference with operations while fulfilling project objectives.
7. Provide Military Assislance Command, Office of the Science Advisor (MACSA) a
copy of pertinent documents submitted to Hq MACV -in compliance with the reports paragraph 7
b and c of this directive.
8.

Process final reports on joint projects as prescribed in paragraph 7U, Reports.

9. Prepare and furnish CINCPAC an up-dated list of "significant problems" during
May and November of each year, in accordance with paragraph 9c, CLXCPACINST 03960. IA of
5 June 1967.
10. Insure that CINCPAC and, as appropriate, the Mission Council (thru the Mission
Coordinator) are iormed on pertinent PDTLE matters.
(C) Through MACJ3, COMUSMACV maintained necessary jurisdiction end coordination with

IDTkE elements of the four Service components, USARV, COMNAVFORV, 7AF, and LII MAF.
These Service RDT&E units could initiate projects as directed by the Service commanders to
whom they were operationally responsible but they were also charged with conducting projects
of a joint nature when directed to do so by COMUSMACV.
(C) This decentralisation carried with It the disadvantage of leaving COMUSMACV less able
to supervise and dlrect RDT&E efforts than this position, at times, might require. To offset
this potential disadvantage, COMUSMACV's staff included an Office of the Science Advisor
(MACSA). This small group of specialists, headed by a top civilian scientist, acted as principal advisor to COMUSMACV and his staff on scientific maiters. According to MACV Dir 70- i,
the specific functions of MACSA were to:

""4,4

1. Monitor and conduct %nindependent review of development, test, and evaluation
activities within the command and make recommendations to COMdrSMACV or the responsible
&Zaf section he appropriate.
Z. Review results of intelligence and field operations as requested by COMUSMACV and
malkt recommendations with respect to scientific and teshnical features.
3. As requested by COMUSMACV, review plans for Intelligence and field operations
exploiting new equipment or scientific and technical innovations and make recommendations on

them.
4.
in Vietota.

As appropriate,

monitor the activities of scientific and technical personnel en duty

5. Coordinate the activities of scientific and technical personnel on duty in Vietnam
who are accredited to Hq MACV.
6. Maintain contact with the Directot of Defense Research and Engineering on scienti.
fic and technical matters, pariicularlyconcernlng possible new applications of advanced tech.
nology deserving increased R&D emphasis. In fulfillment of this function, the science advisor
will neither transmit official requirements nor make commitments for COMUSMACV.
7. Review the requirements of this comznand for scientific advisors. Recommend
functions, organizations, end staff relationship most appropriate to this position. Determine
qualitative and quantitative requirements for long-term TDY science advisors to this command.
(C) In addition. MACSA was given the responsibility of exercising staff supervision over a
research unit controlled by the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Advanced Research Project Agency's -Research and Development Field Unit, Vietnam (ARPA-RDFU.V).
(C) The same MACV Directive (No. 70-1. 27 September 1967) which outlined organization
and objectives for R&D within MACV u•risdiction also provided for testing and evaluation of
projects. Pointing out that the COMUSMACV would monitor RDT&S and CD activities, the
directive specified that "projects will not be undertaken without giving full consideration to their
conduct in CONUS or appropriate noncombat zones. and only those projects requiring the specific combat esvironment of RVN or data uniquely derivable from that area will be conducted
therein." This was necessary, MACV felt, to ensure that matimum help could be Sained from
the RDT&Z and CD programs at a minimum of interference with operations being conducted in
RVN. by the iame token, MACV directed that primary emphasis be placed on those RDT&E
projects and programs "which offer direct and significant Improvement of combat capability for
forces involved in Vietnam- .I
(S) This last consideration was an important one. MACV recognized that some projects
were natorally more promising then others, that individual priorities would have to Vary with
the circunstances, and that certain general problem areas would require first consideration.
Early in anaury, for example, MACV informed selected field units that "attempts of the RkD
community to provide better cbpabiUties to find the enemy" needed special emphasis. particu.
larly in the areas of Airborne Personnel Detectors (APD), night vision equipment for armed
helicopters, and Seismic Intrusion Detectors (SID). MACV went on to say:
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To the maximum extend practicable. require.
meats for operational qualities of new equipment
should be established soonest in Order to reduce
prduction leadtime. It is reognisned, however,
the early establishment Of queialtive requirements
for .¶uipmeat necessitates expedited development
of op•rAtional and orgsaisatlonal concepts for employmeat. This action is considered necesvery and
warranted in order to bring about the earliest
availability to assist In the critical problem of
finding the enemy, his materiel, and base camps.
(S) bdACV then suggested that:
. . . Ifone is willing to risk a small amount of
production monsy prior to completion of testing,
then the time between the end of the test and
arrival of operational hardware can be siSnificantly reduced. If the tests prove unsuccessful,
the minor amount of money lost should be con.
sidered insignificant relative to the time gained
Ufthese tests are successful.,

'the MACSA Proposal

(C) In December 1967, MACSA submitted a proposal for reorganization and expansion of
the RDTkS effort. In essenre, he recomnmended three organizational changes designed to
"realize the fall potential of scientific and technological applications to this war, ", First,
MACSA recommended that a corps of ecientific field advisors be attached to the commanders of
field units "down to the level of division and independent brigade ....
" In MACSA' view,
these advisors would be on the lookout for new equipment, idWas, modifications, candidates for
the in-country fix-it shop, special captured enemy gear. et. 3
(C) MACSA's second proposal called for "an integration of the presently fragmented RDT&E
units in South Vietnam. Despite the great dedication and fine motivation of the individuals involved," the memo said, "the efforts of the Service P.DTLE components continue to be largely
isolated, fragmented and uncoordinated."
MACSA therefore proposed an "overall" organisation
encompassing the various Service PDTkE units which would have as its "sole mission" the expeditieus "development and application of new technical equipment for prosecution of the Viemam
Wat." The result wonuld be a "more efficient and integrated entity. -4
(C) With this expanded emphasis on R&D. MACSA saw the need for an enlarged MACV
Science Advisor's office to handle the "greatly expanded number of programs and problems generated by field advisors and to provide the necessary integration amongst the assembled test
units." This would require augmentations of the MACSA office from one civilian, four officers,
and two enlisted men to one civilian, tea officers, one warrant officer, and eight enlisted men.
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(C) Finally, MACSA felt that increased emphasis on RDTLE in Vietoam would require a
corresponding "Increased capability" in CONUS. The proposal did not specify what the "increased capablity" should encompass but it stated that an essential qualification must be the
ability of the CONUS orgeni•stion to "attract the most capable scientists, end to inspire th*
spirit, verve, and dedication to Set the job done ....
,6
(C) MACIA's plan did not experience smooth sailing. In particular, field commanders did
not see the necessity in having scientific advisors assigned below the levels of the main field
forces. Thus, when MACV formally forwarded the proposal to CINCPAC in February, it recom.
mended that scientific advisors be attached to senior field commanders and then only with their
concurrence. At the same time, MACV agreed to MACSA's proposal to also serve as a science
advisor to the Deputy Commanding General, US Army7 in Viemam (DCC USARV) with a deputy
stationed at Lonl Bnh to handle day-to-day business.
(C) Reaction at CINCPAC and :TCS
to the proposal was generally unfavorable. CINCPAC
felt that the scientific advisors proposed by MAC•A should be primarily responsible to the
commanders they support rather than MACSA. In other words, MACIA's role should be one
of coordination rather than direction. "It is important," CINCPAC noted, "that the use of
scientific advtsors and increased emphasis an MACBA'. coordination of R&D activities do not
erode established service channels for R&D. "S
(I) $CS was even more critical. In particular, it rejected MACSA's proposed buildup until
9
"complete documentation and justification" had been mad..
(C) In uly and again in September, MACSA submitted revised proposals more in accord
with what the higher commands wanted. In both documents--the latter was a minnr revision of
the earlier one--MACSA adopted the recommendations of higher headquarters. L0 The revised
proposals also accepted the premise that the field science advisors should be assigned to the
principal field iorces and that their relationship with MACSA should be a "channel of informa.
tion and support." These advisors would be assigned to the III MAF, I FFORCEV, 11 FFORCEiV,
IV CTZ Senior Advisor, 7A7, and NAVFORV; however, they would be available for TDY to other
requesting agencies. II

FIDI'NG TH

ENEMY

Sensors
(C) Intrusion detection equipment in the forn of trip wires, visible and infrared searchlights, surveillance radar, day and night vision devices, etc. had been introduced in Viematm
during the earliest days of the conflict. During 1968, however, increasing and at times particularly strong emphasis had been placed on families of attended and unattended personnel and
vehicle sensors which would sound en alarm in some relatively distant observation post or surveillance center when activated. In general, these items fall into categories according to the
principle behind the sensor, such as magnetic, seismic, acoustic, etc., and the method of
placing the device, that is, hand placed or "seeded" by aircraft or helicopter.
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(C)

The variety exists becase&each sensor has Inherent weaknesses. For example, the

infrared type which uses an interrupted beam to trigger the alarm is susceptible to false alarms
by blowing dust, the trespassing of animals, and the like. At the same time, the seismic detect.rs, which seem to be the most promising of the group, can be triggered by artillery or
mortar shells landing some distance away. And. of course, no single sensor can distinguish
between friend and foe.
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(C) Other sensors in use and/or undergoing evaluation in SEASLA during the year included
an Infrared Intrusion Detector (1R3W) which uses a broken infrared beam to initiate the alarm
system (there is &lsoa miniturised version of this system); the Balanced Pressure System
(3PS), which uses buried hoses filled withwater to detect earth vibrations: the Unattended
Seismic Detector (USD) which utilises a series of interconnected geophone sensors together with
an appropriate relay system: the Magnetic Intrusion Detector (MAGID) which uses individually
plced sensors to detect the passage of ferromagnetic material, such as rifles, knives, etc.;
and the Multipurpose Concealed Intrusion Detector (MCM) which utilizes magnetic current
flowing through links of copper wire buried a few inches underground. The MCID. through its
detection and relay system, sounds an alarm when ferromagnetic material passes through its
force field. This particular sensor has the advantage of' presenting a solid detection barrier up
to Z20 feet long for each detector used.
(TS) Overall. 1968 was a year of both success and frustration for the sensor program.
Individual sensing devices worked well enough to warrant investments of huge sums of money in
the refined and more reliable phase II series. Moreover, massive and generally effective eye.
tens, using a variety of types of sensors, have been set up along the DMZ and the Laotian border (see that portion of Chapter X entitled "Antli-infUtration Barriers). Also, both personnel
and vehicle detecting sensors were used extensively during the seige of Khe Sanh (January 1968).
in the vicinity of Saigon during Tet (San - Feb 1968). and during the May - June offensives,
The success of sensors in the more recent cases, however, was not nearly as spectacular as
their contribution at Khe Senh where, in the words of COMUSMACV, the operation "demonstrated
the utility of sensors for monitoring movements of enemy troops and vehicles in tactical en.
vironment. 13
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(TS) The major frustrations with the sensor program centered around the lack of sensors,
although there vas some dissatisfaction with what might be called "technological restrictions."
These Limitations included the inadequacy of frequency space for the sensors to transmit without
Interfering with each other, the lack of workable, hand-emplaced sensors, and the lack of ads.
quatn local readout capability. 14
(TS) On I April 1968, COMUSMACV expressed concern to Washington of "inadequate supplies" of sensors and seated his belief that great emphasis should be placed on "expanded pro.
duction of sensors in numbers and diversity adequate to support inocoUntry as well as out-ofcountry applications. " He also recommended the following:
1. Development of new sensors that capitalize on the special accessibility and permissiveness of the in-country environment.
2. Development of portable/mobile sensor readouL wid interpretation capability au'table for the several categories of in-country sensor applications envisioned.
3.

Development of a variety of equipments, cou~cepts,

and tactics for in-country sensor

employment, ranging from small, static outpost protection to large dynamic offensive operations.
4.

Establishment of a production pipeline to support the growing sensor requirement.

5. Establishment of a CONUS training base for the provision of specialist crews to
man the sensor emplacement and readout operations.
6. Development of concepts and equipment re. g. communications) for integrating sensor information into the field intelligence systems to provide quick reaction strike capability. is
(ITS) Toword the end of the year, the Defense Communications Planning Group (DCPG) was
still concerned aboct "senior shortage" and "continued slippage of production. " At the same
time, however, it slaoke of "massive engineering reviews" to open up the bottlenecks. This
emphasis, of course, was in keeping with COMUSMACV's earlier recommendation that "steps
be taken as rapidly as possible to assure the discriminating development and well-planned employment of a spectrum of sensors that could accelerate realization of the great promise of this
new technology."16

Camp Sentinel Radar

(C) The Camp Sentinel Radar (CSR) system represented a significant R.&D effort to provide
ground surveillance in defense of small to medium sized base camps located in areas partially
or completely turrounded by foliage or wooded areas. The basic concept was that the system, a
3600 electronic scanning Doppler radar, would penetrate the follag and detect any radial move.
ment between 1/2 and 11 mph to include men walking or running. This unique ability was possible because the system could cancel out returns from "fixed" objects, such as trees, or
rhythmic motions, such as those coming from swaying branches. 17
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(C) The system devised by Lincoln Laboratories under AI.PA sponsorship, had three major
components: the Antennae/Control Unit &atatop a 100 foot, self-erecting tower while the Power
Supply Unit and the Display Unit could be sot in a trailer or a bunker. Weighing some 5, 200
pounds, the entire system, including the tower, could be broken down and moved by trailer.
(C) The CSR had a minimum range of 300 feet and a maximum range of 2. 5 miles, dopending on the fol.iage. Even more important, it had the capability of an irregular, variable
survey. To this end, the 3600 compass rose was divided into 32 segments, each representing
200 mils of arc. Within each segment, a 15-foot wide surveillance zone existed wl.ich could be
moved 50 to 800 feet away from the neighboring segments and shifted in distance from the inner
range of the set to the outer limit. The surveillance barrier, therefore, could be made into a
regular circle at a particular distance but, more likely, would be set up as an irregular barrier, tailored to conform to the topography surrounding the base camp area.
(C) The single CSR set arrived in-country in August and immediately showed promising
results. In one instance, counterfire was sent Into the jungle on the basis of a radar return and
sweep the next day revealed evidence of intruders, including a broken camera. Nevertheless.
CSR had some drawbacks. For one thing, the 100 foot antennae tower was conspicuous enough
to be an aiming point for mortar fire. This defect, however, could be ovbrcome, at least in
part, if the detection range were increased beyond the mortar range so that the friendly artillery could get its fires in first. Also, the equipment had not been waterproofed which made it
unable to withstand the rigors of in-country service. For these reasons the set was inactive as
the year came to a close, waiting for repairs and improvements. Once those had been accomplished, it would undergo further testing and evaluation.

"a
"a

Airborne Systems
QUIET AIRCRAFT
(5) In January 1968, operational evaluation began for the "Quiet Aircraft, " a powered ver.
sion of a Schweizer S-232 sailplane which was inaudible to ground forces when fly-in more than
1,500 feet above ground level. The concept envisioned the aircraft flying at night with the observer using a hand-held Starlight Scope to scan the area below.
(d) During the test period, the night surveillance resulted in visual sightings and observationz of previously undetected enemy activities. A flotilla of VC sampans. for example, was
observed for over two hours as they proceeded along the canals of the Nam Cam Forest while
the aircraft remained undetected. Again the airplane was not detected as it orbited sapper
teams interdicting Route 4 in the Delta. 18
(5) In April, the two QT-2 models were returned to CONUS for modifications. In particular, the tests had revealed the need for a quieter propeller, expanded view ports, and greater
strength in the wing structure.
These modifications were accomplished and the aircraft returned to SEASIA in June for another month of operational evaluation. 19
(5) Out of this evaluation which like the preceding one, was deemed successful, it was determined that the quiet aircraft, now designated PRIZE CREW, could make a "significant contribution" to operations in SEASIA. Under a "rapid development" contract, MACV asked for a
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total of 40 modified quiet aircraft (decsignated QT-3) to be distributed as follows: USARV 10,
7AF 18, NAVTORV 6, and III MAF C At the same time, the operational concept announced by
MACV consisted of covert night surveillance with the greatest contributions coming from support of base defense, locating enemy rocket and artillery firing sites, surveillance of infiltration routes, and improvement of night artillery and air support effectiveness. ZO
(S) By year's end, the quiet aircraft concept had generated considerable enthusiasm in SEASIA. Phase Ml, of an announced three phase evaluation and procurement project, envisioned
development of a new, optimized, tri-service quiet aircraft, designated YO-3A. It was not yet
certain what t.e capabilities of this "optimized" aircraft would be but consideration was being
given to at lez it a target marking capability, with possibly
a laser guidance beatr. There was
1
also talk of a ioseible ordinance delivery capability.

NITE PANTHER
(3) NITE PANTHER, a project utilizing the Drone Anti-submarine Helicopter (DASH)
equipped with low light level television cameras (LLLTV), was conducted off shore and over the
DMZ between 24 and 30 April 1968. The concept, tested by the Marines in 1 CTZ, envisioned
reliable low level reconnaissance without the risk customary to such operations. During the
testing period, more than a doaen flights were made with both encouraging and discouraging
results. Two drones crashed, quality and coverage were sporadic but promising, and faulty
power and monitoring equipment greatly limited effectiveness. At the end of the period, one
salvaged drone and associated ground equipment were returned to CONUS for examination. 22
(S) Despite the technological setbacks, the concept was thought to have exploitable potential.
Thus, even as the NIWE PANTHIER system was undergoing study in CONUS, some thought was
directed to A follow-on project, named NITE GAZELL.E, which would use a Navy-Lmproved DASH
as the carrying vehicle for surveillance and weapons delivery. 23

SEARCH AND ATTACK SYSTEMS

Problems

(S) A significant time lapse between discovery of the enemy by US/ARVN/FW forces anti a
resulting fire attack has usually been of advantage to the enemy. Knowing that he has been observed, he can easily shift or disperse his forces. Part of this problem has been solved by the
rapid response of TAC air and artillery. Night search and attack operations, however, have
proven much more difficult and, not unnaturally, have brought on some important RDT&E effort.
The following paragraphs describe several of the more prominent ones which received signif. cant attention from MACV in CY68.
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Programs

TRIM
(S) The Trail/Road Interdiction Multi-Sensor (TRIM) project represented the most sophisticated, multi-sensor detection and destruction platform in-country during 1968. Navy sponsored and carrying a high priority, the program utilized three and later four modified PZ
(Termed AP-2H) aircraft equipped with the following advanced sensing devices: Low Light Level
Television (LLLTV), Forward Looking Infrared Radar (FLIP.), Downward Looking Infrared
!.adar (DLIR), Side Looking Airborne Radar (SLAP.), MrIti-Mode Forward Radar, and Image
Intensification Telescopes for visual surveillance under ambient night sky illumination. A cornputer coupled these sensors with a weapons delivery system capable of delivering various kinds
ot ordnance. In addition, he aircraft were equipped with fixed, forward firing, depressed angle,
SUU-11, 7. onmm dual machine guns; a downward firing, multiple grenade launcher in the bomb
bay; and a tail turret M-3 Z0mm dual machine gun. 24
(S) Project TRIM began early in the year and was periodically extended through I September
1968. The squadron flew night surveillance/attack missions to support tra:l interdiction operatLons in Laos, to impede infiltration from Cambodia to SVN, and to provide close support of
Riverine task forces. The tactic employed was
2 5 the single pass concept which meant detecting the
tArget and dropping the ordnance in one pass.
(S) The project was not without its problems, Individual components oý the system, some of
vhich were hand-made and "one of a kind" periodically failed, with resultant repair difficulty.
.-everal times during the year, MACV indicated concern at the delay and "lack of progress,"
rtressing its "primary interest" in the piojett. At the same time, it was found that bomb
dirnage was difficult to assess. "The most effective target destruction results, '4 one report
rited, "have been obtained by use of 10rnm tail guns after the aircraft has passed over the target.
Secondary explosions can be recorded but other damage is difficult to obtain at night. '.6
(S) Despite these setbacks, the concept was judged to be a sound one and the potential of the
.RIM project was excellent. With this in mind, the temporary status of the 60-odd peoplq
.
volved in the project was made permanent with the change of the squadron to the status of rteavy
Attack Squadron 21 (VAH-2l) on 1 Septamber 1968. Some questions as to operatiotal capability
remained, however, and in agreeing to the permanent status, the Chief of Naval Operations
(CNO) had added a warning:
If significant improvement in combat operational

capa'oi~lty is

.or the in-country space

not realized..,

problem is not satisfactorily resolved, OSD will be
approached for agreement to return the unit to CONUS
and revert it to some as yet undetermined R&D status.
Should this decision be made, decommissioning of
VAH-21 would undoubtedly follow. Z7
(S) Still later ir the year, BLACK CROW sensors were added to the TRIM package. These
sensors detect the electro-magnetic radiations from spark plugs and give indications of being
one of the most valuable detection devices aboard the aircraft.
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TROPIC MOON I, U. and UII
(C) Projects TROPIC MOON I and II, two similar airborne night-tlme detection and attack
systems, were conceived in 1967 but underwent testing and evaluation in SEASIA in 1968.
TROPIC MOON I consisted of four A-IE aircraft carrying Low Light Level Television and a
video screeen in the cockpit which displayed target information gathered by the cameras under
natural night illumination.
(C) TROPIC MOON U used LLLTV equipment and a laser range finder mounted on three
B-57 aircraft. It also had an automatic, continuous updating, weapons release processor and
associated electronic equipment. Z8
(C) Both programs began testing in January 1968: TROPIC MOON I at Nakhon Phanom,
Thailand, and TROPIC MOON II at Phan Rang, in RVN. The formal test period for the former
ended on 8 May; the latter was cut short on 15 April. The tests showed that both systems left
something to be desired and, in the case of TROPIC MOON I, the results were termed "marginal." The main reason, according to the final report, was that "the speed of the B-57 allowed
insufficient time to identify targets. " Also, the navigation equipment aboard the B.57 was too
limited for the assigned mission. For these reasons, the project was not consit.ered worth further RDT&tZ and, in May 1968, both 7AF and COMUSMACV agreed that TROPIC MOON II per.
sonnel and equipment should be returned to CONUS even though funds for the project had been
3 9
allocated through the following December.
(C) TROPIC MOON I, while considerably less sophisticated than its cousin, fared much
better. According to the final test report, the results of TROPIC MOON I were also "marginal";
however, it was felt that the main problem was "environmental. " "Weather in the operrting
area was poor," the report noted, "and the high antiaircraft threat forced
icrait to operate
well above the Z, 500 foot optimum altitude. "30
(C) The TROPIC MOON I system itself worked well enough for 7AF to recommend and
COMUTSMACV to approve an extension of the formal test period. A mote favorable location was
considered essential, however, and in June 1968 the project was moved to Bien Hoa where op
ations were conducted in the more favorable environment of III and IV CTZs. In this location,
operations went so well that in August, before the formal test period was over, the Senior Advisor in the IV CTZ asked that the program remain in his zone on a permanent basis. 31
(S) Overall, the TROPIC MOON concept grew rather than declined in favor with MACV. It
was believed that the limitations lay with the weapons systems rather than the concept itself.
Indeed, at year's end, a program was well underway for TROPIC MOON III, a very advanced
version of the two earlier programs. Again B-S7s would be used but with drastically updated
navigation equipment. In addition, the aircraft would be equipped with the LLLTV, FAIR, F
and a sophisticated group of electronic countermeasures (ECM) gear.
(S) In the final months of 1968, contracts for the aircraft were being let in CONUS and
training for the crews and technicians was underway. It was estimated that TROPIC MOON III
would not take its place on the firing line until late 1969, at which time 16 of the special B-37
would be spread into three night attack squadrons and one night attack composite squadron.
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BLACK SPOT
(S) BLACK SPOT was a program to test and evaluate a particular integrated, airborne
night search and attack system, a system similar in some respects to both the GUNSHIP and the
TROPIC MOON programs. The test vehicles were two C-123 aircraft, armed with multiple
target acquisition sensors and Hays dispensers for ejecting a variety of ordnance and ammunition. Specifically, the mission of BLACK SPOT was to interdict targets on the Barrel Roll and
Steel Tiger areas of Laos while gathering precise teat information on the followingt
1. Sensor performance and reliability.
2. The range at which different targets can be identified and their "characteristic
signatures" on the sensing and recording equipment, and
3. The effectiveness of the types of Cluster Bomb Unit (CBU) munitiors in destroying
selected targets, including determination of the best mixture of fragmentation and incendiary
bomblets.
(S) The BLACK SPOT program was to have been initiated in SEASIA in 1967 but priority
requirements drew the modified C-123s to Korea where they were used primarily for the gath.
ering of intelligence data. In November 1968, however, they were brought to Vietnam for incountry testing in IV CTZ. There, they were "very successful in locating and attacking numer.
out lucrative targets. " On the first 15 combat missions, for example, they destroyed eight
boats, damaged another six, and caused 14 secondary explosions and five fires. Although
thorough bomb damage assessment was impossible because of darkness, all bombs were reported on target and overall success was such that on 27 November the authorized sortie rate
was increased to two per day. A few days later, 7AF with strong CINCPAC support, requested
that certain special munitions held for a contingency operation be released for use 'in the BLACK
SPOT program. "BLACK SPOT success demonstrated using this munition justified higher
priority for use against current
active enemy than withholding for possible future use, " was the
33
way CINCPACAF put it.
(S) Project BLACK SPOT ended at Phan Rang on 13 November 1968, at which time it was
positioned for operations in southern Laos. There, as in RVN, it showed itself to be a formidable weapons system. In late December, CINCPACAF reported that in 17 sorties in Laos,
BLACK SPOT aircraft had attacked 45 targets destroying 26 trucks, probably destroying 3.8 and
damaging 19. The same attacks caused 3Z 3econdary explosions and 37 secondary fires. Because of such an impressive performance, CINCPACAF officially requested, on Z6 December,
a 120-day extension of the BLACK SPOT in-country TDY beyond the existing deadline of 11
February 1969.

GUNSHIP 1
(S) OUNSHIP U was easily the most advanced of the three GUNSHIP programs. Whereas
the other two used essentially WWII aircraft, GUNSHIP II utilized the workhorse C-130, a turboprop heavy transport type plane.
(S) In the design and testing phase of GUNSHIP 11. which took place in CY67, only one C-130
was used. It carried four 7.62mm miniguns and four 20mm Vulcan (Gatling) cannons, enough
firepower for what one observer called an "awesome demonstration. " This ship also carried
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some very sophisticated navigation equipment as well as sensors for locating and identifying
targets, a Night Observation Device (NOD), Side Looking Radar (SLR), a Sideward Looking
Infrared Radar (SLIR) system, a Battlefield Illumination Airborne System (BIAS), a Liar dispensing system, and extra armor.
(S) The single GUNSHIP I1 was returned to CONUS early in 1968 for further modifications.
It was then returned to SEA for use pending the arrival of the first of eight production model
GUNSHIP Ils. When these began arriving in-country in November 1968, the prototype was again
withdrawn from SEASIA and sent back to CONUS.

COMBAT GUARD (GUNSHIP III)
(S) The impressive showing of GUNSHIP I, and particularly GUNSHIP II, led to yet another
fire support program known as COMBAT GUARD or, as it ii sometimes called, GUNSHIP III.
The latter utilizes the C-119 0 and K models rather than the C-47 or the C-130.
(S) The C-119 is an outdated, World War U type aircraft, however, the shortage of the
workhorse C-130s and the combination twin ooom and tail loading of the C-119 led to its selection for gunship configuration. Plans called for the "0" model to have four of the 7. 64mm miniguns and two 20mm Vulcan cannon. The "K" model, which would carry two outboard jet "assist"
engines, would mount four of the 7. 6Zs and four of the ZOrnm cannon. Both models would carry
associated navigation and sensing equipment, including night observation and illumination devices and advanced fire control systems.
(S) At the end of GY68 the first of 18 programmed C-119 gunships had arrived in-country.
The test and evaluation '; .d was scheduled to begin in early January 1969 with the specific
objectives being to determine.
1.

If the C-119 can accomplish its assigned mission;

2.

Acceptable methods of employment;

3.

Ability of the system to meet close air 'upport requirements; and

4.

Adequacy of the authorized personnel and equipment list.

MOBILITY

(U) Since mobility was one of the "prime assets" of US/ARVN/FWMAF in Vietnam, it was
understandable that some RDT&E effort would be continued in CY68 toward maintaining and improving this significant advantage. In this particular area of activity, there were two significant
programs; the first concerned the air cushion vehicle, which was designed primarily for very
rapid transit over rivers, swampy areas, and flat lands; the second, which carried a very high
priority with MACV, was the creation of landing zones for helicopters by means of heavy bombs.
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(Patrol) Air Cushion Vehicle
(C) The (Patrol) Air Cushion Vehicle (PACV). called ACV by the Army and PACV by the
Navy, i8 a military version of the Bell Aerosystams SK-5 Hovercraft. Thirty-eight feet nine
inches long, Z3 feet wide. 16 feet 6 inches high, and weighing approximately 9 tons, the ACV is
equipped with light armor and mouuts both twin . 50 calibre machine guns and the lighter M-60
machine 1n. Fully armed, the craft can race across suitable terrain at speeds in excess of
55 knots. 4
(C) Power for the ACV is supplied by a gas turbine which drives a lit f&anand a four bladed
propulsion propeller. The lift fan, in turn, discharges a large volume of air through a flexible
rubber trunk towards the ground, thereby allowing the vehicle to ride a "cushion" of air and
clear fixed obstacles up to three and one half feet in height. The propulsion propeller, on the
other hand, provides both forward motion and direction. Speed is controlled by varying the
pitch of the propeller while the propeller blast is also used to turn the rudders. 35
(C) The advantages of the ACV are obvious. Given the proper terrain, it can overtake and
out maneuver anything the enemy has to offer. Moreover, its speed and maneuverability allow
vast extension of patrol coverage, adding the time honored principle "economy of force" to
those of mobility and firepower.
(C) As of the end of November the 9th Inf Div had employed three ACVs successfully on
numerous occasions on patrol activities and search and destroy operations in the Delta. The
CO of the ACV unit, an Armor officer, was highly enthusiastic about the performance and cap&.
bilities of his ACVs and was impatiently awaiting delivery of six additional vehicles, 36

'Helicopter Landing Zones (HLZ)

(S) Because of the extensive use of helicopters in SEASIA for air assault missions, medevac, and patrol insertion and extraction, the lack of suitable landing zones in certain areas was
naturally one of the limitations governing their use, a fact not unnoticed by the VC/NVA. The
enemy naturally avoided those areas vulnerable to helicopter assault. On the other hand, MACV
and its subsidiary organizations actively sought to remove this operational handicap by developing a means for creating, when necessary, suitable HLZs. Indeed, the HLZ concept carried
a very high priority among MACV and RDT&E activities after the inception of the program. In
particular, MACV sought a means of creating HLZs in heavy jungle containing trees 150 feet tall
and 36 inches in diameter. The desired requirements were that the created HLZ must contain
neither large stumps nor craters and, hopefully, would be large enough to accommodate three
to five helicopters. 37
(5) Initially, the solution to this taxing RhD problem rested with the Air Force. At a test
planning meeting at Hq USAF in March 1968, however, it was decided that the project, code
named COMBAT TRAP, should be a joint USAF/USA affair. At the same time, it was decided
to "take extraordinary actions to provide COMUSMACV with a capability to clear areas for helicopter landings,"
to include a 60-day test period in CONUS followed by a 60-day test period in
38
SEASIA.
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(S) In a series of communications between COMUSM.ACV, CINCPAC, ICS, and CSAF, the
problam was discussed in terms of what kind of bombs would do the job, and equally importan -,
what type of aircraft could deliver these bombs with sufficient accuracy. Some thought was tiveu
to the "temporary expedient" of using A-lEs, F-4s, and F-10s to deliver the 2,000 pound M-84
bomb and using the F-105 to deliver the 3,000 pound M-118. It was obvious from the beginning,
however, that sufficient accuracy would not be achieved with these aircraft. In some instances,
for example, the site to be cleared would have to be on the very crest of a ridge or top of a
mountain to be of value. Also, it was equally obvious that neither the M-84 nor the M-I18 bomb
had sufficient penetrating and blast characteristics to do the job. 39
(3) Several alternative solutions were considered. One was to marry the M-84 (for penetration) and the M-118 (for blast effect). This combination, however, would require major
modifications and some delay since M-1lls were no longer being manufactured. Another proposal was to take a hard took at a new liquid-filled Astrolilte bomb with a claimed blast yield
three to four times greater than comparable weight conventional bombs. It was further indicated that the first of these bombs could be delivered within seven months of contract approval.
This proposal, however, lost favor when it became obvious that problems associated with the
as-yet-unproven bomb would mean at least a 24 to 36 month delay in production. 40
(S) In mid-May 1968, the Sandia Corporation offered still another proposal. It suggested
building a huge 43,000 pound bomb composed from a liquid petroleum tank and triggering devices left over from the atomic stockpile. This Big Test Vehicle (BTV), as it was called,
would bc six feet in diameter, 244 inches long, and have a blast capability equal to 20 tons of
TNT. Moreover, according to the Air Force Weapons laboratory at Kirtland AFB, New
Mexico, which was particularly enthusiastic about the STV, the bomb could be made quickly,
inexpensively, and could be carried by the B-52.41
(S) A test program for the BTV was set up in CONUS with the planned climax to be a series
of live tests in a Montana forest. As of the end of 1968, however, these tests had not been concluded.
(S) In the meantime, RIDT&E people found a reasonably good solution, though not an entirely
satisfactory one. A supply of more than 200 M-lZI 10, 000 pound high explosive bombs, created
specifically for the now obsolete B-36 bomber, was carried in the Air Force inventory. Corn.
bining ingenuity and imagination, the experts found that the bomb could be effectively carried
and dropped by the CH-54 helicopter (Sky Hook) and, in a palletized version, by the C-130 transport. In both instances, however, the bomb was parachute stabilized and carried a 36 inch
extended fuse to insure detonation just above the ground. 42
(S) In tests conducted in CONUS and SEASIA, some problems became evident. In the first
place, the CH-54, while capable of impressive accuracy, had only a daylight VFR capability.
Also, it was particularly vulnerable to ground fire. The C-130 had all-weather, day or night
capability, but lacked the accuracy of the CH-54. Accuracy could be of prime importance as
shown by one live drop wherein the bomb was only ZS"meters off target; however, because the
bomb fell on the side of a ridge, the landing zone created was not usable. At the same time, it
was discovered that although the Ni- 121 did clear an area without leaving either crate%s or
stamps, this cleared area was only about 40 by 50 meters, which was only large enough to get
one chopper in safely. This was far short of the three.to-five helicopters area desired. The
blast, however, did renderit possible for the one helicopter to land immnediatily and, with
minor engineering
effort, the HLZ could be expanded to accomodate three helicopters in about
43
two hours.
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(S) By mid-November 1t68. all test MX-IZIs in SEASIA had been expended in Project
COMBAT TRAP. Overall, results were favorable although the landing zone itself was still far
smaller than MACV had requested. The desired results would have to wait for the BTV which
was still undergoing development in CONUS. In the meantime, COMUSMACV felt that he would
have to utilize the best available and that was the MK-121. On 29 November, he sent an urgent
request for ten MK-1Zls to be in place in-country NLT 1Z December 1968. "These weapons.
COMUSMACV announced, "are required to support a forthcoming multi-batthe
lion operation in
I CTZ and are considered factors in the conduct of the operation. ,,44
(S) The bombs were used in Operation TAYLOR COMMON in December. Because the HLZs
had to be on a narrow ridge and on a small mountain top, the "miss distances" of between 40 and
ZOOmeters meant that multiple (four or more) bombs had to be used before a suitable LZ for one
helicopter was available. 45 This problem wae anticipated and would receive due attention in the
future. Meanwhile, there was no question but that the concept itself had proven valid.

Articuiated Cargo Carrier

(C) The Articulated Cargo Carrier, a relatively small tracked vehicle pulling a tracked
trailer, was developed to fulfill the need for a full tracked, amphibious, helicopter transport.
able cargo carrier capable of operating during both wet and dry seasons. The carrier provides
exceptional mobility, particularly since it can carry a crew of two and eight passengers or 1500
pounds of cargo at a speed of 32 mph on land or 3.4 mph in the water. The unique feature of this
vehicle is that engine power can be transmitted to the trailer tracks, thus providing traction to
both units.
(C) The Articulated Cargo Carrier arrived in Vietnam for testing in November 1968. At
year's end, it was undergoing evaluation under the aegis of the Army Concept Team in Vietnam
(AC TIV). Z&

ARTILLERY/MORTAR/ROCKET/COUNTERMEASURES

(S) Throughout the year enemy activity in SVN included regular and fairly heavy rocket,
artillery, and mortar attacks on P.VN cities and military installations. This was particularly
true during the Tet Offensive (January and February) and in the majur offensives in May and the
less spectacular offensives of June and August. During the period 6 May to 1S June 1968, for
example, 344 mixed rocket and mortar rounds impacted in the city of Saigon or its suburbs. 47
(S) Such activity prompted a major countereffort on the part of MACV, particularly in developing a means of promptly identifying the enemy firing sites in order to permit swift and effective retaliation. Generally, this development took the form of R&D efforts to locate the firing
sites through the use of radar and sound ranging (acoustical) detection systems.
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The AN/TNS-9

(C) In September 1967. M4ACSA and the Army Concept Team in Vietnam (ACTIV) arranged
for 13 sets of AN/TNS-3 sound ranging equipment to be delivered in-country to locate VC/NVA
firing locations. These W'WUI sets proved inadequate, which led to the introduction of a new
sound ranging system, designated the AN/TNS-9, which had been developed by Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. Generally this system utilized microphone arrays located at positions bordering a
friendly installation. The microphones detect the sound of a weapon discharge and feed it to the
processors which determine an azimuth from a given microphone array to the sound source.
Two or more aximuths are then used to triangulate the exact location of the sound source. The
AN/TNS-9 was designated to give a near 'real-time" readout capability. In theory, therefore,
it seemed to offer a reasonably good solution to the problem of locating a sound source.
(C) The one AN/TNS-9 in existence was brought to Vietuam on 24 February 1968, and began
operation at Dong Ha with the 108th Artillery Group in early March. The test period came to an
end on Z April and the system was returned to CONUS for furl'er operational evaluation and
marrying up with a digital computer. The latter was especially designed to allow discrimination
against extraneous noises while concentrating on that part of the sound frequency spectrum associated with artillery, rockets, or mortars. At the end of 1968 the CONUS evaluation was not
yet complete and, therefore, the results of the CONUS test were still "inconclusive. "48

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Sound Ranging System

(S) The LASL (Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory) Sound Ranging System is a short base
line, automatic azimuth computing artillery/mortar locator. The basic system consists of four
unattendedmonitoring stations, each with four microphones mounted on a vertical frame, an
automatic azimuth computer, an automatic telemetry transmitter, and' a base station Which re.
ceives all incoming data. When the microphone array senses a sound signal, the azimuth computer analyzes the sound to eliminate certain false alarms, measures the minute differences in
time of arrival of the signal at each of the microphones (automatically compensating for di!ferences in air density and temperature), and computes the azimuth to the sound source. This
refined azimuth is then telemetered to the base sration where it is duly plotted on a map. With
two or more such azimuths, the base station operator is able to triangulate a fix. 49
(S) While sound ranging systems are generally known for their lack of reliability, the LASL
system gives promise of reversing the trend. Tests by the 108th FA Gp and elements of the III
MAF, conducted between 20 June and 24 August, revealed azimuth accuracy of tZ5 mile on in.
dividual shots and ±15 mile on mtttiple shots. (Mile are used by artillerymen to express azimuth relationships. Approximately 17.7 mile is equivalent to one degree of bearing). With
such precision, the test units were able to obtain 549 target coordinates at distances up to
20, 000 meters during the 60-day test period. Several "unconfirmed" weapons locations and a
rocket launch site were also recorded. 50
(S) ACTIV conducted tests of the LASL system in iII CTZ during the latter part of 1968.
Results of the tests had not been published by year's end.

at0
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The AN/TPQ-28

(C) Perhaps the most promising counter artillery/mortar/rocket device considered in FY68
was the AN/TPQ-28 radar set. Preliminary test%indicated that the AN/TPO-28 would have an
"excellent first round" detection and a precise (within 50 meters) location capability against
mortars. With an overall range limitation of II kilometers, however, the AN/TPQ-Z8 had only
a "good" capability against rockets and a "rather limited" capability against artillery. 51
(C) The desirability of the AN/TPQ-Z8 was further limited by the cost which was estimated
to be $1, 927, 000 per set. At the same time, essential redesign of the antenna system and increase in receiver-transmilter output meant that production quantities of the radar could n't be
expected before the end of 1969. 5
(C) Because of excessive cost and delay. DA requested on 7 August that the total USA.V
requirement for the AN/TP-.28 be reexamined and validated, both as to quantities required and
their proposed locations. At the same time, however. DA offered suggestions as to several
possible substitute units, all of which cost considerably less than the AN/TPQ-ZB and, equally
important, could'be delivered in a matter of months. DA indicated that the AN/UPS-I, a USMC
Air Defense Radar, had produced "excellent results" in controlled tests. The Aets had detected
mortar positions at 30 kilometers, artillery at 20 km and rockets at 15 kin, all with a reasonable degree of accuracy as to location. 53
(C) DA also recommended consideration of the AN/TPN-8 and the AN/MPQ-35, both of
which were ground controlled, precision, approach-type radars already in use in Vietnam. DA
thought that both sets could be used immediately to "assist" in artillery/counter mortar/ro-ket
activity. With relatively inexpensive modifications, estimtated to be between 5 and 15 thousand
dollars per set, the effective pickup range could be increased to 8.9 kilometers for the AN/TPN8 and Z5-30 kilometers for the AN/MPQ-35. 54
(C) At year's end,. the issue over the AN/TPQ-Z8 and the suggestel substitutes was still
unresolved. A primary reason was the decline of enemy "attacks-by-fire, " particularly after
the half-hearted August offensive. This decline naturally resulted in a corresponding decline in
the urgency of the problem,*
MITHRAS FIREWATCH
IS) In October 1967, a CIUCPAC Project AR.MOROCCO (Artillery/Mortar/Rocket CounterMeasures) conference asked for construction and combat test and evaluation of a counter artillery/mortar device, based on a design used by the Air Force in detecting ground fire against
aircraft. As a result of this request, a new system called MI-:HNAS FIREWATCH, named for
its developer, was brought into being. Its purpose was to place a forward observer rn a fixed
observation post with an improved capability to detect and pinpoint the source of hostile artillery and mortar fire.
(S) The MITH-.AS FIP.EWATCH System is composed of three principal subsystems: the
detection subsystem consisting of four acquisition infrared telescopes, for initial detection of
flashes, a "main" pedestal, on which are mounted, in parallel, a precision infrared telescope,
an M-43 battery commander's telescope, a night observation device (NOD), and a laser range
finder; the acoustical subsystem made up of a microphone array which, in conjunction with the
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precision infrared telescope, provides azimuth data on sound origins: finally, the remote control
subsystem consisting of a remote display panel which displays both azimuth and range. 5
(S) Two MITHE.AS FIRE.WATCH Systems entered RVN in early June and operational testing
by the 108th FA Op near Con Thien and by elements of the III MAF began on the 24th of that
month. The tests continued through 2Z August. However, the 108th FA Op submitted an interim
report on 30 July which announced that the MITHRAS FIPEWATCH System provided a "significant increase" in the ability to detect both the firing positions and the impact areas of artillery
and mortar shells under "all conditions of visibility." The 108th CA Op reported that the acoustical subsystem was "disappointing," and that the Infrared devices had a susceptibility to solar
reflections and, therefore, a high false alarm rate. Still the combination of the commanders's
telescope, infrared telescopes, the NOD, and the laser range finder had proved of "great value.For this reason, the 108th FA Op offered as an "initial recommendation' the suggestion that the
systems remain in-country after the formal testing period and that more RDT&E effort be directed towards improving the acoustical and infrared components. At the same time, it recommended that MACV arrange for six of the systems to be placed in-country as soon as possible. 56
Visual Airborne Target Locator System
(U) The Visual Airborne Target Locator Systenis (VATLS) advertised purpose was to detect,
acquire, identify, and precisely locate terrestrial targets for the purpose of bringing artillery
and short-range missile fire to bear on them. The system was designated to provide near "realtime" reaction by friendly artillery to air observations of enemy targets.
(C) The airborne equipment associated with VATLS (Airborne Target Data Set, AN/ASD-2)
is mounted on a pallet in the cargo area of a UH- I series helicopter. It consists of the following
subsystems: Stabilized Telescope. Laser Rtanging, Attitude Referesice, Transponder, Beacon,
Control, Console, Relay Antenna, and Airborne Data Handling.
(C) The ground portion of VATLS (Data Analysis Central, AN/TSQ-45) Is installed in an
electrical equipment shelter and a modified MIOI 3/4-ton trailer. The shelter may be mounted
on an M,37 3/4-ton truck. The following subsystems comprise the Central: Computing, Operator's
Console, Aircraft Tracker, Distance Measuring, and Theodolite and Orienting.
(U) The concept of VATLS operation is that when an airborne observer detects a target, he
transmits pbsitional reference information to the ground equipment which automatically process.
es it to determine target location. A precision microwave angular tracker and distance measuring equipment at the ground station establish the location of the aircraft at the moment of target
marking. 57
(U) The first of two VATL.S. accompanied by 12 military personnel and two ýechnical representatives, arrived in-country in December 1967 and were attached to the t08th FA op at Dong
Ha. On 15 January 1968, the system was declared operational. 58
(C) By March, because of low operational availability of the total VATLS. (e. g. 25 percent
operational availability of the total system during the period 28 February - 14 March), USARV retuested that the second VATLS, with or without the infrared sensing modification it was supposed
to Incorporate, andadditional trained operators be shipped as soon as possible. USARV stated,
"With two systems and additional operators available, operational time of at least one system
would be greatly increased and a subsequent increase in data collection and target acquisition
capability would result." 59
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(C) An attempt to use VATIS in an A Shau Valley operation in May was unsuccessful be.
cause of a problem with the data link which is believed to have been caused by radio frequency
interference (RFI) on the VATLS-assigned frequencies. Upon its return to Dogn Ha, the system
functioned properly. 60
(C) The second VATLS with Infrared Gun Flash Detector (IaRGD) began operating in Vietnam in October. However, by December, USARV concluded that although VATLS demonstrated
great potential, it should be withdrawn to CONUS fcr modification and improvement. USAP.V
credited VATL.S with the capability to:
Precisely locate previously acquired enemy tarsets when working in conjunction with AO's/FAC's.
Provide accurately located bench marks for AO's/
PACIs operating in the DMZ.
Complete artillery surveys in remote locations.
Survey newly emplaced friendly artillery pomi.
tions and observation points.
(C) "The second system. whichwas equippedwith an IR-GFD, demonstrated some capability
for acquiring active artillery and small arms fire, " USARV stated. "When perfected, this
capability should greatly enhance the acquisition/location capability of the VATLS. "61
(U) At the same time, USARV pointed out the following shortcomings:
The reliability of the VATLLI was totally unsatisfactory, particularly the DMi Distance Measuring
System;
The DMS was handicapped also by RFI problems
due to its low power, non-directional antennas and
cluttered frequenciet;
The equipment weight was excessive, putting undue strain on and/or limiting the fuel load of the
UH- 1H, resulting in potentially hazardous flying
conditions;
The equipment was not palletised to the point
that it could be readily transferred from one aircraft to another in the even- of air-frame damage.
(C) USAR.V ended with the recommendations that the shortcomnitigs be corrected and consideration be given to deploying the improved VATLS in a fined-wing aircraft to capitalize on
the reduced operating costs and the greater reliability of that platform. 62

MUNITIONS AND WEAPONS SYSTEMS

(U) Because of a wide variety of targets and terrain features, and a broad diversity of
weapons delivery and placement methods, the Vietnam War, more than any other modern conflict since World War IL, has required considerable RDTkE effort on the development and/or
improvement of certain munitions. Understandably, most such effort has had a specific purpose
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in m ad. A family of area denial weapons. for example, tam. into being to deny the enemy un.
inhibited access to important areta.
Other programs wnre designed to increase the effectiveness
of existing munitions against personnel, vehicles, and defensive positions. while still others
aimed at "neutralizing" the enemy with chemical riot control agents.

Area Denial

(U) Over the past two or three years, a regular family of "denial" weapons came into being.
The following examples represent those under development and/or testing and evaluation during
1968. Included also is one device which, for various reasons, was found unworthy of further
consideration and, as a result. was refused further emphasis by RDTLE units.

RINGTROP
(3) RNGTOr-OP was a small, noA-explosIve, anti-personnel and anti-vehicle device used for
both arta denial and as an aid in interdiction. A variant of the ancient caltrops, it consisted of
a plastic ring with two sc'aiitar-shaped blades riveted to the ring. The theory of employmoert
was that the device, which had a self-destruct capability through corrosion in 30 to 90 days.
would hinder troop movements into the seeded area and, employed along roadways, would temporarily block traffic, thus making the vehicles vuinerable to air interdiction. 63
This skepti.
(S) By the ond of 1967, there was already doubt as to the value of UINGOTPOP.
cism was further cotfirmed in 1968 when 7AF :a.-cluded that explosive devices were more ofproving
too
expensive
fective than &NGTROP in temporarily halting traffic. Moreover, it was
to modify high speed aircraft for accurate RINGLROV" delivery and cargo type aircraft would
have to operate at a dangerously low level. 64 At the same time, the III MAT, which had looked
with favor on RIN=TROP during much of 1967, concluded that it no longer had an adequate re-,
quirement for'the device. In particular, the Marines found that its deployment "did not warrant
helicopter use in high risk antiaircraft areas" and "its undetermined ground effectiveness does
not Justify development of another dispensing system. "65 Finally, it was discovered that the
enemy bad proven adept at harvesting the devices before self destruction and utilizing them
against friendly forces. 66 Because Its shortcomIngs now obviously outweighed its advantages,
CINCPAC, on 2 February 1968, recommnended "no further development and/or testing relative
to this devits. "67

GRAVEL
(8) A series of mnti-personnel harassment mines, known under the general name of
GRAVEL, have been used in E&AMA since 1966. Basically, they are relatively small, irregular
shaped land mines deployed from aitecraft. The devices are kept inert until after clearin .the
aircraft and they also have a chemically activated self-neutralization system to render them
safe after a specified period of time.
(5) The first generation GRAVEL mine, the XM-27. caused some anxiety, primarily because its self-neutraLization system was unreliable and several unfortunate incidents occurred
before the magnitude of the problem wr8 fully realised. Indeed, in January 1968, COMUSMACV
totA the position that "as a result of experience with GRAVEL, this headquarters "s reluctant to
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accept munitions which self sterilize or self destruct for use in areas where friendly forces may
be employed in the forseeable future. 68 Use of the XM-27 was discontinued in March 1968 but
RDT&E effort on more advanced GRAVEL mines continued. The result has been not only variety
but also increased reliability. At the end of tle year, regular GRAVEL, "Small GRAVEL."
and "•icro GRAVEL" mines were in use, with the latter so small that tLey were used primarily
as "noisemakers" to trigger acoustical sensors. At the same time, each category could be
given a variety of life spans so that operationally an area could be made hazardous for the enemy
and then safe for friendly forces according to a pre-set schedule.
(S) Despite its promise, there were still some limitations to the use of GRAVEL at year's
end. In the first place, use of the weapons depended in large part on A-i aircraft availability
since the A-i was the only plane "certifed" for GRAVEL delivery. Secondly, A-i deliveries
required a "permissive environment" free of AAA threat. Thirdly, GRAVEL had proven easy
to sweep and indications were that the enemy had caught on to the trick. Finally,while mot
GRAVEL had an effective life of 15 days, it was not completely sterile until after 60 days.%"

Wide Area Anti-Porsonnel Mine
(S) One of the newest area denial weapons of 1968 ts the Wile Area Anti-Personnel Mine
(WAAPM). So small that it can be carted in the palm of the hand, this ball-shaped fragmentstion weapon is nonetheless highly effective. Designed to be delivered by high speed tactical
aircraft, it islike the GRAVEL mine. m ,de "active" only after it has left the airplane. Upon
impact with the ground, it shoots out a series of thread-like wires. An intruder nassing within
Z5 feet of the rmine itself sets off an explosion by touching or trlpping one of the wires.
(S) WAAPM was initially scheduled for combet employment in SEA in May 1968. CONUS
evaluation and production delays, however, set the schedule b .k until the end of the year. Indeed, it was Septembir before the New Equipment Training Tean' (NETT) for WAAPM conducted
introduction briefi•gs and training sessions in-country. 70

Riot Control Agent
(9) Non-lethal, incapaciting "riot control" agent CS was first used in ViL %m in 1967.
While leftist organizations around the world camprained of its use, the agent had proven both
tactically feasible and effective. However, 1968 was the year that CS came of age, not so much
because of broader acceptance but because of a wider variety of legitimate uses.
(5) C3 was ujed in Saigon during the Tet Offensive when it became necessary to dislodge VC
while avoiding excessive damage to buildings. Also, at the siege of Khe Sanh, CS was used to
help form a barrier and to channel VC attacks. But perhaps the most impressive of all has been
the use of CS-I and the more water-resistant version, CS-2, in the interdiction of personnel,
vehicles and supplies when used in connection with airstritkee. In one instance when CS was used
on an infiltration trail in the A Shau Valley, the forward air controller reported no enemy movement for five days. On another occasion CS was used on Route 548, cowring a section of the
road Just cut by an air strike. At first the VC/NVA troops attempted to wash away the CS with
water but, when this failed, a bulldozer was employed. Entoring the CS area, the driver lost
control and rolled off the road. The abandoned bulldozer was subsequently destroyed by TACAIR.
The interdicted road, which normally could have been reopened in 3-S hours, remained closed
for four days without additional effort, T1 "Zn-country tests, " COMUSMACV concluded, "have
,Z
established CS as an effective area denial weapon ....
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(TS) Such success naturally led to consideration of CS in conjunction with other weapons
systems and towards other purposes. Aviators, for example, saw considerable promise in using
CS in the rescue of downed fliers. A well-placed spread of CS could be more effective and certeinly leis dangerous than the suppressive fire now available to almost all downed airmen.
Sterilization of an area might also neutralize the man to ýi rescued but at least he could be gotten out safely and. in time. would recover. Even more impressive, however, was the proposal
to use CS in conjunction with road interdiction and subsequent airstritkes on congregated vehicles.
Bloce~ed vehicles would be unusually vulnerable to pinpoint detection by FACs and sensor carrying
aircraft. Destruction by TACAIR or 3-52 strikes would follow. 73
(TS) There was also some consideration given to settin" up major barriers by unloading
vast quantities of CS from cargo-type aircraft. At year's end, this concept had been tried and
found feasible. Both the C.123 and Co130 aircraft had dropped strings of 55 gallon drums with
good pattern effect, Finally, major effort was underway a the development of a CS filled bomb
capable of delivery by high speed aircraft. This bomb is designated BLU-52.
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IEXJ
2Msration INFERNO
(S) Operation INFERNO (later BANISH bI.CH), another area denial enterprise, grew out
of a huge forest fire of unknown origin which rajed for about ten days in early April 1968
throughout the VC sanctuary of the U Minh Forest in the southern tip of Vietnam. This area was
ravaged by fire to a much greater extent than any military burn effort in Vietnam had been able
to accomplish. Although smoke prevented accurate damage assessment, numerous secondary
explosions and dens* smoke indicated extensive destruction of VC POL and ammunition stores.
ITS) On 20 April, CINCPAC requested comments from COMUSMACV on the feasibility of
attempting burn operations, similar to the U Minh Forest fire. in areas of the UII and IV CTZs
and in the Rung Sat Special Zone. 79
(S) COMUSMACV was able to reply that the Rung Sat Special Zone was not ccnducive to setting self-sustained fires since much of it was under water during high tide. He indicated further
that the fire in the U Minh Forest was possible only because there bad been no rein for more
than three months, a strong wind int~e right direction prevailed, and the extremely dry ground
foliage had a peat-like consistency.
IS) Despite the likelihood of being unable to start self-sustaining fires, M-ACV, during
April, conducted several burn/attack missions, code name, INFERNO to examine the feasibility
and practicability of massive fire attacks against known enemy cancelstrations in heavy jungle
growth. The primary objective of the attacks was to destroy enemy re, ources within a specific
location in jungle territory; secondarily, to induce a self-sustaining forest fire to deny a large
area of jungle terrain to enemy use.
(S) The concept was to saturate a selected jungle area with fuel oil (JP-4 and diesel) which
would burn intensely upon ignition and by concentration of such intense heat, smoke and suffocation, assure the complete destruction of enemy material and personnel in the selected area. 61
(5) MACV flew four such missions on 7, Z7, 28 and 29 April against selected jungle targets
in established enemy base areas in Long lXhanh and Bien Hoa Provinces. On each mission, fourteen C-130 Lircraft dispensed sixty-four 55 gallon drums of fuel per aircraft in the selected target box. This highly inflammable area was then ignited to produce a massive fire blanket.
Visual observation and photo coverage confirmed the intensity and magnitude of the localized fire
as well as the density and persistence of enormous smoke clouds. It was most improbable that
enemy resources of any nature could have survived the heat, flame, smoke and suffocation en.
vironmont produced. The fire was not selfUsustaining but possibly would have been so with a
more favorable wind.
(S) The target boxes were marked by FACe. C-h30e flew at trail at 2,000 feet separation,
3, 000 feet altitude, and released their palletised loads by timing from a pre-establithed initial
point. C-130 extraction procedures were standard. Pallets of four drums each separated after
release and the drums fractured on impact. On the first mission, ignition was provided by
fighter-delivered napalm; however, on subsequent missions, self-ignition was provided by use of
a smoke grenade attached to one of the drums in each aircraft load. A backup method of ignition
was provided by the FAC aircraft firing white phosphorus rockets into the fuel saturated area. 82
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(S) Throughout the summer, ceveral more test runs were made on BANISH BEACH, as the
operation was now called. These tests continued to show that no matter how good the theory,
there were enough practical limiting factors to raise the question of discontinuing the program.
7AF, in a message dated 31 Suly, recommended termination of BANISH BEACH operations because of "limited airlift resources, aircraft vulnerability, low delivery accuracy, and a lack of
conclusive EDA to reflect improvement over the capability of presently available in-country
tactical ait resources. 43

(5) COMUSMACV, after receiving comments from his subordinate commernds, decided to
hold the program in abeyance due to limitations imposed by lack of resources, inconclusive bomb
damage assessAent and the necessity to effect needed improvements.
Project PAVE \1AY
(C) PAVE WAY was a project to develop and test a terminally guided high explosive bomb
similar to the WALLEYE system which was already in use in SEASIA. But whereas WALL! YE
used TV as the sighting mechanism, PAVE WAY looked to three possible aiming methods, i.e.,
laser electro.optical (E-O) and infrared (IR). The tatter two systems were tested in CONUS
during the year and did not reach SEASI"•
The laser PAVE WAY, !.owe "r, arrived in August
1968 and was successfully tested in the following months by the 8th T.,rdcal Fighter Wing. 4
(C) The laser PAVE WAY utilized a series of detectors and amplifiers tied to a modified
Shrike mises;le control system. The system thus had the capability of detecting the reflected
laser energy bounced off the target by another airplane.-thts procedure left the weapon inde: ndent of inherent guidance target sub-system characteristics, such as contrast (TV) or tompexature (IfP)-.compute the necessary information, and feed corrections to the bomb's control surfaces. In this manner, the bomb actually guided itself onto the target with sufficient accuracy
to be reasonably certain of a lethal hit. The value of.such a weapon, particularly in interdiction
work against bridges, tunnels and other "choke points," is obvious. 85

Anti-Swimmer Buoy
(C) Another form of area denial was the Anti-Swimmer Buoy developed by the US Navy Mine
Defense Laboratory as a device for protecting bridges, barges, etc. In the past, these particu.
lar links or modes of transportation had been prize targets of the VC who usually placed their
mines by hand at night. The anti-switmer buoy, as its name implies, was designed to countract this activity.
(C) The buoy was very simple. Deployed, it consisted of a small 6" a 15" ethafoam float.
a nonfilament line with numerous three barbed fish hooks, and an anchor device. The buoy was
prepared so that it came packed with the fish hooks buried in the foam and could xe deployed
simply by pulling a pin which allowed a center rod and an anchor to come free. As the anchor
sank to the bottom, it released the line.
(C) The device could be used in water up to 40 fet deep and, when placed in lines to form
two barriers, had a 90 percent chance of snagging a swimmer attempting to get through. Tested
at Cam Ranh Bay and Nha Be during the year, the device proved easy to handle, accumulated
very little debris, and created the overall impression that they would be very effective in discouraging swimmers from approaching defended targets. 86
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Selected Munitions
(S) 1968 witnessed the introduction into RVN of a new family of Selected Munitions for
testing and evaluation. Originally called Controlled Fragmentation Munitions (COFRAM), the
series were all composed of clusters of swall bomblets. These bomblets. each of which is
small enough to be carried in the palm of the hand, are wedge-shaped when packaged. After
being expelled in flight from the carrying canister, stabilizing vanes spring into positions.
assisting in a good scatter pattern and insuring that the individual bomblet strikes the ground at
the point of the wedge. Upon impact with the ground, a very sensitive triggering and expulsion
mechanism ejects upward a small ball-shaped fragmentation grenade timed to explode some
four to six feet above the ground. 87 To an observer on the ground, the explosions appear as
'ýnumerous small flashes of light."

(S) The potential of Selected Munitions as an anti-personnel weapon is obvious. By providing multiple sources of high-velocity shrapnel, a much broader and more lethal area of destruction is possible. Moreover, by providing above-ground bursts, the fragments can be deadly
against troops in foxholes and other field fortifications. Also, the size of the bomblets permits
their use in a variety of ordnance ranging from hand-thrown grenades to large aerial bombs.
During 1968, in-country tests included evaluation of no less than two categories of grenades,
four different mortar rounds, three artillery projectiles, and one aerial bomb. 88
(8) CINCPAC authorized the use of Selected Munitions in SEASIA on 20 January 1968 and, at
the same time, established a 120-day operational testing and evaluation period. The test began
in February but was terminated in mid-May in order to have a final report ready by 15 June.
This report was overall favorable to Selected Munitions. It pointed out the limitations, including
the basic ineffectiveness of the weapon against troops under cover, such as in bunkers. Also,
the bomblets were not as effective in dense growth as had been hoped and there was a relatively
minor dud problem when the bomblets landed in soft mud or water. The enemy would be sure
to exploit this discrepancy, using the duds to manufacture bombs and booby traps of his own.
Other limiting factors, however, were generally connected with strengths of the system. Be
cause of the lethal spread, for example, use had to be avoided near friendly troops or near civilians. This, in turn, meant that would-be users had to be absolutely certain of hostile targets
and the relative location of friendly forces before employing Selected Munitions.
(S) On the other hand, Selected Munitions could be very deadly under optimum conditions,
such as enemy troops in rice paddies. The very variety of delivery methods promised a bright
future for the munitions. During the test period, for example, 409 targets were attacked using
hand grenades, mortars, artillery shells and aerial bombs. Targets included various groups
of enemy personnel, among them armed patrols, rocket, mortar and artillery teams, and, in at
least one instance, personnel manning and supporting AAA batteries. On this latter occasion,
Marine air units dropped Selected Munitions on a flak suppression mission and reported a
"greater suppression of ground fire than was previously achieved in the same area using conventional bombs, rockets and napalm." In several instances, the attacks proved so disrupting
to enemy personnel that they "reacted as if they were caught in a mine field. -89
(S) Redesignated 'Improved Conventional Munitions (ICM)," these items were undergoing
continuedtesting andevaluation at the year's end. Most activity centered on selecting the opti.
mum fusing, container, etc., for each of the delivery methods. Preparations were underway
for the testing in early 1969 of the latest aerial version, the CEU-7, which contains some 1, 200
miniature bomblets.
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COMMUNICA TIONS

(U) RDT&E efforts to improve portions of the vast communications system in SEASIA continued throughout CY68. Some improvements were more or less routine but there were also
significant advancements.
(S) During the year, a system known as "Little Joe" appeared. This simple idea which consisted of raising the antennae of ground radios above the jungle canopy by means of a balloon had
been tried back in the early 1960's but, for some reason, had been discontinued. M.ACSA resur.
rected it in 1968 with impressive results. In effect, the simple technique increased the range of
small patrol radios from a few kilometers to more than sixty kilometers. 90
(C) Another relatively simple but impressive device was the infrared rotating beacon. Not
much larger than a flashlight and invisible to the naked eye, the flashing beacon can be seen up to
6 km with a metascope. The advantages of such a system are obvious. The beacon could flash
the position of a patrol or helicopter landing zone without normally revealing the same information to the enemy. 91
(C) The so-called "Burst Transmitter" brought down to the tactical level a technique well
known to the expensive and sophisticated transmission/relay systems. As the name impliss, it
involved the use of a "burst" or very rapid transmission of individual messages. The problem
was to develop the field capability to tape the message at a slow speed, run it through the transmitter at a very rapid rate, and then reverse the process on the reception end. R&D soon provided this capability although for the time being messages had to be sent in Morseatype code.
Although this procedure was a limitation, it was more than offset by the obvious advantages of
this system. Because the transmission was of short duration, the power could be raised
accordingly. Simultaneously, it decreased the traffic, which is at times a prime consideration.
Also, it made the whole transmission process much more difficult for the enemy to intercept
and decode. 9Z
(C) The Remote Area Terminal System (RATS) made its appearance early in the year and
represented something quite new. The system uses both ground and airborne equipment to bring
landing helicopters into relatively remote combat zones under poor weather conditions. It
operates in much the same way as the costly, permanent Ground Controlled Approach (GCA) in
use throughout much of the world; that is, equipment on the ground and in the airplane combine
to give the pilot relative position and glide slope information to the field. Unlike GCA, RATS is
relatively inexpensive and is highly mobile.

Moved into the area, this terminal equipment gives

the incoming pilot bearing, distance and glide slope information. Moreover, it allows the pilot
to select his own approach path, a highly significant advantage when, as is frequently the case,
some approaches are more dangerous than others. 93
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Ibid.

090419Z Apt 68, SubJ: COMBAT TRAP (U),

cit. #3.
#.

COMBAT TRAP

Nov 68, Subj: Research and Development, Vol 2, No 3 (U),

MACJ3, Jan, Apr 68, SubJ:

Op-4.

Monthly Historical Summaries (U), Op-4.
Research and Development, Vol 2, No 2 (U), Gp-4.

Z42140Z May 68, Subj: AN/TPQ-Z8 Orni. Directional

072336Z Aug 68, Subj: 260 Counter-Mortar/Rocket Capability

55. Ltr (S), Hq 108th ARTY OP to CO PROVCORPSV, ot a.L, 30 Jul 68, Subj: Evaluation of the
Mithras Tirewatch System (U), Gp-4.
56.

Ibid.

57. Brochure (C), Boll Aerosystems Inc, n. d.

Subj: VATLS:

Visual Airborne Target Locator

System (U), Gp-None.

58.

Ltr (C), AVHCC-DST to COMUSMACV, n.d., (ca Jan 68), SubJ: AN/UNS-1 Visual Airborne Target Locator System (VATLS) (U), Op-4.

59.

Meg (C). CO USARV to DA, Z50746Z Mar 68, SubJ: Visual Airborne Target Locator System
(VATLS) (U), Gp-4.
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60.

Meg (C), CC USARV to DA, 270910Z May 68, Subj:
(VATLS) Evaluation (U), Gp-4.

61.

Meg (C), CC USARV to DA,
Watch (U), Op-4.

62.

Ibid.

63.

Bklt (TS). MAC:031,

64.

Meg (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC,

65.

Ibid.

66.

Meg (S), CINCPAC to COMUSMACV, et at...

67.

Meg (S), CINCPACrLT to CINCPAC. ZS00Z7Z Feb 68, Subj: PINGTROP (U), Op-4.

.68.

Visutil Airborne Target Locator System

180955Z Doc 68, Subj: Continued R&D for VATLS and Fire.

16 Sep 68, Subj: MACV Command History,

1967 (U), Op-i.

151411Z Feb 68, Subj: RI/NTROP (U), Op-4.

042031Z Mar 68, SubJ:

Mag (S). COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 040805Z Jan 68, Subj:
Op-4.

RINOTROP (U), Gp-4.

WAAPM Requirements (U),

69.

Msg (S), COMtISMACV to COC11 FFORCEV, 010Z46Z Nov 68, SubJ: Use of Oravat Mines (U)
Op-4.

70.

Meg (S), COMUSMACV to CC UI MAF, 091650Z Mar 68, Subj: Wide Area Anti-Personnel
Mine (WAAPM) (U), Op-4: Rpt (S), MAC33, ZZOct 68, Subj: Monthly Historical Summary,
Sep 68 (U), Gp-4.

71.

Meg (TS), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 211740Z Oct 68, Subj:

7Z.

Ibid.

73.

Ibid.

74.

Meg (S), COMUSMACV to CO USARV. 180458Z Aug 68, Subj:
Briefing, MACJ341, 30 Oct 68, Subj: Not Stated, Gp-None.

75.

Ibid.

76.

Rpt (S), MAC;3,

77.

Briefing (S), MACJ341,

78.

Rpt (TS),

79.

Meg (TS), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 030545Z May 68. Subj: Burn Operations in SVN (U),
Op-4.

80.

Ibid.

81.

Meg (S), COMUSMACV to CO III MAT, 071ZSOZ May 68, Subj: Operation INrERNO (U),
Op.4.

Classified, Op-l.

BLU-72 OPEVAL (U). Op-4;

ZZ Oct 68, SubJ: Monthly Historical Summary, Sep 68, Gp-4.
30 Oct 68, Subj:

Not Stated, Op-None.

MACS3-053, 18 Dec 68, SubJ: Historical Summary, Nov 68, Op-4.

UNCLASSIFIED
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82.

M4g (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 150257Z May 68, Siibj: Operation INFERNO (U), Op..4.

8s.

Mle (Si. CG u ]FFOcEV to COMUSMACV, OS1100Z Aug 68, Subj: banish Beach Mission
(V). Gp-4! Meg (S). CG III MAr to COMUSMACV, 201454Z Aug 68, Subj: Banish Beach
Missions (U), Qp-4.

84.

R&D Nltr (C), MACl3,

Nov 68, Subj: Research and Development Vol 2, No 3 (U), Op-4.

as.
86.

Ibid.

87.

Rpt (S), DA, 7 Jun 68, Subj: Evaluation of Selected Munitions (U), Op-14on.

88.

Ibid.

89.

Ibid.

90.

Briefing (5),

91.

Ibid.

92.

Ibid.

93.

Meg (C). DA to CINCUSARPAC,
(R.ATS) (U), Op-4.

MACSA,

Office of Dr. McMillan.

22 Nov 68, Subj:

122234Z .Tan 68, Subj:
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CHAPTER XI
CONTINGENCY PLANS AND SPECIAL STUDIES

CONTINGENCY PLANS
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T.Day Planning

6W T-Day planning, the planning for the day that hostilities in SV`N terminate, consumed the
greatest amount of energy and time of any project in MAC35 in 1968. By the very nature of the
project, all sections of the staff were tasked to support this project. Voluminous and "short.
fused" correspondence was generated to subordinate commnands and received from senior com.
menders almost continuously.
WY The objectives of T-Day planning were to lay the groundwork for an orierly withdrawal
of US/FWMA forces from RVN and to facilitate the reconstitut'n of US PACOM strategic reserve forces.
(Or Logistical aspects of T-Day planning were particularly important. Determination of
assets, disposition of excesses, capabilities of seaports and aerial ports, requirements for
processing materiel, phasing of cargo and passengers through oeaportz and aerial ports, and
continuing logistical support for residual forces were typical of the planning areas which demanded attention. To concentrate better on these planning areas, a T-Day planningagroup was
astablished in MAC34 Plans and Requirements Division with representation from MACDC and
MACCORDS.
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(S) At the beginning of 1968, T-Day planning was limited to development of a preliminary
understanding of goals and definition of terms between OSD and JCS. Tn early 1968, MACV developed four residual force levels. These ranged from a MAAG to a MAAG plus a three-division
combat force. In August, following receipt of TCS planning guidance, MACV developed preliminary tine-phased planning concepts for withdrawal of US/FWMA major forcei under three
alternatives:
Redeploymsent
Complete

Roll
Up_

Residual
Presence

Alternative

T-Day

R Dav*

A

31 Dec 68

1 Sul 69

R+6

R+6
thru
R+9

MAAG

31 Dec 68

1 Jul 69

R+IZ

Cornplete by
R+lZ

MAAG

31 Dec 68

1 Jul 69

R+12

Cornplst* by
R+12

MAAG+Z
Division
Combat
Force

C

4'T°Day was the day that hostilities in South Vietnam were terminated based on a
determination made or joined in by the US that the essential conditions for a cessation of hostilities were being met.
*oR.Day was the day that major force withdrawals from Southeast Asia would begin.
would be determined alter conditions establishing T-Day had stabilized enough
to allow such withdrawals.

"This

(S) In November, Alternative C was further identified in terms of major unit designation,
strength, andresidual stationing plan by MAACV and forwarded to CIMCPAC. A definition of the
roll-up force for Alternati're A was also completed.
(S) During October-November, an Alternative 0 was developed and submitted to CINCPAC.
In general terms, Alternative 0 was:

Alternative

T-Day

R-Day

D

31 Dec 68

1 Tul 69

Redeployment
Complete
R+6 or I1
months

Residual
Presence
MAAQ
and
Shortfall
Units

The US shortfall package was tailored to make up specific shortfalls in RVNAF combat, combat support and combat service support capabilities. The initial size of the shortfall package
would depend upon the actual time frame of US withdrawal from RVNI. The shortfall package
would decrease as RVNAF combat, combat support and combat service support units were
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activated in conformance with the Phase I goals of the RVNAF Improvement and Modernization
program.
(3) Alternative X was a planning alternative which provided for major force withdrawals
con)pleted by R+6 months under the provisions of the Manila Communique, roll-up of supplies
and equipment by R+9 months and a residual MAAG support force of 38, 000 personnel. This
differed from Alternative A in that the period between T- and R-Day was an indefinite period.
Alternative A concerned w.thdrawal of forces from Southeast Asia, whereas Alternative E concerned withdrawal of forces from South Vietnam only.
(5) During the latter hall of 1968, MACV developed a list of unresolved T-Day issues requiring guidance/resolution by higher authority. CINCPAC was provided MACV recommenda.
tions on each issue. The issues included questions related to personnel, operations, logistics,
communications, and construction.
(S) In mid-December. DEPSECDEF directed that T-Day planning procedures provide for
advancing the assumed date for T-Day in increments of one quarter as the previously assumed
date was overtaken by time. Additionally, it was directed that plans be made to update the
critical information necessary for maintaining force redeployment schedules from Southeast
Asia and worldwide force adjustment plans. In keeping with the guidance, at year-end T-Day
was adjusted from 31 December 1968 to 31 March 1969 and R-Day from 30 Junse 1969 to 30 Sep.
tember 1969.
(S) On 28 December. MACJS distributed a revised draft plan for the withdrawal phase of
post-hostilities planning in Vietnam (COMUSMACV draft Oplan 69-69) and requested submission
of comments and/or completed annexes in early January 1969.2

Operation EL PASO

(TS) On 6 Tanuary, COMUSMACV directed MACJS to prepare an outline concept for a corps.
size operation in the Laos Panhandle. The detailed plan was to be developed by USARV. On 29
January, MACV published the approved planning directive.
(TS) Distribution of Oplan EL PASO was approved by COMUSMACV on 7 June 1968. On 19
July the requirement for component commanders to prepare supporting plans was suspended.
Suspension of the planning requirement was necessitated by the invalidation of certain assumptions made in EL PASO, principally that Khe Sanh would remain a major combat base (Khe Sanh
was evacuated on 5 July 1968).
Operation PA'

I•C GROVE

(TS) On 24 January, COMUSMACV in a message to CINCPAC, pointed out the growing
threat of major proportions to Khe Sanh and the entire northern area and further pointed out the
importance of encouraging the enemy to move some forces back to the north of the DMZ.
COMVUSMACV outlined, in general terms, the concept of an amphibious feint north of the DMZ,
utilizing forces readily available in WESTPAC, with the principal objective being to force the
enemy to recognize the threat of an actual invasion and take defensive counteraction, thereby
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reducing the current threat to friendly forces. COMUSMACV requested CINCPAC's approval to
undertake detailed planning on a priority basis utilizing the DURANGO CITY Planning Group (a
1967 planning group which evolved a plan first called FRISCO CITY, then DURANGO CITY).
(TS! On Z6 January 1968. CINCPAC concurred in the MACV proposal and recommended
approval by JCS. Planning for this operation began immediately and it was designated PACIFIC
GROVE. Because of the stringent limitations placed upon the execution of PACIFIC GROVE by
JCS. COMUSMACV directed cancellation of the plan on 3 February. On 8 February. CINCPAC
requested that COMUSMACV revive PACIFIC GROVE, within the limitations established by JCS,
utilizing the command arrangements planned for Operation DURANGO CITY. On 9 February
1968, COMUSMACV recommended to CINCPAC that Beach Jumper Units be used on a limited
stale and that strategic deception be developed under CINCPAC auspices. As a result of this
request, CINCPAC developed and submitted to the CJCS a strategic C&D concept called FRIDAY
WEEK. Meanwhile, PACIFIC
GROVE (CTF 76 Oplan 123-68) remained "on-the-shelW" for pos4
sible implementation.

SPECIAL STUDIES

(U) During 1968, the office of the ACofS, 35 (MACJS), prepared or contributed to a number
of special studies, both of immediate and long-range nature. The substance of the most Important of these studies is summarized below by division within MACJ5.

US/SEATO Division

Operation VESUVIUS

S.

,

(S) During the Ambassador (Chester) Bowles Mission to Phnom Penh of 8-12 January 1968,
it was agreed that the US would periodically transfer specific intelligence of VC/NVA use of
Cambodia to Prince Sihanouk. MACJ2 launched Operation VESlUVIUS to satisfy this requirement. The first VESUVIUS package was delivered to the AMEMB Saigon on 24 January.
VESUVIUS packages continued to be sent from MACV to the AMEMB throughout the year, although delivery to Sihanouk was dependent on the political situation obtaining at a given time
(i.e., packages 6 and 7, covering arms shipments along the frontier and the Mekong-Bassac
Sector were delayed due to the LCU-1577 incident) (See section on Cambodian border crossing
in Naval Operations, Chapter V). 5

Exercise RAMASOON
(S) SEATO Exercise RAMASOON, a controlled CPX employing austere player headquarters,
was conducted in Thailand during the period 25 February to 15 March 1968. The objectives of
the exercise were to test certain communications-electronics plans, arrangements, and procedures in an exercise situation based on Commander Central Region SEATO Field Force Draft
Oplan 4/67, which was prepared by MACV. Designated officers and enlisted men from Hq MACV
participated as players at Hq SEATO Field Force for the exercise. 6
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SAUINA SCRUB
(TS) On 30 March 1968. COMUSMACV directed that an imaginative. in.depth study of
Cambodia be undertaken. The study was to incorporate the latest information and estimates of
VC/NVA use of Cambodia, together with facts showing the unfavorable impact on US operations
in SVN resulting from the enemy's use of relatively secure base areas and LOCs. The study
was to examine a wide range of military, political, and psychological actions in order that a
scenario of US counteractions could be developed. The study was identified by the unclassified
cod, name ",SAUNA SCRUB.."
(TS) On 30 April, COMUSMACV approved the SAUNA SCRUB staff study and the Inter.Agency Cambodia Committee was briefed on the proposal on 16 May. The study was favorably
received and it was transmitted to CJCS in July. It continues to serve as a vaLuable reference
on MACV's position on the VC/NVA use of Cambodia. 7

Vietnam Division

NEW CASTLE
(TS) Project NEW CASTLE was a study to determine the optimum courses of actions to be
taken by'the US/P.VN/FW forces during the period in wich the US had ceased all aerial and
naval bombardment of NVN. A continuing portion of the basic study was to determine a feasible
means of investing the Laotian Panhandle with a US/PVN force sufficient to block the NVN inSfiltration routes into SVN and Cambodia.
VNAF Helicopter Expansion
(S) On 9 February, a tong-range plan was initiated for the possible turnover of UH-i assets
and supporting equipment to the VNAP, assuming that UH-I aircraft were not available from
CONUS resources and that VNAF aircrews and maintenance personnel had completed training.
This project was part of a program being developed by AFAG for expansion of a VNAF helicopter force to be used in support of RVNAF efforts. 8

Contingency Plan for the Transfer of US Equipment to RVNAF
(S) In April. CINCPAC directed COMUSMACV to prepare a contingency plan for turnover
of mission essential equipment from US units to RVNAF in conjunction with the proposed force
structure expansion of RVNAF to 801, 000. The plan set forth the type US units that would turn
over equipment to RVNAF units and the estimated time that the transfer would take place. Details concerning the equipment transfer and responsibilities of the component commanders were
set forth. The MACV plan was formulated and submitted to CINCPAC for comments and approval the sarne month. 9
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RVNAF Air Defense System
(S) As a result of correspondence between Chief 30S and COMUSMACV, a study to determine the requirement for an RVNAF Air Defense System was conducted. The summary of this

Air Defense Study was:
1.

US forces now provided required air defense for SVN.

2. There were no RVNAF personnel trained solely for aircraft or missile defense systems. VNAF did have one FS squadron which could be utilized for air defense. VNAF also
operated, jointly with the US. five radar sites (radars owned by VNAF).
3. There was no requirement for an RVNAF air defense system as a separate entity as
long as US air defense capabilities remained in SVN.
4. There was a requirement for a limited PVNAF air defense capability to deter and
counter a potential air threat to SVN (from NVN and possibly Cambodia) upon withdrawal of US
air defense %asets.
5. The JGS had developed its own air defense requirements and their proposed system
consisted of four Hawk battalions, three rs squadrons, ten AC&W sites, five AW battalions
(M4Z) (vehicle-mounted twin 40mm) and 14 AW batteries (MiSS) (vehicle-mounted quad . 50 cal.
machine guns). The total personnel requirement, based on ;GS calculations, for these additive
units was 8,536, with 1.230 requiring CONUS school training. The initial cost for equipment
and CONUS training would amount to approximately $134 million. It was considered extremely
doubtful that RV'AF could ever develop and maintain a system of this size and sophistication
and still maintain other priority elements of its defense establishment.
6. The RVNAF air defense capability proposed by MACS was less than the system
proposed by the 3CS. It would be developed on a phased basis. The initial increment would in.
elude two Hawk batteries, two FS squadrons (existing squadron, plus conversion of one Al
squadron), eight AChW radar sites (3 additional sites), and one air defense AW (M4?) artillery
battery. Additive personnel required would be approximately 853, with 307 personnel requiring
CONUS school training. Initial cost of additive units would be approximately $39 million. This
force would provide a nucleus which would be expanded as required by the tactical situation and
as technically trained manpower became available. Considerable advisory support would be required. This system would provide for only a token defense, but would give a degree of "pros.
tige" to 0VN. The earliest feasible date of initiating a self-sufficient air defense system was
FY70.
(C) This study was approved by COMUSMACV in May as were the spaces designated in the
RVNAF force structure for this air defense capability, subject to approval by JCS. The results
of this study were included in.the Optimum Force Structure package submitted in May 1968 but
were not approved by OS.
CICS was subsequently informed that the air defense systerm could
not be considered in the current planning. 10
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Special Plans Division

Implications of a GVN/NLF Coalition Rumor
(S) On 6 January, COMUSMACV tasked MAC:5 to provide a talking paper for use in presenting to the Mission Council, on 8 January, a discussion of the situation created by a rumor
that the US would accept a coalition government for SVN which would include the NLF. This
condition, if left unchallenged, was viewed as potentially dangerous since it would detract from
badly needed popular support of GVN.
(S) The talking paper recommended a PSYOP program emphasizing the positive aspects of
the friendly situation vis-a-vis the VC/NL,
the basic unity of US/RVN national goals, the
allaying of fears of a forced coalition government, and capitalization on the positive pronounce.
ments of GVN in this regard and US support thereof.
(S) On 8 January, an ad hoc committee, chaired by Mr. B. Zorthian (JUSPAO), was formed
to examine all aspects of the problem and to develop appropriate counter plans.
(S) Subsequent J54 actions included:
1. An analysis of intelligence to determine the nature and scope of VC involvement.
2. Correspondence apprising component and field commanders of the situation and requesting inputs concerning the nature and scope of the problem in their respective areas.
3) Receipt, collation, and evaluation of these reports and forwarding of them to the
committee chairman.
(S)

The resulting study indicated that rumors and discussion were widespread concerning:
1. US unilateral peace initiatives and negotiations with Hanoi.

2.
partition.
3.

Impending VC victories which could force USC to accept, and force on GVN,

a SVN

A coalition GVN including the NLF.

(U) The final report on this matter was completed on Z8 January.

Strategic Tactical Study
(S) On 27 January, COMUSM.ACV directed that MACJ5 in conjunction with the SS Military
History Branch. make a thorough military analysis of the Dien Bien Phu battle and a comparison
thereof to the analogous Khe Sanh situation, in order to ensure that all possible counteractions
were taken by US/FWMA forces. An ad hoc committee was established with representation
from the Joint Staff and 7AF and met initially on 28 January 1968.
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(S) As the study progressed, the requirement emerged for two specific written productsLessons of Dien Bien Phu (1934) Analogous to Khe Sanh (1968); and Final Report. Dien Bien Pbu
Analogous to Khe Sanh. On 11 February. COMUSMACV approved the work to date and directed
that the final report be prepared on an urgent basis.
(S) On 13 February, additional guidance was provided which, in effect, established the requirement for Part II of the Final Report. The new charter was to forecast General Giap's actions after Eithe S&nh as compared to an estimate of his reaction had he lost at Dien Bien Phu.
(C) On 27 February, the analysis was presented at Hq MACV (FWD) at Phu Baie, and on 7
March. to CG, III MAF at Da Nang.
(C) The final report was promulgated on 10 March 1968 and was given wide distribution
throughout US commands in Vietnam. Additionally, requests for copies of the report by Wash.
ington agencies were received. 11

Vulnerability Study
(5) In early january 1968, MACJS was tasked to conduct a study of enemy vulnerabilities
and the means to exploit them. Initial action consisted of acquiring staff, subcommand and
component inputs which stressed principally political, strategic and psychological vulnerabill.
ties. After consolidation of the various inputs along with a joint Staff assessment, the Vulnerability Study was presented to the CofS, MACV on 2Z March. He directed that this study look
toward enemy tactical vulnerabilities in SVN which could be exploited by friendly force capabilities and which were within COb4USMACV's authority and resources to implement. A new report
on enemy vulnerabilities was written, coordinated, and submitted. The study was approved and
distributed to the field on 24 May. 12

,MACV PSYOP Appraisal
(U) The semi-annual MACV PSYOP appraisal was completed in May. The appraisal began
in early April with the action officers making field trips to all four CTZs, visiting appropriate
organizations to help determine the problems and status in general of the operation. The draft
report was submitted to the MACV working level staff, 4th PSYOP Group, and JUSPAO on 15
May. Staff romments were included in the final writing as appropriate. The appraisal was approved on 1 june and subsequently published.
(U) PSYOP Appraisal 68B was submitted to the CofS, MACV on 16 December. In approving
the appraisal, the CofS, MACV terminated the requirement for future J5 semiannual appraisals. 13

PW Study
.
(TS) In May, COMUSMACV directed a study to determine the merits and ramifications of
returning sizeable numbers of PWs to NVN in an attempt to influence more NVA personnel to
surrender on the promise of early return to NVN.
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(TS)

The Study considered the following factors:

1. The number of PWs held and the number that would desire repatriation based on
previous experience.
2.

The PW's philosophy of being a prisoner.

3.

The possible effects of suck, action on the GVN.

4.

The possible effects on peace negotiations.

5.

The problem of finding a third country to act as an intermediary.

6.

Repatriation sites and modes of transporting PWs to the repatriation site.

7.

The various PSYOP approaches that could be used and their effectiveness.

Following a discussion of these items, the advantages and disadvantages were summarized and
the following conclusions were reached:
1. That the relatively small number of pWs who could probably be repatriated would
not have a significant influence on enticing more NVA troops to surrender.
Z. That the primary benefit to be gained through release of PWs could be in obtaining
favorable world opinion which might or might not influence NVN during peace negotiations.
3. That in view of the current negotiations, this would noý be the propitious time to
recommend the release of NVA PWs.
(TS) Based on the above conclusions, it was recommended, and subsequently approved by
COMUSMACV. that the unilateral return of PWs to NVN in an attempt to influence more NVA
troops to surrender not be undertaken at this time. 14

Strategic Perspectives
(U) Strategic Perspectives was an objective appraisal of Herman Kahn'a book, Can We Win
in Vietnam (F. Praeger, New York, 1968) and John M. Mecklin's article "An Alternative
Strategy in Vietnam" (Fortune, Apr 68), The two works were highly critical of not only US involvement in Vietnam, but also of the strategy, tactics and management of both military and
civilian operations.
(U) An ad hoc study group was established to review both works, identify the problem
areas, and prepare summaries of the authors' rationale and recom•mendations.
The problems
identified generally fell into four categories: Strategy and Operations, Politics and Economics,
Intelligence, and Personnel and Administration. Each staff section involved prepared sum.
maries of MAtLV programs and actions on items falling within their particular areas of expertise. The project was initiated on 21 April 1968 and concluded with a 142 page report on 16 July
1968.15
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International Affairs Division

(C) In anticipation of eventual consultation with the North Vietnamese Government and the
need for a fully cognizant and responsive MACV staff element organized to handle problems
emanating from such talks, a new division was authorized for immediate formation within the
Office of ACofS. 3S5. The division was to be staffed with officers who had the necessary professional experience and expertise to address requirements in the areas of assigned responsibility.
(C) Formation of the International Affairs Division (J55) was approved by COMTUSMACV on
3 May 1968.
The Division became the office of primary interest and had functional responsibility for resolution of substantive issues of military cignificance in the area of negotiations for
Vietnam.
(S) In addition to general responsibilities, the division was tasked to monitor, analyze, interpret, and examine the implications of NVN actions of military significance once a dialogue
commenced. It was envisioned that this Division would be tasked to develop positions which
would influence and affect actions of military significance within the parameters established by
the XCS.
(C) Further, it was required that the major MACV staff agencies and components designate
principal points of contact for actions on negotiations and post-hostilities planning. The following MACV staff agencies and component commanders were tasked to designate principal
points of contact within their respective organizations: ACofS, J3; ACofS, JZ; ACofS, 33; ACofS,
34; ACofS, CORDS; Director, PSYOP; Cdr, 7AF; COMNAVFORV; DEICO, USARV; and CO, IU

ZVAAF.•

(C) The division was singular in the extremely high qualifications required by its STD descriptions. For officers, these included: War College, advanced degree in International Relations, SI Clearance, prior Joint or Combined Staff experience, and attendance at the National
Into rdepartmental Seminar.
(C) In June, COMUSMACV forwarded additional comments to CII'CPAC regarding an earlier
emergency JTD change request to ZCS to approve personnel spaces for 355. In a subsequent
message to ICS, CINCPAC concurred and reaffirmed his earlier position that 355 be formed
within MACJS. Pending favorable JCS action on the proposed STD change, 358 continued to
operate as a provisional organization. In late July, COMUSMACV was informed that favorable
action on the MACV STD change had been deferred and the International Affairs Division was
incorporated within the Vietnam Division. However, in October a separate Internattonal Affairs
Division (MAC355) was authorized within 35 by the CofS with an authorized JTD of six officers
and four enlisted personnel headed by an 0-6.
(C) Actions within this activity, besides following negotiation developments in Paris, included analyses of the implications for cease-fire on MACV's mission and reciprocity for a
bombing halt over North Vietnam.
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Cease-fire Contingency Planning
(C) In June, in response to specific questions on a cease-fire posed by CJCS, COMUSMACV
forwarded his preliminary assessment of cease.fire planning requirements.
(S) On 2, 9. and 11 July, COMUSMACV and the principal staff members received briefings
on the subject of cease-fire planning. Subsequent to and as a direct result of the discussions of
COMUSMACV and his staff, a Preliminary Analysis of Cease-fire in Vietnam was developed with
staff participation on a very close hold, limited need to know basis. In addition, an extensive
fact sheet on the subject was prepared for COMUSMACV in anticipation of discussions with the
SECDEF during his mid-July visit. 17

Cease-fire Considerations
(S) During October, studies were developed as part of a continuing examination of cease.
fire contingencies which proposed a US negotiating position/strategy to an enemy proposed
cease-fire. The study developed four alternative responses (with advantages and disadvantages)
identifying a "most desirable" cease-fire position and proposed a public statement to be issued
in the event the enemy proposed cease-fire was contrary to a US/OVN acceptable cease-fire
position. The cease-fire paper was coordinated with the AMEMB and was dispatched through
AMEMB channels to the State Departnent as a joint MACV/AMEMB position message. Subsequently, a MACV message containing these same prpposals was sent to CINCPAC and CJCS.

Cessation of Bombing
(S) In August, a study (Reciprocity Accompanying Halt in Bombing) was initiated to examine
the problems connected with a complete cessation of the bombing of NVN and to determine what
reciprocity might be acceptaole in exchange for a bombing halt. The study concluded that no
circumstances existed in the current time frame which would permit MACV to endorse a complete cessationofthe bombingofNVN withoutmajor prior concessions from Hanoi. Psychologically, a complete bombing cessation without any reciprocity by NVN would seriously affect
morale. The following reciprocal actions on the part of NVN in exchange for a cessation of
bombing could be acceptable to MACV:
1.

Prior agreement to respect the essential elements of the 1954 Geneva Agreement.

2. Prior agreement on a restoration of the DMZ coupled with agreement to respect the
196Z Accords on Laos and for a cease-fire as defined by the JCS SEA CABIN study.
The
Implicit in each of the above was adequate verification machinery to insure compliance.
P.A-IB study served as a basis for a number of responses to CINCPAC, JCS, and the AMEMB
concerning a complete cessation of the bombing of NVN.

Verification and Inspection Stud
(S) A study on a verification system for cease-fire and withdrawal contingencies was completed on 7 October. The purpose of this study was to develop a M&ACVposition on this critical
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subject. Subsequently, a Verification Annex was prepare,; and incorporated into the draft PreWithdrawal Plan (Oplan 63.69) and the Withdrawal Plan (Plan 67-69). Other aspects of a verification and inspection mechanism were currently being developed, including a verification systern for a restored DMZ and a unilateral verification system.

Reestablishment of DMZ
(S) During October, studies were developed which proposed steps in US negotiation strategy
which would leadtothe reestablishment of the DMZ. The study recommended starting with
agreement for arrangements between local commanders to ensure respect for the existing
Provisional Military Demarcation Line (PMDL). The first proposed step would call for immediate establishment of a buffer even in advance of complete demilitarization and the associated international verification mechanism. The DMZ paper was coorcinated with the AMEMB and
was dispatched through AMEMB channels to the State Department as a joint MACV/AMEMB
position message. 18

Withdrawal Continaencies
(S) During October and November, studies were developed which proposed a negotiating
strategy for mutual withdrawal. Withdrawal strategy was developed around five withdrawal contingencies ranging from comprehensive agreement to no formal agreement. These alternatives
were depicted on a "spread sheet" and pouched via AIMEMB channels to the State Department and
Paris. Subsequently, copies were provided CJCS and CINCPAC. 19

Post-Cease-fire Security
(S) On 29 August 1968, ACofS, JS tvas tasked by DEPCOMUSMACV to review the status of
previous staff actions relating to post-cease-fire security and to examine any alternative means
of extending governmental influence and administration relating to the contingencies which may
accompany a cease-fire. The study initiated as a re.ult of this requirement ("Study of PostCease-Fire Security", short title POSEC) revealed that the subject of extending territorial security in a post-hostilities SVN had been examined frequently since mid-1966 by both MACV and
the Inter-Agency Study Group under the Mission Council. On 21 September, COMUSMACV was
briefed on the five possibilities examined in the study. These were:
1. A National Constabulary for RVN (NCR), wherein, either before or after a cease.
fire, an elite professional constabulary would be created under the Ministry of Interior, drawing
from all elements of RVNAF.
2.. A National Constabulary Force (NCF) which would be created, either before or after
a cease-fire, under the Ministry of Interior, by drawing selected personnel from RF/PF/CIDG/
Np FF.
3. A Territorial Security Force (TSF) which would be created after a cease-fire is effected, by amalgamating, under the Ministry of Interior, RF/PF into a rural type of constabulary.
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4.

A Rural Police and Security Force (PPSF) which would be created prior to a cease.

fire, by amalgamating RF/PF into a renamed organizaticon with reoriented mission and retained
under conmmand/control of RVNAF for duration of the emergency.
(This force could eventually
be transferred to the Ministry of Interior if circumstances should to evolve. )
5. Retention of existing RVN military and civil security organizations in their present
forms, with coordination of roles and procedures, and progressive adjustment of relative emphasis as a changing internal security situation evolves.
(S) The study also pointed out that implementation of the basic premises listed above was
based upon the assumption that the activities of the GVN armed forces would be severely circumscribed in the post-hostilities environment of SVN. Each of these premises would also require a major reorganization of existing organizations and command relationships.
However,
there are several important considerations that mitigate against any reorganization of GVN resources at this particular time:

b

I.
Any reorganization which involves an intra-governmental transfer of functions would
both time consuming and politically difficult under present circumstances.

Z.
3•roaching the subject of reorganization at this time would disrupt the thrust of current military and pacification operations, as well as impact unfavorably on the current accelerating program for improvement and modernization of the RVNAF.
3. In light of the continuing military threat in SVN, it was felt that there was a strong
argument for military forces remaining under the Minister of Defense.
The study also revealed several other problems associated with any changes in existing GVN
organizations and relationships:
I.

Any transfer of major forces from one ministry to another would require the enact-

ment of major amandatory legislation which would be extremely difficult and time consuming to
obtain.
Z.

There was an understandable reluctance by the GVN and 3SS &owardany changes in
both military and civilian, at this time.

existing force alignments,

(S) As a result of the briefing of COMUSMACV,
subject:

the following guidance was issued

"Stay away from any changes in organizations
or names.
Work with the organizations as they now
exist. Okay to approach JOS at action officer level
to find out what JGS is doing in this area . . . what
their plans are . . . what JOS position and thinking
is . . . and then see what we may want to do. Most
important, don't assume any 'reorientation' of what
now exists . . . rather look at it from a standpoint
of 'application' of what now exists . . . see where we
can help
.
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on this

(S)
stages.

The views of the 3GS on the subject of territorial security are still in the formative
Recent remarks of the CJGS reflect some of their current thinking on this subject:
"In the unlikely event of a cease-fire, that all
military forces, other than regular army, but to include RF and PS', be civilianized as quickly as possible in order that they might continue to go into VCcontrolled areas in order to preclude or remove VC
poUtical organizations at that level."

(S) On 24 December, a joint State/AlD/O0O message on the subject on "SVN Constabulary"
was received. This message again raised the question of a "constabulary type" force for SVN in
the post-cease-fire environment and suggested that such a "civilianized" force may have merit
if certain restrictions were to be placed on military forces. The restrictions referred to were
not identified in the message. A joint EMB/MACV/AID reply was sent on this message which
stated "that there should be no reorganization of GVN forces at this time. " This message also
made the following points relating to post-cease-fire security:
1. Any cease-fire agreement or other agreement to terminate hostilities which would
restrict GVN use of all resources necessary to maintain security and law and order should be
avoided, except as a temporary measure in connection with NVA regroupment and withdrawal as
part of an overall settlement.
Z. That there was no currently foreseeable requirement for a constabulary-type force.
in contrast to the requirement for forces and capabilities which will be required in the RVNAF
nmodernization and improvement program. This program, oomplemented by increased emphasis
on an improved National Police establishment, will provide the most effective post-hostilities
security in SVN.
3. As the security environment in SVN changes from a relatively hostile one requiring
essentially military operations for securing the population to one which is less hostile, the security requirement would shift from predominantly military to gradually increasing police-type
activities. The relative emphasis on functions of existing organizations should reflect the transitional nature of this environment.
(S) The overall MACV position on the subject of how best to extend GVN security, administration. and influence in the event of a cease-fire, as 1968 closed, can be summarized as follows:
1. There should be no major reorganization of existing forces (civilian or military) for
this purpose.
t.
time.

No new organizations or forces should be established for territorial security at this

3. The best chance of providing the security environment required in the post-hostilities period is to give maximum support and attention to the existing RVNAF military and the
civil security organizations in their present organizational form, with coordination of roles and
procedures, and progressive adjustnent of relative emphasis as a changing internal security
situation evolves. ao
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Support of Senior Military Advisor in Paris
(C) COMUSMAC V provided support to the US negotiating team in Paris through the Senior
Military Advisor. A MACV liaison officer had been present at the negotiations site since the
talks commenced in May. The officer selected for this important assignment was rotated approximately every three weeks between senior MACV officers specifically designated fo- this
task by the ACofS, J2. MACJ5 supported this effort by providing over 125 fact sheets on key issues of concern to the Senior Military Advisor, and by *ervng &.j the focal point on the MACV
staff for all matters relating to the negotiations. All requests for specific information received
from Paris were afforded priority handling within the MACV staff.
(C) Each MACV Lialsom Officer to the Senior Military Advisor on the US Negotiating Team
in Paris was oriented for his tour through 35 briefings.
Long Range Planning Task Group

(U) On 23 July, COMUSMACV approved a general concept for establishing a group of individuals with diverse combined military and academic backgrounds to analyze the total situation
and prospects for the future in Vietnam. Specific plans for the project were approved on 27
August. Chief of Staff Action Memo No. 68-125 of 31 August explained the function of the 1roup,
designated the Long Range Planning Task Group (see below).
CHIEF OF STAFF ACTION MEMO NO.
MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

i8-12S

FOR: SEE DISTRIBUTION

Long Range Planning

1. (S' To extend the breadth and depth of long range planning
for execution of the overall mission of this command, 35 will
develop a Long Range Plan that will provide a general frame
within which other plans may be integrated. The plan will en.
compass an asss emient of those variables and factors that impact on or relate Lo accomplishment of the MACV mission, in
the context of the present situation in Southeast Asia and of
US strategic objectives.
2. (C) In view of the fluidity of the current situation and the
urgency of developing a truly comprehensive basic planning
document, assigned personnel of JS will be augmented on a task
group basis during the initial planning development period.
Selected officers of the several services with special qualifications will be druwn front organizations in-country to serve
with the task group for approximately six months. The 35
task planning group personnel will work closely with other
MACV agencies and subordinate headquarters in-country, to
insure maximum use of presently available resources in de.
veloping an appropriate data base.
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3.

(C) The necessarily comprehensive nature of this planning
effort will provide an opportunity to carefully review the overall utilisation of resources available for achievement of the
MACV mission. Accordingly. 35 has been charged with Ln.
corporat~ng into the planning effort an appraisal leading to
recommendations for the optimum allocation of resources (men.
money, and material). Particular attention will 's devoted
to the appropriate balance of resources for tactical vie.a-vle
pacthcation operations, Rtecommendations that ensue will be
fully coordinated prior to submission to the Chief of Staff.
4. (U) Addressees are requested to provLde responsive assistance to the planning group efforts.
(C) The complete objective of the group was encompassed more specifically by the terms
of reference approved by COMUSMACV:
Assess all significant variables relative to achieving US objectives
in Vietnam.
Analyse the Allied efforts in the context of US strategic objectives
and the Southeast Asia situation.
Determine whether the present allocation and utilization of men,
money and materiel are obtaining optimum results--relative to

US obiectives.
Assess the validity of current policies, procedures, beliefs and
assumptions--relative to COMUSMACV's mission.
Evaluate, in particular, the balance between resources used in
pacification vis-a-vis tactical military operations.
Recommend specific means to resolve specific problems, and
initiate appropriate staff action.
(C) Implicit in the terms of reference listed above was the beginning of an outline for the
final product, to include:
I. A plan for the overall achievement of COMUSMACV's mission, which would serve
as an "umbrella" within which annual combined plans and contingency plans could be fitted, and
which would provide a target against which overall progress toward achieving objectives .ould
be measured. The plan would be designed to provide a basis for a continuing inventory of the
status of the political, military, economic, and sociological/psychological situation in South
Vietnam.
Z. An estima.e of the situation provided through conceptual and "on the ground" evaluations, as seen through the perspective of the planning group, in the process of developing the
data base for the plan. COMUSMACV was to be informed of the group findings on a continuing
basis through the developmental period.

pt .......
9
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3. A statement of improvem~ent actions proposed when there was sufficient context to
insure that actions would fit into the overall thrust of requirements.
(Ul) The group was composed of 13 officers, representing euch of the services, one warrant
officer and five enlisted personnel. In addition, through support of the Advanced Research Projects Agency, civilian consultant support was provided.
(U) The group was charged with completing its bas ic research by 15 March 1969. In the
interim a preliminary "rough cut" of the final product was presented to the MACV Command
Group on I November and briefed to COMUSMACV and the MACV staff later that month. On 31
December, an abridged plan was provided the staff to provide advance knowledge of the principal
thrusts of the group's workc.Z1
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CONTINGENCY PLANS AND SPECIAL STUDIES - XI

1.

Bklt (TS), MACJ031, 16 Sep 68, SubJ: MACV Conmnand History, 1967 (U), Op-1; Memo
(TS), MACIS to MHB, 16 Jan 69, Subj: Summary of COMUSMACV/COMUSSEASIA OpLans
(U), Op-Non*.

2.

DFs (S/TS), MACJS to MHB, 19 Aug, 19 Sep, 20 Oct, 20 Nov. 19 Dec 68, SubJ: Monthly
History (U), Gp-Nono; Me% (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 0SOZS0Z Nov 68, SubJ: T-Day
Planning - Alternative C (U), Op.3; DF (S), M.ACJ35 to Diet, 7 Nov 68, Subj: Poet-Hostilities Definitions (U), Op-None; Megs (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 080327Z, 191235Z
Nov 68, Subj: T-Day Planning - Alternative A Roll-up Force (U), Op-3; Meg (S), ;CS to
All Conmmander. Unified and Specified Commands, 2 1759Z Dec 68, Subj: T-Day Planning
(U), Op-4.

3.

DF. (TS), MACJ5 to MHB, 21 Feb, 19 Aug 68, Subj: Monthly History (U), Op-None.

4.

DF (TS), MACJ5 to MHB,

5.

DF (TS). MAC35 to MHB, Z1 Feb 68, Subj: Monthly History (U), Gp-None: Meg (S), SECSTATE to AMEMB SAIGON. 030047Z Aug 68, SubJ: VESUVIUS Pacitsaee 6 and 7 (U), OpNone.

6.

DF (TS), MACJS to MHB, 20 Apr 68, Subj: Monthly History (U),

7.

DFr (TS), MACJS to MHB, Z0 Apr, 2l May, Z0 Jun 68, Subj: Monthly History (U), Op.
None.

8.

09. cit. 04.

9.

DF (TS), MACJS to M".,

19 Mar 68, Subj: Monthly History (U), Op-None.

Cp-.one.

Monthly History (U), Op-None.

ZI May 68, SubJ:

10.

09;

cit, #7.

11.

O0. cit. 06.

12.

0;. cit. 47.

13.

DF. (S/TS), MACJS

14.

09. cit. V7.

15.

DF (TS), MACJS to MHB,

16.

DF. (TS),
Op.None.

17.

DFs (TS), MACJS to MHB, Z0 Jul, 19 Aug 68, SubJ:

Is.

DF (S), MACJS to MMD, 20 Nov 68, Subj: Monthly History (U), Gp.None.

to MEB, 20 Jun 68, 20 Jan 69, Subj:

MACJS to MHB,

Monthly History (U), Op-None.

19 Aug 68. SubJ: Monthly History (U), Op-None.
Zý Jun, 20 Jul,

19 Aug,
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19 Sep 68, Subj:

Monthly History (U),

Monthly History (U), Op.None.
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ZO Nov, 19 DOC 68. SubJ: Monthly History (U).

Op-None.

19,

DFs (S). MACJS to M-',

ZO.

Security (Ut), GpBriefing (S), MACIS to COMUSMACV, 21 Sep *8. Sobj: Post.Cease-fire
None; Minutes (5), RD Council Meeting, ZO Jun 68, Op-None.

21.

Op. cit. N13 and 19.
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CHAPTER XII
SPECIAL PROBLEMS AND SELECTED TOPICS

MORALE AND WELFARE

General

(C) During 1968, the morale and welfare program remained an area of primary interest to
COMUSMACV. Facilities and programs were expanded and improved to support the growing
military population, and great effort was exerted to make. conditions more livable for all personnel during their tour in RVN. An additional USO as well as additional Red Cross centers were
added. Efforts were continued to provide services and entertainment to the troops in the field to
the lowest possible level. Exchange facilities were expanded and, as with other services,
carried to the lowest possible echelon.
The liberal award policy was also continued and
awards for the recognition of merit or heroism were encouraged. The morale of the command
was extremely high, as evidenced by a message from COMUSMACV to CINCPAC on 16 November in which he stated:
Our personnel serving in Vietnam are
characteristically a mature and responsible
group of young men and women who understand
and appreciate the purpose and importance
of US presence in Vietnam. After having met
the enemy and associated with Vietnamese peo.
ple, they develop quickly an unshakable conviction that the Vietnamese need, want and are
certainly deserving of our assistance and have
a right to expect it.
All measurable criteria utilized to determine the status of morale indicates the morale
of the US military forces in Vietnam is high
and will remain high.
There has been no discernable effect on
morale resulting either from the Paris peace
talks or the bombing halt. The best evidence is
the performance and the attitude of our person.
nel in combat and in all the activities that support
combat. Motivation is strong and performance
is superb. 1
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Awards and Deco rations

US Unit Awards to Free World Forces
(C) Pertinent service regulations indicate that US unit awards can be legally awarded to
cobelligerent units. US Mission policy was to recommend FWMAF units for US Valorous unit
awards only in those cases where such acts of extraordinary valor in action against the enemy
fully met the criteria for the award as outlined in these service regulations. Recommendations
for awards acknowledging acts of valor not in direct support of US forces had to be of personal
knowledge to and, when possible, witnessed by US personnel. US meritorious unit commendations could be made to FWMAF units not larger than battalion size in those instances where such
units had demonstrated outstanding meritorious service while serving in 1LVN and such service
met the prescribed criteria. All recommendations for unit awards were routed through COMUS.
MACV for Mission concurrence and then forwarded to the respective US component Service headquarters for approval.
(C) Commanders having OPCON over FWMAF units, or to whom these units were responsive, were required to review meritorious service and valorous acts or deeds by these units to
insure that deserving units would be recognized on their departure from Vietnam. Recomnen.
dations for those FWMAF units which did not normally rotate as a unit could be submitted as
outlined above; however, approved meritorious unit awards were to be held in escrow pending
return of the unit to their home country. All meritorious awards to FWMAF units had to be presented in the home country. Z

lmpact Awards
(U) On 16 August 1968, COMUSMACV delegated to two US division commanders and two
general officers commanding separate US brigades the authority to make Impact awards for
valorous acts to ARVN combat soldiers and company grade officers to include f.F/PF. The purpose of these awards was to give instant battlefield recognition to valorous or heroic AP.VN and
Star Medal with "V- (1SMV)
I.F/PF soldiers. These impact awards were limited to the Bronae
and the Army Commendation Medal with 'V" (ARCOMV). As a result, there vere 234 ,SMVs
and 71 ARCOMVs processed for presentation to Vietnamese forces from September thrdugh the
end of the year as oposed to 259 BSMVs and 100 ARCOMVs processed during the previous eight
months of the year.

Awards for Other than US Personnel
(U) MACV had received several inquires regarding the possibility of awarding US meritorious decorations to Vietnamese officer personnel of various grades. In each Instance, there had
been no question as to the outstanding manner in which these officers had been performing their
duties. They had usually been senior officers In positions of considerable responsibility. US
Mission policy allowed the approval of valorous decorations for all but general officers by MACV
but prohibited the approval of meritorious awards for foreign military personnel in Vietnam. In
those cases involving foreign general officers, the AMAMB Saigon had to approve each recommendation for a valorous award before it could be forwarded to the appropriate US military
service for approval. Early in 1968, in an attempt to streamline procedures, MACV requested
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to be approval authority for valorous awards to foreign general officers. However, DA disapproved the request. The policy at that time provided exception for US meritorious awards to
senior ranking officers of Free World forces with the stipulation that, if approved, these decor.
ations would not be presented in Vietnam. in this connection, there was no record of US meritorious decorations having been awarded foreign personnel serving in Viemam.
(U) Members of the MACV staff and the AMEMB reviewed this policy in light of the current
situation in RVN. The result of this review was the decision to adhere to the already established
policy despite obvious disadvantages. In considering the matter, it was noted thatt US awards
were highly regarded and generally sought after by foreign personnel. However. experience
indicated the existence of serious potential disadvantages to US interests when meritorious
awards were presented in relatively unstable areas. Despite the recognition inherent and intended in such meritorious awards, their presentation frequently contributed to the creation of
jealousies among foreigners and was sometimes interpreted as indicating US influence over
recipients. Additionally, their presentation in a relatively unstable environment could lead to
embarrassment should political changes place an individual honored by the US in later disfavor.
Finall-, the desire to reciprocate in awards could lead to trade-offs and cause ernbarrassing
relations with counterparts.
(C) However. on 1 September COMUSvACV requested a change in Mission policy which
would allow US meritorious service awards to be given to members and units of the JVNAF.
His rationale for requesting this change was that there had been a noted stability in the IRVNAF
since the time that the previous Mission policy had been formulated. Also, there had been
guidance from DA to motivate the RVNAF and acknowledge them for a "Job well done" whenever
possible. Another consideration was that, in accordance with the existing policy, tneritorious
awards to Third Country Forces had to be presented in the home country rather than in Vietnam.
If P.VNAF were included in the meritorious awards program, then all awards could be presented in-country. On 16 September, AMAMB Salkon approved this change in policy. Con Vien,
CJGS. was the first Vietnamese officer to be awarded a US decoration for meritorious service
under this new policy. He was awarded the Legion of Merit, Degree of Cortoander, on I No.
vember 1968.4

Civilian Awards
(U) The problem of awards for US civilians were left dangling and unsolved at the end of
1967. In July 1968, COMUSMACV presented the problem to CINCPAC and reconronsnded that
service component commanders and COMUSMACV be delegated authority to:
1.

Approve and present certain US civilian awards.

Z.

Approve and present US military awards for valor to civilians.

The rationale for these proposals was that enemy offensive operations throughout PVN had
brought to COMUSMACV's attention the frequent situation wherein the US civilian advisor and
the military man found themselves shoulder to shoulder on the perimeter in defense of the vil.
lago or hamlet in their charge and whereas, after the heat of the battle, the military man was
often presented an award for his valor, the civilian advisor looked on without recognition. In
July, the MACV staff probed the subject of civilian awards from every angle in an effort to
determine a means of rapid and adequate recognition for the civilian employee, particularly
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those in the USAID program for whom MACV and the AMrMB were both responsible. The study
concluded that, within the civilian incentive awards programs established by each US military
service and US agency, there were appropriate awards which could be presented to civilian
personnel in recognition of bravery, gallantry, and heroism. One such decoration was the
Award for Herouim which required SECSTATE approval. This award seemed appropriate for
presentation to civilian advisors of the USAID program who had performed heroically and were
due proper recognition.
(U) However, the incentive awards system did not permit the rapid response required to
recognize a civilian employee for bravery. A large number of the USAID provincial advisors
were under the operational control of MLACVand were in a position to be recommended for
awards for bravery by other advisory personnel, both military and civilian. COMUSMACV
recommended to the AMAMB that approval authority for the award of the Department of State
Award for Heroism to civilian advisors be delegated to COMUSMACV.
The AMAMB concurred
and forwarded his approval of COMUSMACV's recommendation to SECSTATE.
(U) On the same date, Z5 July, COMUSMACV sent a message to JCS setting forth the prob.
bIm of presenting awards to civilians. In addition, he brought up the related problem of the inability to present military awards for valor to civilian personnel due to component service regulations which had provisions for the presentation of military awards for valor to civilians only
during time of war. However, a state of war, though undeclared, did exist in Vietnam. He requested that consideration be given to authorizing the presentation of appropriate military awards
for valqr to all civilian personnel serving with the Armed Forces in Vietnam when the act of
heroism so warranted. He also requested in this case that the approval authority for suc.h
awards be delegated to COMUSMACV and component service commanders, as appropriate.
COM`USMACV was informed by CINCPAC that his proposals were being considered by the various component Service chiefs.5
(U) On 12 August, the Assistant SECDEF (,&RA} dispatched a letter to CbMUSMACV regarding the results of the staff inquiry, It was found that, in accordance with DOD Directive
5120. 16. each military service was required to have at least two awards which could be presented to civilian employees for superior performance, including heroism. One of these awards
was intended
for presentation by major commanders and the other to be presented by the
Secretary of the Department concerned. The Air Force had an award specifically designed for
Valor and the Army provided for the words "For Bravery" to be inscribed on the back to meritorious and exceptional service awards. However, the Navy'award did not appear to provide an
appropriate degree of recognition for valor and the Assistant SECDEF recommended to the Navy
that consideration be given to the development of a medal for use by major commanders to recognize heroism.
(U) In addition, the Army's Public Service Award, with medal, could be awarded by a maJor commander to private citizens or US citizen employees of other Federal departments who
made important contributions to the command concerned. In his capacity as CO. USA.V,
COMUSMACV could award this medal to any US citizen in Vietnam.
(U) Another award, the "Vietnam Service Medal" had been established and could be awarded
by commanders on the basis of a year of satisfactory service in Vietnam. It was felt that this
award could be of assistance in recognizing employee service that was not based upon a specific
act of heroism or other unusual accomplishment. 6
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Vietnam Campaigns
SUW In view of the marked increase in the tempo of combat comrnmencing with the Tet holiday
truce on 30 January 1vb., MACV recommended that the fifth campaign period of the Vietnamese
conflict be terminated as of Z9 January 19b8 and that the name "Vietnamese Counteroffensive
Phase III- be assignvui to this period. Additionally, it was recommended that a sixth campaign
commence on 30 January 1968 and its termination to be designated at a later date. The inclusive
period for the fifth campaign, as proposed, would be 1 June 1967 through Z9 January 1968.
(Ut A later proposal by MACV requested that the sixth campaign be terminated on I April
and titled "Tet Counter-offensive. ' it was further proposed that a seventh campaign be desig.
DA reviewed the
nated commencing 2 April 1968, to be terminated and named at a later date.
proposal and approved the termination of the fifth campaign on 29 January 1968 and the commencement of the sixth campaign on 30 January 1968, to be terminated and named at a later date.
The rationale
However, DA disapproved the "Tet Counter-offensive" sixth campaign proposal.
was that although the linkup and relief of the Marine forces at the Khe Sanh Combat Base repre.
sented a significant culmination point in the general restoration of territories, DA did not occur
in the opinion that the countrywide tempo of VC /NVA-initiated combat action was substantially
and noticeably reduced by 1 April 1968.
In view of the subsequent recurring actions and casualty
list&, DA recommended that the sixth campaign not be terminated or named at that time; rather,
that consideration be given to including the counteroffensive actions that had continued since 30
January into one campaign to be terminated and designated when the current actions and casualties significantly abated. 7
(U) Nevertheless, subsequent to the Army Chief of Staff changeover in July 1968, the sixth
campaign was designated as the "Tet Counteroffensive" extending from 30 January 1968 through
I April 1.968.
The seventh campaign commenced on 2 April 1968, the name and termination date
of which would be determined and announced at a later date. 8

Living Conditions

Project MOOSE
(U)

The purpose of Project MOOSE (Move out of Saigon Expeditiously), which had.been

conceived and implemented in 1961, was to reduce the American image in the downtown Saigon
area. In reviewing the progress made as of 31 December 1967, 70 properties had been re.
In
November 1967, the forecast had been that
leased, 42 of which were in
Saigon/Cholon.
This goal was not met,
the 31 December working population in Saigon/Cholon would be 7, 441.
There
partially. because several units which had been scheduled to move did not, in fact, move.
were i12 of these units% one was erroneously scheduled to move, two did not move because facilities to receive them had not been prograrnmed, and the remaining nine were associated with the
Additionally, in December, certain
506th Field Depot, the future of which was under study.
units and groups of individuals had been identified which had not appeared in earlier Project
MOOSE reports for various reasons.
These were identified through the cross-checking of billeting, supply, and other administrative records.
(U)
inception,

priority item for 1968.
From its
The task of ovwrhauling Project MOOSE was a first
the system had been subjected to several refinements as the need had developed for
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new data or for data in different format. These data lent themselves readily to machine bandlig. Therefore, after coordination with the components and USAHAC, as well as with MACV.
in defining the essential elements of information to be programmed, the system was automated
in the first quarter of 1968. Each working and billeting location in the Saigon/Cholon and Tan
Son Nhut areas had been coded for machine use. Using an existing report (e. g. the MACV manning authorization list) which wali updated monthly, it was possible to identify each person's
working and billeting site. As the components completed their own programs, they were integrated with the MACV plan so that when the input from USARAC's billeting, real estate, and
supply activities (then posted and researched by manual methods) was automated, a machine
cross-check would become available. It was felt that this system held great promise for speedy.
reliable reporting and ready access to required data.
(U) On S January 1968, Mr. John A. Calhoun, Counselor for Political Affairs, AMEMB,
Saigon, was given an update on his request to remove the American image from the area of the
National Assembly Building (see 1967 MACV Command History). As of that date, action had
been taken to close the Brinks PX, relocate the Billeting Office from the Ambassador Hotel, relocate the bus terminal, and release the parking lot in that area. These actions were started
immediately and were completed by March 1968. This was in addition to the move of the Civilian Personnel Office, which was already in progress at that time. COs USAHAC was tasked
with accomplishing these moves. These actions removed an estimated 5, 000 daily customers.
300 billeting office customers, several parked busses, and the incident traffic and congestion.
It produced a dramatic reduction in the visible US presence in this sensitive location. In the
same time frame, before 30 June, .there were firm acquisitions planned in the Tan Son Xhut
environs, totaling 1,052 billeting spaces. These properties were grouped in the general area
of the 3d Field Hospital. In the light of these releases and acquisitions, it was forecasted that,
by 30 June 1968, the billeted assigned population in the Saigon/Cholon area would be reduced
by not less than 1,000 to approximately 9,500.9
(U) On 5 March, the component commanders were tasked to prepare an aggressive plan for
the attainment of the Project MOOSE objectives in FY69 to be subrftitted to MACV prior to 30
April 1968. The plan was to be designed toward making maximum progress in achieving the objective within programmed and anticipated resources. It was directed that the plan include:
1. PART i: Programined Moves.
location, and planned relocation date.

Units, authorized strength, present location, future

2. PART II: Possible Relocations. Units and authorized strength of units with a mission or function which could be accomplished outside the Saigon/Cholon area; however, facilities
were not or would not be available for relocation. Recommend actions for relocation and estimated construction toots and funding program of required facilities.
3. PART III: Unit designation, authorized strength, present location, rrLission/function, and justification of the need to remain in Saigon/Cholon for mission Accomplishment
during FY69.
(U) The component comnmanders submitted their Project MOOSE plans: 7AF on Z2 March
1968. USARV on 28 April 1968, and COMNAVFORV on 10 May 1968. All plans were reviewed
sad approved on 12 August 1968. As a result of the review of the June 1968 Project MOOSE
• oeports submitted by the component commnands, additional guidance was furnished on 12 August.
The component commands were requesttd to develop and implement detailed plans for the
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relocation of personnel and activities and for the release of the vacated facilities reported in the
June report.
(U) Relocation of activities and reallocation or release of vacated facilities were to be carried out with regard to:
1.

Coordination. as appropriate, with other service components concerned.

2. Coordination with USARAC and the US Army Engineer Construction Agency, Vietnam (USAECAV) for scheduling and routing of movements, provision of security, reallocation of
facilities, and/or termination of leases.
3.

Minimum disruption of the relocated activities' functional capability.

4.

Functional adequacy of facilities.

S.

Proximity of working, billeting, and messing facilities.

6.

Security of personnel and equipment.

7.

Habitability.

8.

Reduction of expenditures.

In addition, each service component was required to provide a quarterly statue report to Hq
MACV with copies to the other service components, USAHAC, and WSAECAV commencing 30
September 1968 covering the following:
1.

Activity relocation schedules and/or deviations with estimates of new Beneficial

Occupany Dates (BOD).
2. Completion of activity relocations to facilities outside of the Project MOOSE area
and relocations to other facilities within Saigon.
3.

Release of facilities within Saigon.

4.

Density populations

in accordance with MACV Project MOOSE Monitoring System.

(C) By the end of the year, the working population in Saigon/Cholon had been reduced from
7,800 to 6,400; the billet population was reduced from 10, S00 to 7, 200; and leases on 2 1 hotels.
16 villas, nine office buildings, two warehouses, and six miscellaneous facilities in the Salgon/
Cholon area were terminated. 10

Senior Officer's Trailer Park
(U) As a continuation of Projects MOOSE and MACONOMY (discussed elsewhere in this
chapter) a plan for the construction for a Senior Officer Trailer Park near MACV Headquarters
was approved by COMUSMACV. The purpose of the trailer park was to provide living quarters
for general officers, civilian equivalents, and senior colonels near their place of duty. As a
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corollary to this, it was envisioned that certain leased villas which were being used by these
personnel would then be released, The trailer park was to consist of 32 trailers and would be
located in the MACV Annex area. The Director, Construction Directorate (MACDC) was
charged with the responsibility for the construction of this trailer park and MACJ4, was assigned the mission of procuring the trailers. MACJI developed a billeting plan which included
housing for general officers and civilian equivalents on a single occupancy basis, selected
colonels on a double occupancy basis, and billets for VIPs. The H1 Cmdt was tasked with the
mission of establishing the necessary administrative and Logistical support incident to operating
the trailer park complex. Arrangements were miade to procure those items not included in the
contracts being drawn up by MACDC and to provide the necessary services. Desired facilities
and services included, but were not limited to, operation of an officer's mess and bar, provision
of laundry and maid service, furniture, communications, and newspapers.
(U) The trailer park was approved for occupancy in early August and certain leased villas
were released. Rent free villas were retained and utilized by senior personnel whose place of
duty was in the Saigon city area. II

Basic Allowance for Subsistence
(U) On 7 july 1968, COMUSMACV informed his component cormu-manders that for some time
the authorization and payment of Basic Allowance for Subsistence (BAS) to enlisted personnel in.
RVN had lacked uniformity. in some instances, enlisted personnel were furnished subsistence
in kind while other personnel in the same areas were paid BAS. DOD policy stated that under
normal conditions enlisted personnel would be subsisted in kind. For uniformity in making determinations, government messes available In the geographical area had to be used to the fullest extend compatible with economy and efficiency. In this connection, it had been determined
that governmentmass facilities were available in the Saigon/Cholon/Tan Son Nhut area. The
decision to authorize EM to draw BAS was to be fully justified in accordance witH DOD policy and
service regulations. In areas where members of one or more Services performed duty under
similar conditions, commanders were to confer to ensure uniform determination on the authorization of BAS. BAS was not to be paid to enlisted personnel solely on the basis of merit, location of quarters, extra incentive, or compensation. Where government messes were available,
the following policy was to be followed in authorizing BAS for enlisted personnel:
I. Rations Not Available (R.NA) allowance (S2. 57 per day) would not be authorized except in those cases which met either of the following rules:
a. Members whose post of duty was located more than 30 minutes each way by
government transportation from a government mess.
b. Members whose duty post was so located that cost of providing the member with
transportation would exceed the difference between the $2. 57 REL1Arate and the $1.30 separate
rations rate.
2. When any member's duty prevented him from utilizing an available government
mess for occasional meals, he was authorized a prorated or supplemental subsistence allowance.
Based on these guidelines, all component cormnanc~ers and CG, III MtAF were requested to evaluate their current program to ensure compliance with the applicable directives and above guide-
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Air Crew Quarters
(U) In response to a letter from 7AF, MACV concurred that quarters for air crews merited
,pecial
considerationr due to the mission of the individuals involved. However, it was felt that
,urrent
standards and criteria, without modification of applicable Service regulations, afforded
sufficient latitude for construction of satisfactory air crew quarters. The MACV standards of
construction allowed for either painted wood or pre-engineered metal buildings in the temporary
catego-y. In addition, other materials could be employed at the option of the comporent commander when cost analysis indicated that construction costs were equal to, or less than, the type
construction specified. OSD set the following maximum space criteria and cost consideration:
1.

Enlisted men - 70 gross square feet per man, exclusive of latrine and showers.

2.

Officers - 110 gross square feet per individual, exclusive of latrine and showers.

3.

The maximum average cost for, the houling item of a cantonment was $500 per man.

(U) MACV Directive 4Z0-Z permitted air conditioning of temporary facilities provided they
were not tropicalized. Service regulations authorized the air conditioning of air crew sleeping
facilities subject to the following conditions: 13
1. Base or installation was in a weather zone where air conditioning of personnel living
spaces was authorized under AFR 91-8.
Z. The officers' quarters or dormitory spaces to be air conditioned were used exclusively by air crews who were roquired to fly at nijht in support of SEASIA operations.
3. Day rest was mandatory for these ci-•ws and such rest could not be obtained without
air conditioning.

onanppro•trated Fund Mess Conversion
(U) The conversion of all Nonappropriated Fund (NAT) Messes feeding over 50 persons to
Field Ration (rR) Messes was scheduled to be completed on or before 31 March 1968. However,
some problems concerning the conversion had arisen that were not foreseen in the October 1966
study and prior to COMUSMACV's decision to convert the messes in RVN. The main problems
were:
I.

How best to subsist ROK officers in FR messes when service charges were re-

quired.
Z. in some advisory team messes where the head count exceeded 50 persons, it was
not feasible to convert the mess until assistance-in-kind (AIR) funds could be programmed into
the TY69 budget.
(U) The problem of ROK officer subsistence was solved by issuing chit books to them. Ofsncerm who were billeted in or near a BOQ in which the mess was not scheduled for conversion
would be issued a $65.00 chit book as had been done in the past. Officers who were billeted in
or near BOQa where a mess was scheduled for conversion would be issued a $6.00 or $6. Z0 chit
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book, depending on the number of days in the month, and these were to be used to pay se.-vice
charges in the FR messes.
(U) As of I June, there were 17 NAF messes In RVN which had not been converted to FR
messes and by 31 October, all but one in TAF had been converted to an FR mess. 7AF reported
that a new FR mess was to be constructed in the Spring of 1969 and that the NAF would be down.
graded to a snack bar operation upon completion of this new FR mess. 14

Centralized Billetine Control
iU) On 23 March 1968, COMUSMACV stated that the events at that time had emphasized the
continuing need to evaluate not only our operational but also our administrative procedures in
order to insure optimum readiness of all elements of the command in any situation. It was essential that all resources be immediately available and responsive to the demands of any contingency. Since our most valuable resource was people, it was axiomatic that procedures for
their prompt notification, muster, transportation, security, and utilization be refined to a degree
that insured their immediate availablity. This was not the case in many areas during the Tel
incidents and was partteularly noticeable in the densely populated S&igon/Cholon/Tan Son Nhut
area. There were many factors which contributed to this unsatisfactory condition and all were
being examined to insure correction. One of the principal wý,aknesses in the over-all control of
personnel was the absence of a central repository of information which would permit cognisance
over the billeting arrangements of personnel scattered throughout the metropolitan complex of
Saigon/Cnolon/Tan Son Nhut. To eliminate this obvious deficiency, CC, USAHAC was designated
as the COMUSMACV Executive Agent for the coordination and contruL of all matters pertaining to
the billeting of US military porsonn ' in the Saigon/Cholon/Tan Son Nhut area, except for those
billeted on Tan Son Nhut Air Base. All component commanders and agencie; with military per.
sonnel billeted in the effected area were required to immediately make plans to coordinate all
billeting policies and procedures through CC, USAHAC whm would administer the program on a
zontinuing basis. 15

Tour Length
Vietnam Tour Longth
(U) Unless something drastic happened, the iZ.month tour in Vietnam was here to stay.'
Th doenate Armed Services Committee was assured by the nation's military leaders !hat no
ersang# was contemplated in the standard tour. As CJCS put it in early 1968, "only as sort of a
last resort should we extend the tours in Vietnam. particularly for any appreciable length of
time." He testified shortly after the Communist Tot Offensive raised some fears in Washington
(and Vietnam) that tours might have to be extended to cope with the military problems created by
the offensive. At the same time SECSTATE said:

"I think we all recognise that the IZ- or 13month tour had contributed immensely to the morale
of the men. We do pay a price in having a high rate
of rotation because it results in a relatively low experience level. But there is no question in the
Chiefs' minds and none in mine that the fixed-term
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tour does contribute to the high moral% we
have there. "16
Second RkR Proaram
(U) With MACV approval in October 1967 USARV had instituted a program authorizing a
second R&R for those personnel extendinS their tour in Vietnam for three to six months. A
MACV letter of 20 April 1968 added the incentive of priority on R&, booking to the program.
An analysis of the overall extension program indicated that, while 11 percent of the extensions
were for three to six months, 30 percent of the extensions were for some period of time less
than three months. Those extending for less than three months were preponderantly enlisted
men. This could be attributed to the early discharge policy for an EM returning to CONUS with.
less than ninety days of active duty remaining. Of the EM who extended for three to six months,
there was no evidence to indicate that the added R&1Awas a decisive factor. As of May 1968,
USARV's experience with the short-term extension program had been disappointing. Nevertheless, they wet,* continuing to provide maximum command emphasis to the program. 17

Special 30 Day Leave Program
(U) DA informed MACV that Public Law (PL) 89-735, which authorized an extra 30-day
leave for men who volunteered for an additional six months in Vietnam, was extended by PL 90330 and was signed by the President on 5 June 1968. The program, as extended by Pl. 90-330,
was to continue in force until 30 June 1970. The House had voted to make the authority perma.
nent, but the Senate modified the bill to extend it for two years.instoad and the House accepted
the Senate version. The Senate Armed Services Committee said it opposed permanent extension
of the law because "the justification for use of this authority in Vietnam might not necessarily
exist in other areas where a permandint authority could apply. " The 30-day leave, 'pas. travel
time, was in addition tn the individual's regula-' leave time. Transportation to the US or any
other approved place was furnished by the government. Since November 14966, when the law had
gone into effect, almost 60, 000 military men had extended their tours; 97.4 percent were en.
lstetd meo.
The Senate Committee said the average cost for transportation was 5570 per man
extending. But, it added, the net cost to the government was really zero because it costs about
the same to transport two men who extend for six months each Is it costs to send a replacement
for a full year while relocating the family of the replacement. 1

18 Month Tours for Advisors
(U) Tours for senior Army officers being assigned to fill key senior and deputy advisory
positions at the province level in Vietnam were increased from 12 to 18 months (See 1967 MACV
Command
eistory). Tours for officers assigned to advisory duties at lower levels of command;
remainse4 at 12 months although men could volunteer to stay longer inocountry. The Army gave
"top priority" to finding officer volunteers to fill these province level posts. The Army Chief of
Staff wrote personal letters to a number of "carefully selected" officers asking them to volunteer
for the program. Volunteers were to be given up to 49 weeks of language and specialized
training to prepare them for advisory positions.
(U) The Secretary of the Army noted that the tour for province advisors was not being increased because of any personnel shortages but rather, that 12 months was simply too short a
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time for an officer to be effective in that Job.

In actuality, he was advising a man who was

equal to the rank of governor of one of our states. 19

Rest and Recuperation

General
(C) The Rest and Recuperation (R&R) sites located in the Far East were the first to support
the K&IM Program This was desirable because it provided concrete evidence of our avowed interest in Asian affairs and it gave our Service members an opportunity to see the desirable
areas of Asia. In addition, it helped to give servicemen a better appreciation of greater Asia
whose people we were defending in Vietnam and had defended or aidd in the past. Early in
January, however, there was noted a steady decrease in R&R to the Far East centers. This
was due principally to the expansion of the Hawaii RkR Program, the half fare provision, and
the opening of Sydney, late in 1967. While desirable and meeting a definite need, these three
factors diverted ZO percent of the total traffic, or 7, 000 seats per month, from the Far East
sites. Further drastic reduction in this area iould have been construed as inconsistent with the
national purpose in Asia, invited possible political repercussionsand would effect the morals
of the many individual servicemen preferring Asian RUR. In particular, our relations with the
Asian governments were considered as they were always sensitive to actions appearing Lavorable
to non-Asians at the expense of Asians. In this context, the Communist press could certainly be
expected to offer their interpretation of moves directing R&IR toward non-Far East countries.
(U) Early in February, an assessment of the various sites showed that based on four
months of spring/suimer operations in Sydney, that site's popularity was well-founded. Fourth
quarter 1968 utilization rate was 99. 1 percent. In :anuary. the number of flights per month was
increased from 15 to 30 and utilization dropped slightly to 98.7 pezcent.
(U) Singspore, Penang, and Kuala Lumpur demonstrated .a limited attraction, but those
persons using these sites were thoroughly satisified. Any reduction at any of these sites was
not deemed economical and the MACV position was that, if conditions warranted, eliminntion
of one or more of these sites should be considered rather than a reduction.
(U) Hong Kong had a very distinct appeal to servicemen, but terrorist activities in the sumý--or of 1967 marred this appeal and resulted in a temporary decreased utilization. However,
utilization was on the increase again at the start of 1968.
(U) Bangkok was the rrost popular site in the MACV R&k Program with a long record of
sustained utilization in excess of 99 percent. US participation at this site had, in effect, been
reduced because aircraft seats had been made available for Thai forces and for transiting US
combat air crews. This site provided amusement, entertainment, and points of cultural interest with a minimum of time away from one's duty station.
(U) Tokyo was also a popular and particularly desirable site because it offered meals and
lodging at a military installation for a very minimum cost to servicemen with limited means.
The gold flow was minimised in this manner. Although this site was capable of receiving al.
most twice the traffic, the usage declined approximately S0 percent from what it haa been in
early 1967. This decline was primarily due to the increased traffic to Honolulu and Sydney.
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Tokyo was considered as an alternative or relief valve capable of receiving traffic that might be
diverted from Sydney during Australian winters.
(U) Honolulu R&R was operated at 45 flights per month at the beginning of the year .nd increased to 60 flights per month on 1 October. Accommodations in Honolulu were critical at that
level and resulted in undue hardship and extra expense. A further increase was considered undesirable unless accommodations became conveniently available in greater numbers. a0
(U) During 1968, a total of 435, 827 R&A seats were purchased and 419, 914 were used for
an overall 96. 5% utilization rate.

(C, Maximum on-ground authorization at the different sites at the end of the year are.olas
Tokyo:
Penang:

1, 000

Taipei:

830

Kuala Lumpur:

166

Z49

Manila:

300

Singapore:

300

Hong Kong:

996

Bangkok:

1, 050

Sydney:

1,500

Hawaii

Z,000

The Marihuana and Weapons Problems
(C) In Januaryl1968 the AMAMB Canberra informed COMUSM•ACV that three R&R person.
ne Ihad been arrested in Sydney for the importation of marihuana and he expressed serious concorn about the impact of this overall problem on the public rela,,.ns aspect. of the R&R Pro.
gram. The "score" then stood at 10 arrests, 10 trials, eight convictions, and two dismissals.
A magistrate in the Special Federal Court in Sydney expressed concern over the number of
cases coming before his court and said, "American servicemen coming from Vietnam must be
made to realize that possession of marihuana is regarded very seriously in Australia. " All a&
the arrests and trials had received national press, radio, and TV coverage with each succeeding
incident receiving increased news prominence. Already the program had unquestionably suffered from this adverse publicity, and a side effect had been to stimulate a heavy neweplay of
allegations of massive use of mari•uana and other drugs by US forces in Vietnam. The
AMAMB was concerned that the total impact of the neweplay might offset public support in
Australia not only for the P.&P. Program but even for the Allied effort in Vietnam.
(U) The situation in Australia and other R&R sites caused CINCPAC to write COMUSMACV,
stating in part:
The severe steps now being taken by the
government of Australia to curtail marihuana
smuggling by our R.&. personnel are serious.
Coupled to other reports received from both
embassy and military sources elsewhere, I
think we must take an immediate and close
look at the management of the over-all ,&R
program.
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The major problems which I continue
to hear. despite supposed appeals at R.&R
conferences and by message and official letter, include the following:
1. Importation of gums, ammunition. flares, bayonets, knives, grenades, and
other dangerous items, any of which constitutes
a flagrant violation of local laws. There is
growing indignation and protest to our on.sits
R&R representatives.
2. Departure of R&R troops from Vietnam with active, infectious veneral disease. On
several occasions it has been reported that medi.
cal officers have given the afflicted persons
enough penicillin pills "to continue his treatment"
while on 9.k5 leave.
3. Failure to obtain necessary innocu'lations, or in many instance*, to carry the required shot cards, thereby, delaying processing
at the point of arrival.
4. Finally, and most serious in my
view, the failure for follow-through corrective
action once the deficiency is reported.
In conclusion I recognize the problems un.
der which thi. program must be conducted, with
the morale ramifications of over-administration
at either end of the R1kR circuit. Nonetheless, our
servicemen themselves will suffer greatest unless
we are able to organize ourselves around their
temptations to violate the rules.
The information contained in this letter is a
small sampling of opinion and may not stand up
under vigorous investigation. On the other hand,
the titme-consuming and thorough customs inspections being imposed on our people in Australia
at this time lead me to conclude that there is even
a limit to the patience of our friends.t'
(U) CINCPAC's concern over the incidents in connection with the R&R. program was well
placed. COMUSLIACV shared his concern with a full awareness that small details could sometimes impact with unwarranted heaviness on large and generally successful operations. In this
instance, it had become apparent that the deliberate, wrongful acts of a statistically uzmeasur.
able percentage of all 11.9 travelers were making the program unnecessarily restrictive at the
moment and might quite possibly curtail it in some areas for future participants. As CINCPAC
had pointed out, the excellent behavior of the nearly 100 percent majority could not be known
because it was the actions of a willfully disobedient handful which were given consideration re.
peatse- publicity. As a result, MACV had been compelled, in the past, to deve!.p more restrictive R&f processing procedures and recognize the requirement for even more stringent measures.
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(U) The processing system had developed to the point where individuals were not becoming
involved in undesirable activities through ignorsance or either prohibitions or possible punishments. They became involved simply because their personal habits and desires were at odds
with tie requirements of military discipline and of society. Accordingly, the problem existing
on the Vietnam end of the R&P. channel was one mainly of checking, inspecting, and restricting.
In this respect, no stone was left unturned as all strived to eliminate even the smallest deftciency. The processing sites had demonstrated and continued to demonstrate that their search
techniques were effective because many contraband items were confiscated in Vietnam. During
the last six months of 1967, two cases had slipped through but were detected later in Hong Kong.
One hundred percent assurance that no weapons or explosives would get through certainly could
not be expected because time and physical facilities did not permit individual baggage and body
search and quarantine from those not processed.
(U) In spite of the increased security measures, the incidents of marihuana smuggling into
R.&R centers did not cease. COMUSMACV felt that the discovery of marihuana and other un.
authorized items subsequent to the arrival of the aircraft in the host countries indicated a lack
of eff~ciency and eflectiveness of the P.&R out-processing procedures. Efforts at the unit level
and other procedures conducted prior to the arrival at the P.R&I centers had been effective in reducing the number of incidents; however, a number of individuals who did not respond to verbal
warnings continued to attempt to circumvwnt controls. Experience indicated that the thoroughness and professionalism of the searches of R.&R personnel conducted in the host countries was
the primary factor that continued to result in the discovery of personnel in possession of contra.
band. Substantial amounts of marihuana found aboard aircraft after debarkation of the passengers, or in amnesty boxes which were provided as the last means to dispose of contraband,indicated a healthy respect for the efficiency of the host country search procedures.
(U) Accordingly, COMUSMACV directed all component commanders to immediatell3 implement, as a minimum, the following procedures at RkhR out-processing centers in RVN•
1. Conduct detailed searches of a representative number of enlisted personnel selected
at random from each out-processing group.
2. Develop and implement search procedures to insure professionalism, efficiency,
thoroughness, minimum inconvenience, or embarrassment to the individual and also insure that
searches were conducted by mature, experienced, muilitary or security police personnel.
3. Develop and furnish to the officer designated as troop commander aboard the aircraft a short meaningful briefing which he would be detailed to give over the aircraft public address system while in flight. The briefing would again describe the penalties, the immediate
termination of the R.6., and other puniL ,ments imposed for smuggling of marihuana. The
briefing would enjoin passengers to dispose of any marihuana via the aircraft rest-roomn facilities while in flight and to contact the individual giving the briefing if they were in possession of
other contraband or prohibited items.
4. Insure that posters, furnished by hACV, warning of the prohibition against transporting marihuana, narcotics, weapons, and other items of contraband aboard aircraft, were
prominently posted in a conspicuous location in each P&kR processing center and that the posters
were specifically mentioned during briefing procedures.
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(U) Nevertheless, marihuana Incidents continudd, especially in Australia. On 30 October,
COMUSMACV issued instructions that, effective 10 November 1968, only one pack of opened
cigarettes or one pouch of pipe tabacco or 4 cigars would be retained in the possession of R&R
passengers bound for Sydney. No cigarettes or tobacco products would be allowed in stowed
baggage. The only cigarettes, cigars, or tobacco which should be taken on board would be for
in-flight use. Prior to debarkation, all remaining tobacco items would be deposited in a container on board the aircraft. No cigarettes or tobacco products would be permitted to enter
Australia. The effective date was subsequently changed to 15 November.
(U) On V7 December, COMUSMACV again emphasized his interest in the marihuana problem and issued further conumand guidance on the subject when he said:
Since I November, twelve servicemen have
been apprehended by authorities in countries
where Rk& sites are located, for possession
and importation of marihuana. Additionally, a
number of incidents have occurred where mari.
huana was found on the aircraft after the passengers isebarked. It is necessary that present control measures at in-country processing centers
be improved.
The goal to be achieved at in-country B.kR pro
cessing centers is the total absence of marihuon any RsR flight departing from Vietnam.
Briefings at R.&R processing centers must emphasize the high probability of the offender being
detected, the severe penalties faced in civilian
and military courts, the adverse publicity resulting from these offensives, and the potential
effect on the entire Rk&, Program. Amnesty
containers will be provided only at in-country
processing centers where individuals can inconspicuously dispose of marihuana or other contraband with no questions asked.
Effective Immediately, R&.R processing centers
will conduct a thorough personal search of all
personnel in the grade of E-4 and below who are
destined for Australia and Hong Kong. Twentyfive percent of personnel in the grade of E-4 or
below destined for other RkB. sites will be given
a personal search. Spot checks of other enlisted
personnel may be conducted as appropriate. The
search will also include an inspection of all hand
baggage and articles carried by the individual. In
order for these searches to achieve their purpose,
they must be performed by mature and experienced
military police or security police personnel.
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Search procedures in effect at R&P. processing
centers will be reviewed with particular attention
given to te* thoroughness of the search and the
sequence of the search in the general processing
cycle.
oenerally the physical facilities of the
centers do not provide adequate areas where per.
sonnel can be segregated immediately subsequent
to the search. This enables individuals to conceal
prohibited items prior to the search and retrieve
them before departing the processing center. Inasmuch as possible, personnel should be restricted
in their movement to prevent access to areas pro.
viously vacated. Lacking adequate facilities to
segregate personnel until their departure, personal
searches will be conducted immediately prior to
boarding transportation to the aircraft. 2Z
Reduced Fares, West Coast Points to Hawaii for Parents Joinina Members on R&P in Hawaii
(U) Effective 20 March 1968, United, Pan American. and Northwest Airlines filed revisions
RkR tariffs to provide reduced fare travel, approximately a 25 percent discount, from West
Coast points to points in Hawaii for parent(s) of unntarridd US military personnel on duty in
Vietnam or Thailand who were authorized official P.&R in Hawaii. Tickets at the reduced fare
were on a round.trip basis and travel had to be completed within 15 days. Pan American and
Northwest Airlines extended this reduced fare to both parents whereas United Airlines initially
extended this privilege to only one parent; however, effective 3 May 1968, United Airlines filed
an amendment to the tariff which extended the reduced fare travel to both parents. 26
to

Reduced Fares for Spouses of Personnel based in Thailand Who Chose Hawaii as Their R&kR Site
(U) Zffective 5 Tannury 1968, United, Pan American, and Northwest Airlines filed a revision to the R&R tariffs to provide reduced fare travel, with a discount of approximately .5 percent, from West Coast points to Honolulu for spouses of Thailand based aircre* members afforded out-of-country R&P. leave and who selected Hawaii as their place of leave. Tickets at the
reduced fares wTere on a round-trip basis and travel had to be completed within a 15.day period.
The requirements and procedures were the same as for spouses of military personnel based in
Vietam (See 1967 MACV Conmmand History). 27

Extended In-Flight Service
(U) During the October RkR scheduling conference, MACV made a request that involved
extended in-flight service on all P&R carrier flights to include the showing of movies on the
longer flights and stereophonic listening equipment on all flights. Sustiicatien was based on

the following factors:
1. Reduction of on-ground in-processing time by using an orientation film concerning
the destination site.
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2. installation of the video and stereo equipment was possible with aircraft configura.
tion modification.
3. The longer flights were tiring experiences
ease the tension of the passengers.

which could be made more enjoyable and

4. Video and stereo services were furnished an many scheduled commercial air car.
riers as well as on some MAC commercial charter missions. Our personnel deserved comparable services to those furnished passenger. on any commercial flights.
(U) On Z4 December. Commander, Military Airlift Command (COMAC) stated that it would
cost an estimated $107, 500 to $130. 000 to equip one plane for the showing of movies and that the
cost of maintaining, replacing, and cleaning the equipment would be $5,240 for 100 flights a
month. Pending the outcome of the proposals and DOD's reaction to the additional costs and a
willingness to pay the increased rates to compensate the carriers for this type service, he
recommended that the subject be tabled. Z8

Wearing of ClviUan Clothing on LkPR Flights
(U) On 10 November, COMUSIMACV requested that CINCPAC consider the authorization of
optional wear of civilian clothing while travelling on an RUE. aircraft. The advantage of this
proposal were as follows:
I. It would serve to lesson the impact of the American presence in foreign countries.
Uniforrms are particularly noticeable during arrival and departure at public airport terminals
when a flight is managed as a grrup; personnel had no opportunity to change clothing until after
they were briefed and had checked into iheir hotels. The impact would be significant at sites
such as Hong Kong, Bangkok, and Singapore where reduction of American presence was an

objective.
Z. It would promote the objective of providing the participant with the feeling that P.&R
commences at the in.country processing site. Additionally, it would help ease tension, facilitate comfort, and permit personnel to feel relaxed both during the processing and on the flight.
3. It would reduce the baggage load, since some civilian clothing could be worn instead
of packed.
4. It would improve the general appearance of the group because many individuals who
reported to the in-country processing center directly from combat units did not have properly
cleaned or pressed uniforms. The lack of cleaning facilities and uniform material which
wrinkles easily were inherent causes. Civilian clothing would present a more casual appear.
ance and be less noticeable. Accordingly, the wearing of civilian clothing would eliminate the
unacceptable appearance of sizable groups of American military personnel in sloppy military
dress.
5. It would partially, if not totally, resolve the problem of providing class A uniform
items, particularly to personnel from line units who arrived at the R&&, processing center with
incomplete uniforms.
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Possible disadvantages of wearing civilian clothing aboard Rat.R aircraft were as follows:

A,
A decreased awareness would exist at locations where it is desirable to make the
American military presence known.
2. A minimal adverse effect would be felt by civilian rental clothiers at sites where
this servits is provided.
(U) Upon approval of this proposal, the Vietnam Regional Exchange would provide, at the
in-country processing centers, sufficient stocks of shirts, stacks, belts, socks, ties, and shoes
to accommodate all personnel who needed them. In conjunction with this service, facilities
could be established to permit P.&P. participants to deposit uniform and boots at the departure
site for cleaning and shine. 29
(U) On 27 January 1969, CINCPAC approved this proposal and indicated that it could be tim.
plemented at all sites except Hong Kong and Taipei. (The proposal for these two sites was still
under consideration. )30

New Zealand
(C) On 4 March 1968, the New Zealand Embassy presented a note on R.R to the AMEMB,
Wellington, in which the Covernment of New Zealand (ONZ) offered to make facilities available
to US and other servicemen in RYN (including NZ servicemen). The note stated that the ONZ
could provide facilities for two jet flights of approximately 160 passengers each to Auckland and
one similar flight to Christchurch every five days. Most of the servicemen could be accommo.
dated in and around these two cities but tours would be arranged to other places of recreational
interest. The US was invited to send a team to New Zealand to explore the program possibilities. The 0HZ was assured that the proposal would be studied carefully but that the distance of
New Zealand from RVN, the avaslability of aircraft, and the need for additional R&R locations
would have to be assessed.
(C) In response to a query from CINCPAC, COMUSMACV stated that increasing the num.
ber of 3R& sites from ten to twelve would increase the number of varied environments available
to the R5R travelers. This would tend to favor more individuals through providing greater
variety in site selection. However. considering the variety already available, the effect would
appear to be minimal. Establishing the sites proposed would produce a monthly total saturation
of 2, 952 personnel. Operations, involving ten sites, were at that time programmed below the
meximum combined on-ground authorisation by a monthly figure of S. 650. Comparison of these
figures showed an existing expansion capability nearly double the number of spaces that could be
generated at the proposed New Zealand sites. Since the readily available expansion capability
exceeded the anticipated requirements through 1968, no requirement for New Zealand sites
existed.
(C) Accepting the requirement for additional aircraft at a greater expense, the proposal
was witliin MAC/carrier capability and the new sites could be incorporated into the system with.
out difficulty by I January 1969. Considering the great land and sea distance between Auckland
and Christchurch, two site detachments would be required. '.'he monetary and manpower expenditure in relation to the number of troops handled would be uniavorable, particularly at
Christchurch with only one flight per week. The monetary and manpower expense of establishing
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the new sites had to be viewed in light of the relatively expense-free expansion capability at the
ten existing sites. Acceptance of the proposal would raise the number of seasonal sites to four..
Tokyo and Sydney being the current two. Although seasonal effect could not be predicted, any

adverse effec- at all on the long haul New Zealand flights would produce a significant percentage
of unused sears per aircraft.

(C) On 16 May, the ONZ was notified that the US had sympathetically studied their proposal
for an R&. Program in New Zealand but was uable to give a positive response at that time for
the reasons stated above (except the last one dealing with Korea); however, a further reading
would be taken in six months to determine U an additional P.R site was needed then. The ONZ
expressed disappointment but understanding of the US position. 31
(C) Consequently, on 14 September 1968, CINCPAC asked COMUSMACV to *reviewhis posi.
tion reference the New'Zealand P.R site. On 17 September, COMUSMACV replied that his
position had not changed. However, two days later,. on 19 September, COMUSMACV rescinded
his 17 September messaeo and stated that, although the ten sites already established at that time
were adequate to accommodate all personnel programmed for R.61 in the foreseeable future, an
1.1 Program to New Zealand was considered desirable because of troop preference and in view
of New Zealand's contribution to the effort in 1VN. The opening of a new site without closing
an existing on*, however, was not recommended because of the operating expenses involved.
An analysis of the sites in use indicated that troop preference of R.R sites in Malaysia and in
Singapore were the lowest in the program. On this basis, the opening of a site in New Zealand
should be coupled with the closing of a site in Malaysia. MACV recommended that the opening
of a site in New Zealand be favorably considered contingent upon the closing of Penang. It was
also recommended that a firm commirnent to open the New Zealand site be boded upon a feasibility survey and that the scheduled opening date be no earlier than I July 1969. As of the end
of 1968, there weor no further developments in the proposed opening of a New Zealand PkR
site. 3Z

Australia
(C) In early January, CINCPAC queried MACV as to the advisability of increasing the 1.1
participation at Sydney. MACV stated that the following actions, in connection with the R&R
program, had been taken or were contemplated:
I. In the 2d quarter of FY68, an R.61 center had opened in Sydney.
approximately 7, 300 R.k6 tourists chose that site.
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a. In the 3d quarter of FY68, traffic to Sydney would be increased 100 percent over
that of Zd quarter, thereby programming In excess of 14,000 P.&P tourists in that period alone.
3. In the Zd quarter of FY68, the R&R Program had reduced traffic to Tokyo and Hong
Kong by approximately 5,000 and 1.500 respectively, in order to provide for the opening of
Sydney and the expansion of flights to Honolulu. Other reductions were effected for Taipei and
Manila. The 3d quarter of FY68 prograrnue• increase to Sydney and the seven flights per
month (1, 124 passengers) increase to Honolulu was offset by a corresponding reduction equally
divided between Tokyo and Taipei.
(C) MACV recommended that there be no commitment to further increase the R8.It traffic
to Australia at that time and that the winter season in Australia should be approached with caution. R&P. winter attractiveness could require periodic reduction in order to afford a more
favorable climate. In this respect, MACV recommended that fluctuations due to winter weather
be alternately adjusted between Tokyo and Australia in order to minimize the political impact on
Japan and to offer warmer climates to servicemen. The Australian weather, along with the unfavorable publicity over marihuana, suggested that the popularity of Australia with servicemen
might not continue.
(C) JCS requested that CINCPAC submit a plan to provide phased increase In Australian
P&.R to a programmed monthly goal of 6,480 by October 1968. On 13 Feburary, CINCPAC
stated that four months' experience had indicated that the troops had accepted Sydney as an R&IR
site and would support a monthly programmed goal of 6,480 during the spring/summer seasons.
No problems were anticipated concerning the capability of Sydney to accommodate this goal. Increases in R&R to Australia were recommended to be progranmmed beginning on I October 1968,
which was during their spring season. It was obvious that increasing P.&.t to Australia would
cause a decrease at one or more other sites and it was agreed that reductions should be avoided
at Hong Kong, Taipei. and Singapore. CINCPAC's final recommendation was that R&P to Australia be increased to the desired figure of 6,480 per month and that Penang be closed as an
R&R. site on I October to provide compensation.
(U) The Government of Australia (OOA) sgreed, by note on 31 May. to increase the daily
maximum on-ground RlkR strength to 1, 500, but suggested that the US consider using the Brisbane/Gold Coast area for the increase in order not to strain the hotel facilities in Sydney. However, it was pointed out that if the US did plan to have all 1, 500 .&R personnel in the Sydney
area, the GOA would ask the hotels to reserve that many singles every day throughout the year.
At the same time, the GOA asked for confirmation of an earlier understanding that the R.&K.pro.
gram would not exclude any Australian servicemen in RVN who wished to spend their P.,R leave
in Australia. The Australian National Tourist Association and the Australian Accommodation
Council favored spreading the R&R activity to the Gold Coast and wished to discuss this with the
AMEMB.
(C) The request for a 1, 500 on-ground strength was for the purpose of accommodating
minor fluctuations. In actuality, it was planned that the on-ground strength at any one time
would be 1. 360. The request for the use of Sydney only was to reduce the administrative requirements for an additional .&k. processing detachment and contract carrier facility. The
seasonal weather variations at a beach resort, such as the Gold Coast, made it unlikely that
troops would elect that location during the winter. Other factors that militated against the extension of the R&.P Program to the Gold Coast were the fact that the only airfield capable of receiving 707 jets was located at Brisbane, one hour's drive from the Gold Coast; hotel capacity
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on the Gold Coast appeared to be sufficient tj handle the increase during the "off season", but
some doubt existed as to the desirability/capability to handle the Influx during the heavy tourist
season; the lack of suitable entertainment and tourist-oriented facilities in Brisbane; the comparably vast facilities at the Gold Coast would require a plurality of R&R processing detach.
ments; and such an operation would be exceedingly uneconomical and personnel and financial
support appeared prohibitive.
(C) At the same time that these matters were under discussion, GOA again brought up the
fact that they wanted to be assured that a minimum of 3, 000 spaces per year were programmed
for Australian servicemen. It was agreed that this number would be programmed and further
increases would be permitted upon the request of the COA. 33

Banaltol
(C) In early March 1968, the AMEMB Bangkok expressed concern with the impact of the
American presence there. The AMEMB, MACTAIA, MACV, and Thai Ministry of Defense personnel considered the problem to determine a solution acceptable to all parties. Prior to April
1968, the American non-duty presence, other than R&R, probably exceeded the total numbers
produced by R&R. For example, Vietnam alone was sending approximately 3,000 non-duty,
non-R&R personnel per month to Bangkok. Other Pacific area commands were also contributing
greatly to the total presence through ordinary leave, permissive TDY, and unnecessary air
crew stop-overs. As a major morale program serving troops assigned to combat areas, MACV
and MACT-AI R&. Programs were not recommended or considered for reduction when American presence might be reduced by other means. This American presence was noticed as much
by adverse impact as by total numbers. Compared to R&P, personnel on ordinary leave, permissive TDY, etc., added most of the adverse impact as borne out by local observation and Incident statistics. This was attributed to the control, orientation, and protection received from
the R&R center and various Thai Government agencies for the R&R personnel. Bangkok was one
of the most desirable sites in the MACV P&P Program. It provided most of the attractions
found at all other sites and, being close to Vietnam, presented a minimum time away from duty
for P&R participants. These two qualities were most advantageous for the many individuals
whose duty situations would otherwise have made the scheduling of Ph&R difficult.
(C) The foregoing, posed as a joint Embassy/MACTHAI/ MACV recommendation to CINCPAC, led to his recommendation that aircraft be precluded from remaining overnight in Bangkok
unless on official business. In addition, he requested that COMUSMACV limit the total leave,
pass, and permissive TDY/TAD personnel in Bangkok at any one time to a maximum of 1, 000.
The overall effect was that R&. could have been increased over the current levels without appreciable impact. Accordingly, on 10 April, COMUSMACV informed the component commanders
that ordinary leave, pass, and permissive TDY/TAD to Bangkok would not be authorized for per.
sonnet either assigned or under the administrative control of MACV or the component commands.
(C) In May, SCS noted a variation between the recommended R&R quota of 4, 000 for Bangkok
and the FY69 quota recommended by MACV of 5,940. In view of the potential problem of satura.
tion of Bangkok, TCS requested a review to ascertain whether or not any modification should be
made. An analysis of the total number of Rf&R participants shown indicated that the MACV
monthly requirements did, in fact, exceed the 'CS-recommended monthly quotas by some 2, 000.
This increase had been caused by an increase in troop strength, the addition of combat personnel
from Thailand, and an increased R.&1 participation rate. The majority of this increase had been
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programmed into Bangkok b3cauce of the popularity of the cite. Continuous coordination had
been effected by CINCPAC with the AMEMS Bangkok to ensure that the in-country and out-ofcountry programr and the authorized environmental cnd morale leave p -granms
were acceptable.
Prior to implemr.nting the in-country program, leave, pass. sad non-official travel to Bangkok
had been e.lminates.
The current program bad been concurred in by the AMEMB Bangkok and
met the levels required for the current troop strength and personal desires. Neither CINCPAC
nor MACV were consitering any modlfication to the program. 34

Guam
(U) Effective I July 1968, there was a change in MACV policy which permitted Guamanians
or personnel having dependents residing on Guam to debark from Honolulu R&R flights at
Anderson Air Force Base. Guam was not designated as an P.Is site because there was ins, Ificient command.wide interest to warrant such action, Under the revised procedure, personnel
were permitted to apply for RIR to Honolulu and debark at Guam by competing with other Honolulu applicants on a space available basis. Previously, individuals had been permitted to board
Honolulu bound R&R aircraft and debark it Guam if they had leave orders and only if space was
available. 3 5

Okinawa
(U)
from Ds
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CC, U! MAP supplemented the command R&P. programs with a weekly C-130 flight
Nang to Okinawa
P.I&. quotas were available on this. flight using the same criteria
the MACV .&R Directive. with the added provision that the lndividual's family must be
in Okinawa. Period of R&P in Okinawa was five nights and was considered as a normal

Post Exchange

Genert.l
(U) Practically every'thing a serviceman in Vietnam needed, the Vietnam Regional Exchange
(RVNR) could provide. In pursuing its mission of "Service to the Fighting Man, " the R.VNR had,
as of June 1968:
1. Devel"-ed into the biggest retail operation in Vietnam with Z0 food facilities, 314
retail outlets, and 1,400 concession shops spread throughout the country from Dong Ha. near the
demilitarized zone, to Bac Lieu in the south. From a shoestring operation in 1965, P.VNP. had
grown to a million-dollar-a-day business.
Z. Built up a merchandising stock of more than 5, 000 line items ranging from chewing
gum to highly sophisticated stereophonic equipment.
3. Chalk-" Up Iles that equaled the combined exchange sales of all the other regions
in the Pacific rx, .- g System (PACEX): Guam, Hawaii, Japan, Korea, Okinawa, Philippines.
cnd Thailand.
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4. Given valuable training in retail operation to hundreds of employees, most of whom
were local nationals.
5. Provided employment to 8. 430 Vieteamese whose pay amounted to $741.000 ($VN
87,438,000) per month. In technical position* were 209 US civilians, 884 Third Country Nation.
als, and 869 military personnel.
(U) The PVNR retail operations depended upon four giant spots for support. These warehousing facilities had a total of 1. 5 millin square feet of storge8 space. Each month the Cha
Rang Logistical Complex in the Qui Nhon area handled about 14. 000 measurement tone of PX
merchandise worth S9 million; I) Nang, 20,000 tons worth $7 million; Cam Ranh Bay, 11.000
tons worth SI2 million; and Saigon, 38, 000 tons worth $26 million. RVNP. received transportation support from MACV in shipping supplies to the retail outlets by land, water, and air. Cargo and vessel movements in Vietnam went by priorities. In some instances .VNP. experienced
d•liculties, but somehow it usually managed to overcome the problems. The retail outlets had
to have adequate supplies to serve the troops in their respective areas. About 600, 000 Free
World forces looked to the RVNR for their essential needs. 37
(U) The Army and Air Force Exchange Service (AAFF.S) had assumed responsibility for
exchange operations from the US Navy on 26 December 1965. A report of audit on validation
and transfer of assets from Navy Exchange. Saigon, to the RVNP, had been conducted bpttween 13
November 1965 and 22 February 1966. It alluded to certain problem areas such as personnel
manning, lack of coordination within PVNR, transter of Field Exchange assets, inventor, deficiencies, etc. The first fis•al year of operation had ended on 10 January 1967 and it was
computed at that time that approximately $21 .tillion worth of goods, which should have arrived
in RVN, were unaccounted for. A physical inventory on-l0 January 1967 revealed an overage
from the compurmd.''ook' inventor, of $10 million. This meant that merchandise in the depots
and sales'activities had been placed in- stock without any receiving reports being rendered, but
there was still an approximate shortage of 511 million wirth of merchandise that had been paid
for but never received.
a
(U) In January 1966, barily one month after the exchange ha'! started operatulg, many
major problems in the <'scal and accounting procedures area had been identified. In a letter to
MACJ1, dated 25 January 1966. PACEX specUically noted errors in bank deposits, no receiving
reports, no disbursement reports, and an overall lack of documentation of all transactions. In
reply, MAC. 1 stated that the US was engaged in a combat situation and we must be prepared to
accept the errors and losses which were inevitable under these circumstances. He made specific note of the Lack of adequate facilities and especially the absence of trained personnel to
operate the exchanges.
(U) Dring the same time frame AAFES requested MACV's assistance in obtaining command support from appropriate fund resources for general purpose vehicles and material
handling equipment. In his reply to this request, MAClJ1 brought AAFES to task, for their lack
of support of the exchange operations in R.VN, identified the lack of an internal audit capability
as a major problem, and indicated that a conti uous inspection and audit of branch exchange
accounts was essential. This exchange of messages was the first indication the board of directors could find of the condition of the .VNP. As a result, literally hundreds of inspections, investigations, reports, and fact-finding committees, delving into the exchange operations in RVN
and related problems, were started.
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IU) Probably the most significant document was the "Investigation of the US tconomic and
Military Assistance Programs in Vietnam" conducted by the Moss Committee in the spring of
1966. Their report covered many areas directly related to the exchange operations. They
touched on the questionable coverage and adequacy of the internal audit capability and the port
situation in iVN and presented background data on PX difficulties. Many of the problems discussed in these documents were determined by the board to be causes of the losses under investigation. The initial Moss Committee report triggered a review of audit and inspection programs, which were conducted in iNN during 1966 by the Comptroller General of the United
States. These reports are mentioned to show the high level of interest in the exchange operation.
(U) The board found that the RVNR had experienced a loss of $7,615, Z00. 19 between the
period of 26 December 1965 to 10 January 1967. This loss was categorized as follows: Overall
in-transit loss. $5, 715, 18$. 86; Marine Cargo and transit loss, $1, 72Z, 798. 38; Loses due to
enemy action $9, 622. 48; Cas•. in-transit loss, $163, 118. 74; and Working Funds Loss,
$2,474. 73. A reserve of $11,478,4Z3 was established to cover thete losses. The board could
find no information that w.:uld either validate or negate the reported Accounts Receivable Loss
of $15, 073. 34.
(U) The underlying cause of the losses was poor planning, primarily in the areas of personnel, equipment, andfacilities. During the period in which the losses occurred, there was a
general lack of documentation due to an insufficient number of qualified personnel. Consequently, the exact causes of the losses could not be determined. Further complicating the problem
was the fact that the control of cash and the flow of merchandise within iVN was inadequate and
the exchange was unable to identify losses when they occurred. Considerable losses occurred
during transportation of merchandise from the ports to the depots and from the depots to the
stores. The transportation was provided by Vietnamese truckinp `rms -1th military security
escorts. The Moss Committee had retommended that military
er@ be placed on each truck.
However, such riders were not used but convoy security had been retained throughout 1966.
Inadequate security was evident in all areas where exchange merchandise was handled.
(U) The substance of various audit reports and inspections made during 1966 had indicated
that the problems which led to the losses were known. However, the magnitude of these prob.
lems had apparently not been reslised until after six months of operation. When full realization
had been obtained, supplemental planning began to initiate remedies. In August 1966 the first
substantial results of the corrective efforts had been noticed. Compounding the problem had
been evidence of a lack of coordination within RVNR and between PACEX and RVNR. The investtgation had disclosed no evidence of gross negligence, fraud, dishonesty, or wilful miSconduct, and a lack of evidence with which to hold one person, or a group of persons, pecuniarily
liable for the losses.
(U) Despite many problems, numerous errors in judgment, and ever-increasing requirements, the exchange had been able to accomplish its primary purpose in a commendable manner.
While conducting its investigation, the board had noted considerable improvements in methods
and procedures that had been established since 10 January 1967.
(U) RVNR concurred with the recommendation 4f the board that the amount of $7, 605,577.71
be recognized as an operating loss, and applied against the reserve established for this purpose.
There had been several more recommendations made by the board regarding the setting up of
simplified accounting procedures, substantially reducing high-value items in RViN, developing
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new minimum stock levels, using the "Sea-Land Containership Service", and providing greater
control over all aspects of the handling and receipt of supplies. In some areas the RVNP. had
already initiated action. The completed report of the i.nvevsigation was submitted to COMUS.
MACV who approved it on 15 March 1968 and forwarded it to RVNR for action. 38
(C) In lats 1967 CINCPAC had informed COMUSMACV that:
I know you share my concern over the unacceptable amount of losses experienced in US Exchange merchandise in Vietnam. Aside from the
obvious effect on the cost of Exchange merchandise
for US servicemen, these losses must have silnidicant adverse effects on the legitimate Vietnamese
economy. 39
He further stated that information obtained from the Chairman, Pacific Joint Board of Directors
for the Army/Air Force Exchange and Motion Picture Services indicated that the following steps
had been taken to help reduce the merchandise losses in Vietnam:
1. Increased the number of experienced US exchanSe civilian management personnel
from 24 in January 1967, to 160 as of 10 November.
2.

Instituted an aggressive training program for local national employees.

3. Implemented control procedures and established Exchange Port Operations Detach.
ments in mid-1967 w.vhic was expected to improve documentation of losses, of claoms actions and
control of merchandise movement from ports to depots.
4. Began shipping exchange merchandise from CONUS to Da Nang via Sea-Land containers in August and to all other Vietnam ports in November 1967.
5. Established a computer capability in Vietnam to improve merchandise inventory
management.
6. Made a continuous effort through appropriate military commands to acquire'adequate warehouse facilities for exchange merchandise, e.g. , in November 64, 000 square feet of
warehouse space was made available at Qui Nhon compared to only 8,000 prior co that.
(C) On I February 1968 COMUSMACV informed CINCPAC that the actions summarized
above were previously taken by the Exchange Service and would result in greater efficiency ano
lower loss rates tS they became full effective. In addition, the following actions had been taken
in Vietnam and should liklewise have a favorable impact on the loss rates:
1. Initiated a concept of categorizing exchange outlets, whicn prescribed stock assort.
ments tailored to the volume and space available at each store, thereby reducing the loss exposure at the smaller stores.
Z. Initiated a store inventory system which would provide central cognizance over the
majority of the store stocks on a monthly basis.
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3. Assigned specific responsibility for security on in-transit exchange merchandise to
let Log Cmd.
4.
diversions.
S.

Changed procedures for utilizing saturation MP patrols for security against truck

Added an additional 63, 000 square feet of covered storage space.

6. Authorized Sea-Land van& and containerships for redistribution of exchange stocks
between Vietnam depots effective 12 January 1968.
(C) Additionally, a joint survey effort by the component commanders' representatives and
the RVNR was to be initiated when t2ate from the 10 January 1968 inventory was made available.
This joint tesan was to survey the management, storage facilities, and security at exchange
complexes where the major exchange accountability losses had occurred during the past four
months. The evaluation and recmmendations of this team were to be furnished the RVNR Council for evaluation, approval, and transmittal through channels for appropriate corrective action.
Continuous command attention was to be directed towards further improvements. The objective
of the RVNP was to reduce losses in the command by at least ono-half on a percentage basis
40
for FY69.

Videotape Recordinzs
(U) In m11-1968, a new concept in person-to-person communications was inaugurated when
US servicemen in Vietnam began "sending themselves home" on television. Vidihome International opened a television videotape recording studio at the Tan Son Nhut Base Exchange, allowing
soldiers to tape personal messages to send home to their families and friends. This was the
first time television videotape had been used for international person-to-person communications
on such a massive level. The average cost of a televised message was less than a telephone call
from Saigon to the US. A serviceman taped a message on a Vidihome International videotape
machine and sent the tape home. The person receiving it went to a nearby Vidihome exhibitor
noted on the card enclosed with the tape. The tape was then shown a minimum of four times on
a videotape deck. Vidihome International had nearly 150 exhibitors in major metropolitan areas
and other cities across the US. Servicemen could purchase two-, five-, or ton-minute tapes.
The messages were shown free of charge by Vidihome exhibitors, and the tapes remained the
property of the recipients. Vidihome hoped to expand the program and allow families at home
to send videotape messages back to Vietnam. The company already had a few monitors in Vietnam for playback of such tapes and intended to establish recording studios in the US for use by
framilies of servicemen. 41

PX. Privileges for PHIL and ROK Personnel in Vietnam
(U) ROKFV had four large main exchanges and 57 smaller branch exchanges in RVN. The
main exchanges were located in the headquarters area of the Tiger and White Horse Divisions,
the 100th Cmd, and the Marine Brigade. The PHILCAGV operated an exchange at its base camp
at Tay Ninh. The number of Filipinos in Saigon and at the medical team operating locations was
too small to warrant the operation of separate exchanges. US exchanges in the Qui Nhon area
were off-limits to personnel of the Capital R0K Division ýTiger) for purchase of controlled
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items. This restriction was voluntarily imposed by the P.OK Division Commander to insure
tighter control of rationed items and reduce friction between US and ROK forzov.
(U) Until 1 July 1968, when the new series MACV ration cards became effective, ration
cards for R.OK personnel in the Saigon area were overstaniped. With the issuamne of new ration
cards ROKTV's Commander instituted the following policy for the Saigon area: (these restrictions were voluntarily imposed to control purchase of rationed items and reduce PSK presence
in US exchanges.)
I. Ration cards for use at US exchanges were limited to
overstamped.
2.

V7s

and above and none were

t6s and below could purchase only from the exchange located at the RCOKFV Hq.

3. Authorized ROKFV personnel could patronize US exchange facilities onry during off
duty-hours. Authorized transient personnel, however, could use US exchanges at any time.
4. P.K Military Police andCrminalilnvestigation Division (CID) persons were stationed at the main exchanges in the Saigon area to control unauthorized entrance. The smaler
branches were spot checked.
5. ROKFV personnel could no longer purchase refrigerators.
P.OKFV ordpred this item deleted from ration cards prior to issuance.

The Coznmander,

(U) *fforts were made to encourage FWMArF to. establish their own exchanges where
strengths justified and to limit the use of US exchanges. In many cases, including Saigon where
alt FWMiAF were represented, establisehent of comparable separate exchanges was not practi•cal from the standpoint of numbers and distribution of personnel. Further, the institution of
controls more meaningful than those which could be obtained voluntarily with moderate encouragement would require modification of existing military working arrangements and involve considerations of inferior treatment, segr egation, and discrimination, matters of great political
sensitivity among our oriental allies. It was recognized that controls achieved voluntarily,
though considerable, were less than complete and would not eliminate allegatlons of excessive
buying by members of the Allied forces. However, under inter-governmental working arrangements, ifwas considered that our actions in this respect must be limited to those restrictions
which could be obtained voluntarily as actions in the mutual interest of US and FWMAF. 42

Black Market and Currency Control
(U) US military authorities continued to initiate new and more effective measures to suppress the black market operation in RVN. Many of the measures were employed in cooperation
and clnoe coordination with Vietnamese authorities and other US agencies. While these measures were primarily directed at preventing the diversion and theft of US materials and reducing
the illegal sale of desirable PX items to black market operators, there were some combined US
and Vietnamese police raids in black market areas to seize contraband items. As a result of a
request from MACV in January 1968, President Thieu ordered the NP to close the so-called
black market stalls that were operating in Saigon. These stalls were closed on 21 March 1968.
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(U) The following are some of the measures that were taken to prevent the theft and diversion of US supplies and materials into black market:
1. High value and theft-prone cargo was transported on US military trucks driven by
US military personnel whenever possible. Military Police also escorted such cargo when it was
transported on contractor trucks.
Z. Sealed containers were used more extensively to secure cargo from the tirne that it
left the CONUS manufacturer until it arrived at the using agency in RVN.
3.

Military Polite wt re posted at ships and in ports to help reduce pilferage of sup.

4.

Saturation patrolling was conducted by combined MP and NP on major supply routes.

plies.

S. A coded template was used to check all transportation movement documents for
authentic ity.
(U) On I May 1968, a new automated currency and black market control system was implemented by MACV on a test basis. This system, which closely monitored all currency transactions and purchases of selected high-value PX items, was designed to replace a less effective
system which required manual sorting and screening of all transaction and purchase forms. The
new computerized system would rapidly identify possible currency and black market violators
for investigation by component Service law enforcement agencies. When-fully implemented,
this control system would significantly reduce the illegal sale or disposal of desirable high-value
PX merchandise to the black market. However, by the end of the year, this sytem had not been
fully implemented. 3
(U) Liquor items sold through Exchange outlets, which included brandy; cognac, charmpagne, whisky, and bourbon, were popular black market items and could be found in numerous
civilian bars and clubs. One method suggested by MACV of reducing thle desirability or attractiveness of these items to the black market purchaser would be the practice of "breaking the
seal' on liquors of alcoholic content at the time of purchase. In addition
the protective foil
and seals on champagne or wine botres could be removed or mutilated at the time of purchase
either by the customer or by sales personnel. This practice would not harm the contents of the
bottles but might serve as a deterrent to the black market purchaser since he could not determine whether or not the contents had been tampered with or altered. There was no legal objection to the proposal to open bottles of liquor or to tear seals at the time of purchase.
RVN law
was silent as to the carrying of opened bottles In public places. MACV requested that the RVNR
institute this procedure on a trial basis in the Saigon/Cholon/Tan Son Nhut area during the entire month of February 1968.
(U) Final results of the test were overtaken by events in that the action of the OVN in curtailing black market operations and the closing of bars in the Saigon area prevented a proper
evaluation of the program's effectiveness of reducing black marketing of Class VI items. In
view of this situation, P.VNR. recommended that the "test" be discontinued. If necessary, the
program could be reactivated under conditions where it would be possible to better evaluate the
value and necessity for breaking liquor bottle seals at the lime of sale. On 25 April 1968 MACV
approved the discontinuance of the "test", with the provision that the RVNR should be prepared
to reinstitute the program should Saigon bars reopen or should there be a substantial increase
in black market activities. However, by the end of the year. the program was not reinstated. 44
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Airline Ticket Sales
(U) On 26 December 1967. COMTJSMACV was queried by JCS regarding the establishment
of airline ticket offices In RVN. MACV recommended a system of US corporation exchange conceesionaires whereby PACEX would be tasked, effective 1 July 1968, with the single management of the ticketing and travel service. With this recommendation to contract with only US
firms, there would be no loss of funds through "gold flow". However, tis
recorrmendation was
not accepted. MACV was then directed by JCS and CICPAC to commence discussions with representatives of the certified US carrier. Pan American Airways (PANAM), with the view toward
charging them, at the earliest convenient date, with providing servicemen a ticketing and travel
service in AVN at seven specified locations. It was further directed that on-base services
being provided by the three travel agencies in RVN be terminated at the earliest convenient date
following the establishment of the PANAM system.
(U) On 3 April 1968, MACV advised CINCPAC and JCS that the proposed PANAM system
was being implemented as directed, but the establishment of Joint Airlines Military Traffic
Offices (JAMTOs) under these conditions would .esult in significant reduction of the level of
service and create other disadvantages to the serviceman. Foremost among these was the pos.
sible lose of $290,000 in exchange revenue. Also, MACV requested that PANAM be directed to
establish additional offices to provide an acceptable level of service.
(U) PANAM proceeded to install the directed system apd displaced the Civil Air Transport
at the Trt-Sercice Air Traffic Coordinating Office (ATCO) location at Tan Son Nhut on 1 May
1968. PANAM purchased and installed teletype equipment and brought supervisory personnel
into RVN to open offices on 1 June at D& Nang, Sien Hoa, Long Binh, and Cam Ransh Bay. The
original MACV recommendation was considered the preferable solution. However, In view of
the circumstances that had since occurred, there were no objections'to the PANAM system if
an acceptable level of service was provided and if there was a fare reduction to compensate for
the loss of exchange revenue. In addition, since PANAM had installed certain equipment and
provided some personnel for the new offices, they would have a legitimate complaint if the at.
rmngement were to be terminated. gontracts with the original exchange concessionaires expired on I July.
(U) The advantage of buying tickets prior to departure for CONUS was financial. The onethird and oell-half fare discount tickets could be obtained if the purchaser was qualified; I.e.,
they had to be on leave status, in uniform, and possessing a completed DO Form 1580.

In addi-

tion, a saving of 5 percent federal tax was realizid if the ticket was purchased in Vietnam.
(U) At the request of JCS, COMUSMACV commented on the PANAM operation of JAMTOe
on 26 August 1968:
1. Where located, the quality of service provided by PANAM was,
to the former PACEX concessions.

in general, superior

2. Comparative sales data indicated that PANAM sales in July 1968 were slightly leess
than the former concession system. The early August trend indicated that this difference in
sales volume might decrease.
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3. Component command comments indicated the service provided by PANAM in 3uly
1968 was less convenient and accessible than the former concession service. MACV therefore
recommended that PANAM be required and authorized to open sales locations at Chu Lai, Tuy
Hoe, Pleiku, and Nha Trang, in order to provide an acceptable level of service consistent with
the need for maintaining a minimum number of sales locations. However, at the end of the year,
PANAM operated ticket offices at Da Nang, Long Binh, Bien Hoa, Cam Ranh Bay, and Tan Son
Nhut. 45

Postal Operations

(U) During
net decrease of
$7,326,779. 10,
sales increased
new APOs were

1968. a total of 83, 602 tons of mail entered and left RVN. This represented a
19 percent of Z0, 682 tons below that of 1967. Total stamp sales were
a decrease of 12. 7 percent under that of 1967. However, postal money order
by some 23 percent, or $67.4 million, to a record $357, 994, 930. 20. Eleven
opened, one was closed, and four new FPOs were opened during the year. 46

(U) In order to encourage early surface mailing by the public and thereby providing some
measure of relief for airlift requirements during the extremely heavy Christmas holiday period
and a savings in transportation costs to the government and the public. Adjutant General of the
Army, in cooperation with the Post Office Department, formulated a plan to reserve cargo
space aboard an MSTS.controlled ship to transport Christmas parcels to Vietnam. The ship,
theoS Hunter Victory, was designated "The Santa Claus Special" and sailed from San Francisco
on 22 November with an estimated 1. 5 million pounds of packages. The ship off-loaded at Da
Nang, Out Nhon, Cam Rank Bay, and Saigon, delivering over 500, 000 packages, all of which
were handled by Military Post Offices for delivery to addressees prior to Christmas. 47
(U) On 29 December 1967, COMUSMACV wrote CINCPAC proposing an amendment to PL
90-206. This law provided a convenient and inexpensive means of handling mail for servicemen
and their families by the use.of SAM and PAL. The law as written did not preclude the use of
SAM and PAL mail by commercial firms. Because of this apparent oversight, approximately
65 percent of the SAM and PAL mail coming to Vietnam was destined for clubs, messes, ex.
changes, and contractors. The result was a slowdown of SAM and PAL mail for servicemen.
In fact, the justifiable individual parcel had to compete for space with the ever-growing quantities of commercial mail.
(U) The Deputy Postraster General, during a trip to Vietnam, discussed this problem
with COMUSMACV who subsequently directed action be taken to resolve the problem. As an
interim measure, the following actions were taken:
1. Establishment of a program of postal improvement objectives, one of which was the
limitation on commercial use of SAM and PAL mail.
2. A message was dispatched to all component commoands requesting assistance in
limiting the use of SAM and PAL mail by clubs, messes, exchanges and contractors through
supervision and requiring the aforementioned organizations to program' and requisition supplies
and equipment sufficiently in advance to permit surface movement. Periodical publications
mailed to exchanges were not affected by the above restrictions. 48
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(U) In early June, Deputy CofS, 7AF Operations, requested that MACAO investigate the
feasability of transporting ordinary parcel poest mail to CONUS via returning MAC C-141 air.
craft. According to ?A1, there had been a problem of obtaining suitable retrograde carso for
return flights to CONUS and it appeared that personal muail, regardless of class, should carry
a high enough priority to preclude any movement by surface transportation as long as there was
available airlift capasity which was being wasted. MACV indorsed the idea of transporting mail
which would provide a significant reduction in total transit time to addressees and took action
to obtain the necessary approval, which had to be given by the CSA? and the Ar Postal and
Courier Service (AFPCS). The proposal was staffed by AT and coordinated with DOD. Coor.
dination was necessary because of special rates and possible competition with scheduled commercial carrier service. In late November, special permission was given by the Assistant
SECDEF for Logistics to use C-141 aircraft to carry all classes of mail from Vie wam and
Thailand to all SO states, Puerto Rica, Guam, the Virgin Islands, and Panama. 19

American Red Cross

(U) Duhing 1968, the American Red Cross (ARC) personnel in R•N increased from 363 to
approximately 400. Seven new field stations were opened and ARC personnel were placed in 20
hospital facilities, an increase of three over 1967 (See Figure XUI.-).
(U) Service to Military Installations (SMI) Branch provided consultation and guidance on
personal and family problems, financial assistance and emergency communications on behalf of
servicoment and their families. During the year, the SME staff increased to 194 personnel, 8
percent over that of 1967. This staff aided over 287, 000 servicemen in 1968, an increase of
29 percent over that of 1967. A total of over 372,000 cables were sent during the year representing a 4 percent incress over the 1967 traffic flow, Over, 4, 000 servicement received
emergency interest-free loans or grants during 1968. The SMI Branch also confirmed over
46, 000 emergency leaves and leave extensions.
(U) Service to Military Hospitals (SMH) Branch offered a program designed to help patients
derive maximum benefit from hospital care by aiding in the solution of personal and family problems and by providing medically approved recreational facilities. At the end of the year, there
were 52 ARC personnel serving at 20 hospital facilities in SVN. Nearly 19, 000 hospitalised
servicemen received direct ARC assistance. Of particular interest was the fact that over 5, 000
hours of volunteer time were logged in these hospitals. The volunteers consisted mainly of
civilian secretaries of government agencies and wives of certain civilian personnel living incountry.
(U) Supplemental Recreation•l Activities Office (SRAO) consisted of flied recreation cen.
ters at base camps and clubmobile recreation visits to forward positions. At the end of the
year, there were 17 such units in existence, a decrease of two from the 1967 total. This docrease was caused by a consolidation of facilities in two areas. The staff of young college
women graduates increased from 107 in 1967 to 125 in 1968. Clubmobile visits and center func.
tions totalled over 37, 000 for the year and total attendance at these activities was estimated at
S. 5 million. In addition to these activities, the SRAO staff served beverages on flight lines,
job sites, and embarkation points and visited medical clearing and holding companies and hospitals.
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(U) A number of on-Solng special programs were highly successful during the year.
Among the most notable were:
1. Operation •ELPMATE-.The 20 military hospitals and the 17 SRAO Wnits were in.
dividuay tadopted by an ARC Chapter end community in the US. The sponsoring chapters and
communties provided books, records, party prises, shower shoes, and special holiday decorations not normally available throuSb requisition and local purchase.
Z. Operation SHOP EARLY.-Over 690,000 "ditty bag•s' filled with Christmas gifts
from ARC Chapters and communities in CON3US were distributed to the military men and women
in Vietna•.
3. Friendship Kits.-Over 125, 000 kits consisting of school supplies, hygenic items,
and small gifts were complied by ARC youths in the US and sent to RVN for distribution to
children. This was part of the luntor ARC's "Hands Across the Waters" Program.
4. Program 45--Through this program. individuals, civic clubs, organizations, corporations, and Red Cross Chapters donated larger pieces of equipment for the recreation
centers, hospitals, and clubmobiles. Such equipment included tape recorders, stereos, phonographs, cameras, and record stands.
(U) Another program undertaken in 1968 was the Red Cross Lifesaving and Water Safety
Course. Courses were conducted at Da Nang, Cam Ranh Bay, and Saigon. Units in the field
sent groups of personnel to these courses and, upon satisfactory completion of the course, renamed to their units to teach the course there. This proved most beneficial, especially to
those units who were engaged in river &Addelta operations. 90

Chaplain

(U) The history of the Chaplaincy of the US Armed Forces reached some unprecedented
landmarks and thresholds in 1968. From a concept which was conceived with the formulation
of MACV, the first truly unified trn-service chaplains' office matured to offer professional and
technical guidance and direction to some 150 Army, Navy, and Air Force chaplains serving in
Vietnam. The spiritual objective of this Joint effort was the same as the objectives of each service: to bring the message, comforts, and rites of the Church to the battlefield. This joint
endeavor permitted the mission to be accomplished more effectively.
(U) For the first time in military history, a true concept of "area religious coverage" was
a reality in its three dimensions of denomina&ion, branch of service, and geography. Of essence in this concept was that a .ewish chaplain of any branch of service provided all the rites
of his faith to Sewish personnel of all branches of the Armed Forces in a given geographical
area. A Catholic sed Protestant Chaplain did the same for all members of their faiths. Among
the dividends which were derived from implementation of this concept were:
1. Assurance that each individual serving in Vietnam was provided with an opportunity
for worship, sacraments, and spiritual counselling if he desired these services;
Z.

Amelioration of the impact of transportation problems incident to geographical
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dispersion of units, denial of road$ to secure surface movement, and high priority tactical requirements for available helicopter lift;
3. A precedent for cooperation between the chaplains of the three services which
would serve as a pattern for further Joint efforts.
(U) While statistics were not valid indicators of the spiritual health of a command, they
did serve to measure the degree of effort expended for this purpose. In 1968 the average chaplain conducted 6.5 worship services each week. Approximately 20 to 25 percent of the military
personnel availed themselves of the opportunity to attend a worship service each week.
(U) Three additional chaplains sacrificed their lives in the service of their nation in Vietnam in 1968. bringing to ten the number who have died in Vietnamn since December 1964.
(U) A hallmark in the history of the Armed Forces Chaplaincy occurred in 1968 when the
Medal of ifonor was awarded to Chaplain (Captain) Angelo J. Liteky, Jr; US Army. It was the
first Medal of Honor awarded to a chaplain in Vietnam, and the second in modern military history to be awarded to a chaplain, the other being a Navy Chaplain in World War U.
(U) The spiritual life of the command was stimulated by the presence in Vietnam at the
Christmas season of two great leaders of the US religious community. Doctor Billy Graham
made his second visit to Vietnam, the first being for Christmas in 1966. The Most Reverend
Terence 3. Cook, Archbishop of New York and Military Vicar to Catholic Armed Forces personnel made his first visit, continuing a precedent for annual Christmas visits begun by his
predecessor, the late Archbishop Cardinal Spellman. The itinerary of each was arranged so
that they could minister to the maximum number of military personnel.
(U) In addition to the role of spiritual leadership, the chaplains of MACV and the FWMAr
participated in the nation-building work in RVN. Through the efforts of the chaplains and gene.
rosity of the members of the military parishes, more than a quarter millio% dollars were contributed in direct aid for such community projects as repair or rebuilding of temples, churches.
schools, hospitals. nurseries, and orphanages. Lad much more was donated in locally sponsored projects. The thrust of this effort was to foster the Judeo-Christian concept of "love of
neighbor" to ameliorate the enmities and suspicions which divided the religious factions in Vietnam. No statistics were kept on the great amount of donation in kind which was given by individuals through chaplains for this purpose. These donations in kind included books, clothing,
medicines, toys, food, and medical equipment.
(U) In this connection, US chaplains in all parts of Vietnam gave direct support in the
area of professional and technical assistance ot the •.VNAF chaplains. This assistance ranged
from guidance provided by the MACV Command Chaplain and the MACJ3 PSYOP Chaplain to the
three Vietnamese Chaplaincy Directorates to the communication and exhange of ideas between
the RVNAF chaplains at the lowest echelon and the Advisory chaplains In the CTZs. This
resulted in at least a degree of pulpit and altar exchange between US and R.VNAF chaplains.
(U)

The chaplain strength at the end of 1968 was as follows: 51
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CATHOLIC

POTISTANIT

JEWISH

USAF

30

16

0

USN

67

31

0

USA

.i0lL

95

4...

404

142

COTAL

4

The USO
(U) In June 1968, COMUSMACV summed up the mission and accomplishments of the USO
in RVN as follows:
The United Service Organizations. Inc. has estabUshed clubs in Vietnam to supplement and assist
in programs for the furtherance of the religious,
spiritual, social, welfare, and educational needs
of military personnel. Officially, it is the United
Service Organlzations, Inc.. but to millions of
American who have worn the military uniform
it it known simply as the USO.. Ihey can personally voitcY. for the vital Job the US30is doing
in Vietnam through maintaining the morale and
well-being of our servicemen serving in this disthnt country.
In the Republic of Vietnam today there are IS
USO facilities operating in far flung sites an
average of twelve hour@sa day. Total partict.
pation at the 11 facilities was 548. 000 for the
mouth of April 1968, or an average of more
than one visit per serviceman in-country. That
is a remarkable record. The USO is indeed providing a little bit of home away from home for
the troops.
In addition to the facilities provided by the USO,
through the National USO Headquarters in the US
and the USO Hollywood Overseas Committee, Cr.
rangements are made for frequent tours by the
nation's foremost entertainers. This effort is
appreciated by the troops.
I consider the USO one of the ueatest morale
boosters we have in Vietnarn.
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(U) The us0 began the year with fourteen clubs (See 1967 MACV Command History for a
listing) anm' added one more during the year at Can Tho. The USO staff rose from 47 at the be.
ginning of te year to 32 at the year's end. Over 7. 3 milUon servicemen availed themselves of
the USO faci' 'its in-country during 1966.53

Entertainment
(U) Pro
lonal entertainers and other celebrities were provided to the troops ir. RVN on
They were
sponsored by DOD and traveled under DOD invitational tr.vel orders as CS-1S equivAlents. Incountry, they were accorded & priority II for air travel.

a regular beaas by the US0, in conjunction with tbe Hollywood Overseas Committee.

-

(U) After-action reports rendered by escort
conducted with entertainers reflected a pattern of
tion, attention, and colnmmn cour.e.y. This was
entertains-s, delay and difficulty in obtaining air
prior arrangorecs ;s for billets and staging wht .
(I

officers for these tours and exit interviews
difficulties which indicated a lack of coordinaevidenced in failures to meet and assist these
and ground transportation, the absence of
required, and in perfunctory treatment.

In this connection, COMUSMACV directed commanders at all levels to insure that: 54
I.

'zofessional entertainers were met and assisted in each location visited.

Z. Adequate air and ground, transportation was provided with the least possible delay
consistent witt operatfonal necessity.
3. Close liailson and courdination was maintained on performance and transportation
schedules in order to provide for maximumn' tiLization cf the pe.,formers' time.
4. Show timeý tor s~heduled flights were minimized and entertainers were offered the
use of the most comfortable facilities available during periods when waiting was required.
S.

The best available billeting, messing, and staging faclietis, where rejuired, were

provided.
6. Professional entertainers were handled with r..rtesy at all times and were accorded the treatment due persons of GS-15 equivalent ratings.
7. The professiunal e1ertainment program was given the necessary command supervision to insure its effective functioning.
(U) Of furthier co:..ern to COMUSMACV was the large number of entertainers and similar
groups in-country without my official Atatus with the USO. As of mid-August, available information reflected an in-country co..amercial entertainment population of 50 registered commercial booking agents and 900 entertainers, comprising 80 entertainment groups and representing
individuals from 17 different countries, all without any official status with the USG. Generally,
the stature of Uhese units and the quality )f entertainment provided were not comparable to that
of units provided by DOD and "- support, status, handling, and prestige accorded these com,nercial Sroups co .ld not be allowed to approximate that accorded US0 entertainers and personaliti-.
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(U) In this regard. MACV directed that continuing attention be given to maintaining the
distinction between DOD/USO sponsored professional entertainers and entertainers in-country
on commercial ventures, since the stature and prestige of the USO program was well established and enviable. 55
(U) During 1968. there were 54 DOD/USO sponsored shows and 16 military touring shows
in-country. Among thu more notable professional shows to entertain in-country were the perennial Bob Hope Christmas Show, the hartha Rays Show, and te Johnny Grant Show. 56

DISCIPLINE, LAW, AND ORDER

Gene ral

(C)
iecipline, Law, and order remained high on COMUSMACV's list of priority items
during 1968. Of particular interest to him was the conduct of US forces in SVN, especially
with regard to relations with the Vietnamese. In this connection, COMUSMACY reiterated
policy guidance in this area on 31 August wnen he stated:
Recent untoward reaction by US Forces personnel
to situations involving contact with Vietnamese citizens
and their property show that some of our personnel
either do not understand or are not concerned about
the relationship between pe rsonal.attitudes of US
Forces personnel and the goals which we are seeking
to help this country att~in. The constant rotation of
personnel makee it necessary for all Levels of command to indoctrinate our personnel on these matters.
We must be certain that each man ts capable of an
appropriate individual reaction when confronted by
potentially 0eplosive Circumstances involving Vietnameses Nationals.
Fundamental to our progress in accomplishing
our long-term mission in Vietnam is a realization
by every person that his actions are directly and
vitally related to the success of our effort. We must
display patience, understanding, and porseverence
in our tasks. Only it each of us complies with the
laws, regulations, and customs of both countries
can we effectively assist vtetmam it achieving her
rightful place among nations. The people of Viet.
ntm have a tong history of opposing foreign doma.
tion. We work toward the k. %, when they will again
be self-sustaining i! .neir efiLrts. The difficulties
imposed by languag- o'i cultural differences must
not •mpede the suc€..z of our mission. ST
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Summary Courts- Marti-1 in Saigon

(C) A Staff study was conducted during the early part of the year to determine if it would
be feasible to establish Summary Courts-Martial in Sa•gon to handle minor offenses as they occurred. On* reason for the study stemmed from complaints voiced by the NP that the US was
not taking action against US personne' for offenses committed In Saigon and that the establishment of a Saigon Summary Court- Martial was considerecl to be one method of "advertising" to
the GVN that the US was, in fact, taking appropriate action. After thorough study, it was concluded that a Summary Court-Martial in Saigon would not be feasible from practical and equitable standpoints because: 58
1. 24-bour representation would be required from aUl services for a Summary CourtMartial and convening authority.
2.

Individual consideration could not be given to each accused's case.

3.

The accused's commander could not be consulted in each case.

4. The administrative requirements and inconvenience to witnessee would create more
immediate delays and losses of productive work-time than experienced in current procedures.
S.

The potential decreased morale of peresonnel would offset any benefits gained.

6. A satisfactory system for informing Vietamesb authorities of actions taken already existed through the Community Relations Council.

Courts- Martial of US Civilians
(C) Early in 1968, the AM.EXO Saigon requested a blanket approval to request waivers of
the GVN primary right to exercise criminal jurisdiction over US civilians. Up to this time, requests for waivers were submitted on an individual basis. On 21 March, SECSTATE refused to
grant this blanket authorisation and said that the sole purpose of limiting requests for waivers
to casesIn which referral to court-martial was made was to reduce the number of waiver requests to a minimum And thereby reduce the visibility and apparent magnitude of the USC exercise of jurisdiction ever US civilian$. 59
(C) USARY Hq, in August. received reports involving an alleged theft of large quantities of
USO property by C.A. Brauma. an employee of Pacific Arct.5tects and Engineers (PAkE). The
property included a z /Z toan truck, roadroller, a semi-trailer, a Z0 ton mobile crane, a 10 to
12 1/1 ton crane, a front end loader, numerous track tires and tubes, truck motors, and other
automotive parts. Value of the items was determined to be between $100,000 and $150,000,
Branum was picked up at the Tokyo airport on 20 August and returned to Vietnam on 23 August.
Upon arrival., he was charged with conspiracy to commit larceny, larceny of government property, wron•gfl disposition of government property, and disobedience of a lawful general regulation. He was placed In pre-trial confinement at the USARV Stockade in Long Binh. 60
(C) On 21 September the AMP43 Saigon requested permission to seek waiver of jurisdiction from the GYN.
basis fot ýbis request was that the GVN was not likely to went to
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prosecute since no Vietnamese Nationals were involved. Branum was a Category ! civilian and
therefore subject to the UCM:. The SJA. Hq Engr Trp RVN (Prov), indicated that there was
adoquat. and competent evidence to sustain a conviction in the case. 61
(C) Although STATE agreed that the magnitude of the case rendered it significant and one
in which prosecution ought to ensue, it was felt that it was not one for which STATE wished to
pant autherimatioe to AMEMS Saigon to request waiver of jurisdiction. STATE felt that this
was one case which OVN should be urged to act on and requested AMEMB to strongly encourage
this. However, if this failed, STATE said considerati on would be given to initiating prosecution in a Federal district court in the US when and if Branumn should decide to return or be
brought to the VS. 62
(C) As requested, AMEMS contacted the OVN Minister of :%ustice in mid-October. The
Minister stated that the OVN would not take jurisdiction over Branum since there were no
involved and the property allegedly stolen belong to the USO. Based on this information, STATE requested AM.EMB to look into extradition possibilities. AMEMS stated that
extradition would be possible if the UB0 issued a warrant for Branum's arrest on a charsg
which would also be an offense against the laws of Vietnam. Also, a Federal marshal could
take custody of Branum in Vietoam. 63
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(C) On 17 December, COMUSMACV requested SECDEW assistance in obtaining SECSTATE
approval to proceed with the case or be provided disposition instructions. On 21 December.
CINCPAC concurred in COMUSMACVs request and stated that trial by court-martial was
lesally and reasonably the proper course of action and again recommended that permission
to request waiver be authorized. At the end of the year, the Branum came was still open and
the requested permnission still had not been granted. 64
(C) There were two significant cases involvtng civilians dealing in illegal currency manipu.
lation during 1968. These were the Morris Case and the Johnson Case. The Johnson Case vas
perhaps the more significant of the two since it also involved a VS military person, a USMC
Ouasery Sergeant. who was allegedly In collusion with Johnson. Johnson, a senior employee of
PANAM, was a Catoegory I civilian and AMEMI Sigon requested permission to seek a waiver
of 0TN jurisdiction on the basis that the AF Judge Advocate was of the opinion that a conviction
could be sustained in a court-martial. His opinion was based on OSI and NISO investigations.
However, SECSTATE refused to grant permission to request a waiver on the grounds that, although the charge was in violation of a MACV directive, the crux of the charges was that
Johnson allegedly possessed US currency in Vietnam and the case should be of primary interest
to the GVN. The GVN customs officials were subseqtently notified of the a&%,labiity of Johnson
for prosecution. But the local customs officials declined to exercise jurisdiction and Johnson
escaped any punishment by either US or GVN authorities. in separate acticn, the USMC
Gunnery Sergeant was tried by court-martial and found guilty, reduced in grade, and lost a certain amount of his pay and allowances. The Morris case paralleled Johnson's and he also escaped any pinal•ties.O
(U) Thronghout the year, coordination continued with the Embassy and other mission
agencies on the general questions of rights, benefits. aod responsibilities accorded US citizens
and TCNs sponsored by US agencies and instrumentalities in Vietnam. A representative of the
MACV SJA Division established the necessary procedures with COMUSMACTHAI reLativt vý the
reciprocity or withdraw, . of privileges of civilians who are found to have engaged to various
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forms of criminal activiy. Procedures were further instituted whereby the withdrawal of privileges would also result it a discharge from or a bar to further employment in the area. These
administrative procedures for the control of civilian condnct became necessary because of the
Inability of the military to effectively exercise criminal jurisdiction under the provisions of the
UCMJ. State Department policies denied the military other than administrative remedies for

isuch offenses. Other instances of criminal conduct by civilian offenders resulted in requests to
the State Dlepartmnent to obtain waivers of Vietnamese jurisdiction. 66

(U) On the positive side, there were some authorizations granted to request a GVN waiver
during the year. The most notable of these were the Laney Case (See 1967 Command History),
which involved murder, and the Averrette Case which involved larceny. In both cases jurisdiction was waived by the GVN. 67

Marihuana and Narcotics

(U) Allegations of widespread use of marihuana by US troops in Vietn.-'o appear
in the US press and other news media in the fall of 1967, Unsubstantiated cla.
as many
as 75 or 80 percent of the US troops in Vietnam were using marihuana underst.
"
caused
concern at the highest government levels. As a result of a study, it was del, -,A
that mart.
huana grew in all areas of Vietnam. It was cheap and readily available frorr
conders, street
urchins. taxi and cyclo drivers, and prostitutes. Marihuana showed up wherever there was a
concentration of US troops. However, there was no credible evidence or indication that the
enemy was trying to subvert or demoralize US forces by pushing the use of marihuana or that the
the use of sarihuana had an, measurable impact on the health, welfare, morale, efficiency, or
combat effectiveness of the troops in Vietnam. The enemy's main interest was concentrated on
selling marihuana so as to derive revenue for their cause.
(U) The main deterrent to the use of marihuana was command emphasis from COMUSMACV
down through the chain of command to the lowest echelon. All commanders and troops were
educated as to the dangers to health and criminal penalties involved in the use of marihuana and
utilised all means at their disposal to discourage the use of, or experimentation with, marthuana. Efforts to curb its use was a continuing program of high priority.
4
(U) In mid-1968, a special CID team was successful in locating and identifying what was
considered to be a primary source of marihuana in Vietnam. They were able to learn that, in
some areas of the Delta region, marihuana was under cultivation as a regular crop by the local
natives. An investigation indicated that this product was destined for ultimate sale to and use by
US forces personnel. The assistanct and cooperation of the ?VN was sought at the ambassadorial level to permanently rid the countryside of marihuana. 6
(U) Instructions were also issued to all province thiefs to eliminate the cultivation of mart.
huana in their province. In October, the GVN publically condemned trafficking in, and use of,
marihuana and opium. As of the end of the year, plans were made to expand the Vietnamese
Narcotics Bureau and to initiate a corporate US/GVN effort aimed at suppressing the availability
of marihuana and narcotics in RVN. Also, the US Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drags was sending an agent to .VN to provide professional assistance in suppression efforts. 69
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(U) Another area where marihuana became a major problem in 1968 was in the R&R
program. While processing through customs at R.&R centers, notably Sydney and Hong Kong,
quantities of marihuana were discovered. (For a more detailed discussion of this problem, refer to the Morale and Welfare section elsewhere in this chapter.)
(U) Daring the year. the ru~rihuana rate of involvement rose from 1.3 per thousand to 4. 5
per thousand. In numbers, the: * were 194 cases in Tanuary and 523 cases in December. However. the rising rate was attributed more to increased command emphasis and increased enforcement effort than to an increase in actual use.
(U) Involvement with opium and hard narcotics was, and continued to be, very low throughout the country. Involvement rate for opium in lanuary was . 003 per thousand (one case) and in
December . 068 per thousand (15 cases). Hard narcotics involvqffent rates were . 00 (no cases)
in ;anuary and .36 per thousand (138 cases) in December 1968."'

Black Market/Currency Control

(U) During the year, there was an increasing number of commodity and currency violators
in-country who had been identified by US forces investigative efforts. End of the year statistics
were as follows:
Commodity violators

Currency violators

139

42

17

49

Air Force

23

ZO

Marines

41

23

Army
Navy

US Civilians

I

105

TOTAL

232

239

It was speculated that, although the numbers represented an increase over previous years, this
increase was attributed to better and more effective investigation efforts than to an actual in.
creases in violators. In other words, the number of violators did not increase appreciably. It
was simply that more of them were being caught. 71
Military Parment Certificate (MPC) Conversion
(C) On 21 October 1968, in a move which was planned with the utmost of secrecy and se.
curity, a new series of MPC (Series 661) was exchanged for the old (and invalid) 641 Series,
Series 641 MPC was introduced into Vietnam in August 1965 and had oeen in use since that time.
This was the first conversion of MPC in the Vietnam theater. In addition, this conversion was
the first involving other FWV'MAF. This conversion was necessary in order to insure that only
authorized personnel possessed the MPCs. Available data indicated $276, 931, 802. 50 was accounted for or converted by authorized personnel. This left a balance of $6, 22 " 597. so not converted. The major portion of the unconverted 641 Series MPC was presumed to be in the hands
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of unauthorized possessors: Vietnamese Customs officials, black market money changers, and
other Vietnamese Nationals. 72

PRISONERS OF WAR

US/FWMAF Prisoners
General
(C) The USO was a party to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949. There were four
separate Conventions. Number I was for the amelioration of the condition of the wounded and
sick of armed forces in the field. Number II was for the amelioration of the condition of the
wounded, sick, and shipwrecked members of armed forces at sea. Number UM provided for
treatment of prisoners of war. Number IV provided for the protection of civilians. The United
States considered the armed conflict in Vietnam to be international in character. Accordingly,
all articles of all four Geneva Conventions were applicable. However, the enemy, North and
South. refused to acknowledge that the Geneva Primoner of War Conventions applied. Most captured US personnel held in NVN and tll held in SVN were kept carefully isolated from outside
contacts in gross violation of Geneva Prisoner of War Convention (CPW). No reports were made
to the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) concerning captured US personnel; neutral agency inspections were not allowed; regular mail channels had never been established: US
PWs had been held up to public ridicule and otherwise used for political purposes, all in violation of terms and spirit of international law. The ICRC traditionally avoided, as much as possi.se, direct public confrontation pvith any government and therefore had avoided outright public
pressure on the enemy. Hanoi's claim that they were not involved in the conflict in the South,
combined with ICIC knowledge (iut not public recognition) that they were indeed deeply involved
in the South. served to cause more than the usual ICRC care in avoiding criticism of the enemy.
ICRC efforts were aimed toward aiding captured US personnel in aln possible unobtrusive ways
walle, at the sam* time, maintaining a basis for dialogue with Hanoi when necessary.
(C) Some captured US personnel in NVN had been allowed to write directly by international
mail to their families using a special Hanoi address. Other mail was sent via the American Red
Cross (ARC) either to ICRC in Geneva or NLF representatives in Algiers. Almost all packages
destined for PWs in NVN were returned, via Moscow, with the notation "refused by NVN postal
service.
No concrete information was available on the fate of the packages sent via Cambodia
to PWs in SVN.
(C) The year's activities, coordinated by means of the DOD PW Policy Committee, were
aimed toward encouraging the enemy to accord GPW required treatment to captured US personnel; specifically, causing the enemy to establish regular reports on PW status, allowing neutral
agency inspection, and unilaterally repatriating seriously sick and wounded PWs. 73
PWs Released by VC/NVA
(U) The first PW release of the year by North Vietnam was announced on 27 January 1968
when they said they would release three American pilots captured in the North. The initial
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announcement did not Identify the pilots or say whaer they would be released. On Z9 lanury a
further annomncement from Hanoi identified the prisoners as Captain 3ohn David Black, Major
Norris Miller Overly, and Ensign David Paul Matheny. North Vietnam said that they were releasing the pilots because they "bad shown a repentant attitude during the period of detention.
The Hanoi broadcast said that this was in keeping with its 'humanitarian and lenient policy."
Two representativee from an American peace committee left on 31 Tanuary 1968 on the first log
of the flight to Hanoi to pick up the three pilots. Howard Zinn, a professor of government at
Boston University, and the Reverend Daniel Berrigan, a Tesuit priest serving as an instructor
of religion at Cornell University, had been selected for the journey by the above mentioned committee to send representatives "to receive them". There had been an earlier report that Hanoi
was seeking representatives of an American peace group to release the prisoners to. In a similar action on 11 November 1967, North Vietnam
had turned over three prisoners to US peace re74
presentatives at Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
(C) Upon the arrival of the ICC plane at Vientiane on 16 February, the released pilots
stated a preference for travel by US military aircraft rather than by comnmercial means. Some
delay in their departure was sxperienced due to "dialectic diddling" by Zinn and Berrigan. The
crux of the discussion was the fact that the North Vietnamese authorities at Gla Lam had told
the pilots that they preferred that they accompany Zinn and Berrigan on commercial aircraft
and "indicated" their action would have bearing upon their decisions with respect to the release
of other prisoners. It was clear that Zinn and Berrigan had played very heavily upon this feature in their conversations with the released pilots during the flight from Hanoi to Vientiane.
They had indeed already obtained agreement from the trio that they would go by commnerical air
The choice of the mode of travel was left entirely up to the decision of the pilots. However,
AMEMB Vientiane made it c•lear that their Services had expressed a positive preference for
their travel by military air. Berrigan characterized this statement as "intolerable pressure"
and began a filibuster which lasted for thirty minutes after the pilots had all expressed a choice
in favor of military air.
(C) The pilots pleaded with Zinn and Berrigan to go with them on the Attache aircraft, but
the latter refuse, partly as a form of pressure on the pilots to reverse their decision and partly
as a matter of principle. When the pilots nevertheless chose the Attache plane, both Zinn and
Berrigan advised that they felt compelled to tell the press that pressure had been used and that
the agreement they had with the State reparument had been broken and had "destroyed the basis
of the past two week's work". Zinn and Berrigan held a press conference in which they aired
their charges against the AMEMB Vientiane. It was unfortunate that the squabble took place in
the way that it did. Zinn had been prepared to accept the pilots' decision as equitable when it
was made, but Berrigan emotionally balked, and because of his vociferous protest, the matter
ended as it did. 75
(C) In after-action consideration, it was interesting to speculate on the reasons behind
Hanoi's action in selecting the three particular pilots chosen for release. Hanoi had reacted to
earlier US needling about prisoners by the release of staged photographs such as those which
appeared in Life Magazine in the summer of 1967. The free world rejection of these photos
(e.g. , Amb Harrimans's statement that they were "travesty") struck home and caused them to
decide to release some prisoners who would bear out their statements about good treatment,
etc. Three pilots shot down after the "travesty" reaction were then selected, given good treatment, and otherwise prepared for release at Tet. The intention of Hanoi was to thus document
its earlier photo claims by human eviden e.
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(C) This speculation led to two hypothetical conclusions. These were that Hanoi was sensitive tc needling and that their claims should be further tested by asking for the release of pilots
shot down before their staged photos. 76
(C) In the second release of the year, Hanoi International Service on 30 March 1968 stated
that the People's Revolutionary Committee of Thua-Thien-Hue had decided to release "before
I April 1968". Sandra Johnson, described as a member of the International Voluntary Services
(IVS), and Marjorie Nelson, described as "doctress." The final paragraph of the communique
stressed that "USG and the Saigon stooge administration must bear full responsibility for insuring the safety of Sandra Johnson and Marjorie Nelson on their way back to their families." All
appropriate US and GVN military and civilian officials in I CTZ were notified to ensure that all
echelons were alerted to the expected appearance of the two women, presumably In the ThuaThien-Hue area. The communique gave no information about their health. 77
(U) The women had been captured during the battle for Hue and had remained in VC hands
for about 52 days untU their release during the evening of 31 March 1968. The NVA, accompanied by VC, escorted the women to a private home north of Hue off Highway 1. After instructing the family to care for the women for the night feed them in the morning, and escort them to
Hue, the NVA then departed.
(U) On the morning of I April, the family fed the women, took them to the main highway,
and put them on a commercial bus headed for Hue. Not being sure who had control of Hue at
that time, the women left the bus at a small shopping market just on the outskirts of Hue. Upont
leaving the bus they noticed a US military sentry whom they approached and requested assistance
in getting to US control. They were Immediately escorted to the MACV compound in Hue. From
there they were flown to Phu Jai, and then to the 12th USAF Hospital at Cam Rnah Day where
they were immediately given a medical check and found to be in excellent health. The Intelligsence briefing commenced on 2 April 1968. The wonmen were very cooperative and were willing
to discuss all the events leading up to their capture, conduct during their confinement, and of
other US personnel they had contacted there. 78
(U) The next prisoner release by the North Vietnamese did not take place until 3 July and
was heralded by an announcement stating that "the General Political Department of the Vietnamese People's Army has decided to release three US pilots captured In NVN." On 8 July a
further announcement from Paris stated that:
The three American Pilots the North Vietnamese
Government decided to release last 3 July may be
handed over to American pacifists who are going to
Hanoi for this purpose immediately, according to a
good source in Paris. These American pacifists,
three in number, will leave for the North Vietnamese
capital via Bangkok and Vientiane, where they will
take the International Control Commission plane
that is a link to Hanoi. The American pacifists
may be Ann Scheer, Vernon Grissard, and Steward
Meacham who are now in Paris. 79
The escorts left Paris on 12 July and were in fact Mrs. Anne Scheer of Berkeley, California, the
wife of Robert Scheer, Editor of Ramparts Magazine, Vernon Grizzard, an antidraft organizer
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Cambridge, Massachusetts, and Steward Meacham of Philadelphia, secretary of the Amer.
ican Friends Service Committee. The names of the men to be released were Major James
Frederick Low, age 43, captured 16 December 1967; Major Fred Neals Thompson, &as32,
captured Z0 March 1968; and Captain Joe Victor Carpenter, aSo 37, captured iS February 1968.
(5) Ambassador Harriman informed the SECSTATE that he had been approached bi'of the NVN delegation in Paris and who, in reply to a question from the AMEMB, stated that
the men were in good health. The AMAMIB expressed gratitude for the release and disappointment that some of the men who had been injured or held for a long time had not also been reieased.L Isaid that since the three Americans who would escort them had arrived in Hanoi,
thought that they would be released within a few days. L 3noted that the three civilians had told
him the same thing when he saw them in Paris, and that he had explained that the pilots, when
they reached Vientiane, would be free to decide for themselves the manner of return , whether by
military-medical aircraft or commercial airline. In order to ascertain whether,.
-was expressing his government's preference or those of the peace gruup, Harriman specifically asked
him if his government had expressed any preference on the manner in which the pilots returned
to the US. He replied "not yet" and added that one could be sure that the North Vietnamese pol.
icy towards injured was humane. I' Jalso stated that it was the desire of the three civilians to
escort the pilots back to the US; ot&erwise they would go back empty-handed. He was informed
that the civilians could return with the pilots on a military plane if they wished to do so and that
they had been so informed.
(U) On 18 July there was a press story datelined Hanoi that reported the release of the
three pilots at a ceremony inside the city prison camp. According to the story, the prison director read the docison of the Army's General Political Bureau ordering their release, which he
said was "inspired by the policy of humanity and clemency." The three pilots expressed their
thanks and those of their families for the gesture and for their treatment in the prison camp. It.
was reported that Captain Carpenter promised, "When I return to the USA, I will explain the
attitude of the independence and unification of Vietnam against US aggressors." The other two
were reported to have made similar statements. Asked his opinion on the war, Major Thompson
said. ,"It has caused a lot of disruption and cost a lot of lives on both sides. That is why. it must
be ended as soon as possible. My first task will be to inform my family of this." Major Low
said "I believe that the Vietnamese people want peace and I am certain that the US people want It
too. We think we should work for such peace around the world." Captain Carpenter added, "I
know that the great majority of US people do not want war. My first move will be to return to
my family. Then I plan to inform the US people of the way I was treated by the Vietnamese
people and their attitude toward the war. "
(C) The ICC fnight landed at Vientiane as expected on 19 July but th, pilots were not aboard.
AMB Sullivan reported that he had "eyebolled" the aircraft cabin to be sure there was no effort
at a "smuggle in." The mystery as to the delay was not solved, but on 21 July an American
Friends Service Committee worker reported that the departure from Hanoi had been delayed for
one week. Speculation suggested that, since there was, only one ICC flight between Hanoi and
Vientiane weekly, the pilots would arrive on the 2 August flight, which in fact they did. Upon
their arrival they elected to travel to the US bl commercial airline, in spite of the fact that they
would not be able to leave until the next day.
(C) During Tet. 1968. the VC captured an Australian civilian, Keilth Hyland, in the Cholon
area, &Iaon with one other civilian. On 25 November, he was released in Phnom Penh for the
year's fourth release. At his debriefing, he said that there were three other civilians who were
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hold in captivity with him near the Cambodian border but, he said, they had lon
July. However, there is no record of any of the other three being released.

released in

(C) The last prisoner release of the year comm6onCd when two Liberation Radio broadoasts occurred on 19 December 1968 announcing that US prisoners would be released and re.
questing US representatives to meet with People's Liberation Armed Forces (PLAF) repreeenttives to discuss the release. The soaont broadcast, in the name of the Eastern Nam Do
Military Zone of PLAY, proposed five uvarnwd representatives from each aide meet at 1500
Saigon time on 25 December 1968 at a location 9 km south of Tay Ninh City. Ouidance from
SZCSTATE Indicated that the US would respond positively to the PLAF broadcasts. AMEMB
Saigon proposed that the discussions for prisoner releases take place at the Paris Talks in
order to avoid ceremonies which would enhance the status of the local military commanders in
the field to settle the issue and SECSTATE directed this latter approach be taken.
(C) The political sensitivity of meeting with the PLAF dictated careful preparation for the
discussion. After coordinating with AMEMB Saigon. COMUSMACV directed CO, II YYORCEV
to prepare appropriate plans Lad to form a five man team to meet the PLAY representatives.
The teams was to consist of a team Chief (LTC), assistant team chief (MAJ), interpreter (US),
communications of4der/NCO Lad medical officer/aidman. The other major subordinate comr.
mandare were also directed to form similar teams for possible future prisoner release operations. An Armed Forces Vietnam Network broadcast on 21 December announced that representatives of nI FYORCEV would meet with representatives of the opposing forces at the date, time,
and I c,.tion specified in the enemy broadcast.
(C) The meeting began as scheduled on 25 December and terminated at about 1730H1. There
were approximantely 30 enemy observed in the area, including the five man team, 12 of whom
were apparently guards and theoo or four were photographers who took pictures throughout the
meeting. Others were unidentified.
(C) The meeting dissolved over the Issue of whether the representatives would sit down and
engage in amenities and undefined discussion. Protocol conditions were the main themes which
the PLAY repreosntatives addressed as pre-candidtons to discussion for the release of the prisoners. The T FrOaCEV Team Chief, following guidance given him by MACV and AMEMIB Saigon, refusedto engage in amenlties and attempted to discuss details pertinent only to the release
of the prisoners. As a result, the prisoners wore not released and the enemy representatives
refused to set a time and place for the release or even to discuss it.
(C) At the debriefing session, it was concluded that the meeting was inconclusive and the
enemy gave no firm indications that they would in fact reslese the prisoners; there were inferences that further meetings would be requested by radio broadcast. It was also suggested
that in the future:
1. A firm stand by the team chief was desirable but that he should have more L.titude
in responding to procedural matters, such as whether or not to sit during discussions.
2. The five-man prisoner release teams for each subordinate command might be required and each should have a highly qualified interpreter.
3. A press pool and helicopter should be available so that the US press could be
brought quickly to the meeting site if it were found that the enemy press was present or if the
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enemy team posed no objection to the presence of the US press even though no enemy press was
in the area.
(C) On L8 December 1968, the Liberation Radio again announced the desire of the PLAF to
meet again with representatives of US forces to discuss the release of three US prisoners. The
meeting was requested for 0900 Saigon time on I January 1969 at the same location as before and
a US/RVN/FWMAAF 72 hour truce was demanded to coincide with the announced PLAF New Year
truce.
(C) The approach used for the Christmas Day meeting was again adopted; that is, a low key
meeting of local military commanders in the field to effect the release of the prisoners. Plans
for the meeting were carefully prepared and thoroughly coordinated with AM•MB Saigon. Guidance for the 31 FFORCEV team was revised and provided' the team chief with more latitude in responding to procedural matters.
(C) COMUSMACV dispatched a message to CC, 1U FFORCEV directing that appropriate
plans be made and a five man team composed as before meet with the PLAT representatives as
requested. A safe corridor from the Cambodian border to the meeting site was also established.
A qualified photographer was included in the team and a plan was made to bring in four members
of the US press to the meeting site. The press was to be called in at the discretion of the XU
TTORCEV team chief if the enemy press was present or. in the absence of the enemy press, if
the PLAT team chief did not strongly object to the presence of US press.
(C) An AFvN radio broadcast of 30 December 1968 announced the CO. U rYORCEV intention to meet with the PLAT representatives as requested. CO, U1FFORCEV did not accept the
demand for the 72 hour New Years truce; instead, safe conduct was assured the PLAT team in
specified, *ones from 0600 Saigon time on New Years' Day until three hours after termination of
the meeting.
((C) The meeting began as scheduled on I January 1969 and the PLAT representatives agreed to release the prisoners at the site. After a one hour recess the prisoners were turned
over to the a FYORCEV team at 1095H. The released persons were PFC Donald C. Smith USA,
SP4 Thomas N. Jones USA, and SP4 James W. Brigham USA.
(C) Upon arrival of the TUFFORCEV team, 15 enemy press personnel begin takting pictures.
The plan to bring in the US press was Implemented and the members of the press, both US and
enemy, remained in the area throughout the discussions and release of the prisoners. No significant press problems developed at the meeting.
(C) There was apparently a definite change of attitude on the part of the enemy representatives. When the U IFORCEV team chief stated he was not prepared to slt down for the discussions, the enemy accepted this and remained willing to release the prisoners.
The enemy stated
four conditions for the release:
I.

The prisoners must be removed from Vietnrn expeditiously.

2. The announced humanitarian purpose of the PLAT for releasing the prisoners must
not be distorted.
3.

The prisoners must be treated humanely.
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4. The safety of the PLAF representatives must be assured as stated in the ATvN
broadcast of 30 December 1968.
(C) The 11 FFORCEV team chief readily agreed verbally to the first and fourth co~ditions
but stated that the second condition was not clear and that the third condition was completely
superfluous since the US Army always treats all persons humanely.
(C) At the debriefing session, it was concluded that
1.

The approach followed in meeting the PLAF representatives informally in the field

is sound,
2. The careful planning and preparation for the meetings indicated the desirability of
establishing and orienting prisoner release teams in each of the major subordinate commands
for possible future prisoner release meetings under similar conditions.
3. The political sensitivity of the meetings with the PLAF requires specific guidance
for the prisoner release teams. New guidance, based on the experience gained, would be doveloped for use by prisoner release teams in any part of South Vietnam. This guidance, when
coordinated with AMIEM Saigon, would be proposed for distribution to major suborindate commanders.
4. There was a need for a highly qualified US interpreter on each prisoner release
team. The level of competence of the interpreter should permit him to understand asides Lad
inferences made by the enemy representatives. There was a need to establish a readily identi.
fiable group of'such qualified personnel for possible use in prisoner release meetings. St

Cambodian Detainees
(U) During 1968, the Roysl Khmer Government (RIG) of Cambodia detained and released
14 Americans (one American was released in early 1969) and a Filipino tugboat crew in two
separate incidents.
(C) The first occasion involved the US Military Sea Transport Service (MSTS) chartered
tugboat BREAM which was piloted and manned by Philippine Nationals and had two US hiPs on
board as a security detail. On 20 May 1968. the boat was proceeding upstream on the Mekong
River from My Thoun. RVN to Tan Chau, RVN, at which time they were to turn and enter the
Han CLang River, following it downstream to Long Xuyen where they planned to spend the night.
The 332AM had expected to pick up a River Patrol Boat (PBR) as an escort but, because the
PDi did not appear, she sailed independently. At approximately 1500 hours, the MiPs observed
a gun boat, similar to a Vietnamese PSR. proceeding to midstream from the southern bank of
the river, toward the 32AMW . At a distance of approitonately 200 yards. the hMPs noticed that
the gan boat had two S0 cal. MGo pointed at the BR.AM Lad the crew was motioning the tug to
southern bank of the river. Fifteen irregularly uniformed troops on the river bank motioned
the MPs and crew off the boat as it approached the bank. The troops were armed with AX-47s
and IX carbines and were led by a junior officer, believed to be a lieutenant. The MPs and the
BREAM crew were searched by the troops on the bank. They were held there approximately 15
minutes, awaiting the arrival of a senior officer, assumed to be the commander.
The troops
confiscated the equipment, radio, and the hiPs' weapons.
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(C) The Australian Embossy in Phnom Penh delivered a note to the Royal Khmer Govern.
ment (RCG) on 25 May on the behalf of the USG, explaining the inadvertent intrusion, requesting
the release of the MPs to Australian custody, and expressing regret for the "unauthorized entry
of two American Military Policemen." The Cambodian reply dated Z8 May stated that the USG
request was "unacceptable' and then asserted that the K0 t-cawteortcally
rejects the American
thesis of error in navigation." The 9KG further stated that the two MPs were to be "submitted
to the treatment laid down by Cambodian laws. ',
(C) The INC reply to a Philippiný request for the release of their personnel and the boat
was couched in much tees aggressive terms. It asked that the COP be informed of the "serious
consequences that can result from violation of territorial waters of Cambodia by one of its tug.
boats on board which there are American soldiers carrying arms and ammunition." After asking
the COP to use its influence to prevent a recurrence of such fpcidents, it stated that the Filipino
crew would also be "submitted to the treatment laid down by Cambodian national law. "
(C) The Australians informed members of the AMEMB that Sihanouk, in remarks following
a speech on Z6 May, said that the Filipino crew were civilian citizens of a friendly country that
had recognised Cambodian frontiers, and if President Marcos personally wrote requesting their
release he would not be disappointed. in the case of the two Americans that it was different,
Sihanouk reportedly continued, as they were soldiers, and Cambodia "may have to ask for bulldozers or tractors in return for their release. " The tug was reportedly to be incorporated into
the Cambodian Navy in accordance with "customary international usage. "
(C) Apparently, the initial Cambodian intention was to give different treatment to the Filipino crew and the Americans. Needless to say, this was disturbing to the SECSTATE, especially
in view of Sihanouk's ruminations about extorting ransom from the USG. The SECDEF askeo, the
AMEMB Manila to express the hope that the COP would be willing to continue to request the release not only of its own citiaens but also that of the two Americans. It was suggested that the
GOP could point out that the American MPs were not in charge of the tugboat and that their unauthorized entry into Cambodian waters was presumably the consequence of a navigational error on
the part of the Filipino captain. Of particular concern was the apparent Intention of Sihanouk to
try the Americans while releasing the Filipinos.
(C) On Z9 May the Philippine Ambassador, Do LA Rose, called on the Cambodian Foreign
Minister on instructions from hiMs government and told him that full responsibility for the intru.
sion into Cambodia, as a result of a navigational error, lay with and was explicitly accepted by
the Philippine captain of the tugboat. The presence of the American military escort on board
was not Imposed by the United States military authorities but was a requirement of the Philippine
owners of the tugboat, who refused to operate in SVN without US military protectio*1 against the
VC. The escort was entirely under the captain's orders at all times. He further said that it
would be embarrassing and invidious for the COP if the Philippine captain and crew, who were
responsible for the Americans' predicament, were to be released and the two American soldiers
subjected to the process of Cambodian law.
(C) In reply to a message from US Ambassador Bowles, Sihanouk, on 2 3une, replied by
trying to justify the discrimination between nationals of countries that had "recognized Cambo.
dia's borders" and the US which had not done so. He said that the US personnel would be tried
by the Cambodian courts.
(C) On 8 Sune, the acting Prime Minister, Son Sano, informed the Australian Embassy in
Phnom Penh that, "on a personal basis" Prince Sihanouk had decided to r • lIee a
the two
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American prisoners in honor of the memory of the late Senator Kennedy. The Australians were
also informed that the Filipino crew of the tugboat was to be re) Ased the same day. The
Filipino crew and the Americans were released on 8 June and the BREAM was ceremoniously
returned to the Philippine Ambassador on 9 July. 83
(C) The
t-.and incident occurred on 16 July whenanArmyUtility Landing Craft (LCU-1577)
while on a routine resupply mission to US installations in the Mekong Delta, inadvertently strayed across th border into Cambodia and was captured. Eleven US Army oersonnel and one
Vietnamese ,.oldier were aboard. The RKO issued a note charging that the Intrusion was an
"act of deliberate provocation". The USC immediately expressed regret for the inadvertent entry and requested the return of the LCU and the person.iel on board, but the RZ'C, on 22 July, rejected this request and asserted that the vessel and crew "will be submitted to the treatment
provided by the Cambodian laws." On 30 July. the USO asked the Australian Embassy in Phnom
Penh to pass a nute to the REK reaffirming the inadvertent and accidental nature of the intrusion
and again asked fur the return of the LCU and personnel on board. There was also an informal
suggestion from the RKO that violations of air and water space by the US should be paid for by
the US with bulldozers, tractors and such equipment. 84
(C) On 2 October, Prince Sihanouk said that on the forthcoming Independence Day,
November 9, he would let the detainees out momentarily to join the festivities. There was
speculation that the men would be released during the celebration, but such speculation was
unfounded.
(S) In a 7 November news conference. P:ince Sihanouk said that he would release the 1Americans if he recieved a promise from President Johnson that there would be no more incidents along the border with South Vietnam. But two border incidents on 6 November changed hi
whole tone as regards the freeing of the LCU crewmen.
(C) In an anr.ouncement on 20 December, Prince Sihanouk said that he was releasing the II
men and a helicopter crewman who was captured in November in a gesture of good will toward
President Johnson. All the men with the exception of the helicopter crewman, who was too injured to move, were released on 20 December. The last detainee was released on 6 January. 95
Prisoner Escapees
(C) There were two successful prisoner escapes by US personnel during 1968. The first
one occurred when, on 22 September, Sergeant Buddy Wright of the 4th Inf Dlv's Long Range
Patrol was captured by NVA forces when he became separated from his platoon on a long range
patrol. He was taken into Cambodia where he remained a prisoner until 26 September when he
escaped by untying the ropes that bound him. It took him ten days to get back to a friendly position. 86
(C) The second and most dramatic occurred on 31 December when elements of the 7th ý,qdn,
let Cav of the 164th Ave Op, while engaged in an opea tion in An Xuyen Province, IV CTZ,
rescued Major James N. Rowe, a Green Beret officer who had been held by the Viet Cong since
29 October 1963, a period of more than five years. According to initial debriefing, Major Rowe
said that on 2. December a B-52 strike hit approximately 500 meters east of a camp whqre he
was being held. There were approximately 20 VC located at the camp, but no other PWs. Since
that date, he had been moved from area to area, but did not know the locations because he was
blindfolded most of the time while he was being moved.
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(C) On the morning of 31 December many helicopters were in the area where he was list
detaine I and it appeared that ARVN troops were closing on the camp. There were seven VC
with Rowe at this time. Rowe could tell it was ARVN troops because the VC were monitoring
the ARVN radio net. He and his guards started to move away from the ARVN sweep. The VC
moved in a group, but Rowe convinced one of his guards to break from the group because the
gunships could easily engage them. He and his lone guard separated from the group and took
another trail. As he and the guard were moving, the guard accidentally "lost" the magazine to
his weapon. Rowe could hear helicopters coming toward his location, and he jumped the guard
and knocked him out. Then he ran to a clearing and signaled the helicopter. One of the gunships picked him up and took him directly to the Z9th Evac Hospital at Can Tho.
(C) Prior to December 1968, Rowe had been making plans to escape and had tried unsuccessfully on at least three other occasions. He had not seen any US or ARVN PWs since late
1967. Hie mental and physical condition was described as excellent and his morale appeared to
be exceptionally high and he appeared anwous to continue debriefing. He was airlifted to Fort
Sam Houston, Texas for further debriefing and convalescent leave on 2 January 1969. 87

VC/NVA Prisoners
Backgjround
(S) 1967 had been a year of expansion and improvement in the RVNAF PW program. The
PW camp capacity had increased from 3,000 to 13, 000 while the PW strength had increased from
1, 65Z to 9,743. Numerous programs were developed in order to improve the care and treatment of PWs. These programs included the approval of PW work pay, a pilot education program to teach illiterate PWs basic reading and writing, mail privileges and visitation rights of
PW families, gratuitous issue of health and comfort items, and a dispensary with a medical
doctor and staff within each camp. Automation of PW records had been instituted and at year's
end, four of the six PW camps had been included in the automated system. In 1968 the records
of the other two camps were automated. 88
PW Camp Construction
(U) Since the beginning of the ARVN PW program, construction of five mainland camps and
the Central PW complex on Phu Quoc Island provided q
?ty detention facilities for PWs. As of
the end of 1968, RVNAF had the capability to house a matxinum of 32, 000 PWs under emergency
conditions and 2 1.000 under normal conditions using oriental standards of ten square feet per
man. As of December 1968 there was a total of 21, 571 PWs in all camps. Phu Quoc was able
to house 10, 000 PWs under normal conditions. However, by using tents in the recreation yards
of the four completed inclosures, an additional 2, 500 PWs could be interned. Accelerated constru•tion, as directed by COMUSMIACV and CJGS, was underway and a planned capacity of
14, 000 PWs on Phu Qtoc was programmed for completion by 15 February 1969. A capacity of
20, 000 PWs was proposed by the end of 1969. Living standards in PW facilities in many cases
exceeded those provided for ARVN units. Continued visits from MACV/US E.\IB/RVNAF staff,
operational, and advisory personnel, as well as the ICRC, attested to the adequacy and quality
of the treatment afforded PWs. In mid- 1967. the move to :hange capacities of the camps to
meet oriental standards provided a substantial capacity cushion which existed until the end of
June 1968.
Accelerated construction at Phu Quoc was proceeding on a schedule, and no future
problems were forseen in either the quantity or quality of PW facilities, 89
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Handling of VCINVA

Pws

(C) The forces that captured or detained suspected personnel were responsible for prompt
screening and classification of detainees as PWs. innocent civilians, or civil defendants. Subsequent to classification, PWs vmwr detained in military channels for exploitation until their transfar to the ARVN4 PW camps; non-PWs who were suspected as civil defendants were released to
the appropriate GVN civil authorities; persons who qualified as returnees were transferred to
the appropriate Chieu Hoi center; and detainees who were determined to be innocent civilians
were released and returned to the plate of capture.
(C) Intelligence utilization of PWs was accomplished through a combined MACV/RVNAF
exploitation system, based on a concept of combined interrogation from sector to national level,
as required. Civilian prisoners and interrogation reports of interest to MAACV/RVNAF were
made available for exploitation by the National Police and vice versa.
(C) The procedure for reporting the acquisition of sources was instituted by MIACV and 3SO
on 24 March 1968. This system provided that the capturing unit submit a preliminary interrogation report by electrical transmission on each PW/ralier within 12 hours after detention or.
U this was impossible, as soon as possible following capture. The preliminary report was to
include the following:
1.

Name/Alias.

2.

Rank/Position (NVA or VC).

3. Unit/Organization (NVA or VC).
infiltration group; letter box number.

Complete rundown of unit strength and condition;

4. Location of source's unit; mission, if known; location and mission of and unit of
which source had recent knowledge.
5.

Capturing unit.

6.

Location of source

7.

Any other information of speociLl importance.

As a result, preliminary reports of interrogation were received from the field within a matter
of hours.
(C) The preliminary interrogation report provided a means of assuring further systematic
exploitation of the source's knowledge. MACV, 3GS, or other headquarters could direct that
further interrogation on subjects of interest be conducted by the field unit, provincial interrogation centers, or when advisable, by the Combined illitary Interrogs
'n Center (ClAUC) In Saigon.
On occasion, a CMIC team would go to the field in order to conduct 1-.,ow-up interrogation. Additionafly; interrogations were conducted at the National Interrogation Center (NIC) under the
joint auspices of the US, CIA, and the P.VN Central Intelligence Orga. ization (CIO).
(C) Following classification and interrogation, the PW was transferred from the capturing
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force to one of tbe ARVNq PW camps.
Substantial progress had been and continued to be made
in the segregation and categorization of PWs. A camp for female PWe was established at Out
Nhon in March 1968 and, by th, end of Junle, it was fully operationaul and contained almost all the

female PWs in SVN. Another progressive step was taken in April 1968, when aUl VC rnder 18
years of age were concentrated at Blen Hoa for special rehabillitaton, education, and vocational
trilning. Isolation of PWe according to degree of tbe ideological commitment bad been the most
hut it was underwa~y at the facility on Rhm Quoc Island.

di~ffcult,

Originally only hardcore VC

and NVA PWs were to be transferred to Phw Quoc, but the accelerated transfer of the bulk of
the PW population to Rhu Q'uoc from the mainland since February had required additional internal segregation measures. Segregation by rank had been accomplished, and, as this facility
expanded, increased emphasis was given to ideological segregation as well as to segregation by
force served (VC/liVA).
(C) As to the many alleged cases of maltreatment at the time of captuer, it can be seen that
a schotar would have a somehwat different attitude toward a PW than a military man engaged in
combat. "Fair' treatmnent, not joyous reception, was regularly emphasized. Repeated visits tO
RW camps, collecting points, and hospitals where PWs were treated by ICRC representatives
reaffirmed that the provisions of the Ceneva Conventions as permtans to Prisoners of War were
being closely adhered to by US. FWMAF, and RVHNforces and that humane treatment was afforded them.
by RWs, but

Alingatior~e of mistreatment and abuse at the point of caputre continued to be made

reports of such occurrences within the PW camps were extremely rare. Also, each
each PW camp had an increasingly effective work program. Since 1 April 1968, prisoners received eight plasters per day for work performed. These measures were Just part of the overall rehabilitation programt and were in addition to the continuing P•Y WAR and PSYOPs programs
of both the lOS and MACV. 90
(U) Convenfional Military Police doctrine provided that PWs be accurately identified, procosted, and accounied for by name ahd other identification data only after arrival at a PW camp.
Prior to arrival at a PW camp, they were to be handled strictly by headcount. This concept was
inadequate for PWr accounting in RYN. It was necessary to classify, accurately identify, and
initiate an accountabilityf record on each RW at the division/separate bfigade collecting points.
In USAR•V the special requlrortent existed because PWe were evacuated from the divison/separate brigade collecting points to ARVI4 PW camps where they were under the complete control
and custody of the 0VTh. The maintenance of accurate PW accounting records proved extremely
difficult because:
I.

e

Most Vietnamese names were identical or similar to the point where a minor

clerical error would make identification impossible.
1.

Many PWs had no

grades or service num'bers.

3. Many PWs either did not know their date of birth or knew only the year, since all
birthdays were considered to be at the beginning of the lunar year (Te)
4. After internment in a PW camp, many PWs were tranfefrred to another camp, reclassified, or released.
Prior to 1 December 1967, the USARV PM had compiled PW rosters by obtaining the captured
data 1om the capturing troops and then depending on the ARYN PW rosters to keep the data current. This system had proven inadequate because the only positive means of identifying the PWs
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on the GVN records was by means of the internment serial numbers whichwere not known by USAKV,
On I December 1967, a system was initiated by which the Detainee Report Form was routed
thrcough the PW camp to the USARV PM. This arrangement enabled the USMACV advisors at the
PW camps to record the internment serial numbers on the Detainee Report Forms during the PW
in-processing. As a result of this procedure, the accuracy of the PW rosters was greatly improved. 91
Release of VC/NVA Prisoners
(C) In response to the February 1968 release by NVN of three pilots shot down over North
Vietnam in 1966, SECDEF proposed that arrangements be made for a public release of NVN
prisoners to reciprocate the action taken by Hanoi. He felt this action would carry forward the
standing US policy of reciprocal releases and would be welcomed by families of the American
PWs and the American press. He indicated that appropriate reciprocal action would be the release and return to NVN via ICC plane of three, or perhaps more, NVN naval prisoners captured and held by US forces at Da Hang since July 1966. The release would be announced publicly either by US or jointly by the US/GVN. Prior to their release, the prisoners would be visited
by ICRC personnel to verify their condition and whether they in fact desired repatriation.
(C) SECDEF envisioned that the ICC would inform Hanoi authorities that the USC was releasing the prisoners and state the ICC intention to transport them at the USG request on a
forthcoming flight. The USG would proceed on the assumption that the NVN would accept these
personnel, whose return "ad been demanded in the past. Two of the original group who were
sick or wounded were, successfully repatriated to NVN in March 1967. In this case it was done
through Cambodia without publicity.
(C) In anticipation of the final approval for the release of throe of the piisoners, COMUSMACV directed CC IM MAF to screen the prisoners and prepare three (one officer and two enlisted men) for immediate release. After selection the following actions were directed:
1. Perform a complete physical aid dental check of the selectees by US medical personnel and prepare a detailed medical certtsicate on each PW.
2.

Provide appropriate clothing for travel.

3. Consolidate all personal property up to 25 kilograms per PW to include any currency which was in their possession at the time of capture and any funds due them since internment.
4.

Prepare bilingual release for each selectee and require the PWs to sign them.

5. Forward to MACV a biographical profile on each selectee to include full face photo
with negative.
In addition, the CC, =I MAF was directed to be prepared to move the personnel on short notice.
(C) In light of a press leak which was widely carried in the US, SECDZF suggested that the
Saigon Mission spokesman announce that the USC was releasing the three NVN naval personnel
captured in July 1966, and would return them to Hanoi. It was further suggested that he state
that the prisoners had been visited by the ICRC to ascertain that they were willing to accept
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return to NVN. As background, he suggested that the spokesman should note that this release
was in response to the release of the three US pilots and that arrangements for the release were
identical to those used by Hanoi in the release of the US pers.,nneal. He further instructed that
the prisoners be placed on the first available ICC flight with no prior notification to NVN beyond
the normal manifest procedure, pointing out to ICC personnel that this was exactly comparable
to the Hanoi arrangements In release of the US pilots, in which the only prior notification to the
USG was by public announcement.
(C) It had been hoped that the prisoners could be placed on the 15 March ICC flight departing Vientiane for Hanoi but unavoidable delays prevented this; AMEMB Saigon ,vas instructed
to inform the ICC personnel that although there might have been disagreement on the circumstances of the prisoners' capture, there was no dispute that these were NVN regular naval personnel whom the DRV acknowledged and had repeatedly asked to be returned.
(S) The final arrangements for the release were made b 1 the USC. Acceptance of the prisoners by NVN was handled by the Deputy Chief of Mission (DCM) in a nmeeting with an embassy
official of the NVN. The DCM took the opportunity to inform the NVN representatives that the
USot
1. Noted with satisfaction that, despite the absence of diplomatic relations, it was
possible for representatives of the two nations to engage in a "dialogue,"
2.

Expressed the appreciation of the three pilots, their families, and the USG for their

release.
3. Informed the NVN representative that, as a reciprocal gesture, the USC wished to
unconditionally three NVN sailors via an ICC plane or via any other arrangement that
Hanoi preferred. The sailors had been interviewed by the ICRC and expressed a desire to return to the DRV.

Sreturn

4. The DCM asked that the "dialogue" be continued by the N'VN representative ascertaining his government's attitude toward further releases and exchanges of captured personnel.
The CG, III NVLAFwas directed on Z8 March 1968 to move the selected prisoners to Da Nang airfield on 29 March so that they could be transported from there to Vientiane for final release to
representatives of the NVN government. They were flown to Vientiane on Z9 March and the
2
final release was transacted. 9
(C) In May, the AMEMB Saigon suggested that the USG should support the inclusion of the
14 remaining members of the W&VNPT boat crew in any repatriation offer, since it was doubtful they could be considered to be trading bait to effect an exchange of any US flyers in the WVN.
Under the circumstances, the AMEMB could see little reason to keep them any longer. Including them in an offer would, moreover, demonstrate USG readiness to return those NVN military
personnel held in custody by the US. 93
(S) On 31 July SECDEF stated in a joint message to PARIS and CINCPAC that if the three
American pilots, scheduled for release by NVN on 2 August, were released without incident,
plans for release of the 14 NVN seamen would start at the 7 August Paris meeting. However,
he emphasized that the offer should be described as a goodwill gesture, not as an act of reciprocity. The three pilots were released on schedule from Hanoi to Vietnam via the weekly ICC
flight on Z August without incident. (See - US/FWM4AF Prisoners)
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(S) Repatriation of the 14 NVN seamen was tentatively set for 16 August, with transporta.
tion being furnished from Da Nang Air Base to Vientiane by Air America on the morning
16 August, following appropriate news coverage at Da Hang.
(S) After the proposal was made in Paris, AMEMB Paris sent wotd tn the NVN delegation
that if USC were to release the seamen on 16 August. NVN would have to get word to USG before the Paris meeting on 14 August. Since the DRV now clearly understood that the responsibility tor any delay rested with them. A1ALMB Paris saw no reason why the USG should be in a
hurry.
(S) And there was, indeed, a delay. The NVN did not accept the proposed method of release and on 10 August, SECSTATE requested AMEMB Saigon and COMUSMACV to provide plans
for a ship-to-ship transfer of NVN prisoners. In addition, he requested specific information on
other possible options for transferring the 14 prisoners to NVN control.
(S)

Proposed arrangements for a ship-to-ship transfer were as follows:

1. Best location: a position east of the DMZ on the 17th parallel about 5 miles to seaward in the South China Sea.
2. Time of day: considering transit time and probable weather factors, time of transfer should be between 1000 and 1400.
3. Type of US boat: with the primary considerations being navigational capability and
adequate platform space for positidning of security guard personnel and civilian observers, a
Coast Guard Patrol Boat (WPB) was recommended, with a destroyer being'stationed within 5
miles of.the rendezvous point to protect the transfer craft.
4. Type of NVN boat: since it was known that NVN had twelve 65-foot P-4 boats north
of the 19th parallel, one of these was recommended.
S. Third party: transfer of prisoners and ICC/ICRC personnel could be accomplished
in port in SVN or at sea by boat, possible via helicopter, to a third country ship acceptable to
the United States, for delivery of the prisoners and accompanying ICC and/or ICRC representatives to Haiphong or other designated port in NVN.
6. Advantages: the ship-to-ship transfer of the prisoners had the advantage of interfering least with combat operations and providing the enemy minimal opportunity in which to exploit during a period of standdown in the vicinity of the transfer point. A cease-fire in the DMZ
would not have been required for this option. This option also permitted the ICC and ICRC to
verify the transfer of the prisoners to NVN control. However, it had the disadvantage of requiring the active cooperation of the NVN to effect the transfer and it exposed the friendly craft to
hostile action. Any standdown would have had to be of short duration so as to preclude sufficient
time for any other type enemy movement.
(S) Specific information on other options were:
1. Landins orisoners on NV•N coast. Shifting sands and silt characterized most of the
NVN coast. NVN personnel could have been put ashore with US landing craft or sampans. However, unilateral action by the US was not recommended. US landing craft would be vulnerable
during the operation and safe passage for NVN personnel could not have been guaranteed.
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2. Sending prisoners north by sampan or fishing boat. A sampan was more adaptable
to rivers, ports, and harbors but could be considered seaworthy only during relatively calm
weather. Delivery into NVN custody •ould not have been guaranteed. A fishing boat would be
seaworthy and could have been escorted or transported north to a point off the coast (Vinhi
where the craft could have been supplied and prepared for the short trip to port. The use of a
seaworthy fishing boat was feasible. However, delivery to NVN custody by this means could not
be guaranteed either.
3. Landing prisoners by helicopter in eastern DMZ. This procedure would have involved actual penetration of the enemy land # "ea. Because of the Ben Hal River barrier in the
eastern DMZ, a landing zone would have had to be selccted in the northern section of the DMZ
in an area under NVN control. The selection of a precise landing zone, landing coordination
instructions, and a temporary cease-fire would have been required. The option would be particularly difficult if NVN chose not to have representatives meet the helicopter(sl at the landing
zone. Both US and PW personnel would have been vulnerable. The PWs could be abandoned in
the landing zone; however, the area was heavily mined. Because of the foregoing and the
chances of mechanical failure, the risks of helicopter delivery into or north of the DMZ were
not acceptable. Even if a white flag of truce were used, an internationally recognized signal,
it could have been misued as enemy propaganda by calling such display -surrender.(S) After due deliberation, it was decided to release the prisoners via fishing boat because
that was the plan that the DaV was most likely to accept and the one that required the least elaborate preparations for execution. On 21 October, USS DUBUQUE (LPD), in execution of Qpera.
tion MIGHTY YANKEE, transported the 14 NVN prisoners to a point 12 miles off Vinh. on the
NVN coast, where they were released in a seaworthy boat provided by the USO. The men were
experienced sailors and it was confirmed that they landed safely in NVN. Arrangements for the
release were worked out by the US and NVN Embassies in Vientiane. Both sides gave assurance
that the operation would be safe from military action. A 36-hour standdown of military activity
in the area of the release was observed by both sidej. All the men had confirmed their i•fLingness to accept repatriation. 94
(C) On 26 November, the GVN made a public announcement that 140 VC prisoners of war
would be released on 30 November as a humanitarian gesture. The prisoners were of all ages
and were selected because they were drafted into the service by the VC and were unwilling members of the VC. They were given a choice to remain in South Vietnam or to try to enter into the
North and all chose to stay in the South. On 30 November, in simultaneous ceremonies in Saigon, Da Nang, and Pleiku these prisoners were released amid much ceremony.

Release of NVN Civilian Seamen
(S) In early December, plans began to formulate for the release of the seven NVN civilian
seamen who had been picked up in Oct-ber 1966 in the Gulf of Tonkin. The release, designated
Operation TIGHT JAW, was t6 be carried out in similiar fashion to Operation '4GHTY YANKEE
of October. COMSEVENTHFLT recommended the following order of preference for alternatives
of deliver- of the seamen to NVN: 96
1.

Delivery ashore by US manned helicopter,

2.

Pickup from US ship by NVN manned boat.
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3.

Put seamen into a US furnished and equipped boat to proceed ashore.

4.

Delivery ashore by US manned boat.

His rationale for the first choice was that it would avoid:
I.

The necessity to determine the small boat prtificioncy ,if the seamen.

Z.

Procurement and outfitting a seaworthy craft.

3.

Effects of unfavorable weather, wind, and surf conditions tin boating.

(S) ICRC representatives interviewed the seven seamen on 9 December and found that all
wanted to be repatriated as soon as possible. The crewmen wore also interviewed by a WIIMAF
Naval officer and it was ascertained that the men had nu experience with any boats other than a
small rowboat. Based on this information, the AIMeEMB Saigoun urged elimination of the possibility of allowing the men tu maneuver a small b,,at to shotrti and further recumniended that the
helicopter alternative be accepted. 97
(5) However, N~VNspecifically rejected all alternatives except that of putting the men in a
small boat despite the USG's concern about this group's ability to navigate. By stating this condition, NVN had, in effect, taken on the responsibility for the maens safety.
IS) Based on this
and on the morning of
presentatives boarded
lease point which was
incident. 98

information COMNAVSUPPACT purchased and provisioned a fishing junL.,
lb December the seamen, the junk, and appiropriate press and ICRC rethe USS DULUTH (LPD) at Na Nang. The DULUTH proceeded to the rethirteen miles seaward of Cua Sot'and the release was effected without

Release of Prisoners 1By the VC(
(C) The five mainland PW camps were not attacked during Tet. This could be attributed
in part to their being guarded and operated by ARVN, their population was never permitted to
exceed Z,000, and there were only five possible targets. By contrast, there were 37 provincial
correctional centers which were normally overloaded with detainees and prisoners. They were
operated by an inadequate staff and were guarded by RF/PF fnrces. In spite of this, most attacks against correctional 4 enters had been successfully repulsed. During the Tet Offensive
period, however, five provincial facilities were breached out of the sixteen attacked. It was
estimated that 2. Z36 prisoners/detatInees were released, and of these, 300 to 500 were identified
as -hard core." Moving prisoners to more secure areas and greater attention to the threat of
confined VC being liberated by attack helped solve the problem. As of 1 April, 1, SOO prisoners
had been moved to Con Son Island; S, 000 more were scheduled for movement on the completion
of the emergency camp.
(U) It was ARVN tactical practice to place their detainees, including possible PWI, in the
first available locit-up site. When ARVN screening teams identified PWs they were listed for
transfer to PW camps. Despite continuing US pressure to have ARVN-captured PWs transferred
expeditiously from civil prisons to PW camps a sizable residual number remained at 0.i1 times
in civil (Directorate of Corrections) prisons. 9
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Who is a PW?
(C) The intermingling of civil defendants with PWs was prohibited by Article 22 of the
GPW. Accordingly, PWs had to be segregatod from the other categories of prisoners and be
provided special treatmuent as required by the Geneva Convention. Thus the transfer of "hard
core VC" to PW camps as proposed by CINCPAC earlier could not be implemented unless they
could be clasesfied as PWo.
(C) There were two aspects to the handling of this problem, each of which wae influenced
and governed by the fact that all VC were members of an organised resietance movement which
constituted the enemy tin a very real war. Given existing circumstances in SVN, there was no
VC identifiable as suclh who should not be regarded as an enemy. On the other hand, those VC
captured under conditions which satisfied the criteria oa Article 4A(Z), GPW, were entitled as
a matter of legal right to the treatment and privileges of a PW. They were placed in PW camps
under RVN security. These camps were designed and guarded so as to preclude escape from
within and release of the PWs by the enemy from without. The camps had thus far withstood
those threats even during the 'et Offensive. On the other hand, captured hard core VC who did
not qualify for special treatment as PWs were not as securely confined, were occasionally released due to overcrowded jails, were susceptible to release, and had been released by the
enemy. The acts of terror. murder. and sabotage being committed by these VC constituted
without doubt the principal stimulant to the enemy's continuing high state of morale and spirit
since his battlefield setback. Tnhus. some elements of the enemy were being held in secure
captivity while others who constituted an even more serious threat were not.
(C) There were at least two ways to meet the problem. Additional camps, comparable
from a security standpoint to PW camps, could be built, to hold all captured VC who did not
technically qualify for PW treatment. In conjunction therewith, or in the alternative, a different and more liberal interpretation of the OPW convention eould be adolked In line with the
following rationale. The OPW guaranteed that an individual captured during war would be accorded humanitarian treatment. The thrust of the OPW was an affirmative one in that it required the capturing and detaining power to ac:ord rights and prtvileges to the PW. It did not
restrict those powers if they should choose to accord the same rights and privileges to other
Individuals who, though not required to be treated as PW@, were nevertheless to be retained
in captivity for the duration of the conflict. Article 4A(Z) enabled those powers to withhold PW
rights and privileges from such individuals. but it did not prohibit according them such rights.
The ultimate success in SVN was contingent in a large measure upon noutralising the VC infrastructure.
(U) AU members of the VC were considered as enemy. However, under the terms of the
Geneva Convention, the fact that a person was a VC did not in ane. or of itself warrant his
classification as a PW. Uner the terms of Article 4 of the Geneva Convention. as applied to
Viesuam. the following categories of combatants were classified as PWs after capture:
1.

Viet

Cong Main Force.

Z.

Viet Cong Locao

3.

North Vietnamese Army.

Force.

NOW8

(U)

Difficulty was encountered in classifying guerrillas as PWe after capture.

Article 4

defined guetrilla types as those which fulfilled the following conditions:
1.

Were commanded by a person responsible for them.

2.

Had a fixed insignia recognizable at a distance.

3.

Carried arms openly.

4.

Conducted their operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war.

The VC guerrilla did not fulfill these conditions. In order to meet this difficulty, the definition
of guerrilla types was expanded by MACV which defined "irregulars" as organized forces composed of guerrilla, self-defense, and secret self-defense elements subordinate to village and
hamlet level VC organizations; and provided that any member of such a unit would be classified
as a PW after capture if he was captured while actually engaging in combat or in a belligerent
act under arms, other than an act of terrorism. sabotage, or spying, or who admitted, or for
whom there was proof, of his having participated or engaged in combat or a belligerent act
under arms, other than an act of terrorism, sabotage, or spyinf. Representatives of the ICRC
had spoken in highly complimentary terms of these definitions. 100
Revatriation of Sick and Wounded PW,
(C) Since November 1967, the GVN, with USG support, had tried to repatriate to NVN approximately forty seriously sick and wounded NVA PWs and two groups of NVN civilian seamen.
The PWs qualified for direct repatriation under Articles 109 and 110 of the Geneva Convention,
had been examinel by an XCRC doctor, and had expressed to.the ICRC representatives a willingnoes to be repatriated to NVN. An offer of repatriation wae made through the ICRC to the NVN
government. In view of the danage to the Sen Hai Bridge and tho continuing combat in the DMZ,
the ICRC suggested travel to Hanoi via ICC aircraft if the DRV agreed.
(C) The permission to repatriate NVN personnel by ICC aircraft had to be given by Hanoi.
Otherwise without prior assurance that the personnel would be accepted upon arrival in Hanoi,
the ICC plane would not transport them. SECDEF felt that, if the ICC route were attempted and
proved unsuccessful because Hanoi would not provide the necessary valid entry documents, then
the onus for rejecting the personnel should be made to lie with Hanoi.
(C) With the approach of Tot. SECDEl
was interested in knowing the status of GVN and
tCRC plans to repatriate 40 seriously sick and wounded NVA PWs to North Visetam. On
16 January, the ICRC dispatched a telegram to the DRY Minister of Foreign Affairs, Hanoi,
requesting authorisation to repatriate the 40 NVN sick and wounded PWs. The committee proposed that repatriation be effected in late January or early •February.
(C) On 16 May the ICRC received a note dated 27 April from the GVN Minister of Foreign
Affairs requesting the coummittee to renew its efforts to arrangel the repatriation of the 40 sick
and wounded PW's. But at the end of the year these 40 PWs were still in GVN custody with no
word received from DRV regarding repatriation. 101
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SECURITY

General

(S) The RVNAF/.MACV 1968 Combined Campaign Plan had as a prinkary objective the ex.
tension of GVN control in the Republic of Vietnam. Tasks related to security were as follows:
I.

Securing the major political, economrc, food producing, and population centers.

2.

Establishing,

maintaining, and securing

military installations.

3. Conducting military clearing and securing operations to establish and maintain
security for areas undergoing pacification.
4. Providing security for forces engaged and participating in the identification and
elimination of the VC infrastructure.
S. Maintaining security of areas in which pacification had been conducted and from
which pacification teams had movedt sustaining security of cleared areas.
6.

Opening and securing LOCs supporting millta:y, economic. ard political efforts.

(S) in the concept of operations, RVNAF was to have the primary responsibility for participating in and supporting pacification with priority of effort to providing territorial security
for the selected priority areas. RVNAF also was given the responsibility for providing territorial security for LOCe that slpported priority economic and political efforts, national re.
sources, Soverrument centers, and areas that had undergone prior pacification.
(5) US/rWMAF assisted and reinforced RVNAF, as necessary, in opening and securing
LOCs. providing security for selected priority areas, and protecting national resources. 102

SecuritV of Saigon

(5) During 1967, the enemy situation in the Capital Military District (CMD) subsided as a
result of operations by RVN and US forces. This improved situation permitted the Sth ARVN.
Rgr Op to assume the sole responsibility on 15 December 1967 for conducting operations in the
C.MD. The mission of the Sth ARVN Rgr Cp was to locate and destroy VC forces. guerrillas.
installations, and supplies and to support the RD effort in the area.
(S)

In a message to COMUSMACV on 31 December 1967,

the Co. II FORCEV stated:

It is expected that the Sth Ranger Group will
successfully perform this mission; nevertheless,
additional strength should provide insurance
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against a regression in this key area. V the Viet
Cong gain a military success against ARVN in the
Capital
lit ry District or damage a key installa'don to th,
tent that US forces must be redeployed
into the L .J. Government of Vietnam prestige
would ouffer 'I setback.
(S) After the departure of the 199th Ini Bde from the district, the Sth ARVN Rgr Op assumed a greater responsibility for the security with fewer effective forces to accomplish the
job. CO, Ul FFORCEV recommended the assig..ment of one additional maneuver battalion to
the 5th ARVN Rgr Op. 103
(U) As a result of the Met Offensive and the requirement to bring US troops to the defen .e
of Saigon, a task force headquarters was moved into the CMD on 2 February 1968. This Iadquarters was composed of key representatives from II FFORCEV and assumed control - all US
forces in the Saigon/Gia Dinh area. Twice in the month of Ma7 this headquarters moved into
Saigon, once to direct thi defense against the early May VC/NVA offensive and later in the
month in response to intelligence that another enemy attack was presicted. Eventually in June,
this headquarters became a separate command designated the Capitol Military Assistance Command under U FFORCEV charged with the defense of Saigon/Gia Dinh. (For additional information on the formation if CMAC see Chapter !V, Friendly Forces.) 104
(U) The Philadelphia In~utrer reported on 3 July that a massive Saigon Defense Ring was
ready for new Red attacks. The newspaper stated:
Allied defenses ringing the city in depth are so
formidable that it's unlikely the Communists can
penetrate them with any significant strength. More
than 30, 000 South Vietnamese and US troops are involved.
A Zommunist threat to shell Saigon with 100
rounds for 100 days so far has proved an empty
boast. ba'-on has not had a rocket attack since
June 2 !.
This could be beccuse the Communists aren't
really trying. But a more likely reason is vastly
improved measures against rocket attack.
During the last week US and South Vietnamese
sweeps have uncovered hundreds of rounds of
hastily hidden rockets.
"The only way to be absolutely sure they don't
hit Saigon is to stop them before they can get their
rockets within range, " said MG John Hay, senior
advisor to the Saigon defense command.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

But rocket surveillance and counter-action
have been developed to a fine art. Helicopter and
spotter planes hover over the city night and day.
A system of visual and radar observation towers had
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been set up. Reaction time to enemy fire has been
reduced to two minutes. 105
(C) CC, CMAC informed COMUSMACV on 24 July that CMAC had completed an initial listing of 48 sensitive installations within the CMD. These included important bridges, buildings,
storage and equipment yards. and other installations vital to US and RVN. Plans were under
development to employ elements of the units' OPCON to CMAC for security reinforcement of
theae installations as necessary. 106
(C) In early July, there were indications of an improved public attitude about the security
status in Saigon. The city had not been hit by rockets or mortars since 20 June. As a result.
the tension which gripped the city in mid-June had largely dissipated. The fear of renewed attacks was lessened as indicated by fewer Vietnamese families taking refuge in Vung Tau.
(C) There was also a general recognition that the security situation of Saigon had improved
because of the increased activity by ARVN and US forces around the city. Some newspapers reflected optimism of no further attacks; others felt that the city was ready to cope with any future
VC effort. 107

Protection of Other Populated Areas

(U) An indication of the effort expvndcd in strengthening vital areas was the infiltration
barrier being constructed around Da Nang, RVN's second largest city. The barrier was the
brain chi'd of CO, I Corps (ARVN). Its purpose was to stop infiltration of enemy units into Da
Nang and protect the city by keeping the enemy outside lZ~mm rocket range of the city. The
barrier was to consist of a 300-meter cleared area with split double anion, triple strand concertina fence on either side. Between the fences, 20-foot guard towers and bunkers wYere to be
interspersed at regular Intervals. 108

Defen

Against Rocket and Mortar Attacks

(S) Early in the month of Jitauary, COMUSMACV showed his concern about the defense
against rocket attacks. On 3 Janurty, the Da Nang airfield complex had received approximately 30 rounds of rocket fire, later identified as 122mm. A survey of the area disclosed three
rocket sites containing a total of 20 firing positions. COMUSMACV stated that:
It is becoming apparent that we may be faced with
an increasing number of rocket attacks throughout the
CTZs. Therefore, effort will be concentrated on every
aspect of the subject problem as a matter of urgency. 109
(S) To cope with the rocket and mortar threat to the city of Saigon, 1i FFORCEV artillery
was tasked to establish and integrate flash observation positions around the perimeter of the
city. Nine flash observation posts were constructed and configured to form a complete tritngle
around the metropolitan area. Three of these observation posts were located on 60-foot steel

towers, two were located on 100-foot water towers, two were positioned on buildings, and the
remaining two on 80-foot radio towers. During the period 17 June to 1 July, the 8th en, 25th
Arty Target Acquisition Battery (TAB) established order survey control to all nine flash control
towers which identified the exact location of each friendly firing position. A flash control center
was organized and placed under the OPCON of CMAC. This control center determined the coordinates of the rocket or mortar launch point by a process of intersection based on the azimuths
received from the tower sightings. Artillery personnel in CMAC reported that this was their
most reliable means of locating hostile rocket and mortar locations. 110

Installations and Air Base Security

(S) Security of installations and protection of air bases in SVN continued to be a matter of
serious concern to COMUSMACV. From the beginning of the Tet Offensive to 1 March 1968, enemy rocket/artillery and mortar attacks against US bases destroyed 36 fixed wing aircraft and
Z3 helicopters. Varying degrees of damage were inflicted on an additional 220 aircraft and 188
helicopters. COMUSMACV informed CINCPAC that the Tab VEE Study had analyzed the problem
of air base security in detail and ha'. discussed possible solutions. COMUSMACV's goal was to
implement those measures which were applicable to RVN and the enemy threat which they faced.
(S) To assure absolute minimal damage to fixed base assets w'ould require complete mili.
tary control of the areas surrounding each installation out to at least 12, 000 meters. and/or
provision of complete hardened enclosed revetrmnts for mission essential aircraft. The first requirement would require massive commitment of troops and acquisition of valuable urban real
'estate, particularly in areas such as Tan Son Nhut. The second requirement would also present
problems in material, real estate, and construction.
(S) In response to specific requests by CINCPAC. COMUSIAACV replied that the value of
aircraft revetments had been repeatedly demonstrated in the attacks on US bases. Aircraft
densities and ramp space limitations had restricted dispersal of aircraft and flexibility to revet.
Nevertheless, in spite of restrictions, some dispersal had been effected. Base defense plans
were re-evaluated and aircraft protective measures promulgated. In addition, intelligence efforts were intensified. COMUSMACV ended by stating that there was no quick solution to this
problem and continual counter actions in all areas must be pursued.
e
(S) CINCPAC recognized and supported COMUSMACV's efforts to minimize aircraft losses
from artillery, mortar, and rocket attacks and further recommended to JCS that the R&D effort
develop and make available a tactical aircraft shelter on a priority basis. R&D effort was also
to be directed toward developing an increased capability to locate and destroy enemy weapons.lll
(U) On 23 July, 135 mortar and rocket rounds hit the US military complex at Do Nang, the
most intensive shelling of the war against this northern base. Six Americans were killed and
30 wounded. Two airplanes were destroyed and 2 were damaged. Renewed rocket activity on
airfields and other vital installations throughout SVN continued to be prevalent in August and
continued sporadically throughout the remainder of the year. 112
(S) Action was taken to initiate the necessary protection for US aircraft throughout RVN.
Construction on aircraft shelters was started in late 1968 and by the end of the year 115 were in
place. (For further information on this subject see the section on Construction in Chapter IX,
Logistics.
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MACV Defense Force

(U) The MACV Defense Force (MDF) was organized to protect the L-ACV Hq from ground
attack, a contingency revealed by the January-February Tet Offensive during which enemy units
approached to within several hundred yards of the headquarters compound and annex.
(C) By 7 February, a provisional defense force composed of 530 officers and men had been
organized, armed, and equipped. These personnel were selected fronm those assigned to the
MACV Hq and the 69th Signal Battalion and from those billeted at the MACV Annex. Military
Policemen of Company C, 716th MP Bn manned the gates and towers and maintained the internal
securlty of the YACV complex. This unit also provided the vital security link and was an integral part of the .40F. The entire group of officers, senior NCOs. and enlisted men were
commanded by the Headquarters Commandant.
(C) Concurrent with the establishment of the MDF, all bunkers in the MACV headquarters
compound were converted to fighting bunkers. An Emergency Operations Center, under the
direction of a field grade officer, was established in the headquarters buildine with direct
communications to the TSN Joint Defense Operations Center, USAHAC TF PETER, and USARV
TF WARE.
(U) During non-duty hours, the primary mission (if this force was the security and defense
of the MACV cumplex; however, during duty ho•urs (0700-1900), these personnel performed
their usual tasks within the MACV Headquarters. Additionally, they were on call at any time
during the day should an emtergency arise. 113

Security of Communication Facilities

(S) The enemy attack on Nui )Ba D~en, about 30 miles north-oorthwest of Saigon, on 14 May
1968, clearly emphasized the important of providing adequate security for communications
facilities. All radio relay equipment providing circuits for the Detense Communications
System subscribers at Tay Ninh and Nui Ba Dien pit- tactical VHF and UHF equipment support.
ing the lst and ZSth Inf Dive was lost. As a result, COM[USM.ACV requested that security being
provided to vital cohnn tanications facilities be reviewed for adequacy. 114
(U)

However, no other incidents of this nature occurred during the rermainder of the year.

Security of RVN Correctional Centers

(C) The security of the 37 provincial and four national correction cente ,
RVN caus.ed
considerable concern to MACV. The potential escape of VC prisoners raised a serious threat
to the military elfort relating to the pacification campaign. This could be especially dangeroos
since a large percentage of the prison population consisted of VC political cadre. In 19b7, the
VC struck three correction centers in I Corps freeing 2, 700 detainees. During the Tet
Offensive of 1968, 16 prisons were attacked, five breached, and 2, 228 prisoners released.
Between February 1968 and the end of the year, 10 attacks were made against corecctiunal
facilities with negative results.
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(C) A joint survey of 31 of thele correction centers by JOS, Ministry of Interior, and M&CAV,
during the period 17 October to 19 November 1968, dis~cled mnany deficiencies. COMUSM•ACV
therefore requested that commanoders inform their counterparts of t! existoin conditions and
threats in thece correctional centers. Immedints action wes necessaty within US and ARtVN
channels to preclude further deterioration in the existing situation. U15

B ridge Security

(C) It vas apparent in 1968 thor the eoomy was plaing increaoso .mphasis on the destrulction of key bridges alossg the LO~s. As a result. MdACV directed that added effort be sade to
improve bridge security throughout all CTZI,
(C) COMUS•LACV note/ied his subordinats commanders on 17 June that MLACV plnnned to
anayee all future sabotage incidents involving bridges over ten mete
in length. The purpose
was to compile enough daes on a command-wide basis to permit thorough analysis of VC trends
and weaknesses ins security measures. He directed that, beginning lq July, elU incidents of this
nature be investigated by US and RVNAF personnel and a report rendered to M~ACV. 116
(C) Alter the destruction of the Ben Luc Bridge on 30 June, M• CV conducted an inveltigation and determined the bridge was destroyed by a ma•in cbarge and several small1or charges
wired to the base of one pier. Security 4sf ,•,ncies were ilso uncovered: poor security
procedures by •tidge guards, no bridle or wa~~f'r lightin, mine barriers not installod, a general
lack of knowledge of bridge security techniq•=t, and Utitle comszand .upervision on the part of
the units respeonihle for bridge security. The MVACV CofS emphasised to Gefs of 305 that
differences which showed up between the BVNAT and MACV investigatons of the incident could
lead to false conclusions an~da seriOUS lOIs of security by placing emphasis on doubtful preventive measures. He
JStted that wjhlle there wasl SUfficient empbhats on bridges, per so,
there appeared to be a general neglect of surface and subsurface watsr surveillance in the
vicinity of all bridges. H. recommended that 308 reopen the Ben Luc investioation and that
bridge security be given added emphasis by 308 and all Corps Commanders. I17

~lso

(•J• Those members of the MACV staff reglairly concerned v
concluded that an alert guard force was the single most effective ,
This observation was diseminated to the Cofs 308 on 18 August.

.•otection of bridges
of bridge protection.

(C) Despite increased preceutions, the Ben Luc Bridge was agi• .. iabotsged on 7 August
when six pontoons of the bridge wore destroyed by three to four 50 pound charges which were
apparently tied to the bridge by swimmers. Ton houri were required to repair the bridge. 119
(C) The IV CTZ wase plagued by bridge incidents in three locations in August. Bridges at
Phong Ifiep, the An Hua Bridge in the vlilae of L.t o Dlue .on Natio;. •,Highway 4,
and the An
Tni Bridge on el 4, north of the My Thuan ferry7 site, were damaged by saboteurs. In goneral,
a week to ten days was required to complete repairs and restore the bridges to operational conditi~n. 120
(C) On 9 September, COMUSMvACV tasked USARV to provide material and to install security UgIhting for 25 bridges determined to be vital to the defense of thse•igon/Cla Dish aroe.
These bridges were on routes
at woul
eue t
hf orces to.
etenemy threats. 1ZI
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(C) The increased concern for bridge security was apparent when on 26 October 1968 the
Chief of Staff directed that an Ad Hoc Study Group be established for the purpose of (1) analyzing
the problem of bridge protection in Vietnam and (2) recommendlin methods and systems to provide adequate security for bridges commensurate with their importance. The study group consisted of representatives from $3 (Chairman), Construction Directorate, Military Assistance.
Science Advisor. J4. CORDS, and the Operations Research/Systems Analysis Office.
(C) The study group analysed the bridge protection problem Lad categorized highway and
railway bridges throughout Vietnam in order to identify those vital and Important bridges requiring effective security. Specific procedures were developed to enhance the physical and persecurity measures, and various new developments in the field of antiswtnuer protection
were analysed and catalogued. The results of the study were published in a manual entitied
"Bridge Protection in the Republic of Vietnam' and promulgated to all field commanders under
a cover letter signed by the Chief of Staff on 28 November 1968. This publication stimulated
an increased effort to improve bridge security and provided a standard on which field coms jnders could base inspections and evaluations of bridge security in their areas of operation. 122
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THZ TAX PROBLEM

(U) Although there was no tax agreement per se between GVN and the USC, there was a
pertinent paragrzphin the Pentalateral Agreement of 1950, the document which authorized US
forces in Vietnam. The paragraph reads as follows:
To grant, except where otherwise agreed, dutyfree treatment and exemption from taxation upon impoarttion, exportation, or movement within Indochina,
of products, material or equipment furnished by the
UNITED STATES in connection with this agreement.
(U) Since there was no agreement contrary to the foregoing provision, MACV consistently
interpreted the quoted language as providing full tax-free treatment for all supplies and equip.
ment brought into RVN under the Military Assistance Program. Moreover, this interpretation
was applied to all US military forces, their agencies or instrumentalities, including items
brought in by a contractor in furtherance of a US contract, or by a concessionaire, such as
PACEX. Despite clear rights in the matter of taxes, the USC encountered problems in that
some of the government agencies such as the exchange, exchange concessIonaires, banking
facilities, comnmissary, clubs and messes, and contractors were not recognized or viewed by
OVN officials in the same manner as the US Government. The USC refused to accept any attempted treatment of thee agencies and instrumentalities as other than a recognized integral
part of the US effort in Vietnam and as fully entitled to treatment on &n equal basis with the US.
(U) In the forward of a "Compendium of Vietnamese Tax Laws" written in 1968,
S:A summed up the policy with reference to OVN taxes as follows:
Resistance to tax &.tempts by •CN is and must
continue to be the responsibility of every purchasing
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the MACV

UNCLASSIFIED
officiat, administrator or organization. We must
necessarily deal with tax matters on a case by case
basis, as we do not have a status of farces or other
agreement upon which to base a specific denial of applicability of given taxes. Instead. . we must rely
upon the general provisions of the Pentaleteral Agreement And resist each attempted imposition. We can
do this only by diligent and persistent submission of
tax problems through the Embassy to the Foreign
Ministry of the RVN, and our efforts are circumscribed by the diligence with which our personnel
detect and then work to alleviate problems of
taxation....
(U) By the end of 1968, there were some fifty different known taxes imposed by the OVN.
Almost all were applicable to the Vietnamese and some were levied, or attempts made to levy
them, on US contractors, concessionaires, and other USOe-sponsored activities. Listed below
are some major subdivition of CVN taxes which fell into this latter category:
1. Consumotion Taxes: This was a tax on consumable products, mostly ice and meat.
Ice was taxed at $VS 100 per metric ton and there was a per head tax on animals slaughtered
for food. The OVH attempted to impose this tax by requiring the Vietnamese vendor to pay the
tax, who could then Include the tax in the prices quoted. The MACV position on this tax was that
it imposed a direct tax burden on the US forces and its imposition violated the terms of the tax
exemption. Another consumption tax imposed was the excise tax collected on such things as
cigarettees, alcoholic boveragest cdld drinks, sugar, matches, and flints. However, items of
this nature, If imported, provided to US forces, or obtained from US forces' outlets for sale in
privileged facilities, were not subject to this tax.
2. Port Taxes: The CVH attempted to impose a variety of port taxes on ships in Da
Heng and Cam Ranh Bay harbors. The port taxes levied in DO Nang included circulation, loading-unloading, surtax, commercial office, port labor, mooring, anchorage, pier, and merchandise taxes and a warehouse fee. The port tax in Cam Ranh Day was a customs tax and varied
from $VN 10, 000 to $VN ZO, 000 per vessel. All of these taxes violated the US tax exemption
under the Pentalateral Agreement of 1950. On 8 October 1968, the Prime Minister issued a
letter to the RVN Ministry of Foreign Affairs in which he recognized the exemption of all taxes
and port dues for vessels owned by the US and private merchant ships chartered by the US and
laden with cargoes destined for use by the OVN or for the aid of the GVN.
3. Patents Tax: This was a tax or annual license for exercising a trade, industry, or
business in Vietnam. The amount varied with the importance of the firm. The tax assessment
amount was generally determined by the nature and size of the industry, profession, or business.
In addition, the tax could be increased by addition to it in the nature of a supplemental levy for
the prefecture, province, or village budget. There had been some effort, mostly in the Dalat
area, to impose this tax in the nature of a sales or use tax and call it a Patente Tax. The USC
position was that if the tax was in the nature of a license to do business and was imposed on a
trade or business not involved as a DOD-invited contractor or as an aSency or instrumentality of
the US, then it was not a direct tax on the US, and no exemption could be claimed. On the oth~r
hand, If the tax was imposed as a stales tax in such a manner that it had a direct impact on the
US, its agents and instrumentalities, then the tax would violate the tax exempt status of the US
and could not be tolerated.
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4. Perequation Tax: This tax was levied upon imported items with a view toward
equalination of the market price. The tax was a direct burden on the US from the standpoint of
sales of discarded or surplus military property. While the GVN could levy the tax on a Vietnamese purchaser of surplus or discarded equipment -- such a purchase would constitute an
import from the US closed economy into the Vietnamese economy -- it was the US position that
a tax placed on the disposition of these goods to other than Vietnamese persons was a burden to
the US. A tax on surplus property was first encountered when USAD tried to finalise a surpius
property agreement and, at the last minute, the GVN proposed a tax of 6 to 10 percent. This
tax was rejected by the US. The CVN claimed that the tax did not violate the US tax exempt
status in that it was a tax on the purchaser and not on the US. However, the US saw it as directly diminishing the amount of money that they would receive without imposition of the tax. The
tax on discarded military property was levied after attempts at the registration tax had failed because. of US opposition. The loophole through which both of these taxes could be avoided was by
the simple expedient of retaining title to any such property sold or discarded in the name of the
US and having the ultimate purchaser of the property, acting as an agent of the US government,
ship the property from Vietnam to wherever the purchaser desired and then arrange for the
title to pass from the US to the purchaser at some point outside of RVN. Under the provisions
of the Pentalateral Agreement, the US was entitled to export anything it had brought in without
payment of any tax.
5. Customs Tax: There were a number of customs taxes levied on the US by the GVN.
These included import, export, austerity, perequation, and port taxes, the latter two of which
are discussed elsewhere in this section. The import and export taxes were established by a
OVN Decree. The US position was that US property brought into Viemam never entered the
Vietnamese economy and, hence, could not "leave" the economy when we removed the goods
from the country. Thus, the US property was not "exported.
On import taxes, US forces personnel could import personal materials into RVN without payment of tax. However, this was a
touchy area and all personnel were urged to use APO/FPO channels for all personal imports or
handcarrying them rather than importing them through other than military mail channels. The
austerity tax was an additional tax to the regular customs fees and was imposed on imported
items. The rate varied and was higher for luxury items. In cases of import by Vietnamese
firms, using US procurement and paid for by the US out of contract funds, this tax was still
levied upon supplies, materials, and machinery imported to fufill US contracts. Vietnamese
firms were subject to this tax; however, exemption from the tax was sought on US contracts.
The USG position on all three of these customs taxes was that any attempt to levy the taxes
upon US forces, their agencies and instrumentalities, including US contractors, violated the
terms of the tax exemptions granted the US in the Pentalateral Agreement.
(U) Other taxes which the US encountered in Vietnam included the dredging tax which was
encountreWs in the Da Nang area, the drivers license tax which was encountered in the Cu Chi
area by M•i.
TCN drivers of PA&E, and the Economic Consolidation Surtax which was a surtax upon clearing of accounts wherein items were brought into Vietnam. This tax was encountered in the MACV aid agreement to the RVNAF cummissary system (See Chapter IV for a detailed discussion of the commissary system). The GVN taxeu the imports which came in for the
commissary system at a rate of $VN 38 per US dollar.
(U) The variety of other taxes which existed in Vietnam were either non-applicable to the
US (such as the various property taxes, since the USO owned no property in RVN) or the US was
exempt by decree or a mutual understanding of the Pentalateral Agreement. 123
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PRO3TtCT MACONOMY

Project MACONOMY is the vehicle for identifying and
highlighting those management improvement and cost
effectiveness actions that have been accomplished or
are in being, and to stimulate further imaginative
management improvements. The program encompasses aUl elements of the Military Assistance Cornmand, Vietnam and all significant management ac.,
tione which they must take to enhance mission accomplishment at the most economical cost. The anticipated and accomplished savings reported for each
managernent improvement action are estimated from
the best source documents available to the reporting
agencies. The concept of MACONOMY will continue
to be stressed as we strive to fulfill our mission. 124

Osneral

(U) The object of Project MACONOMY was to develop a well-balanced, hard-hitting, highly effective, maxtimum-combat power military force which could be sustained at minimum cost
for an indefinite period. Project MACONOMY had been Initiated in October 1967 to identify and
highlight management improvement and cost effectiveness actions, accomplished and in being.
throughout MACV. A one-time reporting requirement was levied upon MACV staff elements and
component/uni-service commanders. These reports were submitted dn 13 December and reflected action taken in 1967. Total reported savings were estimated at $108, 468, 217 and 2, 727
manpowet spaces. The actions reported in December served as building blocks for futur, manelement improvements to be reported by the originating activities on a monthly basis. These
monthly reports were to be consolidated quarterly, published, and given extensive distribution. 125

Accomplishr'ents
(U) The first quarterly report for 1968 revealed a continued increase in total reported savings but a drop in total manpower savings. The accomplished savings of all elements of MACV
amounted to $132, 764, 301 with an estimated manpower savings of 708. A summary of management actions for the period I January-31 March 1968 appears below:
Estimated Monetary Savinas
P~eorted
MACV Staff
USARV
71F

Actions

Anticivated

Accomoli shed

12
19
11

$66,084,279
$36,685,927
$57,886,845

$50,338, 205
$23,960,800
$57,840,421
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Estimated Monetary Savings
Reported Bv

Actions

Anticipated

a
so

$ 1,684,750
$162, 321,801

NAVFORV
TOTALS

Accomplished
62., 875
S
$132,764,301

Estimated Manoower Savings

Reported

Anticipated

Actions

MACV Staff

I

USARV

z

Z12
20z
100
517

VTOR10V
4

TOTALS

Accomplished

-

403
05
100
708

((U) Individual monetary savings actions ranged from a low of $3, 000 to a high of
$40,869 926 and were concerned with such items as Reduction of Casualty Evacuation Costs

(HO MACV Staff), Exrs

Reduction of Funded Lequirements j7AP), and

(USARV),

oitet

Stock Inventory Evalution Validation and ,xcess SIEVE) Prourain (NAVFOPV) as well as many
of MACONOMY as
others. Signflicant progress had been made toward achieving the objectives
evidenced by the total number of actions and the savings achieved.
S512 million
(U) Cumulative totals for FY68 were impressive, reflecting saving of some
of 7, 445. 127
and estimatad manpower space savings
Estimated Monetar, Savings
Reported 9

Actions

Eptimated Savings

MACV Staff
USAAV

29

S 92,778, 772
241,511,664
176,926,353
810. 750
SIZ027,539

7AF
MAVVORV
Cumulative TOTALS

48
45
8
130

Estimated Manpower Space Savings
Reported By
MACV Staff
USARV
7AF
NAVVORV
Cumulative TOTALS

Actions

Estimated Savings
557
5,999
730
159
7. 44"

5
9
6
3
Z3
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Recognition

(U) On 6 August. SECDEF noted that a review of FY68 accomplishments under Project
MACONOMY showed significant management actions taken by elements of MACV to enhance
mission accomplishments at the most economical cots, and that the achievement of these accomplishments under such adverse conditions was truly remarkable and considered worthy of
special recognition. SECDEF informed COMUSMACV that a special unit citation would be
awarded the MACV unit selected as representatve of various organiuations making significant
contributions to the objectives and goals of Project MACONOMY. This award would be present.
ed in the "Cost Reduction Week Recognition and Awards activities at the Pentagon or White
House between 15 September and 15 October 1966." 128
(U) A board of senior officers at MACV decided that the participation in the program had
been so extensive at all levels that it was desirable for each component and II MAF to receive
an award. This approach would recognise the joint effort of all concerned and demonstrate the
teamwork of US forces in Vietnam. This position was approved by COMUSMACV and OASD
(lbL) Defense Cost Reduction Directorate. Each of the components and MUMAT were requested
by MACV to nominate one individual to represent their command at the award ceremony in
Washington. 129
(U) As a consequence, four MACV representatives were presented citations by President
JohAson at a ceremony in Washington, D. C. in October. This
remony was the highlight of a
Cost Reduction W*ek established to honor the thousands of defense employees who had contributed to cost reduction action since the inception of the program in 1962. 130
(U) Savings for the first half FY69 were impressive, as noted below, and indicated all services were giving full cooperation to ensure Project MACONOMY's success. 131
Reoorec Ivy

Estlmated Monetary Ssvints

MACV Staff
USARV
NAVWORY
TAT
M MAIT
TOTAL

$ 97,964,940
1.959,219
1.070,949
140. 725, 603
17,917
$241,738.628

USARV also reported an estismated manpower savings of 1, 087 spaces for the same period.
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SPECIAL PROBLEMS AND SELECTED TOPICS - XI)

1.

Msg (C). COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 161140Z Nov 68, Subj: Troop Morale in Vietnam (U),
4
G1p .

2.

Meg (C), COMUSMACV to CC, USARV, 160830Z Jul 68. Subj: US Unit Awards to Free
World Forces (U), Op-4.

3.

Meg (U). COMUSMACV tc CO. USARV, 16(845Z Aug 68, Subj: lmpact Awards: OF (U)
MACA•-PD to SJS. 10 Sep 68. Subj: Woreload Data-Decorations and Awards for the
months of January-August 1968: OF (U) 7.4ACAO.PD to SJS, 9 ran 69, Subj: Workload Data.
Decorations and Awards for the months of Jaruary- December 1968.

4.

Ltr (FOUO). COMUSMACV (MACJI3) to CO. 9th Id Dty, 1 May 68, SubS: None Stated: Ltr
(U) COMUSMACV to AMAMB Saigon, 1 Sep 68, Subj: Mission Policy, US Military Awards
to Free World Forces: Memo (C) AMAMB Saigon to COMUSMACV, 16 Sep 68, SubS: Mission Policy, US Military Awards to Free World Forces (U) Op-None; Interview (U) CPT
Melanson USAF, MHB and LTC Mendenhall USA, MAC TI3, Subj: Not Stated.

S.

Memo (U). COMUSMACV (MACJ13) to AMAMB, 25 Jul 68, Subj: Civilian Awards; Msg (U),
COMflSMACV to CINCPAC, 251205Z Jul 68, Subj: Lb", Msg (U), CINCPAC to COMUSMACV. 2200Z8Z Aug 68, Subj: Ibid.

6.

Ltr (U), ASD (M&RA) to COMUSMACV, 12 Atig 68, SubS: Not Stated.

7-

Msg (U), COMUSMACV to CC, USARV, 020106Z Apr 68, SubS: Fifth Vietnam Campaign:
Meg (U). DA'to CINCUSARPAC, 281732Z May 68. Sub): Designation of Vietnam Campaigns.

8.

Msg (U). DA to A107401, 2721TZ

9.

Brieftng (U), MACJ42 to CofS, 17 Jan 68. Subj: Project MOOSE Briefing; Ltr (U). MACJ4
to Mr. John A. Calhoun, 5 Jan 68, SubS: Not Stated: Ltr (U), MACJ0Z to Mr. Sohn A.
Calhoun, 17 Jan 68, Sub): Not Stated; Ltr (U) MACJ43-LM to Mr. John A. Calhoun, 1 Jul
68, Sub): Not Stated.

10.

Ltr (U), MACJ4 to DCO USARV, Lt a1., S Mar 68, Subj: MOOSE, FY69: Ltr (U), MACJ43LM to 7AF0 12 Aug 61, Subj: 7AF MOOSE Plan. FY69; Ltr (U), MACJ43-LM to CO, USARV, 12 Aug 68, SubJ: United States Army Vietnum MOOSE Plan, FY69; Ltr (U), MACJ43-

Sep 68, Subj: Campaign Designations in Vietnam.

LM to CDR NAVFORV, 12 Aug 68, Subj: US Naval Forces, Vietnam MOOSE Plan FY69.
11.

OF (U), MACS12 to DCofS, 22 Mar 68, Sub): MACV Senior Officer Trailer Park; Ltr (U),
MACJ21,
to COMNAVFORV, 7 May 68, Sub): Utilization of Prestige Quarters.

12.

Msg (U), COMUSMACV to CC, USAfV, 070855Z Jul 68, Sub): Evaluation for Basic Allowance for Subsistence (BAS).

13.

Ltr (U),

MACDC-BD to 7AF, 23 Jun 68, SubJ: Standards for Air Crew Quarters-RVN.
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14.

Bklt (TS). MACJ03I, 16 Sep 68. Subj: 1967 MACV Command History (U), Gp- 1; Rpts (S),
MACJ4, 21 Feb 68, 21 Oct 68, 21 Nov 68, SubS: Monthly Historical Report, Jan, Sep, Oct
68 (U), Gp-4; Ltr (U). MACJ42-MS to COMROKFV, 13 Feb 68, Subj: Not Stated.

15.

Lir (U), MACJ1Z tn 7AF, st &L,, 23 Mar 68, Subj: Centralized Billeting Control, SaitRon/
Cholon/Tan Son Nhut: Memo (U), OSD for Service Secretaries, 27 Jan 65, Subj: Military
Construction in Support of Activities in Vietnam.

16.

Navy Times, 8 May 68.

17.

Memo (U), AVHGA-PE to GEN Westmoreland, 25 May 68, Subj: Status of Short-term Voluntary Extension Program in USARV.

18.

Meg (U). COMUSMACV to JCS, 210321Z Apr 68, SubS: Special 30-Day Leave Report: DB
No. 146 (U), MACV Hq, 20 Jun 68, Item #9: Army Times 5 Jun 68.

iq.

Army Time,

20.

Msg (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 140835Z Jan 68, SubS: R&R Program (U), Op-4;
Meg (U), COMIISMACV to CINCPAC. 080215Z
Feb 68, Subj: Australian RUR Program Increases.

12 Jun 68.

21.

Rpts (S). MACJ1, n. d., Sub): Monthly Historical Summary, San-Dec 68 (U) Gp-None: Meg
(C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 071Z06Z Jan 69, Sub): R&R Participation for Dec 68 (U),
Op-4.

22.

Ltr (U) ADM Sharp to GEN Westmoreland, 22 Jan 68, SubS: Not Stated.

23.

Ltr (U), ADM Sharp to GEN Westmoreland, 22 Jan 68, Sub): Not Stated; Ltr (U), GEN
Westmoreland to ADM Sharp, MACJ 13, 28 Jan 68, Sub): Not Stated: Msg (C), AMEMB
CANBERRA to COMUSMACV. 1701717Z Jan 68, Sub): Conviction of R&R Personnel for
Marijuana Smuggling (U), Op-4; Msg (C), COMUSMACV to CO, III MAF, 0302292 Mar 68,
SubS: Marijuana Traffic (U), Op-4; Msg (U), COMUSMACV to CGO USARV, 230140 Apr 68,
SubS: Marijuana Smuggling Aboard RkR Aircraft.

24.

Meg (U), COMUSMACV to USARV, jlj,.,
301501Z Oct 68, Subj: Restriction on the Number of Cigarettes an Individual May Take on R&R Flights to Sydney: Msg (U), COMUSMACV
to USA.RV, et &L, 091313Z Nov 68, Sub): Restriction on the Number of Cigarettes an Individual May Take On R&R Flights to Sydney.

25.

MSg (U), COMUSMACV to USARV, ejgJ.,
Aboard R&R Aircraft.

26.

Meg (U), CSAF to CINCPACAF, 271851Z Fob 68, SubI: Reduced Fares, West Coast Points
to Hawaii for Parents Joining Members on R&R in Hawaii: Meg (U). COMUSMACV to USARV, Sub): Reduced Fares for Parents of R&R Servicemen; Meg (U), COMUSMACV to
USARV, Sub): Reduced Fares for Parents of R&R Servicemen.

27.

Meg (U), CSAF to CINCPACAF. 041741Z Jan 68, Sub): Reduced Fares, West Coast Points
for Wives Joining Husbands on R&, Leave in Hawaii.

2709352 Dec 68, SubS: Marijuana Smuggling
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z8.

Meg (M), COMUSMACV to COMAC, 201605Z Dee 68, SubJ: Extended In-fliaht Service for
R&1R Aircraft; Meg (U), MAC to COMUSMACV. 241632Z Doc 68, Subj: Extended In- flight
Service for 11.8 Aircraft.

Z9.

Meg (U), COMUSMACV to CIICPAC,
While Travelling an R&1 Aircraft.

30.

Meg (Ui), CINCPAC to COMUSMACV. 272211Z Jan 69. Subj: Optional Wear of Civilian
Clothing While Travelling on RhR Aircraft.

31.

OpMeg (C), SECSTATE to AMEMS WELLINCTON. 06Z054Z Mar 68, Subj: Classified,
4
None; Meg (C), CL14CPAC to JCS, 180208Z Apr 68, SubJ: Classified, Cp- ; Mai (C),
SECSTATE to AMENIB WELLINGTON, 1722Z99 May 68, SubJ: Classified, Op-None; Meg
(C). COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 071155Z Apr08, Sub): Claseified. Gp-4.

3Z.

Meg (C), COMUSMACV to CInCPAC,

33.

Meg (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 140825Z Jan 68, SubJ: 11.1 Program (U), Cp-4:
Meg (U), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC. 080215Z Feb 68, Subj: Australian R1R Program Increased: Mag (C). CfNCPAC to JCS, 130359Z Feb 68, Subj: R1k Program (U), Gp-4: Meg
(U), CII4CPAC to COMUSMACV, 311949Z May 68. Subj: R1. Increase in Australia Approved: Meg (C) CINCPAC to JC3, 040114Z Jun 68, Subj: R&R Increase to Australia (U),
4
Op- ; Mae (U), CINCPACREP/AUSTRALIA to CINCPAC. 010730Z Jul 68, Subj: Adjusted
Second Qtr FY69 RkR Rqmts, Auetralia; Meg (U), CINCPAC to COMAC, 030127Z Jul 68.
SubJ: Adjusted Second Otr FY69 R8R Rqmt. Australia.

34.

Meg (C). COMUSMACV to USARV, 100145Z Apr 68. S3bj: Restriction on Travel to Banfkok. Thailand (U), Op-4; lgsg (C), CINCPAC to CINCPACFLT. 03Z309Z Apr 68, Subj:
Thailand In-country 1.1&Program (U). Op-4; Meg (C), CINCPAC to JCS, 0421.Z May 68,
Subj: Bangkok RIM. Quota (U), Op-4; Mei (C), COMUSMACV to COMUSMACTHAI, 060644Z
May 68, Subj: Bangkok R1kR Quota (U). Op-4.

35.

Meg (U). COMUSVACV to CINCPAC, 040816Z Aug 68, Subj: OGrmanian Allesgations-Sot

10093ZZ Nov 68. Subj: Weer of Civilian Clothing

19132lZ Sep 68, Subj: Classified, 0p-4.

Hentry Sablan.
36.

Command Bulletin No Z42 (U). MACV Hq, 10 Oct 68.

37.

Exchange Talki. July 1968.

38.

Rpt (U). PACEX. n.d., SubJ) Investigation of Losses Incurred by the Vietnam Regtonal
Exchange, Period of 25 Dec 65 - 10 Jan 67; Ltr (U), RVN•-FAI-7.2, 20 Dec 67, Subj:
Replies to Report of Investigation- RIVNR. 26 Dec 69 - 10 Jan 67.

39.

Meg (C), CINCPAC to COMUSMACV.
chandise (U), Op-4.

40.

Doe 67. SubJ: Losses of Exchange MerMeg (C), CINCPAC to COMUSMACV. 290212Z
to CINCPAC, 011449Z Feb 68, Subj: Losses
chantdise (U), Op-4; Meg (C), COMUSMACV
4
of Exchange Merchandise (U), Gp- .

290212Z

Dec 67, Subj: Losses of Exchange Mer-
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41.

Army Times

42.

Msg (U), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, IS1233Z Jul 68, Subj: Military Exchange Privileges
for Filipino and Korean Military Personnel in Vietnam.

43.

Mso (U), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 281143Z Jul 68, Subj: Diversion of Supplies and SVN
Black Market; Interview (U), CPT Melanson USAF, MHB and LTC Adair USA, MACJ1S,
Sub): Not Stated.

44.

Ltr (U), MACJ13 to Chairman, Vietnam Regional Exchange Board, 23 Jan 68. Subj: Liquor
Control; Ltr (U), 7AF to COMUSMACV, 17 Apr 68, Subj: Diversion of Supplies in SVN
Black Market.

45.

Meg (U), JCS to CINCPAC, 25154ZZ May 68, Subj: Airline Ticket Sales in RVN; Msg (U),
USAPPAC to CINCPAC, 250523Z May 68, SubJ: Airline Ticket Sales in RVN; Meg (U),
COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 310044Z May 68. Subj: Airline Ticket Sales in RVN; Mag (U).
COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 260744Z Aug 68, Subj: Pan Am Operation of Airline Ticket
Sales in RVN.

46.

Bklt (TS), MACJ031, 16 Sep 68, SubJ: MACV Command History, 1967 (U). Gp-1; Rpts (U),
MACAO, n. d., Subj: Quarterly Historical Summaries, let. Zd, 3d, and 4th Qtr, CY68.

47.

Mag (U), DA to COMUSMACV, 112039Z Sep 68, Subj: The 1968 Santa Claus Special; Stars
, Stripss, 2 Dec 68; Rpt (U), MACAO. n.d., Subj: Quarterly Historical Summary, 4th Qtr,
CY68.

48.

Msg (U), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 291530Z Dec 68, Subj: Proposed Amendment to PL
90-206 to Forbid Commercial Use of SAM and PAL Mail.

49.

Ltr (U), 7AF to COMUSMACV, 8 Jun 68. Subj: Airlift of Parcel Post Mail;'Ltr (U), MACAG-SP to 7&r. '7 Jun 68, Subj: Airlift of Parcel Post Maill Mag (U), CDNCPAC to CSAF,
140131Z Aug 68, Subj: Use of Retrograde Airlift to Transport 3d and 4th Class Mail from
RVN to CONUS; Stare and Strioes. Z Dec 68.

50.

Interview (U), CPT Melanson USAF, MHB, and Mr. Higgins, HQ SEA-AAC, 6'Feb 69,
SubJ: Not Stated; Bklt (TS), MAC3031, 16 Sep 68, Subj: MACV Command History, 1967 (U),
Gp- 1

51.

DF (U), MACCH to MACJ03,
Digest Jan 69, Vol 24. #1.

52.

Ltr (U), COMUSMACV to Mr.

53.

Rpt (C), MACJI, n.d., SubJ: Historical Summary for Mar 68 (U). Op-None: USO Door
Count Sheet (U). n.d., Subj: Not Stated; Interview (U), Between CPT Melanson, USAF.
MHB k LCDR Wood, USN. MACJ13, 4 Feb 68, Subj: Not Stated.

54.

Meg (U), COMUSMACV to CG USARV, 060730Z Jul 68, Subj: DOD/USO Sponsored Professional Enter'ainers.

12 June 1968,

17 Feb 68, Subj: Historical Summary; Periodical, Army

Milton Feitelson, ; Jun 68, Subj: Not Stated.
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55.

Meg (U), COMUSMACV to TAG. WASH DC, 130016Z Aug 68. SubJ: Professional and
Commercial Entertainment Programs.

56.

Rpts (8), MACJI, n. d.,

S7.

Meg (C). COMUSMACV to CC, USARV, 1W.. 31I0ZSZ Aug 68, SubJ: Conduct of US
Forces Personnel (U), Op-4.

58.

Rpt (C), MACJA, 2 May 68, Subj: Historical Report,

59.

Mol (C), SECSTATE to AM.MB SAIGON, ZIZ011Z Mar 68, Subj: Court-Martial of Civilians (U), Op-None; Rpt (C), MACJA, Z May 68, Su.j: Historical Report, let Qtr CY68
(U), Op-4.

60.

Mmg (U), CC, USARV to DA, 210129Z Aug 68. SubJ: Not Stated; Msg (C), AMEMB SAIGON
to SECSTATE, .11059Z Sep 68, Subj: Request for Waiver of Jurisdiction, CA Branum (U),
Op- None.

61.

Meg (C). AMEMB SAlOON to SECSTATE, 211059Z Sep 68, Subj: Request for Waiver of
Jurisdiction, CA Branum (U), Op- None.

62.

Meg (C), SECSTATE to AMEMB SAIGON, 081652Z Oct 68, Subj: Branum Court Martial
Case (U), Op-3; Rpt (U), MACJA, 3 Feb 69, Subj: Historical Report-July thru December

63.

Meg (C), AMEMB SAIGON to SECSTATE, 090850Z Nov 68, Sub): Branum Case (U), OpNone: Meg (C), AMEM• SAIGON to SECSTATE, 211300Z Oct 68, Subj: Branum Case (U).
Op-None.

64.

Mug (C), CINCPAC to SECDEF, 21035ZZ Dec 68, Subj: Branum Case 4U), Op-4; Rpt (U),
MACIA, 3 Feb 69, Subj: Historical Report for Jul - Dec 68.

65.

Meg (U), AMEMB SAlOON to SECSTATE, 8 Jul 68, Subj: Not Stated; Mse (C), SECSTATE
to AMEMB SAIGON, 020011Z Aug 68. Sub): US Civilians-Court-Martial ('U), Op-None;
Embtel (U), AMEMB SAIGON to SECSTITE, 21 Aug 68, Subj: Request for
eaivers of
Jurisdiction: John N. Morris, Arlen R. Johnson.

66.

Ltr (U), MACJA to MACJ031, 3 Feb 69, Subj: Historical Report-Jul thru Doc 68.

67.

Embtel (U), AMEMB SAlOON to SECSTATE, 17 Sep 68, SubJ: Request for Waiver of Jurisdiction: Raymond 0. Averrette; Rpt (U), MACJA. n.d., SubJ: Historical Report Jul - Dec
68.

68.

Brisfing (U), MACJIlS to LTG Lampert, 28 Jun 68, Subj: Illegal Activities in Vietnam.

69.

Fact Sheet (U),

Subj: Monthly Historical Summary. Jan - Dec 68 (U), Op-Nono.

lst Qtr CY68 (U), Op-4.

1968.

MACSlS to MAC1,

18 Jan 69,

Subj: Narcotics.

7.0.
71.

DF (U), MACJIS to SJS, 14 Feb 69, Subj: Currency and Commodity Violatorn,
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72.

Rpt (C) MACCOM, 22 Jan 69, SubS: Historical Summary (U) Op-None; Embtel (U). AME1d3
SAOON to SEOSTATE, 040800Z Nov 68, Subj: MPC Conversion.

73.

Rpts (S), DA, Z4 Jan and 17 Jul 68, SubS: Army Buildup Progress Report (U), Op-4; MACV
Dir 20-5 (U), MACJA, IS Mar 68, Sub): Prisoners of War -- Determination of Eligibility.

74.

Honolulu Advertiser,

75.

Meg (C), AMEMB VIENTIANE to SECSTATE, 161736Z Feb 68, SubSi Release of Prisoners
(U), Op- 3.

76.

Meg (C), AMEMS VIENTIANE to SECDEF, 171127Z Feb 66, SubS: Release of Prisoners
(U). OP-3.

77.

Meg (C), COMUSMACV to CC, III MAY, 310927Z Mar 68. Sub): VC Release of Two American Women (U), Op-4.

78.

Meg (U), ACSI DA to CO, USARV,

79.

Embtal (U), AMEMB Saigon to SECSTATE. 9 Jul 68, SubS: Not Stated.

80.

Embtel (U), AMEMB SAIGON to SECSTATE, 3 Jul 68, Sub): Release of Three US Pilots
(UX AMEMB SALOON to SECSTATE, 9 Jul 68, Sub): Not Stated; Embtel (S), AMEMS
PARIS to SECSTATE, 18 Jul 68, Sub): Not Stated, Op-None; Embtel (U), AMEMB BANG-

February 1, 1968.

0112Z0Z Apr 68, SubS: Not Stated.

KOK to SECSTATE, 19 Jul 68, Subj: Not Stated; Embtel (C). AMEMB VIENTIANE to
SECSTATE, 20 Jul 68, Sub): Release of 3 Pilots (U), Op-3.
81.

Mes (C), AMEMB BANGKOK to AMEMIB SAIGON, 261100Z Nov 68, SubS: Released VC
Prisoner Australian Keith Hyland (U), Gp-3.

82.

MFR (C), MAC.3-06, 4 Jan 69, SubS: After Action Report PW Release 18 Dec 68 to
2 Jan 69 (U), Op-4.

83. Meg (C), SECSTATE to AMEMIS MANILA, 282108Z May 68, SubS: Tug Prisoners (U), Op-3;

Meg (C), SECSTATE to AMEMB NEW DELHI, 291001Z May 68, Subj: Tug Prisoners (U),
Op-3; Meg (C) AMEMB MANILA to SECSTATE, 310729Z May 68, Subj: Tug Prisoners (U),
Op-None; Meg (C), SECSTATE to AMEM3 MANILA, OSZ343Z Jun 68, SubS: Tug Prisoners
in Phnom Penh (U), Op-3; Meg (C), SECSTATE to AMEMB BANGKOK, 061625Z Jun 68,
Sub): Tugboat Prisoners (U). Op-None; Msg (C), CO USARV to DA, 131332Z Jun 68, Sub):
Returnees from Cambodian Control (U), Op-3; Ernbtel (C), SECSTATE to AMEMB SEOUL,
I Aug 68, Sub): Cambodian Detention of American LCU and Crew (U), Op-3.
84.

Embtal (C), SECSTATE to AMEMB SALOON,

31 Jul 68, Subj: LCU Detained in Cambodia

(U), Gp-None; Embtel (C), SECSTATE to AMEMB SEOUL, I Aug 68, Subs: Cambodian
Detention of American LCU and Crew (U), Gp-3; Stare and Stripes. 21 Jul 68.
85.

Stars and Strioas..
Nov 68, Meg, (S). SECSTATE to AMEMB SAlOON, 13 0 10 7 Z Nov
68, Sub): LCU Detainees and Cambodian Incidents (U), Op-None; Meg (C), AMEMB BANGKOK to SECSTATE. Z01256Z Dec 68. Sub): LCU Detainees (U). Gp-4; Meg (C), AMEMB
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BANOKOK to SECSTATE. 0S044SZ Jan 69, SubS: Repatriation SP/4 Earl Guernsey (U).
Op-3; Star and Strives, 21 Dec 68.
86.

Embtel (C), AMEM3 SAIGON to SECSTATE,
bodia (U). Op-4.

87.

Meg (C), SA 21st A•VN Inf Div to SA IV CTZ, 310935Z Dec 68, Subj: Returned US Personnel (U), Op-4; Meg (C), DCG USARV to ACS DA, 010255Z Jan 69, SubS: Recap-Pac (U),
Gp-3; Meg (C), SAWr CTZ to COMUSMACV JPRC. 311530Z Doc 68, SubS: Returned US
Personnel (U). Op-4; Stare and Stripes, 4 Jan and S Jan 69.

88.

Rpt (S). MACJ341, 3 Feb 68, SubS: MACV Year-end Wrap-up Report, CY67 (U), Op-4.

89.

Rpt (TS), MACiS, 9 Jul 68, SubS: Strategic Prospectivee (U), Gp-I.

90.

Rpt (TS), MACiS,

91.

Rpt (C), USARV, 15 Feb 68, SubS: Operational Repcrt of Lessons Learned,
31 Jan 68 (U), Op-4.

92.

Mog (C), SECSTATE to AMXMB SAIGOON, 201O0Z Feb 68, Subj: Reciprocal Release of
NrN PWs in Response to Release of Three Pilots (U), Op-None; Meg (C), COMUSMACV
to CO, III MAT, 050950Z Mar 68, SubJ) Classified, Op-4; Mas (C), SECSTATE to AMEMS
SAIGON, 060048Z Mar 68, SubS: Reciprocal Release of NVN PWs in Response to Release
of Three Pilots,(U), Op-None; Meg (C). SECSTATE to AMEMS SALOON, 070048Z Mar 68,
Subj: Reciprocal Release of NVN PWs in Response to Release of Three Pilots (U), OpNone; Meg (S), AMEMB VIENTIANE to SECSTATE, IZIZ00Z Mar 68, SubS: Release of NVN
Sailors (U), Op-I; Meg (C), COMUSMACV to CC, III MAP, 280925Z Mar 68,.SubS: Classefled, Op-4.

93.

Meg (C), SECSTATE to AMEMB PARIS, 061613Z Jun 68, SubS: Repatriation of Prisoners
to NVN (U), Gp-3; Meg (C), AMEMB SAIGON to SECSTATE. 13 Jum 68, Sub): Repatriation
of Prisoners to NVN (U), Op-None.

94.

Meg (5), SECSTATE to AMEMB VIENTIANE, 312224Z Jul 68. SubS: Release of NVN Prisoners (U), Op-3; Meg (5), SECSTATE to AMEMB VIENTIANE, 082319Z Aug 68, Sub):
Release of NVN Prisoners, Op-3; Msg (S), COMUSMACV to CO., III MAF, et a&., 071203Z
Aug 68, Sub): Repatriation of NV? Naval Personnel (U), Gp-4; Meg (S), AMEMB PARIS to
SECSTATE, 11 1343Z Aug 68, Sub): Not Stated, Op- 1; Memo (5), COMUSMACV to AMEMB
SAIGON. 4 Oct 68, Sub): Classified, Op-4; Meg (S), AMEMB SAIGON to SECSTATE,
0S5I10Z Oct 68, Subs: Classified, Op-4; Msg (5). CTF 76 to USS DUBUQUE, 191957Z Oct
68, Sub): Operation MIGHTY YANKEE (U), Op-4; Emnbtel (C), SECSTATE to US Mission,
Geneva, SubS: Classified, Gp-4.

95.

Embtel (C). AMEMB SAIGON to SECSTATE, 08051OZ Nov 68, Sub): GVN Release of 140
PWs (U), Gp-None; Enibtel (C), AMEMB SAIGON to SECSTATE, 26 Nov 68, SubS: GVN
Release of 140 PWs (U), OP-None; Stars and Stripes, 26 Nov 68.

96.

M•g (S). COMSEVTNTHFI.T to COMNAVFORV, 070400Z Dec 68, Sub): Classified, Gp-4.

18 Oct 68, Subj: US POW Escapee from Camn-

I Ju• 68, Subj: Strategic Prompectives (U), r
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09120OZ Dec 68, SubJ: Classified, Gp-None.

98.

Msg (3). COMSEVENTHFLT to CTr 76, 141606Z Dec 68. Subj: Opcration TIGHT JAW (U),
Op-4: Meg (S), SECSTATE to AMEM] SAIGON. 140031Z Dec 68, Sube: Return to NVN
Personnel (U), Op-Nonse; Ma (S), COMSEVENTHFLT to CTF-76, 042328Z Dec 68, Subj:
Operation TIGHT JAW (U), Op-4.

99.

Mse (C). COMUSMACV to SA I CTZ, Z302SZZ Feb 68, Subj: PW Camp Security (U), Op- ;
Lir (C) COMUSMACV to CO. II21 MAF
L., 11 Dec 68, Subj: Security of Correction Centers (U) Cp-4.
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100. Meg (C), CINCPAC to COMUSMACY, 092352Z Mar 68, Subj: Rleasse of Prisoners (U),
4
Op- ; Meg (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 011526Z Apr 68, SubJ: Release of Prisoners
(U), Op-4.
101. Mel (C). SECSTATE to AMAMB SAIGON, 110313Z Jon 68, Subj: Repatriations to NVN (U),
Op-None: Embtel (U), AMEM] SAIGON to SECSTATE, 24 May 68, Subj: Repatriations to
NVN (U). Op-Nons; Esnbtel (C), US Mission GOner. I* SECSTATE. 18 May 68, Subj: Repatriations to NVN (U), Op-None.
102. Rpt (5),

RVNAF/MACV,

11 Nov 67, Subj: Combined Canpaign Plan, 1968 (U), Gp-4.

103. Meg (5), CO. II rFORCEV to COMUSMACV, 312255Z Dec 67, Subj: Security of Capital
Military District (U), Op-4.
.104.

Manual (U), MACV, n. d., Subj: Organizatlons & Functions.

105. Philadelphia Inytgrer. 3 July 1968.
106. Meg (C), CO. CMAC to COMUSMACV, 240445Z Jul 68, Subj: Defense Reaction/Reinforcement of Critical Installations (U), Op-4.
107. Rpt (C), AMEMB, SAGOON - Mission Weekly,

7-13 July 1968, SubJ: Saigon Security and

Public Attitudes (U), Op-None.
108. Rpt (U), 45th Mil Hits Dot, 8 Aug 68, SubJ: The Do Nang Infiltration Barrier.
109. Meg (5), COMUSMACV to VMAC,
(U), Gp-4.

050722Z Jan 68, Subj: Defense Against Rocket Attacks

110. Rpt (s), HQ n! FFORCEV Arty, 13 Aug 68, Subj: Operational Report of Hq 11 FFORCEV
Artillery for Period Ending 31 Jul 68 (U), Op-4.
Ill.

Me$ (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC. 280236Z Feb 68, Subj: Aircraft Destroyed/Damaged
(U), Op-4; Moo (5), CINCPAC to JCS. 090420Z Mar 68, Subj: Aircraft Destroyed/Danmaged
(U), Op-4.

112. Rpt (U), 23 July 68, Early Bird Edition - Current News.
113. DF (TS). MACJS to SJS (MMt). 19 Mar 61. SubJ: Monthly History (U). Gp-None; MACV
Observe . 7 Feb 69, Vol 7, No. 40.
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114. Mel (5). COMUSMACV to CDR 7Ar, et el.,
tions Facilities (U). Op-4.
115.

191027Z Jun 68, Subj: Security of Communica-

Ltr (C), COMUSMACV to CO, MU1MF, et &1,, 11 Dec 68, Subj: Security of Correction
Centers (U), Op-4.

116. Msg (S), COMUSMACV to Subordinate Commanders,

170413Z :un 68, Subj: Survey of

Bridge Security (U), Op-4.
117. Ltr (C). CofS MACV to CotS JOS/RVNAF, 25 Jul 64, SubJ: Not Stated, Op-4.
118. Memo (C), CotS MACV to CoIS JGS/RVNAF, 18 Aug 68, Subj: Protection of the Ben Luc
Bridge (U), Op-None.
119, Meg (C), CO. IX FFORCEV to COMUSMACV,
Op• 4.

Z20215Z Aug 68, Subj: Incident Report (U),

120, Meg (C). SA rV CTZ to COMUSMACV, 29ZISZZ Aug 68, Subj: Damaged Bridge Irsident
Report (U), Gp-4; Meg (C), SA IV CTZ to COMUSMACV. 30022OZ Aug 68. Subj: Damaged
Bridge Incident R,,port (U), Op-4; Meg (C), CO, 11 FFORCEV to COMUvSMACV, 3010002
Aug 68, Subj: Incident Report (U), Op-4.
121.

Ltr (C). COMUSMACV to CO, USARV, 9 Sep 68, Subj: Security Lighting for Bridgee in
SaLgonoOia Dinh (U), Op-4.

122. DF (C) MAC$3 to MAC1031,

1 Apr 69. Sub): Draft 1968 MACV Command History (U), Op-

None.
123. Compendium (U), MACJA, n.d., Subj: Compendium of Vietnamese Tax Laws.
124. Rpt (U), GEN Westmoreland, 31 Mar 68, Subj: Forward to Quarterly Report of Project
MACONOMY.
125. Rpt (S), MACJ 341.3 Feb 68, SubJ: USMACV Year-End Wrap-Up Report CY67 (U), Op-4.
126. Rpt (U), MACV, 31 Mar 68, Subj: Quarterly Report on Project MACONOMY.
127. Rpt (U). 30 Jun 68, Subj: Project MACONOMY

FY68 Year-End Report.

128. Meg (U). SECDEF to COMUSMACY, 062043Z Aug 68. Subj: Not Stated.
129. Rpt (U). MACCO, n.d., SubJ: Historical Summary,

1 Jul- 30 Sep 68.

130. MACV Observer. 1 Nov 68.
131. Rpt (U), MACCO, n.d.,

Subj: Historical Summary,
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ANNEX A --

T

OFFENSIVE IN RETROSPECT

(U) On 30 January 1968, the enemy violated his announced ceaseftre in recognition of the
Buddhist Lanar New Year holiday (Tet) and launched a country-wide attack on the major cities
of SVN (See Figure A-I). He was well aware that, during the holiday period, the populace
would be visiting with families and that RVNA& would be at a reduced status due to the granting
of leave to its members. Also, a unilateral 36-hour sand-down, from the evening of 29 January
through the early morning of 31 January, had been declared by tie GVN and its allies, thus
creating an ideal opportunity for the attack.
(C) It was inconceivable to the SVN citizens that the VC/NVA would stage such a large
scale attack on the most sacred night of Tit -. 29 January.
Celebrations, church services,
and porties in every city were attended by patrons of the normal security elements, resgardless
of the RVNAF organization to which they belonged. As a result, RVNAF strength on 29 sanaury
was reduced to about 50 percent and,due to the inadequacy of the Vietnamese communication
system, the effective notification of the bulk of these forces when the truce was broken was
impossible. Consequently, when the major attacks came on 31 January, the RVNAF effective
strength was still approximately 50 percent. The RF/PF units, whose members normally live
near their outposts, were at approximately 70 percent strength.
(C) Past experience had indicated the probable violation of the truce set by the enemy and
all of RVNAT and the Free World Allies expected his use of the truce to build up his logistics
base for future operations. OVN and RVNAWr authorities had also expected that the enemy
would launch en attack either before or during the Tee holiday season: consequeutly, rehearsals
and coordination of defense plans wevre accomplished during. January. However, despite the
many intelligence indications of a major offensive, including the possibility of a significant
assault on urban areas, the magnitude of the attack came as a surprise. One reason, of course,
was that any major attack on the cities represented a completely new departure from past enemy
strategy.

VC Strategy and Plan

(U) According to various sources and VC documents captured in the weeks just prior to
the LTt Offensive. the main VC/NVA strategy was based on the fact that "the war will reach a
culminating point in 1967-68 with the objectives of forcing US and FWM forces to withdraw from
Vietnam and the TVN to accept a coalition government." which the NLFSVN could dominate.
(U) The objectives of forcing US and other FWM forces to withdraw and gaining a coalition
government were to be achieved by a general counter-offensive featuring large-scale, powerful,
continuous attacks utilizing reserve forces supported by newer and larger weapons. This
counter-offensive was to coincide with a general uprising of the people in SVN who would assist
the VC in destroying the OVN. The attacks were to be directed at political and military targets,
such as provincial and district capitals. GVN in Saigon, RD Cadres, and National Police; widespread attacks by fire designed to demonstrate the failure of GVN to protect the people; and
finally, the destruction and/or demoralization of the RVNAF.
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(U) The enemy went to extensive effort to infiltrate the nation's cities prior to his first
attacks by fire. His men slipped in, particularly Hue and Saigon. among the crowds of holiday
travelers, on produce trucks, and in everyday traffic. Local force units were the first to
infiltrate the cities, leaving larger main force units in reserve to await the expected popular
uprising -- which did not materialize -- before being committed. He used funeral processions
to smuggle in weapons and arms. Other quantities of arms and ammunition were smuggled into
the towns in market baskets, in vegetable trucks, under lumber, or in false bottomed sampans.
(U) In order to divert a major portion of our resources to a remote area while he attacked
the major cities of RVN, the enemy had moved in strength on our border outpost at Khe Sanh in
northwest Quang Tri Province prior to the commencement ofiTi.
Khe Sanh was a critical
position in that it guarded the approaches to Quang Tri City and Dong Ha. (COMUSMACV was
resolved to hold Khe Sanh, for we could not permit the VC/NVA to establish another threatening
base area within easy access to NVN and Laos, as they had done in thi A Sheau Valley in 19 6 6 ).,
I Corps Tactical Zone

(U) During the fall of 1967. an increasing number of documents and PW reports obtained
by Allied intelligence in the I CTZ indicated a possible large-scale enemy offensive was to be
directed against cities and major military installations. Further information obtained in the
Da Nang srea left little doubt that the attacks would be not only Corps-wide but probably countrywide. A crash security program by the enemy in the tttuthern two provinces of I CTZ tended to
confirm the offensive. The Amdrical Division reported large-scale movements of enemy troops
and equipment and noted that district and regional forces were moving out of their local areas to
consolidate with other unite. During December it was discovered that the entire 320th NVA Div
had infiltrated into the two northern provinces ofl CTZ.
(C) By December, only one major unit, the lt ARVN Div at Hue, took exception to the
view that a major. night offensive again:t population centers would come. This division could
neither credit the enemy with "the intent" nor "the capability to launch a division size attack
against Hue. "
. (C) With this single exception, all major I Corps commands were fully alerted by midDecember to the likelihood of a largs-scale enemy offensive. So certain was M MAF HO of the
enemy's intentions, that a plan (Operation CLAXTON) was developed which included the detonation of controlled demolitions and fire bombs at Do Nang Air Base. Marble Mountain Air
Facility, and the Force Logistics Command to represent a rocket attack on these installations
in order to deceive the enemy into prematurely launching his attack. It was assumed that a
major rocket attack by the enemy would be used to signal a ground attack in the Da Nang area.
(C) On Z0 December, the plan was tested and although no enemy ground attack occurred.
enemy rocket units were deceived into disclosing their positions. As a result, the positions
were taken under fire by artillery and ground units and a possible enemy rocket attack was
thwarted.
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(C) Despite the fact that Operation CL.AXTON had failed to trigger a large-scale enemy
attack on Da Nang, there was still little doubt that an enemy offensive was forthcoming. With
the hard intelligence available. III MAF commanders were strongly opposed to any truce in the
I CTZ and approximately six hours prior to the time the truce was to go into effect, the decision
to cancel the Tet truce in I CTZ was announced. COMUSMACV and CC. III MAF agreed that, in
view of the increasing enemy threat to Khe Sanh and the likelihood of a large-scale attack on
population centers, the proposed truce would have an adverse effect on the tactical situation
in I CTZ. All units in I Corps were at 100 percent alert on 30 January when the enemy began
his effort.
(U) Beginning in the early hours of 30 January with widespread attacks on Allied installations throughoat the I Corps area, the enemy Iet Offensive was met everywhere by resourceful
and aggressive Allied countermeasures which denied the enemy his major objectives and forced
him back on the defensive. Only at Hue City, aided by bad weather and tactical surprise, was
the enemy able to hold his objective for more than a few hours.
(C) The enemy main effort in Quang Nam, as expected, centered on Da Nang and Hot An.
At 0330 on 30 January, the enemy initiated rocket and mortar attacks against the Da Nang Air
Base, Marble Mountain Air Facility, and the I Corps Hq Compound, followed by a ground attack
on the I Corps Hq. A few of the enemy succeeded in penetrating the compound but caused only
minor damage before being driven out by a reaction force from the 4th ARVN Armd Cay Regt.
The reaction force pursued the enemy; being joined later in the day by elements of the let ARVU
Rngr Op and the lst MP Bn. The retreating enemy force suffered heavy casualties and lost their
battalion commander before they were finally able to break contact and withdraw.
(S) One major enemy objective during _Towas to inflict major damage on Allied aircraft
and facilities throughout the Republic. The attacks on the Marble Mountain and Da Nang airfields were significant examples of damage inflicted on air assets in the Republic. In the attack
on the Marble Mountain Airfield at 300300 January, 17 helicopters and one observation plane
were damaged. At Da Nang Air Base in the attack at 300330 January, Z F4B, 1 F4C, and I
A-6A were destroyed while 27 tactical aircraft were damaged.
(C) While the Da Nang area had been under attack, the enemy had also made a determined
effort to capture Hot An. Here the attacking forces, supported by heavy mortar fire, attempted
to penetrate the city through the t02d Engineer Compound. The Engineers, supported by APCs
and flare ships, repelled the attack but not before substantial enemy forces had infiltrated the
city. The remainder of the attacking force retreated to a dependent housing area east of the
compound where they were badly mauled by direct fire from ARVN artillery. Meanwhile, three
companies of the Zd ROK Bde had been dispatched as a reaction force and began gradually
forcing the enemy out of Hot An towards the northeast. A fourth ROK company, supported by
USMC tanks, moved into the city from the northwest to protect the Provincial Capital and the
MACV Compound areas..
(C) Although GEN Lam, I Corps Commander, had granted the Zd ROK Mar Ede permission to employ all supporting armi necessary to clear the city, CEN Kim, Brigade Commander,
undertook to position his forces in a manner which would permit the enemy to withdraw to the
northeast as pressure was applied. This decision, although somewhat prolonging the battle,
undoubtedly prevented the destruction of much of Hot An and saved many civilian lives. By 0700
on 31 January, the ROK Mar Brigade and ARVN units occupied most of the city and had forced
the enemy through 'ne gap to the northeast where he was engaged by the 10th Company of the ROK
Mar brigade and ARVN rangers and suffered heavy losses before completing his withdrawal. A
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second attack• on loi An on 6 February failed to penetrate the city and was repulsed in less than
five hours.
(C) The enemy's only success in Quann Naim Province was his occupation of the Duy Xuyen
Subsector Headquarters. Fearing that his headquarters was about to be overrun, the Province
Chief of Day Xuyen had withdrawn his forces west to Tra Klen and within a few hours the enemy
entered unopposed. However, Duy Xuyen was reoccupied by elemmts of the 2d RON Mar Brigads on 3 February.
(C) The second phase of the enemy's offensive in Quang N1am Province was marked by the
attempt of the 2d NVA Div to attack the city of Da Nang from the south. The division was late in
starting and was unable to close on Da Nang in time to take advantage of the local force attacks
of 30 and 31 January. However, by 6 February it was apparent that the enemy would move in
force against Da Nang and that the two battalions of the lot Mar Div, which had blunted all his
major thrusts, would probably be insufficient to stop the enemy's main attack. Accordingly,
Co, 111MAT decided to reinforce the defense with two additional battalions from the Americal
Division. These battalions, the 2d Sn, lot Inf, and the lit Bn, 6th Inf, were moved north and
almost immediately were in contact with elements of the Zd NVA Div.
(C) COMUSMACV, who was then on an inspection tour of I Corps, suggested that the
Americal units be deployed as a reinforcement element to Da Nang. In confertnce with GEN
Robertson, CO, lot Mar Div, GEN Noeter, CC, Americal Division, and GEN Murray. DEP Cc,
IMI MAT, a plan was evolved to interpose the two Americal battalions, reinforced by two let Mar
Div Bno, between Da Nang and the enemy. Meanwhile, the lead enemy battalions, advancing
north on the night of 7 February, began a heavy attack on Combined Action Platoon E-4. This
was the enemy's fatal error.
(C) By turning aside to eliminate this small unit, the enemy revealed his elact position
and was promptly engaged by elements of lot Bn, 3d Mar Regt and lIt Bn, 6th Inf. The enemy
suffered over 250 KIA and his attack on Da Nang was decisively broken up. By. 10 February, he
was in full retreat from the Da Nang TAOR.
(C) In Quang Tri Province, the enemy also met with little success. A heavy grond
attack, supported by mortars, against Quang Trt City on 31 January was repulsed with the enemy
suffering heavy losses, Later in the day, five companies of the lot Bde, Ilt Air Cav Div, supported by elements of the let ARVN tigt, smashed into the enemy's assembly area east of the
city, inflicting heavy casualties and driving the enemy from his positions. By 0700 on I February, the enemy was in full retreat from the city area.
(C) Elsewhere in the province, efforts to mount an attack on the Hai Lang District Headquarters and Trien Phuong District Headquarters were frustrated by Allied artillery and aggresoive spoiling attacks by elements of the let Air Cav Div and the lot AltVN Regt.
(C) The Cam La District Headquarters, which cLaeunder attack on 2 February, was defended only by an eight-man advisory team and a single platoon of US Marines since all Vietnamese personnel had abandoned their posts and sought cover. This small force, with artillery
support, nevertheless succeeded in repelling an attack by an estimated five battalions of the
320th NVA Div inflicting heavy losses onthe enemy.
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(C) In Quang Ngai Province, the enemy made his main effort in the early morning of 31
January with a five-pronged attack against Quang Ngai City supported by mortars, rockets, and
recoilless rifles. The enemy failed to secure most of his objeotives but did succeed in occupying
the provincial Jail and the hospital. A counterattack by RF/PF forces, supported by a platoon
of APCe and Americal gunships, cleared the hospital, but the enemy retained control of the Jail
and fighting continued throughout the day. The last enemy positions were finally reduced by
0800 on I February. Allied forces, pursuing the retreating enemy units, inflicted heavy casualties and captured numerous heavy weapons.
(C) At the same time that Quang Ngai City came under attack, the enemy launched heavy
ground attacks against Allied installations in the Tam Ky area of Quang Tin Province. These
attacks were repulsed with heavy losses to the enemy. Quang Tin Provincial Headquarters was
briefly occupied by the enemy, but within a few hours, a counterattack by the 4th Bn, Sth ARVN
Regt had restored the area to friendly control.
(C) The enemy's only real success in the I Corps area was his 26-day occupation of Hue
City. Launching his attack on tLe city at 0.140 on 31 January, the enemy achieved complete
tactical surprise. He was aided by the absence of many ARVN personnel who had left the city
on.Tet leave and by the rivalry between the NP and ARVN, which had prevented ARVN from
stationing substantial numbers of troops in the city.
(C) In the Hue area, the enemy had ready access to the city from his base in the A Shau
Valley. A covering outpost like the one at Khe Sanh covering Quang Tri City was not available.
Consequently, enemy regular units (eight VC/NVA battalions under the command of the 6th NVA
Regt) were able to move rapidly and directly into the city. Before the battle was over, some
16 NVA battalions had been identified in the city,
(C) Fortunately our forces had been well positioned in the Hue area prior to the attack.
The lst Cav had been moved from 1r CTZ to the Quang Trt area in January in preparation for
planned offensive operations into several enemy base areas along the Laotian border. At the
same time, the let Mar Div operational area had been extended northward to Hue.
(C) Within a few hours the enemy was in control of the Citadel and the sector south of the
Perfume River which contained the MACV Compound, the University, and a heavily populated
residential area. The recapture of Hue was a hard, bitter fight. It involved house to house
fighting and a slow but deadly process of routing the entrenched enemy from the heavily walled
ancient fortress of the Imperial City. Two USMC companies, one each from the lst En, 1st Mar
Regt and ad Bn, Sth Mar Re~g, were employed with ARVN units on 1 February in an unsuccessful attempt to dislodge the enemy. The results of this attempt indicated that the number of
enemy troops had been underestimated. Two more companies from the 2d Sn, 5th Mar Resgt
were comnmtted to the battle. Despite the handicap of poor weather,which severely restricted
the use of supporting arms, especially air, the four Marine companies 4ucceeded in clearing
the area south of the river by 9 February and accounted for over 1. 000 enemy KIA. However,
as long as the enemy could retain control of the southwest wall of the Citadel, he could still
reinforce and resupply his troops north of the river. Elements of the lst Air Cav Div, after
encounteriug stubborn enemy resistance west of the city, succeeded in clearing the southwest
wall on 24 February and effectively isolating the enemy.
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(C) Meanwhile, beginning on 12 February. elements of the Sth Mar Rept and Vienamese
Marines began an attack on the Citadel area from the north and northeast. Still hampered by bad
weather, the attacking forces encountered fierce enemy resistance which obligated CEN Lam to
authorise air strikes end heavy naval gunfire against the citadel. On the afternoon of 24 Februarty. the Vietnamese Black Panther Company assaulted and soised the Imperial Palace. and on
25 February the Citadel was declared secure and the city of Hue returned to OVN control.
4ad
allowed the enemy to pene(C) A local failure in intelligence and population control
trate and occupy large sections of Hue and several miscalculations in the first few days of
fighting had allowed him to secure his position within the Citadel and prolong the fighting in Hue.
Thesa errors were:
1.

Piecemeal commitment of friendly reaction forces over a period of five days.

2. Failure to seal off the western wall of the Citadel for the first 25 days of the
fightind. This had allowed the enemy to reinforce and resupply his forces. Once his means of
resupply and reinforcements were cut off, the enemy's position deteriorated rapidly.
3. Initially, a policy had been establish*%that the city was not to be bombed or
shelled in order to prevent damage to the historical buildings and areas. This policy later had
to be abandoned.
4. An initial failure to supply heavy direct fire weapons to ARVN units. Lack of
these heavy direct fire weapons contributed to the long time frame required by ARVN to drive
the enemy out of the Citadel.
(C) During the battle for Hue, Navy river patrol boats and support craft came under repoated enemy fire while engaged in continuing supply and evacuation operations to and from the
embattled city.
(C) A high point of the Hue battle occurred on 24-25 February 1968 when the 2d Battalion,
3d A.RVN Regt and the Black Panther Company, lIt ARVN Dlv initiated the offensive aotion which
cleared the Citadel. While elements of the 3d ARVN Rsgt and the Black Panther Company
cleared the western wall and palace area, the Id 3n, Zd ARVN Regt conducted a night attack
which secured the southern wall and the Vietnamese Marines swept all the way to the southeast
wall by nightfall. By the evening of zS February 1968, only one enemy platoon was still resisting
Losses@inflicted on the enemy by the 3d ARtVN Regt and the Black Panther Company during the
period 31 January to 29 February wear 1,084 KIA. 22 PW's captured, and 268 individual and 88
Friendly losses included 113 KIA and 67 weapons.
crew-served weapons seised.
(C) Unavoidable wide destruction Of the city and Citadel occurred and 116, 000 civilians
were made homeless as a result of the battle. It was a costly battle, one in which the enemy
lost S.000 killed in the city and an additional 3,000 to the immediate north, compared to 500
US and ARVrN troops KIA. Tragically, while the enemy was In possession of the city, he
singled out and executed over 1, 000 government officials, school teachers, and cttisens of
known government loyalty, a horrible demonstration of what could occur were the Communists
to succeed in their cause to gain control of SVN.
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(C) From a purely military standpoint. the enemy's many-pronged IS LOffensive in I CTZ
met with failure. Except at Hue, the enemy had been unable to bold a sitable population center
for more than a few hours.
Everywhere, VC/NVA forces had suffered severe losses and
soim units had been virtually destroyed. Moreover, in most areas the enemy had been unable
to interfere with Allied offensive operations which continued unabated throughout theTIýOffensive. Generally speaking, the AtV4 units, which bore the brunt of the initial enemy offensive
in many areas, performed in a highly satisfactory manner. Time alter time, they had met
their VC/NVA counterparts and forced them to withdraw with heavy losses.
(C) Politically an. psychologically the enemy's efforts proved, in the long run, to be selfdefeating. The Communist attacks failed to spark the popular uprisings which the VC had hoped
for and expected. In addition, the enemy's cynical disregard for civilian lives and his widespread destruction of religious shrines end historic monuments served to further alienate the
Vietnamese population. Finally, the enemy suffered tremendous lossee with no concrete gains

to show for his efforts.
(C) Perhaps the most serious effect of the .Zlf..Offensive was the setback suffered by RD.
Many American advisors commented on the adverse effect. produced by the actions of RD personnel who had abandoned their villages at the first sign of the enemy attack and now showed a
great reluctance to return. An erroneous but widespread belief that the VC would soon launch a
"second offensive' kept many RD teams in the cities.
(C) Among the most important lessons learned from theTAt Offensive was the value of
timely intelligence correctly interpretid. All major I Corps commands. except for the let
ARVN Div at Hue, were fully alerted to the probability of a major enemy offensive and had fairly
accurate knowledge of the location and strength of the enemy's larget, units. This state of readiness on the part oI all commands contributed markedly to the Allied successes during the initial

ZSjLjttacks.
(C) At the tactical level, many American advisors stressed the need for more aggressive
patrolling and ambushing by AXVN and local force units to deny the enemy the opportunity to
mass troops undetected.
(C) The operation at Hue marked the first time in the Vietnam conflict that Marines had
engaged in house to houno fighting. Nevertheless, as the Commander of the 3d Sn, Sth Mar
Reog observed in a taped interview, individual Marines were quick to adapt to the techniques of
fighting in built-up areas, although few had previous training or experience in this type of
combat.
(C) Overall, the Allied successes in the
t period were due to skilled intelligence
evaluation, effective use of supporting arms, and the fine performance of ARVN, ROK. and
American units.
(C) The performance of elements of the Zd ARYN Div and the associated RF/PF units in
the defense of Quang Ngai and Tam Ky on 31 January 1968 was worthy of the highest praise for
results gained, area secured, and enemy losses inflicted.
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(C) By and large, this action of the 2d Div was an ARVN @how.
In .s.s than 24 hours
(0400-2400), enemy losses inflicted by ARVN forces were: 1. 223 KIA (body count), 111 PWs
raptured, and 384 individual and 56 crew-served weapons captured. Friendly losses were:
75 KIA, 203 WIA, and 17 weapons. These results were achieved with minimal Us combat
support consisting of normal advisory effort, two helicopter gunships at each city, and artillery
support and air strikes directed by attached USAF Forward Controllers and elements of the lot
an, lIt Cav.
(C) Although the enemy achieved some limited penetration of the two cities, he was unable
to captu-e and hold any significant objectives. Where the enemy did manage to penetrate, ARVN
units counterattacked promptly and vigorously, driving them out and destroying them In p.Z,.
ARVN units were alert, aggressive, and performed with distinction. 2

Results of Tat Offensive in I CTZ

(C.) Everywhere, VC/NVA forces had suffered severe losses and some units had been
virtuall destroyed. Enemy casualties for the period 30 Tanuary to 25 February were 17, 342
IaA, 742 PWs capiured, 70 returnees, and 3 584 individual and 769 crew-served weapons captured. Friendly casualties during this period were: USMC: 944 KIA and 6, 582 WIA; USA: 361
ICA and 1,576 WIA; USN: 3 KIA, 25 WIA; ROKIMC: 66 KIA and 226 WIA; and ARVIN:
133 KIA
and 3,277 WIA.

U Corps Tactical Zone

(U) Within the f1 CTZ, the enemy made a concerted effort in the last quarter of 1967 to
halt or, a.t least, limit Allied initiativeand offensive successes which were making increased
and dramatic inroads against the VC/NVA. Allied forces successfully met the test, however,
and each phase of the enemy Winter-Spring Offensive campaien failed, despite a significant
commitment of men and material.
(U) Due primarily to the need for additional forces in other corps areas, significant
changes had been made between November 1967 and just prior to Tet. In November there was a
total of 78 Allied maneuver battalions in the II CTZ. At Tet there was a total of 67.
(U) The enemy was loeing control of the population; lines of communications were being
opened; and he was becoming increasingly dependent on 9-Altration in order to maintain his
forces. In a bold effort to reverse his misfortunes in the 33 Corps area, the enemy launched
the opening pýase ofhis Winter-Spring campaign in Kontum Province at Dak To in early November 1967. The enemy forces suffered severe losses in nearly three weeks of heavy fighting
in Kontum, but for the first time he abandoned the practice of backing off when the fighting
became costly.
(U) During the lull which followed Dak To, it became more and more apparent that the
enemy was regrouping and repositioning his forces in order to renew the offensive at a time and
place of his own choosing.
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(U) During Decemzber 1967 and January IS$, enemy activity was generally confined to
shifting maneuver elements, terrorism, sabotage. interdiction of LOCs, and attacks by fire.
In general, the enemy attempted to avoid large ground contacts with Allied forces. One exception was in Blnh Dinh Province where A.RVN. ROK,and US operations aga.nst the 3d NVA Div
exacted a heavy toll, killing over 3.000 of the enemy's best troops; consequently, major elements of the 3d NVA Div were unable to participate to any great degree in the Tat Offensive.
(U) In January. intelligence indicated that the enemy was preparing to launch another
phase of his campaign. The future battle plan for the Pleiku Provincial Unit was captured in
Pleiku Province in early January and an Increasing number of reports of enemy plans and preparations were received. Accordingly, in lat3 January, military units in II CTZ were alerted
to the probability of enemy activity just prior to or after Tjtu
(U) Within 11 Corps. as the country-wide offensive began on 30 January, elements of the
3d NVA Div attacked a major LZ in Binh Dinh Province while local force elements and a sapper
company attacked Qui Nhon, the province capital. The fighting in and around Qui Nhon lasted
c.menta
of the 90th Local Force (1F) Sn
from 30 January to 3 February. During this period,
and three sapper companies attacked Alied installations and GVN offices in and around the city.
Key targets were the hilitary Security Service (MSS) Headquarters, 2d Railway Security Compound, radio station, and Bach Dang village. The enemy occupied all target areas despite their
defense by RF/PF dlements. The first reaction forces to contact the enemy were four RF platoons that were stationed in the Bach Dang area. The 405th Scout Company and lt Bn, 41st
ARVW Regt were also committed into the Bach Dang area. RF/PF, NP force, and Province
Headquarters Task Force surrounded the enemy occupying the radio station and were later
reinforced by three companies of the Capital ROK Division's lot Regt. Two CIDO companies
were committed against enemy forces controlling the railroad station. By 31 January. all areas
were secured. Enemy casualties wore 276 KIA, 58 PWs captured, and 162 individual and 11
crew-served weapons captured. Additionally, 12 members of the infrastructure were killed and
31 captured.
(U) In Phu Yen Province, from 30 to 31 January and 5 to 6 February, elements of the 5th
En, 95th NVA Regt were engaged in and near Tuy Hoa; key targets appeared to have been C
Battery of the 6th Bn, 32d Artillery, Binh Tin Hamlet, the Tuy Hoa North Airfield, and the
Province Prison. By 0600 on 30 January, Company D, 4th En. SO3d Abn Znf and two companies
of the Zd En, 28th ROK hegt attacked the enemy force that had been attacking C Battery. 6th Bn,
32d Artillery, Tuy Hoa North Airfield, and the prison. By 0730 on 31 January, the enemy force
Two battalions of the 47th ARVN Regt
had been surrounded and destroyed in Binh Tin hamlet.
and two RF companies attacked an enemy strongpoint in the center of Tuy Hoa on 5 February and
reduced the stroagpoint by the following day.
(U) During the fighting in and around Tuy No&, the enemy forces lost 316 KIA, 104 PWs
captured, and 104 individual and 10 crew-served weapons. Infrastructure losses were unknown.
(U) In Khanh Hoa Province, elements of the 18B NVA ReSp emerged in an aggressive role
for the first time since their limited objective attacks around Ninh Heo and Nha Trang in October
and November. Elements of the IMth Company, 7th n, 183 NVA Regt and the H-71 LF Company
attacked facilities in Ninh Ho& on 30 January. The main objective was the RF/PT Training
Center. Enemy forces attacking the center were caught between the cross fires of the MACV
Compound and the Ninh Nos. Police Station. At 1200 hours on 30 January, seven companies of
the Zd and 3d En, 29th ROK Rep moved to blocking positlons around the city and, on 31 January,
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closed their encirclement and reestablished control. Though there were reports of sporadic
contacts through 4 February, the heavier fighting terminated on 31 January. The enemy force
lost 45 KIA, four PWs captured, and 12 individual and one crew-served weapon. Though no
infrastructure members were killed, five were captured.
(U) As the enemy proceeded with his systematic, coordinated city offensive, he attacked
Nha Trang on 30 January with elements of the 7th Bn, 183 NVA Regt, the T-88 Recon Company,
the T-i9 Engineer Company, and the K-90 and K-.91 Sapper Companies. These forces launched
their attacks against the sector and province headquarters, the military and civil jails, the radio
station; railroad station, and the Roberto Compound area. The enemy suffered heivy losses
in his abortive attempt to take these key objectives in the city. From 30 to 31 January, 15
Mobile Strike Force (MSF), CIDO and Ranger Companies of the 5th Special Forces Group(SFO);
the 27?D MP Company:the l1th Company, 30th ROK Regt; and US, ARVN, and ROX Headquarters
personnel attacked enemy strongpoints and by i February eliminated all but scattered pockets
of resistance. In five days of fighting, enemy killed numbered 274 while 76 PWs and 169
individual and 21 crew-served weapons were captured. Eight inf.astructure members were
killed and 109 suspects detained.
(U) For the first time in several months, the 402d VC LF En and the 840th VC Main Force
(Mr) Bn launched a major attack in Ninh Thuan Province. At 0315 on 31 January. elements of
the 482d and 840th launched an attack against Phan Thiet. Key targets included the MACV Compound and water point, Binh Thuan Sector Headquarters, an ARVN artillery platoon, LZ Betty,
the Province Prison. and points along the perimeters of the city. Though the heavier contacts
terminated on 4 February, sporadic fighting continued into 10 February. In many instances, the
enemy unite reportedly concentrated in schools in the northern portion of the city as well as in
a large pagoda in the western part of Phan Thiet. He felt certain that these structures would
not be fired upon. As the fighting in the city died out, it appeared the enemy was withdrawing
back to his base areas.
(U) At 0630 on 31 January, the first reaction forces to contact the enemy were four PF
platoons, an RF platoon, and a province reconnaissance platoon northwest of the town at Xuan
Phong. From that time, the 3d En, 506th Abn Inf and the 4th En, 44th ARVN Inf reinforced by
the 3d Sn, 44th ARXVl Inf. two Mobile Strike Force (MSF) companies; three RF companies and
15 PF platoons drove the enemy out of most of the city and secured the area by 9 February. On
18 February the enemy again attacked Phan Thiet and overran the prison, releasing 500 pris- .
oners. By 23 February the enemy attack had been defeated and the city was under friendly control. Enemy losses were 1, 256 KIA, 48 PWe captured, and 253 individual and 88 crew- served
weapons. The infrastructure suffered 60 killed or captured.
(M) The enemy launched attacks in the western highlands against Ban Me Thuot in Darlac
Province, Ploiku City in Pleiku Province, end Kontum City and Tan Canh in Kontum Province.
(U) The attack at Ban Ue Thuot, which began on 30 January and terminated 6 February,
involved three battalions of the 33d NVA Regt, the E-301 VC LI Bn, and up to five provincial
local force companies. The apparent key targets included the 23d ARVN Division Headquarters,
the MACV Compound, both airfields, the province chief's house, the ARVN military compound,
the RI/PT training center, and the province bank. Additionally, two churches, missionary
buildings, and a leprosarium were destroyed. The initial attacks were met by the RF and PF
companies end platoons perf,,rming their normal security operations. Dy noon of 30 January,
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the Z38 Recon Company, the 8th ARVW Coy, and three battalions of the 4th ARVN Regp were in
contact. In the early hours of 1 February, the 238 AVkVN Rngr Bn was deployed to the city, and
on 2 February the lot Sn, 503d Abn I haf. reinforced from Pletku. Final search and clear
operations were completed by those forces on 6 February. The enemy lost 919 KIA, 186 PWv
captured, and 161 individual and 10 crew-served weapons. Infrastructure losses were 25 captured.
(U) The attack on Ploiku City, which commenced early on 30 January and terminated on
4 February, involved the H-IS VC LI Sn. the 40th Sapper Battalionand four district companies.
Key targets were the Pleitku Sector Headquarters, the MACV compound, the 71st Evan Hospital,
the PW camp, New Pleiku and Camp Holloway airfields, the province chief's quarters, and the
Montagnard Training Center.
(U) As the enemy attacked, elements of the 22d ARVN Rngr Bn and the 3d ARVN Cav
moved to alert positions throughout the city. Company A. let Bn, 69th Armd deployed to the
contact areas and reinforced ARV24 forces as did two MST companies and one RF and one Pr
company. Elements of the 4th Div Engineer En were airlifted southwest of the city and, moving
in with two 3SF companies, conducted a coordinated attack on enemy strongpoints. By 3
February, the joint US/ARVN task force had secured the city and clean-up actions were begun.
Enemy losses Included 632 IAj 18Z PW•s captured, and 179 individual and 10 crew-served weapons. Twenty-five infrastructure members were killed and 160 suspects detained.
(U) Kontumn City was struck early on 30 January by three battalions of the 24th NVA Regt,
the 304th VC IJ en, and the 406th VC Sapper Be.
Some of the heaviest fighting during the Tot
Offensive occurred when the enemy forces attempted to take the MACV compound, post office,
finance office. Province chief's bmadquorters, the airfield, and the 24th Special Tactical Zone
Headquarters. As a result, the prisoner interrogation center and a church were destroyed.
(U) The initial enemy assault was met by two Monta|nard scout companies (-), the Zd En,
42d ARVN Wn (-), two CMIG companies, and RF/Pr forces. By noon, it was apparent reinforcements were required and the let BEn 22d infW D Troop, 7th Sqdn, 17th Cav and C Company,
lot 3n, 69th Armor were moved into the city. ARVN reinforced with the 3d En, 42d ARVN Ini
and two scout companies. By 3 February friendly forces, conducting search and clear operations, were meeting light resistasce and all action ceased on 4 February.
(U) The enemy suffered eztremelyheavy casualties In Kontum, losing 1,189 KIA,
and 166 individual mnd 29 crew-served weapons.

56 PWs,

(U) The last major city to be struck was the autonomous city of Dalat in Tuyen Dluc Province, Elements of the 186th VC MI DE, reinforced by a part of the 145th VC MT n, lnfiltrated
the city and attacked at 0100 on 1 February.
(U) The Initial attack was met by an RY platoon, armored car platoon, and sector headquarters personnel. Two RF companies and the armored.car platoon, supported by gunships,
were the first reaction force to drive the enemy out of the center of the city on that day. On
4 February, three C=0G companies reinforced the hard-pressed regional forces and on 5
Febrmary, the 23d ARVN Rngr Bn moved into the city. On 8 February the CO, 23d ARVN Div
assumed control of all forces in Dalat and, reinforced by the 1lth ARVN Rngr En. on 10
February mtcked the enemy force and secured Dalat the next day.
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(U) The enemy forces in and around Dalat lost Z08 KIa, eight PWs, 40 individual and
three crew-served weapons in 12 days of fighting. Infrastructure losses were 17 killed and 15
captured.

Results of Tot Offensive in nI CTZ
(U) As of 1 February, the enemy had committed forces against major population centers
in nine of the 12 provinces in the aone. As a result, the enemy lost 5,405 lMA, 704 PWs, and
1,327 individual and 127 crew-served weapons. Allied lsaees were 427 KIA, and 1, 524 wounded a ratio of 11.8 to 1.

(U) The results of the TtLOffensive were generally viewed by the people in the U1 CTZ as
a vir'ory for the GVN. In the few weeks immediately following the offensive, it seemed that the
majority of the population would most likely remain neutral. This noncommitted attitude was
due primarily to the fact that the people were still subjected to the influence of both the VC and
the QVN. The people's confidence in the GVN to protect them had been greatly reduced as the
VC propaganda, prior to the_T..LOffensive, indicated that the cities would be attacked and
entered and the VC did eactly what they had promised.
(U) Although many of the people had a noncommitted attitude, most advisory personnel in
the U1CTZ agreed in general with a staterment made by the Province Senior Advisor in Konturn
when he stated, "The VC/NVA TenOffensive ham caused the military and the civilian population
to solidity in their efforts against the VC. There is a distinct unity of effort, the realisation of
a national purpose. " Additionally, there was a marked Indication that the people of Kontum were
now "acting in behalf of their province and city, instead of reacting."

M Corps Tactical Zone
Events Leading UR To-Tot

(C) By November 1967. the operations of 11 FFORCEV and MUCorps within MUCTZ had
succeeded in driving the bulk of the VC/NVA main forces away from the more heavily populated
areas into the eparsely settled border regions.
Intelligence indicated that the enemy had suffered three times the losses in 1%9 as in 1966. The threat in Gia Dinh Province was reduced
to the point that the 199th Lt mIr Bde was able to phase out Operation FAIRFAX and move into
War Zone D, leaving tactical responsibility for the security of the Capitol Military District
(CMD) to the 5th ARVV Rngr Op. The 1st In Div bad been succeseful in opening Highway 13 to
Quan Loi, splitting War Zone C from D, and facilitating civil and military movement north of
Saigon. The 9th Xnf Div had commenced clearing Highway I from Saigon to the IU/U Corps
boundary. The Revolutionary Development Program was accelerating, and public admnirstration train4ig was underway in all provinces. Economic activity was improvingand L OC
were being opened.
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(C) It appeared that the enemy had decided to employ the majority of his main force units
along the Cambodian border and. in particular, to strengthen and consolidate his hold over Dinh
Long, Phuo• Loog. and Quang Due Provinces. Intelligence data indicated that, after a T4 truce
period during which he would massively resupply and reinforce across SVN borders, he would
launch a major dry season offensive.
to frue(C) In order to destroy the enemy's main forcp units when they could be found &ad
trate any larger- scale infiltration from Cambodia during the Tottruce, U FFORCEV adopted a
border strategy in December whereby a major number of US battalions would be cormitted
along the southern border of M CTZ. However. 11 FFORCXV did not execute the December
border unit placement once evidence began to amass that the VC had changed their own strategy
and were going to aim their main force offensive at the populated areas of Ml CTZ, which was
largely covered by ARVN.
(C) Several attacks against district ±-,d province capitals, such as Bao Tri and Trang
Bang in Hau Nghia Province and Tan Nyen in Biesn ota Province, broke the pattern of earlier
enemy operations. The attacks signalled a change in the objectives of the VC forces and the
mise forces he pluaned to use in the attacks. Also, plans for attacks on other capital. were
discovered. Besides these indications of a definite shift of enemy forces toward the base area
in M CTZ, there was evidence the enemy was reequipping his troops with AK-47?, RPo-Ze and
RPC-7s. NVA fi1ers were being infused into local force battalions, and there were persistent
reports of a major offensive being planned.
(C) Despite the many reports end indications of a major offensive in populated areas, it
was not conqluded by early January that the attacks would occur during, and in violation oathe
ZTILtruce or that the main objective would be Saigon itself.
(C) On 10 January; COMUSMACY approved the abandonment of the original .T posture in
the M CTZ.and CO, Ur FFORCZV, throughout January, gradually shifted the censter of gravity
of his forces to meet the newly developing threat.
(C) The VC buildup of weapons and enizunitiou caches in and around Saigon began as
early as November. These were for the purpose of resupplying attacking local force units,
arming recently recruited personnel, arming civiUans who would rally to the VC cause during
the expected 'siprising," and arming the VC prisoners to be released from Chi Hoe Prison.
(C) Based upon a study of commercial traffic, ammunition and demolitions were smuggled
into the city by vehicles representative of the normal prevailing traffic.
(C) The major VC units that participated in the attack on Saigon proper (exclusive of the
Tan Son Nhut Air Base) were the let through 6th VC Bra, all of which normally had operated in
or on the periphery of the CMDv. They were familiar with Saigon, did not require an extensive
commo-Uaison network to assist their movement into the city. and were able to move about is
ordinary citisens.
(C) When it is considered that the VC infiltrated Saigon. a city of Z. 500, 000 and suburbs
of an additional 800,000, with 4,000 troops, the Infiltration is placed in its proper perspective.
Tour thousand people moving into a city that sise during the busy .. t season while ZO,000
A.YRN soldiers were on leave would be extremely difficult to detect.
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(C) The other battalions and regiments that took part in the offensive made normal tactical
marches over established routes, through established base camps, and known base areas. These
units were held in assembly areas at 9 to 12 hours marching distance from their targets for the
coordinated assault. However, the enemy encountered many difficulties which prevented these
reserve unite from reaching their destination. Quides and units became separated or lost,
aolumnas became intermixed, some units attacked from a march column without deploying, and
ether units waited for following elements that never arrived. A significant example of faulty
execution was the failure of two VC companies to rendevous, as planned, in a rubber plantation
adjacent to the lien Hoa PW camp.
When they arrived in the area and found no rubber trees
(the area having been cleared of all vegetation one month earlier by Rome plows,%they became
confused and departed.
(C) In the 48 hours preceding the main VC attacks in IM CTZ, intelligence indicators of
an imminent attack multiplied and both ARVN4 and US forces made precautionary adjustments.
(C) On 29 January at 1615, CC, 12 FFORCEV sent out a Flash meessag to all OPCON units
warning of probable VC violation of the Tet truce and directing a maximurr, alert posture during
the 3.Lperiod.
(C) On the night of 29 January, heavy attacks occurred in I CTZ, causing GYN1 to cancel
the ZtLtruce on 30 January at 0945. mI Corps and a WFORCEV immediately resumed offensive operations. However, there was only one eignLficant contact in MI CTZ on 10 January
which occurred when TACAM and a light fire team attacked a convoy of 23 oxcarts and 200 VC
south of Tay Ninh, killing 40 VC and destroying 8 oxcarts.
The lattle of Lone 3Bih"

(C) The first indications of a ground attack came at 0035 on 31 January when elements of
the 199th 1L WofBds detected and engaged a VC force north of the Dong Nai River moving south
toward Bien Hea Airbase, and killed 47. A long- range patrol of the 199th Bds also detected
approximately 90 VC who double-timed past their position just north of Long Binh.
(C) At 0330 the 2/47 Inf BI, 9th lnf Div moved to the Long Binh area from its position on
Rt 15, In the vicinity of Bearcst. At 0430, two battalions of the 275th VC Rfit launched a ground
attack through Ho Nei village, mouth across Highway 1, against the northern perimeter of Long
Binh. At the same time, the U-1 LF Bn harassed the eastern perimeter, covering efforts by
sapper units to penetrate the main ammunition dump. One company of the 275th VC Regt
attempted to seizs the ARVN PW compound which contained approximately 2, 000 PWa.
(C) Elements of the 199th Ide engaged the enemy throughout the area and, by a series of
platoon and company moves, convergsed on the 275th VC Regt which was under heavy fire from
gunships of the Air Cay Troop.3/17 Air Cay Sqdn. Several sapper teams did penetrate the ammo
dump a•d set time charges, many of which were removed by EOD teams before 4 of the 100 pads
of ammo detonated at 0800.
(C) It became apparent at 0600 that the 199th Bde, reinforced by units of 9th Div and
supported by one troop of the 3/17 Air Cav Sqdn, had encircled the bogged-down assault elements of the 275th VC ReSt and were killing them at a sustained rate.
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(C) At 0800, Company B, 4/39 ltf Ba combat assaulted in the grass helicopter pad opposite
U FFORCEV Hq, then quickly moved out of the hot LZ, departing the area through the Widows

"Vtillage.

(C) A company aimed force from the 199th Bde, together with ARVN MPs,
attack on the PW compound.

repulsed the

(C) From this point on, the battle of Long Binh consisted of the systematic destruction of
the defeated VC Regt by air, artillery, ground sweeps, ambush, and long-range patrol activities.

The Battle of Bien Hoe
(C) Simultaneously with the 0300 attack on the eastern portion of Long Binh, Bien Noa Air
Base received about 2Z rockets followed cloe•nly by a mortar-supported ground attack. The air
base received a total of 100 mixed rocket and mortar rounds during the attack which destroyed
an F-100 and one A-37 and damaged 23 other aircraft. Two battalions of the 274th VC Regt
attacked from the east while the 238th VC LF Company, reinforced, attacked MH Corps Headquarters.
(C) The VC attacking the air base were initially engaged by the east bunker line manned
by an RF platoon and the MP Base Reaction Force. The VC breached the perimeter wire but
did not got onto the airstrip. The 97th RF Ben, dispatched by the Dong Nai Sensitive Area
Command, reinforced the defenders of the air base at 0420 and the VC penetration was erased.
(C) At 0820, the 2/506 Abe In was deployed by helicopter from its operational area in the
MANCHESTER AO to the 101st Abn Div Hq at Eion Hoa Air Base and commenced an attack south
through the east Sate.
(C) A Troop, 3/t Cay Sqdn from the 9th Div, which had been ordered to reinforce II
Corps Headquarters, departed from Blackhorse Base Camp, fought right through the middle
of the 275th VC Regt astride Highway l.and plowed into the flank of the 274th VC Regt attacking
BSin Hoe Air Base, inflicting and suffering heavy losses. It linked up with the 2/506 Abn Inf
and assisted in securing II Corps Headquarters. Air strikes, gunships, and artillery saturated
the VC approach routes east of the air base. Despite the heavy ground attack, air operations
were not halted at Bien Hoa except between 0300 and 1300 on 31 January.
(C) By late afternoon on 31 January, the immediate ground threat to Bien Ho& and the MI
Corps Headquarters had been eliminated. Several hundred VC were killed in this action. It
was to take three more days and the concerted efforts of the 199th Bde, elements of the 101st
Abn Div, 11Armd Cay Regit and the 9th Wf Div to drive out or destroy the remnants of the five
VC battalions in the Bien Hoe/Long Binh area. The major ground attack from the 5th VC Div.
however, was eliminated on the first day of the offensive.

The Battle of Tan Son Nhut

(C) The attack on Tan Son Nhut commenced at 0321 on 31 January when heavy fire was
received on the base from around the entire perimeter. The main attack by a three-battalion
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force was launched from the west at Gate 51 while secondary attacks were aimed at eastern
Gats 10 and northern Cate 58.
(C) The VC foree apparently attacked in a column of
a breach in the perimeter bunker line. The heavy weapons
were set up in the Vinstexco Textile Mill, a structure west
were placed on the roof and apparently a cache of weapons
those recrtici
in the force that Were not armed.

battalions, prepared to pour through
companies of the enemy tattions
of Gate 10. Anti-aircraft weapons
had been assembled there to supply

(C) The initiel assault defeated several bunkers guarding Gate 51, and the leading battalion
penetrated the defenses and got approximately 200 meters inside the wire in the direction of the
main runway.
(C) Forces from the 377th Security Police Squadron with a two-platoon USARV Task Forte
(TF35) and mixed ARYN elements executed their counterattack plan in time to block the pen*trating force.
(C) At approximately 0430, two companies from the 8th ARVlN Abn In counterattacked the
penetration, sustaining heavy casualties.
(C) The Ten Son Nhut Sensitive Area Commander and his advisor requested assistance
from US combat forces. The 3d Sqdn, 4th Cav, 25th Wn Div was committed. The squadron was
deployed on Route 1 from the Hoc Mon Bridge, 8 miles from Tan Son Nhutý to Go Day Ha. C
Troop, at the Hoe Mon Bridge, responded Arst. It was guided cross-country, past potential
blocking positions, by the squadron commander who dropped flares from his command helicopter.
This technique permitted the troops to arrive before light, at 0600. avoiding VC planned amnbushes.
(C) C Troop attacked the VC forces from the northwest, drawing heavy fire from the
textile Mill and succeeded in cutting off the tralling VC battalion from their source of weapons
in the mill. It then became heavily engaged with the V C forces in the vicinity of Gate 51. losing
over a third of its strength, while destroying the ospabillty of the VC force to continue the
attack. This was the decisive force and action which defeated the main VC assault on Tan Son
Nhet..
(C) VNAF and USAF airstrikes were directed on the textile mill in the morning hours and
partially neutralised its fire.
(C) At 1219 a mixed US and ARVN force of 25 men from Tan Son Nhut launched a counterattack against the depleted VC force inside the base end overran them, closed the gateand ended
the threat. During this action, the Vietnm&ese Commander, Deputy Commander, and US Deputy
Senior Advisor were wounded.
(C) At 1300, the remainder of the 3/4 Cay Sqdn, having completed the neutralization of
the textile mill, arrived at Gate 51 and engaged the disorganized VC forces. The threat was
eliminated from the west when the 3/4 Cay Sqdn arrived. Over 500 VC dead were counted within the base end west of Gate 51.
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UWPW"
(C) On the north perimeter of Tan Son Nhut. elements of an ARYN battalion blocked the
strong VC/NVA attack which had already swept through Go Vap. Two VN Marine battalions
from the Delta were assaulted into the 305 Hq area during the morning.* and one, th. 4th VNMC
Bn, counterattacked toward Go Yap from inside Tan Son Nhut.
(C) In Go Vap, the VC overran the Cc Los artiller~y camp and captured 12 105mmuhowitmers. The defenderse bad removed the broech blocks, however, so the weapons could not be
used. These artillery pieces were later recaptured intact. By 1000, the Armored Command
Headquarters was also penetrated. The VC assault force* was accompanied by NVA tank crews
who expected to capture and use tanks from the headquarters. Fortunately. these tanks had
been removed two months previously. The counterattack by the 4th VNMC On retook the Co Loa
area by nightfall, having killed over 100 VC and sustained losses of seven KIA and 52 WIA.
(C) During the initial attack by fire on the air base at 3103421AN. fourteen aircraft were
damaged. Later,on 18 February, three tactical and two transport aircraft were destroyed and
35 aircraft damaged when 100 rockets and mnortars were fired onto the air bass.

The R~ace-Tac
(C) The Phu Tho Race Track was -the focus of another series of bvttles.
and tried to hold the rks~ctrack for several reasons, including the follow~ing:

The VC seized

1. It was q6good rallyingk point for VC unfamiliar with Saigon.
2.

It was the center of a good road net.

3.

It had a lar~ge covered area suitable for a hospital.

4. It's control denied the US forces$ a large LZ inside the city.
5. It was within 82mm mortar range of Tan Son Nhut.
A strong VC force* converged and assemnbled at the track after overrunning the police station
there. A US MP platoon engaged themn but was pinned down. One company of the 3d On, 17th Inf
reinforced by a platoon of D Troop, 17th Cay, moved In from Binh Chanh by truck and counterattacked, linking up with the MP force. This force@ cleared the race track so that the 3d Bn,
7th Inf was able to assault onto the track.
(C) The 33d AP.VN Ptngr Bn from Nba Be District joined the 3d Sn 7th Inf and the comnbined force commenced to clear the area. By nightfall, an area three to four block@ in radius
was cleared. The 6th VC LF So, which had the objective of seizing the nearby Chi Hoa Prison,
was the principal oerney unit engaged. In the course of the heavy fighting in the vicinity, the
VC battalion was virtually destroyed and it never reached its objective.
(C) The fighting which occurred around the race track ebbed and flowed for several days
because VC troops continued to rally there. Eventually, personnel from every VC unit in the
attacks on Saigon were identified at the race track.
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(C) The US Embassy was a particular target singled out by the VC. Elements from the
C-10 Sapper Battalion--a unit whose members lived In Saigon itself - breached the wall with
satchel charges and attacked the main bullding with RPO and automatic weapons fire. The
Marine guards defended from inside the building and were reinforced by both MPs and a small
Marine reaction force. Navy helicopter fire teams slpported US forces during the battle. One
platoon from C Company, 1/502 Abn Bn wad dispatched from Dien Hoa by helicopter and
sqctosofully landed on the roof pad at 0810 after havtng been driven off by fire at 0500. The
Embassy grounds were secured by 0900 and 19 VC were KIA.

Other Attacks in Salgon
(C) 30S Hq was attacked from the north at 0930. The VC succeeded in entering peripheral buildings but were unable to reach any vital installations. They were opposed by the 8th Abn
Bn until ARVIN reinforcements arrived and undertook the slow task of rooting them out.
(C) The Presidential Palace received RPO and automatic weapons fire from an unfinished
hotel located across the street from the palace grounds. ARVN troops, US Ups, and NP, supported by two ARV14 tanks, cordoned off the area. They kept the building under a state of seig*
for two days until all the VC were either killed or captured.
(C) Attacks were made against police stations, particularly in the 6th and 7th Precincts.
Hotels and other embassies were attacked by fire.
(C) The studio portion of the National Broadcasting Station was seised and held until the
lot A.RVN Abu Bn drove the VC out.
(C) BOQO and BEQs throughout Saigon received attacks by fire and police and combat unit
forces were dispatched to the relief of US personnel in their quarters.
(C) Throughout the day on 31 January, A.RVN and US forces reinforced the CMD. The VC
failed to prevent reinforcement either by overland routes or by air. By midnight, US and
ARYA forces had brought more maneuver battalions into the ClAD than the VC had in their
Initial assault.
(C) In order to control combat units in the CUAD, CO. H FFORCEV dispatched his Deputy
Commander to Saigon with a small staff to take operational control of US units. This operational headquarters, Task Force WARE, was co-located at CMD Headquarters and was operational
by 1100, 31 January. It remained operational until 18 February.
(C) Outside the CUAD, besides widespread attacks by fire, there were four major $round
attacks. These attacks were initiated against Ben Cat, Due Hoa, My Tho, and Ben Tre.
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son Cat
(C) The Phu Loi VC Local Force Battalion, C-10 VC LF Company, and an element of the
C-10 VC Sapper Bn attacked the 8th ARVN Rest Hq and the Ben Cat Dietrict Headquarters at
0355 from the east. By 04Z9, the VC were inside the AEVW perimeter end had captured the
15mm bhowitzer position. The town of Sen Cat was also occupied. The let Sqdn, 4th Cav and
C Company. lot Bn, 18thinW counterattacked with the Zd Bn, 8th ARVN Regt, supported by let
Div Arty. 5 light fire teams,
and an Air Fores C-47 Gunship (Spooky). The armored cavalry
relieved the district headquarters Just before it was about to fall. The attack was halted and
contact broken by the VC at 0600.

(C) Elements of the 506th VC LF Bn attacked the Z5th ARYN Div Hq and the MACV eompound in Duc No& at 0625. At 0640. they entered the market place.
(C) First, a FAC from Tan An and a light fire team from Cu Chi arrived at 0640. At
0720, the 4/49 Wi Be, 2/10th Cay Sqdn and the Div Reaon Company -- all ARVN -- arrived and
counterattacked. The VC withdrew to the southwest at 0900.
(C) Ground attacks were launched on 1 February in Phu Cuong, Cu Chi, and Ba Ria. The
Engineer School at Phu Cuong and portions of the city were seized. Although sections of the city
were occupied, the province headquarters was held. An ARVN reaction force cleared the city
by 1830. At Cu CHI, the VC penetrated and burned 90 percent of the MACV compound and opened
the Jail. US and ARYN units reached the center of Cu Chi at 1030 but contact continued by ARYN
until 1830. Ba Ria in Phuc Tuy Province was attacked on I February. At 0700 the VC captured
the airstrip and at 0830 elements of the Royal Australian Regiment counterattacked down Highway 2 and broke the VC grip on all the key centers while two ARVN unit; completed clearing the
town of VC. The VC effort shifted to Hong Dion and it was not until 4 February that the VC were
eliminated from the area. Xuen Loc was also attacked on 1 February.
The VC attack wee diracted against the province headquarters and other Allied positions. Their first attack was rapuleed on 1 February: however, the enemy reinitiated the attack at 2245 on 2 February. They
were again repulsed and the city was cleared for the last time. This action cleaned'the lact
pocket of VC from the area between Bien Hba and Long Binh. A combined US/VN attack broke
the back of the VC northwest of Go yap on 1 February.
(C) A VC headquarters was discovered in the An Quang Pagoda in Cholon on I February.
The NP and VNMC encircled the pegoda in the early afte moon and, after air strikes, the
building was seized by 1705.
(C) In spite of the heavy fighting throughout Saigon on 1 February, it was apparent that
the VC neither controlled nor had they put any critical installation out of action. GCN was still
intact and there were no signs of a popular uprising. The 48-hour period before relief was
scheduled for the local force units was running out and no relief was in sight. The VC were on
the defensive everywhere in Saigon.
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(C) A pattern of attempted LOC interdiction esouthwest of Saigon began and was to continue
The period Z-5 February was characterrised by a transition from a predomin&nce of VC initiated attacks to the regaining of the initiative by US, FW, and ARVt forces.

well into March.

(C) An attack by elements of the Z73d VC ReSt on I February against the Thu Muc District
Headquarters, the NP. the large power plant, and the water treatment works was anticipated

and repulsed.
(C) There were many sighting& of VC units and groups moving during daylight around
Saigon trying to consolidate. Harassment by gunships, artellery. and sweeps by US or ARVN
units prevented the massing of any kind of major enemy force.
(C) By 5 February, RYNAr units began taking over sole responsibility for clearing
Saigon of VC.and US units began to operate against VC attempting to base in the outer districts.
(C) After 5 February, the battle around Saigon changed in character. qeparste attacks
against outlying province and district capitals continued but they occurred in diminishing
frequency and intensity.
(C) One US unit, the 3d Sn, 7th In was redeployed on 9 February to the Phu The Race
Track where, acting on RVN intelligence, they found the VC command post in a pagoda 2 km
west of the race track. The VC defending force was destroyed, the headquarters captured, end
GEN Tran Do, COSVN Political Chief in command of all VC forces attacking Saigon. was killed.
(C) In spite of the failures of their stticks and the losses suffered by their assaulting
forces, the VC high command insisted on continuing their offensive action. The enemy attempted to establish a dispersed stronghold north and northwest of Saigon from which they could
launch rockets against Tat Son Nhut.
(C) Elsewhere in 1M1CTZ, a VC local force attempted to launch a major attack against
Tay Moib City. Forewarned, the Province Chief deployed his recon platoon in an ambush of
the enemy force and, with the help of gunships, routed the enemy with heavy losses.
(C) Captured documents show that COSVN ordered a second wave of attacks on 17-18
February which were to be stronger than the first attacks on 31 January. However, they were
feeble by comparison with earlier Te• assaults. There were 20 ground attacks and 57 attacks
by fire. As action subsided on 18 February, it was clear that the enemy lacked the strength to
mount serious new attacks against the key areas in M CTZ. The essentially defensive battle of
was over.

Results of Tet Offensive in XM CTZ

A and 3,625 WIA;
(C) From 29 Sanuary through 19 February, US forces lost 453
ARVN lost 471 MA and 1,290 WIA; and FWM forces lost 20 KIA and 83 WIA.
(C) No uS, FWM,or ARVN maneuver units of company size or larger were destroyed or
rendered combat ineffective during the offensive. Only one RF company was rendered combat
ineffective by hostile action.
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(C) There were a few cases of RF/PF outposts being defeated by treacherous action from
within. In one significant case. 37 RF/PF and 2 US were murdered in the La Cue outpost in
Hau Nghia Province by VC who had penetrated the organization.
(C) Theoit Offensive caused a setback in the pacification program in M! CTZ as many RD
cadre were withdrawn from their assigned hamlets to regain or maintain security in district or
province capitals. By I March. cadre were back in 83 of the 92 hamlets occupied prior to..t,
(C) The offensive created well over 100,000 refugees in the M! CTZ and 67,000 in Cia
Dinh. At least S20 million damage was done to industrial and commercial enterprises. VC/
NVA forces lost 12, 614 KIA.,and 864 personnel and 3,087 weapons were captured in M! CTZ during
the offensive. Losses of many of the enemy's ?olitical cadre left the VC infrastructure particularly vulnerable at the district and city level.

IV Corps Tactical Zone

(U) On 25 January the SA, IV CTZ issued a warning to all subordinate elements that,
during the impending Tet holiday cease-fire period, the Viet Cong were expected to resupply
and move into position for a post-.j..Offensive.
(U) Then, on 29 January. he further advised all subordinate elements that intelligence
information indicated the enemy could be expected to deliberately violate the truce by approach.
ing friendly installations during the night of 29 January or early m orning of 30 January. All
provincial senior advisors were directed to take action to insure maximum alert posture through
the Tje period.
(U) At approximately 1000 on 30 January, the •A, IV Corps was informed by MACV Hq
that these
truce had been cancelled. This information was immediately disseminated to all
IV Corps elements. US controlled assets were directed to attack VC targets located during 30
January. Several large concentrations of sampans were destroyed in Sa Dec end Vlnh Long
Provinces during the offensive of 30 January.
(U) At 0230 on 31 January, a Corps-wide series of attacks by VC forces began. Within
the first 24 hours, 10 of the 11 VC designated province capitals had been attacked and some
occupied. In the same period, 13 of the 16 GVN province capitals had been struck.
(U) Initially, in the 44th Special Zone, intense fighting broke out in Chau Dec, Mac Has.
and Tri Ton. In both Chau Doc and Tri Ton, the heavy fighting lasted approximately 36 hours.
Both cities were infiltrated by VC units but in neither came were the VC able to capture vital
,military or political installations. Navy river craft and SEAL teame contributed significantly
to the defense of Chau Doc. The VC units were rapidly driven out of Mac Hot and by 0700 on
. February, the situation was quiet except that supply operations in the province were disrupted
for the next few days.
(U) On 3 February at 0130, Cao Lanh was mortared but no ground attack occurred. At
1000 the same day, ARVN` units trapped an estimated 300-man VC force outside the city. Airstrikes and gunships were called in and an estimated 200 VC were killed. On 4, 6. and 9
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February. Cao Lanh and the province capital headquarters were attacked again; however, the
attacks were not pressed and died out by nightfall in all three cases. Thro, other district towns
were also hit during the initial period, but none were seriously threatened.
(U)
•r the I )er Delta area, the two halest hit cities wure My Tho and Ben Tre, Llthough
practically all of the province and district towns received either a mortar or ground attack. My
The ".nd Ben Tre were both infiltrated during the evening of 30 January, and fighting started at
C100 on 31 January. Two VC units, the 261st Dn and the Z07th Company, entered My Tho from
the northwest, penetrating at the PER and RAG bases. PER
fired against the Viet Cong infiltra.h"on from waterways adjacent to My Tho and Ben Tre riversand Navy helicopter fire teams
were engaged in continuous operations during the battles. The 261B VC Dn attacked My The
from the north, engaging the 32d AAVN Rngr Bn, and the 514th VC Sn attacked from the west.
Heavy fighting raged throughout the city until dawn of 2 February when the main VC unite disengaged. The next day, clearing operations started and on 4 February heavy fighting took place
ag*ai in the city. By 5 February, the VC units had been pushed out of the city, but ooerations to
clear the area surrounding the city lasted well into the middle of the month with moderate to
heavy fighting north of the city.
(U) Highway 4 was interdicted in 62 locations and six bridges were damaged between 6 and
8 February. Efforts to open the road were begun on 11 Februaryand by 16 February the route
was open from the M Corps boundary to the Mekong River. The route remained open continuously for at least a portion of each day.
(U) The VC also infiltrated two battalions into Ben Tre on 31 January. occupying key
locations near US and ARVN Installations. haortar and ground attacks against the city started
at 0300. and heavy fighting lasted for the next two and a half days. By nightfall on 2 February.
fighting had subsided, and the next morning search and clear operations started. From 3 to 14
February, sporadic contact was made with VC units, but the danger to the city gradually
diminished after the initial onslaught.
(U) Go Cong. the capital of Go Cong Province, was mortared at the outset of the offensive
but not until 5 Februar- did It receive a ground satck. During the attack, which lseted only
one day, the VC liberated lOn prisoners from the city jail. Another half-hearted attack was
Launched against the city on 8 February but was quickly beaten off.
(U) During the fighting in the 7th ARVN Div area, two US brigades assisted the ARVN units
in My Tho and Ben Tre. Two battalions of the lt Bde, 9th Div were in Ben Tre on I and 2
Fsb.ruary and two battalions of the Zd Bde. 9th Div, supported by a fire support base, were in
My Tho on the same dates.
(U) In the 41st DTA (Division Tactical Area), the two primary objectives of the VC were
Vinh Long City and airfisld and Tra Vinh City. Heavy fighting lasted in Vinh Long from 0315
31 January, until late on 4 February when the city was cleared of VC soldiers. Navy helicopters
of TU 116. 2. 4 flew extensive missions in support of US forces at Vtnh .aong Air Field and
surrounding *reas.
Units sent to reinforce the city on 3 February were the 4th Dn, 16th ARVN
Wf, 3d En, 13th ARVN Inf, 3/2 ARVN Cay. 43d AAtVN Rngr Bn and the Hq and Recon Company
of the 15th ARVN ReSt. Additionally, on 4 February, two battalions of the 9th Div were inserted
south of the city to engage VC units in the ores which were threatening the airfield. By 8
February, the situation in Vinh Long had been restored to near normal. and no major threat
occurred after that date.
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(U) Tra Vlinh City was also attacked on 31 anuary, although not as strongly as Vinh Long
and by the next day, 1 February, it was clear of major VC units. although minor activity continued until 6 February.
(U) In the 42d DTA, determined efforts were made by the VC to take Can Tho and airfield,
and Soc Trang and airfield. Lesser attacks took place against Ca Mau and Rach aia on 31
"noory. Sac Trang, Ca Man. Sac Lieu, sad Rac Cia had been cleared by 1 February but

heavy fighting raged in Can Tho until 5 February when the VC forces were finally routed out of
the university. Periodic heavy fighting took place in the area west of Can The. The VC units
in the area seemed determined to remain and harass the airfields at Can Tho and Sink Thuy.
which they did two or three times a week. On 13 February, the Mobile Riverine Force (MRF)
of the 9th Div joined the ARYN units in their efforts to clear the VC out of the Sa Sa road and
thus expand the Can The defensive perimeter to safer limits. The MRF remained under the
OPCON of the SA until 4 March.
Lines of Communication
(U) The VC Te1 Offensive was particularly punishing to military and public engineering
activities in the rV CTZ. VC deliberate destruction was directed primarily against the land
LOCs; National Highway 4; and Interprovincial Routes 31, 7, and 6A. Damage to airfields,
fortifications, and cantonmtents was a by-product of the ground fighting and by comparison to
LOCs, relatively insignificant. There was no damage to the canal system in the Delta. During
the period 31 january through 14 February, Highway 4 was interdicted constantly. seven bridges
were destroyed and seven damaged.
(U) On the nights of 31 january and i February, Highway 4. Provincial Roads 6A, 7, 8 and
31 were interdicted in a sufficient number of places to close the roads to any but the most
localized traffic. The initial lack of security elements to accompany military engineer effort
to restore the trafficability on the routes resulted in a period of about 10 days before any signi.
ficant sections d Highway 4 were open to traffic. While the many craters and cuts in the road
required extensive engineer effort to fill and repair, the limiting factor to opening sections of
Highway 4 was the repair/replacement of destroyed or damaged bridges. Although the engineer
effort to open the roads was coontinue,,&, nightly VC titerdiction in the form of mining, cratering,
bermes. obstacles, rid hand labor digging caused much of the initial repair work to be repeated.
Thus, sections of Highway 4 were finally opened to at least one-way traffic, as follows:
i.

10 February - 'linh Long to Sa Dec.

2. 1ZFebruary - My Tho to Gia Duc.
3. 14 February - Vlnh Long to Can The.
(U) At the end of the reporting period, Highway 4 was opL.. to both commercial and
military traffic each day although a combination of security requirements and engineer effort
reduced the usable time period to generally the afternoon hours.
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Casualties in IV CTZ
(U) Casualties through 14 February were VC: 5, 25Z KlA, 564 detained, and 408 returnees;
ARVN: 437IA and 1. 524 WIA. US: 85 K1A and 443 W•A. And ROK: 2 KIA. There were 1. 940
VC weapons captured.

Revolutionary Develonment

(U) The g Offensive in IV Corps had a devastating effect on the Revolutionary Development Program. During the final half of February, RD officials, both US and OVN, were assessing the degree of remodeling that would be necessary in the 1968 plans. It was noteworthy that
few RD areas and hamlets were attacked by the VC in spite of reduced security. Extensive
damage was done to provincial towns by friendly forces in their efforts to dislodge VC elements
from populated areas. Performance of military units in support of RD during the period was
generally good; however, some reports were received of extensive looting in Vinh Long by elements of the 9th ARVN Div and the Rangers.
(U) Mazy of the RD cadre were brought into the province cities or district towns at the
beginning of the offensive. Some were riokly returned to their 1967 Phase 11 hamlets -- 55
teams at the end of February. Some were in 1968 Phase I hamlets -- 18 at the end of February.
Seventy-two teams were still in province or district towns at the end of February. Forty-five
team* were in rural areas other than 1967 or 1968 pacification hamlets (38'village teams in An
Ciang; two each in Sac Lie.u, a Xuyen, and Oo Cong; and one in Phong Dinh) -- a total of 190
RD teams. The fact that the team was listed as being in a hamlet merely meantlthat the flag
was there, not necessarily that the "
team was there. Far example, in An Xuyen, two-thirds
of the five teams listed in 1967 Phase LUhamlets were in fact in Cau Mau City. In Kiln Hos, on
23 February, there were II teams listed in the 1967 Phase 1 hamlets in the Da Tri RD area, but
the total cadre present for duty was 45 -- the balance located either in Son Tre or missing.
(U) During February, approximately 90 percent of the cadre that were accounted for were
involved in security and/or relief/refugeS work. All provinces were moving the teams out into
the rural areas as soon as the local situation stabilized. This had to be a provincial decision
due to the varying conditions although orders were issued directing that all teams would be returned to RD areas as soon as possible but not later than 1 April.
Lessons Learned

(U) Several valuable lessons were learned as a result of the .Te Offensive, the more
important ones being:
1. Personnel absences be more stringently controlled. Positive uctions be taken to
regulate the mnmber of personnel authorised leave "permission" so that the combat unit strength
would not be depleted during national holidays or truce periods.
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2. Major population centers should have counterattack plans identifying, as a minimum, the control measures on an overlay. Theme plans should be disseminated to units in
consonance with security.
3.

Infantry and armored cavalry units should be trained to operate as combined arms

and to fight in built-up areas. This training should include instructions on techniques and principles of mutual support, assault and reduction of positions; clearing of buildings; employment
of supporting fires; and security of an area once it had been cleared.
4. Coordination must be conducted between provincial forces, government agencies,
and APVN to better control the civilian population. Civilian* in cities contributed to the confusion experienced by the reaction forces during the first day of the offensive. Additionally,
they were used as intelligence- gathering sources by the VC. This was particularly evident on
31 January and I and Z February during the mass exodus from My Tho.
5. A check point or traffic control system should be established to keep the civilians
from interfering with military ooerations.
6. Defensive positions in compound areas or base locations must be continually maintained and improved. Improvements which should be included are: rebuilding and strengthening
bunkers; installations of communications trenches; installation of barrier materials to include
flame mines, trip flares, and booby traps; conetruct'on of overhead cover, and increased alertness of the personnel occupying the positions. The casualty rate during the days following the
offensive was extremly low because the above mentioned actions had been taken.
7. When practical, engineer personnel, equjpment, and material should be propositioned along LOCs so that they can be immediately responsive to repair the interdicted LOC.
8. Emergency landing fac ilities, capable of receiving landing crafts or tactical military crafts should be constructed adjacent to critical ferry sites.
Results of the

t Offensive

(U) Throughout the country, the Tet Offensive was exceedingly costly to the VC/N•VA.
The enemy suffered losses in three areas: men, material, and morals. Between 29 January
and U February, he suffered 31,734 lI.A, S, 821 detained, and lost 7, 505 individual and 1, 276
crew-served weapons. Allied losses were 1, 001 US and 2, 082 ARVN and FW personnel KIA.
By the end of February, the number of enemy killed rose to over 37, 000 out of an estimated
force of 60,000 committed to the Tet Offensive. Weapons lost by him numbered over 13, 000.
In the first two months of 1968, the VC/INVA lost over 55, 000 KIA -- two-thirds as many as in
all of 1967.
(U) The enemy's actions during Jte served his purpose to a degree. Many of his dead,
however, were irreplaceable hard-core VC and infrastructure. More important than the number
of enemy killed was the fact that the enemy initiated his offensive during a sacred Vietnamese
holiday which disenfranchised the VC/NVA from the people, provided a newfound respect for
RF/PF forces who responded magnificently, and welded the RVNAF into a more determined,
effective, confident, and aggressive fighting force. The enemy had been soundly beaten militarily; however, the cost in civilian lives and property lost was a tragic event.
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(U) In spite of his catastrophic defeat on the battlefield in Vietnas, his Tgl Offensive did
obtain an unheralded psychological success abroad, particularly in the US.
(U) Equally as astounding as the enemy's losses were the number of refugees created by
the VC//NVA JX attacks.
By 1 March, new refugees in SVN numbered over 600,000, with some
30 percent of this number concentrated in the Saigon/Gia Dinh area. This problem, coupled with
AZVNb need to draw back from the countryside to the cities during Jt o caused a major setback
in the pacification program., After the dust had settled, the situation was evaluated and although
there was no permanent damage to the program, Allied forces did need to retrenth and rework
the pacification programs. It took until October to reach the pre-T.Lgtpciftiction standing.
(U) Within the population centers, severe property damage was done, particularly in Hue
and Saigon/Cholon. The national government was in a state of shock and failed to react immediately to relieve the plight of the refugees.
At US urging, the government formed the Interministerial Central Recovery Committee under the direction of Vice President Ky and organi.
sed Project Recovery, which undertook country-wide emergency assistance to the refugees and
distribution of goods, supplies, and building materials. Projeut Recovery gave the refugees a
modicum of faith in the central government even though its initial energy and sense of emergency
soon slowed. However, if it had not been for Project Recovery, it is entirely possible that the
Communists might have made some progress in fomenting a small uprising against the government.
(U) Following the first wave of attacks, the enemy broke contact and withdrew to t',e
countryside to reequip and await replacements. He was woefilly short of manpower, weapons,
and ammunition.
(U) It was expected that the enemy would continue to exert pressure on urban areas
through attacks on lines of communication, imposing economid blockage, eroding GVN control
by propaganda assassination, and rtpeated raids on towns, cities, and district capitals.
(U) The second wave of the enemy's Winter-Spring Offensive was a failure. On 18 February, he attacked by fire over three do- ý cities throughout the II, I, and IV CTZs but did not
follow-up with a ground assault. He had suffered too severely in the previous three weeks to
mount another major ground assault so soon. The resolute defense and aggressive tactics of
us, rW, and ARYN forces once again had defeated him.
In all, the second wave was no more
than a weak and ineffective effort. Even his spectacularly desperate attempt to land,
simultaneously, iour trawlers loaded with supplies, arms, and ammunition on I March was an
utter failure. US and VN naval forces sank three of the trawlers and the fourth turned back
before entering the Republic's contiguous son*.
(U) In reaction to the VC attacks on Saigon, the RYNAF JOS launched Operations TRAN
HUNG DAG I and II to clear out the area surrounding Saigon during the period 5 February to 8
March. Six VNMC, four Ranger and five airborne battalions accounted for over 1, 600 enemy

killed and ended the Tjt threat in Saigon.
(U) In March, RVNAF joined with elements of our let, 9th, and 25th Divisions In Operation QUYET THANG (Resolve to Win). Scouring the Capital Military District and its five
surrounding provinces, the combined force accounted for 1, 420 enemy killed and numerous arms

caches uncovered. On 7 April, QUYET THANG I was followed by another combined US/ARVN
/jration
TOAN THANG, a III CTZ wide operation using 79 maneuver battalions. It was the
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biggest operation of the war and by th

time it

S Ferminated
an 31 My, it had accounted for over

7.000 enemy killed. Even more important. TOAN THANG I did much to preempt VC/.11VA
plans for a second wave attack on Saigon. TOAN THANG UI was initiated simultaneously with
the termination of TOAN THANG I and continued into 1969, 6
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TXT OFFENSIVE IN RETROECT - A
Unless otherwise noted, this section on the Introduction and VC Strategy and Plane Is
based on the following sources: II FSORCEV. L
After Action Report (C), 31 San - 18
Fob 68, n. d., Op- 41 W MAr JT Offensive Report (5). 3 Aug 68, O1p4.

2.

Unless otherwise noted, this section on I Corps Tactical Zone, is based on the following
sources: M MA TIM Offensive Report (S), 3 Aug 68, Op-4; CO let Marine Division
After Action Report (C). 25 May 68, Op-4.

3.

Unless otherwise noted, this section on 1UCorps Tactical Zone, is based on the following
sources: W1, I FTORCZV.Te&Offensive After Action Report (C), 9 Apr 68.

4.

Unless otherwise noted, this section on III Corps Tactical Zone, is based on the following
sources: HO, U TTORCXV SIi Offensive After Action Report (C), n.d.

S.

Unless otherwise noted, this section on IV Corps Tactical Zone, is based on the following
sources: US Army Advisory Group, IV CTZ, Historical Summary of VC Tjt Offensive
IV CTZ (U), 8 Apr 68.

6.

Unless otherwise noted, this section on Lessons Learned and Results of the Tot Offensive
4
are based on the following sources: M MAT gT5
Offensive Report (C), 3 Aug 68, Op- ;
12FFORCZV Uot After Action Report (C). 31 an- 18
i
eb 68, n.d.o Op-4; HO I FFORCEV
TId Offensive After Action Report (U), 9 Apr 681 US Army Advisory Group, IV CTZ,
Historical Summary of VC T&OOffensive, IV CTT (U), 8 Apr 68.
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ANNEX B -- ANTI-INrILTRATTON BARRIER

General

(S) On 15 September 1966, the SECDEF directed the development and deployment, on an
expedited basis, of an anti.infiltration system to impede the flow of vehicles and personnel overland from NVN into SVN. This system was to include three principal subsystems: a Strong
Point Obstacle Subsystem (SPOS) in northeastern RVN, an air-supported anti-personnel sub.
system in northwestern RVN and eastern Laos. and an air-supported anti -vehicilar subsystem
in Central Laos. Overall responsibility for developing, readying, and deploying approved sys.
tems was vested in Joint Task Force 7Z8. Optimal employment in SEASIA of the special resources provided fell within the operational responsibility of CINCPAC/COMUSMACV, as exercised through their 7AF and Ill MAF components. The code word DYE MARKER/DUEL BLADE
referred to the special resources provided for the SPOS, and MUSCLE SHOALS/IGLOO WHITE
to those for the air-supported subsystems. Within the MUSCLE SHOALS/IGLOO WHITE operational area, the (predominantly) anti-vehicular subsystem was referred to as MUD RIVER and
the (predominantly) anti-personnel suthsystem as DUMP TRUCK. The Infiltration Surveillance
Center (ISC) was the ground center where sensor activations were analyzed and interpreted. It
was located in the DUTCH MILL facility at Nakhon Phanom, Thailand. The DUCK BLIND project initiated in April 1968 utilized MUSCLE SHOALS/IGLOO WHITE and DYE MARKER/DUEL
BLADE assets and technology in a wide range of applications in operations against the enemy in
RVN.

Code Name Changes
(TS) The code names given to the system changed several times because of partial compromise of their classified meanings. The first change occurred on 14 June 1967 when the first
official name of the program. PRACTICE NINE, was changed to ILLINOIS CITY. A month later
ILLINOIS CITY was changed to DYE MARKER. On 8 September 0t67, after SECDEF released
information to the public which implied the construction of a SPOS south of the DMZ, Defense
Communications Planning Group (DCPG) decided to give separate code names to each of the t'4o
major subsystems: DYE MARKER remained the name for only the SPOS, and MUSCIE SHOALS
became the name of the air-supported subsystems. On I June 1968, MUSCLE SHOALS was fur.
ther changed to IGLOO WHITE. In April 1968, the code name DUCK BLIND was assigned to
connote MUSCLE SHOALS/DYE MARKER resources, other than to impede overland infiltration
from NVN to SVN, in operations against enemy forces in SEASIA. The unclassified meaning of
DUCK BLIND was a program associated with the DCPG. The code name DYE MARKER was
changed to DUEL BLADE in June 1968. On 15 October, the nickname DUCK BLIND was dropped
because of compromises and the nickname DUFFEL BAG was substituted. 1

Summary of Operational Results
(S) Operationally significant MUSCLE SHOALS capabilities were realized by mid-December
1967 in the anti-vehiclular subsystem and, by late January 1968, in the Khe Sanh Combat Base
defense role. However, tactical developments in the eastern DMZ area forced postponement of
the completion of the SPOS.
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DYE M.ASKZR/DUVL BLADE

General
(C) The purpose of the DYE MAR•K•R anti-infiltration system was to reduce the infiltration
of NVA forces and material into SYN. The type of obstacle used to deny infiltration was dictated by the terrain and political considerations.
(C) Near the DMZ in SVN, the terrain from the South China Sea to 23 km inland is flat and
lends itself to a straight line type obstacle. Further inland, rolling hills gradually become
mountainous as they approach the Laotian border. In this area, a series of strong points and
defile barriers in the choke points and routes of infiltration were required.
(C) The SPOS was to consist of an obstacle trace from the South China Sea to the Dong Ha
Mountain, backed up by a series of strong points. The obstacle trace was to be fronted by a
fence at the northernmost edge of the trace. This would be backed up with twin single apron
and barbed steel tape, an anti.personnel mine field, & passive sensor detector system, and
twin single apron with barbed steel tape to mask the rear edge of the obstacle trace. Associated
with the obstacle, trace would be a series of observation posts (OP) and towers. Six heavily
fortified strong points would be installed to support the obstacle system with battalion base areas
as back up. The manning force was scheduled to be a USMC regiment and an AP.VN regiment
.(See Figure B-1).

Fishting Bunkers
(C) The Third Naval Construction Brig•de
(NCB) was given the Job to design and construct two prefabricated concrete fighting bunkers for .demonstration and display in Do Nang.
One bunker was constructed of concrete loge and the other consisted of a concrete parapet
slanted inward at 60 degrees.
These bunkers were also tested to determine the protection
offered against .30 and .50 cal machine gun fire and 159mm shells. It was determined that
chain link fence provided good protection against RPG fire and the decision was made to incorporate this protection into the fighting bunker design. On 14 January, a demonstration con.
ducted for COMUSMACV resulted in a decision to construct three additional slightly modified
concrete fighting bunkers for evaluation. At another demonstration, in late January, COMUS.
MACV, Chief JO5, and CO. IM MAF decided the slant sided parapet would be utilized In places
permitting machine lift to position and the concrete log parapet would be used in places requiring hand lift. The mobilization of material and personnel to prefabricate the bunkers was
initiated by the Third NC! at Dong Ha. By 19 March, the construction of 32 Lincoin Log bunkers bad been completed with production of the slant sided bunkers scheduled to begin on 1 April
1968. By the end of June, 80 Lincoln Log bunkers had been fabricated along with 40% slant
sided type. These bunkers were scheduled for installation during the month of July.

Living Bunkers
(S) As a result of evaluations conducted at Fort Senning. Ga. , two of the five living bunkers
tested were selected as most desirable for use in RVN. These two bunkers were the prefabri.
cated concrete arch and the multiplate culvert. Arrangements were mads to have forms fur the
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concrete arch and two multiplate bunkers with end sections shipped to Da Nang for erection and
further evaluation. A demonstration was set up on Red Beach by Third NCB in March for
approval by COMUSMACV.
The multiplat. culvert was unanimously picked for use at DYE
MARKER sites. 3
(S) At MACV request. DCPO had directed procurement of an Armco MultipLate Metal Arch
and underpass for the first 300 living bunkers. Third NCB was directed to procure other items
for the first 300 living bunkers. In order to provide timely advance procurement, DCPe was
requested to procure and store components for an additional 546 bunkers at Port Hueneme.
The
estimated total living bunker requirement was 846.
(S) Based on a MACV request for assistance, DA investigated the feasibilit7 of using
eight-gauje corrugated metal interior partitions as exterior endwalls. The Office of the Chief
of Engineers. USA indicated this course of action was not recommended due to probable failure
resulting from static earth pressure and very high stresses produced by differential settlement
of the entryway and shelter itself. However, in light of continuing requirements for improved
endwall design, the Army and Navy were tasked separately to propose and test other methods. 4

ARVN DYE MARKEReminmernt
(S) On Z8 January 0•68, COMUSMACV discussed the importance of having ARVN man
strong points and the resultant need to give ARV N the necessary recources, such as fighting
bunker construction and crew-served weapons, for the strong points. He further expressed his
opinion of the importance of the need for a fast mobile reserve in the vicinity of C-I (a forward
operating base), the desirability of ultimate ARVN occupancy of C-4, and the need for ARVN
'DYE MARKER buildup.
(TS) COMUSIMACY provided the following guidance:
1. Build toward an ARVN DYE MARKEIR Regiment of five four-company battalions
and one armored cavalry squadron. One battalion will be located at each base and disposed to
man OPs along obstacle trace (using not more than 12 platoons in entire ARVN portion of trace);
to provide two-company perimeter defense at A-I (and one company reserve that will ultimately
occupy C-4), and to provide three-company perimeter defense of A.Z, A-3, A-4 and C-I. The
armored cavalry squadron and one infantry company or more will be in mobile reserve at C-I.
2. Orsanitze DYE MARKER regiment by: attaching four new 1st ARVN Div companies now training to the four DYE MARKER battalions, one per battalion; organizing next four
new companies into fifth DYE MARKER battalion. and forming and training new DYE MARKER
cavalry squadrons as soon as necessary equipment and personnel can be drawn together.
Augment ARVN forces with additional crew-served weapons. 5
(3) COMUSMACV informed CO, I• MAT on 30 January that he had made the decision to
augment the ARVN DYE MARKER Regiment with additional forces and weapons so that it would
be properly organised for its mission. At this time, MAC333 was designated project manager
at MACV level and it was recommended that a similar project manager be established at I CTZ
level. 6

Nl4

(S) The concept called for a certain percentage of the SPOS to be manned by ARVN forces.
COMUSMACV requested approval from CINCPAC on 1.9 January 7 to augment the ARVVN units
manning the strong points with the following additional weapons:
Machine Sun, 7. 62mm light M60

.

Mortar, 81mm M29/MZ3AI Mount

-

Mortar, 60mm M19 W/E

-

22

.

15

Recoilless Rifle, 106mm on Mount M79
(S) In compliance with COMUSMACV's guidance,
goals for accomplishment by 30 June 1968.

98
22

CO, III MAF established the following

I. Constitute the present Zd ARVN Rest. let Ini Div as the DYE MARKER Regiment to
be composed of five infantry battalions (four rifle companies each and one headquarters company eacht and one armored cavalry squadron.
2. Employ the regiment to man strong points A-I through A-4, to include a minimum
of twelve platoon-sized observation posts along the linear obstacle between A-4 and the South
China Sea coast; forward operating base (FOB) C-4 with one rifle company; FOB C-I with the
armored cavalry squadron and up to one infantry battalion.
mined. 8

3.

Direct support artillery and other supporting arms as required and to be deter.

Revised DUEL BLADE Program
(S) Per request of COMUSMACV, CO, III MAT submitted a revised DUEL BLADE Plan on
15 June. In essence the plan proposed that:
1. The ARVN DUEL BLADE Regiment would continue to occupy DUEL BLADE positions A-1. A-Z and C.I. Additionally, ARVIN would relieve US forces and occupy position A-3
by October 1968 and position A-4 by December 1968.
2. US forces would continue to occupy positions A-3, A-4, C-2, C-3, and C-4. Following relief by ARVN forces in December, C-Z, C-3, and C-4 and the Defile System would
continue to be occupied by US troops.
3. The US Mobile Reserve initially stationed at C-I would be replaced by the ARVN
armored cavalry regt on or about I September 1968.
4.

The requirement for site A-S would be eliminated.

S.

The installation of the linear obstacle would be deferred indefinitely.

6.

Relocation of C-3 would be elmirnated.

015

7. The requirement for COB at Lang Ro Dlu and Kihe Sanh Combat Base (KSCB) would
be eliminated.
8.

Concrete fighting bunkers would be installed as programmed.

9. All "Al positions would be constructed on the basis of an ARVN battalion with
fighting bunkers for three companies.
10. Maximum effort would be expected to accelerate the construction activities prior
to the onset of the northeast monsoon. 9
(S) COMUSMACV approved the following aspects of the concept on 9 July:
1.

Deferral indefinitely of installation of the linear obstacle.

Z. Construction of "A" positions on a basis of one AR.VN battalion each.
3. Acceleration of construction to accomplish as much as possible before the onset of
the northeast monsoon.
4. Installation of IGLOO WICTE sensors between "A" sites with replacement dependent
upon effectiveness.
(S) Regarding the stationing of ARVN troops, COMUSMACV requested CO, III MAT to discuss the matter with CO, I CTZ with the objective of setting a target date for ARVN occupation
of A-3 as the next step toward ultimate ARVN occupation of all four strong points.
(5) CO, II MAT was also tasked to prepare plans for the construction of the linear obstacle and strong point A-S. The planned construction was to be in three phases with the decision for the actual construction to be made at a later date. 10
(3) Discussion between CO, III MAF and CO, I CTZ revealed that the CO, I CTZ did not
desire to commit ARVN forces to sites A-3 ant A-4 for the foreseeable future. Instead, he
wanted to occupy A.I. A-Z, and C-1 and to employ his two remaining infantry battalions in a
mobile role with Marine forces in the DMZ area. CO, III MAT recommended concurrence with
the ARVN commander and he Informed COMUSMACV that III MAT was proceeding under the
general premise that we should "walk away from the earlier DYE MAR.KER concept. " A mobile
posture was planned under the current precept in lieu of a physical obstacle. I I
(S) The proposal that ARVN forces focus on developing a capability for mobile operations
in the DMZ, instead of occupying A-3 and A-4, met the approval of COMUSMACV. He stated,
however, that at a later date ARVN should be eased into occupying both sites after receiving
sufficient training.
(5) COMUSMACV made the following comment in ieference to mobile operations:
Change to primarily mobile operations in DMZ
area and indefinite deferral of DUJEL BLADE obstacle appear to be about as far as we snould walk
away from earlier DYE MARPl'-eR concept. We must

ao4P,

be prepared to construct the obstacle when an opportune
occasion occurs. In this event A-S should be installed
as the logical western anchor for the obsts-i• system
stretching across the coastal plain. Accordiugly.
A-S should be included in obstacle construction plans. 12
(S) CO. I Corps and CO. III MAY met on 9 July to discuss DUEL
respect to bunker construction, availability of construction materials,
I Corps/1Al MAY level and in subordinate commands. Agreement was
commanders on the division of responsibilities between US and ARVN,
of forces, and future DUEL BLADE plans. 13

BLADE planning with
and control procedures at
reached between the two
concepts for employment

(S) On Z2 October, COMUSMACV ordered all construction and planning efforts associated
with the present DUEL BLADE Program to be halted pending further guidance. 14
(3) On 29 October. MACV Planning Dir 10-67, which established the responsibilities and
schedule for planning and implementing DUEL BLADE/DYE MARKER Prorram. was rescinded.
A revised anti.infiltration program, still referred to as DUEL BLADE, Aa. .. tiated because
of the chan6e in the operational posture of friendly and enemy force,.
The old DUEL BLADE
concept. anchored to the SPOS, was no longer considered suitable for current or anticipated
tactical operations in support of the anti-infiltration mission of FWMAY in northern Quang Trn
Province.

Concept for Revised DUEL BLADE
(S) Under the new concept, FWM maneuver forces, maintaining a mobile, operational posture supported by air strikes, artillery, and naval gunfire, would actively resist infiltration
from the north across the Provisional Military Demarcation Line (PMDL). In locating hostile
for -:es, whether infiltrating or static, all ineans of surveillance and intelligence would be used.
These included, but were not limited to. motion detection radar, night observation devices,
xenon searchlights, attended and unattended detection devices (sensors). FACs. patrols, and
PW and agent reports. Of these means, sensors were expected to provide a constant 24 hoera-day capability.
1. For raximum utilization. sensor emplacement was to begin immediately south of
the PMDL (the PMDL being the northern limit of the revised DUEL BLADE area). Route 9
from Laos in the west, east to Ca Lu, thence on a line direct to Dong Ha. and on to the South
China S.& via the Cua Viet River was to be the southern limit of DUEL BLADE.
2. Present "A" and "C" sites were to be used as fire support bases as required.
Other DUEL BLADE assets not yet expended were to be used in support ol this revised program
at the discretion and direction of CC, III MAT.
3. Sensors were to be ground read-out by maneuver elements when location permitted;
air read-out by III MAY air resources was to be provided for areas temporarily without ground
read.cut capability. Sensor frequency and tone-code limitations permitting, read-out would be
accomplished via 7AF resources.
4. A centrally located faiLLity Was to be provided the tactical area commander for
gathering information from all intelligtnce sources. This intelligence information, together
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with friendly order of battle. was to be automatically collated and vistildy displayed in as near
real-time as possible. A storage capability was to be provided for a historical base to be used
for analysis sad reporting.
S. Some of the sensors planmed for use in this concept bad been subject to NOFORN
restrictions. These restrictions were being modified to permit required P.VNAr to
utilise the equipment in tactical operations. Strict control and accountability by US forces was
to be maintained over re&d-out devices. Sensor equipment supply, storage. and maintenance
was to remain US only.
(S)

Responsibilitles delegated were as follows:
1.

Cc, MIlMAF:

a. Was responsible for operational and administrative planning for and iznplemen.
tation of the revised DUEL SLADE Program. Plans would be submitted to MACV for review
NLT 14 November 1968. Planning would include, but not be limited to, the following:
(1) An OPLAN and ADMIN Plan based upon the provided concept.
(Z) Intended use of existing facilities within TAO, e.S.,
points A-I through A-4 and support bases C-I through C-4.
(3)

Camp Carroll,

strong

Utilization of on-hand DUEL BLADE materials.

(4) Bills of Material, as required. (Requirements for this program would be
determined before €onoideration was given to the release of DUEL BLADE materials for other
projects).
(5)

Provisions for interface with out-of-country programs of 7AF.

(6) Air support requirements,

to include air read-out of sensors.

(7)

Sensor employment plan, to include emplacement priorities.

(8)

Personnel requirements, if additional to prior program, with appropriate

justifications.
(9) Provision for anti-infiltration surveillance coordination center.

(10) Provision for coordination with Ca, I CTZ for combined operations, sensor training, supply, maintenance, and control.
(11)

Provision for naval gunfire support in accordance with curren: procedures.

b. Would provide to MACV the functional requirements for a Mobile Infiltration
Surveillance Center (NIS3C). It was intended to request DCPC fow the development, procurement, and delivery of this mobile facility on an expedited basis.

2.

CDR. ?AF would coordinate with Co, III MAr on interface between IGLOO WHITE

and DUEL BLADE at the Laotian border to assure coordination of intelligence efforts and mini.
mum interference between forces.
procedures.

CDR, 7AF supports with air In accordance with current

3.

COMNAVFOKV would continue logistical support.

4.

CO, USARV would continue logistical support. 15

(S) Sensor inventory remained low through October although production forecasts indicated
relief by mid-December. COMUSMACV informed his major commanders on 31 October that
recent decisions influencing infiltration interdiction programs, changes in the pattern of opera.
tions and the significant sensors required a shift in priorities. Consequently, the maintenance
of an active field of 160-Z00 sensors was allocated to the revised DUEL BLADE Program. Sen.
sors in excess of revised DUEL BLADE requirements were to be used in base defense with
priority given to bases most frequently subjected to enemy probing. 16
(5) CO. MI MAr requested authority on 30 October to close out DUEL BLADE positions A-3
"aAC-$ as soon as possible. Occupancy of these positions was not envisioned in !U MAF detailed plans amd the sudden departure of the let Cay Div necessitated redisposition of forces in
th- XXIV Corps area. Concurrence by COMUSMACV was forthcoming on 3 November. 17
(S) Daring th" month of December, three sensor fields were) hand implanted in the eastern
portion of the DUEL BLADE area. Coordination between III MAr and 7AT was initiated to begin
air implantation of sensors W the western area. By the end of the year, defoliation of I trace
2, 000 meters wide adjacent to the border of Laos and immediately south of the DMZ in the
western area of DUEL BL.AIE was 65 percent completed.
(S) III MAr OPLAN 405-68 (DUEL BLADE II) was approved by COMUSMACV on 30 Decem.
ber. Implementation was directed to be accomplished within programmed funds and Lvaila.le
resources. ,S

MUSCLE SHOALS/IGLOO WHITE

General
(5) MUSCLE SHOALS, a $670 million per year air.supported surveillance system was designed to help reduce the infiltration of men and material into SYN. It has two major subsystems: MUD RIVER, the anti-vehicular subsystem covering the major roads in Laos, and DUMP
TRUCK, the anti.personnel subsystem in the western part of the DMZ and eastern Laos.
Special MUSCLE SHOALS muanitions (gravel, dragon tooth, button bomblets, and wide area antipersonnel mines) alone cost approximately $300 million a year. (See Figure B-2). 19
(S) The code name IGLOO WHITE was substituted for MUSCLE SHOALS on 1 June 1968 but
the program remained unchanged.
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December Through March -- Introduction. Completion. Validation and Operational Inteoration
(S) The first weeks of operation in MUD RIVER %or* extraordinarily hectic. MUSCLE
SHOALS was a very complex and new assemblage of equipment, facilities, concepts, people, end
procedures. It had been rushed into the field while still definitely in R&D from a system point
of view. Also, the interdiction •arpaigp into which It was injected had only recently entered an
unprecedentetty dynamic new phase-.five to ten times the pace of the previous year. Under
these circumstances, the early weeks were inevitably a nightmare of fault detections, analysis,
and correction; design oversight discovery; procedure revision; interface clarification; and
human error due tu inexperience. Concurrent with this R&D consummation u-4er fire, a sub.
stantial effort was required to complete construction and installation of the facilities at Nakhon
Ph•n•m. A substantial fraction of the staffing was also completed during this period.-with the
attendant indoctrination, training, and organizational accommodations. Ove, and above all of
these diversions, the extraordinary national interest in the project resulted in a flood of distinguished visitors and Innumerable urgent messages questioning, recommending, and requesting dato and explanations.
(S) In spite of these complications, the sensor field was successfully deployed over the
MUD RIVER area. The sensors did respond to passing trucks (among other things), the EC.
lZls did psck up the sensor signals and relay them to the ISC, and the computer-assisted ISC
analysts did derive usable movement reports. By 7 December 1967, the ISC was fully opera.
tional and providing numerous Spotlight Reports to Task Force ALPHA operations for utilizetion in the Tactical Air Control System. The fundamental premise underlying the system was
proven..that it was feasible, in a combat environment, to air-emplace and monitor a large sensor field and relay the sensor outputs in real-time to a remote center for analysis and exploitstion.
(S) Once this critical milestone had been passed, valian..lon of the ISC's truck movement
reports became the principal focus for TF ALPHA activities in MUD RIVER. In the xitsting
tactical environment, no more direct calibration means were available than diversion of Forward Air Controllers (FACe) to investigate as many individual Spotlight Reports as practicable.
The fluctuations of the resulting "confirmation rate" were tracked and analysed in infinite detail
from Washington to Nakhon Phanom. Over a period of weeks, it emerged that this seemingly
simple and straightforward index of MUSCLE SHOALS performance was in itself virtually
meaningless. It was largely determined by such extraneous factors as FAC time availability,
road visibility, weather, enemy ability to evade FACs, defense intensity, level of strike activity,
comrmand emphasis on confirmation for 'ake of confirmation, and truck density in the area.
Complex analyses of masse@ of data have been required to draw any quantitative conclusions at
all concerning the reliability of Spotlight Reports as indicators of actual truck movements. The
most that has been established with any degree of assurance was that between 50 percent and 80
percent of vehicular Spot•lght Reports were generated by actual truck movements (the remainder
being spurious). The present high value ascribed to MUSCLE SHOALS as a truck movement
intelligence source derived less from this "direct confirmation" measure than from the general
plausibility and realism in detail of the pattern of enemy activity derived from correlation of
ISC reports over time and space. By the end of February, a high degree of kmowledgeabllity
and recognition of the utility of MUSCLE SHOALS' reports had been developed in 7AF elements
prosecuting the war on the Laotian LOCs.
(5) The planned DUMP TRUCK operational test of an air-supported anti-personnel in•ltration barrier on the trail network in eastern Laos-western DMZ area was overrun by the event
of the massive enemy buildup at lXe Sanh. Here, as earlier in the DYE MARKER area to the
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east, the tactical problem changed :.om infiltration to invasion.

On 19 January, COMUSMACV

directed diversion of DUMP TRUCK resources to the direct support of Khe Sanh.

Within a ro.

markably short time, the meticulously planned initial deployment was completely replanned, relocated, and reoriented to battlefield surveillance of the Khb Sanh area. The first sensors were
emplaced on 21 January and more than 150 sensors "were operating by 25 January. Arrange.
ments were made to send Spotlight Reports from TF ALPHA to the Marine Fire Support Control
Center (FSCC) at Dong Ha and directly to the Intelligence and Targeting Officers at Khe Sanh.
Throughout the siege, these reports contributed timely .,nd pertinent tactical Intelligence not
avillable from any other source. On a 24-hour, all-weather basis, they provtded, from mont.
tored points throughout a wide area, useful information on personnel and vehicular movements,
on concentrations and general levuls of activity, and on firing sites. The speed and success of
this system adaptation to a completely different tactical application from that originally on.
visioned was a dramatic demonstration of the flexibility and versatility inherent in the MUSCLE
SHOALS concept.
(S) During February and March, a significant evolution occurred in the way the sensor re.
ports were utilized at Khe Sanh. In the beginning, well-defined targets for artillery and air
strikes were scarce and the Marine Targeting Officers were unfamiliar with the operating
characteristics of the sensor field. Individual movement reports were responded to by artillery
or air strikes against the sensor location given in the Spotlight Report.-in essence, the orig.
inally contemplated 'Infiltration barrier" reaction. Although a definite improvement on blind
harassing and interdiction targetinl, this tactic was inherently limited in effectiveness by the
time delay in the reporting' system (30 minutes and up from sensor report through DUTCH MILL
to Kho Sanh) and by unresolvable untcertainties in sensor location and target separation
from sensors. As the si'tege progressed, potential targets became plentiful and the Marine Intel.
ligence and Targeting staff became familiar with the sensor field, its capabilities, and its limi.
tations. At this stage, firing (or bombing) at every indication of movement would have been a
relatively unproductive utilization of the available strike resources. Greater payoff lay in the de.
velopment of particularly lucrative targets for massed and coordinated artillery and air strikes.
The sensor reports came to play a key role in this decisive phase of the action. They were
correlated with visual reconnaissance and other intelligence sources to analyze and anticipate
the enemy's overall plan of attack, to pinpoint and functionally categorize his concentration
areas, and to deduce timing patterns in his supply and assault activitioes. Against this background, the available artillery, tactical air, and B-52 firepower could be concentrated on
selected areas to achieve maximum results. In many cases, the proper timing of attack on a
selected target area was essential. As an example, a known assembly area for the reserve
regiment in an anticipated enemy assault plan became an extremhly profitable target for proplanned massed fire--but only in the brief Interval between positioning and jump-off. In in.
stance after instance, in night and fog, sensor-derived activity patterns provided the "now is the
time" cue for strikes. This mature exploitation of MUSCLE SHOALS as a complement to other
intelligence and targeting techniques, rather than as a stand-alone trigger for reflex response,
became a major guidepost for futý%re applications.
(S) Another evolutionary advance during the Khe Sanh siege was the initial use, on a small
scale, of ground read-out devices (MICROTAL.E) for local monitoring of sensor strings within
line of sight of an observation post. This technique for intensive monitoring on %real-time
basis of a few air-emplaced (or hand-emplaced) sensors was a valuable complemnent to the
wholesale data handling techniques of the basic MUSCLE SHOALS approach. It lent itself well
to many anticipated tactical applications.
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(5) In short, the first four months of MUSCLE SHOALS were months of impressive accomplishment in system Intoduction, completion, validation, and integration into both air and ground
operations.
(S) In addition to this accomplishment, the new system at lose Sanh made a significant con.
tribution to the operation into which it was introduced, as is elaborated in the foregoing discussion.
(S) In MUD RIVER, however, the tactical situation did not lend itsel to such a quick, clear
contribution. In November and early December just before MUSCLE SHOALS, truck sightings
and truck kills in the area were up by a factor of the order of S to 10 over the previous year.
This typified the ensuing campaign. Here, as in DYE MARKER, and DUMP TRUCK, the tactical
environmert into which the new system was Injected was very different from that which had been
envisioned in 1966,
(5) During the December-March shakedown and validation phase, MUSCLE SHOALS influenced the intensive ongoing anti-vehicular campaign almost solely through its Spotlight Report output. All ISC-assessed truck movements were reported via Tr ALPHA operations to the
Airborne Battlefield Command and Control Center (ABCCC) for use in battle management. In
this mode of interdiction system operation, the value of Spotlight Reports lies in their efficiency
in helping FACe acquire trucks to attack. As it happened, under the circumstances of this
particular campaign, the FACe didn't really need such help. The enemy persistently pushed
large numbers of trucks over well-defined astd reasonably visible roadways, frequently with
headlights on. At the same time, improved ai.-craft, tactics, and (especially) night vision
devices had realised an entirely new order of FAC target acquisition effectiveness. In these
situotionns the four on-station night FAC a spent a relatively small traction of their time in
finding IS0 to 250 trucks a night.-I or 3 times so many as could be attacked with the availabie
effective truck-killing aircraft. The addition of Spotlight Report advice as to where still other
trucks might have been found made no noticeable contribution. The system was firepower.
limited.-not target.limited.
(S) A further contribution of the MUSJC.E SHOALS project in this time frame was the successful laying of more than a million gravel mines on the Laotian roads and another million in
20 fields on the approaches to lose Sanh. In both areas it must be assumed that this harassed
the enemy to some extent. Some casualties are known to have been inflicted. However, evidence to date is not indicative of a significant operational impact in either area. 20

Transition Toward Full Exploitation
(8) By April, a sufficient level of confidence had been established in the validity of the ISC's
moving truck reports that continued emphasis on Spotlight Report confirmation for the sake of
confirmation was no longer required.
At the same time, extensive operations analysis of the
interdiction campaign had established that timely availability of adequate truck-killing resources
rather than target discovery was the pacing factor under the existing circumstances. Conse.
quently, emphasis at TF ALPHA changed from simply feeding a maximum number of new target
candidates into the already congested ABCCC to a broader intelligence development role aimed
at more efficient scheduling and allocation of the limited strike assets.
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(S) New tracks were evaluated in the ISC against the background of the total pattern of current activity in the area and only the most lucrative (i. e. larger than average convoys) were
passed to the AZCCC. At mirnimum burden on the AJSCCC, assistance was thus provided in
optimizing allocation of strike resources available in a given time interval.

(5) Day to day activity patterns were also provided to 7AF TACC as guides for attack sortie
scheduling to match firepower presence to target availability.
(S) As part of the overall interdiction effort, ?AF mounted a sustained effort during April
to maintain first one end then two route cuts in chosen areas on the principal traffic flow rout&
through the MUD RIVER area, MUSCLE SHOALS was intimately integrated into this tactical
operation in order to monitor the effects produced on traffic flow near the cut. The overall success of the operation was not dranatic but MUSCLZ SHOALS did its part well. It showed, for
example, that for the most part there was surprisingly little change in the traffic patterns of the
route segments on either side of the cut.-with truck motion continuing both towards and away
from the cut, on both sides, (presumably implying a transfer operation near the cut or an undiscovered by-pase). Over a period of weeks, there was a noticeable trend towards larger convoy
sizes and a relative shift in traffic from the interdiction path to a more southerly route. How.
ever, the significance of these possible results of the cut was blurred by the concurrent overall
buildup of traffic levels in the area and by an expected seasonal shift to the relatively weatherresistant southern route.
(5) The major Tr ALPHA staff effort, however, was applied during April and May to the
development of lucrative targets among the relatively fixed terminal facilities of the trucking
system.-truck parks, storage and transshipment areas, and maintenance and refueling areas.
The first step of this development was the definition of about 30 suspect arias of concentrations
(typically 2 x S ki) of such terminal activities. This was accomplished by correlating ISC-de.
rived movement data from December to April with terrain analyses, FAC and visual reconnaissance reports, roadwatch and SLA, reports, photography, and Laotian agent reports, The
next stop was the confirmation of each suspect area, categorization of the tyle of activity there,
and the further pinpointing of active locations within the area. In this step. use was made of
sensor strings specifically deployed near suspected approaches to the area and of probing or
reconnaissance sensors (acoustic) deployed within the area of interest. (One successful drop of
the latter kind yielded several days of hustle and ba•ing from what was obviously a busy truck
repair station. )
(5) From the intelligence developed on extensive areas of consistent activity over a period
of days, TF ALPHA was able to identify more volatile target opportunities by continuous moni.
oaring of the traffic patterns in the vicinity of (and sometimes within) concentration areas whose
target value fluctuated from day to day. On the basis of such monitoring during the evening and
early morning hours, "Super" Spotlight Reports were forwarded to 7AF TACC each morning,
designating those truck park/transshipment areas estimated to be the most attractive for strikes
that day.
(5) There was little doubt that these TY ALPHA inputs had enhanced the effectiveness of
both the B-52 and TACAIP strikes against the trucking system's stationary targets. It was not
possible, however, to quantify this contribution at the time.
(5) During the eame period, the longer term intelligence potential of the ZSC's truck movement records was increasingly exploited. With several months of data in hand, statistical
analyses at MACV and 7AF began to yield interesting insights into ths enemy's detailed pattern
of operations on the Laotian LOC.
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(S) Sensor surveillance of the Khe S&nh area was continued at reduced intensity through
April and May. With the great reduction in the level of tactical activity subsequent to the relief
of the Marine garrison, the role of the sensor not evolved even further in the direction of a general intelligence gathering medium-.in contradistinction to an immediate target acquisition

means.
(S) With the abatement of the Khe Saah emergency, deployment of sensor strings was re.
sumed in the original DUMP TRUCK area. However, these deployments were directed principally to monitoring vehicular movement on the principal northern approaches to the A Shau Valley rather than to the origianlly conceived small.group personnel interception.
(S) The most significant aspect of the April - May period of transition was the broad surge
of command interest in the tactical potentials of sensor-derived intelligence. This received its
major single impetus from the Khe Sanh experience. However, completion of in-theater staff
studies, under way for some time, contributed substantially by defining a diversity of new and
promising tactical applications to MUSCLE SHOALS resources.
(S) Some of the applications involved the full MUSCLE SHOALS (sensor plus central pro.
cessing) System deployed to cover new areas. The prime system capability to be exploited in
these instances was 24-hour, all-weather electronic surveillance of large areas of real estate
without actual physica) comitment of forces on the ground to search for and locate enemy movement. It acquired information and transmitted it to the ground commander in near real-time and
allowed him to employ his forces at the time and the place of his choosing.
(S) Other envisioned applications involved intimate integration of a relatively small number
of sensors into a localised tactical situation with on-theoscene read-out from observation posts
on the ground or in light aircraft or helicopters. Both air and hand-emplaced sensor's would be
employed, depending on the specific circumstances. The tight time coupling among sensor activation, situation evaluation, and strike reaction achievable in these compact situations would
make practical immodiate engagement of sensor-detected targets.owher that is the commander's
choice. (A very successful experiment of this kind was run during the early May withdrawal
from the A Shau Valley. Hand-emplaced sensors at strategic points such as roadcuts were monitored by MICROTALZ from Signal Hill at distances of up to 20 kmt and covered by immediate
artillery fire. ) Most future plans for this class of applications are new identified by the codeword DUFFEL BAG.
(5) The specific proposals for immediate exploitation have considerably exceeded the limits
of availability of sensors, frequency channels, EC-12i orbits, and trained personnel. Consequently, difficult command choices regarding sensor allocations have had to be made in order to
derive maximum operational benefits over the remainder of the year.
(S) Sensor operations continued in all areas in July. However, the planned emplacement of
sensor field approaches to Base Areas 101 and 114 was delayed becuase of US tactical operations
in the areas to be seeded.
(5) In August, the continued sensor shortages caused by production slippage of Phase II sensors and an urgent operational requirement for a new sensor field northwest of Cam Lo required
modification of the Southwest Monsoon Plan. The requirement for sensors on the approaches to
Base Areas 101 and 114 was cancelled as was the sensor field scheduled for emplacement in the
DUEL BLADE Trace between A-1 and A-2. The requirement to maintain sensor strings in the
DUMP TRUCK area around Khe Sanh was also cancelled. In spite of the cancelled requirements,
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the sensor shortages caused a significant drop in the number of active strings reported at the end
of the month.
(5) •uring September, the anti-vehicular sensor fields continued to monitor enemy Logistic
activities in the MUD RIVER area of Laos, extending south of the approaches to the A Shau Valley and in the Route Package I (RPI) Tally Ho area of south-rn NVN.
The continued shortage of
sensors, however, reduced the number of active sensors in each field.
(S) An assessment of system effectiveness showed a continued qualitative contribution to in.
formation on the levels of truck traffic, movement patterns, and truck parks and staging areas.
The marked decrease in truck activity in both the MUD RIVER and the RPI area during the peri.
od by sensor indications, visual sightings, and other intelligence sources were attributed to the
effectiveness of the intensified interdiction campaign implemented in ,uly. IGLOO WHITE was
credited with a significant contribution to this impairment of the enemy resupply effort.
(S) A new Interdiction system called COMMANDO HUNT was implemented in October with
the onset of the northeast monsoon. The bulk of the IGLOO WHITE sensor resources were concentrated in Laos. The active sensor field in RPI was reduced to zero by 21 October but later in
the month was increased to 72 long.life air delivered seismic intrusion detectors (ADSIDS), in
anticipation of a bombing halt. These sensors were monitored by aircraft orbiting over the Gulf
of Tonkin. The operational control of interdiction type aircraft allocated to COMMyANDO HUNT
was exercised by TF ALPHA. By I November, the COMMANDO HUNT plan was considered fully
implemented and limited only by the availability of sensor resources. 21

*

DUCK B LIND/DUFFEL BAG

General
(S) COMUSMACV was directed by CINCPAC in April to coordinate with DCPO and submit a
plan for application oa MUSCLE SHOALS and DYE MARIKE•
type technology and assets to a wide
range of applications in operations against the enemy in accordance with guidance contained in a
DEPSECDEF memo of 5 April 1968. This plan was to cover those tasks which could be achieved
through added procurements and short term modifications and those which could be achieved on a
longer term basis through equipment and procedures especially modified or developed for that
purpose, This plan would be nicknamed DUCK BLIND.
(S) The MACV DUCK BLIND plan was prepared on 2Z and 23 April in coordination with representatives of DCPO and was forwarded to CINCPAC on I May 68.

DUCK BLIND Plan
(S) The DUCK BLIND plan embodied two phases. Phase I consisted of operational evalua.
tions of sensor employment in eight different tactical applications. Favorable results of these
introductory operations were to be exploited as rapidly as possible during follow-on operations
conducted during Phase 11. The tactical applications were:
1.

Combat sweep.

2.

Targeting enemy troop locations.
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3.

surveillance of enemy base areas.

4.

Soute surveillance (Includinal

waer1waLys).

S. Ambush.
6.

Convoy protection.

7.

aee. defens..

8. Monitoring of LGe.
(5) The MACV plan outlined the in-country use of DYE MARXXR/MUSCL. SHOA.J-type
equipment In tactical operations &ad stated the requirements snd support necessary to support
the operational concepts. The plan discussed the followtg areae:
1. MUIC

ESHOALS/DYE MARKER operations.

3. Introductory DUCK BLIND operations.
3.

ftllow-on DUCK BUND operations.

4.

Training support.

5. Logistics support.
,6.

Personnel requirements.

MUSCEI SHOALS/DYS MARKER Overationg
(8) MUD RIVTE operations would continue with the weight of effort shifting as dictated by
the southwest monsoon and the prevailing tactical situation. Integral to these operations was the
use of sensors in the A IbAu Valley approaches and the enemy Sase Areas 101 and 114. In addition, the plan provided for sensor soverage in the defile area which extended westward from the
"Sock Pile" toward the Laotian border and southward toward •oute 9.
1. Support of the foregoing operations, as visuelised, would require maximum utilisation of available EC-121 monitor aircraft and necessitate I&C functioning to full capacity.
2. Available sensor resources and scheduled deliveries would be adequate to support
the &bove concepts at the planned usage rates.
3. MUSCLE SHOALS/DYE MASKER operations and sensor coverage of the A Shau
Valley and enemy base areas were accorded first priority, Planned sensor usage would not
leave a significant amountof resources for use in DUCK BLIND. Therefore, requirements to
support the latter would be additional to that programmed for MUSCLE SHOALS/flYE MARKER.
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Introductory DUCK BLIND Operations
(3) The plan contemplated using MUSCLE SHOALS/DYE MAPRCER-type sensors, plus other
detection devices, in a series of tactical applications inserted into on.going tactical operations
during May. Juns. and July. The objective of these introductory operations was to develop
techniques for optimum sensor employment and to determine the operational validity of the tacticol concepts employed.

Wollow.on DUCK BLIND Operations
(S) Follow-on operations, assuming the concepts tested in the introductory phase proved
valid, were generally to involve decentralized ground operations in areas usually accessible to
friendly forces. Operational results and user acceptance were so favorable that further testing
as envisaged in the plan was dispensed with and sensors were operationally employed.

Training Sulmort Requtirements,
(S) The training requirements and associated support essential to the employment of the
plan were:
1.

Range of Training:

a. Orientation of commanders and key staff officers regarding concepts, capabilities, limitations, and techniques.
b. Instruction of gommanders of operating units and selected enlisted men in eraplacement and read-out of sensors.
c.

Instruction of air crews in delivery of sensors.

d. Instruction of supply and maintenance personnel in the storage, assembly.
checkout, and repair of sensors and read-out equipments (organizational and direct support
only).
2.

Initial Support Required:
a.

General orientation team.

b.

Instruction team focusing on tactical aspects.

c.

N•w equipment training teams focusing on technical aspects.

d.

Lesson plans and associated demonstration equipment and training aids.

e.

Draft manuals for use by staff officers, operating units, and technicians.
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(8) These requirements were that:
1. USARV would develop a capibility as soon an possible to perform in-country receipt,
storge., assembly, checkout, and maintenance (orgasniational and direct support) of DUCK
BLIND devices.

7AT would furnish this support from Thailand pending USARV development of

this capability.
Z. 7A? would initially furnish logistic support from Thailand for DUCK BLIND/
MUSCLE SHOALS munitions by helicopter.
3. M MAY would maintain current capability to support in-country use of DYE MAPKER line sensors pending further determination of whether requirements would warrant USARV
assumption of this responsibility.

Personnel Requirements
(S) Although the number of personnel required was not stated, the plan would require personnel augmentation as determined by component commanders particularly in the areas of sensor management, supply, and maintenance and would be accomplished by reallocation within
currently authorized theater manpower ceilings.
C
(S) CINCPAC concurred in the plan on S May and recommended to ICS that it be approved
for planning purposes on a limited trial basis, that implementation of the plan be on an incremental basis, by phase, as recommended by COMUSMACV and approved by CINCPAC; and that
a continuing review be made of DUCK BLIND operations in order that non-productive applications
22
could be Identified and discontinued.
(S) COMUSMACV commented on DUCK BLIND to his major commanders on 9 May:
I am enthusiastic about the potential of sensors and am convinced we are on the verge of a
break through in acquisition of ground tactical
intelligence.
Therefore, I desire that vigorous
command emphasis be given to the program for
introduction of sensors into tactical operations.
All personnel involved in this effort should be
made aware of the sense of urgency which I attach to this project. 23

Problem Areas
(S) The major problem anticipated in DUCK BLIND applications of MUSC LE SHOALS sensors was radio frequency interference from external sources in SVN. Since the majority of
DUCK BLIND operations would be conducted at tactical unit level and since most sensors would
be monitored from ground locations or low altitude aircraft (up to S, 000 ft), RFI problems would
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be local in nature. Interference between sensors in adjacent areas would be a problem only in
northern I CTZ where close coordination would be necessary to avoid interference with ILOO
WHITZ sensor fields. MACA6 was tasked in May 4to provide centralized management and frequency coordination in support of DUCK BLIND.
(8) Is June. CDP., 7Ar noted that because of the increased use of IGLOO WHITZ detection
devices. it was desirable to have a single manager for the control and assignment of sensor
frequencies and tone codes in SBASIA. This was considered necessary to preclude interference
between on-going operations and any proposed future operations. CDRP, 7AF requested that
responsibility for the centralized management and control of frequency tone codes in SEASIA be
assigned to him. 25
(I) COMUSMACV replied on 16 June that bMACJ6 would continue to provide centralized frequency coordination and management. However, close coordination would be maintained with
7AF and TF ALPHA to insure that interference to IGLOO WHITE from DUCK BLIND sensors in
I CTZ would not occur. 26

Sensgrs
(6) Although numerous sensors and allied equipment were used in the DUCK BLIND program, ACOUBUOYs, ADUIDs, and HANDSIDs were employed in greatest numbers. A discussion
of these sensors can be found in Chapter X (Research and Development).

Phase I - Operations
(5) COMUSMACV requested CO. USAP.V and CC, Ill MAT on 16 June to commence DUCK
BLIND operations NLT Z3 June in order that a feasible schedule could be established for completion of Phase I operations. Z7
(6) On 8 July COMUSMACV authorized the employment of acoustic and seismic sensors in
the defense of Saigor. 28
(S) An interim report on the progress of Phase I operations was submitted to CINCPAC on
9 July with an expected completion dati of eight Phase I applications by 30 August. Delays in
receipt of material, few contacts with the enemy, and lost shipments resulted in tasks not being
completed. Z9

Phase I - Evaluations
(5) Phase I DUCK BLIND operations terminated 25 August. Unattended intrusion detection
devices were utilized in eight tactical applications with a view to obtaining operational evaluations in a combat environment. Sensor detection capabilities and employment techniques pro.
vided the basis for sensor emplacement planning. The scope of the evaluations was limited by
availability of sensors, time, and a lack of enemy activity in test areas; sensor coverage was
less than optimum in most cases and test duration varied from one week to two months. During
the period, some sensors were diverted from planned tests to support similar applications in
tactical operations being conducted in response to a significant enemy threat.
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(S) Results of

he eight operational evaluations were as follows:

I. Comkat Sweep
proprinte operation.

U ndetermined.

Testing unit lacked opportunity to conduct an ap-

sor-nerdetected and mortar igs I was
2. Ambesh - Snccessful. Enemy .pproach was
delivered resulting in one enemy IUA wed captured equipment.
daily against sen3. Enemy Base Area Surveillance - Undetermined. Artillery f..4
sor derived targets. After two weeks, there was a significant decrease in sensor reported
activity. Unable to verify results due to inaccessibiUty.
4. Targeting -Successful. * Of the 364 targets reported acquired by sensors,
(68.7%) were fired on by artillery. resultlng in sijnificant decreases in enemy activity
areas. A. few enemy ICKAwere confirmed and some equipment taptured. However, in
instances gSundamage assessment was not obtained due to night firing into inaccessible
S.

Sas* Area Defense - Undetermined.

250
in those
most
areas.

Testing unit was not engaged by enemy.

6. Convey Protection - Successful. Tanks and mortars ft- ad on sensor detected activity along a road segment that had been subject to considerable mining by enemy. This operation
commenced %June and no further mining incidents in that area were reported during 1968.
7.
proachian

Routs Surve'"'atnce - Successful. Artillery fired on sensor indications of apsquad eise uni. '.esults were four enemy ICA and some captured equipment.

e. Monitoring of Hole LZ - Succ, jsf..L. Although sensor activity iccurred in the LZ
area prior to test day. there were no indications when the test Was conducted and A check of the
ares by a recon patrol confirmed th2 absence of hostile troops. 'rhe sensors did detect the
friendly troop activity.
(5) An early recognition by field commanaders of the p.tential of sensor-provided informaties resulted in request- for this equipment to Ie used in on-going operations. Due to the limited
supply of soenors, allocations were made only to high threat sreas where sensor-derived intelligence would be a significant input to decisions for timely counteractions. In these operational
areas, seasors were locatad where known enemy activity had been occurring, and activations
were responded to by ambushes, artillery fire, or infantry assault. Some results of these sensor supportcd opsrations are as follows:
1.

Sensors detected enemy approac4n8g ambush location.

Nineteen enemy KIA.

2. Sensors were emplace4 rent to a suspected enemy LOC. Artillery fired
tions. Aerial scouts observed and rel.,rted remnants of enemy activity. An infantry
hour later located five NVA 1iA by artillery, and picked up the following equipment:
six AK msegazines. seven NVA packs. 10 HOes. 100 lbs. rice, snx rds RPOG 'sad one
documents.

on active.
sweep an
one AXK47,
pound of

3. A combat operating hase had beea subjected to frequent enemy mortar fire. Sensor
emplozement indicated enemy octivity and patrols were able to verify enemy mortar firing positions. Patrol routis were adjusted and mortaring ceased.
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4. Sensors were emplaced to help deter VC interdiction by mining of an Important LOC.
The site selected had a particularly high incident rate of enemy mining. Since lnbcallation of
sensors and the rapid artillery response to activation#. no mines have been emplaced within 300
meters of the sensor modules.
5. Sensors had produced numerous indications of enemy troop movements and locations
in 3d Mar Div AO which were confirmed by aerial observer, agent, and PW reports. In one
area where a high activity rate was reported, a recon patrol called in artillery which produced
four secondary fires resulted
159 secondary explosions and 25 fireballs. In another insta=nc,
from two missions fired in response to sensor activations. Sensor information in conjunction
with other indicators prompted initiation of a regimentalovise operation which resulted I numeorst
sightings and several contacts.
(S) In addition to the foregoing examples of sensor-use operations, these devices were also
in use in the defense of Saigon. Chu L.t, and Do Nang and were being tested in riveri ) opera.
tions (no results to date). In the city defense role, sensors have been helpful in detecting enemy
troop movement.
(S) It was concluded that Phase I DUCK BLIND operational results were such as to justify
not only continuation of the program but expansion as well. Recognitton was given to tie fact
that much needed to be accomplished in supporting areas such as personnel requirements.
training, doctrine development, logistics, and follow-on equipment requirements. Actions or
recommendations, as appropriate, were to be provided ^o established. 30
(3) The enemy's interdiction of mobile supply routes by mining and ambush was a matter of
continuing concern to COMUSdACV. He noted that the use of sensors as a means of targeting
by tactical
these areas of enemy activity had proven successful and application was en.courtg8
commanders resroneible for hS.R security. 31
(C) The DUCK BLIND pr•oram became kowns as DUTFZL SAO In October.
(3) The limited availability of these sensors and ancillary equipment restricted In.country
sensor operations through the remainder of 1968.
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UNCLASSIFIED
"Al'IPIFILIrATION

SARAZER.

II

1. Mel (8). DCPO to CI1OPAC. 201100Z Apt 68, Subj: DYE MAR.RP. (U). Gp-3; CIECO
Opt ('TO). 31 Jul 68. lujb: 1GLO WIUTE (U). Gp-1; Meg (C). DCPO to COMUSMACY.
1l2U4Z Oct 6.,

"uh•: Not 3Stedt.

4p-4.

2.

Apt (U). MACDC. a.d., lubj: Coaritrly NiLtorical Summary, Tua-Mar 68 (U), Op-None.

3.

Mal (8), CC M kDiAl to COMUSMACY.

291416Z Mar 68. fubj: DYE MARKER "Gcond

Omarata StandsadLiving Bankers (M). Qp*4; Opt (6). MACDC, a. A., SabJ: Quarterly
I1evtrical Swummary. l-a.Mar 61(U). Op-Neme.
151%40Z May 68, labj: DYE 3MARER (M). Op.-.

4.

Meg (5). DCPC to CIICPAC,

5.

Msg (TS). COMUIMACY to Co M MAY. 300835Z San 60. SubJ:
polstions (U). Op-$.

6.

Meg (5). CCMUdAAACV to SA I CTZ.
MU).Op-4.

7.

Meg (5). COMUSMACY to CINCPAC. 2"9436Z Sea
J

A.VN DYE MAPIREl Dis-

"lji..U0IIIZ Feb 5l, Subj: Program Mamagemenat
8. Subj:

Additinal Weapons for ARVN

(U). Op-4.
S.

Mal (5). CC M MAT to COMUSMACV.
DYE MAmaJt Regiment MU). Op-4.

9.

Meg (5). CC n MAT to COMUSMACY.
(U).

10.

200104Z Fob 68. Subj: Weekly Progrese

Report

1101Z Jun 68. Subj: Revised DUEL SLADE PlN

Op-4.

Meg (5). COMUSMACY to CO Mi MAT. 050850Z Jul 68.

"ubi: Revtied DUEL SLADE Plan

(U). Op.3.
11.

Meg (5). CO III MAY to COMUSMACY.

0710102 Jul 68. Subj: Revised DUEL SLADE Ple

(U). Op-4.
12.

Meg (5). COMUSMACY to CO MI MAY. 00147Z Jul 68. SubJ: DUEL BLADE Revision (U).

Op-4.
13.

Meg (5). CO U MA

to COMUSMACY.

14.

Meg (8). COMUSMACY to CO MI MAT. U0854Z Oct 68. Ssbj: DUEL SLADE Costruction/

0913002 Jul 68, Subj: DUEL BLADE (U). Qp-4.

Planning (17). Op-4.
15.

Mel (5). COMIRMACY to CC M kWAW,

"

. 2"0905Z Oct 65. lubj: Rsoleftel

of DUEL

SLAME Program (U). Op-4.
16.

Mel (5). COMU1MACY to CO USAVr. et &I.,

311510Z Oct 68, lSbj: Classified. Op.4.

UNCUSSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
17.

MF to COMUSMACV, 301442Z Oct 68, Subj: DUZL SLADE (U).
M•l (S), COf iII
Meg (3). COMUSUACV to CC M1MAT. 030310Z Nov 66, Subj: DUEL SLADE (U),

Op-4;
Op-4.

14.

Apt (8). MACJ3, Dec 68, Subj: Monthly Historical Swumery (U), Op-4.

19.

apt (3). ODAXD (BA).

20.

apt (8), MAC.J332, 31 May 68, Sabj: Classified. Op-4.

21.

Ap-s (5). MACI3. Jul - Nov 6, Sub": Monthly Historical Summary. Sul - Nov 68 (U).
Apt (8), MACV. 4 Dec 65, Subj: Year-End Review. Vietoam (U). Op-4.

Apr 68, Sibj: SEA Analysis, Apr (U), Cp.4.

Op-4;

22. Mlg (5), CINCPAC to COMUSMACV, 142146Z Apr 68, SubJ: DYU. MARKER/MUSCLE
SHIOALS Plan (U). Op-4; Mog (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 01105ZZ May 68, Sutbj:
DUCK BLINiD Plan (U). Op-4; Meg (S). CINCPAC to JCS, 080215Z May 68. Sub): DUCK
BLID Planning (U), 0p.3.
23.

09005Z May 68, Subj!

Mug (5). COMUSMACY to 7A , ttal..

DUCK BLIND Operations

m), Op-3.
24.

Meg (5). COMUSMACV to

AP, 081022Z J•m 65, Subj: DUCK BLIND (U),

Op-3.

120220Z Jun 68, Subj: Classified, Cp-3.

25.

Msg (8), ?A? to COMUSMACV,

26.

Mag (5), COMUSMACV to TAT, 161135Z Jun 66, SlbJ: Classified. Op-I.

27.

Mag (S). COMUSMACV to USARV.

et

1

,

161652Z Jun 66, Subj:

DUCK BLIND Operations

(U), Op-3.
28.
29.

Meg (S), COMUSMACY to CO Uq#AV, 0OLZ0ZZ Jul 68, Subj: Classified, Gp-4.
Meg (5). COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 090358Z Jul 68, Subj: DUCK BLIND Progress Report

M). Op-3.
30.

Meg (5), COM5UMACY to CINCPAc. is01152 sep 66, Subj: Classifed, Op-4.

31.

Meg (6). COMUSMACV to CO USAAV. 03100SZ Oct 68, Subj: DUCK BLIND Equipment to
Thwart Ambushes (U). Op-4.

32.

URp (8), MACV. 4 Deo 68. gobj:

Yeer-End Review, Vtetnem (U), C.-4.
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ANNEX C .. OFFICE OF INFORMATION AND PRESS
RELATIONS AND PROBLEMS

Organization, Mission, Relationships

(U) The Military Assistance Command Office of Information (MACOI) was tasked to advise
and assist COMUSMACV on all matters relating to public and command information. The Chief
of Information (CINFO), an Army brigadier general, was the principal advisor to the MACV
Joint Saff and to the Vietnamese 3S0 on public information and the Command Information Pro.
gram. As such, he was responsible to supervise command-wide information activities, coordinate with the AMEM9s Joint United States Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO), and maintain liaison
with and advise RVNAF in matters pertaining to public and command information.

Command Information Division (MACO.
(U) Basically. the Conunand Infoms,
.v.s,--- (iID)provided information material. designed to increase the knowledge and unun
,'.&, I of
forces in Vietnam and our role in the
struggle in SEASIA. The Division had two main h
,•Materials and The Observer. The
Materials branch was concerned with the produc•
"
-Whiets,
brochures, leaflets, posters.
and other publications to keep the servicemen inforr,
. Observer Branch was concerned
with the publication of the MACV weekly newspaper.
I) maintained liaison witj command
and internal information officers of-the component
.mmrands and provided policy guidance relating to the missions and responsibilities cr
.MiSMACV.
The Division also monitored all command newspapers published in Vietnam to insure information was in consonance with
MACV objectives and conformed with MACV release of information directives. Monthly, an information newsletter was sent to all lOs in Vismern. The "adoption" program, whereby interested US military units in Vietnam were aligned with volunteer citisen groups in the United
States who had asked to do something for our servicemen in Vietnamn. was supervised by the
Division. Other activities included:
1.

Monitoring of the distribution of free Stare & Stripes and the delivery thereof.

2. Preparation and distribution of a weekly Unit Press Bulletin, which was mailed to
each £0 in Vietnam.
3. Coordination and supervision of command information material for presentation on
AFVN radio/television.
4. Writing and publishing orientation editions of the Stars & Strives and arranging distribuation of these to all incoming military personnel. (Beginning in 1968, arrangements were
made by the Chief of Information with the Military Airlift Command to issue these editions to
replacements at the aerial ports of embarkation in COMUS rather than in Vienam as had previously been the case). The Observer continued to be the official publication of MACV. It was
not a unit newspaper per se. Its coverage extended to all US and Free World forces in Vietnam
and to selected civilian programs sponsored by the US and OVN. In its coverage of selected
news areas not included in other unit publications. The Observer stressed:
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FIGURE C-1
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1. The advisory effort.
2.

MACV policies and programs.

3.

Pacification, to include Civic Action and Revolutionary Development f RD).

4.

Allied forces,

S. RVNAF activities.
Public Information Division MAC0I-P)
(U) The Public Information Division (PID) was geared to serve the press corps in providing
at least twice daily news releases and daily news briefings and copy in respect to military op.
erations and RD projects in P.VN. There were three main division branches to insure that this
was accomplished: the News Braneh the Audio Visual Branch, and the Statistical Analysis
Branch. The News Branch prepared and released a formal news release to the national and international press corps twice daily. These were based on the MACV Combat Operations Center
log sheets, spot reports, and other news items, so that recipients were kept abreast of the daily
progress of the war. To further keep the press informed, daily news briefings were given each
afternoon in Saigon. Once each week, newly arrived media representatives were given a general
orientation briefing. The News branch maintained a reference library of facts and figures on
battles, both air and ground, a&d other events that had occurred during the military campaigns
in Vietnam. This facility was for the useeof the staff as well as thle press. The main task of
the Audio Visual Sranch was directing the operations of the DOD Combat Camera Teams assigned to MACV by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Public Affairs, IOASD(PA))
for DOD directed commercial production of color'composite news film. There were five of
these teems assigned in 1968 to cover military and RD activities in RVN and SEASIA.
They pro.
duced at least three news film featurn soch week for release via the DOD news film pool for use
on national TV.

Seocial Projects Division (MACOI-S)
(U) The Speical Projects Division (SPD) was organized as the service and liaison agency
for news media representatives visiting and working in RVN who were covering military and
pacification activities. In this capacity, SPD acted as the sole issuing agency for MACV press
accreditation: coordinated in-country military transportation for news media representatives
(more than 500 during most of 1968 with a high of 649 during Zt;
prepared itineraries and
gave general briefings for newly arrived correspondents; and maintained liaison with lOs in the
field, 3USPAO, the OVN Ministry of Information (MOI), and the press officers of other OVN
agencies. Accreditation cards were issued for 30, 90, or 180 days to an average of 65 news.
men each week, depending on the length of a correspondent's intended stay in RVN. All news.
men in RVN hbadto have been accredited with the GVN MOX prior to receiving a MACV press
card. Accreditation required a letter certifying employment or, in the case of a third country
national, en embassy letter to that effect. An average of four or five applicants were refused
accreditation each week, primarily because of improper employment letters, failure to show
proof of financial responsibility, or as nonjournalistic persons and froe-lancers who failed to
produce letters of corrunitment from two different agencies. SPD offered each newly-accredited
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correspondent a briefing on the general situation in Vietnam and, in addition, once the specific
interests of the newsmen were learned, he was given all available Information as to how best to
gsther his story. When desired by a newsman, SPO prepared itineraries which normally allow.
ed him to obtain the maximum wverage in the least amount of time. Staff ground rules required
that, if possible, all correspondents wishing to interview MACV staff officers would first be intervinwed by an SPD officer. Interview requests for a general officer were not accepted by
name. Instead, the SPD action officer got the story line and proposed questions and then contacted the proper staff agency for the interview. Interviews with top level MACV officers were
arranged through the Chief of Information only. To accomplish the mission of transporting cor.
respondents in-country by air, SPD made use of four military airlift systems. The largest
single airlift capability was provided by the daily C-130 flights which operated from Tan Son
Nhut to locations in the I, U1and IM CTZs. There were originally 15 seats on each of these
which were bocked for correspondents but based on usage factors, space requirements were
reduced to 10 seat* oan Salon to Da Nang flights and 5 seats on all other flights. To transport
newsmen to locations within a 75 mile radius of Saigon, a 1134-ID helicopter from the 120th Aviation Company wae assigned to SPD. However, assignment of this helicopter to SPD was termi.
nated in May and thereafter helicopter flights were scheduled by SPD through M1ACV Fli!h" Operations. For areas in the III and IV CTZa beyond this 75 mile radius, SPD arrsanged bookings
with the Ml and IV CTZ ATCOs at Tan Son Nhut and MACV Flight Operations, using daily flights
(i.e.. C-TA, C-123. Beavers. etc.). For large press parties traveling to a specific event, SPD
arranged for special aircraft to transport these groups. In addition, SPD maintained liaison
with Air America, RMK.B3P,
and other organizations with inherent airlift capabilities to provide newsmen with transportation to areas not covered by regular or special press flights. To
facilitate communications between correspondents and field information officers in RVN and the
staff itself, SPD had immediate access to teletype machines linking it with the Press Centers at
Da Nang and Nhs Trang; the I10 in Can The. Pleiku, and An Khe; l-q II FFORCEV; Hq 7AF; and
Hq USARV. Monthly, SPD published a roster of accredited correspondents and military inforrnation officers for the staff, rnilitary information officers, and accredited correspondents. SPD
also administered the granting of ertain privileges to correspondents. These privileges included PX/commissary cards which not only allowed the authorized correspondents (US citizens
only) access to these facilities but also gave them a monthly liquor and cigarette ration and the
option to purchase any item of $2S value or les. All accredited correspondents were allowed:
to use military money exchanging facilities; to have access to all FWMAF compounds within the
limits of local security requirements; and to use space available transportation by land, sea,
and air of Free World )brtes carriers. Correspondents covering sustained combat actions with
RVN forces were provided C-rations upon request. Medical treatment was limited to routine
imurnisations and emergency medical and dental care. In the event of death or injury of a corsponsoring agency.
respondent, SPD took action to notify the

In-ormation Advisory Division (MACOI-Il
(U) The Information Advisory Division (LAD), assisted the RVNAF in improving its capability to transmit, through internal and public news media, timely, complete and factual information concerning its (P.VNAF) mission, role, and accomplishments to the Vietnamese and worldwide public audiences as well as to internal and FWMAF. It acted as the principal US agen:cy to
improve the image of the RVNAF and advised and assisted the GVN Ministry of Defense (MOD)
In its public Information effort. LAD, in its close and continuous association with RVNAF
counterparts, assisted RVNAF Oe in their contacts with non-Vietnamese news media representatives and, conversely, encouraged news media contacts with RVNAF. The advisory effort
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in the public information field included liaison between RVNAF and agencies of the US Mission
Council in solution of such information problems as on-and-off-shore training, procurement of
non-military equipment and supplies, and, where appropriate, the identification and recruitmtnt of trained civilian information personnel.
Plans and Policy Division (MACOI-P&P)
(U) The Plans and Policy Division (P&P) was primarily concerned with the security review
of all informational materials prepared by military sources under the control of COMUSMACV
and intended for public release. PISP so formulated, reviewed, and updated MACV news media ground rules governing types of information that were releasable and defined the types of information which were not releasable for the guidance of Pews media personnel. Public informstion guidance issued by CINCPAC and SECDEF and basic public information guidance, as con.
tained in MACV Directive 360.1, were promulgated by P&P to subordinate elements. Within
4
P&'P w.a. the Rv.e.w and AnalT,,€
.. Brnch
.&-A). P.LA -'.,'-s re-rsibe
for the review an_ aAministrative clearance of all news materials (articles, stories, audio tapes, photographs. etc. )
concerning US military operations in Vietnam and adjacent water.
Security and policy conior.
mity was the major concern, along with factual accuracy of material submitted for release.
R&A, on the average, cleared 3, 000 photographs, 200 audio tapes, and 3, 500 stories and arti.
cles each quarter. All materials originated in I1. 11, and IV CTZs concerning operations were
required to be submitted through R&A :or clearance prior to publication. The Information Services Officer of III MAT representing b ACOI at Da Nang cleared- all news miterial for units
within I CTZ, averaging 150 pieces dail.'. In addition, the division maintained a "sitnificant
precedence" file to isolate and make avilable for rapid reference any information released-officially or unoifficially--on any subjec.' previously or currently not cleared for general release.
This file provided a rapid check and ref-rence in explaining to an originating agency why an
iterm was being killed or aouended.
Developments in the Information Advisory Program
(U) In an undated letter written in thd last part of 1967, COMUSMACV pointed out to Gen.
Vao Van Viesn CJOS, the danger of losin% US public support for the struggle in Vietnam unless
RVNAF's important role in the struggle rticeived proper recognition and publicity in the US.
The letter suggested that US 1Oe be assigned as advisors to the ARVN divisions and other major
commands. COMUSMACV also advocated combined US/RVNAF military briefings as another
step toward solving this problem.
(U) In his reply of 28 December 1967 discussing the subject of derogatory reports in the
American press, General Vinn concurred in the suggestion to assign the fOe but did not com.
fruent on the proposal for combined briefings. The General also indicated that he had ordered
his staff to study the problem of improving the RYNAF military information program in terms
of itiree points:
I. Augmentation of the nuember of personnel for the Public Relations and Information
Bloc of the Directorate of Pol'tical Warfare and setting up of a section of information and press
at each of the corps, divisions, speoial zones, units, and branches of arms,
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Z. Paying particular heed to the publication of ARIV victories by organizing visits to
the battlefields for foreign military attaches in Vietnam and local and foreign correspondents
and reporters.
3. Providing transportation, as soon as possible. for press officers to visit the battle.
fields and pick up more details in order to furnish newernen with more precises information;
making daily briefings more vivid and interesting; and setting uap six snore teams of frontline
press officers to gather news and colect documents and pictures to be furnished to the press.
(U) Inamemorandum for the Cof$. dated 27 November 1967, CINFO indicated that COMUSMACV "has directed the staff to begin preparation of implementing actions so that Information
Advisors can begin functioning as soon as possible." The same letter indicated that these ad.
visors should function initially on the personal staff of the RVNAF commanders and, in oddition,
should advise the PVNAF 10s who would also be on the personal staff of the commanders. Their
Frincipal duties were to be:
I. To advise and assist the PVNAF in developing a public information capability at the
division level.
2. To encourage and facilitate visits by the press to observe activities of the division
and its components.
3. To prepare public information materials about a division's accomplishmes to and
transmit them through MACV information channels for release by the P. NAF'Press O:Uice.
(U) Accordingly, in a MACV letter of 20 DWcember L967. USA..V was levied for tbirteen
qualified 1Os to fill the bulk of the rqcairen'eni and another letter of the same date requested
M MAT to fill the remaining requiremnt. Z
(U) Thirteen army officers were assigned as Information Advisors with. RYNAF dviesion
level units in Jt•eary 1968 ad given a four-day orientation program by MACOI-I. Subjects of
discussion were oruanization of the IV•qTA POLWAA Department with spoetal emph•ais on the
R"NAF Information bloc; orgsanizaton of ARVN divisions, policies, and procedures in carrying
out the advisory program; and the duties and responsibilities of Information Advisors.
(U) Division Information Advisors had either arrived or were still onrouto to their new duty
stations when the Tel Offensive bsean. The Tel Offensive provided an excellent opportunity for
the advisors to draw attention to the valor and effectiveness of RVNAF units. From this initial
point, the Information Advisors were productive in generating copy and media coverage cf their
commande. The initial and continued success of their advisory efforts resulted in a notaole increase of participation of newsmen in RVNAF opera, ins and an awareness of RVNAF accomplishatents.
(U) An Informnation Advisors Conference was conducted by MACOI on 10 January 1968 for
Corps and Navy Information Advisors. Topics of discussion were organiz•tion of the military
infornation of RVNAF, relations with the press, policy ma•strs alfeeting newsmen covering
combat assignment@. persomnel and eqipenent requirments of corps headqur rters, and communication links between military headquarters.
(U) A basic information course for Vietonaese officers and NCO
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was started on Z5 March 1968 and finished on 24 April 1968.

This course was conducted by the
RVNAr Office of information and its purpose was to train information and press cadre for assignment to division level units in order to strengthen the RVNAF information system. The bulk 3
of the 26 officer and 26 NCO graduates were assigned to corps, division and other press offices.
(U) During the second quarter of CY 1968, the Office of Information Advisory Program continued apace. Although no action by itself was spectacular, each when added to the others, amounted to a growing awareness and effectiveness in the information field on the part of the

RVNAr.

(U) A corjerence for Information Advisors with the RVVAr was held on 17 May. Twentyfive officers, representing each of the US Armed Services and the RVNAF, discussed various
policies and procedures pertaining to the Information Program. The officers also received additional information guidance from the Minister-Counselor for Information of the American Embassy, Saigon and MACOL. The Chief of the RVNAF Information and Public Relations Office departed on 21 June for the US to attend the US Army's Advanced Public Relations Course at the
University of Wisconsin. His attendance at the course marked the first time a forelgn officer
had been selected to participate in the 8-week course.,
(U) Arrangements were finalised in May with AFVN to feature an PVNAr unit on its Panorama progrem each Sunday afternoon. The utilization of this program was to Inform the
listeners about RV?4Ar and its accomplishments.
(U) The RVNAr Office of Information extended its service to the news media on 4 June by
publishing a daily morning press release in addition to the afternoon release. By utilizing the
MACV Communications Center, the sending aad receipt of releases to and from corps, division
and special coumands (e.g. , Airborne, Ranger, Marines, VNAF, VNN), US Information Advisors, and Vietnam*ese counterparts were expedited.
(U) Daring the second quarter, OVN and AVNAF made greater use of press conferences.
The success of this program was illustrated by the conferences of LTO Nguyen Van Vy, MOD,
of the mdbUlisation program and by MO Nguyen Van Mioth, CO. CMD and Oovernor of Saigon, on
the military arrangements for the defense of Saigon. Another example of a successfl press
conference was the introduction to the press of two hilh-ranking VC defectors, COL Tran Van
Dec and LTC Phan Mau. 4
(U) The first combined military briefing by the MACV and RVNAF 10e was held on 29
August 1968. Subsequently, theolosely coordinated Joint daily briefings strengthened the military briefing system in Vietrnam and resulted in a marked increase of awareness by newsmen of
RVNAF operations and accomplishrtents. Within the same period, a program was initiated with
the AFYV1 to use RVNAF news capsules on scheduled news broadcasts during the day.
(U) The Information Office of the Capital Military Assistance Command, formed in June,
recoived the additional function of advising the ARYN Information Office at the CMD Hq.
(U) In the last quarter of 1968, a substantial reduction in the mise of field advisory teams
" Assistance Team policy would,
was authorised. It was noted that implementation of the
in some instances, eliminate the US I assigned to divisional.level advisory teams. To correct
this situation, the Senior CTZ Advisors were directed to ensure that US los were included in
the Combat Assistance Team conversions and that they were employed only in their
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primary fuction. At the same time it was pointed out that ARVN division information personnel were not ready to carry out an effective information program without US assistance. 5

Public Information Division Activities - News Branch.
Ground Rules Problems and Violations
(U) The first six months of 1968 brought unprecedented challenges to PID due to the greatly accelerated pace of combat activity in the Republic during the period. Highlights were the
Tet Offensive, the seige of the Kh. Sanh Combat Sase in Quang Tri Province, the continued increase in Vietnamese participation in the war, the start of official conversations in Parts, the
enemy offensive of May and June, and the up coming US elections with the resultant pro- and
atiti-Vietnoam controversy generated thereby, particularly it respect to the Vietnamese leaders
titemeelves.
(C) These events, others of a lesser nature, and their underlying causes resulted in or
caused a record high of 649 news media representatives from 29 different countries to be present in Vietnam in March. In servicing these newsmen, the most difficult task of PID was information concerning the interpretation of guidlines for the press. Primarily, this was due to
the intense competition to manufacture headline.getting stories. Media representatives began
to report exact casualties and damage and referenced the landing areas of mortar and artillery
rounds, all valuable piece of information to the enemy. This type of reporting was especially
crucial at Khe Sanh where eorns press reports, in effect, provided the enemy with free hard
intelligence.
(U) To counter this state of affairs, ,PID reissued DOD approved guidlinse and established
a PID duty oificer who operate• a service bureau to answer all press queries on a Z4-hour-aday basis. In addition, further guidance was issued to the news media representatives through
special briefings and memoranda to the press. Similar guidance was issued to field commands
so that the policies of DOD and MACV were fully known, understood and complied with at all sch.
Ions. During the heavy attadks on Con Thien In September of 1967, it had become apparent that
the public release of specific results of attacks in terms of casualties and damage inflicted on
this etatic position were of instant value to the enemy since this information was not available
from any other source. Prior to these attacks, constant shellings of static installations had not
occurred to any serious degree during the war, and results of normal battles in the field were
normally released by MACV. As a result, oral instructions had been issued to the press by the
Chief of Information that specific results of shellings of static positions would not be used unless
released by MACO. and that MACOt would normally not make such release. During the extend.
ed series of attacks by fire on the Mks Sanh Combat Base in January, February and March, the
press again attempted to chronicle specific results of shellings of the base. As a result, on 26
Ftbruary, a memorandum to the press was issued pointing out that the grdund rule which precluded release of exact onanber and type of casualties or damage suffered Oy friendly units
applied especially to situations when the enemy had no means of determining damage unless it
is mentioned in the press and that such use of specifisc by the press when not realeased by
MACV would result in the withdrawal of accreditation for the individuals concerned. There was
a temporary furor both in Saigon and Washington over this announcement, but the logic of the
matter soon resulted insa number of editorials actually praisinS MACV for taking this stand.
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(C) On 4 March, COMUSMACV informed SECDEF that the number of accredited correspondents in-country was at a record high, and many of them were covering the intense activity
in northern I CTZ (Hat. Khe Sanh, and the DMZ). Facilities in the northern provinces were
overburdened and the sharpened competition was producing information that could assist the
enemy. Accordingly. COMUSMACV planned to increase control of the press in the area north
of the -at Van Pass. The plan was based on a DEPCOMUSMACVFWD message of 28 February.
Short of censorship. COMUSMACV intended to control the movement of correspondents and
demand strict compliance with the memoranda. Newsmen would be reminded that MACV was
"the sole releasing authority in Vietnam for US military news. Even though an offtcer or enlisted man disclosed information which was not releasable under the ground rules, it may be
used only if released by MACV. " Releasing authority was delegated by COMUSMACV only to
the MACV Office of Information and to the M.ACV Press Center in Do Nang.
(C)

COMUS)MACV went on to state:
It is impossible to eliminate -ompletely the
"gray areas" from these rules. Violations will
therefore be handled objectively and carefully.
The Chief of Information, USMACV. will be promptly
informed of all violations, and decisions as to
possible suspension or withdrawal of accreditation wiUl bernade by COMUSMACV after full
Investigation. The basic criterion will be :
"Did the breach of the ground rules actually
reult in exposure of plans or in actual or potential damage to friendly forces and/or operations??" This critetrion will not be revealed to
the press.
Based on thelismited transporation, messing,
billeting and othw facilities available in the area,
the nmtber of newsmen must be limited to IS at
Ith Saah, 10 at Rock Pile, 12 at Con Thien, 7 at
Ot, Liph. 25 at Camp Evans and 25 at Camp Carroll.
Allocations for other &!roao will be similar to
the present Khe Saab quota: 2 each for US TV networks, 2 each AP and UPI. I for Reuters, 4 as
pool for others. In some cases networks and wire
sarvicesmay also be required to pool.
Numbers of press to move between Phu Bat, Da
Nang and controlled areas will be determined daily
through liaison between Information Officer MACVrWD
and Information Services Officer, Mn MAY, subject to
desires of senior US Command in CTZ.
If the above procedure does not prove effective,
cmsorship in some form should be Invoked ...

(U) DOD approved this suggestion on the limitation of newsmen north of the Hat Van Pass.
On 25 March. CO, III MA and CO, PROVCORPSV were authorized to take action to implement this pL a. Actually, press visits to the area were never of such magnitude to require
Implemenatica except at ubs Saab.
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(C) On 17 March, the CJCS had queried COMUSMACV as to what extent press revelation
had resulted in actual damage to MACV plans. In answer, COMUSMACV stated "that no
tnstances .can be cited demonstrating actual damage to MACV plans as a result of press revelations. " However. he stated that there were several instances of articles which contained
material which could have potentially damaged MACV plans through divulging specific key
points in installations or the location of forces. Examples provided were:
1. Family Masoning, 18 Jan 67, carried aerial and other photos of
Special Forces camp at Cal Cat. SVN. Photos show in great detail
trenches, gun positions, storage and other areas within camp.
Z. Fortune Masatn, 1967. shows map of SYN reflecting disposition
of major units and locations of Air Sases and Naval Forces.
3.

Newswe

had a similar map in late 1967 ...

4. Time Maaasine snueof 16 Februarv 1968 located MACV FWO
at Phu Bai.
There were also several instances of articles which were potentially damaging because they
told the enemy of certain limited friendly capabilities:
1. Washinston Post. 14 Sep 67, article stated US las probably only
a limited supply of Walleyes for comrat use In Vietram.
2. New York Times. 22 Sep 68, stated that only &.,out half of the
let Cav Div's helicopters were in flying condition. (However, the
story was not printed until three weeks after it was written and the
situation was largely rectified at that time).
There were several instances of unauthorized release of information on new weapons systems:
1. Los Aneles Times. 6 Sep 67, contained an artic'e describing
ordnance developed under "Project Gunfighter."
2. There have been several articles about the "barrier" which
involved rather accurate informuation about at least some of the
equipment and locations involved ...
3.

Baltimore Sun, 15 Sep 67, had an article describing the Walleye.

4. W amA..Pst, 10 Sep 67, contained a story describing the
characteristics of a new bomb nicknsmed "Destructor."
In the troop movement/future plans arm, there were also some potentially damaging stories.
In each case, however, there were mitigating circumstances:
I. CBS broke 5 Jan 68 MACV embargo on annou~cement of Operation
FARGO. However, they broke it as the result of an interview with
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the Commanding Officer of the major unit involved who posed
no objection to its release.
2. On 7 Oct 67, JPI filed stories concerning the establishment
of a new CIDO camp near the Cambodian border at Bu Prang,
despite the fact that the announcement had been embargoed by
MACV for security reasons However. investigation developed
that the unit 10 had erroneously agreed to the release.
3. UPI also broke the embargo concerning the arrival of the
198th Infantry Bde in Vietnam on 22 October. However, UPI
contended they had misundwstood the timing. Since the unit
had arrived, disembarked, and moved out into the country by
the time UPI story was filed. no action was taken.
(U) In light of iheseproblems, MACV, on 27 March, issued to all accredited members of
the press at that ime, and thereafter to future arrivals as they became accreditsd. a memorandum entitled "Interpretation of Ground Rules" and excerpts from "Rules Governing Public
Release of Military Information". 6 These are reproduced below:
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRLJS
Subj:

27 MARCH 1968

Interpretation of Ground Rules

i. A MACOI memorandum to the press of 29 January 1968 remiqde.
all members of the ground rules involving ground combat to which they
agreed when they w- re accredited by MACV. A follow-up memorantrz,
of 26 February further explained one of the rules.
2. Members of the press have been most cooperative In attempting
to stop the flow of important intelligence information to the enemy.
However, based both on logic and the many queries received from
newsmen, it is obvious that no set of ground rules can cover *very
tactical situation encountered by newsmen in the field. Although
relatively few in number. "gray areas" cannot be eliminated.
3. To iasist newsmen in correctly interpreting any ground rule
"gWrayare&as;MACV will provide 24-hour service to anyone who
obtains information which he feels Is subject to interpretation under
the ground rules. Any newsman in the I CTZ who is concerned
about the intelligence value of material he wishes to us" in a story
should contact the 1S0 at the MACV Press Center, Da Nang: phone
Da Nang 6259. Elsewhere In Vietnam, queries should be addressed
to MACV extensions 3163 or 3989 where someone able to make a
decision will always be on duty.
4. We hope that this service will help ensure a maximum flow of
information while Insuring the necessary protection to our troops.
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For your information, a copy of the key ground rules is attached.

Excerpts from "Rules Govening Public Release of Military Information" (31 Oct 66 &
29 March 1968)
The foilowing information is only releasable by MACV.
1. Future plane, operations, or strikes.
Z. Information on or confirmation of Rules of Engagement.
3. Amounts of ordnance and fuel moved by support units or on hand
in combat units (ordnance includes weapons or weapons systems).
4. During an operation, anit designations and troop movements,
tactical deployments, name of operations and size of friendly forces
involved.
S. Intelligence unit activities, methods of operation, or specific
locations.
6. Exact number and type of casualties or damage suffered by
friendly units.
.7. Number of sorties and the amount of ordnance expended on
strikes outside of RVN.
8. Information on arcraft taking off for strikes, enroute to, or
returning from target area. Information on strikes while they are
in progress.
9. Identity of units and locations of air bases from which aircraft
are launched on combat opeations.
10. Number of aircraft damaged or any other indicator of effectiveness
or ineffectiveness of ground antiaircraft defenses.
II. Tactical specifics, such as altitudes, course, speeds, or angle
of attack. (General descriptions such as "low and fast" may be Loed.
12. Information on or confirmation of planned strikes which do not take
place for any reason, including bed weather.
13. Specific identiftcation of enemy weapons system utilized to down
friendly aircraft.
14. Details concerning downed aircraft while SAR operations are in
progress.
15.

Aerial photos of fixed installations.
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(U) On 29 August, the USO and the OVNi nitiated a new program of conducting combined
US/VN briefings for the press. Civilian representatives of the respective governments
handled matters pertaining to government, political, and civilian matters while military
spokesmen covered subjects connected with the Armed Forces and war actions. Before each
afternoon's briefing, repreoentative 'of both staffs met to coordinate matters of mutual interest and to assure no duplication or conflicts of subjects to be covered.
(U) Prior to 29 August. each govenment had conducted its own briefings at separate times.
The new system was a definite improvement in that now the press could receive all the news of
the day at one sitting. Additionally, the joint sessions provided greater exposure of the GVN
and RVNAF to the international press. All VN statements were given in Vietnamese and then
in English for the benefit of the mixed audience. A Vietoamese-speaking US briefing officer
was provided by MACOI as required. 7

Audio Visual Branch of PID
(U) The Audio Visual Branch's DOD Motion Picture Teams filmed 52 sound-on-film color
news features between mid-March and the end of June. Of these, 31 were released to world.
wide media. Only 21 percent of the production effort was not used by DOD against a 40 percent
non-usage figure for the previous quarter and a cumulative 53 percent rejection rate previoussly experienced. 8g
(U) The third quarter of the year in the Audio Visual Branch was marked by the production
of DOD V-series motion picture projects at so unprecedented level. Fifty-seven sound-on-film
news featurettes were filmed and twenty of these were released to worldwide media complete
and one was released without sound; only 16 were rejected for flaws of a technical or substantive nature and 13 were pending release at the close of the quartThus, imly 33 percent of
the Branch's production effort was not utilised by DOD as corr ., .o
the cumulative 49 per.
cent rejection rate measured from 21 August 1967 to 1 July i*.
(U) A breakdown by quarters during the calendar year was:
Projects
Exposed
Ist
2nd
3rd
4th

Quarto r
Quarter
Quarter
Quarter

Projects
Used

81
46
45
52

37
34
26
25

Percsnta4,
of Usage
46
74
58
48

While there were fluctuations within quarters, the actual overall percentage of use for the year
was 56 1/2 percent, an excellent utilisation rate. The variations by quarter were A ibutable
to a naitber of factors such as the. preoccupation of the media with the presidential .- :d congressional elections which preempted most other material. The receipt of new equipment by
the teams, which had to be tested and proven out for performance, resulted in lose ? some
otherwise good feature stories. Overall, however, the release rate of the V-release films
was higher than that of 1967'. 47 percent, an increase of almost 10 percent. This increase
was indicative of better equipment and facilities and an improved experience level , the teams.
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The teams covered a spectrum of activities in the categories p1 nation building, civic actions,
combat, now equipment usage, and special interest items. Included also was coverage of the
Pueblo crew release at Pnnmunjorn. Korea. An average of almost three films per week were
released by DOD in the US to the rational TV networks andeto the international newsreel media.
The TV audience in the US alone was approximately 120 million people weekly. Additionally,
arrangements were made locally with JUSPAO (USIA) to release selected V-release films to 50
Free World nations. Since the selected films were primarily in the nation building and civic
actions categories, an audience of uncounted millions more all over the world saw the actions
o1 the United States Forces in the best possible llght. To exploit the potential of the films
locally, arranrngeents were made for us. of the films on both American Forces Vietnam Network and the Vietnamese government controlled television station, thus bringing the films to
the American civilian and mil~tary personnel, Free World Forces, and the bulk of the Vietnam*ee people in the Saigon area. Examples of subjects released during 1968 were:
USN Hovercraft SX-5
Port of Saigon
New Army Helo Hunts VC
Yankees Give Captured Rice to Orphans
SVN Wages War on Rate
USAG Thai Zoo
Training of Thai Security Troops
Former North Vietnamese Learn Peaceful Trades
Saigon Busir eSS Activity
My Tho, SVI,, Rebuilds'
Medical Toaw ie in SVN
USN Flying T I Stations
Self-Help anti "Miracle Rice"
Kit Carson Snout Program
JVN Women Join in War Effort
West German Mercy Ship
Aussie's Civil Efforts in SVN
US and Vietnamese Share Tough Jump School Training
USA" AC-47 "Spooky" Patrols the Skies

Special Projects Division

(U) Throughout the year, SPO provided extensive airlift
service for press corps personnel
Fixed-wing flights were provid.id for accredited reports to cover the general situation in I
and II CTZs and helicupter transporti.tlon was provided for reporters going to in and IV CTZs.
Statistics for 1968 are tabulated below:

Mon•th
January
February
March

1.11CTZ

MIVCTZ

385
427
506

294
127
102
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29
127
93
295
1332
176
191
207
239
2,7015

416
281
271
329
184
154
205
198
207
3, 63

April
May
Tune
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

(U) MACV-accredited correspondents in RVN reached an all-time high of 649 on 7 March.
Of these. 210 were US, 123 were VN, and 276 were Third Country Nationals. The previous
high of 5(5 had occurred during the September 1967 elections. Quarterly statistics are shown
below: 10
Quarter
Accreditation

i -8t

2nd

3rd

4th

US Citizens
Vietnamese
Third Country

292
97
325
...
714

250
77
68
;95

177
64
172
413

225
90
236
SI

-

Command Information 'iivision
(U) During n. tirst half of the year, the CID published four command information booklets
for US service personnel in RVN. The first, entitled "All About Money," discussed MPCs, piaster spending, currency controls and conversion and lit a matters that had a direct affect on
the morals of all personnel. The other three were: "By Your Side - The Red Cross," "Ready
Reference Facts on Vietnam." and "The Constitution of the Republic of Vietnam." Circulation
of The Observer was increased from 80. 000 to 100, 000 copies in order to maintain a distribution of one copy per five servicemen.
(U) In the last six months of 1968, the CWDwrote or revised and had printed the following
pamphlets. The number of copies printed is shown in partnthesis.
Chieu Hot: The Winning Ticket (50, 000)
Your RhA Program: Hongkong (10, 000)
Bangkok (10,000)
Penang (50, 000)
Manila (30, 000)
Sydney (10,000)
Hawaii (10,000)
Vung Tau (20, 000)
American and Vietnamese Natir~al Ho'lidays and Commemorative
Dates (5, 000)
Vietnam Regional Exchange (20, 000)
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Tet, 1969 (20, 000)
Your R&R Program (General Information) (50, 000)
"Chteu Hot: The Winning Ticket" received wide acceptance. A second printing of 50, 000 was
ordered and later 100, 000 copies in the third printing. A measure of its effectiveness was
that the pamphlet was being translated into Korean. Thai, and Vietnamese.
(U) The Summer-Fall and the Winter-Sprkng editions of the Stars and Stripes orientation
edition (150, 000 copies each) were printed and shipped to CONUS ports of embarkation for
distribution to personnel enroute to Vietnam.
(11) The Observer continued to be published by CID with an increaued amount of materials
originating in the Division. The following are examples of additions ejtd changes to the news.
paper: Ii
1.

"Viewing Vietnam." a cultural feature, was begun.

2.

Cartoons oriented on command information themes were added as a feature.

3.

Morale building quotes using the theme "Why we are here" were introduced.

4. Combat tips oriented toward the servireman in contact with the enerfty were included in the paper.
5.

An increased use of command information materials throughout the paper with

small boxes and slogans being inserted 4t various points.
6.

An increased emphasis on ARVN units and improvements was put into each edition.

7. Reader interest was increased by upgrading the quality of pinups used, and by
dropping the use of the Saigon T" chedule.
g.

A color page was used without increase in cost.
American Forces Radio and Television Service, Vietnam

(U) During the first quarter of the year. American Forces Vietnam Network (AFVN) continued to expand its radio and tdevision facilities. AFVN programming from Qui '.-on started
Immediately upon completion of the 10 kw transmitters on 11 February 1968. Coverage from
this station into such areas as An Kht exceeded calculated expectations. Three weeks earlier.
on 20 January, AFVN programming commenced from a 10 kw transmitter at Pleiku with an
interim power output, awaiting the eventual 50 kw transmitter scheme that, when installed,
would provide a dominant signal throughout most of the Central Highlands.
(U) AFRTS operated seven television stations located throughout RVN at the beginning of
1968. AFVN-TV in 1968 was no longer in the construction phase of development but rather had
changed over to a program of maintenance and improvement.
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(U) On 1Z April, the 10 kw transmitter at Dong Ba Thin (CR5) became operatioist, 4ncreasing radio coverage from north of Nha Trang to south of Phan Rang. The America, I•vision (southern I CTZ) area was afforded improved radio coverage beginning on 18 May with the
installation of a Z50 watt transmitter at Chu Lat. Inland in 11 CTZ. on 24 Yune. the Pleiku
radio station became fully operational.
(U) The moat significant AFVN radio operations of the year took place during the Tot Offensive when AFVN radio broadcasted hundreds of security announcements, special reports,
and public service announcements. Starting 30 3anuary, the Saigon key station provided a constant flow of information to its listeners on the status of hostilities, curfew regulations, uniform regulations, road conditions, etc. In the days and weeks immediately following the first
enemy countrywide attacks, AFVN Saigon broadcasted as many as 400 extra announcements per
day at the request of various offices and agencies. The subjects ranged from those enumerated
above to reports of machinegun jeeps having fallen into enemy hands and to announcements of
school closures. Special spots were aired at the request of the AMEMB to locate civilian personnel.
(U) The Hue transmitter site was an almost immediate casualty of the Tet Offensive as the
enemy invested the city on the very first day of the offensive. To replace this loss. Air evel.
opment Squadron Eight's EC-Il "Blue Eagle" flight was displaced from Tan Son Nhut and its
duties over the Delta to fill the gap in broadcasting in northern I CTZ. Elsewhere in the Republic broadcasting continued although schedules were adjusted to compensate for personnel unable
to reach their studios or drawn off for security duties. In Saigon during the phrt of February,
FM programming had to be cancelled. AFVN was, for the first few days, the sole link for
thousands of servicemen and American civilians caught in their billets or other isolatqd locations and unable to join their units or reach their places of employment.
(U) During the second offensive, in May, prograrruming was only slightly affected. The
special programs and information and caution announcements initiated during the February actions were reinstated. On 3 May. the Saigon key station and the nearby Vietnamese radio sta.tion were subjected to a terrorist satack. A vehicle with 110 pounds of TNT was parked next to
the Vietnamese studio and the resulting explosion killed two civilians and injured 30 others.
Only surface danage was done to AFVN. There ware no personnel casualties and programming
time lost amounted to only one minute.
(U) In 1968, AFVN continued to bring a wide variety and constant stream of command information programs to its listeners and viewers. The list below gives some idea of their variety
and &ll encompassing scope:
Vietnamese Law
International Law
Contraband Items
Personal Property Claims
Mail Processing
Wrapping Packages
Marihuana
Traffic Regulations
New Regulations on-Currency
Control
ARVN Units

Black Market
Federal Income Tax
Custom Laws
General Postal Rules
Postal Savings
Personal Weapons
War Trophies
AFRTS Story
The Pacific Stars k
Stripes
Incentive Awards
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M-16 Maintenance
Chieu Hot Program
Preventive Maintenance
Counterfeit MPC
Combat Art
Navy Support
Spooky
Saigon's 716 MP Bn
The SPAD
Army Emergency Relief
The Red Cross

UNCLASSIFIED
MUST Hospital
Veterans Benefits
Free World Forces
Winter Olympics
Mr. Melvin Beli.
Kennedy Memorium

Personal Hygtine
USe
T.t
Ist Log Cmd
Martin Luther Kiing
Memorial

MARS
Postal Locator Service
Marble Mountain
Seabees in RVN
Passover

(U) AFVN continued its normal schedule of 24 radio newscasts a day and two TV newscasts nightly, as in 1967. On 21 February, in accordance with a new DOD directive, AFYN
news began to attribute each news item in every newscast to its source, i.e. . AP, UPI, ABC,
etc. A short tise later, in accordance with a subiequent directive, only a general attribution
became necessary and only in cases of direct DOD quotes of officials or speculative stories
were direct attribution necessary. AFVN-TV. in cooperation with the CBS, recorded two
"Face the Natien" productions: one with Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker ard the other with President Nguyen Van Thieu. The programs were aired on the CBS Nationwide Network on 25
February and on AFVN on 19 and 26 February. Within the scope of its limited news gathering
capability, AFVN News covered several parts of RVN including a number of farewell ceremonies for GEN W. C. Westnmoreland. Following his departure, AFVN News presented a special
program summarizing the General's last round of official visits and his farewell press conference on 10 June. 12
(U) In Soptember, AFVN News joined AFVN-TV in revamping its schedule by adding a 1Sminute news and sports (10 and 5 minutes) newscast at "sign on" every afternoon in the Saigon
area. This meant that 50 minutes of TV news per day would be presented. The national'political conventious .were covered in August by, selectednewsmen c.harged with presenting five-miute covention newescasts on radio. Each day there was produced a 25-miAnute soecial taped presentation of the stateside political activities which was aired each evening. on AM, FM, and TV.
(U) AFVN-TV extended its program day, effective 2 September, with now sign-on times of
1430 on weekdays and 1330 on weekends. On 18 September, the program "Left Speak Vistnamese." designed to teach American servicemen Vietnamese umndmrthe guidance of a native
instructor, was introduced.
(U) Starting in October, AFVN produced several special programs, beginning with the
eAnmeswere broadcast "live" over AFVN radio and a 2S-minute radio wrap-up
World Series.
of each game was presented for those unable to listen to the early morning "live" broadcasts.
After the Series was completed, a special 95-mtidute program was aired. giving a complete
rundown on each game. In mid-October and continuing until the completion of the Olympic
Games, a daily summary of Olympic activities was presented on both radio and TV. CBS and
ABC news films were used to supplement the TV broadcasts. AFVN News presented special
national election coverage for both radio and television on 6 November. Radio coverage was
live from the U5 and utilised the major commercial radio network reports. TV coverage was
locally produced wnd featured reports on the presidential, congressional, senatorial and
gubernatorial races. Utilizing a specially constructed "election central" which reflected the
returns as they became available from AP and UPI. coverage was continuous throughout the day
until the presidential race was decided. The launch and recovery of both Apollo 7 and 8 were
also carried live through the facilities of AFVN Radio News. In late December. messages
were broadcast over AFVN to the VC concerning proposed dates, times, and places for the
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release of three US servicemen held prisoner by the VC. It is believed that this was the first
time an Armed Forces Radio Network had ever been used to talk directly to an enemy. Live
coverage was provided for all the major Bowl football games. Live. remote broadcasts were
originated from Tan Son Nhut for Christmas midnight mass celebrated by New York Archbishop Torrance Cooke and a morning service conducted by Evangelist Billy Graham. These
broadcasts were aired throughout Vietnam and were fed simultaneously to AFP.TS Washington.
(U) The major part of northern I CTZ was provided TV coverage when the station at
Quang Tri became operational on 4 December. This station, which broadcasts on Channel 11,
had an effective radiated power of 40 kw. This quarter also saw the completion of the US
obligation to construct a complete high power (Z20 kw effective radiated power) television
station for the RvN. This project bad been marked by many sewbacks beginning with the Tet
Offensive. At that time the station had been virtually completed but, as a result of Teot it had
to be completely rebuilt. This rtation, located at Can Tho, b%came operational and was formally turned over to RVN on 19 November. 13

Relations and Problems with the Press--.Background
(U) Two collateral controversies have simmered side by side during the war in Vietnam:
what to do about the war Itself and what to do about the news coverage of the war. With every
newspaper and magazine, eve. y network television news program, and almost'every radio
rcewscast giving the American people the closest thing to real time news of the war, there had
never in the history of warfare been so much current information about L Conflict. However,
.many members of the press felt that officially released information in Saigon and WVashington
did not tell the whole story.while many US officials believed, for their part, that the press was
reporting the war in a negative, biased fashion--making news rather than reporting it. The'
former Director of Public Affairs for COMSEVENTHFLT's Detachment Charlie (Saigon) summed up this problem in an article for the Navy League.
The 'Credibility Gap,
. . . most of this information starts its trip to
the American peol4e from Saigon. The controversy
has developed because the officials responsible for
running the war often disagree with the way the war
is reported by the Saigon press corps, while the
press disputes much of the facts liven them.
According to Christian Stience Monitor correspon.
dent Cynthia Parsons. 'the credibility gap over the
Vietn•a
war starts right in Saigon at the official US
press briefing." The problem, adds the Washington
tn.r, is 'most troublesome and persistent."
The controversy over the job the press does
from Vietnam reaches to the highest levels. According to Jim Lucas, veteran Vietnam reporter for
Scripps-Howard, President Johnson "is known to be
disen:hanted with some of the press corps in Vietnam."
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According to somte published reports. Secretary
of State Dean Rusk is said to have remarked to a hardquestioning reporter. "Whose side are you on?" The
press explaine it is not a "mouthpiece" for the administration. R. W. Apple. who recently finished a long
tour as bureau chief for the New York Times in Saigon,
points out that his stories were based on information
from the "same majors, captains, sergeants, middlelevel civilian officials" who also report to the administration.
but, he adds, "very often the information that
starts out with the captains and majors doesn't make

it to Washington. "
Bill Touhy. the Los Angeles Time' Saigon buxe&a.
chief, wonders it the elaborate charts and statistics pre.
sented in Washington "really reflect what's going on in
the Viet Namncountryside. "
Witness to Bis

Information officials in Saigon point out that the
situation can be seen many ways. And, they add
"usually badly by some of the correspondents here."
Robert Shaplen of the NeLwYorker reminds that
it is the officials' "business to be optimistic and our
business to be. . . skeptical." And Touhs" adds, "We're
not operators and aJudnistrators, we tend to be eutminera."
Columnist Hblmes Alexender boils the controversy
down to "who's toiging the truth?" And answers his
question this way:
"The •nwer is that nearly everybody does. This
is nearly everybody bears true witness to his bias and
his senses. "
Mostly the press' dissatisfaction centers on the
land war and the pacification program, on the effectiveness of the South Vietnamese army, and on Vietnamese
politics.
So while the track record for the majority of the
Saigon press corps is as good or better 01an that of
most of its critics, perhaps it would be informative
and interestilg 4 to look at the Saigon press corps a
little closer.
(U) COMUSMACV. as in past years, continued to be troubled, if not plagued, by press
reports that reflected negatively on the US effort in Vietnam. Some were cursory in nature,
but others were deeply disturbing. This was particularly true during the Tat Offensive when
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the press overplayed the negative aspects,

Below is given a broad overview of a few cases.

(U) In the 9 February Christian Science Monitor. the following article appeared, which
illustrated the unfortunate antagonism that at that time developed between the press corps and
the military IO0 of MACV:
The credibility gap over the Vietnam war
starts right in Saigon at the official United States
press briefings.
While I was sitting inside the Press Center
auditorium listening to a major in the United
States Army say that there were virtually no Viet
Cong snipers left in Saigon, one was shooting
down into the square Just one-half block away...
At the same press briefing a reporter asked
about Saigon's critical water situation ...
The briefing officer said he knew of no water
trouble and added, "I had a bath just two hours
ago. ". . . Bath or no bath. the water situation
was critical, with only impure water coming
through the tapi ...
And I witnessed a display of Mack Sennett
inefficiency on the part of the national police
to*set up an effective road block. it was not
clear whpt area they wished to block. because
they only laid barbed wire across one street
in an intersection . . .
The question of whether or not the massive
countrywide attack by the North Vietnamese was
a surprise or not also has elicited some fast
double talk from the United States armed forces. 15
(U) Or there was this mid-Tet evaluation:
• . . the official attempt to convince the
world and the Vietnamese people that the enemy
paid an intolerably heavy price for his victory.
This may prove true but official estimates of
enemy camualttes last week should be viewed with
tbe utmost skepticism. Body counts of enemy
dead are at best always open to doubt: almost
every reporter in Vietnam has his own personal
emample of Inflated reports of enemy dead in
battles that he himself has observed. To
think that in the midst of last week's chaos
and breakdown of communications a careful
tabulation of such an enormous number of bodies
was actually made defies logic and contributes
further to the credibility gp. 16
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(U) An objective articl, by ClinesRoberto of the JIMggk..ZI
Oaned the press' role
vis-a-vis thenmilita~ry in better perspective and is worth quoting ebneee Is ite ondroty because
it summed up both sides of the argumeat:i
This morning, as they do every uworidg.
representatives of the United 9stete esinsnd
placed a hetty dtack of mtimeographed press4
statements o'" a table in a Govermtset building
in downtown Saigon.
One item told of a battle 46 intlee aort of
Saigon in which two United States inimatrynnes
'"re killed and four wounded. Although the
battl took place at 9 a.mn. yesterday. w..,@
Corr* .pondente--including any who tatight have
witnessed it- -were forbidden to say bow many
had been killed and wounded until the statememat
appeared on the table.
The battle weasonly a routine . . . but it
illustrated how the military's "ground rules"
for press coverage apply. The grot-nd reles
set forth 15 categories of information .. including
United States casualtles. -that cannot be reported
until a formal announcement is made in Saigon.
Last week the ground rules were dramatized
when John Carroll. the &IjfMM2L& s correspondent, wrote that the United States was in the process
of abandoning its garrison.st Khs Sanh after successfully defending it for three month* earlier
this year against the longest enemy siege of the war.
Press Card Was Lifted
Brig. Gen. Winant Sidle, chief of information
for the military command, ruled that Mr. Carroll
bad violated a rule that forbids discuassion of troop
movements until they have been "cleared" by the
military. He suspended Mr. Carroll's military
accreditation card for an indefinite period, effectively preventing him from talking with military and
embassy officials and barring him from mnilitary
transportation.
How sweeping are the ground rules ? Do they
prevent tho press from relaying facts a reader in
the United States would need to reach a solid opinion
on the conduct of the war? Do they prevent the
enemy fromn getting information that would jeopardine the livesa of allied troope ?
In broad terms, the rulesa are de signed to deny
the enemy information about tactics, troops
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movements. air @ý 48. supply levels. future Plans.
and casualties and damiage caused by enemy attack.
The commianders bare reason for easample. that
if the enemy forces knew that rocket &tb~ck anaa base
had terioqasly hart the alliest, they might ordor a
ground attack in an effort to overrup the base while
it was at its weOsket. On the othsr baad. If they
feard out that the attack bad done little daruag,. he
might cancot a planned assault that would have pitted
hi agiSt uperior force.
Before a newsman can become accredited hy the
UXnited SIMONcomand. he has to sign a statement
tbt be will abide by the rules. rew it any correspondeints obj"f to signintg. For the most part they look
upon the rules as a reasonable alterna. Ave to censorship,
which has not been interposed in this war.
Right to Protect itself
"An army has a right to protect itself, " says a*
French reporter who is not in sympathy with the
Americah position here. "I think, the ground rules.
are fair. They may. delay you a bit in telling the
story to your readers. but you can toll it eventually.
Utthere wore censorship, the censors could adit out
anything e=barrajeiing to the United 3Stsate."
Most od the more than $00 accredited corre spondjents here appear to 3hare that assessment.
"The grownd rule 3work pretty well.' " eneral
Sidl says. -"TVA press, as a whole, tries to abide
by them.1
". rcuntd rules are common sense, " he adds.
areporter has to do is ask himself, "will
"thllthshlp
the enemy?"11.
Last week Mr. Carroll .. went to ](he Sanh
and saw Marinee dissaseembling the metal runway amid
dynamiting bunkers. Its said he became convinced that
aim=- troops could see all this from nearby positions,
so that there was no valld military reason for withholdIng the report.
.Information officere counter that they are in a better
position than newsmen to decide when infornsafton will
benefit the enemy. One high-ranking inf)ruaatLon officer
conceded that there was at lsast a 90 percent chance that
Mr. Carroll wae right, but added that when there was
even the slightesat chance that the enemy did not know,
it was best not to tell him ....
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Military men contend that for the most part they have
tended to give reporters the benefit of the doubt in
enforcing the ground rules. General Sidle says that
accreditation cards have been suspended only four
times since 1966, when the rules were written. and
that it to custorary to reaccredit after 30 days.
"An awful lot of odds and ends Set out that are
helpful to the enemy. according to General Sidle, "but
you can't Iave ground rule s for everything."
Although he believes the enemy is assisted unwittingly by newspapers, he has not advocated censorship....
. For its part, the press corps is less conceraned
overnot reporting all it knows at the earliest possible
moment than it is over the possibility that it may not
be getting all pertinent battle information. Reporters
often guess wrong in tryirg to anticipate looming
battles, so they depend on the daily military communique. 17
(U) On 19 February, the Wran
a front page five column spread with two
photos and cairied a story under the heed "A Drink of Water--Then Death." The first photo
showed a Visetnamese male balf sitting amid wreckage and being given a drink of water from a
canteen by, what the story said, was a Viet•amese Meritr.
The other photo showed a uniformed Viet3amese standing abve a Vietnamese male crumpled on his back and the uniformed
person point;ng an M-16 at the figure. The accompanying story went on to relate:
. . . The Vietnamese Marines who captured him
gave him water. The next Marines to pass by questioned
.him. The third group did not hesitate. When Tranh asked
them for a cigarette, a Vietnamese private answered: 'I'll
give you death." he stabbed the Anded man and then
fired three burste from his Mi-16 into his chest. . . Allied
troops have been ordered not to k". or tortare prisoners...
but the snuffing out of life bas. beerm, common on beth sides
in recent weeks (the February offensive against Saigon).
An American Ranger adviser told a newsman last week:
"We usually kill the seriously wounded VC for two reasons.
One is that the hespitals are so full of our own s 4iere and
civilians there is no room for the enemy.
"The second is that when you've seen a (sic) 5-year old
girls with their eyes blindfolded, their arms tied behind
teir

hacks

revenge.

Lad

bullets

in

their

brains.

you look

for

I saw two little girls that died yesterday.

One

hour ago Ishat awounded VC." lI
(M) In respect to the siege at the Ke Seah Combat Base, the following excerpt was typical
of the pessimistic reporting of the period, which cultinated in c running Journalistic battle
between Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., on the pessimistic side, and Joseph Alsop. The below
artiL e wee by Jobs Wheeler of AP. Its overplay is apparent from the fact that the total
casualties suffered during the more than two mobthe of shelling art attacks were 93 KIA and
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and 2.400 WIALrequiring evacuation. for a daily average of 1. 3 KIA andL 8. WA--very light
casualties for a normal operation.
The combat complex of Xhe ankh Is coming under
increasing pressure of raids and bombardments. The
cruelest punishment of al. $s being taken by U. S.
Martnes protecting outposts on the bills surrounding
the main base.
The routine heavy mortar barrages by 120mm shells
ha" reduced much of the outposts to a thin dust, where
the prospects of being killed or wounded are near the
maximum. Sheer human misery and terror push men
to the breaking potat--some of them over Lt.
During the bad weather, which is almost every day,
wounded must wait for mar~y hours, sometimes days,
before helicopters can get in to take them to doctors,
because of this some men have bled to death or died
of wounds that need not have been fatal.
The officers say it is impossible to evacuate the
bill positions even if they wanted to or to reinforce
them. Significantly, any attempt to evacuate by
helicopter would result in heavy casualties and a
large number of choppers destroyed, they say. Any
attempt to walk out thrO igh ten NVN battalions would
be suicide.
Because of the smal ppsitions, there simply'
isn't room to put in reln.,rcoments or the necessary
bunkers to protect them. It has proved extremely
difficult to keep the positions up to strength and
supplied with adequate food and water, the latter
is short enough that the bill men have long beards.
Even the wounded maintain a quiet stoicism after
they are finally pulled out of what must rank as among
the most dangerous placae in the world.
A Marine with his left leg blown off and the foot
of a second hanging only by a bit of skin chatted with
doctors in the main Khe Sanh aid station. . . .
Hill 881 South is the most battered of the out.
lying mountain outposts. Burkers are too dangerous
to Uive in so the men sleep in the aigsag trenches which
are harder fr the coznmu'ist gunners to zero in on.
Sleeping, often with the help of tranquilisers. is done
during the day.
Only the night, with its protective cloak of
darkness gives the Marines enough cover to
repair trenches .
. 19
(U) The establishment of MACV rwD at Hue/Phu sat (later renamed PROVCORPSV and
subsequently XXXV Corps) in February brouSht press relations headaches too, due to specula.
tive and inferential news stortet A-At if not meant to, at least tended to cause embarrassment
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and unfounded eontuations. The following excerpts are illustrative of the press' penchant for
trying to fathr
ous meanings out of military tactical/,anagement actions. From the Los
Auu
mu .Zt FTbrutyi
Marineas along DMZ Disturbed at Report of
Takeover by Army.-The reported Impending
Army high command takeover fromShe U. S.
Marines of the fighting along the DMZ.-uncon.
firmed officially--has deeply disturbed highranking Marines.
Whatever official explanation may eventually
be voiced for this move It rankles the Marines
that the arrival of four-star Army Den. Creighton
Abrams from Saigon wKI be interpreted generally
as a belief by the Pentagon staff that the Marines
are not doing the job.
It has been reported that Abrams. who ts
Geo. Willi•m C. Westmoreland' Deputy, has
already taken tp his job as overall northern
commander with headquarters at Phu-Beai. south
of Hue, which has been the main base for the 3rd
Marine Division.
Any adverse judgement would not reflect upc¶
the Marine combat units. but upon Marine generekship....
And there was this.article in the 19 February edition of the Chicago Dai.y Noews:
Marines Yield Vital Viet Area to A 'Ay--U. S.
Marine Corps control of SVN's five northernmost
provinces, formally known as the Ilt Corps Area
and scenes of the bitterest fighting of the war, has
come to an end.
Army Gen. Cresighton W. Abrams. right-hand
man of Gen. W. C. Westmoreland. top U. S. com-t.
mander n SY•N, has set up advance headquarters
at Phu-Nai4S3mles north of here (Da Nang), with
a staff of ZOO.
Military sources said the move was dictated by
the fact that the let Corps has become the major
battleground of the war. .....
0

William Tuohy, of the Los Anal&&1ims,

also had an article on this sa•me subject on 2 March:

Changes in the U. S. military command structure seem to presage a significant downgrading of
the Marine leadership in Vietnam.
In the view of many observers, the permanent
assignment of an Army three-star -- ne"l to the
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Corps area reflects the Army's growing dorntnance
in a region once known as "Martneland."
Though no U. S. official will admit it publicly,
it iS an open secret that many top staffers in Gen.
William C. Weounoreland's Saigon high command
are lees than enthueiaetic with the conduct by
Marine general$ of the war in the five northernmost provinces which comprise the critical I
Corps bittlefront.
The new change of command announced yesterday places a three star Army general. Lt. Cen.
William B. Ronson. inI Corps as commander of
"MACV Forward. " MACV being the designation
for the Military Assistance Command Vietnam,
the official title for Westnmoreland's headquarters.
Heretofore. a U. S. Marine three star general
held full sway over all U.S. troops in the I Corps
area, and technically that repponsibility io still
held by Lt. Gen. Robert F. Cushman. ;r.. the
senior Marine In Vietnam.
But recently, Gen. Creighton W. Abrarne, a
four star Army commadler and Westnoreland't
chief deputy, established the "MACV. Forwa, d
command at Pnu Sna, the big Marine base be.
tween Da Nang and Hue. Now Abrams has turned
over personal command to Gen. Rosson.
The q., 000 man Marin* Fotce in I Corps
Ias recently been beefed up with some 30. 000
Army tzoops. But it is the aesignmnet of an
Army three star genoral in a supervisory cape.
city to I Corps that focuses attention on the
quality of Marine leadership.
The chief criticiem levied against the top
Marine coummanders ts that they have not suf.
ficiently prepared their troops for the kind of
war which has evolved along the Demilitarized
Zone, that is positional warfare and static
defense bases.
In view of almost every observer who has
vistted I Corps, the Marines were US-prepared
for the artillery attacks to which they were subjJected at the northernmost outposts of Con Thien.:
Din Linh and Dong Ha.
Further, critics may, despite months of opportunity, the strategic Marine base at Khe Sanh
was not prepared to withstand an enemy artillery
siege until it actually began two months ago.
The criticism of the Marines is invariably
directed at the senior leadershj
The battalion
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and company grade officers are first rate and the
valiant performance of the infantryman. or "119nt"
in Marine slang. is second to none in Vietnam
For a military branch that has made its reputation on dash, enterprise, style and imagination, the
top Maris. leadership in Vietnam has been singularly
usnmpreesive, say the critLs- -who are growing in
The other criticism of the Marine leadership
end tactics are many vast. time coneurAing amphibious
operations that do not result in contact. forays into the
DMZ by understrength units: failure to accept intelligence
on enemy unite supplied by MACV from its many sources;
rash and costly assaults on entrenched enemy positions
of lWaited value; offensive operations launched without
sufficient forces and support, and failure to employ
helicoptors properly.
. . 21
(C) The storm of controversy and acritnony this story caused generated the following correspondence from COMOSMACV to CO, FMFrPAC:
Your message 040336Z Mar 68 relating the Loe
Anseles Times article by Bill Tuohy has been received.
Pom dietressed to see such distorted reporting and deplore such irresponsible Journalism. I' reject any a.m
legation that "many top steffers" in my headquarters have
made known to the press any of the irresponsible ideas
reflected in the article. I charge tAie whole matter off
to speculative reporting based on circumstantial evidence
and the abiding preoccupation of the press to develop controversy and attempt to bring about friction. I am planninL a background session with the press tomorrow at
which time futore command arrangements in I CTZ will be
disclosed. Tuohy will be invited. Best regards. 22
(1:) The following public statement was released by COMUSMACV after the above backgrov.r4 briefing was held:
It has distressod me greatly to learn some news
articles have interpreted the changing command arrange.
ments in the I Corps Taical
Zone as a reflection
against the U. S. Marine Corps and the Third Marine
Amphibious Force.
Contrary to these speculative news stories, I wish
to make it absolutely clear that these arrangements are
based on tactical and management considerations and have
nothing to do with the performance of the Marines, which
is. sad always has been excellent. Quns qf thý principles
of military managemdrnet ts that the spen of control of
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commanders must be kept within normal bounds.
There is a limit to the number of subordinate units
that any one commander can control efficiently.
I wish to state emphatically that I have great
admiration for the U.S. Marine contingent in Vietnam, from its commander down to the lowest private. Z3
(C) The I CTZ command relationship preeeg-enerated controversy continued throughout
March. On the 17th, an article by Donald Kirk, printed in the Washington Star, stated in assence that the more military officials explained the reason for cormmand arrangements in I CTZ
the more "observers here" (Vietnam) fail to believe them. COMUSMACV felt the article definitely impugned the integrity of all the military leaders concerned. After the article was
brought to the attention of COMUSMACV by CJCS, the former expressed his feelings to CO, InI
MAF thusly:
The Washinston Star article is indeed a nasty one.
In trying to prolong and exacerbate interservice sensi.
tivity to command arrangements here, the writer is
doing a grave dieservice to our military effort and to
our national interests.
Over and above this, and also his misrepresenta.
tion of t** facts, I am deeply concerned at his backhandedly impugning my integrity' and good faith and
that of General Cushman.
My information staff is not aware of any other news.
men who share the attitbcdes Mr. Kirk attributes to
"some observers," particularly after the briefings we
gave them last week. In actuality, many observers hero
have already expressed their contempt of Mr. Kirk's
military knowledge and judgement.
' . . .• I f•d that I have done all I can do-to clarify
the command and interservice relationships in the III
MAE area and do not intend to do more. Base upon
the reports I have received, I believe that the great
"majorityof the press here understand the situation... 24
Operation DELAWAR.E
(U) Press problems continued to plague MACV with respect to operations in northern
I CTZ. Operation DELAWARE (19 April - 17 May), caused controversy when a news embargo
on the operation, the first of its kind In the war, was imposed. DELAWARE was the one major
exception to the MACe policy of "full disclosure" because of the high risk of the operation, a
spoiling attack in which airmobile penetration deep into the long standing and well defended
enemy base area in the A Shau Valley, near Laos. took place. Surprise was essential to both
the success of the operation and to the safety of US forces. This required unusual security
measures which resulted in the careful control of information that might have been of benefit
to the ener.cv. Gonerally, the press understood this and cooperated with the MACV embargo.
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(C) However. newsman roseph Alsop inadvertently broke the news embargo and forced
MACr to make an earlier than planned initial announcement on 21 April. Nevertheless, MACV
made it plain that an military activities subsequent to that date remained embargoed. Due to
the high risk nature of the operation, the inclement weather, the danger of NVA reinforcement
from Laoe. and similar considerations, the press embargo was maintained until the success
of the operation was assured. Three separate meetings wer* held with the press during the
remainder of the operation with the embargo being lifted In each case to include the date of the
briefing. MACOX had some difficulty in convincing some members of the press that MACV was
not trying to hide a defeat of some kind or trying to conceal something unusual, such as en
across-the-border attack, or that MACV was not being arbitrary. However, COMUSMACV
felt that responsible newsmen understood the problem and seemed to be in agreement with the
plan. In addressing the problem to CO. M MAY he indicated that
In view of the unusually long embar~o a•d to minimiso
any press suspicion of our intentions, I desire that limited
numbers of the press be permitted to enter the A Shau Valley
from time to time as practical considerations, such as
operational requirements, transportation, billeting, messing and so forth, permit. Periodically there should be days
when no press to permitted in the valley. This situation
will obtain until further notice.
Care should be exercised to ensure that priority
of such visits is given to the US wire sirvices, the
US TV networks, and the three major ,4S news magasines. Second priority should be accorded the major
independent US newspapers, particularly those which
operate news services, and the foreAgn wire services.
Last priority goes to all others. Free-lancers should
not be sllowed to enter the valley without previous concurrence of MACOL In general. the same priority
principles should be used as governed tie presence
of newsmen at lhe Ssnh.
(U) On I Man CO, MIlAF implemented a plan to effect these guidelines. Again, Donald
Kirk led what outcries there were at the implementation of a news embargo. In pert he wrote:
Ceo. William C. Westmoreland, the Ameetcan
comm ,dc.r in Vietnam, ti convinced the oress has
impeded
prosecution of the war.
Although Westmoreland holds that the level of
reporting has "improved" in the past few months,
he still blames the press for distorting the image
of the war and for reporting a wealth of facts
valuable to enemy intelligence analysis ......
It was Westmoreland's general disgust with
much of the press, in the opinion of informed sources
here, that led him more than a month ago to Initiate
what turned out to be the mott unusnal attempt at
controlling Vietnam coverage since he arrived in
Vietnam more than four Years ago.
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The occasion was Operation Delaware, the lot
Air Cavalry Division's sortie into the A Shau Valley
in the Communist-dominated northwestern wilds of
the country.
The operation, launched April 19. was "'mbargoed, " the term that means correspondents cannot report on it without losing the accreditation that
enables them to cover American military activities. 2Z
(U) On 22 August. COMUSMACV, in a message to his component commanders and to DCO,
USARV. reemphasized the rules and rationale of embargoing news about ongoing operations
and particularly of the ned for field commanders to release promptly the embargo when cir.
cunstances permitted such. The message read: 26
As. prescribed in MACV Directive 360-1 the
initial release of information pertaining to any
tactical operation will be made by MACV when,
In the opinion of the commander concerned, the
release of such information will not adversely
affect the security of his command. Therefore,
the decision to permit public releaes of information concerning an operation is dependent upon receipt by MACV. through operational channels, of
a message from the field command recommending
that such public release be made.
The "ground rules" under which newrmen
operate in Vietnam require them to embargo rei
lease of stories concerning a tactical operation
until the operation is officislly released by MACV.
There have been several recent instances
of what appeared to be undue delay in the lifting
of the press embargo on certain operations. In
one case, no request for public release was received from the commander even after the operation terminated.
In view of the importance of accurate reportIng to the American public of events taking place
in Vietnam, It is essential that commanders handle
the matter of press embargoes with great care.
Under no circumstances should press demands be
permitted to derogate valid security considerattons
However. it is equally important not to use security
as a crutch to delay the public release of operations
when it can he presumed that the enemy Is aware
of the general strength and location of friendly
forces involved.
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Accreditation Problems
(11) In RVN, COMUSMACV was the cole US military commander authorized to accredit or
withdraw accreditation for newsmen. Accreditation was considered by MACV ts a means of
identification and a verification of bans fide employment not authorication for clearance to
classified information, areas, or equipment.
(U) In RVN, the major problem was with adherence to the "ground rules. " Illustrative
was the February story of Joseph B. Treastor, in the Now York Times@ which discussed
-shortageo to aircraft in the 1st Cavalry Division. An investigation revealed that the primary
source of Treaster's information was the division's staff which gave him the information

but

did include the "proviso" that he would abide by the ground rules. Treaster. when queried,
pointed out that the Sound rules covering shortages said that "amounts of ordnance and fuel
moved by support units or on hand in combat units" were not releasable unless roleased by
MACV but he had felt that aircraft wore not covered by this and he did not believe his story
would be helpful to the enemy in any case sine* it was, when published, many days old and the
situation had been remedied. Illustrative of the flexibility of the MACV position on relations
with the press and interpretation of the Sound rules was the action taken in this case. MACV's
evaluation of the incident was that the "New York Times Bureau here has apparently been
seriou.sly shaken by MACV investigation and as a result some of their staffers have actually
asked MACV to clear parts of several stories. In view of (this). . . and since Treaster is a
sincere, honest reporter and one of the better ones on the Times staff, it would erobably do
more harm than good to suspend his accreditation.'
MACV took no further action on this
matstr. 27
(U)
Florida

Such was not the case of free lance correspondent Helen Muogtve of the Jacksonville,
Journal

The below

m

Ossage'to S4CDEr

sums up the

casel

Mrs. Helen A. Muegrove. free lance correspondent for the Jacksonville. Florida Journal was de.
barred on 23 April 1968 by MACV DebarrmentlNotice
8-68. As an accredited nowspaperwoman, the VYN
would have allowed Mrs. Musgrove to import du'ty
free in VN equipment used in conjunction with her
position as a news medium ropresontative. This
privilege did not include any goods brought into
Vietenam for a commerical venture other than her
newspaper work. According to Mrs. Musgrove's
astimates, she invested approadinately $8. 000 in
popcorn equipment which, it is alleged. she
attempted to import duty free into Vietnam during
January of this year for the purpose of establishing
concession in a Saigon USO Club. . . . In view of
debarrment, Mrs. MusgrOve's accreditation has
been withdrawn, pending results of investigation.
(U) In J•ne the accreditation )f reporter John Carroll of the Balmeuwas
suspended
for an indefinite period for a gross violation of the MACV ground rules. Carroll broke a
story of the Marine@ pulling out from their base at Khe Sanh before sanction for such was
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In explaing his action to SEC DEF, COMUSMACV said that.
Mr. Carroll's accreditation was suspended indefinitely for violaton of at least e of MACV's ground
rules which he and all other correspondent* agree to
honor when they are accredited. The signed agreement says in part, "I understand that violation of the
ground rules or failures to show my MACV accreditstion card to the military police authorities when requested may lead to suspension or cancellation of my
accreditation."
The ground rule Involved ts the one which forbids the use of information concerning "future plans,
operations, or strikes" until officially released by
MACV.
Also applicable is the ground rule which says
that "During an operation, unit designations and
troop movements, tactical deployments, name of
operation and siu of friendly forces involved"
will not be used until officially released by MACV.

(U) Quite expectedly. the Baltimore Sun In its articles on the subject., was quite critical
of MACV and MACV policy. On28 July the following article appeared:
Saigon. Mly 27 (Special)--The sixmonth. suspension ot the military acreditation of John S. Cabroll.
correspondent of the Baltimore Sun, is the most tevdre
penalty imposed on a write* for a major publication dur.'
ing the Vietnam War.
The ere~entials of other correspondents have been
lifted but never for more than 30 days.
Mr. Carroll had been suspended "indefinitely" last
month after writing that the Marines were abandoning
their outpost Khe Sanb Although the story was later
confirmed by the military, Mr. Carroll was suspended
for violating a ground rule that forbids public discussion
of pending troop operations.
Brig. Gen. Winant Sidle, the chief of information,
said today that the "indefiate" suspension had been
"reduced" to six months . . . .
Mr. Carroll can remain in Vietnam.
Mr. Carroll said today that the move by the
military command was "extraordinarily vindictive."
"Some sort of ground rules are aecessary but this
arbitrary system of penalties could very well be abused
to stem the flow of honest and accurate reporting. " he added.
(U) Another Bltimore Sn

pale 1 story read:

Saigon July

g8--At least four newsmen have
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had their American military accreditation in
Vietnam suspended temporarily for publishing
reports on American military activities beforo
their release by the United States commands, a
spokesman reported today.
AU these suspensions except the latest-that of John S. Carroll. Baltimore Sun correspondent--ran for 30 days. Mr. Carroll's suspervion
has been set at 6 months because of an accrast of
the American evacuation of the bhe Sash Marine
base he made before official announcement of it.
The United States command has discredited
23 persons covering the Vietunar war in the last
several years for misconduct, thus denying them
access to America military facilities for news
coveragre.
of the twenty-three were disaccredited for misconduct such as bad checks.
nonpayment of bills or other financial irresponsi.
bility and for currency and postal violations, " the
spokesiian said. "Four were debarred after
complete crimina.l investigations."
"Fourteen o. these we consider permanently
dlsaccredited," the spokesman added. "The other
nine you might call temporary, meaning they nrlay
be accredited after careful reconsideration and
and after certain conditions are corrected. We
hays only reaccredited one person subsequently.'
"1 would est mate.'11 the spokesmen said. "that
we consiader for disaccreditation possibly two to
three persons a m-)nth. The large majority of
these persons are admonished and couneoled andallowed to continue.
Their actions are usually
due to a misunderstanding." Z8

"Nineteen

The "All-Out Offensive"
(S) On Z7 May, COMUSMACV published informal guidance to his commanders In a message of that date. He reviewed the Tat defeat of the enemy and steps that had been taken to
exploit the situation: steps which had been agreed upon at the ARVN, FW, and US commanders
conference on 31 March. COMUSMACV and other Allied commanders, on 6 May, had called
for "a full offensive against the enemy" and "withthprospect of negotiations Confrond.Aus,
-we must redouS--ez.vigilancs and our it'i uv, to insure that the enem'y-'achieves no cuc-egg on the battlefields of SVX. " Amajor Veiikthrough toward military victory in South Vietnam we; calid'for. Fighting wis to be "characterized by an aggressive, unremitting, twentyfour hour application of pressure on all enemy elements throughout RVN. " The enemy would
"be driven from the populated a-s*a, pursued relentlessly, isolated and destroyed" was the
guidance. US commanders were to terge "a totally coordinated military offensive, in which a
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f-u. role" was to "be assigned to the RV?4AF. " The ultimate goal of COMUSMACV'Is guidance
was that:
These operations must result in drivtng the enemy
from the population and political centers of the country,
opmaing the lines of communications, and giving breathing room to the process of pacification. . . . The purpose of fighting in the summer of 1968 (was to) be to
hound the enemy. destroy the forces and rid this land
of hIs influence.
No mention of the Paris official converstalons was made in this directive to all MACV commanders.
(U) Unfortunately, there was an opportunistic press leak which exploited this general
guidance and tied it directly to the Paris tallks. a fabrication. A story by Keyes Beech appearing in the Ccago Dtli News claimed that a top secret directive had been sent to all US
field commanders in South vietmm teling them to win the war t9 the next three months. rti
article stated that the objective was to break the then current military stalemate and gain "a
decisive voice at the Paris peace conference. " It went on to claim that. since the Communists
were seeking the same thing, the talks would produce sotme of the bloodiest fighting of the war
in the weeks and months ahead. Beech went on to say that although the (allqed( directive
went out under Gen Westmoreland's name, it had origi•ated with Can Abrams who was soon
to become COMUSMACV. The leak, coupled with the political inferences drawn from it,
caused embarrassment to COMUSMACV and a query firon the National Military Command
Paris and AMEMB Saigon.
Center (NMCC), as well as one from SECSTATE to both AMEM
(U) In answer to insistent queries. CO'LUSMACV, on 26 May, issued the following statement to the press:
There is no MACV directive, casslfied or
uaclassified, which (a) ties the prosecution of
the war in Vietnam with the Parls Peace Talks,
(b) sates that the war must be won within the
next three months or within any specific period
of tine.
In a press briefing on that day, a US spokesman explained that the directive of 6 May "was a
kind of pep talk - the kind that gets sent out about every six months or so" and that "it said
we had to make an all-out effort to keep the counteroffensive going, -hat is, the counteroffensive that began after the enemy's Tat offensive. " Having oreseen such troubles, COMUSMACV, weeks before, on 3 April, W told all commands end commanders in Vietnam that:
No member of this commend is authoriaed to
make any comeement whatsoever concerning the cessation of bombing which has occurred over most of
North Vietnam or concerning any problem connected
therewith, directly or indirectl-'.
Press queries on this subject will be answered
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with , "No Comment." Persistent queries may
be referred to MACOI. This Instzuction will
remain in effect until rescinded. Z9
"Third Wave" Offeniive
(C) After the May.Jhue enemy attacks were defeated, there was a lessening of combat
action throughout the Republic. However. captured enemy documents AndInformation gathered
by interrogation and intelligence sources, plus persistent rumors, indicated chat the enemy
was preparin to
alunch
a "Third Wave" of countrywide attacks in the late summer. Rumors
led to speculation which led to queries from many quarters, particularly the press corps. The
problem revolved around the questions of when. where, and how will we know the attack is a
general one (if indeed there is one) and is it the much touted "Third Wave?" pJecause *f persistent speculatian, COMUSMACV felt it necessary to provide definitive guidance to his component and senior cotmmanders in the matter, which he did on 18 August. Zn a message to CO,
MU MAF: CO. I FTORCEV: CO, 11 rFORCEV. CO. CMAC: CO, USAHAC; SA, IV CORPS:
Cdr. 7A7; and COMNAVTORV he stated:
The handling of public affairs activity during the
expected enemy offensive is most Important to US
interests and must receive detailed attention of
commanders, staff, and perticularly their Informsa
tion officers.
The press no doubt will speculate that the offensive has Started; however, the official announcement
must come from COMUSMACV ...
The quicker that factual information can be proto the press the better - as facts dispel rumors.
Insure that your information officers are kept
fullt informed at all times. A continuous flow of
accurate information Is required to keep the press
advised. It is equally Important for Information officers
and their staffs to know news that should not be put out
as it is to know news that can be released.
Let our actions speak for themselves. Avoid
speculations that may mislead the press and pa•tLcularly avoid speculation about the future course
of the battle or comment about our future operations.
Our capabilities and preparations, together with what
has happened and where, and what we have done, provide
the soundest basis for comment. Be careful not to over
exaggerate a special Situation. Use facts.

"vided

(S) NIne days later, SECDEF, in a message to AMEMB Saigon and to COMUS'MACV commented that.
Excellent MACV press activities have resulted
in Informed news coverage of current NVA/VC
activities.
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We agree with the public affairs approach
outlined last vek by General Abrams to DASM/PA
rryklund- -particularly that MACV should not predict, claim or characterize tat should point out
clearly and promptly the current actions of the
enemy and let the actions speak for themselves.
We also support your intention of pointing out
to newsmen that the enemy's broadcasts characterize
his current actions as a major offensive. When in
your opinion intelligence verifies these enemy statements we would fully , nport your releasing them.
We continue to believe that basic reporting of
the facts should continue to be done in Saigon, not
here, and that MACV should not characterize the
current assaults until the enemy has done it himself and until his actions mako It clear to newsmen
that the Third Wave Is Indeed in progress.
Again our praise to all hands for excellent
public affairs hiandling of a difficult situation. 30

Casualty Peportins:
(U) Casualty reporting had been a part of the "numbers game" played in connection with
the war in SEASLA. The reporting system had.been explained many times--orally and in writing--to reporters, editors, and publishers; hOwever, the passage of time had always 'seen confusion and mirsconceptions-creep back into the news reports about casualties. With this in
mind, a review of the casualty reporting practice in the recent wars the US had fought was
necessary to give proper porip.ctive to the present controversy and problem of casualty reporting.
(U) During World War 11. there was no attempt to compile statistics or lilst of names of
casualties for public announcement. Such compilatione occurred only after the war was over.
The criterion for a reportable wounded casualty was admission to a hoesital or corresponding
field activity. Although not spelled out in the criterion in practice a "corresponding field
activity" was a battalion aid station or greater facility. There was no reference to the Purple
Heart in determining casualties.
(U) In the Korean War, public
next of kin. Thus, the weekly lists
notified during the reporting period
criterion for a reportable wounded

announcements were made weekly, based on notifications of
represented those casualties whose next of kin had been
rather than those actually wounded during the period. The
casualty in Korea was the same as for World War 11.

(U) Early in the Vietnam conflict, the same criterion as in Korea was used for determintng reportable casualties. In 1962, an Executive Order authorized the award of the Purple
Heart to those wounded in Vietnam. At that time, the criterion for a reportable casualty became the award of the Purple Heart which criteria ts a wound received as a direct result of
hostile action or through misadv;enture while in action or going to or returning from action,
requiring treatment by a medical officer. The term "medical officer" was not defined. If it
were strictly defined as a doctor, then a reportable casualty in Vetnsam would be the same as a
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reportable casualty in World War U or Korea. In practice in the field it was not strictly doflood and a corpsman was generally considered a medical officer for purpoose of awarding the
Plrple Heart mad detormsning a reportable casualty.
(U)

Senats.

of this, MACV was plagued by two misconceptions about casualties reported!

1. That the total 03 casualties in SEASIA could be compared with casuadties anamaced in previous were.
2. That the suary
of casualties reprted each week was an announcement of the
canualties occurring during the report week.
(U) In respect to the first miscoaception each week on Thursday, DOD bad released a
statistical suary
of "Vietuam Weekly Casualties. " cumulative from I January 1961 through
the Saturday before the Thursday on which the sunmmry was released. The "-iounded or injured" catsgory was broken down to cover "died of wounds" and '•non-fatal wounds." The
latter sue-category was divided further into tndi•iduals who required hospital care and those
who did net require hospital care. In comparing Vietnam to Korea or World War 1. an so.
curate comparison could only be made if one ignored the figure for wounded who did not re.
quite hospie l care as this figure. as explained above, was not collected and released during
earlier wars. The vast majority of the news media did not bother with this finite but most timportant point. Therefore, stories that US combat casualties in Vietnam were greater in mcuber than those tsL'ered during the Korean War were in basic error and grossly mibleading.
(U) The secord area of confusion was amply illustrated by stories that total US casualties
in Vietnam were luaber than in Korea and that the weekly figures for the week ending 6 April
were the higbhst oi the war. The Inflation caused by including the wounded not requiring hospi.
talisation provided the first false assumption and secondly no one week could be accurately
compered with another since, as explained above, the casualty reporting system did not make
such comparisons possible.
(U) Despite the news media practise of doing so. it was Incorrect to compare total cassualUes in th Vietamn War with those in other wars %aleso (1) the current category of "Non-fatal
wouds-.hospital care not required" was deducted fIrm the Vietnam War casualty figure, and
(2) one realised there could be
correlation between wounded casualties announced for a
c
certain week and the number actually occurring in that week.
(C) COMUSMACV rvoognised this overall problem and recommended to CXNCPAC that a
change in the reportu•g system be madse when be dispatched the following message, on 12 April,
with information copies to COD(PA) and CYCS:
1. (U) At present, ll casualties incurred by
US troops in Vietasm, no matter how slight the inJury, are reported through channels and to the press.
2. (U) This procedure differs from those used
in WWI and Korea. During those conflicts the wounded
in action statistics included only those persons wounded
seriously enough to require hospitalisation.
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3. (U) Although for several months the WIA
figures released to the press have carefully differentdated between those requiring hospitelisation and those
who do net, the press has tended to lump the flgures
together. thereby giving a totally false impression when
compared with WWI mad Korean casuelty figures.
4. (C) Should the present system of reporting
casualties to the press be changed to conform with
the Korean and WWIN procedroe. a much more valid
casualty comparison could be made between Vietnam
and those two conflicts. For example, counting only
those wounded requiring hospitelisation. the statistics
would reed:
a. WM in Korea June 1950 - July
years, I month): 103,284.
b. WlA in Vietnam I
(7 years I month): $6.99Z.

an 61 -30

1953 (3

Jan 68

C. (C) It is obvious that such a change In Visteam
casualty reporting to the press would provide a more
accurst data base for the comparison of reported
casualtios with other conflicts. In addition, an as.
curate, more significant protrayilof the effectiveness
of combat operatioie in RVN would be possible.
6. (C) It is equally obvious that such a change,
if made at this somewhat late date. would create
considerable press speculation questioning the
motives for the change and possibly providing some
grist for the mill of credibility gap. However. it ti
believed -hat the press furore, if any, would be
short Uvvet and that the end result would be a much
more realistic picture in the minds of both the
press and public as to the casualty situation in
Vietoam.
7. (C) To affect the change as painlessly as
possible. DOD and MACV should make the announce.
mont simultaneously, explaining the reasons for the
changse and providing revised casualty statistics begin-Ing I January 1961. Subsequently, all DOD
9 would include only those WIA recasualty rel,
quiring hospt*liation (bMIIEVAC). Saigon press
questions would be answered by MACV at the appropriato evening briefing. In Washington, the same
task could be accomplished through either a press
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conference or a backgrounder. The actual release
and followmp questions and answers should be propared by ASD(PA).
a.

(C) It is recommended that

a. DOD press casualty reports be changed
to limit WIA to those requiring hospitalisation.
b. WIA public statistics since I Ian 61 be
modified accordingly.
c. The announcement of this change be made
slmulteneously in Washington and Saigor.
d.

The announcement be prepared by ASD (PA).

a.

No change be nade in official tn-house

casualty reporting.
(U) CINCPAC replied concurring with the MACV position. However. no action oan the
matter was taken at OASD (PA) and it wes allowed to lie dormant. 31
(C) On" 17 August, CICPAC inquired of SECDEF if the casualties insturrd during the
26 uly terrorist attack an the Royal Thai Air Torce Base, Udora, should be t'eated separately or if they should be associated directly with the Vietnfm War released figures. SECDEF, on
20 August, stated that these casualties "would not be treated separately (and] would be associated directly with the Vietnam War released figures, ' In additton, guidance was sent to the
effect that "only the figures for the total casualties incurred by U3 military personnel in connection with the conflict in Vietnam will be unclassified and releasable. Any breakdown for
separate countries or lesser areas will remain classified as Confidential.'
(C) UJCDzF queried CINCPAC. COMUSMACTXA, and COMUSMAC" as to whether or not
to include Cambodia in the same context as Thailand in that:
The eleven well-publicised internees from
the (Army] LCU held by the Cambodians were
included in the weekly casualty release charged
to Vietnam. Under the existing ground rules
the eleven men should not have been counted
but to have failed to do so would have brou•hit
some criticism. Adding Cambodia to the Thailand
proposal at ts time might prevent possible future
problems. Request reaction all addresses.
(C)

COMUSMACV replied thuslyr
Concur that all casualties resulting from
direct actions or mission support of Vietnam
conflict should be reported as one total, •,
I'
less of Individual's bass of origin.
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However, we have reservations whether individuals
based in Thailand or other countries incurring casualties
within the boundaries of the country of aasignment should
be included in Vitoasm conflict total casualty figures if a
breakdown of figures would remain classified. A toftl
of casualties under such a procedure may not reflect a
true picture of losses due to Vietnam action.
The US Embs cy in Saigon.... concurs with
MACV position. 31
As a result of this, casualty reporting procedures were not changed. DOD and COMUSMACV
continued to release figures reflecting all casualties directly connected with the war in Viet-

(U) Without doubt, other than pursuing and defeating the enemy outright, the major task
of MACV in 1968 wae the improvement of RVNAF. This task in 1968 was foremost among
staff activitiec and priorities. In consequence, this effort also played a significant part in the
activities of the Office of Information staff's activities and priorities. There was an internal
shift of emphasis that brought about such things as an expanded information advisory effort,
greater recognition of RVNAr in the Observer as well as unit newspapers, ahd the sponsorin.of Joint USIGVN press corps briefings each afternoon in Saigon (these items, an:d others, are
discussed under their respective MACOI Division sections).
(S) in early July. the SCS spelled out their policy to improve the recognition of the perT
formance ana progress of the RVNAF. Addressed to CINCPAC, with informatiot, to COM JS.
MACV, their guidance, in part, stated-

S....

The American public has been informed that
the RVHAF would gradually assume a greater share
of the burden in whuning the war. . .It seems eppro.
priate to give increased recognition to the performance
and progress of the RVNAF.
. . . Conduct a thre*-pronged program.
. to obtain
maximum publicity and coverage in US/worldwide
news media of successful RVNAF operations. . . and
to permit feedback of the "recognition" to Vietnamnese
outlets as further stimulant. . . Command information
programs within RVNAF, guided and assisted by US
advisors, to recognize and extol the dedication of RVNAF
fighting men in order to Improve espirit de corps...
long-range motivational./incentive programs to further
stimulate mermbers of RVNAF toward service and combat
aggressiveness.
(C) In reply to the :CS message and the program suggestions contained in that mesa&L,.
COMUSMACV stated to CINCPAC, into 3CS. that, 33
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Commanders and information officers in Vietnmm are well aware of the need for fall recognition
of RVNAr performance and progress and there does
not appear to be any requirement for an additional
proaram in Vietnam to support this objective....
the three.pronged program proposed (by JCSJ in
already underway on a top priority basis...
This headquarters; . . enthusiastically concur(s) in additional efforts which might be taken
elsewhere to Improve fVTIAF recognition, keeping in mind. however. that no attempt should be
made to create an fVNATF image which is better the
than the real thing. Past attempts of this nature
have backfired and appear to be largely responsi.
ble for the current prees doubts concerning the
RVNAI. at least amons the Saigon P'eas Corns.

Favorable Press
(U) Alter the enemy's attacks of May and Iune, adveree stories written and filed by the
Saigon Press Corps continued to be printed but in a progressively- smaller number than before.
Sometime in mid.sunrmer a perceptible change in war reporting became apparent. In fact, in
retrospect, the fi*ret half of 1968--_Tet,
hoe Sanh, the'second cities offensive--was the high
point of American press criticism of the US military's conduct of the war. In the last half of
1968, MACV was no longer being continually castigated for "more destroying than searching,"
or for using "basebaUl bats (]-S~si to swat fites (VC)," and other such simplifications of a complex task. Instead, an appreciation of the difficult task at bhnd and the finite gains being made
began to be emphasised by the press. Also, with respect to the enemy, a changed treatment by
the press corps became apparent. Before the Tet.Offensive, and particularly thereafter, the
enemy had gratuitously been given the accolade of being "tan feet tall." infallible, or almost unbeatable. This was in contrast to the portrayal of an often bumbling American military.
(U) in essence, the suicidal nature of the May and June attacks, the failure of the enemy to
continue rocketing Saigon, his failure to mount no more than a few ineffective and (to him) dieLetrous attacks in his much vaunted and heralded "Third Wave" attacks in August, the rise of
RVNAF fighting ability and esprit, the continued stability of the Thisu government and, above
all, a much belated recognition of the reasoning behind MACV tactical/strategic policies, and
the worth of the American fighting man in Vietnam all effected this change.
(U) Since favorable articles in the press during this subtle change in attitude did not engender message or letter traffic of an official nature, the best way to illustrate this change Is by
quoting random examples of such reporting; some by correspondents who at the time of Tot and
Cbs Sanh were literally Cassandras, prophets of doom. Following is a series of excerpts from
news stories that are indicative of this change. A perusal of news headlines and feature stories
from January through May compared to August through November would show the reader a dramatic shift in emphasis and attitude on the part of reporters in Vietnam. The below summary
attempts to do the same.
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-Pot Foreigfl Service. in a 12 Auigust article on the
(UI) Peter Braestrup. Washi~.
MACV use of 11-52s, signale ti changed attitude:
Saigon, Aug U1. The windows of downtown Saigon
ratlded last night an the distinctive long rumble of
a 3-52 bombher strike cam. over the flat. nooded
rise paddes fron the weet.
Thin morning. as is its habit, the US como and
disclosed the whereabouts ot the night's Z-92 tavgets.
The closest bombs, apparently those which rattledi
the wiadowe. fell to Long An Province, 14 mile s
away--about the name distance Rockville is from
downtown Washiagto.
.Tonight, the windows rattled again. twice.
When the Sftatsgic Air Command' s big bamb.-:.
began dropping scores of 500 Land710-pound,
bombs on Vietcong jungle sancturaries on June
18, 196b, there was considerable outcry over
"using a sledgehenmer to bit a fly. " Such
skepticism has faded.
Indeed, especially during the current sightweek-old relative lull in big-unit warfare. the
A5.52. 10-ton bomb-load. have emerged as one
of Gean.Creighton W. Abrams' primie weapons
in disrupting any enemy timetable for a third
offensive against visteosm'IIcties..
"Abrams has been using 5.529 UikemanWeuv
battalions, like a strategic reserve, Jabbing eli
the times, observed one high-ranking planner.
"Muriftlligence is better &nd our fieztibility
is better. And the enemy now has a more complicated, logistics system. which gives us better
area targets. 1
. As many as 13 strikee a day bring the 3.52.
from Muom or Utapa. Thailan . ..
In June the 3-92a ware credited with helping
the US 4th Division doter a two-division enemy
threat around Kgntum and Dakto in the Central
ghnd.The bombers also paved the way
tar the seond US foray into the Aseha Valley
on Aug 4.
(The 11-52s most dramatic hour came
during the 77-day seige of the Marine bass
at Kbe Sank, when they dropped 60. 000 tons
of bombs to relandscape the hills. Some
190 poenders were placed within 500 meters
of the defense perimeter and the B-528 ware
credited with a decisive role in discouraging
en all-out enemy assault)...
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Nobody claims that every 3-52 strike Is
an target. but there is plenty of testimony,
trom prisoners and captared documents. that
the Seay facts Some pressure from them.
Not1beg ago. US troops picked up a
diary belonging to Nguyen DuoTau. 20 year
old veteran ad the 101st NVA Regimen" It
recorded his trip sooth in 1"64 and fights in
do ngbinsis and north of Saigon. lMs
odyssey included two strikes ageaist his
ontlit by the 3-5ts. On Now 17. 1966,
Tau recorded. "One ot the bombs hit an
underground shelter and hurled raven
coummnds a distance at 1s meters. Four
of the were killed on the spot. "
On Oct 26. 1967 the 3-52 again caught
up with Tau wad his friends. all of them in
deep shelters. "I was
4 sets, although half
buried,", henoted. 3
Neiws.k~ol
(17) Another article reflecting this shift in attitude was one carried in
settled 11DidUS Bongle Victory?"1 Its two atrLin negativv points wear. ti~
Ilan
presufficiently
US
had
not
as
I
that
the
doestie
of
basic
military
escalatIon was a denisl
Pared for a small unit. ani-guerrilla 'var because it the early 1960. US tilLtary thinking
But
was stdl "applicable to war in a highly developed aret. of the world, such as Europe.
the articls did stte-i
lii.t possible at thie t~ze to start putting the
Vieotom War in perspective. Two main points
emerget.
1. There will be no decisive military
victory over the Commsanists because too
many fundamental mistakes have been made
by th US. Some blunders were ,setin motion
long before the war etarted and were corrected
only under the pressure ad combat. Many changes
have taken too long.
2. Despite all the problems, there is a measure
of success to be s..lvaged. In fa.-t. one overriding
US objective--to deny victory to the Communists-hee at this date ell hut been accomplished.
First, here is an appraisal of the immediate
situation, made after three months of touring the
battle areas from one end of South Vieftaua to the
othe.
Mid-1968 will probably come to he regarded
as tdo torning point in the war, with peace hy mid1%69
a peseibilt, L 11. reasons are many and varied.
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Never before have the Allied forces been
better prepared or more on the alert. Nnrth
Vtoamneme military operations are rapidly
becomn asen seraise in ftlity.
A dam"estint war.nuch as dtht being
iste. has inherent
attempted by the Coa
limitatons wh.c.h cannot "steceed in the face
of the massive Allied buildup.
. The Viet Cong's capacity for internal subverston has been reduced sharply. The rank.
of the Vfet Cong are now 72 percent North
Vietsamese.
The Government of South Vistear. shaken
by US political oratory end fears of a 'sellout"
In, Parts. to struggling wide some successes for
stability and acceptance.
For the first tnt in a decade the•m is no
visible threat of a military coup to overthrow
the Ovreoment.
To observers on the eone. this much seems
clsart say nlditary operations undertaken henesforth by the Comnuaiats will be for propaganda
pupeoes. The sim: to establish a facade of
strength they do not possess, In an attempt to
influeno US public opinion end the Paris talks.
The North Vietnamese cannot onquer, hold
and oraLise any subhtatial portion of South
Vietnam nor can they overthrow the Saigon
Govermoneat by forc..
None *I this mease of course, hait th AMi
have was the war in the traditional sense. The
North Vietnemese have not been forced to withdraw
or smrrender. The Redd capacity for prolonged
harassment remains Impressive.
It does mesan however, that within the
framework of military restraints, self-Imposed
by thd US for domestic political reasons, the
Allies have accomplished a vital purposet the
preservation of South Vietnam as a potentially
non-Coummunist nation.
The restraints the US placed or. itself have
limited Allied ground operations to within South
Vietnam and restricted the bombing of North
Despite the military handicaps,
Viet-n.
there is growing svidence that the war has been
far more costly to the enemy than hitherto realized.
While intelligence sources are reluctant
to project overall casualt figures ofwici•.y. the
most conservative estimate obtainable here places

"viable
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enemy lossms to baftle. bombing and. disease
sines 19Z at around 700. 000 mem. Some sources
belie". do CoVMMontate have lost at least one
A large combat odnews stories over the years,
by ideseame at least. have surroubded the North
&aum Of
Vlemse, set the Vliet Cong with &an
Vnder Cosersi WestluorelminA s successor.
cee. Creighoem W. Abrams. there has been sfteppdup singls.t on, the baodes Called "detect and Gordon."
These mtatics Involve flooding the countryside
nighdy with literally thoueands of smell paLtrols
whoee primary mission io to locate theesnemy. As
sew.&as the onemy is detected, additional troops art
Mowe in to surround the area. which to then
pouaoisd by air and artillery.
Udder ktheeair'umstnCes. If the enemy is to
.mp
a breakout--which means
survive, he most a
he meet abandon his position. mowVinto the open
and etbesk this Alled forces dug in around him, ror
the ensey, it io a wsetly sffort.
Militey men hero argne that Americana impatience
with *a var bas been binned by reportorial emphasis
on what ars described as US military blunders, that
linde atndon has heen paid to the enemy's.
The Coutmneto harp, exhbited a remarkable
lack ad MMagMOLIon North Vistames umilitary
oper6dtiaso ane geneaOlly predictable, their planning
indexible aind their optione limited to fighting In
the vicinity of their supplies. The enemy often
fights for meapparent muiitry purpose.
Umucbas been written about the difficulties of
the US in dealing with a clandestine war. Little
has been said about the inherent limitations of
euch warftse.
Modern armies with their fleets of trucks,
helicopters and, aircraft haew the ability to move
men and uppliestat will. The clandestine warrior
does sot.
To prepare for battle, the North Vietnamese
must porter their medical supplies, arms and
they intend to
amseenition into the areas wherwe
fight. Their ability for sustained combat is
limited by the six* of their supply caches.
Ouick replenishment is out of the question.
The locatina of the" supply cache$ governs
the North Vlietnamese selection of targets. Since
ths North ý,iesmoame cannot operate at a dietance from his supplies, his nmanever room
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is limnied.
Over the years., the Alle, havs plotted the
North Vieteamese supply route from Laos and
Cambodia with considerable accuracy. The
Allies now know the areas preferred by the
North Vietnmese as supply bases.

What this mean is tt the North Vietnamese
are hbving an increasingly difficult time mustering
large numbers of men at the caches without detection. Whea they do muter they have, in affect,
signaled their target and route. They awe being
intercepted with mounting success.
Many Ameri•ans hes are oeueemley critical
of the South Vietaomee governoment. citing corwuption. draft.dodgisn, iid inefficient bureaucrac%'
the black market aLd military factionalism as

ground@.
genewally valid. But
ell are
These charges
there is another. end largely overlooked, side
to the can.
The current Government was organised after
a general election in Which 80 percent of those
eligible to vote did so. A new Co'ntittion was
drafted and approved. All this was done in-the
midst Of a war.
Close obeervers stress that, for a change.
the Government appears- e be making an effoe
to weed out the inefficient and corrupt. At
least 12 of the nation'.@ 44 provincial chiefs
have been removed from office.
A coident Soth Vietasmese Government
has freed more than 2,700 persons who had
bees held on suspicion ofbeing Communist
sympathisere. •It has embarked on a program
of legal reform aimed at ending the old Froach
eystem under which the accused is presumed
to be guilty unless he can establish his innocence.
Some measures of the Government'8s growing
strength can be gleaned from the fact that in 1964
te rev*ve@ee amounted to only 11. 5 bLLion piasters,
or 97 million dollars. at the rate of $1 to 118 piasters.
Now they total more than 26 hillion piasters, or 220
million dollars.
In summary two main points:
The Government of South V•leunm Is becoming
stronger almost daily. The possibility that
the Coguncniete can overthrow It by force or
intere•l subversion is becoming mere remote.
The military sitOation is such that, while
the Allies grow stronger, the North Veutnameee
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are spending thousands of lives for no compensatory
gain.

These, are the principal reasons why observers
here feel some kind of honorable peace can be achieved
in 1969 af the Usits determined to stay with it. 35
(lii On 5 and 13 September, Beverly Deeps of the CrtiaSeneMonitor, who had been
amost severe critic of I3SMACV. turned her guns on the enemny, hILereooescoa
The Commuanists. vow apparently winding up for
a third military offensive, have driven home some
scorching criticism of their previous countrywide
throat in May.
Th.. criticisms of subordinate uutat have a wide
range of targets.

These include:

A gunner who wasted 10 rounds of 75mm recoilless
rile fire by missing his assigned tarxets.
A unit which went "on a walking exercise in the
jungle" rather than rushing in to reinforce its
comrades in battle.
Unit: which fled in battle leaving monitions,
heav$ weapons, and wounded soldiers behind.
Fefusal of commanders to esecute orders
".with ut hesitation."
F brication by senior unit commnanders of
battlefield repertis to superior headqunrters,
minitiuing Communist caeualties and exaggerating
allied losses.
A major Communist difficulty wee the
defection of a senior Communist Party Officer.
Li Col Tra(va)n (sic) van Dac. who outlined
portions of the Communist battle plan to the
allied command shortly before the assault.
Since tken, the Communist command has
intesnifl~id the indoctrination of its troops.
However, allied intelligence sources report
that following the May offensive. a number of
Communist cadre and officers have continued
to voluntarily defect to the allied side. Others
have been captured on the battlefield.
More significantly, these sources report that
since the MAYoffensive, as many as 10 to 20
percent of the troop strength from some badly
battered units have deserted the Communist
ranks, returning to their homes...
The commtander of one unit of the First
Regiment was told to go hack and fight. He
sail he could not because he did not have a
s~aupka. When a subordinate found him a
sampan, heosaid he was sick.
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The subordinate then asked if he would destnate someone to replace himself as commander.
Lying on a bed the comarr-nder Just rolled his
heavy body to the wall and refused to answer. 36
(U) Another Beverly Deepe article entitled "Chasing Credibility in Saigon" pointed out that
Hanoi was both deceiving ad being deceived-As short, the enemy was not infallible, he had
deep problems and his own "credibility gap."
...
Compared with Washington's, however, the
Communist credibility pp is more of a canyon.
It exists within its own hierarchy, within international diplomatic circles, and between the
Cosmounists and the South Vietnamese people.
If President Johnson's problem is evaluating
his Top-Secret reports from Saigon, the essential
Coommuunist problem revolves around their lowranking comunmsars and troops no longer believing
in the Communist Party leaders hip--which is the
fouWninhead of wisdom and infallibility on their side.
If the Communist Party leadership is not
maintaining the trust of its cadre "adtroops, then
it will have--tad is havin--d.diffculty in' gaininj
the trust of the South Viet amese people, whom
they are attempting.to woo as supporters.
biplma~tically. the verbal Samos the Communist
negotiators played in Part. on the presence of North
Vietnnameso t -sops in the South did nothing to enhance their credibility here--especially when some
Saigon housewives had even heard the northern
accents of the Hanoi troope rs in Saigon when they
assaulted the city in the past.
One Vietnam-based American official explained
the current American problem this way"The main thing is that before time was a
weapon the Communists always used. Time
now is on our side. I see no need for any
American concessions right now because the
South Vietnamese are becoming increasingly
stronger vis-a-vis the enemy. The longer they
wait, the bett-r off we are. Of course, I ignore
the great public demand for peace-.and this is
a factor to be weighed too". . . 37

However, the article did go on to explore and condemn US military "conservatism" and institutionelised "optimism, " "two persistent problems" -- but, in essence. it struck a greater
balance than previous Deep@ articles.
(U)

A most outspoken ed itorial by the

_i-nm.Tr4h..i
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of 30 September was instructive:

UNCLASSIFIED
The cry continues end growe that the US quit
the Tar In Vieteam.
on.of the major reasons for doing so. chorus
over a"d over the apostles ad gloom, to that we
and our allies are ant and cannot win the war.
Up until only a year ago they'd say that all we
is to look at the Impressive
had to dotomeO th
stetistics on equipment lost to the CouMLnigts
by South Vtetnamese troops.
The figures. they'd maintain. demonstrSted
the V9At Cong and North Vletnamese were winning
the war. No military force, went the argument.
could coute battl when the efnemy took away
its weapons fastor thea the US could centiue to
supply the*.
The concern over lost materiel was accompanied
by charges that the losses proved South Vietnamese
wouldn't fight, were 40.hour-a-week soldiers,
wouldn't operate at night and "nowhere in the country
can be said to have made real gASe agatnet the
Well, the gloom-sayers should look again.
A year later, the situation it rdically dilferentbut those who read the losses of materiel as
sure Signe of defeat are strangely silont.
Now it is the Viet Cong and the North
V16teamese who are losiqg huge militaty
stocks.
since the first of this year. allied forces
have seized 40, 969 enemy rifles, enough to
equip four enemy divisions at their usual
strengt of 10.000 men. In the same time,
the allies took 1, 797 artillery raockets and
8,446 mortars, machine guns and other
crew-served weapons.
More than 4 million rounds of rifle
a•mimnition, more than 57, 000 mortar
shells, more than 12,000 mines, more
than 49,000 grencdes and more than
Z. 400 tons of rice have been wrested
from the enemy.
This loss of materil d"mages
the enemy more than a simil,ar loss
would injure US forces. North Vietnam
isn't resupplying with American squipmont in great volume these days and
must depend upon Russia for it. Its a
long bhal from the Czechoslovakian
munitions plants to Haiphong, or overland
from Red China. ....
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Especially new that the news reports
from. the war soon conatin more and moe
accounts 0f South Vietname se in action.
the talk =Suped"n that the Vtet Cong need
only to ahout "boo" Uand Wouth VIstoameSe
will drop their weapons so longr sOunds convinsaing. South Vietoemese may be far from
dobest soldiers by US standards but they
are working at it.
There elso seems to be quit. a change in
the battlefield operations. Marines moved out
of their ftned positions several months ago and
began stabbing at the enmyr a strongholds..
Army forces and South Vtoumemse rosam far
afield in efforts to ftnd andoestroy the enemy
and his supplies.
Zven allowing for exaggeration in the
uniuitmet of battle. the losses inflicted
upon ths Consts are staggering...
These Amricsans who advocate withdrawal,
ignounintus though it may he, might take
heart in reviewing the situation today. It
is possible they would discover signs that
the US parpes* of stawaing the Cemaunist
aggressive tide in Southeast Asia may be
4leser to achVIevemet then the enemyS
propagandists would like us-to believe.
(U) The war against corruption within RYN got notice toot
Baby stop by stop, corruption is beginning
to go out of style in South Vietnam. while the
new mantowrupdaio campaign is not performing
any miracle. both Amterican and the most
heme
Vlteaeseoffcials throughout the
coum say that dramatically saw attitudes
are beginning to show eaveywhere.
Tor one thing, officials are now afraid
to be too blataut about their thievery.
ror another, in places like the National
Assembly, eager young mon wanting to make
a fast neme for themselves find it propitious
to denounce thievery wherever they find it.
Mostly any success that the campaign
has bad to daeeis ascribed to the puritanical
hand of Prime Minister Tran Van Huoug.
described by an American official here as
"notmwrlesely honest.11..
While plenty of corruption still exists. it
appear, very strongly that there is, indeed.
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sew atgtitde.
Parhaps most Importsi the American
Emmbssy rttoads seqrnely behind Prime
Ministur Rinsig. U thin OoverMent falls.
ths embassy has toid the Vietnamese Pollasta.. in
wasucertain terms the United
Sitales might very well MAnIt so longer
accessary to eosaimme
in Vietnam ..
Whim Rleag &afcke corruption from
a basically moral position, *"hse In the
Oovsrst realise tant they simply have
to clean up or the "m.. literally, in UP.
in a. thre mouths sines Ikoe" took
offie, some suiable changes have takes
place. Twenty-fAve of4"Province shifts
have been reoWVed from *Mae.
This sort of thing has bee, do*s before.
but this dame aettam of the ZRhas yet
shaow up in a higher POSIMOIos
Most
are aweistag preosection. 34
(t EvAena writers of Newsweek, a long-Mine critic of US actions in Vietnam. began in
0-tobe'- to recognizse that a n ita-ry victory was being won in Vitenints
The consensus wisdom th.sedays is that the
war in Vietnam is being lost that nothing remains
for a. US but to withdraw Jingood order if possible,*
in~iaode
ifnocssry.ifthislis rae. "nd it may
be, ta~n it Is becanse a. war is being lost on'ta.
playing fsieds ad America. It is not being Lost on

a.e

bstisfields ad Asia.

that we have meglected to notic, what
is goino`U&inVisetamsitself. Whatiso going on,
there
oImiratious of so's triumph on
-ob.
the sbtret of Chicago end on University campuses
at least seem preomotr. and a.e V7 premss
defeatism unrealistic.
Wars have been lost before by lack of
patience on the home front and this one can
be, Perhaps is betng. The French lost Vietnam
more in Paris than at Dienhisnphu....
Conditions of peace will be dictatsd principally
by the situation on the battlefield at the tims of
negotiation. For the us, the South Vietnamese
and taeir alles a.e situation is now the best it
has ever been and improving. For the North
Vietnamese and a.e Vsie Cong It is by the same
token the worst it has been and deteriorating.
Military esperts believe the North Vietnamese
have been trying for meek. to mount a repeat of the
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:Let cfesive againet Saigon and other urban centers
but that General Abrams has fruetrated these efforts
by brilliant us. of improved intelligence sources,
g8uod patrols to fix d. enemy and air power to
heaass him and keep him off balance. The North
Vileftmese now make up about 80 percent of ah
Communit fighting force. They and what romaine
of the VC hasve suffered heavy casualties (18, 500
kill"

in a'tons in the last fly. weeks).

They also

aeyslost enormous caches of arms and food supplis. Guerrilla forces haye been cut in half by
entebelisation to fll the depleted ranks of regular
lnfar~vy unst@.
Moesawhile, under President Thieu and Prime
Minister Huong. the Saigon government ts doing
*ouw of the things thitt should have been done
years ago. More than 150 officials have been
fired for inefficiency and corruption. No fewer
than We doses province chiefs have been replaced.
The Saigon police force ts now commanded by a
professional civil service. The new mobilization
law has added ZZ0. 000 men to the South Vietnameso
forces, 16d, 000 of them volunteers: bringing their
total strength to 755, 0C0. By next year this country
of IT million will have almost 1 million men under
arms. . . .39
(U) And thi, article of Z1 October.
Limited as the perspective still is, a
backward look adw reveals that the so called
I offensive in South Vietnam at the .tart of
tMs year w•s a Churchillian "hinge of fate"
for the United States and its Asian allies.
e'or the atckers it was a temporary success and a long-range dtsaster. Tor the
defenders it was a Jolting setback that
produced conditions leading
to the pesent renewal of hopes for peace.
Clty people whose concern had not previously been enlisted were frightened into
resolution. The Thieu government pulled
up its socks. A conscription law wee
enforced and the Jaoth Vietnamese Army
with the help of the Americans. was reequipped
ad greatly improved in effectiveness. The
countryside bounced back to proe-Tot status
or better. The enemy broke off the siege of
Klh Sank. The fortunes of war clearly
.
reversed direction..

"ultimately
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in *is country ftheoffect& of the T-6 raids
wer~eeven mope spectacular. Anierican toe.c
tien to the wt =wewlast sinary sad rebrury
was psoicky. son. willi~m rlulright sad his
as pro" positive dthe
pass* bits 0cetdh
the wet e me fas l as it Tso iwntaersi. Zahn
liessth Ceibroith predicted aeltiape of the Saigon
govorzoint wad 'effective dissolution of tha South
Vetetagmece Aviny" in a scatter of weeks...
Now at last, tun seeme, to bo running out
facter for Mea'~ than fot "Seioa.Waseinitaa. This
May produce readu*$ 40
(U) The ptreiouely much MoSLIgned
Mati&ee in nov~then I CTZ si40camterin for their share
of belated protect
in doe Bogor Zone. Vifteant. Oct. 13-Several
moo*th ae.o the Marne Corps announesd that its
forces In the merthuetepa cempr 49 South VWieaM
wetse stemming a sew. more mobile pasOrs.
Tod",. from the Son Ro tRiver in the buffet
coo to the shoadoned bose at KUe Sash, theiopect of the new tactics is evident e0sr, N te
The karlaes are moving freely into areac
whets
Me troops havs netsr veneered. In
doin gso, they hae" discovered usdev seor bridg%
across thesUs Mai. seised the heaviest enemy
art~lery shell sepe foan" in South Vieteam sand
ucovemred ton after ton of North Vietwemec so UP-

~sI

pas. . . .

The tocilos being used hate hoen developed
du=4M the VIOUoMM
wet. esecidally for this
ruggsdirrsim.
First. a hilltop is selected in en aero
where the enemy is belieted to be operti~ng.
The peak is cleared by jets, often dropping
bombs "e be"t as a ton each. After further
reeommims@nco, crews with chaine saws. a
em&l hulidosp canda hsckhoo are lifted by
helicopter osto the peekkto Prepare Mhate.
Often, the hilltop is to become a firesupport hose, cad l09.inm6 howitsers are
lowered from helicopters onto the surmnit.
When the beses is operationni- -usuaLY a
metter of homs after the first crew lands..lipfsary troope begin moting down the fingorliks
ridges sAd ito the Smarty Junglas. seat ChioP
for ths scanty or his supply lines.
The maneuver elements alway- :ITy
wifthan "hefan"
of the artillery support cand,
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In many inetences, the grounad commanders are
able to call in fire from two or three, separate
bases.
The flre-eupport boeseand landing zones..
being relativel small. are far mare difficult
targets for enemy aedlery than IKheSank was.
Their location on high ground allows them to.
be defeeded with a mdinmum nmuber of me.
tied dawn. And when the cost of keeping a base
outweigh its value. It san be readily abandoned.
The bases themselves will continue to be of
value, even after an operation ends and they are
abandoned. Each cleared hilltop in a potential
fe--up.et bse" or landing none, ready to be
oed
n qhort notice by mobile forcese. 41
MU The improvement of RVNAT in the latter half of 1968 was also recognized:
Whatever the backgrounid explanation, the
=21eProminent feature of the wasrin Vietnam
today to tht General Abrams has repeated what
Geneval Matthw B. Ridgway did in the Korean
Wa.. . .

'Within a month afte r General Ridgway too3k
over the commnand, the retreat bad been halted,
the merale of the troop. at the front restored,
and the groundwork laid for the military stability
whioh hae SUNrvived today.
In Vietnm the Tfl offeneive caused almost
ae meekhae among
&Ot# e allied forces a. had
the retoeast from the Yalu in Korea. But General
Abrams, already was busy rebutilding the South
Vistoom Army. Since be took ower the top coam.
msad, the ItIatg Landtactics of the war have
beea cempletely overhauled and changed. And the
roetnte are imopseeeive. The enemyr is being kept
off baleance.None, od hi. attacks have gone anywhere. There has been no general offensive.
This cheanghae been achieved without the
etora ZO0,000 mon requested in the time of dime.
myowhich followed the Ul offensivet. And tha
American casualty figure. have continued to be
at a lower level deemed to be politically tolerable. 42
MU The effect of the war on North Vietnam and the North Vietnamese became a matter of
interest. in comparicon to previously almost Complete afttenion to the problems of South
Vietnam And the StauteVitoameee".
Saigon - In North Vietnemns Ntnhbinh Province south of
Manoi. a Roman Catholic youth is drafted.
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To the northwest, in the baibor city of Haiphong. a
massive tree limb lies across a street, blocking traffic.
it had been there siame a typhoon whipped through a
mosth age.
24 the market place at Dinhiap. a smell town near
the Chmes border, a peaeant wman&
pays five dong-&heat7S cents for a kIdleof ries.
Meaningless vignettes?
perhaps.

But to snom experts on North Vietnam dthee io
grest significance in each of them. They seem to
provide insight on what life is like tefty in North
Vietnam. how bad the country is hurting from the
wat. how Willing it might behot "ock peace.
Until reently, Catholics wets considered a
security risk by North Vietnamese recruiting
o the potency of R~omnn Catholioffcias
brn.
cis= in Soath ZVtotesm. The fact that they are now
being dretfted may mean that the North Vieftame se
arme forces are caugh in a manpower @Rqusoe.
Kfthis analysis is correct, it is elsea possible
that the tree limb contimass* to block traffic in
Htaiphong because thare is nobody to remove it.
As for the price of rice in Diablap. dist. too.
*mAy he related to the typhoon and. mor* specifi.
cally, to ths supp'lyo manspower..
The storm heavily ftmaged crops that already
were hurting from iassjfidi~et cultivation. In a
country thait is chronically sbort~of sleplos like
rice, suob damage and aeglect io quickly reflocted.
In market prices. ...
Besides drafting Re=&& Catholice, the Hanoi
Oee noneralso bas *&asedlssuing discharges.
The traditisesl two-ysar tons in uniform no longer
exists. Now, th War is "for the duration. 1
By latest estimate. about 45 percesnt of the
enemy troops in thes South are now North Vietname so.
Obviously. North Vistwam. cannot send meon South
forever at the rate allied officials claim they are
being killed. In fact. the strain already is having
an effsect on the fighting in the South.
Intelligence reporte indicate that the quality
of men coming South has deteriorated. Many are
inadequsatly trained. Scome have never fired a rifle.
The desertion rate in snemy units also appears
to bo rising. A North Vietnamese prisoner recently
told &anAllied interrogator that word was spreading
rapidly that "South Vietnam is not good duty., 43
(U) The following wae indicative of editorial comment on the reasons for Hanoi'sa easing of
terms for negotiations which bad led to the complete bombing haltb
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of

Oat all thWeoos•ie
talks. dsis emerese: It ts
I.t

n the air over truce
aoth * U. S.

seed, a breather.
Ths oaothe-spot analysteis

by 5.o W. landers

of oie ff 41 "'Us 1ewh World Repoer." who
after a year in the US.
reeesy reftrd to Vem
INe is
Owwarrant stituaton agalst a background
f move ta Z0 years in that part of the world.
There are slps "hat the US at last may be
withia reach od its original goal to halt the
alligi 01the 1Basoi regime to takeover South
The endia not yet here. But there is growing
evidence that the struggleIo catering its last and
coneleuive stae.
At es point it tI HNaol--not Washington-that seek* a tase.
How it SJeefi. To this reporter, returning
to the war soe after a year in the US. these are
the mot tnpor
ingsrdients of the current
sitoattoat

1. The US his was a clear-cut military
victory against the North Vietnamese forces
cent atef
tane.
Vietnam 1A increasing mnmbers
since early 1964.

2. Victery is largely tha result of th. slow
and highly inefficient, bat maumot. puIting
into
of an American military establiehment
01
which in resoubees aad sheer mass, if not in
sklls. staggers the tmagination.
3. The South Vietn•eee Government, for
heofirst time since the US Government and
interval eminis
pulled the rug from Ngo Dinh
Diem in November. 1963, has begun to represent a broad soneeneus of Vietnamese and may
now eaploit the overwhelming non-Communist
sympathies of the people.
4. Henoi is in the throes of an excruciatingly
difficlt dMcIsion--how to escape from a quandary
which de•nes it victory after enormous sacrifices
andan all-out commitmnent o0 the North Vietnamese
to trae over the South.

"resina

S. Washington could still loce the struggle hers
by abshnooltag the fight while the outcome is not yet
conchueive.
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Typical of the nOw confidence to the
ld cqsinenc.a South Vietae-se
ateudeofan
at the Demilitiurised
;areimn
;=d =
aoffcr C =
Zoos. A Northerner. a refugee who 11ed to the
Saoth in 1954. the colonel has been ftghM.g steadily
&decade. 1 bay. seen him in Various
for more 121An
poets, often deep"iin of a successfu conclusion
to the war. I haye never seon himt with move con1fidence doan now in bis own and his troops abilities.
Tbe colona*L his American advisers, &an US
troops worm"in n conjunction with his regiment
are sneeiest to take 03 the regular North Vietnamese
unit that infiltrates the 06emtliturised'Zone into
their soon o f operations. They wage a. constant
with ths enemy-and aggessiVe campaign to tBAnge
and in ths past elmmonths they have badly mauled
the North Vetouamese In a succession of battles....
Today thoe" regular North Vetomamese forces are
deciminated, oI worse ...
The Coaastnesd ' big offeasive last August was
not mass its
nipped in the bWd. Meant sPImpl cGould
troops and begin its third major attack. ...
is that
factor
But perhaps tha. most significant
Randi has lost large sombers of South Vietnamese
Viet Cong military and political cadres.
Other things being equal, a South Vietnamese
*Communist unit is far mre" effective in the war here
than the North Vietnamees infiltrators. ...
Finally, after a doecade at least @soe Americans-civtlian and mlitmay--are being given proper indoctrination befor they are seat over to work with the
South Vtotameose.
The US military has moved into a much more
intimate pattern of relationships with the South
Vietnmease Army. Mare and more Americans are
coming back for @send and third tears, familiar
with the past mistakes and determined to avoid
them in the future.
Added up. sll these factors mean that the weight
of the powerful US establishment here is increasingly
seroing in on ths vast Iroblesm which led to so many
earlier failures....
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UNCLASSIRiED
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AMXX X - - COMMANVfl

AND PRINCIPAL STAFF

0VPICE3S*

xq. MACV
COMUSMACV
William C. Westmoreland
Cretghton W. Abrams

OEN
ORN

USA
USA

JAl 68

DZICOICMPACV
Creigtn W. Abraym
Andrew 1. C 1oester

OGEN
OGN

USA
USA

l 68

DZP•OMUSMA?"V for Air Opas/CDD.. 7th Air
William 1. memyer
Robert L Werley (Aotiag)3q51 N asker (AGWag)
George a. Brows

rorce
GUN
MO
MG
ON

USA?
USA?
UsA"
USA"

Jul 65
Ju 68
Aug 68

DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS
Robert W. Komer
WUiem Z. Colby

AM3
-AMD

CiM
"

NOV 66

Chietf of at"
Walter T. Kerwin. Sr.
Charles A. Corooran

Mo
MG

USA
USA

JUl 68

Deputy Chief of staff
William IL Srty". r.

so

USA?

Aset Depavt to DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS
O*orge I. Forsythe
Roderick Wetherill

MO
MO

USA
USA

Aug 68

ACo*1 Personnel. :-I
Franklin I. Davis, Jr.
Robert C. Forbes
Frsnk B. Clay

so
NO(MO)
30

USA
USA
USA

May 68
Aug 68

*Frirt named incumbent occupied the position on 1 January 1968 or upon arrival of his unit incountry, or upon areaion of the position. Date of successor is indicated. Promotions during
tenuzre are shown in parentheses.
**KIA on Z3 July while piloting an

.F-4C Phantom, 65 miles NW of Ds Nang.
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~

0(14)

w~mpS. Jr.

so

~bakA

Cie~aMO
UpI~utu S. CoDeuDm (Add*a$)
TOW""*m
C.
suss.

mo

USA

USA
USA
USA
USA

Aob 60
may 68
Ju68
As$ 68

USA

Meaty A. Rammusaea340
Aces PLIA. 3T-S
box 0. Durow
Roysi V. soerw
ati.3e T. sageir

ma
ma
MO

UsA"
fSA"
Wl6
US?

mar 68

£011CoM eMa.*Wu~.Jum X.. by3
zol. 5. Isis..

so

USA?
USA?

a 65

ACeS fez Civil OpereGoe Ik RD &"pOtt (MACCORW)
1604
Wade Lathem
Wi~ist
Clky11R .
DO
Clen C. Long (Acts$g)

Civ
Civ
USADe8

mar 68

ACoIS for hfuIW Assegitoso (MACMA)
DDAOUmll
P. 3.one
V. OsUoway
Jammes

so
s0

USA

De6

Deputy ACON CORDS
W. A. Knowlton
z. r. cote
Olen C. Long

so
10
so

USA
USA
USA

7&n 6s
Doe 68

secrteary Joaint S"af
Jammes V. Calloway
:ackT. Pink
Pattrck W. Powers

COL
COL
COL

USA
USA
USA

rob 68
Doe 68

chief of Iaformetlon
Winant Sdleu

30

USA

leopectot Ceneral
9L W. Cook

COL

USA

UNCLASSIFIED
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USADe6

UNCLASSIFIED
Adjutant Gensral
Nell NN.Snyder, :r.
Sidney Orits

COL
COL

USA
USA

Staff tad$*Advocate
.. IL Ivey

COL

USA

CHAP(COL)
CHAP(COL)

USA
USA

chap"
Joseph S. Chmielew•ki
Gerhardt W. Ilya"
Science Advi or
Dr. William MaMillen

Apr 68

Oct 68

Civ

Command Surgeon
K
21.
aI.
Hal a. SensinAg, :r.

COL
COL(BO)

USA
USA

.ul 68

Comptroller
J. L. Clancey
A. K. W atkine
M. Z. Richmond

COL
COL
COL

USA
USAF
USA

May 68
wun68

Chief. Studies & Observations Oroup
.ohA IL Singlaub
S. X. Cavanaugh

COL
COL

USA
USA

.ul 68

Direetor, Construeti•n Directorate
Andrew P. Rollins
William T. Bradley

So(Me)
MG

USA
USA

Oct 68

Director. Tr-ain DMrentorate
Edward I. Flanagan, :r.
Frank E. Surdell, :r. (Acting)
Robert I. Connor
H. S. Cunningham

so
COL
SO
COL

USA
USA
USA
USA

Fob 68
Apr 68
Doc 68

Chief, Free World Military Assistance Office
J. E. Dum
W. E. Revis

COL
COL

USA
USA

May 68

USAF
USAF

Apr 68

MACV Advisory Units

Chief, USAF Advisory Group
Donavon F. Smith
Charles W. Carson

SO
so

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Chief. Naval Advisory Oroup/COMNAVFORV

Kenneth L. Vet3
Elm I. ZumuValt

RADM
RADM(VADM)

USN
USN

Senior Adviser I Corps/CO M MAY
Robert Cushman

LTO

VSMC

Senior Advisor fl Corps/CG t FFORCEV
Wuiulm a. OIosson
Wtliam ;. Peers

LTG
MO(LTG)

USA
USA

Mar 68

Sanior Advisor Zn Corps/CO It FIPORCEV
Froderick C. Weyand
Welter T. Kerwiu :r.

LTG
MG(LTG)

USA
USA

Aug 68

Senior Advisor IV Corps
William R. Desobry
George S. Eckhardt

sO
MO

USA
USA

last 68

Seoftr Advisor CMD/CG. CMAC (Provisionall)
oho IL. Hay, 3r.
MG
Fillmore K. Mearms
MG

USA
USA

Aug 68

Sul

Sep 68

Component Service Commanders
Air Force
Vice Commander
Robert F. Worley
Royal N. Baker

MO
MG

USA?
USAF

Commander, 834th Air Division
Burl W. McLaughlin

BG(MG)

USA?

DEPCG, USARV
Bruce Palmer, Jr.

LTG

USA

Frank T. Mildren

LTG

USA

Jun 68

LTG
MG(LTC)

USA
USA

Aug 68

68

CC, Provisional Corps, Vtetnem*e

William B. Roeson
Richard G. Stilwell

*Estblished 4 Jue 1968.
**Established 10 March 1968; redesignated X=V Corps on 15 August 1968.
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CO. lot Logseticl Col and
Thomas IL Scott, :r.
Joseph M. Haiser,. J.

MO

USA

MG

USA

Aug 68

Charles M. Seh
William T. Bnrdey

Ma
so

USA
USA

may 68

David S. Parker

MO

USA

jul 68

CO.

M

Easr

Command (Provisional)

CO. USA Nq Arta Commanoud (MAC)
Albin F. Iruyk

so

USA

COL

USA

John, J. Tolson. II

MO

USA

George z. Forsythe

MOG

t8A

Aug 68

CO. let WiDiv
John N. BAy. Jr.
Weth L. Waus*
Orwis C. Talbott

MO
Ma
MG

USA
USA
USA

Mar 66
Sep 68

Co. 4th wi Div
WIlia IR. Peers
Charles P. Staone
Don, a Pepke

MO
MG
MO

USA
USA
USA

Jan 68
Dec 68

CO. 9th LWtDiv
George 0. O'Coanor
Julian :. twll

MO
MG

USA
USA

Feb 68

CO. 23d jet Div (Americal)
Seimuel W. Koster
Charles M. Gettys

MG
MO

USA
USA

Jun 68

CO, 25th laDiv
Fltlmore K. Meares
EIlls W. Willeamson

MG
MG

USA
USA

Aug 68

CO. 101st Abu Div (AM)
Olinto M. Bareant4
Melvin Zais

MO
MO

USA
USA

Jul 68

CO. lIt Awa Bd.
Robert . Williams

MO

USA

George I. Taylor

Aug 66

Co. lst Cav Div (AM)

*KIA on 13 September in a helicopter crash near Loc Nish. Dinh Long Province.
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CO.

Iet

sign" us,
W. Kd. Vaa Harlingen. :.

USA

COc,issta , I& l. Div (Mee)
stebed .Z' ale
Uwems 1, 3kb.s

COL
COL

USA
S

Oat 6

3d..
CO. LIM
Leo HL.Sobeletr
Iadard S. Allen
Jobs W. Bares

so
30
so

USA
USA
USA

Apt 66
Dee 68

CO, 199*hI 31. (Lm)(SOp)
Robert C. Forbes
Frnmlda M. Davis. Sr.
Frederick z. Davison

so
so
COL(MO)

USA
USA
USA

May 68
Aug 66

Co. 34 Bde, Ud. Als Viv
AleJmder JL Bella. S•r
Goeer W. Didmereos

COM(BO)
so

USA
USA

Doe iS

CO. IIlAren Caw Rlgt
Ja&k MacFalame
Chara.e IALCrder
Coor S& Patios

COL
COL
COL

USA
USA
USA

mar 68
Jul 68

CO, Sth Specal Forces OrouAp
,onathsa F. La"d
H. R. Aaron

COL
COL

USA
USA

Sun 68

VxPCCWIAYICZV
William H. Hmouse

3ADM

USN

DEP DIR, PACXAVFACSE3/OICC
Spencer C. S•mth
Henry . Tohnson

RADM
R.ADM

USH
USN

Jul 68

RADM
SADM
RAIDM

USN
USN
USN

Feb 68
Doc 68

RADM

USN

•am

COMNAVWUPPACT/NAVTCRVRXP,
Paul L. Lacy, Jr.
:ames S, Osborn
Emmet P. Bonner
CDR. 3d NOB
lames R. Bartlett

Do Nenl

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Dep.ty CO, m MAT
Raymond L. Maray

MO

USMC

Willim Z. Van Rysia
Ralkoa M. Tompktas
Carl A. Yousgdale

MO
MO
MO

USMC
U3MC

Feb 68
my 68
MaM¢
AM68

CO. let Mar Dlv
Don&:. Robertsoa
Carl A. Yoeudale
Ormsaod R- Simpson

MO
MO
MO

USMC
USMC
USMC

;un 68
Dec 68

CO, 3d Mar Div
Rahvon M. Tompkins
Raymond 0. Davis

MG
MO

UZSMC
uSMC

May 68

CO. lot MAW
Norans 1. Anderson
Charles J. Calter

MO
MO

USMC
USMC

7un 68

CO. Force Log Cmd
marry C. Olson
James A. Feeley. Jr.

B3
so

UIMC
USMC

Oct 68

UNCLASSIFIED
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COMUSMACV 1968 COMMAND CHRONOLOGY

UUS nai strength in RVNt is 460.536 (314,470 USA. 31,669 USN, 78. 013 USMC,

55, 908

as"?, 476 VSGC).
0-

lWMAr strength in RYN is 46,739 ROK, 6, 812 Australian. '316 New Zealand, Z, 020
Republic of the Philippines, 2. 209 Thailand.

get VC ret atkas3d Sde, 25th W Div base camp in Tay linh Proe
87 1/W, 29 C/IS; Frd: Z3 TdA,153 WIA).

2

.

--

G]N HaroldKI.

--

36-hour New Year's stead-down ends at 0600.
minor on violations resorded.

(En: 382 KIA, 8 Dot.

Zohtsoa, CoftS, USA, ends IZ-day vi sit to RVN.
63 major (casualties incurred) and 107

0 st en bn (believed to be 406th Sapper 3n) atits Nghin. Hanh Subsector Hq, 8 km SSW of
Quang HIM City (Ea: 65 KIA, I Dot, 18 I/W, 2 C/S; lrd: 18 ARVN KIA, 40 WIA, 12
Give wounded. 6 1/W).
3

--

In atka Da Nano AB in Quan

Namn Proe

with 30 rds 122mmn rkt fire.

3 acft dest, 17

damn.
bus, sptd W rkto &M mors, atk Hau Rut District Kq, 28 kim SW of Tan My in
Qusng Tin Prow (Zn: 56 IlA, 17 Det, U1/W, 5 C/S; Frd: 26 ARV? KYA., 46 WI), 16
M1A. I cl&killed, 3 civs wounded).
-Est I

4

--

Zathos Se Me That Afld In Darlac Prov with 82mm mcr and B-40 rkt •ire.
dent, 11 helos and 10 soft darn.

5

*-

En atks Mang Thit RD Hq, Vinh Long Pray with 82mm mtr fire (1 RD KIA, 15 RD WIA,
18 civs wounded).

7

-0

GEN Leonard F. Chapman, CMC, arrives in RVN for 6-day visit.

-.

Est eanoo atrs Phu Lao Dist Hq, Thua Thien Proe (En: 91 KIA, 13 I/W and 3 C/S; Frd:
16 US, 10 ARVN and 7 P
MIA, 1 civIdlled; 68 US. 9 ARVN and 2 Pl WIA, and I civ
wounded).

--

269th and 506th VC LI Bno. Duc Hoa Sapper Unit C-234. and Special Action Unit A- 357
aat Hq 49th ARVN Regt and Chiou Not Center In Khiem Cuong, Hau Nghia Proe (En:
26K1A, 6DEt, 1411W, and4C/S;F rd: 19ARVN, 6RF, 7NPand I CDOKIA, 3
Hoi Chub and 4 cive Willed: S US, 36 ARVN, 14 RF, 12 NP and 6 CIDO WIA, and 13
and 25 cive wounded).

8

Sa

UNCUSSIFIED
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2 holos

UNCLASSIFIED
tat en co asks RD Tean 128 and Rr Platoon 47 in Qtang Ngai Proe (4 RD and I civ
killd, I /1Wand 1 C/S).
10

--

AM• Cheater Bowl*@ arrives in Phuom Penh for talks with Prince Sihanouk on border
problemead
VCINVA seanctaries In Cambodia.
tat an ha. spid by nar and RPG fire, eaks 1/27th let base camp in Man Nghia Proe
(tn: 7? KLA, 1 Det, 10 I/W, U1C/S; Frd: S9rA and 19 WIA).
En &U*a R cao and RD team in Kien Son., Klan Gaog Prov (En: 4 KIA, 5 I/Wt Frd%20
RI and 2 RD =IA, 11 RX WIA 4 I/W).

--

En atke Kontann Ald, manned by 57th Ava Co (Es: 16 KM; Frd: 7 US and 6 ARV14 KMA.
20 VS and I ARVN

WIA. 4 holos dest and 11dam).

13

*-

GEl Dwight E. Beach, CIN4CUSARPAC. arrives in RVN for 3-day visit.

14

--

IOGeorge S. Eckhardt. USA. is appointed SA, IV CTZ, relieving BO William R.
Desobry, USA.
786th US warplane lost over N
of the war).

ast M4IC-21 downs USAr F-10S (35th US air-to-air lose

-.

2/40 and 3/40 AXTIN lf engage *a b. 15 km lNNE of Song Son. Binh Dinh Prow (En:
59 KA, 1z IlW| rrd: 9 ARNV KMA, IS ARVN and 2 US WIA).

--

U3 Diet Judge George L. Hart (Washington. D. C.) rule. that wartime provisions of
UCM1 apply to US yive in n v, (3. iU. Latey vs. US).

--

President Thias delivers major address stating that the GVN must play a central role in
any peace negotiations. (Statement caused by speculation regarding US unilateral peace
initiative. and talk of a coalition government including NL').

18

*-

US forcoe participating in OpO KENTUCKY engage set reinf en co 3 km NE of Con Thie4n
Quang; Tr7 Poov (Rn: 162 KIA; Frd: 8 KM, 39 VIA).

19

--

RKQ claims US and STN forces entered Cambodian territory on 18 January, attacking a
Cambodian frontier post at Peam Montea. USMACY admits combined patrol did inadvertently enter Cambodia.

20

-0

President Johnson announces Clark Clifford wiU replace Robert S. Mclqamara as
SECDEF.

15

Pr platoon engages IS0-ZOO eon12 km tES of Gie LAnh, Quang Tri Proe.
2/7 APC and
USU4G AU4RAC force and one be plus the Zd ARV?1 Reat rein (En: S0 KIA. 80 I1/W,
1 C/S; Frd: 3 ARNN and Z US IA, UIARVN and 1? US WIA).
21

-.

Polish model of Soviet AIC-47 assault rifle equipped with grenade launcher adaptor is
captured. First reported vse of Polish model of this weapon and first reported use of
this weapon for Acing rifle grenades.
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22

CcCo /1/9 Caw eagaje

23

V-CT
release tWe US PWG (USMC CpI end a USA Pwt) near Tam Ky. Quang Tin Prow.

s k *is& en force 10 km SE of Qumn# TignCity, 'hAUng 52 en
whie suff ering only wneUS WIA.

-.

th go. I4d.md.

ROMMC relocates freom Quaug NgaI Prow to Hoi An, C_-Aug Nam.i Prow.

~-Eat ZVC

eean k Oo 51
Si.bmiat. 7 lom W of Phan Thiet. DishI Thisan Prow (20 Rr, 2
RD. and .yic,
edtis r and14 RD WZA; IRr w&;and 7I/W).

24

--

Elms of 1/90 Wn(M). participating in eop. PZPSHINI4, contact 3 on coo 5 km Z of Phua
Lty, 5i%" Dink Prow (Zn: 128 VJA. I Det. 17 I/W, U1C/5; rrd: 4 KIA and 19 WIA).

--

6 cornof Ca40to ROK Iad Div. participating in Op. MAENO HO 9. contact eat Z NVA coo
10 kan 38E of Pin Cat, ]link Dinho Prow (Contact continues th-ough 26 Zan. En? 278 ICA.
U1Det. 1'4511W:. 9rdt U VMA,25 WIA).
U £TTERPRSB (CVA2445) end escorting TO. oniciate fronm Sasebo. Xapan to VN,
alsev cc-rae for Sean of Japan, in response to North Korean seirnure of t355 PUEBLO
(ACEEZ).

--

-.

A N&VUPPACT Da 1-ýuu resuppfly LOMS is sunk in Can Viet by command detonated
Mine.

-A*V?4

--

Z6
V7

Trans-Vieteam convoy completes Route I transit from Saigon to Quang 7121City.

Presi dent Takespon orders callup of 14, 00.0 Ar and 600 Navy air reservists In response
to PUZZLO acris"s.

-3

First uighting of en AiLary in EKe Sank area, Quang Tri Prow (9 km NNW of (he
Sanik).
Elms of 407th Sapper ft. sped by 111-120 rds of 60mm mir fire, ath Camp Holloway,
1'Ietku City (Ent 1 KIA, I Det. I11/W, 1 CIS; ird: 1S WIA, 26 halos and[ 3 acft dam).

-Ist

Air Caw Div assurnae weep for Camp Evans with Z/12 Caw. 23 kmý NW of Hue, Thua
Thien Prow.

--

En atka Qusag Tri A~id with 140mm rMe ý3KiC..and 20 WZA; 17 11.34., 14 UH.1K. and
5 CH"d minor dam).

--

VC declare 7-day Ta truce from 270100 to 031100 Feb.

Z9

& Llikedforces declare 36-hr let steand-down from 291800 to 310600 aecept in I CTZ. the
DXZ. and along supply rouatee in NVN south of Vtah.
ý0

C/NVA com,-ence generalIZ) Offensive throughout RYN. CVN cancels eZtstanddown ana USMACV folitwes suit, resuming operations due to VC/NVA commencement
of general offensive. Significant actions are listed below by CTZ.

UNCLASSIFIED
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I CTZ
-0

Da Nang AS. Qu8ng Nem Prow, adkd with mtr and rAt fire (I taft dest and 29 aeft dam,

hldge mad ept dAm).
rMarblLift Awr rta.
--

Ds Nang. aded by fres (17 holos dest or dam, cost runway dam).

En atks Da Nang City end attendant ml Ltos.
-Elme of Ameriosl Div receive 121 rda mtr irte. beginning at 0200 bra.
Arvd Cav mad C//l17 Cav &a4 by cat ZOO-300 ea (Mn: 36 KIX. I Vet).

At 0930. 1/1

--

Chu LaisAAd, Quu Tin Provo athd by fire (Frd:Z KX,
dam. bidg- and eqpt dam).

dert, S aoet

--

QOang Ngai City atid by fire and by 8rd trps at 0405.
Phs N" And
4 KIA. 14 WIA).

5 WIA. 3 sat

City secured in late afternoon.

Iad.ZEL PASO in Thus Thies Prow. 12 km SE of Hue, atkd by flre (Frd:

Hue City in Thus Thie Provatkd by eat 2 - coe at 1300. Portion of city north of
river completely surrounded by on. En drops spens of both Perfume River bridges
end eoIeso Citade.

U CTZ

Kontum City atkd by act 500-1000 en fte.
4th 1.1 Div reaction forces brought into
city. Arty and air strikes enployed against oat 2 on bus. 19 separate grd &sksby on
between 1845 sad 2330. with eat 400 rds mtr fire. And. 24th STZ (ARVN), and
sector Hg oader intense fire.
--

LZ ENCLUN is
Disk
0Mh Pro recs rkt and satr ask. Perimeter penetrated by
eabetsura with oate"el breges. (Fred: 1 K•ID. 3 WIA, I holes deet, 3 halos dam).

--

Maders Army AM11tI Klan Noa Preyo
with sabhel dhares
(rid: 9 holes deert

--

Villa
of Tan C
bs
kme of Dsk To. receives 60 rdi
by oet TO Go. Two-hrds of village dest.

-0

--

Nber

14 lum NW of CRB. &tkdby trnk sic. en
3 heleo dam).

train statiom under uk-by eat VC platoon.

of str

force

fire followed by grd satk

En also controls radio station.

C/6/$S Arty In Phu Toa Prow roes mtr snd grd sik. Est on platoon penetrates perimeter end ewagges bseo defense force (Frd, 3 XU, 7 WIA).

INCUSSI1II
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*NUcwwiO
M CTZ
--

aug moab eeompam nd ai rIoaCt? Sq mndo. mtr mad rbt ath.
226 adt DivD
ba se napVia Ca Chi Isam pm
3aProw mee Nor fire.
3/eu Ctin nick Domin Pree,us", u meen Si aik.
#m
Em coaecotlag hommy god ath from coast end of runway at Bien Won AB thmu
ceompoeed teaieWVn L PW as"

M

CTZ Hq

asoe under sib.
cub

VC aft AM~IMA

at 0300. breaslang wall and entering courtyard before being repulsed

"a@me ME: 19b
SIM4

6
OriA.
S&
WWA.

Preelinbfl Palsm in Raigma and several 03 billets receive SA and ot. fire.
TOIN AS mod XIS arom soled. Apprem: 100 VC enter TION perimteter.
Noawy Sgkhgcopo
enpe in Chsos.. pardoulariy namo Pon To Rlacetrack. Power plant
parmoabedmsc"
R
Z Claysaemo.
nbe
--

ml SA Are
. 1oated at hoe. of AMAhM.

N NR
q and MAC meftr peel all&
Sedbges WO0# 3 ibi by VC; remotion force lseurs 16 US lIA.
IT CTZ

--

M The. Dick Tuoug Prow. sadt by amar. to concentrated in western edge of city~.
AAvele.. eepidisolated 5rm 7th AS~tIDiv Sq.
Chan 1W.hCaulpo. Prow. athiby mtr and god tops.

K. overrous city. Deputy Prow

True Clang. Kim Boa'Prow, sadu b, mtr.
Vink Long All athi by umar end grd by set 3 an coo

NCUMIStSIFIE3
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(Irrd:

7 lIA, 10 VIIA, 5 acft dam).

UNCLASSIFIED
31

--.

President Thiou declare@ martia
press censorship.

law throughout RVh, to include 24-h" curfew and

I CTZ
SQua"
-

TA City a*d by et I eon bus.

KM San

tees 122mm rht atk.

U CTZ
--

Ban Me Thbot AM raes mtr ask followed by jrd

ste soferte.

MACV compound atkd by aak-

k.

Fat 23 enobu in city.

--

MlCI/CO
compouad lI NMS Trag &Mi XOQ Sod Nq I FFORCEY rec lnotosiwv mit
Il* flUOWed by grd ath. VC sapporo peoseatke compound.

-0

Phan Thlet alad by

stv wad ak• by est 4 eo bas. .Heavy actico

-- cftu Arim rees a00 t
mtr are. Freld closed.
by mt. EM contrels u0s of the city.
00

Ammo dump at "ci Nhea

vi• MACV compound.

MACY and uSAS

compounds arid

Isiah Disk Prow. athd by uak-ste. as faree.

IV CTZ

--

n

1Mm, VTsh Binh Prov,

ovetrua by set 2a n Go.

- a Dee City aM by mtr and grd trps.
Can Th., Phong Disk Prov. athd by mtr and 8rd trpe (En: 95 KIA, 33 Dot; Frd: 10 IWk.
31 WIA).
Es blows up power plant In Tra Vioh (Z US WIA).
And at Soc Trang, BXuyea Prov, athd by mtr end 3rd trps (En: 30 MA, 15 WIA;Frd:
6 KLA, Z2 VIA).
--

Rach Gi. Klan ClM Prow, atkd by mtr aud grd trpe (En: 200 KIA, 6 Dot, 73 IIW;
Prd: 16 iC.
26 WIA).

At the snd of the moth, heavy fighting continued generally throughout RVN. Casualties to that
poiot had reached. En: 4,959 U.. 1,862 Det; rrd: HU - US 23Z, ARVN 300, FWMAF 3; WIA.
US 929, ARViT 727, FWMAT 22.

UNCLAUIFEID
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US
USoll
m
trength in RV is 487.323.
Heavy ighting contimee in all major etaies of 8YN with units of let Air Cav bad lot Mdar
Div engaged in Coag Tel City Nunn= And ito under continuous 8A file and closed;
Dalat is partially l-vesesd YC empy As Qagal Pagod ares in Cholou Sector of
Sagle.; Ct Chli in
Xl dgh.Prow Is uader mtr ath TISN AS cotminaee under atk.
I co of 9th In! Div. elis of 164th Au. Op sad ARVI units battle to retake Vikn
from VC.

tX mil. and fcv perseonsl ars evacqated to Vnh Long Afid.

Long City

PSR base ia

temporarly ovetrun by en, hat all US personnel escape by PBR.
2

-

Keufam Arid to rcopened

bat Wty continues to be under at

I/W; Fed: 7 US. 12 AIVN. 3 C1DO KZA: '1 n1.
Heavy SIhI-

continues armnad An C u

sat 100 on ath 7tok LXi.
Eat Iat ae8 C&o Lan'.

*idi -- i Ihsa To Racetraak area. Seagon.

•ac Lima Prov.
Kim Phaon

Prov.

As of 2400 easooltcs sins. 291800 Ja..
start ofe
.. n.
3.376 Det 1.8141/W. 549 C/Si
rid: 31USi
"1.4
66us
+
1.639 S. 1,.79Z ARLV. 12 FrWUA WIA (totak 3. -ý.s
3

4

(En: 621 MIA, 12 Det. 74

31 AIVPN. 4 CISD WIA).

ive. are: En: 12,704 XIA.
3WMA KIA (total: 983);

Tolo* USV Natiemal Recovery Commaitt•s eooblUshd under direction of VP Ky in
order to aid civ victims of the VC JA Offeneive.
--

Usk number of ea. epti by nte fire. atk Tan Ven City. Dioen Ho. Prow.

Jag launehes Ops TRANG HUNG 4,0. a 33-day search-and-deet op to eliminate an
opposeiti
nIasgon, invelving S ARVN An Sao. I9VN4M Us mad 5 nRgrDnu (En:
1.684KA
mu .siiean, 7ot tIw. laq c/oS, rd 216 wiA. 6o1 VIA. li uA.z20/V.!

C/SI.
6

-.

En so eemmences a 3-day engagement, employing flametbrowers and supported by 9
vei Sr Camp. 7 km WSW of Khe Sunh,
En employs tanks tn 51 for first time

Soveit PT-76 amphibious tanks. against Loss
Owng TrI Prov (Ceamp is overrun oa t Feb).
(7 t"ak deet).
--

As VC are driven out of the city. Saigon curfew relaxed by police precincts.
US Mission ansmaees US will release 3 N1N seamen cptr by USN off coast of NVN in
July 194 an a reciproial gesture for 3 US fieors released by Hanoi Li January.

--

Usk number of en ltk Camp Radcliffe. An Kle. Sink Sinh Prov with 82mm mtr fire
(R ON--6A. 3 UH-3K. 1 Ut-ID, 4 OH-13 and 3 AN-I dam).

UKI.ASSFIE3
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UIICLSSIFI
18o
Is*
idof 149m howitser COPSAM mnaiticsm ate fired in support of Lang v.1 Sr
Comp. marking *&a frst empoymsent of COFIIAM munitions.
VC blow up be* bridge@ spanning the Perfumet River. lIne. Thea Thien Prow closing
Mte 18 WtIspe1131%
while battl of MO. CitAdel1 continues.
VC
IakO,. askempt to disrupt eamnitien
n Saigon by attackting PhuaLamnTetsphone Relay '1tagon with mus fire. Nonei dam incurred.
MACV eat ?W0-.,000 VC left in Saigon area.
--

--

2/16 ARVN Ing loonches 2-day op. in AXYK 44 SP Zan*. Kits Phong Prov (Zn. 170 XIA,
ZO011W. 24 CMS Ted%ZUS end 7 ARVN ViA. 7 US and 39 ARYN WIA).
3/39 Wn(keioni, 3ilo end Vic0 ARYvN tof and I111 Sn Launch Z-day regti reaction ops
toItin
11"HPrey (Mat 276 MU. U3 Det, 86 I/V. 15 C/Si Trd: 42 IdA, 122 VIA, 6 141A
4 LIV).
City. Toyen Duc Prow. to declared clear as of 1600.

8-Daia

Unk number of en ask let lot Div is.e Camp at Lai Idhe, Sinh Duong Prov, with 10 ide
122mm rho (a VIZ-Ic amd TUII- dam).
--

9

Usk number of en asks *ba A/l/9 USUC position at Kht Sanb. Cuang Tri Prey (tn:
124 NSA. Dot. I/VW. 12C/Si rid, i1 xzA. z7 VIA).
President Thies anmanoces plans for partial mobilisatico.

--

--

SWACT rw4 is oat at Hue-Phu Sol. Tbon Tien Prow under OEM Creighton V. Abrams,
;r.

10

tS".

0 Albert R. Browafield :i.. USA. Is appointed MAC:3. relieving MG Willard
Pearson, USA who is appointed Deputy CoAmmaner/Cats. MACV rwd.

-.

OC" recalls to actve duty reservists In age group 18- 33 who have had less than 9 years
active service.
F-Iirst sighting of Soviet-built XL-2S (Beagle) twin Jet bombers is made at Phuc Yen And.
near Hanoi.
--

U1-

at en be. spoil by 250 ide of 60/82nmm mtr fire. aths Tan An City and Hq. 3d Sde, 9th
W Divy, Long An Prov (Ma: 123K7A. 17 Det, Z7 11W. aC/15; Frd: 4 US,.4 RT
NP KIA.
25 civ killed; U US and 11RI VIA, Z00 civ wounded).
Unk nmber of anat@Sioen Ioa Anldwith 20 rds 122mm rkto (Frds I CLA, 36 VIA,
1 r-4. 1 o..IZ. I 0-zA, 1 0-l. I VU-ID dest, 4 r-100, 5 0.1E. I 0-ZA and 6 UHIZ-C
dam).
Intense To Offensive ecountrywide actions taper oft. Cumulative results from 291800
:an thsoegh 11240 reb are: Zn: 31. 714 KIA. 5.8621 Dot, 17 Ret. 7, 505 1/W. 1,2176 C/Si
Ird: 1,001 US, 2,082 ARYWN, 60. FwuAr KzA (total 3,143); 087 US. 7, 806 A.RVN, 244
rwmAr VIA (total: 13.137).

UNCUSSFED
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13

-U

mautea.r * n sit Cam teens, 32 k
NW of gue. Thua Tien Prov, with 100 rds
tmnt anltr fire (Ird: S
3K1A. 28 WUi, 2 AN-i.
2 OH-13 and 17 UH-iN dam).

Pentagon amnoeus.

Op IVY TRZEE

the movement of an additional 10,000 men to RYN

to candor, onapeeted 1-s~eed round" Conm~niat city offensive and assault on Nh.
Sank Cam"

1ba.

(0 Abu Id.

TI of 8d Abu Div and I 13MG Rest (RLT 37 (ReLnf) are

unitsdeizad)
I ofI unarmd Navy A-1i Syruideve esarato from NM Cubi Point, R. P. to YANKEZ
talMan etray* over ains. Wand sad is shot down. marking ninth incident involving
CIICOM sad US ao* since Sep 65, VA first since 31 Aug 67.
U employ@ 130mm mu

in the IV CTZ for t

first time in attacking Dinh Thuy AnId,

Phong 0i1k Prow with 40-43 det (lid: 4 WSAYsad I VNAr

miA;13 tid"

WIA: and 1

UO-ID. I A-IE, 7 X-4, 3 0-IA. and I Cessna dam).
14

-

a O A F-4 Phoatom Jets down I U•f-17T
of the war).

over Hanoi (109th aod 110th air-to-air kills

UiSA" 1-4 Phantom lost over NE, marking 600th US loss in the 3-year air war over

1S

NWr.
16

-

3 U pilot are released by NV

arnd
see flowm to Vienoi&an,

Laos, by ICC aircraft.

Usk sadmber of mnas
Sink They Anfd. Phong Dinh Prov. with 20-35 rde of 97mm AR
wAn120m mar, fire (?ids I TNA* WUI.2 AC-47 and 1 0- 1A dam).
-*

Unk number of ma h Can The Ald, Pheng Dinh Prov with S0 rde 3-40 rkto (Frd: U

US
17

--

IA, 2 AJ16-i1snd L O-I damn).

All time weekly bigk of US casualtes Is set during I days ending 17

eob:£43 liA snd

a. 547 VIA.
•

ELm. of 1991k U lo ]de toradmte Op.
&MANOWSTER, a 63-day sare"h-ind-destroy
oV.
Wased A Do 67 I Simn Wo ProvwMa:t4 456A, S0 Dot. I Rlte. 97 /W, 20

CI/3; F it 37 XIA, 310 WTA).
ED aenacts owe 35 seperate mt, and rA &*a against cities and installations throughwae 3.
an& IV CTls In a apparently coordinated effort, but does not follow-up with
a gestral effensive (U GTE: Koatem City, Pht Cat, Cis Mahta Due Lap, Nho Co. Dalat. Di iUnk, Ba Lo. and Phan Thiot I GTZ: Song Be. An Leo. Quang Loi, Tay
Ninh City, Lae 10w, Phu Loi, Sen Sat. Dau Tieng, Cu Chi, Tms Lap. Trang Bans,
ben Luc, Theu Thua. Go Den, My
Saelgon. Tan Trt.
Duoe Hes Tra Cu. T3N comple
Yen. Sian Hea AN. Long Tbh. and Long Sins: IV CTZ: My Tha. Doug Tam. Cai
Lay, ba Tse, Disk Doi. Can Lank. VInk Long City. Chan Doe City. Can Th, Birih

TheayAdd, See Traeg Mid
18

nd
W ah Clio).

I- rd of 122mm thie fail in fq MACV o.mPvad, marking first time the Hq has come
under sll (Fle 4WVU sad minr
oateriel
dam). Concurrently. unk number en alk
Akt and mm nmtr f•re tWrd: 39 WIA,
TSN AS. Ma Dish Prey, with 100 •de of 122n

HCUASS1I03
D
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UNCLASSIFIED
IC-130.

I RF-4C, lIRS-L0I. and I (VNAF) C-119 dent: 2 C-117. 1 B-97,
(VNAF) C-47. 1UH-34 and I S-Z3 dam).

6 C-l30, 2

--

ElmI of 8th Abua B engage
ilk
Frdt 7 MIA. 32 WIA).

--

Air strikes dest 75 of 99 sampens discovered near Cambodian border region of Hau
Ngbia Prey. 533 rda of RPG-Z, 352 rdl of 82mm mortar, 96 rds of 60mm mortar,
46 rds of REP-7, 29 rds of 7Smm RR, 37 cans of MG ammo, and 208,000 rde of 7.62
mm recovered.

19

--

C/2/14 Ia. 25th Wl Div. cptri 37 rds of CIRCOM 107mm spin-stabilized rockets, the
first such cptrd. confirming earlier report of use of this wpn by the en in MZ CTZ.

21

--

Hanoi Radio Station, 3.5 mi SW of the city center. Is '.ombed for first time.
A-6s conduct the raid.

elte on force 4 km XW of TSN (Fn: 75 KIA. 28 I/W:

llq, 3d Dae, 824 Abn Div closes Chu Lat. Quang Tin Prove,
22

23

24

USMC

for future opns in I CTZ.

0-

White House announces selection of Samuel D. Berger to replace Eugene Locke. who
resigned In Jan as Deputy US Amb to SVN.

--

COMUSMACV, G01 William C. Westmoreland, USA, launches Project TARP (TA
Aggression Relief Project), a 43-day US persconnl voluntary fund drive to aid the
civilian populace of 5VT (Donations total $130,970.16).

--

Unk number of on atk 2 tugs towing 8 ammo barges on Dong Nai River, 15 km E of
Saigon, Cia Dish Prov (Frd: 3 civ killed, 2 US WIA. 6 barges sunk, 2 tugs dam).

--

CJCS. GCNr Earl Wheeler, USA, arrives at Hq MACV for 4-day conference.

--

Khe Saah Combat Base, Quang TA Prey, receives 1. 307 rds of on art".
fire.

--

USMC and ARVN forces retake most of lice Citadel from VC/NVA forces, virtually
ending 2S-day siege mid battle of Hae (En: apprOt 4.200ZOIA; Frd: approx 490 KU).

-.

Hanoi's port, 1. 8 km SE of center of city, is bit by Navy A-6 Intruder &aftfrom US8
ENTERPRISE. the first strike on this l1-acre complex.

--

Unk number of en atk US•C Marble Mtto Air Frc, Cuang Nam Prove with 20 rds of
rkAtfire (Frd: I lIA, 7 WIA. I CV-lA dest, 6 U-lEI and I CH-46 dam).

-.

Unk number of en alk TSN AS in Cie DiAh Prov with 26 rde of 122mm rkt fire (Frd:
4
eA.11 civ killed. 32 WIA. 9 civ wounded, 3 C-130 dam).

rkt and mtr

Elms of 25th Ii Div terminate Cpu YELLOWSTONE. a 79-day search-and-destroy epn
which commenced an 8 De•67, in Tay Ninh Proy (En: 1,254 KIA, 1.438 Dat, 1 Rot, 146
I/W. 68 CI5; Frd: 135 US, 5 AXH ICZA, 994 US, 67 ARV2n WIA).

UNCLASSIFIED
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AAVN forces overcome last so resistance in Ike Citadel.

--

3/3 Ammad
Coy, railL by C/2/34. Close$ Da Mang, Quang Nam Pray for future *pas in
I CZ.
--

-.

Air Observers sight extensive an trench linesa withn 100 motors of (he Saah defense
perimeter eandwithi S0 metal. Of east end Of airstrip.
E continues to aftempt to interdict Saigon LOCs by blowing up CataKink, and leong-OngTo bridges E of city, the latter being the only road between Saigon end the m-ajor atnow
POL off-loading point at Cat Lai. Concurrently, two Us merchant ships off-loading
ammo at Cat Lai are attacked by ant, Are. Minor damnincurred.
(MACOI) announces that when the tactical situation dictates, US casualty
sancoancenxents, dam and en rds reed will be withheld to deny the en information of
intelligence value on which he cambase subse~uent aths. (Now policy will not effset
DOD daily and weekly casualty list reporting).

26

.COMU1SMACV

Elms of 49th ARYR Rest initiate Cpa AN DAN 66. a 3-day search- and-destroy opn in
Han Nghia Pray (tn. 125 lEA. 6 Dot. IS I/W. 2 C/S; Fri: S KIA, as VIA).
-.

27

Elms participating in Ops WHEELER /WALLOWA engage tank sine en force 4 km W of
Tam Ky. Onang Tin Pray (En: z0o KZA, as1/W 3 c/S, rrd: 1ViA).

--

-.

--

28

Elms of A.-321 U3ASr from Son Sol or Camp engage an esten co, rslnf with 3 tanks,
.2ZkmWof Taj ttihcity. rivet sighting ofon tanks in II.CTZ, (En: 30OKIA, aunk
"tp task doet: rrd: i us, I CIDO WUA).

First ASPS is seek end lost during en attack on mar r53, 3 km w of can The, Phtong
Dink Pray (aOp CORONADO 3MD.
3( announces MO Nguyen Don Thong has replaced MG Nguyen yean Munh as CC, IV
CTZ, and MO La Len has replaced LTG Viah Lac as CO. li CTZ. marking highest
level shifts within ANYN in over 2 yeaws.
En trawler to sighted by MARKS? TIMM P3V acft: off Ca Man Peninsula, IV CTZ.
Taken under covert surveillance end fir- Uy engaged 40 mi ENE of Ca Man Paint. gunk
by gunfire from USCOC WINONA abou .40200 Mar.

--

tn
Etrawlerltosighted
by ARIZT TDIME PSV
lsof10km E Of ha Trans. 11CTZ. and
taken under covert surveillance. Five from a VNN PCE, "Spooky" acft and USN PC?
dest trawler 010231 Mar after it flees to a cove 10 mi N of Nba Trans.
--

En trawler is sighted by MARKET TIME P3V soft and taken under covert surveillance
by USCOC AIIDROSCROGGIN. After attempting to Oevde. trawler dest itself near Due
Pho, 11CTZ, 010235 Mar.

UNCLASSIFEID
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Fourth an trawler is sighted by MARIKET TMI PS• of
it and taken under covert surveillance by USCOC MINNETONK.A. Tums eastward before entering 12-mi contiguous saoe
of RYN.
29

--

Hq USMC RLT 1/27 (-) (reodf) closes D& Nang. Quang Nam Prow. for future apse In
I CTZ.

--

Usk number o@ en atko Due MesaAfdo Mau Ngb•a Prow with 100- 200 rds 82mm mtr fire
( US. 2 ARYN K.$A, 2 US. 14 ARVl WL% I UNI-3) and S L. 19 dam).

--

Refngeeeo &a a result of .I.LOfefmive, now total 59991858 (1 CTZ - 12., 518; It CTZ 101, 454; M CTZ - 94. 66; IV CTZ - 109.4411 Saigon/Cholon/Gia Dinh - 172,679).
68, 09 homes are reported dest. and 19.497 civ wounded.
from Tjo Offensiwe (291800H Ian through Z92400Hf Feb) are- En: 45, 005
KIA, 7,417 Doat 40 Rot, 14027 I/W, 1.726 C/S; Frd: 1.825 US. 3.557 ARVN, 92
FWMAF KMA. (Total. 5,474); 9,8S4 US, 12.806 ARYN. 349 FWMAF WIA (Total:
13,009).
-Casualties

Ops NAPOLEON, which began ca S Now 67 in Quan$ TA Prow, combines with Opn
SALINE, which began on 30 San 68 in Omag Tri Prow, to form Op. NAPOLEON/
SALINE.

--

US mU strength in RiFN is 01, 097.

--

LTG William B. Rasson. USA. is appointed DEPCOMUSmACVFWD.

o-

MG William R. Peers. USA,

I FFORCEY.

reliees LTG William S. Rasson, USA, as CO.

En shells TSN AS in OGl Dinh Prow with 16 rds of 122mm rkt fire (1 US and 4 RVWAF
WIA. I civ wounded. 1 C-123 dam).
--

Elms of 1st and 26th 11ROKACaw Regts engage unk size en force 17 km NNW of Qui
Nhon. Dinh Dinh Prow (En: 165 1(K, 6 Dot, 60 i/W. s C/S; Frd: 7 KI,
11 VIA).

--

07N starts to draft 19 year *Ids.

2

--

En ambushes co of 35th W.1Div 4 mi N of TSN AS, in Gin Vinh Prow (En: 20
4 ilW; Frd: 48 K1A, 29 WIA. 2 "IA).

3

--

En sholls 31-t A.IYN Rep Hq at Vi Tbanh. Chuang This. Prow with 1S0 rds of 75mm
1R fire. 25 Pr tyainees defect duaring ak. (23 AJVN and 24 IF trainees KIA. 3 civ
killed, 6 ARVN and 6 RF trainees WIA. 78 1/W, 11 C/S).

UNCUSSiFIED
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--

alsholel Mk•bl Mi Air rsto, Cusl NKamProv, with 35 rde of rkt fire (9 WIA. I
CH-I3 deet. 12 UKI-LI. 10 CE-53 and 16 CW 46 dam).
S shesla Nhba. SoTaak rlsw
11. 00 bbl Wtak (4 US WIA).

CIa Dinh Prow with 30 rds of 75mm RR tire dest a

trat ams sao*a PhlMy Diet lq sad Jelin Binh Dish Prov (Es: 71• IA, 2 C/S lird:
1 Pr EA, 2 aD wVI).

-

-0

Eat Z om coo atk

zty Poe

Dist Eft

7 kA NNKWof Qu Nhos, Birth Dinh Proe

(En:

123 MMA,3 Det, 24 IIW. 14 C/Oi Frdi 6 R1 WAJ).
ftel& Tiy Hao.. Daurit Preow. D/16 Arm. 173d US Abn Bde asd ARVN •nlit@ oounter, il Det,
/ VIW.7 C/St1 Frd: 8 USK . 1AARVN U.ZA,i Gv
sttack (tn: 1l
dlloed 18 US WVA 53 AEYN WIA. 6S eiv wounded, 2 US MA).
5

32d AIVN Relt Gonduote
VC
sad lonely deet beep at Ca bfai. An Xuyen Proe.
3-day aomr-allsok (Us: 253 ERL. S Dot, 29 11W, 21 C/U; lrd: II MCA.47 WYA (Z
US). 1 1/M).

--

maer of an &k Phu Lai and Ph1 Lai Aild, Binh Nang Proy. 3/7 AViN counters
1
atstkc (Ea: 23 ZIA, 1 Deo. 1 C/S; rrd: I US sad 11ARYVN WIA, Z O -,-13.2IU-.
UN-IC. 10 UI-ID, 4 1-0. 6 CE-A? dam).
SUsk

r*
Go Ism
spit by Ozon mWe sad 57-75=m R. &t Quss Long City, An Xuyen
Prow (s: uS7 siA. s Det, 4a1 /w. u3 C/sI Srw 10AVN lIliA. 20 stv killed. IUS sad
41 ANVN VIA, SoGy wuouned. eer 1.000 civ homes deet. 1Al-16 sad I UN-ID dam).
Set

ADM U.S. Grant Sap, UWS, CDICPAC arruves in Saigon for 2-day vist.

6
-

M/31S US8lC paruicipatag Is Op. ZIlIMCT engases unk number of eon km NE of
Com Thin, Qsa8 Tnr Prow (Eat It lIA: l;d: 14 lIA, 29 VIA).
CSAI1C3 bbt by 8

-

--

.

---

live crashe" 5 km SE of Khe Seahk Ouang Tr Provy (49 =IA).

3d Mor Div air obslems, &km NW of Co. Thies, Qusag TA Prey. ewalustas I
tr&Gikd veihcels engaged by arty are asS •ar as wooden decays. Finrt instance of es
use Of doeoy dewses is l.ir, 41l6410h prOieoulTy Used at NVN slide.
qlol01st AI Div Glemn PhaUai. Thus Thtes Prow. for future op•s in I CTZ.
Eshlle P. Nliep Andi. 15 km 3E of Toy
fire (I WVA, S UN-1 dam).

o&., Pho Yen Prov with 30-3S rds of mtr

paricipang is Ops NAP0• N/I&LLWE begin 2-day engaemen with (prtobable)
elms . U USd,5034 AeGt snd S2U Np. 320th Diy, 3 kmnNE of Deo8 Is, Masi0g Tri
24/WV.
84R
2 C/S1 lid:
F
2 1Ck 174 WVA, 10 MA).
Prey (ft: 164
SUnits
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-

COMUSMACV announce$ formation of PROVCORPSV to assist in comnmand and control
of US unit* in the northern part of I CTZ. under the coummand of LTG Wlliatm S.
Roston. USA. but subordinate to CO. M MAF.

US casulttes In VN (136.993 - of which 19. 313 are KIA).
Korers War.
E-va participatng in Opa WRIELRfl/WALLOWA

9

asslevel reached in

engage unk number of en I Skm NW

of Tam Ky. duang Tin xro (En: 129 =A. Fr&" 18 WTA).
En shell$ MRI FIB with mtr fire, 12 lan See of My Tho. Dinh Tnong Pray,

itaking

two arty barges (10 WIA. 4 105mus howitzers).
10

PROVCORPSV activated., replacing MACVrWD.
2/3 and 312 ARVN I4d engage utnk nmber of on 8 mnN of Dong Ha, Ottsng Tri Prey
(E
102liKA.
Dot, 20 I1W, 5 C/IS; Fr& 3 KIA, 37 WIA).

II

-

QVN
dimioees 7 province chiefs, including LTC Phen VaKhoa. Chief of Thua Thien
Prow and Mayor of Has.
Estka
UQt ng Ha Workshop. V'h Dinh Prow, defended by 71 PT (71 PT MIA. 70 tIW).

13
14

--

Esco enters La Hot Nam ieftsee Center, Doug Xuan. 16 km SW of Song Cau. Phu Yeo
Prey, abdauctLng 29 fiamlies (1.011 individualq).

is

--

USN acft from TYJUM Stetion carriers make first strike of the war on Do Son radio
omam station. 12 mwSE of Hatphong.
Cu sholls Qcag Tri Ad. Quang Trt Prow. with 20 rds of 122mm rkt fire (3 US WIA.
En
6 UK-IS sad 4 UK-34dam).
SATVN elms participaling in Op1 QUIET TEANO engage unk size en force in 1-day

battle near Saigon. Gia Dnh Prov (Mu. 197 IA. 32 Dot. 35 1/W. 1S C/S; Frr
37 WIA).
16

--

S lClA"

SIA in RYN since IJan61 ansa result of hostile action reach 20. 096.
MFrst reported use of 107am rkts in I CTZ. when on tk Dong He Comet Base. Qu0a
Tri Pray.
TY Barker, participating in Opa MUSCATI4E, conduct* a 1-day search-and-destroy
opa 9 km NE of Quang Ngsl City (En: 18 KIA. 6 IlW: Frd. I KIA. 10 WIA).

17

--

ProectCOMBAT LANCR initimted: 6 F-I1 IA &oft deploy to Takhll. RTATS for 6-mo
combat evaluation.
Ks
Easbolst
Bibh ay Aid.
d Pho
L-19, 1 14-34 dam).

Dic Prow with 40 rds of 7Smn= R fire (I U-17, 3

INCULSSIFID
105S

UNCLASSIROE
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Est as ba adto 37th AZYW Agr an sector of she S&anCombat Base. Quang Tni Prow,
and is repulsed.

*

-.

hms of 49t6 AJ.V?4 RsA and 3/11 Caw *agog* OuI @in* onlforce in 3-day battle 6 km
ME Of DuMc
Rsan
NIM& NgaPov
(E9M273 MA. 31 1/W. 13 C/U; FrL: 21 ARVN hCA.
It111USa"d 46 AItHN VIA).
Irv
of 9& AfVN AbuIn discover largeunmo cache I I IonNof TIN AS, OWaDinh
Prow (31 rda of 122mmi rkt. 1,200 rds of 60mm and 80mm mtr. 30 rd. of 7Snm P.R.
oB -" end 13 cases of TN4T).
1311rdsad

20

Ims o 31311Cay and 57th ARYN Rest participating in Opa QUYS? ?SIANO engage eat
on be?7 km SW of Cu Chi. Mao Hghia Prow (En: 142 MiA. 6 11W, 2 C/S; Fids I Mil.
21 WIA).

-.

211-

En shells TS?1 AS. Gin Disk Prow with?7 ida of 7m
4

.R fire (0 C-I130. 2 101-43 dam).

En sel~a Sao Trans AD. Ma Xuyen Prow, with 25 ide of 75m
WII4am).
-

--

22

P.R fire (3 US VIA, 3

lmas participating in Opa WIIEELEP/WALLO0WA engage oak size on fores 7 km S of
I
It 11W. 14 cIs., rrd: I$ VIA).
Hai An.
uamg Hem Prow (Mu 11 IIA.
President Thian. in TV address. samonses P.V7Ar will be increased by 135. 000 men.
President ehna~a aaemmees CR4 W. C. Westmioreland. USA, 'will be relieved of his
proest peat: to become Cots. USA. oa I May.

..

Between 221800 &nd322M. MWeSan Cembat Uase. Quoins Tr Prow. rae over 1. 100
en UAr and rkt ida. Neawiest shelling since 23 rob when ower 1. 300 rda were recd in
24-hr period.
Ea *bashilaSian Nsa AS with 6 ida of 1122mm rkt fire (12 VIA. 5 hoaos dam).
24

.Samead

0. Berger. Deputy US Amb designate to RVN arrives in Saipon to take up his

daties.
OZN Creighben V. Abrams. :r..*USA, arrives to Washington for 3-day conference.

259-

MO Royal N. Saker, USA?, is appointed MAC.7I relieving MG Don 0. Darrow, USAr.
--

Co D. let Ea. 7th Caw -n a sear ch-and-destroy mission in A Shat Valley. Thu& Ties
Pro% mes-1ter enemy teanks suspected to be T-54s.

--

F-lIlA fighbaa-beutbors employed for the first time In combat in missions over HV24
Panhandle. Mlembers cae*n from Dot 1 428 TrW based at Takhli. RTAra.

--

aft instsnallations in and around Trang Dang, IHao Nghia, Prov (Ea: 284 lICA, 24 I/V.
15 C/ga Trd: 10 US. 14 ARV4 Rgrs. endSIX l IA. 71 US. 17 AP.VN Rgr. 13 P.T. 2
PIT VIA. 1 PY and I NP h41A).

UNCLASSIFED
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UNCLASSIFIED
first Mekong River convoy since
-

A Offensive leaves Vun 3 Tau for Phnom Penh.

Eat 2 or 3
bus, elad by 3-40 rkt and 60mm mts fire and flamethrowera, atk 3/8th
h
lnf F•I.
It ka W of lKtsenC €ty (ras: 13S IXZA,4 Dot, 20 1/W. 1S C/S; Frrd. 19 IA.
51 WVA, 3 bA).
Elms of the 44th ARtVN Rgr Uo participating in Op. TRUONG COMO DINH aI/5 engage
the Soc Trang VC Lr U. In Ba Xuyen Prov (En: 100 IIA, 1 Dot, 91/w. S C/S; Frid
S IaA, 35 WIA).

2.--

8

AJtVN lot Rgr op. participating in Opm LAMSON Z01, engage@ oak number of en IS km
NV of Pba Loc. Thus Thies Preo (Mm 154 IaA, 40 Dot. Z3 1/W; Frd; S WIA).
--

First F-lIlA fighter-bomber to lost during a mission over NVNd, cause and location
Uok.
Elms of 11th and 12th AJtVN Igra. 7th Wf Div. near Phooc Tay, Disk Taong Prov
dimcover large smeo cache during sweep miss on (90. 000 rda AR. 47 ammo, II1 cases
MO emo,
348 mtr ads. 10, 000 meotrs detonating cord. O0 mines and other assorted
munitions).

29

9fles 3 NVN navel personnel to Vientane for release to NVN dLthoritiee in a re*Moo
ipuroca• gestare for NVI's rselease of three US pilots in Feb.
Za shells Camp Holoway Arid. Pleiku. with 33 rds of 8Zmm mtr fire (4 VIA. I 0•3-IH
and 5 UK-IC dam).

30

--

Second F-illA it lost over northern Thailand while enrouto from a mission in NVN.
baoth plots are reecptd. Cause laid to foreign object rendering control system inoperative in certain positions.
US fo•res@ uffer new weekly WIA high in the 7 days ending 30 Mar - 3,866 WIA of
which . U9 atr hospitalized (previous high was 1.965 WIA for week ending 23 Mar 6S).

31

00

First Automatic Switching Canter (AUTOD:N) in VN is dedicated at Phu Lam Stnin'
Station. Sagaln.

-

Elms of the 26th USMC Regi. participating in Op. SCOTLAND, engage est en bn I km
S of l*e anah Combat Base, Quang Tri Prey (2n: IIS IXA; Frd; 9 VaA. 71 WIA).

--

Est ISOon atkTreatiRiver Bridge, 13 km SW of Phuo ai and another bridge II kmSW
of lha Bao. Thea Thies Prov, dropping spen of the former and destroying the latter

(Em 9 KIA, 41/V: Fira 14 US0
1A. 7 ARVN KIA, 30 US and 2 ARVN WIA).

I

--

US mU strongth in KIN is 905. 993.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
--

President Johnson announce* cnUup of some 50,000 reaervLstS.
President Johnson in radio and TV address to the nation announces an immediate
bombing pause over portions of NVN north -1 20ON latitude, plus a 13, 500 man troop
increase for EVN over presently approved 525, 000 matn ceiling.

--

MG Willard Pearson, USA. it appointed MACJ3 relieving 3O Albert R. Brownlield,
Jr., USA. who assumee duty as ACaoS for Operations for ARVN/RF/PT Affairs.

--

ICC "temporarily smspends" all fixed and mobile teams outside of Saigon and Hanoi to
reduce expenses.
Results in 30% cut in present staff size.

--

MACV reports USAY Ground Prox mity Extraction Systen' is used for the first time
for aerial delivery of cargo in combat at the Kbe Sanh Combat Base during the period
31 Mar to I Apr.

-

MACV announces Allied forces have captured over 19, 000 I/W and 3,300 C/S weapons
since I Jan 68.

Z.

--

USN MARKET TIME P-3V Orion surveillance azft (based in Thailand) shot down by a
Cambodian naval vessel over the Gulf of Siam. Plane crashes 5 miles north of Phu
Guoc Island. All 12 crewmen killed.

--

DELTA FALCON forces dest 30 en sampans and 4 structures along en infiltration
route from Cambodia in Kinn Phong Pray. 375 sampans dest since 5 Mar.

--

VC initiated incidents In IV CTZ for a 24-hr period drop to 9, lowest since start of
Tet Offensive.

3

--

aVN,
on Hanoi Radio, In response to partial US bombing pause, announces it is willing
to Qscuss with US "the unconditional cessation of bombing and all other act* of war
against North Vietnam."
Mr. William E. Colby assumes duty as ACoeS for CORDS as Mr. L. Wade Lathram
departs RVN.

4

--

President Johnson announces he will fly to Honolulu on 6 Apr with SECDEF Clark
Clifford. and CJCS CEN Earl Wheeler, USA, to discuss Hanoi's move for talks with
US leaders In VN. (Trip cancelled by the Pres due to assassination of the Rev.
Martin Luther King).

--

1/9 Marines make first sortie out of Khe Sanh and seize Hill 471 S of the combat baseo.

--

Foreign Ministers of the 7 nations participating in the defense of RVN meet in Wellington, N.Z.

5

Z replacement USAF F-W11A acit arrive at Takhli RTAFB from Nellie AFB, Netv.

Eat en bn. sptd by mtr and RPG fire, atk 1/9 USMC on Hill 471, 1 km S of Khe Sanh
Combat Base, Quang Trn Prov (En: 122 KIA. 32 I/W; Frd: 2 WIA).

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
In a 2-day action. elems of the 3/47 ARVN tnt and ROKA engage an est en bn which
occupied My Hot Village, Phu Yen Proe (Ena 280 KIA, 24 at. 2 Rot, 93 I/W, 24 C/S:
Frd: 16 KA (10 A.VN, 6 ROKA), 51 WIA (39 ARVN, 12 ROKA)).
-

COMUSMACV departs RVN for 2 days of conferences with President Johnson in
Washington, D. C.

--

Elm. of let Cav Div in Opn PEGASUS reach -ic of Khe Saab Combat Bass, the first
Allied to make overland contact since 21 Jan 68.

--

7-day period ending 6 Apr marks lowest n=mber of weekly US KIA (279 KIA) since
start of Tot Offensive (1, 344 WIA this period).

--

USAF completes recovery of F-Il IA lost over NE Thailand..

*-

The 5/12 US lnt closes Long Binh, Sion Hoa Prov, from the US. and is put under
OPCON of 199th Lt Int 3de.

-0

Forces In Opa PEGASUS/LAM SON 207 discover en cache 1 km SW of Ehe
Saab Combat Base containing 4, 500 hand grenades, 450 rde -.50 rkto. 1,$00 rds
60mmt mtae, 400 new pick* and shovels, and a large quantity of SA ammo.

--

Elms of DELTA FALCON force ditcover 2 large wp•s caches 45 km NW of Rach Cia.
Kien Clang Pryo (386 I/W. 97 C/S. lS5. 000 SA ammo, 433 rkt and mtr rds).

8

--

KhMSsaa emergency resupply effort terminates. A tota of 1,152 resupply sorties
flown during the period 21 :an to 8 Apr, delivering I2,773 STON of cargo. USAF, USN
end USMC flow 24,449. sorties in support of the base. 3-54. flew 2. 548 sorties, dropping over 60, 000 tone of bombs. Tactical air delivered over 35, 000 tons of bombs.

9

-

President Johnson announces a note has been sent to Hanoi suggesting sites for talks.

7

10

--

Prince Sihanouk offers Phnomn Peth as a site for pending US/NVN talks.

--

Co D, 1/12 Cav finds en wpns cache 1 km SW of Khe Sanh Village, Quang Tri Prey
(57 I/W. 12 C/S. 1. 560 mtr rds, 2,000 CHICOM gronados).

--

Amb Ellsworth Bunker departs RVN f
talks with NVN.

..

President Johnson announces ADM John S. McCain, Jr., USN, presently CINCUSNAVEUR, will relieve ADM U. S. Grant Sharp as CINCPAC; that GEN Creighton W.
Abrams, Jr., USA, presently DEPCOMUSMACV will assume duties of COMUSMACV
from GEN W. C, Westmoreland. and that LTG Andrew Goodpaster, USA, presently
Comdt. NWC. will be promoted to GEN and become next DEPCOMUSMACV.

Washington for 5 days to discuss proposed

Elms of I st Air Cav reoccupy Lang Vei SF Camp. Quang Trn Prov.
run by en on 8 Feb.

UNCLASSiFIED
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Camp was over-

UNCLASSIFIED
Elms of let Bde. let Air Car Div discover on wpns cache 4 km SSW of Khe Sanh Combat Base (57 I/W. 12 C/S. 15 rds of 60mm mtr. 153 rkt grenades, and other miscel.
laneous munitions).
11

1

White House rejects Hanoi's proposal of Warsaw as the place for talks in that it is not
"an appropriate site in neutral territory."
Bbs Sanh officially reopened.

--

Route 4 lto

--

MACV announces seieg of Kh• Sanh cost 93 US KCA and 400 WIA.
killed during seige.

-

MACV discontinues use of term "search and destroy operations" as over-used and
misunderstood. More specific substitutes will be used is the future such as cordon
and search, clearing, reconnaissance in force, pursuit, raid, spoiling attack, ambush, containment.

Est 15-20,000 en

USA! F-1i1As resume opas over NYN Panhandle after being grounded since 30 Mar.
--

Unk number of en sped by 82smm mtr fire atk 3/22 US lnf I1 km SW of Suot Da. Tay
Nish Prov (En: 129 KIA, I Det, 53 1/W, 18 C/S: Frd: 16 1IA, 42 WIA).

--

Hanoi rejects US proposal of Geneva. Rangoon, New Delhi, Vientiane, or Jakarta as
talk sites (NhN had proposed Phnom Penh or Warsaw. which US reject as not'neutral.")

--

Elme of 1/12 Cay participating in Opa PEOASUS/LAM SON 207 discover en wpns cache
I kn W of Lang Vel. Quang Tri Prov, containing 30 1/W, 32 C/S. 5, 300 mtr rds,
1,050 RR rds. 400.M-79 grenades, 'nd 113,000 rds of SA ammo -. all of US manufactare.

14

--

3/26 USMC participating In OGp PEGASUS seize Pill 88IN, Khe Sanh (En: 106 KLA,
2 Det. 56 I/W. 7 C/S; Frdt i
IA. 14 VWIA).

IS

-1

SECAF Harold Brown- - f
-SA GEN Harold K. 3ohnson and CINCUSARPAC GEN
Dwight Beach arrive in RYN for a 5-day visit.

--

Depaty *mb Samuel D. Berger sworn into off~ce at AMEMS, Saigon.

-

S O0 Robert Z. Connor, USA, assumes dut~es as Director, MACV Training Directorate.

18

--

TISproposes 10 locations to Hanoi, in additio- to those previously offered, for a talk
site: Ceylon, Japan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, .4epal, Malaysia. Italy, Belgium, Finland, and Austria.

19

--

BG William S. Coleman, USA, is appointed Dep Aest CorS for Operations for ARVN/
R1/Pr Affairs, replacing SO Albert R. Brownfield, Jr., USA.

21

--

Elms of the let Air Cay Div. participating in Qpn DELAWARE, invade the A Shau
Valley, Thus Thien Prov, the largest NVA/VC supply base in I CTZ. marking the first
time US troops have entered the valley since anoverran the A Shau SF Camp in Mar 66.

13

UNCLASSIF iD
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UNCLASSIFIED
23

MACV authorizes a second week of out-of-country R&R for US servicemen voluntarily
extending their Vietnam tour for 90 to 179 days.
En shells Vung TefAfId, Phuoc Tuy Prow, with 15 rds lZ2mm rh:t and 10-15 rds of
82mm mte (I IUA. 17 WIA. I C-7A dest. 2 CH-47 and 2 0-IA dam).

23

--

Trp B. 1/8 Caw. Participating in Opn DELAWARE/LAM SON 216 discover en wpas
cache 2 Ian NW sfA Luoo. Thus Thien Prow (315 1/W. 600 rds of 122mm arty, 18.11/2
ton trucks. Soviet 37am anti-aircraft guns, 30 flamethrowers, and miscellaneous
munitions).

29

•-

US rejects Hanoi suggestion that US talk with "Alliance of National Democratic and
Peace Forces" as an "artificial organization, a creature of the NLF and Hanoi."

--

2d ARVN Regt on an offensive sweep 4 km N of Dong Ha. Quang Tri Prov engage est
2.3 en bno (En 151 MA, 131/W, 4 C/S: Frd: 21 KIA (4 US, 17 ARVN), 69 WIA (22
US. 47 ARVN), 18 ARVN MIA).

-

US mil strength in RVN is 513,408.

--

hMite
House proposes to NVN that the Indonesian Cruiser Irian be used as site for
talks.

MAY
I

USAF 120th TFW. formerly a part of the Colorado ANG and the first ANG unit to deploy to a war zone since WWU. arrives at Phan Rang AB to become part of the 39th
TFW.
o*

2

3

-

95 en surrender to elms of 101st Abn Div participating in Opn CARENTAN 1I, 4 mi NW
of Hue, Thua Thien Prow.
MACV announces lot Air Cay taps, while sweeping the A Shau Valley in Opn
DELAWARE. captureSoviet transitortzed mine detectors and an undam PT-76 tank.

-o

Elms of 101st Abn Div and 82d Abn Div part4cipating in Opn CARENTAN II in 3 signi.
ficant contacts with the en NW and S of Hue, Thu& Thien Prov, kill 302 and capture
100 wpns.

--

White House announces agreement with Hanoi on Paris as site for official talks.
W. A-terill Harriman, Cyrus Vance, and Llewellyn Thomtpson will represent US.
Terrorists explode a text loaded with explosives outside Saigon AFRTS studio
(3 civ killed, 30 wounded (5 US)). Broadcast service momentarily disrupted.
Elms of ARVN SD/7/14 participating in Opn TRUONG Cý.NG DINH engage est en bn
12 km NE of My Tho, Dinh Tuong Prov (En: 194 KIA, 3 Det, 38 I1/W. 17 C/S; Frd:
13 KIA. 41 WIA. 2 MIA, 10 I/W. I C/S).

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Elms of lot Cao Div participating in Op1 DELAWARE dircaver 2 en caches in vic of A
Luoi. Thus Thien Prov (857 I1W, I C/S. 18-1 12 ton trucks, 3 tons of automative
spars parts, and misc munitions and supplies).
$lot ARVN
4Rr
Bn paoticipating in Ops TOAN THANG engage est en bn Z ke NE of
Duc Hos. Hau Nghia Prey. 4/23 Lod 3/22 US lof reinf (En: 167 (IA. 3 Det. 14 VW.
16 C/S; Frd: 2Z ARV4 VIA, IS AIVX WIA).
En force arks ARVN D/1/18 Ido, which is reinf by US A/1/4 Cox in Opn TOAING
THANG, 4 km NNW of Di An, Bien Has Prey (Emu 236 (IA, 5 Dot: Frd: 7 US KIA,
27 US WDA).
En launches 197 rkt. mtr. and fire arks throughout RVN during evening of S May and
on into morning of 6 May (25 sIds, 19 province towns, 41 district towns. 92 mil
install). Few instances of grd follow-up atks, and these are'small-scale. GVN imposes 1900.0700 curfew in Sasion/Oia Dinh, and MACV follows suit. Atka initiate
third phase of en Winter/Spring Offensive.
VC infiltrators kill 3 Australian and I British newspapermen in Cholon, Saigon; First
Secretary of the West German Embassy is also killed by VC in Saigon.
--

TSN AB Commander Cal Lau Kim Cuong it killed leading a counterattack against VC
unite attemp•ing to enter base.
3 on rkts hit LTT loadiug trpe at Da Nano (S KIA,

6

12 WIA, 16 M'A).

--

Eat on bn sped by mtr and KPO fire atke ARVN elms 15 km S of Xuan Loc, Long Khanh
Prov (Ent 107 KLA, 51/W, 2 C/S; Frr: 3US and 13 RD KIA; 10 US and I1 RF WIA.
8 PF MIA).

--

En shells Ouang '"ri Atid with 2f rds of 122mm rkt fire (7 WIA. I CH-46 dest, 8 CH.
46 dam).

--

En ambushes a 4th US Ino Div convoy on Hwy 14, 13 km S of Konnum. Elme of ARVN
3d Armed Cav, guonhips A.J TACAIR apt frdly units (En: 121 (C.A, 2 Dot. 26 I/W,
17 CS; Frrd IS US and I ARVN ICIA, Z8 US and 8 ARVN WIA, 9 US hA),

-

En shells TSN Al with 23 rds of rtt and ratr fip. (1 KIA, 38 WIA, moderate material
dam).

--

ARVN abn forces engage en 1 km S of TSN AB near French Military Cemetery (En:

37 KIA, 6 Det, 19 Wpns; Frd: 7 KIA, I WIA).
7

--

Elms of 9th US Int Div establish day-long contact with en force 11 km S of TSN A5,
Gla Dinh Prey (Ent 213 MIA. I Dot, 28 Wpna: Frd: 7 KIA, I WIA).

--

Frdly forces contact on in a series of engagements 5. 8. &.ad 9 km SW of TSN Al (En:
189 KIA. 30 Dot, 78 Wpne; Frd: 15 (M.A 84 WIA).

--

GV• imposes 24-hr curfew in Cholon section (6th, 7th, and 8th Precincts) of Saigon.
due to heavy fighting.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
--

OVN reports in 2 days of fLighting in Saigon area Z. 000 en are killed and Z00 dot.
MACV announces 2, 540 on KIA in and around Saigon since 5 May (53 US and 20 ARVN
KIA, 487 US and 719 ARVN WIA).

9--

En force atha 3/41 US W participating in Opu NAPOL SON-SALINE, 10 kin N of Dong
Ha. Quang Trt Prov (Ent 159 KIA. 58 I/W. 18 C/S; Frd: I IA,, 16 WIA).
En fires 4 rds of 8.zmn mtw containing English language propaganda leaflets into compound of Hq, 3d Bde, 4th Wo Div in Kontumn City. Incident marks first known en use of
82mma mtr to deliver propagands leaflets.
10

11

--

Start of Paris talks between US and NVN postponed until 13 May, but talks between
second echelon representatives begin, and they agree on procedural rules for the
conversations.

--

R0
Robert C. Forbes, USA, assumes duties of MAClI and CC, US Army Element
USMACV, replacing BG Franklin M. Davis. Sr. , USA.

--

US and NVN representatives in Paris agree to exclude reps 'ram other govts from
initial conversations.
En overruns 3 of 5 outposts of USSF lKham Duc CIDO Camp 75 km W of Tean Ky,
Quang Tin Proy. Camp is evacuated 12 May. ending 3-day battle (En: 300 KIA: Frd25 US KIA. 86 US and 29 ARVN WLA: status of 678 civ. unk: 7 105mm how dest. 2
C-130, I O-Z, 2 CH-47, I A-I.,
2 UH-IC, 2 CH-46 dest, approx 150 ARVN/civs
killed in C-130 crash).

12

--

En launches simultaneous atks on Biiah Loi and Newport Bridges, Cia Dinh Prove
50-60 ft of Newport Bridge.

dam

--

Elms of 3/50th ARVN lra participating in Opn TOAN T'HANG discover 150 AK-47s
km NNW of Tan An, Long An Prov.

14

-*

MACV announces that of the 26 VC/NVA bns trying to enter Saigon since 5 May, elms
of only 8 actually reached the city's fringes.
En losses put at 2, 500 KIA in city (Saigon) and over S. 200 KI.A in II CTZ. plus 1,951
11W and 572 C/S,
DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS, Robert Komer, announces VC/NVA Mai Offensire
tesulted in only 16 of 4,000 govt posts being abandoned, of which 10 have been recaptured: only 6 of over 700 RD teams were withdrawn. I12, SO0 new refugees created
in Saigon/Gia Dinh area.

--

USS HENRY B. WILSON (DDG7) engages and sinks en1 7S-ft steel-hulled trawler 26 mi
SW of Phu Vinh, Vinh Binh Prov.

- -

GVN announces 9 May defection of VC regimental commander. LTC Truong Trung
Doan of VC 16Sth Rgt, 7th Div. Second highest ranking defector to date.

UNCLASSIIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
3/1 and 4/1 A.VNItd engage 2en coo 4 Ian NE of Quang Tri (En:
t/W, 9 C/S; Frd: 8 IGA, 60 WIA).
15

119 KIA, 2 Dot. 32

o-

MACV announces release o 2 VC prisoners from Quang Ngai prLison camp as a reciprocal esture for release of two US soldiers freedert by VC in Quang Tin Prov
(USMC Cpl 3. A. Santos and USA PYC L. 0. Riveri) on 23 Ian.

-.

A/3/4 US Cav on recounsiseance-in-force opo, 12 km NE of Trang Bang, Kau Nghia
Prow. engag en force (Ea: 82 KIA, 3 Dot. 10 1/W. 2 C/S; Frd: 5 KIA, 20 WIA).
Iet Non. NVA 9SB Regt atks 109th and 438th EF Co,
KIA. 18 1/W. 3 CIS; Frd: 3WIA1.

11 km ENE of Kontumrn (En:

147

16

--

3/7 USMC participating in Cpa ALLEN BROOK engage eat en bn 15 kmn NE of An Hoa.
Qusag Nam Pro, (En: 131 KIA. 6 1/W. 6 CIS; Frd: 26 VIA. 37 WIA).

17

-

ADM U. S. Grant ••arp,

18

--

Period SI. May sots new ?-day high for US KIA - 562.
543 KIA.

--

President Thieu accepts resignation of PM Nguyen Van Loc and his cabinet, and
appoints Tran Van -Hong new PM.

--

En commiences campaign of nightly rkt atks against Saigon. 22 rkts land in Saigon,
about 150 houses deat ner Central Market (3 NP and,3 civ and I US wounded).

19

USN. CIh4CPAC arrives in RVN for 2-day visit.
Previous high was 11 -17 Feb-

En arks Newport Bridge, Saigon, and is repulsed by US/ARVN guards.
En shells Camp Evans. Thus Thien Prov with t22mm rkt fire (13 acft dam, 4 UH-I
deft).

20

--

Elms of 101st Abn Div find Soviet double-barrelid wheel-mounted 23mm AA guns In A
Shan Valley, Thua Ti•.en Prey.

--

En atk5 British tanker ANCO QUEEN, 13 km SE of Nha Be, Gia Dinh Prov. Light helo
fire teem and PBRes pt within 2 minutes. (En: 11KIA. 2 I/W, Z C/S; Frd: 5 US and
1 RF WIA).

--

En shells Marble Mtn Air Fac, 5 km SSE of Da Nang. Quang Nam Prov, with 2S rds
of mtr fire (9 WIA, 5 UH-IZ. 3 CH-.53, 3 CH-46 danm).
Philippine tug BREAM withe US MP security guards on board while enroute from Vung
Tau Tho v~a the Mekong and Bassac Rivers, loses way and strays over Cambodian
border. Tug and all abd are taken into custody and escorted to Phaom Penh. MPa
are released on L0 Jun to Australian authorities in Phnom Penh and flowu to Bangkok.

21

-

President announcee the nomination of LTG Ceorge S. Brown, USAF. to assume duties
of CDR, 7AF and DEPCOI4USMACV for Air. Incumbent GEN William W. 'vomytr,
USAF, will become CDP. TAC.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
23 --

MG Charles A. Corcoran. 'USA, asseumes duties of MACJ3 from MG Willard Pearson,
USA.
The 1/2 and 4/Z ARVN •nt engage on 2 krn N of Dong He. Quang Trl Prey (En: Q22
4 Dot. Z4 1/W. 6 CIS: Frd: 7 KLA. ZZ WIA).

ZS

IaA,

En shells Cua Viet Naval Fac 13 km NE of Dong Hi, Quang Tri Prey, with I I I rds of
mixed 100mm, 130mm. and 1S2mm arty fire (4 WIA, 160,000 gallons fuel and miscel.
laneous POL materiel dent).
26

.-

USAF jets dam or dent 16 1' mm AA gun emplacements between Dong Mai and DMZ.
100mm guns are largest en AA wpns in use to date.

-o

Eat on bn arks night defensive position of 4/23 US Enf S km W of Phu To Race Track,
Cia Dinh Pray (En: 218 KIA, 3 Dot, 17 I/W, 4 C/S; Frd; 6 KIA, 32 WIA).
En shells Phu bat Aild, Thus Thien Pray, with 30 rds of mtr fire (Frd:
6 CH-46, and 3 UN-34 dam).

28

.-

3 taA, 14 WIA.

GEN W. C. Westmoreland. USA. COMUSMACV departs RVN for 9-day trip to CINCPAC and Washington.
ROKA forces find 120mm mtr and 14 rds of ammo 30 km NW of Qut Nhon. Binh Dinh
Proy. First indication of use of this wpn in coastal provinces of 11 CTZ.

29

--

A/2I3Z7 US Abn lat participating in Opn NEVADA EAGLE find en wpns cache 20 km SW
of Hue. Thu& Thien Proy (788 rifles, 10Z rds 7Smrnm RR, .) 60mm ntre (complete) and
misc munitions).
Zd VN Marines engage en force 3 km SW of Phu To Race Track, Saigon (En:
34 Deo. 21 /W. 3 C/S: Frd: 7 KIA, Z9 WMA. 7 MIA).

30

309 ICA,

--

A i2/17 US Cay participating in Opn NEVADA EAGLE engiges est 'n platoon 12 km E of
Hus, Thua Thien Prov (En: 142 KIA. 44 Det, 45 11W, 7 C/S. Frd:
I
KA.
10 WIA).

--

GVN lifts all press censorship.

--

President Johnson announces promotion of LTG Bruce Palmer, DCO, USARV to GEN
and assignment as ACofS. USA. MG Richard 0. Stilwell,
Dep CC, IH MAT to LTG and
reassignment to CC IFFORCEV relieving LTG William B. Rosson: MG Walter T.
Kerwin, CofS USMACV. to LTG and reassignment as CC UFFORCEV relieving LTG
Frederick C. Weyand.
1/6 VNMC ingsges ect Zen com 4 km E of TSN. Cis Dinh Prey (En:
1IIW, 9 C/S; Frd: 13 KIA, 57 WIA, I WA).

31

JUNE
--

US mil strength in RVN is 630, 638.

UNCLASSIFIED
1048

101 KIA,

6 Det, 2?

UNCLASSIFIED
4th bn RAR closes RVN for op. with lot ATF at Nut Oat, Phuoc Tuy Prov: Zd Bn, RAR
departs RVN.
6th VNMC. eped by AC-47 gunships. engages unk number of en attempting to enfiltrate
4 km E of TSN, Cia Dish Prov (En: 182 KIA, II Dot. 4a
1/W, Z C/S: Frd: I1 KIA,
71 WIA).
--

6 high-ranking VN mtil and police officers are killed in Cholon
whith malfunctions.

--

/I ARVN
•n• engsges eat enbn 6 km VE of QuanS Tri
1/W; 13 C/S: Frd: 19 KIA. 62 WIA).

3

4

when US helo fires rkt

.ity (En:

107 KIA,

3 Det. 32

A/Z/3Z7 Abu, participating in Opn NEVADA EAGLE discovers wpns cache Z2 km SW
of iss, Thus Thren Prov, containing 19Z 1/W. 3 C/S.
--

En fires 40 rkt and mir rue into Saigon and suburbs.
station it south-central Saigon are hit.

A cargo ship and Cho Quan power

- VN establishes the post and cen-ind of Governor of Saison/•ia Dinh, appointing M.G
G
Nguyen Van Minh. CC, let ARVN Div as CC, to be under operational control of Co.
M!!CTZ. New comnand will coordinate defense of Saison/Gia Dinh.
US Emb announces fithting in Salgon/Cholon in past 3 seeks has caused an additional
1i1. 562 homeless.
MACV appoints
.MG
John H. Hay. Jr. . USA. DCG. I FFORCEV as SA to the Governor
of Saigon/Cis
aDih,
and assigns OPCON of all US forces. involved in security uf
the CMD to hbn, under overall OPCON of CO. 1I FFORCEV. CMD thus has 2 parlloel
and spting command structures.
--

60 en (21 NVX) (74 wpns) surrender to elms of ARVN 4th I black Panther) Div in Thu&
Thien.
Elms of the 3th ARVN Rpgrs engage n 1. 5 km S of Phu To Race Track, Saigon (En:
135 KIA, ZO Dot. 34 I/W; Frd: 13 KIA. 41 WIA).

6

--

S--

9

VC terrorists detonate at 200 lbs of C-4 and dest Chinese 'A Shau" newspaper plant
in ."bolono, ia Dinh Prov (5 cdve killed).
Undetermined number of en rkto hit Saigon, killing 20 civs and wounding 40 others.

--

31 members of 308th VC Mr and 6th IF BSe,
to ARVN Rgrs in SW Salgon.

--

Organized VC resistance from 25 May 1tks end in Saigon/Cholon.

including Cdr and Z N'CC,

surrender

GEN W. C. Westmoreland departs RVN for Washington. D. C. , to assume dluties of
CoaS USA. GEN Creighton W. Abramts assumes temporary command of USMACV.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
I

I

--

VC fire 26 rkts into central Saigon. causing 135 civ casualties.
En rkts TS. AS. Cia Dinh Pro', with 14 rds of 12Zmm i( VN KIA. 26 WIA: 4 C. 1i0.
1 C-1.3, 1 C-IA. I U-Z'I. and I UH-I dest. I halo dam).

1I .-

--

Zd ARVN termziztAtes search and cordon op. SE of Gia Linh. Qu&ng Tri Prov (Err 219
KIA, 2 Deo, 46 I1W. 3CI5; Fed ZS KIA. 83 WIA).

--

VP '4%uyen Cao Xy resigns as head of Civil Defense Forces.

13

--

SG John N. McLaughlin. USMC. assumes duties as Director, COC, Hq MACV •'elisving
BG John R. Chaisson. USMC.

14

-

En rkts TSX AD. Gia Dink Prov. with 10 rds of i'7mm (I KIA, I acft dest, 1 acft darm).

15

--

Elms of 4th Rest. 3d lar Div, engage unk size en force 7 km SSE of Khe Sanh Village,
Quang Trt Prow(En! 186 KIM; Frd: 16 KIA).
NVN
National Assembly posses General MobilIzation Decree. All able-bodied men

--

18-38 are eligible for active service.
L-TG Frank T. Mildron as*u=e

16
--

DCC,. USARV,

relieving LTG Bruce Palmer.

In a night of confused activity. US grd and Naval units in vicinity of Dong Ha, Quang Tri
Prov and eastern end of DMZ report and fire upon suspected en helos and jet acft.
HMAS HOBART hit by jets. suffering 2 KIA, 7 WIA. USS EDSON. BLANDY, and
BOSTSON. USCG WPB PT DUME and PCF 12 are overflown or atkd, all without
casualties. PC? 19 is sunk by rkt fire with 5 MIA. Later investigation reveals jets
were US. but question of "sighted" helos remains unsolved.
CPT Plum Van Xuong. XO of VC Quyet Thang (Z73d) Regt defects to ARVN forces in
Co yap, Cia Dinh Prov.

--

B-SZs mark end of third year of participation in the war.

--

USMC elms in defensive positions 15 km SSE of the Kite Sanh Combat Base atkd by unk
size en force lEn: 128 KIA; Frd: Il KIA., 30 WIA).

--

GVN announces largest en grp surr to date. 141 VC from Z73d Regt, most of whom are
NVN,. surrender to A.RVN SF and VNMC units in Cia Dinh Prov, just NE ot Saigon (50
I/W. 6 C/S).

19

--

President Nguyen Van Thieu signs Ceneral Mobilization Decree while at Hue,
Thien Prov, celebrating VN Armed Forces Day.

20

--

II FFORCEV becomes CMAC.

21

--

VC hit northern outskirts of Saigon with at least 10 rkts (6 VN killed, 20 woinded).

--

8 rds I2Zmm rkt impact on SE side of Saigon. 6 rds fall into Saigon River or adjacent
swamp. 2 hit British merchantman. causing negligible dam (I VN killed).

18

UNCLASSIFIED
losO

Thu&

UNCLASSIFIED
Z5

-

PRU trpe spld by PBRe locate an en prison camp in southern Vioh Binh Proy and free
29 prisoners: 4 are killed by en and 8 wounded when their release appears imminent.

V7

-

USMACV announem Khe Sean
shift to more mobile opus.

Combat Base. Quang Trn Prey, will be abandoned

in a

Allied forces surround unk size en force, believed to be 814th So. Quang Tri Liberation Front, lZ kin NE of Cuang Trt City (En: 22S KIA, 38 Det; Frd: 3 KIA. 36 WIA).
--

COL Trin Van Hail, NP Chief, announces investigation into rkt deaths of 6 high-ranking
officers In Cholon in early Sune concludes (report later released (I August) exonerates
USA pilot. and blames faulty rkt).
CMAC puts CMD on ful alert. cancelling leaves. in preparation for expected en
offensive.

--

Elms of ARVN 29th Wl Div find 76 12Zmm
while participating in Opm QUYET THANG.

28

--

VC sapper squs#( arks Son Tra refugee hamlet 6 mi S of Chu Lai, Quang Tin Prey. killing 88. of whom 73 are cir,. and wounding 103 others. 8SCs of hamlet it burned, leaving 4,000 homeless.

29

--

El
of US 3d ide, 9th lot Div, find large en arms cache near Moc Hoa. Kien Tuong
Prov (Z9 tons of TNT. 297, 000 AK-47 rds, 1. 142 mtr rds, 8.783 grenades. 401 wpns).

--

USMACV reports 187 US KIA in week ending this date.
first week of 1968.

--

USMACV reports that in first 6 months of 1968. 10, 503 Americans died (from all
causes) in RYN, a figure almost equal to the 1967 total of 11,088.

--

In the first 6 months of 1968, en loses 39, 800 wpns, enough to arm 6 of his dive.
loses over 170,000 men in the same period.

I

-

Lowest weekly figure since

En

US military strength in RVN is 8Z8, 840.
l1ot Cay Div (AM) redesignated lit Air Cay, and 10lst Abn Div redesignated 101st Air
Cav Dlv.

-

CEN Creighton W. ABRAMS
G-

3
--

S

and 50 *107rnm rkts 13 ml NW of Saigon.

-

assumes command of USMACV.

Haun announces it will release three US pilots, but does not reveal names, date or
place.
Last USMC units leave (he Sasnh Combat BasenQuang Tri Prey.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
II
13

GEN Andrew J. Ooodpaster assumos duties of DEPCOMUSMACV.
-

18. lowest weekly total since

SECDEF Clark Clifford arrives In RVN for S-day visit.
and Asst SZCDOE William P. Suniy accompany him.

14

CICS GEN Earl 0. Wheeler

B.S2s make deepest 1968 penetration of NVN, bombing truck parks, supply complexes,
anmmo dumps, wpas sites, and trp concentrations 15 mi N of the DMZ.

-

16

MACV announces ITS KLA i• week ending this date is
7 October 1967. when i- was 102.

-o

GEN William W. Momyer, Cdr TAF. departs RVN to assume duties as Cdr

-

Opn BOLLING. initiated by I7X Abn Sde and let Cav Div In Phu Yen Pry oan
19 Sep 67 is suspended (Ew 667 VIA, 2,473 Det, 212 1lW, 22 C/S: Frd 60 KIA.
248 WIA).

TAC.

USA LCU-1577 of Sth Trans Heavy Boat Co inadvertently crosses into Cambodia while
enrouto from Vang Tatu to Can The. I I US and I ARVN tahen into custody by RKO.

17

Elms of VC T-i0 RSSZ Op fire 2 IZwrm rkts at a merchant ship in Lons Tau Channel.
Rkts miss target. First reported use of 122mm rkto against shipping.
18

.-

B.5

2

a strike NVN SAM sites for the first time

at a point 31 mi SE of Dong Hot and 4

mi *4 of the DMZ.
19

-°

Presidents Johnson and Thtieu meet at CINCPAC. Hq, Honolulu. for 2 days of discussions.

--

NAVADGRP turns over 4 "Swift" boats (PCFs) to VNN.

VNN concurrently assueses

reap for 2 more MARKET TIME patrol stations for a total of 8.
20

-.

Saigon marks one month without rkt ath (last atk was 21 june).

21

o-

VC terrorists kill Scive and injure 58 by a blast set off in the Quoc-Thanh Theatre.
near NP Hq. Saigon. 4 others killed and 41 wounde". as VC terrorists set off charge in
a restaurant on VO Tanu Street. Saigon.

22

1500 Thai infantrymen of the Black Panther Div arrive in Saigon aboiard USS OKANOGAN (APA220), first of 12,000 to deploy to RVN. Unit will be stationed at Bear Cat.
Bien Hioa Prov.

23

MG11
Robert F. Worley, Vice Commander, -AF, is shot down and killed in an RF-4C
Phantomn Thus ThienProv, 65 rn NWofDoa Nang. Copilot bails out safely, ,IA Royal
N. Baker, MACJS, assumes duties as Vice Commander, 7AF, immediately, inst ed
of 9 AuS as previously planned.
En fires some 250 mtr and rkt rds into 7 installations in Do Nang area, Quang Nam
Prov. At Marble Mtn Air Fec S US and 9 CIDG wounded, 8 acit dam: 6 US KIA, 68
US WtA at ,INCB Compound. Red Beach. 2 scft dam at Do Nang AB.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
24

--

SECARMY Stailey R. Resor, arrives in RVN for 10-day visit.
MG Rtuerick Wetherill, USA. assumes duties of Aset Deputy to DEPCOMUSMACV
for Cr Ir..
MO C, ,,oq A. Corcoran. USA. assumes duties as CofS, USMACV, v1ieoving MG
Waiter r. Kerwin. USA, who departs to assume duties of CG, it rrORCEV.

Z5

B/5/7 1st Air Cav Div discovers large en heep complex 38 km W of Hue. Thus Thien
Prey. including 37 401x40' huts with underground rooms. rnd a large quantity of medi.
cine and eqpt.
26

--

En rkts Da Nang AB with IS .ds of 122mm (t US KIA, 7 US WIA. I A-6A dest, 7 A-6A
damj.

27

--

En mines 4 USN LCMs in Cue Viet River, Quang Tri Prov, bt
River traffic halted for most of the dty.

--

MACV announces that the accredition of Ba•timore Sun correspondent John S. Carroll,
revoked for an indefinite period in June. wil. now be revoked for 6 months.

28

-

aslx to sink any.

Pros Johnson nam#. RADM Elmn R. Zumwalt, Jr., to relieve RADM Kenneth Veth as
COMMNAVTORV and CHNAVADORP. and upgrades the position to VADM rank.
MO Richard F. Schaefer, USAF. assumes duties as MACJS.

--

SEVENTHFLT aunounces USN jets destroy 232 WBLC in NVN in area from 19th
parallel to a point 75 mi S to Cape Mua Ron; largest kill yet in one day.
Co A. 1/26 US Wi. 26 km WNW of Song Be. Phuc Long Pro,. discovers 70 tone of
polished rice, 500 gale cooking oil. 600 gals powdered food, and 101 pedal bicycles,
azud ither miscellaneous stores, munitions, documents, along with 7 RPG-2 rkt
lauz'hers. 18 I/W. 3C/S.
ARVN &ucurity personnd stop US manufactured vehicle in Do Nang and discover 260
lbs of ezplosives, 19 wpne, $0 mines. 48 cases of 7. 6Zme anmo and 18 cases of
warheads. Two VC cptrd, one escapes.
11, 800-man contingent of Thai Black Panther Div arrives in Saigon, boosting Thai
forces in RVN to 3,300 of a programmed 1Z, 000.

29

-

RADM Kenneth L. Veth, COMNAVFORV, presents first M16 rifles to VNN at VNN Hq,
Saigon. VNN CNO Commodore Tran Van Chon attends ceremony.

--

VC sapper team partially overruns Tuy Hos AS, Phu Yen Prey. dest 2 C-130s and dam
I F-100, 3 C-3ls. I AC-47 (En: 9 KU., 3 I/W, I C/S; Frd: I WIA).
PRU. acting on an agent report, contacts 1 1-man en recon unit in Da Nang,
Prov, Z are killed. 4 commit suicide with hand grenades, and 5 are cptrd.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Quang Nam

UNCLASSIFIED
30

--

Thai unit stumbles on US night ambush position near their base at Star Cat, Sien Hoa
Prey, causing US forces to open fire, inflicting several casualties on the Thais.
Zd bdo. 9th Wa Div and MRG ALFA with US 4/47 and 3/60 Int and Sth Dn VNMC launch
10-day epo Into en base area 480, in Chuang Thies Prey, 100 mi SW of Saigon, and 37
ml SW of Can The. This in first a.lied penetration cf this remote area (En: 252 KIA.
39 Det. 85 I/W, 9 C/St Frdt 4 US and 3 VNMC WA).

31

--

ADM John S. McCain. Jr., USN, assumes duties as CINCPAC. relieving ADM U. S.
Grant Sharp, Jr.. USN.

--

US and NVN delegates meet in Parts for 15th session of official conversations.
OnOpa DANSINH/COCHMEGREENin BinhDinhProv, 15 km W of Phu My, the E/i/S0
Mech, while searching a cave complex in the vic of Han Che Mtn, discovers I ton of
rice, assorted documents, 935, 000 SVN and SIS0, 00 US in S50 bills.

AUGUST

I

-

US mil strength in RVN is 529, 435.

--

GEN George S. Brown USAF, assumes duties as Cdr,
Air relieving GEN William W. Momyer, USAF.

--

BG Frank B. Clay. USA, assumes duties of MACJl, replacing DO Robert C.

--

Arrival of lot BSd, 9th Mech Inf Div is announced by MACV.
Tri and Thus Thieon Pov.

--

USS NUECES (A-340) and USS MERCER (AP339) arrive at Vung Tau. doubling the
number of barracks ships (self-propelled) in the MRF.

--

NVNI releases USPF pilots who are then flown to Vientiane,
in company with 3 T75 pacifists.

0G Earl F.

2

Cole'assumes duties as Cdr

7AF and DEPCOMUSM'ACV for

USA Elem, USMACV.
Forbes.

Bde is deployed to Quang

Laos in an ICC aircraft,

11i CTZ mobile field court sentences, in absentia, student Nguyen Dang Trung, Chairman of Saigon Students Executi
Conm.mittee. to 10 years at hard labor for 'weakening
the fighting spirit of the Vietnamese people and Armed Forces."
3

--

GEN Leonard F. Chapman, CMC, arrives in RVN for 7-day visit.

4

--

ADM John S. McCain, Jr., CINCPAC, arrives in RVN! for 2-day visit.

5

--

Command of 11 CTZ is transferred from LTG Le Nguyen Khanh to LTG Do Can Tri at
a ceremony in Bien Hoa.
LTG Khanh remains in command of VNMC Bde.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
DELTA BLACK HAWK trps in Kien Giang Pray, 46 k-m NW of Ruch Gla discover and
dest arms factory, including 34 structures, forges, coastings, 500 gro.uee casings,
lathes, mines. cauldron, 22 I/W, and miscoellaneous supplies.

6

USMC's newest FAC aircraft, the O-IV Bronco, begins combat evaluation period in
RVN by Mar Air Recoin Sq 2. Marble Mm. Quang Nam Prov.
7

8

-

At 16th session of Paris talks USG announces. as a reciprocal goodwill gesture to the
release of 3 USAF pilots, it will release 14 NVN sailors cptrd on I Jul 66 during a
nval eng•gement in the Gulf of Tonkin. Prisoners are held in Da Nang.

--

Princa Sihanouk says he will release USA LCU and Il-man crew when USO takes
responsibility for alleged atk on a frontier village in which 14 Cambodians were killed
and else. gives him 14 bulldozers.

--

VC terrorist tosses grenade into MP jeep in 3d Precinct in downtown Saigon, killing I
and wounding 1.

--

-

Terrorist escapes.

ARVN .21 and S/Z, and /Il APC 4km Eof Ole
oinh.
Quang Tri Prov engage unk
size en force (Em 107 IaA, 14 I/W, 4 CIS: Frd. 7 KIA, 49 WIA).
USMACV &nnounces 1,844 ChLeu Hoi dnring the mouth of July, the highest monthly
total sincs Aug 67. Also announced Is that during this year the number of officers and
NCO returnees is more than double that oa 1967, although overall figures are dawn.

10' -

After I year service in RVN the last elm of the RTAVP. "Queen's Cobras" departs from
Saigon for Bangkok.

11

--

ADM Thomas H. Moorer, CHO, ar•ives in RVN for 9-day visit to various installations
and YANKEE Station.

--

National SelfDefense Month begins, initiating a program i•n which 133, 000 arms Will
be distributed to the citizens of RVN (10,000 in Saigon, 2. 000 in each province and
municipality--53, 000 immediately, 40, 000 in August, 40, 000 in September and Octobo•t

13

--

Tropical Storm "Rose" limits air strikes over NVN to 31, the lowest number since
27 May 66, when 10 strikes were mounted. Also the first day, since 10 Dec 67, that
USN pilots did not log a single flight over NVN. as TF 77 takes storm evasion
maneuvers.

14

--

DELTA BLACK HAWK unit (7th Sqdn, let US Air Cay and VN CSF units) 18 kin E of
Cao Lanh. Klen Phong Pray, dest 3 en munitions factories, melting, chemical, sheet
metal, booby trap, and blacksmith shops, 4,800 hand grenades, 1, 600 sq ft of sheet
metal, chemrtical stores, etc.

--

PROVCOIRPSV at Phu Bai, Thus Thien Prov, is redesignated as XXIV Corps.

--

AR•YN units operating as part of Opn LAMSON 250 5 km NE of GIa Linh, Quang Trn
Prov, engage tunk siue en force in a heavy firefight (En: 159 IA,
13 I/W, 17 CIS:

15

Frd:

1 ICIA, 31 WI)..

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
- RV1 id tag ctr in southern Long An Prov in atkd by unk size en force employing 300
A
rds of minxed 60mm and 82mm mtr. MG and S/A tire (En: 28 taI; Frd: 29 KIA, ISO
WIA. tag ctr 10 percent dest).

16

--

8 prisoners and I Mar gd injured as 300 prisoners riot ats USMC Brig Da Nang, Quang
Nam Prow.
En documents cptrd by Allied forces indicate 17 Aug
start of Third Offensive which Is to Ilat until Nov 68
tions, quadrennial elections, raisj NVA/VC morale,
govt. &Admake SVN demand a halt to the bombing of

17

as day called for by COSVN for
to influence US political conven.
force OVN to accept a coalition
the north.

Lull in fighting ends as en attacks in strength in 1. II and III CTZs.
Srupe in Tay Nk Preov and city with atk on and and ST camp.
--

Main fighting

Aset SECARMY (FA) Eugene Mi. BSckers arrives in RVN for 16-day visit.
Dep Anst SECDEF (PA) Richard Fryklund arrives in RV1

for 3-day visit.

19

--

MO Roderick Wethertll assumes duties as Aest Dep to COMUSMACV for CORDS relieving MG George 1. Forsythe.

20

-

C EIN L Nasarro. CINCPACAF, arrives in RVN for 7-day visit.
Unk sic, en force. eat at a bn, overruns USMC CAP 2-3-4 3 hm, ENE of Hot An, Quang
Nam Prov, killing all members of CAP except 3 on patrol at the time. (i0 US, 24 PF
KIA).

Z1

--

After a 2-month lull (saince 21 Jon) en 122mm rkto hit Saigon. " 10 hit in downtown area,
6 in Cholon, 3 along the docks (17 civs killed. 69 wounded). National Assembly bldg
roof is hit, moderate dam.

23

--

En arks Cam Le Bridge, Pouth of Da Wang., Qr'a8ng Nam Prov, overrunning part of
bridge. but Is forced back. by A/Md USMC MP Bn (En: 182 KL.6, 3 Det, 45 I/W, 1 C/S.
440 lbs TNT, 44 lbs C-4; Frd: II KICA, 68 WIA).

--

24

25

en bn atks Marble Mtn AfId. Quang Nam Prov (En:
oet

32 KIA. Frd: 16 KIA. 125 WIA).

--

En force of bn to regt size aik Duc Lap SF Camp, 32 mt N of CIa Nghia. Quang Duc
Prey, and 5 mi from Cambodian border. Battle rages through 26 Aug. (En: 803 IQA;
Frd: 52 KQA(2 US). 129 WIA (4 US). Largest Vietnamese en kill in a single battle of
the war).

--

GEN Ralph E. H•aines,

-

A
ARVN units 10 end 12 km S of Oa Wang, Quang Wan, Prvy, eng.me unk size enforce in
fierce engagements (Ese 225 KIA. 3 Det: Frd: 7 KIA, 39 WIA).

--

ADM Joha
n.

Jr., CINCUSARPAC, arrives in RVN '

4-day visit.

Hyland. CINCPACFLT, arrives in •VN for 2-day visit.

UNCLASSIFiED
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UNCLASSIFIF1
Elme of US 3/Z/1 Int and A/IlII Cav engage unk size on force near Tam Ky, Oua-%S Tin
Prey (en: Z13 KIA. 10 I/W. 10 C/S: Frd: 7 KIA, 30 WIA).
6-

ADM John S. McCain, Jr.. CINCPAC, arrives in RVN for I-day visit.
--

The 101st Air Cav Div and the lot Air Cay Div are redesignated as the 101st Airborne
Div (AM) and the 1st Cay Div (AM).

25

--

US IISO$ Di in Opn NEVADA EAGLZI 26 km South of Rue, Thus Thien
Prov, find a&seris of en arms caches containing 200, 000 rds S/A ammo. 1,000 rds
82mnm mor, amnmo, 100 60dms mtr ammo. IS0 rds 57mrn P.R, 50 B-40 rkts, 41 RPG-Z
launchers, and other miscdlaneous arms.

29

--

ARVN PRU raid in IV CTZ frees 49 VN prisoners, mostly RF/PF from en prison
camp SW of VI Thaih in Chuong Thien Prey.

30

-0

COMdUSMACV and CVN approve use of CS munitions by arty, mtr, halo and light fixedwing aeft without prior surfaco clearance in oa. er to suppress quickly en rkt or RR
fire on selected sensitive areas in the CMD.
Prisoners at USA Long Slnh prison stockade riot. I prisoner is killed, 59 prisoners
and 4 jda injured in an hour-long melee. fieavy dam io done to stockade. 10 large
bllgs are burnad (prisomer population is 719 nilitary, I civ).

31

MG Elias C. Townsend assumes duties of MAACJ3 relieving MG Charles A. Corcoran.

SzPTEMSER
I

US mil strength in lkVN is 937, $88.
-

Da Nang. Quans Nam, Prov, receives 12-IS rds 122rln

rkts, killing I ARVN and 13
civs and I USMC wounded, but inflicting no darn to n•il fae.
QUYET CHIEN 44/17, a 4-day opn in Dtnb
143 KIA, I Dot, ZZ S/A. 8 C/S: Frd: 8 K1

q and K[en Phong Prey commences(EC

WIA).

2

--

En fires 31 122rmms rkts into 5 mul instalax
killed. I USMC and 45 ARVN wounded).

3

--

VC terrorists explode a grenade in front of USAID Hq on Le Van Duyet St in Saigon,
wounding 7 civa. Another grenade wounds 8 c~vs in Saigon dock area.

--

US and NVN reps meet in l5 ris for the 20C

--

30 Frank B. Clay assunmes comment! of USA Elm, USMACV.

4

5

in Da Nang area (I ARVN and 26 civs

irtne, but no progress is made.

SECNAV Paul L. Ignatius arrives in PVN for S-day visit.

UNCLASSIFIED
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:

UNCLASSIFIED
ARVN D0 Truong Quang An. Cdr , 23d Div and 4 US are killed when their heo to
downed near Due Lap, Quang Duc Pray.
VvC terrorists set off a 79-lb charge at GVN Information Office in Saigon's VI Precinct
at Z030, dest the bldg. killing 9 cive and wounding 95.

9

Dam *st from Typhoon "Bess" Indicate 60 percent of rice crop and 55 percent of en
stored rice in Qýusag TA Prov dost, seriously affecting the en posture.
US Asst SEC Labor Robert Weaver arrives in Saigon to visit GVN civ agencies.
10

..

11

--

USMC RLT 27. called temporarily to RVN in Feb, departs RVN for CONUS.
D0

Harold C. Pattison. ChMLIIst. DA arrives in RVN4 for 13-day visit.

Baad weather caused by Tropical Storm "Bess" limits US air missions over the NVN
Panhandle to 70, the lowest number since 13 August. when Tropical Storm "Rose0
also interfered with the US air activity.
En hits 3iAmlThuy AD. Phong Dinh Prov, with (suspected) 35 rds of 75mm R3 fire
(3 US 0.1, I AC.47, 2 U-10, 1 VNAF CH-34 dest, 2 UH-I and I AC-47 dam),
-.

13

'

-*

Elms of the 101st Abe Div and A .VN unite launch a coordinated sweep of Vinh Loc
Island ("Street Without Toy" area). 20 km E of Hue. Thus Thien Prey (Ent 114 MCA,
242 PW, 12 fHo*hn; rrd: I IQA, 2 WIA).
Elrs of 1st Dde, Sth Div (Moch), 3d Mar Div and 1st ARVN Div engage unk mise en
force in the DMZ 4 km NE of 9to Linh, Quang Tri Prey (Ent 176 KIA, I Dot; Frd:
4 KIA. 46 WIA).
Elms of Iet US Inf Div ENE of Lec Ninh, Dinh Long Prov, end 2-day heavy engagement
(Ent 167 KIA; Frd: 18 KEA. 60 WIA).
MG Keith L. Ware, CO, l1t In Div, is killed along with 7 other US in hole crash near
Loc Ninh. Dinh Long Prey. MG Ware is 4th US general killed in the war.

14

--

ARVN uncover large ammo cache 13km NE of Quang Loi, Phuoc Long P.ov (2,742
RPG rds. 336 grenades, 547. 960 AK-47 rds, 1,701 mtr rds, 1,969 lbs of CHICOM
TNT).

15

-=

ADM Sobn S. McCain, Jr..

--

An ARVN sweep 2Z km E of Rach Cia, Klen Clang Prov, uneovers 49 1/W, 5 C/3,
100 kg TNT, 10 tons assorted ammo, and other ord.

CINCPAC, arrives in RVN for 6-day visit.

ARVN 46th RPgt, in opn S of Saigon in Can Giouc District. Long An Prey, finds CHICOM 3 bank X 4 tube (total 12) 107mm (barrage) rkt launcher.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
16

In Opa TOAN THANG. 15 km NE of Go Dau Ha. Tay Ninh Prov, FSB POPE receives
unk number S8mm mtr rds. US 3/187 Irn counterattacks IEn: 131 KIA, 4 Dot. 7 I/W,
6 C/S; Frd: 4 KIA. 48 WIA).
I.n Z-day action (16-17) 17 km WNW of Hot An, Quang Nam Proe. 21st and 39th ARYN
RPep and Z/51 ARVY Inf engage unk size on force (En: 134 KIA. 9 I/W. 7 C S. and
800 grenades: Frd. ZS KEA. 88 WIA, 21 MIA, 15 1/W, 3 C/S).

18

19

Eat 2 an Coo ark Hoa Da Village, Binh Thuan Proe, overrunning village, diet Hq, and
MACV compound, but are driven out 4 hrs later (Ent 8 (IA; Frd: 39 PF KIA. 40 WtA
(34 PF, 2 US, 4 VN civ)).
--

Z1

USMC find 7 wpns caches in vie of Rockpile (3, 343 82mm mtr rds. 967 60mnm mtr rds,
7,786 CIUCOM grenades. 2,900 lbs TNT, and 3Z3, SZ0 rds of 7.62 ammo).
In Opn TOAN THANG. 9 km SW of Ben Sot. Tay Ninh Prov. tIst VNMC/163d RF Co OP
is atkd by tot 200 rds 82mm mtr fire and by grd trps (En: 128 K(A, 2 Deo. 22 I/W,
10 C/S; Frd: 4 KIA, 48 WIA).
Elms of 9th Mar find 164 en lKIA in graves NW of ftockpile, Quans Tri Prov. apparently ((IA.

22

--

En fires 1t 122mm rkts and IS 82mm mtr rds into I CTZ Hq and Naval Hospital, Da
Nang, and MAGO-16 at Marble Mitn, Quang Nam Prov. 45 ecit dam.

--

Bih Son Village and PW camp, 17 km N4of Quang Ngai City is atkd by grd trps and
100 rds of mixed 60wmn and 8Zmm and RR fire. En frees 3 PWs and shoots some who
refuse to leave (En: 10 PWo KIA. 62 PWs WIA; Frd: 21 KIA (3 PF, 18 civ), 18 iv
WIA).
John S. Foster, Asst SECDEF (Research & Engineering) arrives in RVN :or 14-day
visit.

23

--

25

--

MACV announce@ Allied forces itnthe past 2 weeks in the DMZ have captured 920 1/W.
some 15,000 mtr rds, S..00 lbs TNT, over 1, 00 miscellaneous rkt rds and over
1.000.000 SIA rds.
ROKFV marks 3 years of combat in RVN.
ADM John S. McCain. Jr. , CINCPAC. arrives in RVN for 2-day visit.

26

28

--

Est n bn aeks Phuoc Tan RF outpost, 7 km SW of Ben Sot, Tay Ninh Prov, breaching
perimeter, but not penetrating OP (En: 146 KIA, 48 I/W, 14 C/St Frd: 14 KIA, 96 WIA
(2 US)).
Fire of 4nknown origin ignities contaminated fuel being off-loaded at Naval Facility,
Cua Vie. Quang Tri Proy, spreading to adjacent areas (Z KIA, 6 WIA, 2 MIA. major
dam to 3 LCM6, 2 LCM3. 1 LCMS: 3 PBRs, 1 fuel barge, I LCM3, '. 15' skimmer
boats, spare parts, and causeway structures dest).

UNCLASSIFIED
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30

--

USS NEW JERSEY commences combat apes in vicinity of DMZ, firing 20 rds of 16"/50.
First battleship action since Jul 53.
MACV announces that all FW Cdros and the RVN 301 have signed AB-144, the Combined Campaign Plan for 1969. Action takes place at RVNAF Hq, marking first time
US. Vietnamese. and all Allies have signed the combined plan. formuerly a joint US/
RVN document.

--

CORDS announces secure population reaches 66. 8%. only
high of 67.20, reached on 31 Jan 68.

406 below pro-let All-time

VADM Elmo R. Zumwalt. Jr., relieves RADM Kenneth L. Veth as COMNAVFORV/
CI4NAVADGRP at ceremonies on board U35 GARRETT COUNTY (LST786) in Saigon.
CINCPAC, COMUSMACV and AMD Bunker attend ceremony.

I

0-US mil strength in RVN it $37.819.
--

2

5

GVN begins nail registration (ID cards) of all citizens under the National Identity
Registration Project.
An Army CH-47 collides with a USAF C-7A "Caribou" Suet after takeoff from. Camp
Evans, 60 mi NW of Da Nang. Thun Thien Prov- both crews and all 24 passeengrs
are killed.

--

SECNAV Pad R. Ignatius arrives in RVN for 8-day visit.

--

GEN Duong Van "Big" Minh returns to Saigon after nearly 4 years of exile in Bangkok.

6

--

USN SEALs and a VN force overrun enemy PW camp on Con Coc Island, 77 nil SW of
Saigon. freeing 23 PWs. killing I VC.

"7

--

GEN Jack 0.

8

--

Z/12 WnL
(US) contacts en force 8 km NE of Tray Bang, Hsu Nghla Prov (En: 147 KIA,
Dot, 35 IW, 2 C/S; Frd: 8 1UA, 13 WIA).

10

--

GVN denies coup was attempted against President Nguyen Van Thieu on 8 Oct despite
full national armed forces alert that date.

11

--

Dep Asst SECDEF (Civil Rights & Ind Relations) Jack Moskowitz arrives in R.VN for
5-day visit.

16

--

American Independent Party VP candidate GEN Curtis L• May, USAF (Ret), arrives in
RVN for 4-day private "fact finding" visit.

18

-.

Level of fighting and losses in RVN at an aL-tirme low as MACV reports 5 US [IA in
past 3 days.

Merrill. Cdr

AF Logistics Command, arrives in RVN for 2-day visit.

"7

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
As part of dry season campaign, USH component of MACV launches Opn SEA LORDS,
employing assets of TT 1I5, 116 and 117 to interdict VC infiltration routes from
Cambodia too the Mekong Delta. First entry of PCFo into the Delta and the first
regular USN intrution into the minor waterways of the Delta.
20

-t

21

-

ADM :ohn S. McCain. Ir. , CINCPAC, arrives in RVN for 2-day visit.
LTG Henry W. Base, CO, FMIrPAC, arrives in RVN for 4-day visit.
In a surprise move MACV announces "C' Day -- the conversion of all current series
641 MP•.
First tsuts. currency conversion since the introduction of MPC into Vietnam in August 1965.
20 MPG note is introduced.
In Ops MIGHTY YANKEE, US$ DUBUQUE (LPD8) transports 14 NVN sailors from Da
Nang to a point 12 mi off Vinh. NVIN, where PW group is released in a motor whaleboat. Opt is carried off with concurrence of NVN authorities. HMAS PERTH and
USS RA.USELL escort USS DUBUQUE. NVN gus ranteed a combat stand-down in the
area, as did US0, when arrangements were made in Vientiane. Laos. 14 pallors are
last of a group of 19 who were captured during a NVN PT attack on USN destroyers on
I Jul 66.

23

.-

let Mar Div Recns Teams sight 170 NVA 4 km NW of An Hoa, Quang Nam Prov, moving SW. and another grp of 121 NVA moving ENE. TAS and arty called in (En: 124
KIA).
In Ops LAMSON 271, 6 km NE of Gio Linh in DMZ, ARVN 1/2 Inf, 1i/t and 3/11 Cay
plus two platoons of USMC 3d Tank Bn. while on an offensive sweep locate and atk en
co (rtini (En. 112 KIA; Frd: 3A FtVN ICA, 30 WIA).

24

--

MACV announces that weekly US casualty figure for 7 days ending 19 Oct is 100 IQA,
the lowest KIA figure in 14 months (12 Aug 67, when 82 US were KIA in that 7-day
period).

29

--

InO pn KXNTUCKY. US 1/61 1n1 (Moch) and ARVN B/1/77, 8 km NE of Con Thien,
Quang Trt Prov. make heavy contact with enemy (En: 232 KIA, 242 I/W. 17 C/S;
Frd: 6 KIA, 29 WIA).
In Opn BAEK MA-9. ROKFV 9th "W'hitt Horse" Div for the first time invades en
stronghold at "Grand Sorrmet," held by 7th Bn, 18B NVA Div, just outside Nha Trang,
Kbanh Hoa Prov (En: 204 KIA. 34 I/W, 21 C/S; Frd: 3 WIA).

S-

26

--

EINH TAY 3/5 teurinates in 1I CTZ (En: 337 KIA, 7 Det, 76 I/W, 40 C/S: Frd:
Bpo
10 KIA, 32 WIA).
In Opn TOAN THANG. 7 km NW of Tong Le Ch-n, Tay Ninh Prov, Z/28 US NDP
receives en probe and mtr atk (En: 80 KIA. 3 Dot, 26 I/W, 6 C/S; Frd: 14 KIA, 29
WIA).

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
COMUSMACV directs let Cav Div (AM) to relocate from northern I C.Z to northern
Tay N nh Prov. MUCZ.
in Opn LIBERTY CANYON. Movement is by air and 7th Fit
amphibious shipping. Movement starts Z8 Oct and div closes Tay Ninh Prov by first
week of Nov.
President Johnson announces appointment of MACCORDS Robert W. Komer as
William E. Colby, Deputy Aslt for CORDS, will
replace AMD Komer.

28

American Ambassador to Turkey.

Z9

--

LTC Lewis W. Walt, Amst CMC, arrives in RVN for 8-day visit.

--

COMUSMACV OGN C. W. Abrams. Jr. , flies to Washington to conior with President
Johnson.
In Opn SEA LORD$, USS WASHOE COUNTY and 7 PCFs enter Do Do and Cus, Lon
Rivers. An Xuyen Prov, destroying Z42 sampans and nomerous en structures.
ADM John J.

30
31

--

Hyland, CINqCPACFLT, arrives In RVN for a 2-day visit.

Opn VICTORY DRAGON MI (ROK) in Quang Nam Peov, terminates (En: Z2S KIA, 30
Deo, 73 I1W, 7 C/S; Frd: 10 KIA, 35 WIA).

NOVEMBE.R
I

Z

--

US Military strength in RVN is 534. 907.

--

Accelerated Pacification Campaign commences.

--

At 0322, 3 on mines detonate between the pontoon and hull on the starboard side of USS
WESTCHESTER COUNTY (L5T1167). an MDMaR support ship, killing 25 (24 US, 1
VNN).
Ship was severely damaged but flooding was controlled.

--

President Johnson orders a complete cessation of air, grd. and naval bombardment of
NVN to begin this date. (Announcement was made on 31 Oct in Washington),

--

oen rks hit TSN AD causing light dam. Firsc rkt atk on TSN since June. 6 rkts hit
southern portion of Saigon, I hitting a church on Khanh Hoi Island, killing 21 VN cyvs
and wounding 44.

-

President Thieou announces RVN will not send delegates to the 6 'November talks in
Paris because of NLF participation.

-

Cpn VERNON LAKE It commences in Quang Ngai Prov.

UNCLASSIFIED
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3

..

BsTUASRTIII ter•ninate with fallowioe results (En: 2. 114 KIA, 261 Dot, 60
O JED
Z32 KIA, 1, 568 W'IA1.
Rot, I. Z8 IlW. 133 C/S. rr-i

4

--

5 UH-IDs from 0/314 Cov hit by grd fire (I dast. 2 with major dam) in Opn TOAN
int He
ghia Prov while attempting to extract trps.
T'ANO (a

--

Antlysis shown tfat esor of tbe ids received at 1P3 29 (11 CTZ) on 2 Now wer* CMICOM l0omm arty fIred from positions inside Cambodia. This was the first use of on
105mm arty in M CTLE

-

races involved
Or. SAEK MA-o. which beoso I I Oct SW of Nha Trans. terminates.
were ROKA units against the 180 NVA Rest (En: 382 KIA. 9 Dot. 92 1/W. 32 C/S:
Frd: IS KIA. 28 WIA).
Elms of 6/11 hs (US, cotmact on 9 km NE of Ceo Lanh. Kisn Phong Pray (Eck: 90 XIA.
OPGo., 28 RPO-?,
I ]%o _Chaihe 89 AK4?, 12 LMG, 1 12. ?mm HMO, I M60 MO. 34
z LAW, I M16. 2 8Zmm mtre, 110 82mm mtri rda. 60. 000 rds AX47 ammno.

--

41st Rir and I ES" Coo ln Ova QUYET CHIEN 44/37 In Kien Phong Proy make heavycontact with *at en be (tot

107 MIA.4 I/W. I C/S; Frd: 9

IA.

0 WIA).

6

--

Wtllam L. Colby assume* duties as DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS.

7

--

Op. COMANCH IrALIS III terminates - Quang Tri Prey (En:
159 1IW, 9 C/S; rid: 22 (CIA, 97 WIA).

10

-

WIN Joseph ,.

II

-

--

12

--

107 KIA. 45 Dot, 7 liet.

Naestro. CINCPACAF, arrives in RVN for 5.day visit.

Oo. BURLINNGTON TRAIL terminates in Quang Tin Prey (r
441 t/W, 104 C/S; lrid: L91 VIA. 986 WIA).

1,931

MA, 1, 199 Dot,

VADM W. 0. O'Brien. RN. CINCFE arrives in RVIN for 6.day visit.
Thomas D. Morris. Aset SECDEF (M L). arrives in RVN for 3-day visit and David E.
.McOlffeet, Undersecretary of the Army, arrives for 8-day visit.
Op. WHEELER/WALLOWA In Quarn$ Tin Pray terminates (En: 10, 020 KIA, 5, 195 Dot,
1.724 I/W. 129 C/S; Frd: 683 KIA, 3.599 WIA).
ARV;1 units launch HUNG QUANG 12/4, a 4-day combat opn in Quang Nam Prey (En:
171 KIA, 7 Dot, 31 r1W, 7 CvS; rid: 4 KIA. 46 WLN).
Op. MEADE RIVER, sn opn to establish cordon around Thanh Phong Villase and search
and clear village and adjace'.t areas to doet en forces, 4 caches, and fortifications and to
capture VCI in support of APC. is launched in Quang Nam Prov. Opn Is expected tu
last 8.10 days,. is conducted by ARVN, P.O(CMC. NPFF and PRtU units, and is controlled by 3d Mar Div.

21

--

US forces (USMC) shell northern half of DMZ for the first tirre since start of bombing
halt.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Z3

--

RF-4 Phantom recon acft downed over NVN.

--

Opn LANCASTER II. a search-and-clear opn conducted by elms of 3d Nar Div which
began in Ian 68. terminates (En: 1801 KIA, 20T Deo, 824 I/W. 89 C/S; Frd: 359 KIA,
2, 101 WIA).

Z5

--

I USAF afit, an F-4 Phantom and an unarmed recon acft, downed over NVN.

27

--

RVN agrees to send delqates to Paris peace negotiations. USC announces Saigon govt
will take lead and be main spokesman on all matters of principal concern to SVN.

28

--

RVN announres that dlegation tn Paris peace negotiations will be headed by VP Nguyen

30

.-

31

-*

Cao Ky.
WL1liam X. Colby, Depety to COMUSMACV for CORDS, given rank of Ambassador.
GVN releases 140 VC prisoners in simultaneous ceremonies in Saigon. Pleiku and Ds
Nang. All prisoners choose to remain in SVN.

DECEMSER
I

2

-*

US mil strength in RVN is 5 37,.584.

--

Opn SPEEDY EXPRESS commences in IV CTZ.
.OPCON of SA., IV CTZ.

--

OVal announces it will observe 24-hour Christmas truce commencing 1800. 24 Dec.

All US assets in Delta involved under.

Ope HARDIN FALLS, Do (reinel-sias opu in support of APC. commences in Quang Tin
Paov. Conducted by I/I Cay (US), A/1/46 Lid (US). I RF Co, I Pr Platoon, and I
PRU Dot: expected duration - 90 days.
3

--

MO 0. M. Seignious 11. Office of the Chairman, US VN Delegation, Paris, arrives in
RVN for 6-day visit.

6

--

7

--

Opo HENDERSON HILL terminates in Quang Nan Prov (En: 107 KIA. 45 Det, 7 Ret,
159 I/W, 9 C/S; Frd: 22 ICQ. 7 WIA).
C/1/
(USMC( finds asche in Quang Xam Prov of 50-70 tons of rice and 2. 000, 000
NVN Plasters.
US casualties in VN since 1961 reach 30,000 KIA.

--

USAF RF4C recon scit hit by grd fire 60 km N of DMZ. Plane down at sea and crew
rescued. Fourth plane downed by NVN since I Nov bomb halt.

--

Opo MEADE RIVER terminates in DuanS Nam Prov (En:
1 C/S; Frd: 107 KIA, 823 WIA).

UNCLASSIFIED
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841 KIA. Z, 710 Det, 164 I/W,

UNCLASSIFIED
-.

O09 NAPOLEON SAU.NE. 13-month multi-bn search-and-clear opn in Quang Tri
Prov, terminates (Est 1499 KIA. 549 Dot, 631 I/W. Zoo C/S: Frd: 395 KIA, 2,134
WIA).

10

--

OplaMAPASHAL MTN, a pacification opn in Quang Tee Prov. initiated ut¶er OPCON lot

11

--

11 LCU detainees bald by Cambodia are released.

ado, Sth bi Div (Meek).

ADM T. 3. Hylascm

arrives in SVN for 2.day visit.

1Z

--

15

--

16

--

7 NVN seamen rescued in GuLf of Tonkin in Cct 67 repatriated in Opa TIGHT SAW.

23

--

in Opn LX LO, in Qeang Nam Prov. 1Ist and 29th ARVN Rgr Bns have contact with en
forces throughout thi day (En: 158 KIA f99 KBA), 17 1/W. 10 C/S; Frd: 13 KLA. 65 WIA

CINCPACTLT.

Xames S. Timothy. USA, is appointed Deputy SA.
JC

II CTZ.

WIA).
--

During a search-eand-€clr opn N of Ca Mau in An Xuyen Prov, elms of theARVN
32d Regt discover a PW camp and release 83 ARVN PWs.

-

In Cpn TOAN THANG in Tay Ninh Prov, US and ARVN minitsmake heavy contact E•n:
103 K(A, I Dot, 36 1/W. 13C/S,. 202 RPG rds. 250 ChICOM trenades. O00lbs TNT,
13.Z00 AK4T rde. and 3 radios: Frd: .I1 US KIA, 12 US WIA).

--

NLF announced 72-hour ceasefire commences at 0100.

--

RVN announced Z4-bour ceasefire commences at 1800: FW forces will also Observe
ceasefire.

-

G
GVN/US/FWceasefire terminates at 1800.
ing Z4-hr period.

--

Reps of CO, U rFORCEV meet with VC reps in Tay Ninh Prov for US priso'ner release
No prisoners released.

27

--

NLF announced 72-hour , easefire terminates at 0100.

30

--

NLF announced ?Z-hour ceasefire commences at 0100.

--

A record of 123 Hot Chanh, return to CVN CLUSe in IV CTZ.

--

The following major US/FWMAF opns continue into 1969:

24

Z5

31

133 violations of ceasefire by en noted dur-

ICTZ: MARSHAL MTN, SCOTLAKND II, DAWSON RIVER. NEVADA EAGLE.
TAYLOR
COMMON. VERNON LAKE 11. KENTUCKY, FAYETTE CANYON.
HARDIN FALLS.
1 CTZ: McLAIN/DAN THANG,
BIHM TAY.

COCHISE GREEN/DAN SINH, NIACARTHUR/

UNCLASSIFIED
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M CTZ:
LV CTZ:

TOAN THfANG 71.
SPEEDY EXPRESS, QUYET ClUEN (ARVN).

MAJ James N. Rowe. USA. escapes from VC,

Cptrd on 22 Oct 63.

Chien Hoi returLees for 1948 total 18. 171 conmpared to 27.178 for 1967; a decrease of
33 percent.
--

End of year friendly military strength in RVN is: US, 536, 040; RVN: 826. 500; Korea:
50,003;Auetralia: 7,661; Now Zealand: 516: Thailand: 6.005; Philippines: 1, 576.
US casualties since I JAn 61 are KIA:

30. 543.
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GLOSSARY

AA
AAA
AAC
AAFES
AATTV
AB
ABC
ABCCC
ABD
ABN
AB&T
ACo9S
ACS
ACT'V
ACW
ADP
ADSD
A&DSL
ADSRS
AF
AFAG

"AFAT

AFOP
AFB
AFLC
AFLD
AFLS
AFP
AFZCS
AFRTS
AFVN
-"•GAdjutant
AID
AIX
ALC
ALCC
AM
ANLAMB
AMB
AMC
AMEME
AMMO
AMPHIB
AMS

Anti-Arc raft
Anti-Airci aft Artillery
Autonomous Administrative Committee
Army -ad Air Force Exchange System
Australian Army Training Team. Vietnam
Airbase
American Broadcasting Company
Airborne Battlefield Command and Control Center
Accumulated Bomb Damage
Airborne
Alaesa Barge & Transport. Inc.
Assistant Chief of Staff
Air Commando Squadrons
Army Concept Team in Vietnam
Air Command Wing
Automatic Data Processing
Air Delivered Seismic Intrusion Detector
Administrative ge Direct Support Logistic
Automatic Document Storage and Retrieval System
Air Force
Air Force Advisory Group
Air Force Advisory Team
Air Force Advisory Group
Air Force Base
Air Force Logistics Command
Airfield
Armed Forces Language School
Armed Forces of the Philippines
Air Force ýostal and Courier Service
American Forces Radio & Television Service
American Forces Vietnam Network
Gene ral
See USAID
Assistance in Kind
Area Lagistical Command
Airlift Control Center
Airmobile
Amsrican Ambassador
Ambassador
Army Material Command
American Embassy
Ammunition
Amphibious
Army Map Service
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ANDPF
ANGLICO
AO
AP
APA
APB
APC
APC
APD
APO
APOE
APPROX
APT
ARC
ARC LAPES
ARC
ARL
ARM•
ARMOROCCO
ARPA-RDFU-V
ARTY
ARVN
ASD(I I L)
ASID
ASL
ASLT
ASPB
ASR
ATC
ATCO
ATF
ATK
AUTODIN
AW
AWOL
BAR
BAS
BBL
BDE
BEQ
BIAS
BLT
BN
BOO
BOQ
BPS
BTV

Alliance for National Democratic and Peace Forces
Air Naval Cunfire Liaison Company
Area of Operation
Armed Propaganda
Assistant Province Advisor
Seltfpropelled Barracks Ship
Armored Personnel Carrier
Accelerated Pacification Campaign
Airborne Personnel Detector
Army Post Office
Aerial Port of Embarkation
Approximately
Armed Propaganda Teams
American Red Cross
Single Parachute Low Altitude Extraction System
Amphibious Ready Group
Landing Craft Repair Ship
Armored
Artillery/Mortar/Rocket Countermeasures
Advanced Research Project Agency, Research
and Development Field Unit, Vietnam
Artillery
Army of the Republic of Vietnam
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installation
and Logistics
Air-Deliverable Seismic Intrusion Detector
Authorised Stockase Lists
Assault
Assault Support Group
Available Supply Rate
Armored Troop Carrier
Air Traffic Coordinating Office
Australian Task Force
Attack
Automatic Digital Network
Automatic Weapons
Absent without Leave
Browning Automatic Rifle
Basic Allowance for Subsistence
Barrel
Brigade
Bachelor Enlisted Men's Quarters
Battlefield Illumination Airborne System
Battalion Landing Team
Battalion
Beneficial Occupancy Dates
Bachelor officers' Quarters
Balanced Oressure System
Big Test Vehicle
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C)

UNCUSSIFIED
C

Confidential

CAP
CA$
CAV

Country Assistance Program
Controlled American Source
Cavalry

CIU

Cluster Bomb Unit

CCI
CCP
CD
CDEC
CDI
CD:
CDTC-V
Cc
CHICOM
CIA
CICV
CID
CID
CMDG
CXNCPAC
CINCPACAF
CINCPACTLT
CINCPACINST
CWCPACREP
CINCUSARPAC
CINFO
CIO
CIOCC
CIV
CJCS
CJC•S
CLVTC
CMAC
CMD
CMEC
CMXC
CWXT
CMXj
CMTT
CNO
CO
COs
COCIOP

Command Communications "boat
Combined Campaign Plen
Combat Development
Captured Documents Expioitation Center
Commander
Container Delivery System
Combat Development Test Center, Vietnam
Commanding Gene ri
Chinese Communist
Central Intelligence Agency,
Combined Intelligence Center, Vietnam
Criminal Investigation Division
Commnad Information Division
Civilian Irregular Defense Group
Commander in Chief, Pacific
Commander in Chief, Pacific Air Force
Commander in Chief. Pacific Fieet
Commander in Chief, Pacific, Instruction
Commander in Chief, Pacific, Representative
Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific
Chief of Information
Central Intelligence Organization
City intelllnece and Operation Coordination Center
Civilian
Chairman Joint Chiefs of Stiff
Chief Joint Gone r&l Staff
Cat Lai Vocational Training Center
Capital Military Assistance Command
Capital Military District
Combined Materiel Exploitation Center
Combined Military Interrogation Center
Combined Mobile Improvement Team
Capt Mui Lay Sector
Combined Mobile Training Team
Chief of Naval Ope rations
Company
Combat Operating Base
Coordination of Clandestine Intelligence Operational
Proposals
Controlled Fragmentation Munitions
Chief of Staff
Colonel
Commandant
Communications
Commander Naval Forces, Vietnam

COFRAM
CoiE
COL
COMDT
COll
COMNAVFORV
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COSTLOT

Commander Royal Thai Forces. Vietnam
Commander Seventh Fleet
Commander. Military Sea Transportation Service,
Tar East
Commander. United States Millitary Assistance
Command. Vietnam
Continential United States
Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development
Support
Coastal Flotilla

COSVN
CPSA

Central Office for South Vietnam
Central Procurement and Supply Authority

CPT
CPTR
CRB
CRC
CS
C/S
C&SC
CSAF
CSAS
CSF
CSC
CSR
CSS
CTC
CTF
CTG
CTU
CTZ
CWCH
CY
DA
DADAC
DAM

Captain
Capture
Cam Ranh Day
Central Recovery Committee
A riot control agent type of Tear Cas
Crew-Served Weapon
Command I Staff College
Chief of Staff. Air Force
Common Service Airlift System
Caeualty Staging Flight
Coastal Surveillance Center
Camp Sentinel Radar
Combat Sky Spot
Central Training Command
Commander Task Force
Commander Task Group
Commander Task Unit
Corps Tactical Zone
Civilian War Casualty Hospitals
Calendar Year
Department of the Army
Department of the Army Distribution Allocation
Committee
Damaged

DASC

Direct Air Supporý Center

DASH
DCA
DCO
DCM

Drone Antisubmarine Helicopter
Defense Communications Agency
Deputy Commanding General
Deputy Charge of Mission

DCO
DCofS
DCPG
DD

Dial Central Office
Deputy Chief of Staff
Defense Communications
Destroyer

DE

Destroyer Escort

DEON
DEPCG
DEPCOMUSMACV

Diethylenuglycol Denitraten
Deputy Commanding General
Deputy Commander, United States Military Assistance
Command. Vietnam
Deputy Secretary of Defense

COMRTFV
COMSEVENTHFLT
COMSTSFE
COMUSMACV
CONUS
CORDS

DEPSECDEF
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Planning Group

UNCLASSIFIED
DM108

Date Elilible Return from Over@sea

DOWA
DGOH

Director General of Finance and Audit
Director Goeneral of Highways

DCON

Director OeUe,0l of Navy

DOWVA
DZA
D=OCC
DST
DOr
DLZR
DM
DM8
DMZ
DOD
DODMAN
DiV
OTA
DTC
DTE
Dz
ECM
EEl
CLINT
EIMS
EM
El
ENOR
EQPT
ER
EST
EVAC
EXPL

Director Oeneral of War & Veterans Affairs
Defense latelligeney Agency
Distridt ntelisgence & Operation Center
District
Division
Downward Looking Infrared Radar
Adamsite
Distance Measuring System
Dernilitsrised Zone
Department of Defense
Department of Defense Military Assistance Manual
Democratic Republic of Vietnam
Division Tactical Area
Division Training Center
DIal Telephone Exchange
Drop Zone
Electronic Countermeasures
Essential Elements of Information
Electronic Intelligence
Elements
Eanlsted Men
Enlisted
Engineer
Equipment
Emergency Resupply
Establish/Estimate
Evmuaation
Explosion
Foward Air Controller
Fried-Wing Aircraft-Deployed Seismic Intrusion Detector
Field Force Vietnam
Forward Looking Infrared Radar
Forward Looking Radar
Flight
Fleet Marine Force. Pacific
Forward Operating Base
Fleet Post Office
Field Ration
Friendly
Fire Support Base
Fire Support Coordination Center
Fighter
Free World
Forward
Free World Forces

FAC
FASID
FFORCEV
FUR
FLR
FLT
FMFPAC
FOB
FPO
FR
FRD
FSB
FSCC
FTR
FW
FWD

rwr
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FWM

Vreo World

FWMA
FWMAF

Free World Military Assistance
Free World Militry Assistance Forces

Fy

Fiscal Year

OCA

Ground Control Approach

0EN
GMT

General
Greenwich Mean Time

ONZ
COA
GOP
oP
GPES
GPW
GPWD
GRC
ORD
GCYN'
N&b
HANOSID
HELO
HELOSID
HLZ
HQ
MR
lAD
ICC
ICEo
ICR
JCRC
1CM
IMC
InMS
to
113
ILC
rND
INF
Io
IR-OFD
IRHA
tSA
ISC
mSSA
IVS
I/W
IWCS
JAMTO
JCS

Government of Now Zealand
Government of Australia
Government of the Philippines
Group
Ground Proximity Extraction System
Geneva Prisoner of War Convention
General Political Warfare Department
Government of the Republic of China
Ground
Government Of Vietnam
Harrasiing & Interdiction
Hand Emplaced Seismic Intrusion Detector
Helicopter
Helicopter Deliverable Seismic Intrusion Detector
Helicopter Landing Zone
Headquarters
Hour
Information Advisory Division
Internstional Control Commission
Infrastructure Intelligence'Coordlnation and Exploitation
Intelligence Collection Requirement
International Committee of the Red Cross
Improved Conventional Munitions
Industrial Development Center
Intelligence Data Handling System
Inspector General
Infrared Intrusion Detector
International Logistics Center
Indicattre
Infantry.
Information Office
Infrared Gun Flash Detector
Injuries Resultinq from Hostile Action
International Security Affairs
Infiltration Surveillance Center
Intorservice Support Agreement
international Voluntary Services
Individual Weapon
Integrated Wideband Communications System
Soint Airlines Military Traffic Office
Joint Chiefs of Staff
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IGS
ZPRC
LTD
JIJSPAO
KIA
KLSC
KU
KSCB
XW
LAAT
LAP•t
LASL
LAW
LBN
LCM
LDNN
LF
LHFT
LOWDIS
LLLTV
LN
LOC
LOt
LOTS
LOU
LPD
LPH
LIP
LRRP
LSD
LSIL
LSMR
LST
LT
LTC
LTG
LT INF
LVT
LZ
MAAG
MAC
MACAG
MACDC
MACEVAL
MACFWMAO
MACMA
MACGI
MACPD

Joint Geneval Staff
Joint Personnel Recovery Center
Taint Table of Distribution
Seint United States Public Affairs Office
Killed in Action
Korean Lodistical Service Corps
Kilometer
no Sanh Combat Base
Kllowatt
Logistics Advisory Assistance Team
Low-altetude- parachute- extraction system
Los Akmnee Scientific Laboratory
Light Anvti-Tank Weapon
Letter boa Number
Landing Craft Mechanised
Underwater Demolition Team (Vietnamese Abbreviation)
Local Force
Light Helicopter Fire Team
Limited Distribution
Low Light Level TV
Local National
Lines of Communication
Letter of Instruction
Logistics-Over, the-Shore
Limited Official Use
Arn•iiou Transport Dock.
Amphibious Assault Ship
Long-Range Patrol
Long-Range Reconnaissance Patrol
Dock Landing Ship
Infantry Landing Ship. Large
Medium Landing Ship. Rocket
Tank Landing Ship
Li-utenant
Lieutenant Colonel
Lieutenant Gene ral
Light infantry
Light Velicle Track
Landing Zone
Military Assistance Advisory Group
Military Airlift Command
Military Assistance Command Adjutant General
1.4ilitary Assistance Command Construction Directorate
Operations Research/System Analysis, Hqs MACV
Military Assistance Command Fres World Military
Assistance Office
Military Assistance Command, Military Assistance
Military Assistance Command, Office of Information
Military Assistance Command, Psychological
Ope rations Directorate
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MACSA
MACT
MACTKA
MACV
MACVDAC
MACVF•"
MA.V
MAX
MALT
MAP
Mar
MARDIV
M4RMAST
MAT
MA'TTLO
MAW
MCI
MCID
MDAP
MDoM
IDMIRF
MzCCH
MEDCAP

Military Assistance Command, Science Advisor
Military Assistance Command, Training Directorate
Military Aseistance Command, Thailand
Military Assistance Comnand, Vietnam
Military Assistance Cunnrrand, Vietnam Distribution
and Allocation Com.nittee
Military Assistance Command Vietnam, Forward
Mobilisation and War Veterans Advisory Branch
Marine Amphibious Force
Mobile Advisory Logistics Team
Military Assistante Program
Merine
Marine Division
Military Afftliated Radio System
Mitary Assistance Service Funding
Mobile Advisory Team
MilUtary Attache Liaison Office
Marine Air Wing
Army Combat Meal Individual
Multi.purpose Concealed Intrusion Detector
Material Defense Assistance Program
Ministry for Development of Ethnic Minorities
Mekong Delta Mobile Riverine Force
Mechanized
Medical Civic Action Program

Mi

Main Force

Ma
M z
MI
MIA
MIL
MILCON
MILPIIAP
MINRON
\05
MISC
MIUWG
MM

Major General
Material Handling Equipment
Mile
Missing in Action
Military
Military Construction
Military Provincial Health Assistance Program
Mine Squadron
Military Intelligence Service
Mobile Infiltration Surveillance Center
Mobile Inshore Undersea Warfare Group
Millimeter
Minister Of National Defense

MND
MOD
MOD&WV
MOX
MON
MOO•I
MORD
MIP
MIPC
MPW
MR
MR15

Ministry of Defense
Minstry of Defense and War Veterans
Minster of Information (CVN)
Monitor
Move Out of Salgon Expeditious ly
Ministry of Revolutionary Development
Military Police
Military Payment Certificate
Ministry of Public Work
Military Region
MobUi Riverine Base
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MA?
aRO
MRS
MiF
L4QT
STS
MTDL

WTOE
MTON
MVVA
N?
NATO
NAVrORV
NAVSTPPACT
Nat1
NCI
NCR
NCO
NDC
NETT
NFrxUVN
NOT
NOaS
NIC
NI?
NIRPV
NLD
NI.?
14MCS
1414CC
NOD
NOWORN
NORM
NORS
NP
NPF
NSA
NSAD
NT
NIC
NVA
NVN
NWC
NZ
OASD(PA)

Mobile Rivertne F]rce
Mobile Riverine Oro*p
military Railway Service
mobile Strie Force
Masser sergeent

Ulity Sea Transport Service
Modigfied Table of Distribution k AUlowae
Modi/ed Table of Organisation A Equipment
Metric Ton
Ministry of Veterans Affairs
Nonppropriated Fund
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Naval Forces, Vietnam
Naval Support Activity
Non- Battle Iniury
Naval Construction Irigade
Naval Construction Regiment
Noncommissioned Officer
National Defense College
Now Equipment Training Team
National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam
Naval Gunfire
Naval Ounfire Support
National Interrogation Center
lNational Idenstfieation Registration Program
Naval Investigatory Service Office. Vietnam
New Life Development
National Liberation Front
Naval Mobile Conotmction Battalion
National Military Command Center
Night Observation Devices
Net Releasable to Foreign Nationals
Not Operationally Ready, Maintenance
Nor Operationally Ready, Supply
National Police
National Police rorce
Naval Support Activity
Naval Support Activity, Da Nang
Nong Truong
National Training Center
North Vietnamese Army
North Vietnam
National War College
New Zealand
Office of the Aset SECDEF, Public Affairs

"t014"
OH
O1C
OICC

Project Letter Designation
On Hand
Officer in Charge
Officer in Charge of Construction

OIR

Other Intelligence Requirements
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OJT
O&M
OP
OPCON
OPLAN
O1N

O..the..ob Training
Operations and Maintenance
Observation Post
Operational Control
Operation Plan
Operation

O0

Operational Readiness

PA&E

Office of Special investigation
Pacific Architects & Engineers, Inc.

CIA
OBD
0S!

Office Special Aptestant American Embassy, Saigon
Offiae of the Secretary of Defense

PACA"

Pacific Air rorce

PACZX
PACNAVFACV
PACOM
PACY
PAL
PAL
PAN AM
PANDP
PUR
PCE
PCF
PCs
PDC
PfRI
PF
Pro
PFTC
PO
PHIL
PHULCAGV
P1
PIC
PM•
PIOCC

PaclAc Exchange System
Pacific Naval Facility. Vietnam
Pacific Command
Patrol Air Cushion Vehicle
Philippine Airline
Parcel Airlift
Pan American Airway
Plans and Policy Division
River Patrol Boat
Escort Patrol Craft
Fast Patrol Craft
Permanent Change of Station
Propaganda Development Center
Perimeter
Popular Forces
P resent- (o r- Operations
Popular Force Training Center
Patrol Gunboat
Philippines
Philippines Civil Action Group, Vietnam
Physically Impaired
Prisoner Interrogation Center
Public Information Division
Provincial Intelligence and Operations Coordination
Center
Public Law
Peoples' Liberation Armed Forces
Peoples' Liberation Committees
Platoon
Provisional Military Demarcation Line
Provost Marshal
Port 6f'Oebarkatlon
Psychological Ope rations Division
Petroleum. Oils, & Lubricants
Political Warfare
Permanent Office of the Province Intelligence
Coordinating Centers

PL
PLAT
PLC
PLT
PMDL
PM
POD
POD
POL
POLWAR
PO..PICC
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PkP
PPC
PROV
PROYCORIPSV
PROVMAAGJC
PRP
PRU
PSED
PUkS
PSYOP
PSIWAR
PTO
PUS
PW
PX
QTR
R
RAAF
P. AND A
RAG
RAR
RATS

RCT
a 1D
RD
RDC
RVD

ROPO
RDS
RDT&]
REC
RECON
REOT
REGTL
RNEr
RESP
RET
RF
RT
RFCOTT
RF
ROR
RIF
RIrVASRON
RKG
RLT
RMK- BRZ

Plans and Policy
Printing and Publications Center
Province
Provisional Corps, Vietnam
Provinetal Military Assietance Advisory Group, Korea
Peoples' Revolutionary Party
Provincial Reconnaissance Unit
Patrol Seismic Intrusion Detector
Pacif Stars & Stripes
Psyc•ologioal Operations
Psychological Warfare
Personnel. Training and Organization Branch
Publication
Prisoner of War
Poet JUchange
Quarter
RefigOrated Rations
Royal Australian Air Force
Review and Analysis Branch
River Assault Group
Royal Australian Regiment
Remote Area Terminal System
Regimental Combat Team
Research and Development
Revolutionary Development
Revolutionary Development Cadre
Required Delivery Date
Revolutionary Development People's Group
Round*
Research, Development, Testing and Evaluation
Receive
Reconnaissance
Regiment
Regimental
Reinforced
Responsibility
Returned
Regional Force
Radio Frequency
Regional Force Company Training Teams
Rudio Frequency Interference
Ranger
Reduction in Force
River Assault Squadron
Royal Khymer Government
Regimental Landing Team
Raymond. Morrison-Knudson/Brown- Road- 3ames
(Civilian Construction Firm)
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ROCMAAGV
ROK
ROKA
ROKAF
ROKFV
ROKMC
ROKO
RP
R&R
RSR
RTA
RTAFD
RTAVF
RTAVR
RTFV
RVN
RVNAF
RVNAFLS
RVNR
RWD
S
(S)
SA
SA
SA/AB
SAC
SACMD
SA4CZ
SAM
SAM
SEA
SEAL
SEASIA
SEATO
SEAWBS
SECDEF
SECSTATE
SECORD
SEER
SEVAC
SF
SFGA
SHEDS
SIAM
SLAR
SLF
SMMV
SMPC

Republic of China Military Assistance Advisory Group
Vietnam
Republic of Korea
Republic of Korea Army
Republic of Korea Air Force
Republic of Kore* Forces. Vletnam
Republic of Korea Marine CorpS
Republic of Korea Government
Route Package
Rest and Recuperation
Required Supply Rate
Royal Thai Army
Royal Thai Air Force Base
Royal Thai Army Vietnam Forces
Royal Thai Army Vietnam Regiment
Royal Thai Forces, Vietnam
Republic of Vietnam
Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces
Republic of Vietnem Armed Forces Language School
Vietnam Regional Exchange
Rounds Per Weapon Per Day
Non Refigerated Rations
Secret
Small Arms
Senior Advisor
Army Advisory Detachment Airborne Division
Strategic Air Command
Army Advisory Detachmellt Capitol Military District
Special Zone
Army Advisory Group - IV Corps Tactical Zone
Space Available Mail
Surfsce-to.ALr Missle
Southeast Asia
Sea, Air and Land
Southeast Asia
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization
SEASIA Wideband System
Secretary of Defense
Secretary of State
Secure Voice Cordless Switchboard
System for Evaluating the Effectivenes8 of RVNAF
Secure Voice Access Console
Special Forces
Special Forces Group, Airborne
Ship Helicopter Extended Delivery System
Search, Locate. Annihilate and Monitor
Side Looking Airborne Radar
Special Landing Force
Spanish Medical Mission, Vietnam
Saigon Market Party Committee
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Suh

Service tc Military Hospitals

Siv
3/0

Service to Military Installations
Stockage Objective

SOR
SPO
SPOS
$PT
SPTD
so
SRAO
S3
STZ
Supply. Classes of
Class I
Class a
Class M
Class IV
Class V
Class VA
MTH
5VNLA
TA
T/A
TACAIR
TAC
TACC
TAD
TAOR
TAOR/I
TASE
TC
TCN
TD
TDA
TDT
TE
TF
TFA
TFCW
TFES
TFS
TFW
TO
TMA
TNT
TOC
TOE
TOP
TRIM
TRP

Specific Orders and Requirements
Special Projects Division
Strong Point Obstacle System
Support
Supported
Squadron
Supplemental Recreational Activity Office
Simplified Supply System
Special Tactical Zone
Rations
Clothing and Equipment
POL
Orgenisational Equipment and Fortification Material
Ammunition

Air Manitions
South Vietnam
South Vietnam National Liberation Army
Table of Allowances
Table .L Autheriteion
Tactical Air
Tactical
Tactical Air Control Cents r
Temporary Additional Duty
Tactical Area of Responsibility
Tactical Area of R-esponsibility or Interest
Tactical Air Support Element
Training Center
Third Country Nationals
Table of Distribution
Table of Distribution and Allowance
Temporary Duty
Tactical Emergency
Task Force
Task Force ALPHA
Task Fores CLEARWATER
Territorial Force Evaluation System
Tactical Fighter Squadron
Tactical Fighter Wing
Task Oroup
Transportation Management Agency
Trinitrotoluene
Tactical Operations Center
l.'bls of Organisation and Equipment
Tru'qng,. Organisation and Personnel Advisory Board
Trail Road Interdiction Multi-sensor
Troop
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TS
TSRD
TRU
TSN
UAL
UCMJ
UDT
UT
UNC
UNICEF
UNIC
US
USA
USACCAV
USAF
USANAC
USA.D
USARPAC
USARV
USAS?
USCO
US1)
USFK
USC
USIA
USMAAGV
UShIC
USN
USNS
U8O
USS
USSR
VATLS
VC
VCI
VIC
VIP
VIS
VN
VNAF
VNI
VNMA
VNMC
VNRS
VNSF
VP
VRE
VSSP

Top Secret
Son Revolutionary D,'rvl'pment
Tr=oo
Technical Research Unit
Tan Son Nhut
Unit Authorisation List
Uniform Code of Military Justice
Underwater Demolition Team
Unidentified
United Nations Command
United Nation. International Children's Emergency Fund
Unknown
United States
United States Army
United States Army Engineer Construction Agency,
Vietnam
United State: Air Force
United State Army Headquarters Area Command
United States Agency for International Development
United States Army, Pacific
United States Army. Vietnam
United States Army Special Forces
United States Coast Guard
Unattended. Seismic Detector
United States Forces. Korea
United States Government
United States Information Agency
United States Military Assistance Advisory Group,
Vietnam
United States Marine Corps
United States Navy
United States Naval Ship
United Services Organisation
United States Ship
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Visual Airborne Target Locator System
Vliet Cong
Viet Cong Infrastructure
Vicinity
Volunteer Information Program
Vietnamese Information Service
Vietnamese
Vietnamese Air Force
Vietnamesne Navy
Vietnamese Naval Military Academy
Vietnamese Marine Corps
Vietnamese Ralroad System
Vietnamese Special Forces
Vice President
Vietnam Region Exchange
Veterans' Stars and Stripes for Peace

UNCLASSIFIED
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VUNC
WAAPM
WAFC
WBLC
WESTPAC
WNEC
WZA
WPB
WPC
WPN
YRSM
ITS

Voice of UN Coninsnd
Wide Area Anti-personnel Mine
Women's Armed Forces Corps
Water Borne Logistics Craft
Western Pacific
USCO figh Endurance Cutter
Wounded in Action
Coast Guard Patrol Boat
World Peace Council
Weapon
Repir., Berthing, and Mestr
Large Harbor Tug
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INDEX

h..
Abrams. GEN Creighton W.. Jr., 2
Accelezuaed Paoilication Campaign (APC), 2, 32, 33, 353, 521, 5122. 523, 560.
164, 608
AC-47 Gusahip (SPOOICY), 403. 404
Acoebouy (See Intrusion Sensors)
Advisors, Tear L.enth. 809, 810
Advisory Teams. Mobile. 233-23?
Aerial Reconnaissance, 431-433
Aid to P1VN:
Comm ist China. $1-55
Soviet Union, 51-53
Airborne Personnel Detector (SNwFrR) (See Intrusion Sensors)
Air Delivered Seismic Intrusion Detector (ADSM) (See Intrusion Sensors)
Airdrop Capability, 613
Airdrop Monthly Statistics, 624
Air Fo.-ce Advisory oroup. 594
Air Force Weapons Laboratory* 758
Airlift, 409-430, 668
Airline Ticket S.lts, 828.829
Air Search.. Rescue and Recovery. 430-431
ALLEZNROOK (See Operations. Ground)
Alliance for National Democratic and Peace Forces (ANDPF), 45, 7"-77
,American Embassy, Saigon, 130
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950-953

American Forces Radio & Television Service, Vietnam,
American Red Cross, 81 3-832
Ammunition, rive-by.Five Plan

(Soe Munitions)

Amphibious Ready Group, 442, 462
An. Nguyen Ngoc,

550

Angel Wing Area of Cambodia. 187
Anti-Aircraft Artillery. 374
Anti-Infiltration Barriere:
DUCK BLIID. 911. 926-932
DUEL SLADE, 911. 912. 915-919
DUFFEL SAG, 592, 826. 9W•. 93Z
DUMP TRUCK, 911. 919. 925
DYE MARKER. 911-919
IGLOO WHITE, 409, 911, 919
ILLINOIS CITY. 911
MUD RIVER, 561, 581. 911, 919, 923, 926
MUSCLE SHOALS, 911. 919-926.
Anti-sewrimoner BUoy. 768
ARC LIGHT B-52 Program. 403, 407, 408, 418-425
Armed Propaganda Teams, 521,

597

Army Concept Team. Vietnam (ACTPV). 760
Army of Republic of Vietnam:
Artillery Command, 302
Effectiveness, 281-282. 303-304
Improvement and Modornisation.
Interpreter Program, 306-308

305- 306

Articulated Cargo Carrier, 739
A Shau Valley, 24. 38Z
Assault Youth Group, 104

Attacks on Shipping, 459, 460
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Australian Task Force. Vietnam (ATFV), 300. 334
Autonomous Administrative Committee (AAC). 66, 67

Awardat
Civilian. 801-802
General. 800-803
For Other Than US. 800-801
Impect, 800

3-S1 Operations (See ARC LIGHT)
SARK MA 9 (See Operations, Ground)
Balanced Pressure System (See Intrusion Sensors)
fa, Pham Van, S0
Barrier, Anti-infiltration. 911.93Z
base Areas. VCINVA. 96-103
Beehive Munitions (See Munitions)
Son Hal River. 37?
lien Hoa Air Sase. 130
Binh, Nguyen Thi. 79
Black Market (See Currency Control)
BLACK SPOT Airborne Night Search and Attack System, 755
Bombing Halt. 6, 9. 41. 44, 36, 379
BOX SPRZNGS (See Operations, Ground)
Bridges:
Downer, 49, 50
Pont Des. 49
Budget. OGV Defense. 1969. 711

UNCLASSIFIED
W06s

UNCLASSIFIED
BUGLE NOTE Bombing System, 4W9, 420
Bunkers:
Sightila. 912
Living. 912, 914
BURLINGTON TRAIL (See Operations,

Ground)

Burst Transmitter. 770
BYRD (See Operations, Ground)

Cambodia:
Border Crossings, 459, 502-303
Znfiltration, 37-98
VC/NVA Base Areas, 102
CAMEL PATH Leaflet Program, 611
Campaigns, Vietnam, 803
Camp Sentinel Radar, 750-751
Cam Ranh Bay, 386, 665, 688, 691
Capital Military Assistance Command (CMAC),

217, 219-221. 394, 861, 86Z

Capital Military District (CMD). Z21
Cap Mut Lay Sector (CMLS), 408
CARENTAN II (See Operations, Ground)
Cessefires

(See Stand-down)

Central Executive Committee, Lao Dong, 96
Central Office of South Vietnam (COSVN),

59- 60,

Central Recovery Committee, S36
Central Training Command (See RVNAF)
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77, 96, 104-105, 390

UNCLASSIFIED
Chbans Anamtift1e. 376, 384
CBAMPAICG4 GROVE (See Operations,
Chi,.

Ground)

La. 46

Chaplaincy. 833-834
2SUflJ.

16

. 17, 33, 520-522. 549-531, $99, 604-607

Chi HOa Prison, 898
China. 44. 355
Chuang. GON Lo, 79
CINCPAC. U1. 12. 13. Z17, 242. 375, 437
Civilian Defendant Restraint Facilities, 677
Clvi0lan Irregular Defense Group (CIDO), 16, 251, Z83,

344 .345

Civilianisation Program. 228-233
Civilian Proselyfts Section. 65
Civil Operations and Revolutionary Developroent Support (CORDS), 519, 537
CLAXTON (See Operations, Ground)
Climate, SV?4, 371
Coastal Force, Vietnamese (See Operations,

Vietnamese Navy)

COBURG (So@ Operations. Ground)
COCHISE GREEN (See Operations,

Ground)

COFRAM (See Munitions)
Colby, Ambassador William E.,

522

COMANCHE FALLS I (See Operations,

Ground)

COMANCHE FALLS 11 (See Operations,

Ground)

COMBAT LANCER. Test of F111A, 414, 415, 431
COMBAT SKYSPOT Bombing Technique, 412. 416, 425
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COMBAT TRAP, System for Preparation of Helicopter Lending Zones, 757-759
Combined Campaign Plan. 1968, 13. 14, 15, '19
Combined Dooument Exploitation Center (CDEC), 574- 578
569. 571-573

Combined Intelligence Center, Vietnam (CICY),

Combined Materiel Exploitation Center (CMEC), 580
Combined Military Interrogation Center (CM4C), 578. 580
Command and Control. US.

Z17, 221 - z2z

Command Information Division, 935. 949
COMMANDO HUNT (See Interdiction Campaigns, Air)
COMMAANDO NAIL Bombing Technique, 415, 416
Commo-liaison Section, VC, 65
CommooUaisoa System. 122
Communications:
Automatic Digital Data Network. 718
AUTOSEVOCOM. 721
Dial Central Office, 716
Military Affiliate Radio System (MARS), 724
Project MYSTERY STORY, 730
RED ROCKET. 727
SZAII Wideband System. 713
TALK QUICK, 720
VC/NVA, 119-123
COMUSMACV, 2, 19, 20, 24, 26, 217. Z27, 238, 240, 243, 245, 371, 421, 423,
437. 750, 765-766
Construction Program. 670-671, 680
Container Delivery System (Air), 426
Contractor Force, Expansion. 678
Controlled Fragmentation Munitions (See Munitions)
Convention of Veterans of Foreign Wars,

1968, 7
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CORONADO IX (See Operations,

Ground)

CORONADO X (See Op.'altiona, Ground)
CORONADO XX (See Operations. Ground)
CORONADO X= (See Operations. Ground)
"COUNTER' (See Project COUNTER)
Country Plan. 706

"CriticalMunitions,

638. 636

Culture Drama Teams. 597
Currency Control. 349-351. 826-8Z7. 840-841
Current Affaire Committee. 62.

74, 96

Dal, Sao, 46
Da Nang Air Base. 127
DAWSON RIVER (Bee Operations. Ground)
DAZZLEM (See Operations. Ground)
Deep Draft Port for Northern I CTZ, 697-699
Defense Communications Planning Group, 750. 911, 914, 918
Defense Force. MACV. 864
Defoliation. 373
DELAWARE/LAMSON 216 (See Operations,
Delta. Mekong River, 371,

Ground)

397

Delta Transportation Plan. 674. 675
Denmilitarized Zone (DMZ). 7.

LS, 129-130,

374

Dependent Housing Programn, 675, 676
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Deployment Program 6. 225-228, 248
Deputy 8ocreo-ry of Defense. Z52, 253
Desertion, VC/NVA,

83, 85

Diem, President Ngo Disk, 60
Dion Biei

Phu, 129

Discipline, 836-841
Courts Martial of Civilians, 837-839
Saigon Courts Martial Proposal, 837
District Intelligense & Operations Coordination Centers (DIOCC), 944
DODGE CITY (See Operations. Ground)
Do, ONN Trn. 73, 78, 390, 901
Don, GEN Niuyen, 79
Dong Mai River. 388
Dong, Pham Van, 41-44
Dong Tam Reconstruction Operation,

542

Dou, MG Nguyen, 45
Downward Looking Infrared Radar (DLJR), 753
Dry Weather Campaign, 401
Duc Lap, Brttle of. 403-404
Dul

Lap Special Forces Camp, 388

DUCK BLDM (See Anti-infiltration Barriers)
DUEL

BLADE (See Anti-infiltration Barriers)

DUFFEL BAG (See Anti- infiltration Barriers)
DUMP TRUCK (See Anti-infiltration Barriers)
DYE MARKER (See Anti-infiltration Barriers)
"DYE MARKER Regiment," 914-913

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
.L
Eisenhower, President Dwight D. , 5
Enmy Swimmer Activity, 445. 446. 45Z, 455, 470
Engineers,

Troop Strengths and Distribution, 679, 680

En-Lai, Chou, 53-96
Evacutions. Medical. 705, 706
Executive Committee. VC,

6z

Fa-tisien, Wu, 56
FAIRFAX (Set Operations, Ground)
FAYETTE CANYON (See Operations, Ground)
Fence. Chain Link Defensive Barrier, 673
F-lIlA (See COMBAT LANCER)
righter Aircraft Delivered Seismic Intrusion Detector (FADSID)
(See Intrusion Sensors)
Filhol Plantation,

391

Finence and Economy Section, VC/NVA,

65, 96, 104, 110

Fire Support Bases:
BUELL. 394
BURT, 391
DOT, 399
POPE, 395
Fleet Command. Vietnamese (See Operations,
Forward Air Controllers (FAC), 403
Forward Looking Infrared Radar (FULIR),
Forward Supply Council. 96,

753

104, 105. 108, 111

UNCLASSIFIED
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Vietnamese Navy)

UNCLASSIFIED
FRANTIC COAT Leaflet Program, 610-611
Free World Military Assistance Forces (FWMAF),

12. 221,

345- 355

Funding. Military Assistance Service. 706
Funds:
MILCON, 650
Military Construction 1168, 680
Navy OPN, 650
OMA, 650

CAME WARDEN (See Operations. US Navy)
Geneva Accords, 7, 53. 60, 841
GIANT SLINGSHOT (See Operations,

US Navy)

Clap, GEN Vo Nguyen.. 138
Go Teams, 978
GRAVEL Antitpersonnel Harassment Mine (See Munitions)
Ground Proximity Extraction System, 426, 429
Gunship Airborne Attack Systems, 755, 756

Hai, GEN Tran Guy, 79
Haiphong Harbor, 41
Hamlet Evaluation System (HES),

519,

520, SZ3- 527

Hand Emplaced Seismic Intrusion Detector (HANDSID) (See Intrusion Sensors)
Harriman, Ambassador W. Averill, 9
HAWK Units, 245-Z46

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIF"IED
Helicopter Landing Zones, 757-759
He.icoptez Seismic Intrusion Detector (HELOSID) (See Intrusion Sensors)
HENDERSON HILL (See Operations, Ground)
Herbicides, 373
Highways:
Civil Advisory Function, 648

Overview, 651-655
Security, 665
Significant Events, 656

Statistics, 655
Support.

649-651

HIll 861. 378
Hill 8815. 378
Hobo Woods, 391
Ground)

HOP TAC (See Operations,

HOP TAC I (See Operations, Ground)
H2I ChLah Returnees. 522, 549-551
HospitalsConstruction, 676
Requirements, 701
Hospital Ships,

500-502, 702

HOUSTON (See Operations, Ground)
Hue, Battle of, 130-131, 381
Hue. City of, 378
Hungary. 51
Hurricane Forward (See CMAC)

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

IGLOO WHITE (See Anti-infiltration Barriers)
ILLINOIS CITY (Nee Anti-infiltration Barriers)
Infiltration, 56- 59
Infiltration. Waterborne, 18, 447, 448
Infrared Intrusion Detector (See Intrusion Sensors)
Wnratructure, VC (VCI), 14, 18, 61-81, 519,

544-549

Information Advisory Division, 938
Informnation Advisory Program, 939-942
Improved Conventional Munitions (See Munitionts)
Intelligence Collection Programs, 581- 588
Intelligence Opesrtions. VC/INVA, 123- t28
Intelligence, U3/wVmAr, 569-588
Interdiction, Air, 406-418
Interdiction Campaigns, Air:
COMMANDO HUNT. 406, 409-411, 926
ROLLING THUNDER, 406, 412-418, 430
THOR, 406, 408-409
TURNPIKE, 406, 407-408
Intrusion Sensers:
Acoubouy, 748-749
Airborne Personnel Detector, 749
Air Deivered Seismic Irtrusion Detector, 748
Balanced Presseis System, 749
Fighter Aircraft Delivered Seismic Intrusion Detector, 748
Hand Zzmpiaced Seismic Intrusion Detector, 748
Helicopter Seismic Intrusion Detector, 748
Infrared Intrusion Detector, 749
Magnetic Intrusion Detector, 749
Multi-purpose Concealed Intrusion Detector, 749
Patrol Seismic Intrusion Detector, 749
Unattended Seismic Detector, 749

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
.735" STUART (See Operations. Ground)
Johnson. President Lyndon B..

5

Joint Chiefs of Staff (:CS), 10, L1. 252. 256, 375, 439
Joint General Staff (Vietnamese) Compound, 130,

131

Saint United States Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO),

223,

591

Keim, Tran Sun. 79
Kennedy. President John F..

5

KENTUCKY (See Operations. Ground)
Kb. S&n Combat Base. 1. 8, Z4. 38. 43. 111, 128-129.
196-199. 378, 379, 9Z., 923
Kit Carson Scouts. 551
Komer, Ambassador Robert W.,

SZZ

Korea (See Republic of Korea)
KUDZU (See Operations, Ground)
XUDZU 11 (See Operations, Ground)
Ky, Vice President Nguyen Coo, 519, 537

Lain, Ha ',ban. 80
LAMSON 193/11 (See Operations. Ground)
LAMSON Z60 (See Operations, Ground)
LANCASTER (See Operations, Ground)

UNCLASSIFIED
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131. 156-158,

160-161,

UNCLASSIFIED
LANCASTER I (See Operations. Ground)
Lang Vei Special Forces Camp. 131, 379
Lao Doug Party. 60
Laoe, 7
Infiltration. 7, S8
VC/NVA Bass Areas,

101

Lau, Col Ha Van, 44, 46
Leave Program, Special 30-Day, 809
LE LOX (See Operations, Ground)
Le, Nguyen Than. 43, 46
Liberation Army, VC, 96
Liberation Committees, VC.

76, 77

LIBERTY CANTON (See Operations. Ground)
Lien, Do Th,

80

Lines of Communication (LOCs), 647
Logistics:
Advisory Effort. 621, 622
Buldutp, I CTZ. 618
General, 615. 616
Over-the-Shore (LOTS). 619
Responsibi]•.es for, 617, 618
Transition to 1968, 611
VC/NVA. 96. 104-111
Logistics Concept:
I CTZ, 616
U CTZ, 617
M CTZ. 617

IV CTZ. 617
RVN Support of Free World Forces, 61;
US Support of Free World Forces, 617
Logistical Support, IV CTZ, 620, 621

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Logistics System. ARVN Support Through US, 622
Long. Han NMom,

54

Laon Range Patrol. 243-244
Lang Range Planning Task Group, 793.795
Los Alamos Saimsdfle Laboratory Sound Ranging System (LAIL), 760
Low Altftdo Paracute Extraction System. 4&6, 429

Low Light Leval Television. 712, 753. 754
Last. Tran Tries. 71
Luang, CNN Trms, 68

MACAZHIUR (See Operations. Oround)
Macceousy, 869-871

Accomplishments. 069, 870
Resognition,' 871
MACV (forward) (See US Units, XXIV Corps)
MAZU40NO 9 (Soo Operations. Ground)
MagUetic Intrusico

Detector (See Intrusion Sensors)

Maintonancst
NAVTORV. 645
Recovery Vehicles. 641
Track and Wheseled Vehicles, 644
T84-L-13 Engines. 645
USA••Y, 644
M MAY. 645
7th AF, 641
MAMELUICE THRUST (See Operations, GroLnd)
Men, Gen Chu Buy, 78
Manila Communique,

7

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Marihuana. 811-815, 639-840

MA1RKZT TIME (See Operations, US Navy)
MAUtK&L MOUNTAIN (See Operations, Ground)
MAUl PEAK/HUNO GUANO 1/74 (See Operations, Ground)
May Offensive. 2. 28. 38, 13Z-134, 393
MCLAIN (See Operations, Ground)
MEADE RIVER (Set Operations, Ground)
Medical Civic Action Program (MEDCAP), 597.-98
Medical Ope rations:
RIVNAF, 70Z
US/FWMAF, 699
Medical Services. VC/NVA. 110, 111
u4edieslServices, iVNAF, Reorganinatton, 703
Medical Unite, Arrival in RVN. 700
Medicine, Preventive, 703-709
Messes,

Field Ration, Conversion, 626, 807, 808

MIGHTY YANKES (See Operations, US Navy)
Military Airlift Command, 669
Military Assistance, Factors Affecting Amount and Composition, 709
Military Party Alfairs Section, VC, 65, 104
Military Port Performance, 696-697
Military Proselyting Section, VC. 65
Military Provincial Health Assistance Program (MILPHAP), 598
Military Regions, VC/NVA. 62, 63, 67, 68, 69
MR Z and 3, VC/NVA. 29, 70

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLAS IF]IF
MR S. VC/NVA, 69. 70
MR 6, VCINVA. 69
Military Stal Subseetion. VC. 66
Mines and Mining, 451-493. 455, 418
Mink. NO Chi. 1, 7, 40, 41, 43. 60
Minister of Interior (OVN), 149, 959, 162
Mission Council, 222.223
MTI4RAS FIREWATCH, Artillery/l•Mortar/Rocket Detection System, 761-762
Mobile Advisory Teams (See Advisory Teams

Mobile)

Movils Area Logistics Teems (MALTS). 234-237
Mobile Rivering Force (wRF). 18, 24Z-243. 397, 442. 443, 466-473
Mobile Training Teauns,

97

"MOOSE" (lee Project "MOOSE")
Morales VC/NVA, 81-85
MUD RIVER (See Anti- infltration Barriers)
Multi-mode Forward Radar, 753
Multi-pur-

"e Concealed Intrusion Detector (See Intrusion Sensors)

Munitions:
Beehive, 637
B-72 Propane Bomb, 766
Controlled Fragmentation, 769
Five-by-Five Plan, 634
GRAVEL Anti- personnel Harrasement Mine, 764, 765
Improved Conventional Munitions (formerly COFRAM), 769
M-121 10.000-lb Bomb, 758
PAVE WAY Guided Bnmb, 412, 768
RINGTROP Anti- personnel, Anti- vehicle Device, 764
Selected. 769
WALLEYE Guided Bomb, 412. 768
Wide Area Anti- personnel Mine (WAAPM), 765
VC/1tVA. 106, ill- L19

UNCLASSIFIED
1099

C

UNCLASSIFIED
Ground)

MUSCATINE (See Operations,

MUSCLE SHOALS (See Anti-infltration Barriers)
Mutual Interference Incident. 492 - 495

NAPOLEON/SALINE (See Operations. Ground)
NARASUAN (See Operations.

Ground)

National Correction Center. 134
National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (NFLSVN), 10.
71, 80. S1. 84, 153, 114, 197
National Identity Registration Prugrun (NIRP), 535. 607-608
National Police Force, RVN. 23, 521. 634-536
Naval Advisory Group, $95
Naval Guaftie Support, 374, 449-451, 480-498
Naval Operations, 441-103
Navy Mobile Construction Battalions. 44',

475-480

Navy, Vietmamee. (See Vietnamese Navy)
NEVADA EAGLE (Se. Operations, Ground)
New Life Development, 957-560
New Zealand Forces, 354-355
Nghai. Le Thanh, 50, 54
NGUYEN TRAI Campaign, 607
N

NYN Newspaper, 44, 47,

Nba Trang Air Base,

54-155

126

Nhon, Tren Thoung, 75
Nhut, Ho HUU, 79

UNCLAL1FIED
1100

60, 62,

UNCLASSIFID
lUTE GAZELLE Surveillaaee System. 752
NIrT

PANTUR Surveillance System. 75Z

NLIP Five Point Peace Plan. 41.42. 44
NLF Politica Officiale. 79-60
NYN Teur Point Peace Plan. 41

"O31" (S.e Project 01N)
Offensive, Firt General ae*

d Of•ensve)

ive)
U
W" Me Oens

Offensive. Second gmemn

Offensive. Third General. 32. 36, 39. 133, 134, 135. 183
Office of Information. 931
Office of the Science Adviser, MACV. 744, 746-747
Operational Objectives, 21
Operation DO O TAM (Paciftcation), 675
Operation SAN=H BEACH (See Operation INFE• NO)
Operation frzxNO (awgieBurning). 767-766
Operation NIAGARA,. 423-426
Operation RAPID ^IROW, 621
Operation STOPS OUT.

608-610

Operation Plane. 777-78Z
Operations. Ground;
ALLENDROOK, 191
BAZX MA 9, 367
BOX SPRINGS, 391
BUREUNOTON TRALL, 382
BYRD. 368
CARENTAN 1, 379

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
CrAMPAI.GN GROVE. 382
CLAXTON, 883
COsITR, 391
COOICSE GREEN, 386

COMANCHE FALLS 1, 380
COMANCOWE FALL8 1. 380
CORONADO I, 399, 467
COtioADO X. 399
CORONADO XI. 399
CORONADO XE, 399
DAWSON RIVER. 383
DAZZLEM, 386
DEZLAUARZ/LAMfON 216, 14, 380
DODGE CITY. 24
FAIrAX. 391, 893
FAYETTE CANYON, 384
HENDERSON 164LL, 381
HOP TAC, 399
HOP TAG 1. 399
31OUSTON, 381
TEN RTUART, 379. 381
KENTUCKY. 378, 381
KUDZU, 399
XUDZU IL 399
.LAMSON 193/11. 380
LAMSON 260. 382
LANCASTER. 378
11
LANCASTER U. 37'
LE LI. 384
.46
CANYON.
LIkRITT
MACARTHUR. 386
MAENO HO 9. 387
UMAELUKE THRUST. 381
MARSHAL MOUNTAIN. 383
MAUI PEAK/HUNG QUANG 1/74. 382
MCLA., 388
MEADE RIVER. 383
MUSCATINE, 381
NEVADA EAGLE. 380
NAPOLEON/SALINE, 380
NARA•UAN, 392
PATRICK. 386
PEGASUS 8, 2.4, 379
PERSHING, 386
PERSHING, U. 386
PHIOENIX. 24, 30
QUYET CHIEN CAMPAIGN. 400
QUVET THANG, 392, 907
PEOPLE'S ROAD, 399
RILEY, 39Z

UNCLASSIFIED
L1O2

UNCLASSIFIED
SAN ANGELO, 24. 391

SANTA FE, 24
SARATOGA, 391
SCOTLAND. 378, 379
SCO'LAND IL 380
SOMXRSET PLAN/LA)4SON 246, 382
SPEEDY zx'US, 401
SWIFT MOVE, 684
TAYLOR COMMON, 384, 759
MEN 30 Z0, 383
TOAN THANG CA AIG.PC,392, 907
TRAN HUNG DAO. 390, 907
TIAN HUNG DAO II, 390, 907
TROUNO GONG DINX, 399
UNIONTOWN, 391
WALCER. 386
WHELR /WALLOWA. 381
WIWD ZREEN , 391
YELLOWSTONE. 391
YORK. 24
YORK 1, 24
YORK 1. 24
YORK =. 24
YORK IV, 24

"Opeations, US Navy:
GAME WARDEN, 442, 446. 455-460, 464
GIANT SLINGSHOT. 474
MARKET TIME. 322, 442, 444-454, 582
MIOSTY YANKEE. 856
SEA DRAGON. 442. 480
SEA LORDS, 474. 479
STABLE DOOR, 442. 445-446, 452
lTAW. 096

"TIOE

Operations, VC/NVA:
I CTZ. 154-165
12 CTZ, 165-177
M OTZ. 177-187
IV CTZ, 187-195
Operations, Vietnamese Navy:
Coastal Forve, 322
Fleet Comnumand, 321-322
Riverine Force, 323-325
Order of Sattle- 1968, VC/NVA, 89-9S

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Organization Section, VC, 65

Pacification. 15
Pacification Development Guidelines, 523
PARROTS BEAK Region. 130
PATRICK (See Operations.

Ground)

Patrol Air Cushion Vehicle, 757
Patrol Seismic Intrusion Detector (See Intrusion Sensors)
PAVE WAY Guided Bomb (See Miuntions)
"PEACE COLT" (See Project PEACE COLT)
Peace Negotiatione, Parts. 9.
PEGASUS (See Operations.

39. 41, 45,

1, 53, 56, 79, 83. 132, 136

Ground)

Peking, 41

"Pentilateral Agreement,

866

People's Liberation Committees, 76, 77, 78
People's Liberation Couneils (PLC), 76, 77, 78
People's Revulutionary Party (PRP), 45. 60, 61, 6Z
PEOPLE'S ROAD (See Operations. Ground
perfume River, 886
PERSHING (See Operations, Ground)
PERSHING 11 (See Operations, Ground)
Personalities, VCI, 78-79
Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants (POL):
Consumption. 174. 631, 633
Tankage Objective, 631

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Philippine Civic Action Group. Vietnam (PIMLCAGV). 353-354
Philippines (See Republic ot the Philippines)
PW'OZfMC (See Opesaionue, Ground)
PI(OEUX /PKNG NOAN(O Program, 33,
Phu Cat Air Sets.

320-Il[, 544-549. 607

127

Phu The Race Track. 131, 390. 698. 901
Plans sad Pollay Division (MACOZ). 939
Policy, US, S. 7
Politial Subeoctien, VC, 66
Political Warfare College (see seheel,sRVNAF)
Popular Forcest (Also Sa. Rr/PF)
PV7 Raise. 343-344
Trelning Genter, 299-300
Port Developmeat
Can Ranh kSay, 665, 688, 691
Chit La. 665
Da Nang, 663, 664, 691
Dong Tam. 691
Sue-0.% •.1, 683. 691
NU Trang. 617, 691
Phan Rang. 688
Out Nhon, 665, 666, 691
Saigon, 664, 689, 691
Vun Ro., 667
Vunj Tau, 669
Ports Performance, 663
Postal Operations, 8Z9-830
Post Exhansge System, 821-829

haLdk

U38R Newspaper,

50

Presidential Palace, 390, 899
Press, Favorable, 976

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Press Relatdois and Problems:

Accreditation, 966
Casualty Reportng. 971
Ceodibility Cap, 953
News EmbargO Violation, 963
violation of Oround Rules. 942
Prismn. Can Son Island, 678
Prisoners of War,
2S/?WMA.F, 541-850
Cambodian Detainees. 647-849
Prisoner Escapes. 849-850
Released by VC/NVA. 841-847
VCINVA. 850-859
Camp Coastruction. 850
Determination of PW Status. 898-8.9
Handling of PWs. 851-853
NVNSeamn. Release, 449. 856-85?
Rolease of PWe, 853-856
Prison racilities, Vletnamese, 677-678
PRIZE CREWProject (See "Quits Aircraft")
Production, VC/•VA Logisttcal, 105, 106, 107
Program 6 Deployment (See Deployment Program 6)
Program. Commercial Consumables Transfer, 710
Program. Dollar Line, 708
Program. Major Item. 708
Project:
COUNTER. 627
MOOSE, 803-805

"OBN". 712
PEACE COLT. 336
RECOVERY, 2, ZO. 536-544
STOP/SEE. 627
TAKEOFF. S19

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Propaganda,

Training and Indoctrination Section, VC, 65

Propaganda, VC/NVA,
Propane Bomb (72)
Province

149-154
(See Munitions)

Party Committee (PPC), 62, 64, 65, 66, 69

Provisional Corps Vietnam (PROYCORPSY) (See U.S. Unit, XXIV Corps)
Provisional filitary Demarcation Line (PMDL), 374
Psychological Operations,

360-561, 591-611

Psychological Operations Directorate (MACV),

591- 592

Psychological Operations Division (CORDS), 592
Public Xnformation Division (MACOR),

1, 937, 942

Pursuit, Immediate, 375

Quarters, Air Crew, 807
"Quiet Aircraft," 731- 752
OUTCET CIllE

Campaign (See Operations,

Ground)

QUTET THANG (See Operations. Ground)

Radio Jamming, VC/NVA, 121
Railroads:
Performance Statistics, 662
Restoration, 657
Security Goals, 657
Security Status, 660
RAPID ARROW Wee Operation RAPID ARROW)

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Rations:

Category MCI", 624, 625. 626
Category "t", 624, 625, 626
Category "S", 624. 62W, 626
Rear Services Section. 66, 96. 104-106. 108
Recruitment. VC/NVA. 85-89
Red River. 49
Remote Area Terminal Landing System. 770
Republic of Korea Forces, Vietnam (ROKCFV), 346-351
Air Force, 348-349
Hold B&Sagge, 349
Marine Brigade, 117
Tanks, 347*348
Republic of Philippines, 353-354
Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RvI•AF),

12, 27, 2411345

Awards & Decorations. 288- 290
Central Training Command. 298- 300
Commirsary, 294-Z96
Desertion Control, 275- 280
Desertion Rates. 276-277
Effectiveness (See respective Services)
Emergency Resupply, 623

Improvement and Modernisation. 249-261 (See also respective Services)
Logistical Forces, 260-261
Mobilisation. 270.275
Morale Services, 283-296
Pay and Allowances, 290-291
Post Tot Status, .80-283
Promotions, 284- 287
Rations, 294
Reorganisation, 280-Zl
Schools (See Schools, RYNAF)
TraininS, 283
Centers, 299-300
Veterans Affairs, 291-294

"Training

Weaponry.

261-Z70

Research, Development, Testing h Evaluation. 743-770

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCASSIFD
Resoution, 6th CO6t•V. 76
,est
& ReesperaMou:
Australia. US-830

Seangek. 4361,21
Goaeni. S16U
Guam. all

Oki•,awa. 61

Reduced Tares, $15

Regioal rorcee/Popalar Frre*@ (RFIP/), 15. 31. 211, 215. 283, 290-291. 299
342-344".

120, 530, 134

Revolutionary Develepment. 74, 443, 476, 119, 514-115,

Revokoieoary Development Cadre. 21. 556,

901

17, 199

RFilF. Advseory Buildap, 233-237
Rifle. MU-1, (see Weapeon)
RINGTROP Aati-perseoael. Asti-vehicle Device (See Munitions)
RILEY (See Operations, (Ireund)
Riot Control Agent(CS).

391,

638. 639. 761-766

Riverise FOrse, Vietnamese (see Operations. Vietnamese Navy)
Royal Thai Forcte,

Vietnam (RTFY). 351-393

Rules of Engagement. Groued, 371

Sabouge, VCINVA, 143-11,9
Saigon. Enemy Activity, L30-131,

133, 134-137

Saigon Port Authority, 691
Saigon River, 311
SAN ANGELO See Operations,

rotund)

San Antonio Formala, 6

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Semeritas, 2
SANTA IS

(See Operaitons,

Ground)

Ground)

SARATOGA (See Opensdos.
schools.

AVNAI:

Commend & Stall Cblleg*.

298

bleamry, 298-299
1 -- p-

0. 2"8

Mili"tar Academy, 296-297. 677

National Defe,, - College. 297-29"
Natiomnl NCO academy. Z99
Naval Academy. 320
Political Warfare College, 596
SCOTLAND (See Operations, Ground)
SCOTLAND 31 (See Operatios, Ground)
Seabse Teams. 443. 476, 59
SEA DRAGON (See Operations, US Navy)
SEA/LAND Camainer Ship Service. 6"7
SEA LORDS (See Operations, US Navy)
SEALS. 412. 452. 457, 458. 475
Searcb-aad-Destroy Operations,

371

Searchlights, 373
Security:
Dridge, 665-866
Communications Facilities, 864
Concept of Operations, 860-861
Installation and Air Same. 863-865
Objectives - 1968, 860
RVN Correctional Centers. 864-865
Security Section, VC.

65. 104

Selected Munitions (See Munitions)
Self-Defense. Right of. 373

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Sens. Won Tn. 14

Senor Military Advisor In Parts. 793
sensors (lee Intrmuion lenores)
S1eds. Interim, 619, 620
Shelters, Aircraft. 671-673
Shipping. Snta-omental. 666
Side- looking Airborne Radar (SLAR), 713
Single Manager for Air Concept. 433-440
SOMERSET PLAIN/LAUSON Z46 (See Operations, Ground)
Song Tan Revolutionary Development, $56-557
Sound Ranging Detection, 760
Spaon, 351
Special Projects Division (MACOX). 937, 948
Special Tactical Zone (44th), 397
SPEEDY EXPRESS (See Operations, Ground)
STABLECDOOR (Iee Operation@, US Navy)
Stand-down:
Chrien•as, 376
Holiday, 375, 376
"STOP/SEE" (See Project STOP/SEE)
Strategic Research and Analysis, 571
Strategy, 5
Combined. 13
COMUSMACY, Z0, Z, 29
oui•atae, 11
Strategy & Tactics, VC/NVA, 128-158

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Streqth. forces:
FWMAF. Z24,345

RVKAF. 214 (See also respective itervices)
Us. 123a-2s
VC/NVA, 89
Strong Point Obstacle System (SPOS), 9U. 912
Studies, MACUT5:

International Affairs Division, 785.79Z
Special Plans Division, 781-787

US/SEATO Divis•om. 782-783
Vietnama Division. 763-784
Subsistence. Bates Allowance,

806

Supply Classes:

Class
Class
Class
Class

1, 6z4-626
f &IV, 626-631
IM. 631. 633
V &Va. 633-639

Supply Services:
Ice Plants. 640
Laundry, 639
Mortuary. 641-643
Property Disposal. 640
Supply Teams, Rapid Area, 627
Surface-to-Air Missiles. 374
SWIFT MOVE (See Operations. Ground)

TACAWR, 403, 407. 424. 425
Tactical Zone, I Corps, 376
Tactical Zone. IV Corps, 397
"TAKE OFF" (See Project TAKEOFF)

UNCLASSIFIED
ii1

UNCLASSIFIED
Tan. GIN Le Irons. 79
Tan. GEN Na La, 79
Tants, PT-76, VC/NVA. U14, 131, 379
Tan Son Mat Air Ross. 126, 127
Tao. Trink Dink. 4S
Teak Forces:
Alpha, 409, 921. 912, 923. 924. 930
CLZARWATER. 457, 460-463, 468
GALLOWAY. 382
NAT (See CMAC)
Soint, 728, 911
OREGON, Z1?
XAT. 378, 381
TAYLOR COMMON (See Operations,
Tauaticn, VC/NVA, 105, 108.

Ground)

109. 110

Tax Problem widL GYN. 866-868
Territorial Forces Evaluation System (TFS), 530-534
Territorial Organisation, VC/•.A,
Territorial Security, 527,
Terrorism. VC/NVA,

62, 63, 74

530

138-143

T-Day Planning. 779- 781
Tqt Offensive, 1, 3, 19. 26, 37-38. 70-74, 125, 129-132, 134, 150, 167,
390, 397, 426-429, 69Z. 759, 881-908
Thai, LTG Hang Van, 45, 78
Thao, GOE Hoang Minh. 79
Thi, DiMh so, 80
Thiou, President Nguyen Van, 7,

"Thailand Forces

519, 520, 533,

536, 544,

(Soe Royal Thai Forces, Vietnam)
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$52

386,

UNCLASSIFOID
The, Le Due, 45, 44

The, Nguyen Kuan 95
Thu. COL Va. 52
Thuy, XUye.

43. 44

TlCN so t0 (See Operations, Ground)
Tien, Nguyen Va., 80
TIGHT SAW (See Operations. US1Navy)
TOAN THANG CAMPAIGN (See Operations, Ground)
T~ur Length, $08-610
TowerA. Obeervation, 674
Tra, GEN Tran Van. 71
TRAIL CAMPAIGN Leaflet Program, 611
Trail., Park. MACV Senior Officer's. 805, 6046
TRAIL/ROAD Interdiction hMulti- gensor ProJect, 753
Training, VC/N VA,

6, 867

TItAN H'JNO DAO (See Operations, Ground)
TRAN HUNG DAD II (See Operations, Ground)
Transportation:
Enemy, 106
oeneral. 647
LOG Division, 647
Tri-Thien-Hue MR, 67, 68, 70
TROPIC M4OON Airborne Detection and Attack Systems, 754
Truce Violations, 375
TRUONG CONG DIN14 (See Operations, Ground)
Tracn,

Nam. 77, 80
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Wll,

~UNCLASS
Te-Tung. Maeo,64. 96
Thy Hoe Air Base. 126

U mic1

rarest. i1s

Unattended Setsmic Detector (See Intrusion Seneors)
UNIONTOWN (See Operations, Ground)
Units. ARVN Battalion:
lith Rlmner Ian. 386
alle Rmsser an. 384
gad Reaor an, $9I
234 Auser n, $91
36th Renser gn. 393
37th Rnsner Dn, 379. 384
39th RMnsr Ban, 364
Units, ARV?4 Division:
let Div. 378, 883
ad Div, 303. 382
sth Div, 390
7th Div, 282. 326, 397
9th Div. ZI1, 262. 326. 397
l5th Div. &10. 304. 390
21st Div, 282, 397, 892
23d Div. 60. 251
19th Div, 304, 390
Airborne Div, 282, 283
Units, ARYN Infantry ReSiment:
ad Rest. 380, 887
3d kigt, 380, 887
19th Relt. 903
16th Rest, 903
41st Rest. 690
42d Rest. 892
44th Rest, 386, 591
49th Rest, 392, 395
MSot Rest, 378, 383

UNCLASSIFIED
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lot NVA Di. 170, 17L 171, 173, 17, 368
d NA Div.1,Il1.
?,
18. . 140. 163. 13, 1•4. 14,
34,iPTA Div, 160. 148. 163. 164. 165. 16". 170, 173
4th RVA Div, 5I8
thkNVA Div. 170. 181
6th NVA Aot. 378
7th NVA Div. 177, 11M186
7th Be. 11th NVA Rap, 367
%tkNA aet. 13S. 378
i2th

171. 384

C Sapper Im, 3786

24th NVA Rest. 893
Z75th VC Rest, 691
304th NVA Div, 89. 136, 131. 155, 116, 118. 119, 160, 161
308th NVA Div, 65M160. 161
320th NVA Div. 69, 135. 116. 151. 159. 160. 161, 162. 163. 883
125C NVA Div. 128. 155-138, 170.173
.341st N•A Div. 157
604 NVA Ia, 378
610 NVA 3n. 375
Nat City Sapper Bi. 378
Unite, FrWMA.F:
Capital BOX Dlv, 387, 890
Quoeen's Cobra Relt. 393
Royal Thai Army Volantteer Regt, 392
lit Australi.a Tosk Force (CAF), 391
3d 1KO Mari. I3de, 378
9th (White Horea) ROK Div. 387
Us Shupes
UM NETWTRS]Y (3.-62), 442. 499-498
USS W.STCISTER COUNTY (LST-1167), 470
Unite, Us Battalion:
lot In, SOZd Aba stf. 899
2d Sn. 12th Wt. 395
3d Be, 6th inf. 387
3d In. 187th jIL, 395
3d Sn. 50i6th Abu Wsf,691
4th Sn. 503d Abn Wsf.890
19th POLWAR Sn. 596
20th POLWAR In. $96
40th POLWAR Dn, 596

UNCLASSIFIED
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Units, US Brigade:
I t med, lth SRI(Moth), 380. 381
3d Bde., Ud Abu Div.

37, 233, 244-245.

394

34 Mde. Lot Cav Div (AM), 361
3d 3a". 4th hat Div. 381, 386
3d Naval Contriutinda d, 475, 476
3d. 346
1734 Abl tWt
196th Lt Int 3d0. 381
361
a
Rd*.
Lt
198th
199th Lt tla 3ds. 390. 390, 391. 695
Units. US Division:
A onrisal Div (See 2334 W Div)
Iat Cay Div (AM). 24, 219, 244. 345, 376. 379. 383, '396. $66
SIstW Div. 392
let Mar Div, 246. 378. 885
3d Mar Div. 146, 378, 379
Div. 244, 344. 366
4th WSa
9th WatDiv. 24&. 243. 244, 392, 893, 899. 903
23d WatDiv (Americal), 217. 36W
35th taf Div. 390
101st Abu Div (AM), 24, Z19, W43.245, 376. 379, 387
Units, US General:
I 1105GEV, 344. 909
a TIRCXEV, 219, Z42, 390, 393. 893-895, 899
Z MAY, 219, 226, 227. 236, Z45, 2463247
IV C , AS, 401
X=V Corps. 317, Z18. 219. 245. 376. 378, 406, 409
Units, US Group:
3d Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Group (ARRO), 430
Sth Special Forces Group. Abn, 891
4th PSYOP Group, 592-593
7th PSYOP Group. 593
525th Military Intelligence Group, 569
Units, US Regiment:
I t Mar P.gt. 886
3d Mar Regt, 380, 885
4th Mar Regt, 378
5th Mar Rept, 886
9th •ar ReSt. 378
11th Armored Cav Rogt, 896
Zoth hflr ReSt. 378
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UNCLASSIFIED
Units, US Wint:
Let Ma, Air Wt, 246-247

thAlir Commsado Wg, $94
41d Too Ie*en Wt, 431
460th Too Resoo

W8, 431

United Services Orgnisation (US0), 799. 834-835
United States Agenay for International Development (U9SA), Z23
United States Army, Vietnam (USAAY), 127, 229. 233,
United States Fores@.

3.5, 243, Z49

223-249

Urban Self- defense Groups, 554-955

USSR, VC!.VA Relationship, 75

Vance, Ambassador Cyrwa 1. , 9
Vietnamese Air rote* (VNAr)t
Generai, 291, 255-256, 283, 335-341
Improvement It Modernisation, 336-341
Vietnamese Marine Corps (VNMC), 255, 282, 315, 341-342, 399, 887, 398
Vietnamese Navy (VNqf):
Amphibioas Task Force, 329-326
Buildup, 308- 309
Civic Action, 321
Effectiveness, 331-334
Improvement Ik Modernisation, 327-331
Operations, (See Operations, Vietnamese Navy)
Organisation, 309-317
Shipyard, 317-320
Structure Changes, 326-327
Training, 3Z0-321
Village Assistance Teams, 598
Villasg

Cells, VC/XVA, 106

VINATEXCO Textile Mill, 897
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Vtnb. Port of, 50, $57
Airspace. 449

Viola"ion of Cat11odiMA

Visual Airborne Target Locator System, 762-763

w
WALKZE

Nee Operations. Ground)

WALL•TE Guided Bomb (See Munitions)
Weapons:
Captured Enemy Weapons Program, 641
MW16, 629.631
M.16, Impeat eo ARVN. 302-303
VC/NVA, 106, 11l-119
Weapons Reward Program. 606.607
L

Weapon.. System, hi- 91 Sheridan, 6z-8629
Westmoreland, GEN William C., I
WHEELER /WALLOWA (Nee Operations. Ground)
Wide Area Anti- personnel Mine (WAAPM), (See Munitions)
WIDZRNlIS

(NeeOperations, Ground)

WTITER/SPRING Campaign, VC/NVA, 76, 105,
Workshops, YC/NVA, 106-107
WUNhDER BEACH, 619

YELLOWSTONE (See Operations, Ground)
Yi,

Chen. 53-54

YORK (See Operations. Ground)
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122, 129,

132, 137

UNCLASSIFIED
YORK I (See Operation,
YORK U (See Operations,

Ground)
Ground)

YORK M (See Operatious. Ground)
YORK IV (See Operatitos. Ground)
Youth Liploitation Program, 606
YANKZZ STATION,

414

i

-74

24
'
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